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February 5, 1970 
Mr. William Simon 
Power and Propult-4ort Inviolon EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 1 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space Base and 
Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems". 
I. General 
During the first week of January, 1970, eight graduate students were 
interviewed and two PhD. candidates accepted as Research Assistants, in 
accordance with the contract. The Students are Mr. S. L. Yao and Mr. S. M. 
Morcos. They began work on this program officially on January 19, 1970. 
The general strategy was mapped out for the system simulation. 
Firstly, it was decided to treat the non-linear system simulation as an 
initial value problem. This approach affords the uniform treatment of 
both the steady-state problem (Space Base) as well as the transient problem 
(Shuttle) and lends itself to the application of standard integration 
techniques. No computational instabilities or convergence problems need 
to be anticipated. 
Secondly, it is planned to subdivide the numerical solution in 
elementary subtasks and to code these in subprograms. Such a structure 
allows great flexibility for later modifications in that only specific 
units need to be replaced, and it also greatly facilitates debugging of 
the program. 
Thirdly, it was decided to develop concurrently a simplified 
analysis of the entire system. This analysis should serve to identify 
quickly relational trends between the system response and the governing 
parameters. It should also help to determine relative significance 
between overlapping transfer mechanisms. 
II. Accomplishments  
Six dependent variables describe the system: three fluid properties 
(pressure, temperature, velocity) and three temperatures (fin, tube, 
meteoroid protection), all as functions of time and space. The six pertinent 
differential equations were developed in a form suitable for computer so-




February 3, 1970  
Computer Codes are available for the integration of simultaneous 
differential equations, for Simpson integration and for differentiation. A 
code for the solution of simultaneous algebraic equations was written and 
is being debugged. It will be used for solving radiosity equations. 
"Direct exchange areas" for the radiative heat exchange between tube 
and fin were formulated and are being prepared for numerical evaluation. 
The simplified system analysis was developed. The problem reduced 
to the solution of a single transcendental equation for the fin root 
temperature. A single system parameter describes the system operating 
conditions. The formulation of the simplified analysis seems to permit 
direct optimization. 
A search of pertinent literature has been started. Three NASA 
publications and one reference manual written under a NASA contract have 
been collected and reviewed. The collecting of further references will be 
continued in future months. 
A review has been initiated of appropriate relations for the Nusselt 
Number for laminar and turbulent flow of gases and liquids as well as liquid 
metals. The selected expressions will be programmed later in subroutines. 
III. Future Plans  
Both Dr. Wulff and Dr. Black will visit Houston sometime during the 
first week in March for the first of the bi-monthly progress meetings. At 
that time they will present their second letter report. It was anticipated 
that this letter report was to be delivered to Mr. William Simon during his 
Visit to Atlanta on February 6, but his visit was canceled. 
During the next month, it is anticipated that the following work will 
be initiated: 
A study will be made to determine an appropriate expression for 
meteoroid protection thickness. Expressions taken from NASA publication 
SP-78 and TRW Users Manual ER-6792 are already under consideration. 
Computer programming will be continued for numerical calculations 
of the fin temperature distribution and system simulation. An 
interpolation subroutine will be written to provide fin, and tube fluid 
properties from tabulated values. Direct exchange areas in terms of the 
geometry of the tubes and fins will be programmed. 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
March 3, 1970 
Mr. William Simon 
Power and Propulsion Division EP5 
Natiorial Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 2 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of 
Space Base and Shuttle Heat Rejection 
Systems". 
I. Accomplishments  
Five subroutines have been programmed and debugged. These programs 
are now being tested with simulated input conditions to check their 
correctness. These five subroutines are particularly suited for use in 
the heat rejection study. They are: 
1. Numerical evaluation of the first derivative. 
2. Numerical evaluation of the second derivative. These two 
subroutines will be used for the evaluation of the discretized 
differential equations which simulate the performance of the 
heat rejection system. 
3. Matrix Inversion - This subroutine will be used to determine the 
radiosity of each fin and tube element. 
4. Interpolation routine - This subroutine will be used to evaluate 
coolant fluid and fin properties from tabulated values. 
5. Integration by Simpson's Rule - This subroutine will be used 
to determine the net heat flux leaving the surface of the 
radiator by the radiation mode. 
Equations for the direct exchange areas between tube and fin and 
two fin elements have been written, non-dimensionalized and checked 
against the results of a simplified geometry. These equations have been 
coded as 'a subroutine. 
The simplified system analysis was continued. The simplified analysis 
is based on the one-dimensional fin and it is being used to seek an optimum 
number of tubes and an optimum tube length. The preliminary results in-
dicate no optimum tube length while there is a optimum number of tubes. 
The steady-state momentum, energy and . continuity equations have been 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE O TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
April 1, 1970 
Mr. William Simon 
Power and Propulsion Division EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Mallhed Spaocrat Cpntor 
HOuston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 3 NASA Contract NAS9-10415 "A Study of the 
Design Parameters of Space Base and Shuttle, Heat Rejection 
Systems." 
I. Accomplishments 
The five subroutines written last month and desCribed in Letter 
Report No. 2 have been checked out successfully. 
A complete system of heat rejection materials has been selected so 
that their thermophysical properties may be tabulated and programmed as 
subroutines. The system consists of: 
1. Tube and fin material: copper or aluminum 
2. Meteroid protection material: Beryluim 
3. Coolant fluid: liquid - Dow Corning 200 
gas - Nitrogen 
liquid metal - NaK 
At the present time the properties are being accumulated for these 
materials. Power polynomials and other suitable functions are being 
fitted to represent the property data where this is feasible. Other 
property data will be numerically interpolated (Aitken algorithm) by 
a subroutine written and successfully tested for this purpose. 
A program has been written for the solution of the coolant fluid 
energy, continuity and momentum equations. This program will provide the 
initial conditions for the governing differential equations of transient 
heat transfer. 
A subroutine for the meteroid thickness has been written and is 
presently being debugged. 
The subroutine for the exchange areas between the fin and tube and 
two adjacent fin elements has been written and debugged. A special case 
of an infinitely long fin is being used to check the accuracy and validity 
. of this program. 
A short explaination of the contents and the theory behind the 
simplified analysis is included in this report. Although a simplified 
analysis was not a part of the contract, we are happy to provide details 




G.:ZORG1A INCMTUTE 07 TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 303:32 
SCHOOL OF 
MECrIANICAL ENGINEERING 
May 1, 19 70 
Mr. William Simon 
Power. Generation Branch EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 4 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space 
Base and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems" 
I. Accomplishments 
The subprogram for all six of the governing differential equations 
has been coded. The program includes the appropriate boundary conditions. 
The subprogram which calculates the meteoroid thickness has been 
completed and successfully tested . 
Power polynomials have been fitted to a total number of twelve 
properties as functions of the system temperature (and pressure or 
density in the case of coolant fluid properties). The curves for the 
following properties have been evaluated and punched on cards: 
1. Coolant fluid properties for 1CS Dow Corning 200 
Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature 
Dynamic viscosity as a function of temperature 
Specific heat at zero pressure as a function of temperature. 
The reference used for these properties is ASME Research Publi- 
cation, Pressure-Viscosity Report Vol. II 1953 
2. Fin properties for aluminum and copper and meteroid protection 
properties for berylium 
Thermal Conductivity k as a function of temperature 
Specific heat c as a function of temperature 
Modulus of elasticity as a function of temperature. 
The reference used for k and c is Thermophysical Properties 
Research Center, Purdue University, Vol. and VoL 2, Part II, 
Y. S. Touloukian, Editor. 
The reference used for the modulus of elasticity data is TRW 
Property Data for Space Radiator-Condenser Design, Prepared 
under contract NAS 9-4884 April 1966. 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 3033 
SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
June 1, 19 70 
Mr. William Simon 
Power Generation Brancll EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 5 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space 
Base and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems" 
The major accomplishments of this project to date were outlined 
in a meeting held at MSC on May 27, 1970. 
During the meeting it was decided to: 
1. Use the 026 key punch exclusively. 
2. Develop two main programs for the Calcomp plotting, one for the 
MSC and one for the Georgia Tech installation. 
3. Consider Z93 as the surface coating material. Optical properties 
are available from Wright Patterson AFB reports, publications of 
Atomic International and of NASA Lewis. 
4. Utilize existing computer programs for.the treatment of the 
external radiant heat flux, Midwest Research Programs, and for 
the convective heating during ascent and re-entry, MSC Aerodynamics 
Section. Data transfer through cards or magnetic tape is accep-
table. 
Accomplishments  
Work is continuing on programs for the six governing differential 
equations, for the fluid properties, for radiant flux and for the equation 
of state of the coolant fluid. 
The programs for the thermal conductivity, specific heat, modulus 
of elasticity and the temperature variation of thermal'conductivity for the 
fin, tube and protection material have been completed. The programs for the 
isobaric thermal expansion coefficient,. isothermal compressibility, dynamic 
viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heat of the coolant fluid have 
been completed. 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
SCHOOL OF 
''''RECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
June 29, 1970 
Mr. William Simon 
Power Generation Branch EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 6 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space Base and 
Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems" 
Accomplishments  
The derivative subprograms which evaluate the time derivatives of 
the system parameters have been completed and are being checked out. 
Significant portions of the Main program and the Control subprograms 
have been written. Further progress has been made in the coding and test-
ing of the Radiant Flux subprogram. The functions of these routines have 
been explained in our Letter Reports No. 3 and 4. 
Work is continuing on the property subprograms. During the past 
month two property subprograms for Dow Corning 200 were coded and checked. 
They are: thermal conductivity as a function of temperature and dynamic 
viscosity as a function of fluid density and temperature. A third program 
for the specific heat at constant pressure has been coded but not checked. 
Reference material for the optical properties of surface coatings has been 
collected. 
A literature search is being carried out in the course of developing 
and aerodynamic heating'model for the ascent and descentphases of the 
shuttle simulation. 
Future Plans  
Work will be continued on the Radiant Flux and the property sub-
programs. 
. The Control, Main and Derivative subprograms will be combined and 
Checked. 
Further effort will be spent on the developMent of a suitable model 
for aerodynamic heating. 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
July 29, 1970 
Mr. William Simon 
Power Generation Branch EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned .Spacecraft Center 
Hou6ton, Texas 77058 
SJJECT: 
Accomplishments  
Letter Report No 7 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space Base 
and Shuttle Heat' Rejection Systems". 
All programs previously punched with the 029 keypunch have been 
converted to the 026 keypunch. 
The subprogram for Dow Corning 200 properties have been coded and 
successfully checked. This subprogram consists of the following eight 
properties all as a function of density and temperature: dynamic viscosity, 
thermal conductivity, pressure, isothermal compressibility, isobaric 
expansion coefficient, specific heat at constant pressure, enthalpy and 
1 7 dK\ 
K c1.1? • 
Work on the RADIANT FLUX subprogram has continued. 
The CONTROL, MAIN, INITIALIZATION, and DERIVATIVE subprograms have 
been combined. Preliminary test runs involving the Runge-Kutta Integration 
have been executed. Further diagnostic runs are necessary. The output of 
transient variables in tabular form has been coded and successfully tested. 
A preliminary aerodynamic heating model has been selected. Upper 
surface heat transfer coefficients reported by F. L. Guard and H. D. Schultz 
in ASME paper 70-HT/SpT-16 entitled "Space Shuttle Aerodynamic Heating 
Considerations" will be used. Atmospheric properties to be used in this 
portion of the program are presently being coded. Ascent and reentry 
convective heating loads provided by this model will be compared with the 
ones given by the SMD analysis before the final model is selected. 
Future Plans  
Work will continue on the aerodynamic heating and radiant flux sub-
programs. Properties for the coolant fluid helium will be coded. The 
Page 2 
Mr. Simon 	- 
July 29, 1970 
skeleton form of the final program will be checked out further. Subroutines 
will be added to the final program only after the final prograsi has been 
thoroughly checked. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
W. Wulff, Co4in;iestigator 
W. Z. Black, Co-Investigator 
Approved: 
S. P..Kezios, Director 	-3 
School of Mechanical Engineering 
WZB : lb 
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N. William Simon 
Power Generation Branch EP .5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
riouston, Texas /7058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 8 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space 
Base and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems 
Accomplish- lents  
The aerodynamic heating subprogram CONVEC has been coded. Both 
laminar and turbulent flow Nusselt numbers are calculated within this 
subprogram. A separate subprogram ATMOS which calculates atmospheric 
properties to be used in the CONVEC subprogram has been coded and checked. 
Me properties used in ATMOS were taken from the 1962 Standard Atmosphere. 
CONVEC provides a Nusselt number for each fin and meteroid protection 
nodes for both ascent and reentry of the shuttle vehicle. 
Work on the RADIANT FLUX subprogram has continued. This. subprogram 
now accounts for partial overlap of the fin by the meteroid protection 
layer. Incident flux values for sun, earth and egrth'albedo given by 
the Midwest Research Program are presently being prepared for use with 
RADIANT FLUX program. 
Further progress has been made on the integration of the CONTROL 
MAIN, INTIALIZATION and DERIVATIVE subprograms. Computations made within 
the DERIVATIVE subprogram have been checked, but further refinement of the 
main integration is needed. Parts of the METEROID PROTECTION subprogram 
have been incorporated into the integrated program. 
Programs for the equation of state, isothermal compressibility and 
isobaric expansion coefficient for Helium have been programmed. The equation 
of state program has been checked. 
Future Plans  
Work will continue on the aerodynamic heating and radiant flux sub- 
program. 

LIBRARY DOES NOT HAVE LETTER REPORT #9 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
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SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
October 30, 1970 
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Mr. William Simon 
 
Power Generation Branch EP5 	 qp, )tt\ 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 	 oec, 	reo n 
Manned Spacecraft Center 	
1 9?0 Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 10 	 A  R 1 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space Base 
and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems." 
Accomplishments  
The check out of the PROPERTY subprogram for the coolant fluid 
Helium has been completed. 
Work has begun on coding the optical properties for Z 93 which is 
to be used as a thermal control surface coating. Inspite an intensive 
literature search, no data on the temperature dependence of solar 
absorptance and infrared emittance could be found so far. We would 
appreciate any data provided by MSC while we shall continue to search 
for possible sources. 
Properties of the atmosphere, required for the calculation of aero-
dynamic heating and coded in a subroutine called ATMOS,have been extended 
from an elevation of 300,000 feet to 500,000 feet. The properties for 
the extended range were taken from the latest issue (1966) of the U. S. 
Standard Atmosphere. Atmospheric properties returned by ATMOS have been 
checked for altitudes less than 300,000 feet as reported in Letter Report 
No. 8. Properties for altitudes greater than 300,000 feet are presently 
being checked. 
The caculation of shuttle velocity and altitude as a function 
of time have been incorporated into subprograms called VELSH and ATLSH 
respectively. Presently velocity and altitude data supplied by MSC are 
being used as typical flight profiles. These data are read into the 
program in array form in order to accomodate any arbitrary flight profile. 
Work has continued on the RADIANT FLUX subprogram. 
The subprogram DERIV has been incorporated into the integrated 
program. There remains the phasing in of the subroutines for subprograms 
which supply the radiant flux (QRAD) and the convective flux (CONVEC). 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
December 2, 1970 
Dr. William Simon 
Power Generation Branch EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 11 
NASA ContractNAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the Design Parameters of Space Base 
and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems." 
Accomplishments  
All properties for the coolant fluid NaK have been coded and 
successfully checked. All computed property values deviate no more than 
1.2% from the referenced values for temperatures ranging between 200F and 
1400F. 
Work has continued on the radiant flux subroutine (QRAD). The 
previously coded interpolation routine (YINT) serves to evaluate, at 
any time step, the incident radiant flux values from the results of MRI 
program. 
Work has continued on the convective heating subroutine (CONVEC). 
A separate subroutine (NUS) called within CONVEC has been written to 
evaluate the Nusselt number for both free and forced, laminar and 
turbulent flow regimes. The check out of the subroutine NUS is in its 
final stages. When this subroutine has been completely checked, the 
subroutine CONVEC will be mated with the integrated program. 
The major derivative subprogram DERIVM for the main integration is 
completed and checked. A lumped-parameter computing feature has been 
included for the computation of the conduction through the tube wall 
and the meteroid protection layer. This computing feature reduces the 
computing time considerably in the case of low Biot numbers. 
Future Plans  
The two subroutines QRAD and CONVEC will be added to the integrated 
program. Further checking of the integrated program will then be 
necessary. 

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
December 30, 1970 
Dr. William Simon 
Power Generation Branch EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
SUBJECT: Letter Report No. 12 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of Design Parameters of Space Base 
and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems". 
Accomplishments  
The set of subprograms design to compute the aerodynamic heating 
during both the ascent and reentry has been completed and prepared for . 
inclusion in the main deck assembly. 
The set of subroutines for the computation of the radiant heat flux 
from the fin and flow channel has been modified to allow the mapping of 
different grids for the computation of the fin temperature distribution 
(fine grid) and of the radiant heat flux distribution (coarse grid). This 
set of subroutines is also completed and prepared for inclusion into the 
main deck assembly. 
Several checks for internal consistency within the main integration 
have been carried out, based on local and global conservation of energy. 
The results are also being compared with the simplified analysis developed 
earlier in the program. 
The coding of the optical properties of the surface coding Z93 is 
completed. 
The major portions of the final report for Phase I have been drafted. 
Future Plans  
The month of January will be devoted to the completion of the 
final report, to the execution of several test runs and to a literature 
survey of appropriate optimization techniques. The simplified analysis 
will be further developed for the purpose of supporting the optimization. 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
April 5, 1971 
Dr. William Simon 
Power. Generation Branch EP5 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 15 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the. Design Parameters of Space Base 
and Shuttle HeatRejection Systems." 
Accomplishments  
The major accomplishments of the project during Phases I, II and III 
were summarized in a year end report presented at MSC on March 23, 1971. In 
addition to the year end report , separate meetings were held with Mr. John 
Orsag concerning the MRI program, Mr. Robert Dotts and Mrs. Dott Lee con-
cerning the aerodynamic heating model and Mr. B. G. Cour-Palais concerning 
the meteoroid protection model. 
During the meeting with Mr. Orsag, it was decided that the MRI program 
will be run for expected flight profiles and irradiation data will be stored 
on magnetic tape. These data will be entered into the assembled program as 
a tape input. In this regard the irradiation data supplied by the contractor 
has been successfully transferred to a Georgia Tech tape, called and printed 
out. 
Ascent and reentry orbiter profiles supplied by Mrs. Lee of the 
Structures and Mechanics Division on March 23 have been used to generate 
a more recent convective heating rate for the orbiter vehicle. Comparisons 
are presently being made between these heating rates and those predicted 
by the SMD's unit sphere method. 
The meeting with Mr. Cour-Palais produced general agreement between 
MSC's most recent meteoroid protection model and the model presented within 
the Phase report; however a modified model based on the Brinell hardness 
of the meteoroid protection material was suggested and the ranges of several 
empirical constants were modified. 
The subprogram for the enthalpy of helium (HFL), which was not de-
livered at the time of the year end report, has been run and tested. A 
copy of this subprogram is included with this Letter Report. 

CIROFIOIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
SCHOOL OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
May 6, 1971 
Dr. William Simon 
Power Generation Branch EP5 
National. Aeronautics and Space: Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Subject: Letter Report No. 16 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the. Design Parameters of Space Base 
and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems." 
Accomplishments  
The major accomplishments during the month of April were summarized in 
a meeting held at Georgia. Tech with Dr. Simon on April 26. and 27. 
The results of the aimplified'analysis indicated that close tube-spacing 
and consequently significant radiative interactions betWeen'adjacent tubes 
and between tube and fin are Associated'with optimum radiator configurations. 
The simplified analysis wastherefOre'thodifiedto.account for radiation from 
the flow channels and for the partial blocking of.theradiant.heat flux from 
channels and fins. This modification has.beenprogrammed'and successfully 
.tested. 
The large-scale computer program optimization has been'continued. 
Simplifications are being incorporated' in the.most time-Consuming sub-
programs. 
The shape factor subroutine is. being modified to include the tube-to- 
tube and the tube-to-far fin interactions; the view'factor for the latter 
interaction has been . coded and is being checked. 
The aerodynamic heating model has been'run for the cold wall case using 
the reentry'and ascent profiles' supplied by the Structures* and Mechanics 
Division. A comparison of these.resalts and.those Of SMD's unit sphere' 
method are shown on the curves attached . to this Letter Ftport. 
The aerodynamic heating programs have been streamlined and simplified 
in order to minimize computer run time.' The calculation required for a 
heating profile have been reduced by 50% with a resulting - difference betWeen 
the results of the old anitmew'analysis being no greater'thin 0.75%. 
Work has begun on the task of placing the entire program on FASTRAN, 
The grosrams necessazy far eaterin the iffir4grzsagais the Si,mw sah4191414Z 
It rump onrekkag =its, au combinin the units Sato. several fregilently used 
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
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June 7, 1971 
Dr. William Simon 
Power Generation Branch EP5 
.National Aeronautics and Space Administration 




Letter Report No. 17 
NASA Contract NAS 9-10415 
"A Study of the. Design Parameters of Space Base 
and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems." 
.Accomplishments  
Expressions have been written for the thermodynamic properties of 
the two 3-M Company coolant fluids FC-75 and FC-43. 
Expressions for the shape factor between two elements on adjacent 
fins and for elements on adjacent tubes have been written and coded. The 
expression for the former has been checked. 
The subprograms used to calculate the net radiant flux from the 
radiator system have been studied for possible ways to decrease the com-
putation time. The shape factor subroutine execution time has been re-
duced by a factor of five. 
The streamlining of the convective flux subroutines has been 
completed. A final reduction in the computation time of approximately 
10% has been realized, so that the present computation time is about 40% 
of the original run time before simplification. The total time required.  
to compute the instantaneous convective flux is now approximately 100 
milliseconds. 
As outlined in the Annual Report, the program has been separated 
into a permanent deck, property decks and a data deck all of which have 
been loaded on FASTRAN drums. Checks are presently - being made betWeen the 
..results produced by the FASTRAN decks and'results previously produced from 
. card images. 
Future Plans  
Work required to reduce the run time of the radiation subroutines 
will continue. 
The property programs for the coolants FC-75 and FC-43 will be 
coded and checked. The shape factor program for tube to tube exchange 
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Accomplishments  
The thermodynamic properties for the two coolant fluids.FC 43 and 
FC 75 have been coded and checked. The resulting property subroutines 
have been loaded on FASTRAN drums. 
The work on the FASTRAN decks has been completed with all existing 
program elements loaded on FASTRAN drums. Several preliminary checks have 
been made between the output produced from the card images and the FASTRAN 
decks. More extensive runs and comparisons involving realistic input 
.parameters suggested by Dr. Simon will be made in the coming months. 
The effort to reduce the computation time required in the radiant 
flux subprograms has been completed. 
The cause of unrealistic oscillations in the fin radiosity has been 
traced to the evaluation of the shape factor between tube and fin elements 
closest to the tube. SInce the shape factor between closest pairs of 
elements is typically several orders of magnitude larger than any other 
shape factor, the integration necessary fox the determination of the radian t 
flux resulted in sizeable truncation errors. The current shape factor 
analysis replaces the local value with a mean value and as a result the 
oscillation in radiant flux has disappeared. The differential view factor 
integrated along the tube, including the mean value result, checks within 
a fraction of one percent of the shape factor for a . fin'element with respect 
to all of the tube.' Expressions for all shape factors have been completely 
dhecked. The shape factors evaluated in the subroutine SHAPEF are now: 
1.. Tube to adjacent fin. 
2.: Tube to far fin. 
3. Tube to tube. 
4.. Fin to adjacent fin. 
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Accomplishments  
Modifications to the assembled program are being made so that output 
can be obtained when the coolant fluid is assumed to be incompressible. 
The original program encounters division by zero whenever the isothermal 
compressibility is set equal to zero. This situation occurred for the 
first time when the incompressible fluids FC43 and FC75 were used. 
Global energy balances are being made on radiator system as a check 
on the output data of the assembled program. 
Several sections of the final report have been written. These 
sections include: thermodynamic properties of the coolant fluids FC43 
and FC75 and the development of the shape factor between two adjacent 
tubes, between two elements on adjacent fins and between the tube and an 
element on the far fin. 
The values for incident solar flux and earth albedo have been added 
to the computer printout when the radiator system is in orbit. 
As reported in Letter Report No. 18 a separate program has been 
written for the determination of the location of the adiabatic plane 
separating two flow channels which are connected to two different manifolds. 
This program, called ADIABH, has been coded and is presently being checked. 
Work has continued on the modifications to the Simplified Analysis 
and on the optimization programs. Six additional, ordinary, first-order 
differential equations were developed and coded and are being checked 
to produce the rates of change of coolant exit temperature with respect 
to three non-dimensional fin system parameters. These rates indicate which 
parameters affect the system performance most effectively. These rates 
must also be zero at an optimum. 
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Accomplishments  
The program ADIABH reported in Letter Report No. 18 has been completed 
and checked. 
Further checks of the main program output have been made. Global 
energy balances on the fin system have uncovered several program errors. 
Corrections have been made on the computer cards and on the programs stored 
on FASTRAN drums. 
Work has begun on the selection of reasonable input variables so that 
production runs may be made. These runs will be made from the remote 
terminal once the checks of the global energy balances produce consistent 
results. 
The development of the optimization has been continued and the in-
fluence coefficients of the radiator performance with respect to the geometric 
system parameters are coded and checked out. Work has begun on the Newton- 
Raphson algorithem used to seek the geometric parameters of optimum performance. 
Future Plans  
Work on the simplified analysis and the optimization techniques will 
continue. 
The program will be modified to accept tape input data from the MRI 
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Accomplishments  
Checks of a global energy balance applied to the fin system 
have uncovered several program errors which have been corrected. 
Rough drafts of two sections of the final report have been written. 
These sections include the description of the program ADIABH which serves 
to compute the location of the adiabatic plane between adjacent tubes 
with non-symmetric flow conditions and the formulation of additional 
shape factors which were not included in the final report submitted at 
the end of the first year. 
The subroutine QINCID has been modified so that incident radiant 
flux data may be entered into the program from cards or from tapes. The 
tape input option will allow irradiation data to be transferred from the 
MRI program. The format of the tape data was assumed to be identical 
to that of the sample tape given to Georgia Tech earlier this year with 
one exception. A group number must be supplied to each data set so that 
the proper data set may be selected from several groups that may be stored 
on the tape. 
At the time of modifying QINCID, the number of flux values that must 
be specified for each side of the tube has been increased from three to 
six. It is felt that this increase will lead to a more representative 
value of the incident flux on the tube. 
A print-out copy of the simplified analysis program and a descrip-
tion of the program operation are being prepared and they will be given 
to Dr. Simon in a meeting to be held in Houston within the next month. 
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A progress meeting was held in Houston on October 20, 1971. 
Present were T. Redding, W. Dusenbery, W. Chandler, W. Simon, W. Black 
and W. Wulff. A brief summary of the progress made to date and the current 
status of the contract were given. The contents of the new simplified 
analysis were discussed and a copy of the program was given to Dr. Simon. 
Later a test run of the simplified analysis was made. 
During the meeting the adaptability of the program to physical 
cases that deviate from the basic geometry of the original analysis were 
discussed. Priorities were established on work to be completed in the 
future. These priorities were: 
1. Provide for incident fluxes to be read from a MRI 
tape to be supplied by the contractor. 
2. Integrate the separate program ADIABH into the main 
program so that individual runs are not necessary. 
3. Expand the use of the program ADIABAH to cover a "U" 
shaped tube and more than two adjacent, asymmetrically 
loaded tubes. 
4. Modify the main program to accept fluid inlet temperatures 
and mass flow rates that vary with time. 
The possibility of a no cost extension to the contract was discussed. 
The co-investigators were asked to determine the number of man-months of 
funding that will be left in the contract budget if the present funding 
level is continued. The co-investigators were also asked to determine how 
far they would be able to proceed through the priority list before the 
present contract expired. 
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The co-investigators intend to submit a letter in the near future 
requesting a no cost extension of the contract. There will be funds 
remaining in the budget to support the current effort for 60 additional 
days plus 30 days for the writing of a final report beyond the expiration 
date of the present contract. The letter will also include the goals 
to be achieved during the extension period. The co-investigators also 
intend to complete the first item on the list of priorities above before 
the contract expires. The remaining three items will form the basis of 
the work to be completed during the extension period. 
Accomplishments  
Work has already begun on the insertion of the MRI flux data into 
the main program. The Georgia Tech program has been modified to accept MRI 
input from magnetic tape as was reported in Letter Report No. 21. Changes 
in the program logic are being made so that shadowing of the tube by the 
fin will be accounted for in the Georgia Tech program. The program assumes 
that the flux output for the n-sided polygon specified by the MRI program 
has the fin orientated so that it is attached to the polygon between the 
surfaces labeled as 1 and n. Further modifications of the Georgia Tech 
program will produce consecutive runs for a curved radiator panel if the 
user supplies the angles between the normal to the fin elements. 
The separate program ADIABH now accepts flux data from the MRI 
program. Whenever two adjacent fin elements are not in one plane, the 
program assumes that the fin radiates only from the convex side of the fin 
and the concave side does not radiate. 
Another section of the final report has been written in rough 
draft form. The section describes the FASTRAND program and it also gives 
several examples of FASTRAND programs with the resulting output. 
The internal program checks that were first reported in Letter 
Report No. 19 are being continued. Separate energy balances on the tube, 
fluid and fin have been completed. Additional runs have been made so 
that more detailed output may be obtained and the terms of energy balances 
checked more thoroughly. As a result of these energy balances, the 
various energy terms determined by a desk calculator check within a few 
percent of the computor results under both transient and steady state 
cases. 
The program output has been modified to include two additional 
terms: the energy stored in the radiator panel and the energy conducted 
into the fin from both the inlet and exit manifold. 
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Accomplishments  
The internal program checks first reported in Letter Report No. 19 
have been continued. A detailed check of the terms in the energy equa-
tion for the coolant fluid has indicated that the truncation error in 
the equation for the time rate of temperature change for the first tube 
element is too large to represent the local axial temperature drop in 
the fluid. This equation has been modified and it is presently being 
checked. 
The optimization program based on the simplified analysis has been 
continued. Sixteen of the eighteen derivatives of the outlet fluid and 
fin base temperatures with respect to the design parameters U, V, N c 
 have been programed and completely checked. 
The MRI program has been integrated into the main program. Test 
cases have been run which read incident flux data from an MRI tape. 
Future Plans  
The final two derivatives needed to complete the optimization 
technique will be programed and checked. 
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Accomplishments  
The expansion of the subprogram ADIABH listed as item #2 in the 
letter to Dr. Simon dated Nov. 12, 1971 which itemizes the goals of 
the no-cost extension of this contract has been started. The work 
completed to date involves the formulation of equations which will 
extend the use of ADIABH beyond the present two parallel tube cases 
to one involving an arbitrary number of parallel tubes which are either 
straight or U-shaped. 
The subprogram QINCID which averages the radiant flux over the flow 
channels and acts as a transfer point between the MRI and main program 
has been modified so that incident fluxes may be calculated for a radia-
tor panel that does not lie in one plane. The curved panel is assumed 
to be composed of a series of continuous plane segments. The user is 
expected to supply angles between the normals to the adjacent plane 
segments as program input. Test runs have been made of these modifi-
cations and the results have been completely checked. 
The modification to the coolant fluid energy equation for the first 
tube element reported in Letter Report No. 23 has been made. This modi-
fication has resulted in some improvement in the global energy balance 
for the entire radiator system, but a difference between the steady 
state energy leaving the system by radiation and the energy lost by the 
coolant fluid of approximately 20% still remains. Modifications to the 
energy equations will be continued to obtain internal consistency in 
the energy balance. 
All but two derivative programs needed for the optimization have 
been completed and verified. 
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Accomplishments  
Internal program checks of the global energy balance 
have indicated large truncation errors in the temperature 
field calculation at the tube•manifold intersection, as a 
result of fluid inlet temperature changes. The program 
was modified to treat the entire fluid flow field quasi-
statically rather than only the velocity and pressure fields. 
This allows for better fluid and tube wall temperature 
coupling resulting in a more gradual decrease in the coolant 
fluid temperature near the inlet to the tube. The modifi-
cations are justified because the fluid residence time is 
small compared to the equilibration period of the radiator 
system. 
The final two derivatives of the coolant fluid tem-
perature that are used in the optimization program have 
been coded and checked. A Newton-Ranhson technique has 
been coded and is being verified to iterate toward system 
parameters that result in maximum heat rejection for the 
constraint of constant system area. 
The programming of ADIABH for cases of more than two 
parallel tubes has been completed and checked. The current 
. version of the program is limited to ten adjacent tubes al-
though this restriction may be easily relaxed. Any combi-
nation of coolant flow rates, inlet fluid temperatures and 
sink temperatures which lead to a condition for which there 
is no adiabatic interface is identified with diagnostic 
print-out. This situation does not produce a fin system 
which adheres-to the boundary conditions of the present 
program. 
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Accomplishments  
Global Energy Balance checks have been continued. It was found that the 
treatment of the coolant fluid flow as a quasi-steady process did not alter 
the results, and that there were two coding errors in the calculation of 
the volumetric heat capacity and of the check itself. The over-all balance 
does not yet check completely. Checking is continued. 
The radiator system optimization program was executed under the constraint 
of constant total projected area. The results indicate that the optimum 
system has short thick fin panels and long coolant tubes; the optimum 
is not realistic. A meaningful optimum process should involve additonal 
constraints. Optimization under constant projected area constraint should 
be performed for fixed, pre-selected fin panel thickness. 
Optimization under constant thickness, constant area and under constant 
system weight has begun, coding of the program modifications are in progress. 
The program which calculates the location of the adiabatic plane separating 
two adjacent flow channels for the case of U shaped tubes has been checked. 
Future'Plans  
Optimization of the fin system will be continued under two different sets of 
conditions: 
(1) Minimum weight 
(2) Minimum area with given panel thickness 
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Accomplishments  
Program changes discussed at the meeting MSC on Monday, March 6, 1972 
were carried out as follows: 
Input units for mass have been changed to lbm. All other input units 
are consistent with those listed in Letter Report No. 4. Also the 
units for input parameters used for the determination of the meteoroid 
protection thickness will remain in the metric system, since a large 
majority of the available experimental values are tabulated in the metric 
system. 
The program ADIABH has been checked as a separate program unit. This 
unit is currently being integrated into the large program. 
The original plans for supplying a CALCOMP routine that would plot system 
results have been dropped due to an incompatibility between the plotting 
systems of Georgia Tech and NASA. The results to be plotted for purpose 
of the final report will be completed by hand. 
The check of the global energy balances been continued. Several test 
runs have been completed using various grid sizes. Results from these runs 
indicate that fluid and fin temperature are rather insensitive to grid size 
while the unbalance in energy terms is more sensitive to a change in grid size. 
For example using a typical fin system, a 5 x 5 fin grid size has an unbalance 
in the energy terms (energy storage, conduction from manifold, enthalpy drop 
of coolant fluid, net radiant flux) of less than 7%. For the identical system 
the selection of a 9x9 grid reduces this unbalance to about 1%. The percentage 
change in the outlet fluid temperature for the same change in grid size, however, 
is only 0.2%. The changes in the temperature for the interior fin nodes are 
insignificent. 
It is felt that the unbalance can be attributed to the truncation errors 
involved in attempting to fit a parabola through the interior fin nodes. 
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This report covers the first year phase of a two year research project 
carried out by the School of Mechanical Engineering at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, 
Houston, Texas, under Contract No. NAS 9-10415. The project title is 
"Study of Design Parameters of Space Base and Space Shuttle Heat Rejection 
Systems". The work is monitored by Dr. W. E. Simon of the Power Generation 
Branch of NASA MSC, Houston, Texas, and was carried out by Dr. W. Z. Black 
and Dr. W. Wulff as Co-Investigators and Mr. S. M. Morcos and Mr. S. L. Yao, 
both graduate students, all of the School of Mechanical Engineering under 
the direction of Dr. S. P. Kezios. 
The work carried out by Dr. W. Z. Black is reflected in Part I, 
Sections A. d and e, and in Part II Chapters 2, 7, 8 and 13. Dr. Black is 
responsible for the coding of programs No. 14 through 20 and for the 
supervision of coding programs No. 37 through 46 which was carried out by 
Mr. Morcos. Dr. Wulff is responsible for the general computer program 
structure as described in Part I, the analyses in Part II, Chapters 1 and 
3 through 6 and 9 through 12, as well as the numerical analysis in Part III, 
Chapters 14 through 19. Dr. Wulff coded programs No. 1 through 7, 23 through 
28 and supervised Mr. Yao in coding programs No. 8 through 13 and No. 29 and 
supervised Mr. Morcos in coding programs No. 30 through 36 and No. 47 
and 48. Dr. Wulff is also responsible for the Simplified Analysis. 
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The first year program is aimed at the numerical simulation of the 
Space Radiator System while the second year of the program will be devoted 
to the system optimization. 
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SUMMARY 
A transient heat transfer analysis was carried out on a space radiator 
heat rejection system exposed to an arbitrarily prescribed combination of 
aerodynamic heating, solar, albedo and planetary irradiation. The radiator 
system consists of equally spaced parallel coolant flow channels, all in one 
plane and connected by plane fin panels of trapezoidal cross-section, 
symmetric with respect to two normal planes, one passing through the tube 
axis, the other through the center between adjacent tubes. Investigated 
was one typical tube-fin element and the result extended over the entire 
system, on the basis of the above symmetry. 
The analysis permits to consider both gaseous and liquid coolant fluids, 
including liquid metals. The flow channels are covered with a meteoroid 
protection layer whose thickness is predicted. The entire radiator system 
is covered with the same passive thermal control coating with optically 
diffuse but wavelength and temperature dependent optical properties. 
The major results of the analysis are the prediction of both transient 
and steady-state, two-dimensional temperature profiles, the local and total 
heat rejection rates, and the coolant flow pressure drop in the flow channel, 
and of the total system weight and the protection layer thickness. 
A computer program consisting of 48 program units was coded to execute 
the numerical solution of the system of differential equations occurring 
in the analysis and to predict principal design paramters. The modular 
program structure permits readily later modifications. 
1 
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A simplified analysis was carried out to aid the detailed analysis 
as well as the optimizations planned for the second program phase. This 
analysis led to a small computer program. Regarding the heat rejection 
rates, its results are, for two test cases carried out so far, within 4% 
in agreement with the results of the detailed analysis. 
The analysis developed so far will be an integral part of the radiator 
system optimization planned for the second year program phase. 
This report is written in three parts. The user of the computer code 
needs to concern himself only with Part I, titled Operation Manual. 
The analysis and the governing equations are contained in Part II, titled 
Analysis. The numerical techniques are covered in Part III. Details which 
the reader intending to expand the program may need are placed into the 
appendices where one can also find the simplified analysis. 
I. OPERATIONAL MANUAL 
This chapter familiarizes the user of the computer code developed 
during the first year program phase, with the deck composition, the data 
input formats, the running mode options and the output formats. 
The program consists of 48 program units and the Data Set. The 
source language is FORTRAN V. The program was executed, via temporary 
files, through batch processing on the UNIVAC 1108 computer operating 
under EXEC 8, Version 26.70.36:C4, at the Georgia Tech RECC Data Processing 
Center. 
Executive Control Statements are not discussed as they may be 
freely chosen by the user in accordance with the Executive Control Language. 
All statements are in 026 key punch code. 
Changes in both the program structure, the running options and the 
execution modes are expected to arise during the second year program phase. 
The program as presently written serves to simulate the radiator system 
performance. Even though successive runs with system parameter variations 




A. The Deck Assembly  
The program structure is dictated by the calling sequence of the 
Runge-Kutta-Simpson integration procedure (see Section 111-15). The 
Source Deck consists of two parts. The first part, referred to as the 
Permanent Part, requires no attention from the user unless he plans major 
program modifications, for instance to accommodate geometrical configurations 
other than the one considered here. The Permanent Part contains the first 
29 program units. 
The second part, called the Selective Part, is assembled from case 
to case by the user in accordance with his choice of the 
(i) coolant fluid 
(ii) flow channel material 
(iii)meteoroid protection layer material 
(iv) fin panel material 
(v) thermal control coating 
There are always 19 program units in the Selective Part. 
Following the Source Deck is the Data Set which will be discussed 
in Chapter I-B and consists of four groups one for each of the following 
input specifications: 
(i) ascent and reentry profiles 
(ii) solar, albedo and planetary irradiation 
(iii) system specifications 
(iv) program options. 
Most of the user's activities will be reflected in his manipulation of 
the Data Set, especially of the data in groups (iii) and (iv) above. 
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The Permanent Part contains 29 program units grouped in seven sets from 
(a) through (g) as follows: 
a) the principal integration program set with 
1. MAIN, the main program unit which 
provides 
calls 
a) input and output 
B) unit conversion 
y) computation of design parameters 
6) preparations for principal integration, 
a) RKS, DERIVM, CNTLM, for principal 
integration 
B) FLSTRT to establish the initial flow field 
Y) FUNCTION subprograms for fluid and 
structural material properties 
QINCID, SHAPEF (see group c) 
E) mathematial procedure subprograms, 
2. SUBROUTINE DERIVM (Y,DY,TIME) which is called from RKS, 
receives 	 a) the current system state variables Y 
B) the current time TIME, 
provides 	 a) all derivatives of the variables Y with 
respect to time, 
calls 	 a) CONVEC, QRAD 
FLSTRT to establish the flow field 
Y) FUNCTION subprograms for fluid and 
structural material properties 
6) mathematical procedure subprograms, 





a) all system state variables Y 
a) their derivatives DY 
y) current time X, step size DX, 
a) output during integration 
a) integration step size control 
y) integration termination criteria, 
a) HFL, fluid enthalpy subprogram 
a) mathematical procedure subprograms, 
is called from 
receives 
b) the secondary integration program set, necessary to establish 
the dynamic fluid flow field, with 
4. SUBROUTINE FLSTRT (RE,PR,DELTA) which 
is called from 	MAIN, DERIVM 
receives 	 a) RE, the mean Reynolds number 
a) PR, the mean Prandtl number 
1) DELTA, the diameter-to-length ratio for 
the tube, 
provides 	 a) fluid flow (inital and current) conditions 
a) table heading for initial conditions, 
calls a) TRNSPT to compute friction factor and 
convective film coefficient (in non-
dimensional form) 
a) RKSF, DERIVL, CNTLN 
Y) fluid flow property subprograms 
6) mathematical procedure subprograms 
5. SUBROUTINE DERIVL (Y,DY,X) which 
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a) local fluid flow variables Y 
0 position along flow channel axis, X, 
a) spatial derivatives DY of Y 1 
6. SUBROUTINE CNTLN (Y,DY,DX,X,NTRY,IFVD) which 
is called from 
	
RKSF, 
receives 	a) the flow variables Y 
0 their spatial derivatives DY 
y) position X, interval DX along channel axis, 
provides 	a) output when initial conditions are 
established 
0 termination criteria for RKSF integration, 
7. SUBROUTINE TRNSPT (RE,PRL,DELTA,FR,FNU) which computes non-
dimensional friction factor and convective film coefficient, 
Eqs. 3.7 through 9 and Eqs. 3.16 through 18, and 
is called from 
	FLSTRT, 
receives 	a) Reynolds number RE 
13) Prandtl number PRL 
y) diameter-to-length ratio DELTA 
provides 	a) FR = 4f/S, Eq. 3.32 










c) The program set used to calculate the incident net radiant flux, 
with, 
8. SUBROUTINE QINCID which 
is called from 	MAIN, 
provides 	 a) data transfer from the SRI Incident 
Radiation Computer program 
(3) averaging of radiant flux over circum-
ference of tube cross-section, 
9. SUBROUTINE SHAPEF which 
is called from 	MAIN, 
provides 	 exchange function SS as defined by 
Eq. 6.15, see Appendix D., 
10. SUBROUTINE TRMATX 	which 
is called from 	QRAD, 
provides 	 the evaluation of the transfer matrix 
M.., defined by Eq. 6.7, 
11. SUBROUTINE EXITAV which 
is called from 	QRAD, 
provides 	 the evaluation of the exitation vector 
P. in Eq. 6.18, 
12. SUBROUTINE ABSORB which 
is called from 	QRAD, 
receives 
	
	 a) total hemispherical emittance E, see Eq. 6.5 
0 temperature distributions on the fin and 
tube surfaces 
y) exchange function SS 
Ofunctionsx. is
	
xijk and 	defined by Eqs. 6.10 
and 6.11, 
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provides 	 absorptance matrix a,. as defined by Eq. 6.9 
2.3 
calls 	 a) SHAPEF for SS 
Is) EMIT 	for (T) 
y) AVGEMT for x., and x
ijk 1.3 
(S) DEFINT for integration, 
13. SUBROUTINE QRAD which 




a) transfer matrix and exitation vector 
NL. and P , , respectively, 
1J 	J 
a) inversion of transfer matrix 
0 solution of radiosity equations 
y) grid mapping, 
a) TRMATX 
13) EXITAV 
y) YINT, INTERP, 
e) the program set used to calculate the aerodynamic heating during 
ascent and reentry, consisting of 
14. FUNCTION ALTSH (TIME, IOPTN, ALTA, ALTR, TA, TR, NA, NR) which 
interpolates user-supplied altitude profiles for a given 
instant, and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
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receives a) current real time, TIME, in seconds, 
measured from start of transition phase, 
i.e. ascent: TIME = 0, ALTSH = ALTA (1) 
reentry: TIME = 0, ALTSH = ALTR (1) 
0 ordered pairs of time and altitude 
(TA,ALTA) and (TR,ALTR) for ascent and 
reentry, respectively 
Y) NA and NR, the number of ordered pairs 
and elements in TA,ALTA and TR,ALTR, 
respectively, 
6) IOPTN = 0 for ascent 
1 for reentry, 
provides 	 data interpolation, 
calls 	 YINT for interpolation, 
15. FUNCTION VELSH (TIME, IOPTN, VELA, VELR, TA, TR, NA, NR) which 
interpolates user-supplied velocity profiles for any time 
during shuttle service, and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives 
	 the same data as program unit No. 14 
except that ALTA and ALTR are replaced by 
the velocities VELA and VELR for ascent 
and reentry, respectively, 
provides 	 data interpolation, 
16. SUBROUTINE ATMOS (ELEV, TPE, CP, TATM, CATM) which computes the 
atmospheric temperature and the speed of sound as functions of 
altitude and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives 	 a) current shuttle elevation, ELEV, in feet 
3) ordered pairs of atmospheric temperature 
(TPE) and specific heat at constant prresure 
(CP), 
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provides 	 atmospheric temperature, TATM in degrees 
R and speed of sound, CATM, in ft/sec, 
calls 
	
YINT for interpolation,POLY for evaluation 
of polynomials 
17. SUBROUTINE REFP (ELEV,TPE,CP,REFTP,REFPR,REFVIS,REFRHO,REFK, 
REFCP,REFGAM) which computes the atmospheric air properties 
as a function of elevation and of high speed reference 
temperature and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives 	 a) current orbiter elevation, ELEV, in feet 
0 ordered pairs of atmospheric temperature 
TPE in degrees R and specific heat at 
constant pressure CP in Btu/(lbm R) 
y) current high speed reference temperature 
REFTP, in degrees R, 
provides atmospheric Prandtl number REFPR 
(dimensionless), dynamic viscosity REFVIS, 
in lbm/(ft sec), density REFRHO in lbm/ft', 
thermal conductivity REFK in Btu/(sec ft R), 
specific heat at constant pressure REFCP 
in Btu/(lbm/R) and the ratio of specific 
heats REFGAM (dimensionless). 
calls 	 YINT for interpolation 
POLY for polynomial expansion, 
18. SUBROUTINE NUS (MACHNO,TATM,CATM,ITN,PRATM,VISATM,RHOATM,STAGX, 
VERTX,NSRAD,NUS1) which provides a single Nusselt number for the cal-
culation of the aerodynamic heating of the orbiter radiator 
system at the current time and 
is called from 	MEC 
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receives 	 a) current orbiter Mach number MACHNO 
(dimensionless) 
0 current atmospheric temperature TATM, in 
degrees R 
y) current atmospheric velocity of sound, 
CATM, in ft/sec 
E) temperature of the coolant fluid at the 
inlet plane TIN, in degrees R 
0 atmospheric Prandtl number PRATM, 
evaluated at the high speed reference 
temperature (dimensionless) 
fl) atmospheric density RHOATM, evaluated 
at the high speed reference temperature 
in lbm/ft 
0) distance from the stagnation point on the 
shuttle vehicle to the midpoint of the 
radiator panel measured along a streamline, 
STAGX, in feet 
1) overall dimension of the radiator panel 
measure in a direction parallel to the 
acceleration of gravity, VERTX, in feet 
K) integer value indicating number of non-
adiabatic sides of the radiator panel, 
NSRAD i.e. NSRAD = 1 for single non-
adiabatic surface or NSRAD = 2 for both 
sides of radiator being non-adiabatic, 
provides 	 mean Nusselt number NUS1, for meteoroid 
layer and fin at current orbiter elevation 
during either ascent or reentry 
(dimensionless), 
calls 	 YINT for interpolation, 
19. SUBROUTINE CONVEC (TIME) which computes normalized aerodynamic 
heating of fin and meteoroid protection layer for both ascent 
and reentry phases the of orbiter operation and 





a) current real time TIME, in seconds, 
measured from start of transition phase; 
i.e. TIME must be measured with respect 
to same reference point as user supplied 
time arrays in FUNCTION ALTSH and VELSH, 
normalized convective flux from fin sur- 
face COM (I,J),and from meteoroid protection 
surface CONMP(I), 
a) ALTSH for altitude of orbiter 
0) VELSH for velocity of orbiter 
y) ATMOS for atmospheric properties 
6) REFP for atmospheric properties evaluated 
at high speed reference temperature 
YINT for interpolation 
NUS for Nusselt number, 
f) the program to compute the thickness of the meteoroid protection 
layer 
20. FUNCTION TK (GAMMA,A,BETA,DENSM,THETA,PHI,AN,ALPHA,VELM,PO, 
TAU,DENSTY,W,TNN,AMAN,TIN,ROUT) which computes the thickness for 
given environmental conditions, tube and manifold areas, 
experimental constants and protection layer properties and 




GAMMA, see Eq. 
nondimensional 
see Eq. 8.9 
y) nondimensional 
meteoroid flux 




experimental constant A, 
constant which relates 
to mass, BETA 
metoroid particle, DENSM, 
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e) nondimensional experimental constant 
THETA, see Eq. 8.9 
nondimensional experimental constant 
PHI, see Eq. 8.9 
n) nondimensional constant AN, used to de-
scribe penetration depth as a function of 
angle of incidence of meteoroid particle 
8) velocity of meteoroid particle relative 
to radiator panel, VELM, in ft/sec 
1) probability of no damage caused by impact 
of meteoroid, PO 
K) time TAU, the radiator panel is exposed 
to meteoroid environment, in days 
A) density of protection material DENST, 
in lbm/ft 
p) axial length of single flow channel exposed 
to meteoroid envirionment, W, in inches 
v) integer number of flow channels, TNN, 
area of the manifold that is exposed, AMAN, 
in ft 
(p) temperature of coolant fluid at inlet plane 
of flow channel, TIN, in degrees R 
Tr) outside radius ROUT of the unprotected flow 
channel, in inches, 
provides 	 meteroid protection thickness TK, in inches, 
calls 	 ELAS for modulus of elasticity of protection 
material, 
g) the program set consisting of all the mathematical procedures 
discussed in detail in Chapter III: 
21. SUBROUTINE RKSF (see Sect. 111.15) which 
is called from 	FLSTRT, for dynamic fluid flow field, 
calls 	 DER1VL,CNTLN, 
22. SUBROUTINE RKS (see Sect. 111.15) which 
is called from 	MAIN, for principal integration, 
calls 	 DERIVM,CNTLM 
23. FUNCTION POLY (X,A,M) 	(see Sect. 111.16), 
24. FUNCTION YINT (X,Y,M,N,P) 	(see Sect. 	111.17), 
25. SUBROUTINE DDX (Y,DY,DX,N) 
(see Sect. 111.18) 
26. SUBROUTINE D2DX2 (Y,D2Y,DX,N) 
27. FUNCTION DEFINT (Y,DX,N) 
(see Sect. 111.19), 
28. SUBROUTINE FINT (Y,YO,DX,N,F) 
29. SUBROUTINE INTERP (NX1,MZ1,XX1,ZZ1,YY1,NX2,M22,XX2,ZZ2,YY2)maps a 
two-dimensional function YY1 from one grid(XX1,ZZ1) onto 
another grid (XX2,ZZ2) and 
is called from 	QRAD, 
receives 	 a) the number of nodal points (NX1,MZ1) of 
the original grid 
(3) the function YY1 
y) the number of nodal points (NX2,MZ2) of 
new grid, 
provides 	 the function YY2 at the new grid, 
calls 	 YINT, 
is restricted to 	NX1,MZ1,NX2,MZ2 25 10 
15 
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The Selective Part contains five groups of thermophysical properties, with 
the total of 19 program units. Each group constitutes a property package, 
one each for 
(i) the coolant fluid (7 program units) 
(ii) the flow channel material (3 program units) 
(iii)the meteoroid protection layer (4 program units) 
(iv) the fin material ( 3 program units) 
(v) the thermal control coating (2 program units) 
The choice of a particular material combination must be reflected in the 
corresponding data specification of the Input Data Set, (see Sect. c of 
Chap. B). 
a) The coolant property subprogram set consists of 
30. FUNCTION RHOF (P,T) which computes the fluid density RHOF in 
slug/ft 3 as a function of pressure P in lb /ft 2 , and absolute 
temperature T in R, 
31. FUNCTION BETA (RHO,T) which computes the isoborric expansion 
coefficient 0 , Sect. II.C.11, in 1/R as a function of density 
RHO in slug/ft 3 , and temperature T in R, 
32. FUNCTION CAPPA (P,T) which computes the isothermal compressibility, 
Eq. 11.3, in ft 2/1bf, as a function of pressure P in 
lbf/ft
2 , and temperature T in R, 
33. FUNCTION CPF (RHOT) which computes the specific heat at constant 
pressure CPF, in Btu/(slug R), as a function of density RHO 
in slug/ft 3 , and temperature T, in R, 
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34. FUNCTION HFL (RHO,T) which computes the fluid enthalpy HFL, in 
Btu/slug, as a function of density RHO in slug/ft 3 , and 
temperature T, in R, 
35. FUNCTION VISC (RHO,T) which computes the fluid dynamic viscosity 
VISC, in slug/(ft sec) as a function of density RHO in 
slug/ft 3 , and temperature T, in R, 
36. FUNCTION THCF (RHO,T) which computes the fluid thermal conductivity 
THCF in Btu/(hr ft R) as a function of density RHO in slug/f t 3 , 
and temperature T, in R, 
For specific details see Sect. II.11 and 12 and Appedix B. 
b) The coolant channel material property subprogram set consists of 
three elements, 37 through 39: 
37. FUNCTION THCTB (T) computes the thermal conductivity THCTB in 
Btu/(hr ft R), of the tube wall material as a function of the 
absolute temperature T, in R, 
38. FUNCTION DTHCTB (T) computes the relative change of thermal 
conductivity k with temperature T, namely (dk w/dT)/kw in 
1/R, as a function of temperature T, in R, 
39. FUNCTION CPTB (T) computes the specific heat at constant 
pressure CPTB, in Btu/(slug R) as a function of T, in R. 
For specific details of property representation see Appendix A. 
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c) The meteroid protection layer material properties are coded in a set 
of four elements, 40 through 43: 
40. FUNCTION THCMP (T) 
same purpose for protection 
41. FUNCTION DTHCMP (T) 	 layer as for channel wall. 
42. FUNCTION CPTB (T) 	(see 36, 37 and 38 respectively) 
43. FUNCTION ELAS (T) computes the modulus of elasticity ELAS in 
lbf/in2  as a function of temperature T, in R. 
d) The fin material properties required are coded in three FUNTION sub-
programs, numbered 44 through 46: 
44. FUNCTION THCFN (T) computes the thermal conductivity THCFN, in 
Btu/(hr ft R) for the fin material as a function of absolute 
temperature T, in R, 
45. FUNCTION DTHCFN (T) computes the relative change of thermal con-
ductivity, namely (dk f/dT)/kf in 1/R, as a function of 
temperature T, in R, 
46. FUNCTION CPFN (T) computes the specific heat at constant pressure 
CPFN, in Btu/(slug R) as a function of temperature T, in R. 
e) Optical properties of the thermal control coating are coded in two 
subprograms, numbered 47 and 48. 
47. FUNCTION EMIT (T) computes the total hemispherical emittance in 
accordance with Eq. 6.5 as a function of the surface temperature 
T in R, and is called by ABSORB and EXITAV, 
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 given as Eqs. 6.10 and 11 for N interacting surface 
J 	j 
elements. It is called by ABSORB (see program No. 12). 
This completes the Source Deck discussion. Recall that the Source Deck 
composition implies a particular selection of coolant fluid and structural 
materials. 
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B. The Input Data Set  
Input data are divided in four groups and assembled in the order of 
increasing frequency of changes so that data records most likely to be 
changed are at the end of the Data Set. This enables the user to keep large 
portions of the Job Deck on mass storage. The four groups in the Data Set 
define 
(i) the ascent and reentry profiles 
(ii) the incident thermal radiant flux as a function of time 
(iii)the system specifications, other than material selections 
(iv) the options of program execution. 
Item (ii) may be eliminated during the second contract phase provided 
a contractor-supplied computer program can be arranged to transfer its 
results internally (after simultaneous execution). 
The program may be executed successively after reading new data records 
beginning either at the first record of group (i), or at the first record 
of group (ii) or at any variable in groups (iii) and (iv). When data are 
reread from group (i) then data in groups (ii) or (iii) or (iv) may be 
skipped; the same holds true for reentering the Data Set from any other group. 
None of the data groups contains a fixed number of records. The number 
of records in groups (i) and (ii) are determined and specified to the 
computer by the user. Groups (iii) and (iv) contain a minimum of records 
as specified below; the number of additional records in this group and of 
additional sets of groups (i,) and (ii) depends on the number of additional 
executions and parameter variations during the same job. In the description 
of data records (card images) the numbering starts from one in each group. 
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a) Ascent and Reentry Data  






+ 1 = N 1 
211Q 	NA,NR the number of ordered pairs of 
elements in the velocity-time and 
altitude-time arrays for ascent and 
reentry profiles, respectively 
10F8.3 	TA, elements of time array (NA values) 
in seconds, selected for ascent velocity 
and elevation profiles 




TR, elements of time array (NR values) 
through in seconds, selected for reentry velocity 
N+INT(NR/10+0.9) 
	
and elevation profiles 
N
2 














VELA , elements of velocity array (NA 
values) in ft/sec, selected for ascent 
velocity profile of orbiter 
VELR, elements of velocity array (NR 
values) in ft/sec, selected for reentry 
velocity profile of orbiter 
ALTA, elements of altitude array (NA 
values) in ft, selected for ascent 
elevation profile of orbiter 
N + 1 
	
8E10.3 	ALTR, elements of altitude array (NR 
through values) in ft, selected for reentry 
N +INT(NR/8+0.875) 
	
elevation profile of orbiter 
INT(x) = Integer part of x 
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b) Irradiation Data 
This data set is temporary; it follows the last card of the data 
described in (a) above. 
Card No. 	FORMAT 	 Variable 
1 
	
213 	 NTM, NSRAD 
(i) number of instances at which incident 
fluxes are to be specified, NTM < 100 
(ii) NSRAD = 1 one panel is exposed 
NSRAD = 2 both panel sides are exposed; 
2 through 	10F8.3 	 on each card: 
NTM+1 (i) 	time TM (in seconds) 
(ii) 3 values of solar 
(iii)3 values of albedo 	irridiation 
(iv) 3 values of planetary Btu/hr ft ) 
incident at TM and each coming from 
one of three directions, in this order: 
(i) -30 ° 
(ii) 0 ° 	from the panel normal 
(iii)+30 ° (upper side) 
NTM+2 through 10F8.3 	same data as above, now for lower fin panel 
2*NTM+1 	 side, only if NSRAD = 2 
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c) System Specifications  
The system specifications define the radiator system and follow 
immediately after the ascent and reentry profile definitions. 
The first four cards in the group of the system specification data 
contain the names of 
(i) the tube material 
(ii) the fin material 
(iii) the coolant fluid 
(iv) the meteoroid protection layer material 
in alphanumeric form, beginning with an alphabetic character. Each name is 
punched on a separate card, beginning in the first column and extending no 
further than through the first twelve columns. These names serve to identify 
the printout of results. The user must supply these names in agreement with the 
composition of the Selective Part described in Chapter I.A. The subsequent 
data records contain numerical data. 
Numerical system specifications are read into the computer in 
NAMELIST format, one NAMELIST each with name and input data as follows: 
TUBE for flow channel specifications, 
FLOW for coolant fluid flow specifications, 
FIN for fin parameter specifications, 
PROTLR for the protection layer specifications, 
MANIFD for the manifold input data. 
Each input data record under NAMELIST format has 
(i) a blank in its first column, 
(ii) a $ - sign in its second column, 
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(iii)the NAMELIST name, starting in the third column, followed by one 
or more blanks,, 
(iv) the string of data in free field format as follows: 
A = b, 
where (A) is the variable name and (b) is a number; imbedded 
blanks between (A),(=),(b),( , ) and a following (A) are 
permissible, 
(v) the comma of the last datum is to be placed by a $ - sign which 
delimits the NAMELIST data string. 
For more details concerning NAMELIST formating, the reader may consult 
standard texts on FORTRAN PROGRAMMING. The NAMELIST data strings must be 
sequenced in the order in which they are listed here: 
(i) NAMELIST/TUBE/ contains 7 variables: 
DITBI 	internal (hydraulic) tube diameter in inch, 
STBI 	tube wall thickness, in inch, 
XL 	tube length, in ft, 
RHOTB 	tube wall density, in slug/ft 2 , 
M2 	number of nodal points along the tube axis 
(no. of intervals plus one), < 10, 
NRTB 
	
number of nodal points in radial direction , in 
the tube wall, < 5, 
NTBS 
	number of flow channels. 
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(ii) NAMELIST/FLOW/ contains 8 variables: 
MDOTI 	total coolant mass flow rate, in lbm/hr, 
TO 	 entrance (and reference) temperature in degrees R, 
PO 	 entrance (and reference) pressure in lbf/ft . 
(iii)NAMELIST/FIN/ contains 5 variables: 
NX 	number of nodal points on the fin, perpendicular 
to the channel axis, NX < 10, 
SROOTI 	fin root thickness, in inch, 
HFNI 	fin height, from root to tip, in inch, 
STIPI 	fin tip thickness, in inch, 
RHOFN 	fin material density, in slug/ft. 
(iv) NANELIST/PROTLR/ contains 13 variables: 
NRNP 	number of radial nodal points in the protection 
layer, < 5, 
RHOMP 	protection layer material density, in slug/ft 3 , 
RHOMET 	meteoroid density in g/cm 
VELM 	meteoroid velocity in ft/sec, 
TAU 	time that vulnerable area is exposed to meteoroid 
environment, in days, 
PRO 	probability of no damage caused by meteoroid 
impacts, dimensionlesss, 
ALPHA 	experimental constant that relates meteor2id 
flux and mass (See Eq. 8.4) in gm/(day ft ), 
BTA 	experimental constant that relates meteoroid flux 
and mass (See Eq. 8.4) dimensionless, 
GAMMA 
	
empirical constant used to adjust predicted 
penetration depths to ones observed experimentally 
(See Eq. 8.1) dimensionless, 
PHI 	empirical constant (see Eq. 8.1) dimensionless, 
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THETA 	empirical constant (see Eq. 8.1) dimensionless, 
ATK empirical constant used to account for spalling on 
a target of finite thickness (see Eq. 8.8) 
dimensionless, 
AN 	experimental constant that describes penetration 
depth as a function of angle of incidence (see 
Eq. 8.6) dimensionless 
(v) NAMELIST/MANIFD/ contains 
AMAN 	total mainfold area, projected into the fin 
plane, in ft . 
Any one of these variables may be changed for successive program executions 
by entering them in NAMELIST/GINPT/ as discussed below. 
d)  Execution Control Options 
The user has the choice of options for the execution of the first as 
well as successive computer runs. These options are likely to increase 
in the second contract phase. 
Two data records are considered to be execution controls: RUNOPF and 
GINPT. 
(vi) NAMELIST/RUNOPT/ contains 8 variables: 
MSTOTR = 1 	to compute steady state conditions 
= 2 	to simulate transient system performance 
DTWRTE 	fixed time interval, in hr, between data 
printout during integration 
TEND 	 termination time, in hr, for transient 
performance calculation 
ALIMIT 	absolute error limit per integration 
step, see Eq. 15.3 
RLIMIT 	relative error limit per inte- 
gration step, see Eq. 15.3 
TI 	 initial temperature, in degrees R 
LIMWRT 	maximum number of data recording during in- 
tegration toward steady state, exclusive of 
initial conditions record and steady state 
record. 
NCONV = 0 	no aerodynamic heating 
= 1 	ascent 
= 2 	reentry 
(vii) NAMELIST/GINPT/ contains every variable name listed in items 
(i) through (vi). If this record is omitted, the program will 
terminate. If this NAMELIST is encountered with any or all 
variables the execution is restarted with 
new system specifications and/or 
new run option controls and 
old ascent and reentry profiles and 
old irradiation profiles. 
There may be as many NAMELIST/GINPT/ records as computing 
time permits. 
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C. Computer Output  
The first output record consists of a list of all system specifications 
and execution control data as listed in Section c of Chapter I.B, items (i) 
through (vi), all in NAHELIST format (see Fig. 1). 
Next, there are listed the initial coolant fluid flow properties in 
nondimensional form, together with their respective reference quantities. 
Table headings and variable identifications are self-explanatory (see Fig. 2). 
The initial line condittpns are followed by a lift of system 
parameters which can be computed prior to the integration of the governing 
differential equations. These parameters (see Fig. 2) include material 
specifications, important dimensions, weights and the total area. 
Following the above preliminary results is a series of current system 
descriptions printed during the integration process (see Fig. 3). These 
descriptions include the current time, the fin panel temperature distribution, 
the local heat rejection rates and the total radiant and aerodynamic heat 
rejection rates. Furthermore, a second table lists the coolant fluid flow 
properties as functions of axial distance as well as the local cooling rate. 
All properties are tabulated in nondimensional form; every table is 
preceeded by a list of necessary reference quantities. 
Specified in the second table, below the reference quantities, are 
the inlet -, the exit - and the total change in stagnation enthalpy fluxes; 
they are labelled, respectively, HI, HE and DH. Also, for comparison, 




The last table of current output data constitutes either the system 
conditions at the specified termination time, TEND in hr, or the steady-
state condition, depending on whether MSTOTR = 1 or MSTOTR = 2, respectively. 
The results of two full-scale computer results are compared below with 
the corresponding results obtained by the simplified analysis which is 
discussed in Appendix D. The first of the results listed below corresponds 
to the case for which the complete output records are reproduced as 
Figures 1 through 3. 
Case 4, n Npe Heat 	Rejection 
Btu/hr 
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ThElA .66tIo67ooL+vo 
ATK 	= 	.175u0000E+o1 
AN = .1oGonupoEiv1 
SL ND 
SF AI 
ARAN 	= 	. 4660040U 4 ('P 
SEND 
shUNCIJI 
WsTOTN = 	 42 
DTwErE = .99,0)q999E-e2 
TENL 	= 	.36.5:530onL-fit 
ALIPIT = .50o ► o0001-('r! 
RLIN1T = 	.10O00000E-14 
T1 	 .4nuonOnof+v3 
LIFORT = 	 43 
NCOt:v 	= 41 
IOPTN 44) 
SEND 
Figure 1. Record of System Specifications 
and Execution Control Data 
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.1.111.1.41L, 
FLUID 	 *ALL 
PT.NO. POSITION 	 PRESSURE 	 11FLOCITy 	 TEMPERATURE 	TEMPERATURE 
Tin 
I .090 140906110 .q37067 .800000 .800000 
2 .260 .917102 .917A45 .600002 amen 
3 APO .974761 .937122 .800004 .800000 
a .750 .962144 .037149 .800006 .800000 
5 1.000 .949525 .917176 .800007 .800000 
PRESSURE 	Po 	= 
REP. 	VELOCITY WO = 
	






RLYMOLJS NO 	- .15829+03 
PkANOTL 	NO = 94.003629 
DELTA = .001389 
REL.PRES5URE IS .135116+04 
INIT. MUSSELT NO. Wu 	= .y68154+01 
*ALL 810T MO. 	BI .221921-02 
SYSTEM PAW/ETERS 
Asss***** ***** it** 
NUMBER OF TUBES . NIBS = • 	12 
TUBE LEflOTH . XL = t5.1100 FT 
INTERNAL DIAMETER P OM = .250 TN 
*ALL THICKNESS STB = .100 TN 
- MATERIAL ALUMINUM 
MASS 	(ALL TUBES) . MT8 = . 7202 SLUG 
FIN HEIGHT . HFN = 4.000 TN 
THICKNESS AT ROOT , sPo0T = .050 IN 
THICKNESS AT TIP , STIP = .050 TN 
MATERIAL 	- ALmIwN 
MASS (ALL FINS) 4 MFH r. 2.6200 SLUG 
COOLANT FLOW IS 	 sIL/CONE OIL 
MASS (Ia ALL TUBES) , 	MFL : 	1. 3620 -SLUG 
PROTECTION LAYER THICKNES. SmP = 	.163 TN 
MASS. 	 MmP = .349 SLUG 
MATERIAL IS 	 9ERYLLT0M 
TOTAL MASS (EXCL. MiO4IFLU.) MOT = 	5."517 SLUG 
TOTAL AREA (SINGLE NOP!TAL PROJECTION) . 
AT0T = 126.'800 SQ FT 
Figure 2. Initial Coolant Flow Conditions 
and System Design Parameters 
RELATIVE TIME IS 120.8109 
tiLIIIMARWRAWIMARAIRVARAili*RINUR 
REFe4tEnCE TEMPERATURE, 	Int/ 
REF. RADIANT NEAT FLUx 
UNIT AXIAL LEN6r4. aR7F 
TCT. KA010471T 4EJECTIOt: 	oT^T 
= 	910.01n R 
= .3570+03 911.1/(10 'T). 
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INLET CURREMLy HI = .867551+04 8TU/HR 
TOT. REJECTION OH = .1161189+05 8TU/HR 
FUJI/ 
AXIAL 	PRLSSURE 	VELOCITY 	T 
DIST. P 	 W 	 IF 
4000 	1.00000 	1.00nn 	1.nion 
.250 .98656 .9981 .9660 
.500 	.97325 	.9813 	.9423 
.740 .90004 .9733 .9112 
1.000 	.94692 	.9666 	.912' 
(LXIT)  
lAYF1 

































Figure 3. Typical Record of Current System Variables 
II ANALYSIS 
The analysis is presented in three major parts. In the first part 
are developed the governing equations of transient heat transfer within and 
from the radiator system; these equations are the basis of the numerical 
simulation. The second part of the analysis is devoted to the computation 
of design parameters dictated by operational conditions, while in the 
third part there is covered the development of thermodynamic and transport 
properties of structural materials, coolant fluids, and the atmosphere. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a 	empirical constant used to account for spalling 
of protection layer (Eq. 8.8) 
a 	function of temperature, used to express the 
isothermal compressibility and the zero-pressure 
isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, see also 
b and c (Eq. 11.9) 
az 	axial fluid flow acceleration 	 ft/sec 
A 	 area 	 ft
2 
An 
	coefficients in polynomial for atmospheric 
pressure at high altitudes (Eq. 13.8) 
A 	surface area 	 ft2 
A




cross-sectional area perpendicular 	 ft
2 
to z coordinate 
b 	defined in Eq. 11.9, see also a 
B 	fin geometrical parameter (Eq. 2.14) 
B
N 	coefficients in polynomical for atmospheric 	- density at high altitudes (Eq. 13.9) 
c 	atmospheric speed of sound 	 ft/sec 
c 	negative slope of fin sides 	 - 
c 	defined in Eq. 11.9, see also a 
c 	speed of light 	 ft/sec 
speed of sound in meteoroid protection 	 ft/sec 
material 
cp 	specific heat at constant pressure 	 Btu/(slug R) 
cv 	specific heat at constant volume 	 Btu/(slug R) 
34 
to x coordinate 
35 
cv 	zero-pressure specific heat at constant volume Btu/(slug R) 
d diameter of meteoroid particle 	 in 
d 	tube diameter 	 ft 
D fin geometrical parameter (Eq. 2.15) 
E 	emissive power 	 Btu/(hr ft 2) 
E modulus of elasticity 	 lbf/in 2 
E relative error 	 - 
f 	Fanning friction factor 	 - 
F 	cumulative meteoroid flux (eq. 8.4) 	 1/(f t2 day)  
F 	dimensionless parameter, Eqs. 3.31-34 
gc 	32.174 ft lbm/(lbf sect) 
h Plank's constant, h = 6.625 x 10 -34 W s2 
h specific enthalpy 	 Btu/slug 
H geopotential altitude 	 ft 
H fin height, from root to tip 	 ft 
he 	convective film coefficient. 	 Btu/(hr ft 2R) 
hi 	convective heat transfer coefficient 	 lbm/(hr ft2 ) 
used in reference enthalpy method 
-23 
k 	Boltzmann constant, k = 1.380 x 10 	Ws/K 
k 	thermal conductivity 	 Btu/(hr ft R) 
L temperature gradient in atmosphere 	 (K/km) 
(Table 5) 
L tube (and fin) length 	 ft 
Mach number of orbiter 	 - 
M 	mass 	 slug 
M 	molecular weight 	 - 




inverted M  
M defined by Eq. 10.22 
n constant that describes depth of penetration 	- 
as a function of angle of incidence (Eq. 8.6) 
n number of tubes 
n refractive index 	 - 
N 	cumulative number of meteoroid impacts 	 - 
N
Bi 	Biot number 	 - 
NFo 	Fourier number 	 - 
NGr 	Grashof number 	 - 
NNc 	Conductance parameter 
	 - 
NNu 	Nusselt number 
	 - 
NRe 	Reynolds number 	 - 
N
Pr 	
Prandtl number 	 - 
p absolute pressure 	 lbf/ft 2 
Pi 	nondimensional exitation vector, Eq. 6.21 	_ 
P.
J 	
exitation vector, Eq. 6.18 
P
o 	
probability of no damage due to meteoroid 	- 
impact 
P00 	depth of penetration of a meteoroid particle 	in 
into an inifinite target 
(11, 	heat flux 	 Btu/(hr ft2 ) 
q 	nondimensional heat flux 	 - 
(72o 	nondimensional inlet power flux 
brad 	
defined by Eq. 10.21 
r,z polar coordinates, see Fig. 4 	 ft 
✓ recovery factor 
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R* 	universal gas constant 	 ft lbf/(lb mole R) 
R 	 outer meteoroid protection layer radius 	 ft 
s 	 thickness 	 ft 
s
f 2 
= 	fin half thickness at root 	 ft 
gf 	normalized fin thickness (Eq. 2.13) 
s.s j 	direct exchange area (Eq. 6.1) 	 ft2 
S 
	
	 constant in atmospheric viscosity equation 
(Eq. 3.7) 
SS 	direct exchange "area", partially evaluated 	ft 
t 	 time 	 hr 
T 	 absolute temperature 
u specific interval energy 	 Btu/slug 
✓ velocity of orbiter 	 ft/sec 
✓ velocity of meteoroid relative to radiator 	ft/sec 
w coolant flow velocity 	 ft/sec 
w, 	nondimensional radiosity, Eq. 6.21 	 - 
3 
W. 	radiosity 	 Btu/(hr ft2 ) 
3 
x 	 distance from orbiter stagnation point 	 ft 
to radiator panel 
x, z 	rect. Cart. coordinates, see Fig. 4 	 ft 
x. ,x,. 	auxiliary parameters, defined by Eqs. 6.10 ij  and 6.11 
y 	 overall length of radiator in direction 	 ft 
parallel to gravity 
y 	 transverse fin coordinate 	 ft 
z 	 axial distance 	 ft 
Z 	 geometric altitude 	 ft 
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Greek Symbols 
a 	 experimental meteoroid flux parameter, 	 l/(ft 2day gm 13 ) 
(Eq. 8.4) 
a 	 thermal diffusivity 	 f4 /11r 
aij 
total hemispherical absorptance 	 - 
constant in atmospheric viscosity equation, 	kg/(sec mK1/2) 
(Eq. 3.7) 
experimental meteoroid flux parameter, 
(Eq. 8.4) 
isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, 
see Eq. 3.5 
	
1/R 
ratio of specific heats 
d 	 diameter-over-length ratio 
Kronecker delta 
1J 
total hemisphere emittance 
dimensionless axial distance, Eq. 3.19 
dimensionless radius, Eq. 3.25 
dimensionless temperature, Eq. 3.21 
empirical constant (Eq. 8.1) 
2 
K 	 isothermal compressibility, Eq. 3.4 	 ft /lbf 
angle between path of meteoroid and 	 deg. 
normal to protected surface (Eq. 8.6) 
wave length 	 ft 
Al 	
parameter, defined by Eq. 4.11 
A
2 	
parameter, defined by Eq. 4.12 
dynamic viscosity 
v 	 dimensionless density 
kinematic viscosity 




dimensionless pressure, Eq. 3.22 
p 	 density 	 slug/ft3 
o 	 Stefan-Boltzmann constant 	 Btu/(hr ft 2 R4 ) 
dimensionless time, Eq. 3.20 
T 	 time radiator is exposed to meteoroid 	 day 
environment 
angle between surface normal and 
radiation beam 
dimensionless property Eqs. 3.27-3.30, Eq. 4.4 	- 
4),(1) 	polar angle in Eq. 6.15 
Nc 	modified conduction parameter, Eq. 5.6 
empirical constant (Eq. 8.1) 
dimensionless parameter, Eq. D. 13 
X 	 quadrature coefficient 
circumferential fraction, defined by Eq. 4.3 
residual, see Eqs. 12.1 and 12.2 
dimensionless velocity Eq. 3.23 
Subscripts 
aw 	adiabatic wall 
aero 	aerodynamic 
values at the endpoints of straight line 
segments of atmospheric temperature profile, 
(Table 5) 
c 	 coolant fluid 
c 	 critical value 
c 	 enclosure 
cp 	referring to specific heat at constant pressure 
e outer surface of meteoroid protection layer, (environment) 
f 	referring to friction factor 
f 	 fin 
F 	Fourier number 
j 	position index 
meteoroid protection layer 
M 	 Mach number 
net,rad 	net radiant 
p 	 meteoroid particle 
p 	referring to pressure 
✓ fin root 
t fin tip 
t target material 
t tubes 
w channel wall 
w surface or wall condition 
z 	axial distance 
z 	thermal equation of state 
o entrance (reference) conditions 
o sea level values 
1 	upper fin side 
2 	lower fin side 
free stream condition 
partial differentiation with resp. to 
partial differentiation with resp. to 
K referring to compressibility 
40 
monochromatic 
T 	 partial differentiation ,with respect to T 
Superscripts 
* 	evaluated at reference temperature T* 
41 
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A. HEAT TRANSFER 
1. 	Introduction  
The objective of the radiator simulation is to predict both the 
transient and the steady state heat transfer characteristics under pre-
determined operating conditions, stationary in the former case and dynamic 
in the latter. Both cases were treated as initial value problems, and the 
principal governing equations are partial differential equations which are 
linear in the time-derivatives of first order at most. 
Under stationary boundary conditions steady state will be reached, 
regardless of intial conditions*, as all partial derivatives with respect 
to time vanish on account of dissipative effects within the system. For 
the computer simulation of steady state conditions this means that the 
process of advancing in time can be discontinued as soon as all variables 
yi , i = 1, 2, ... N, have reached their expected asymptotic values (y i) 
CO 
with sufficient accuracy, that is when for some chosen e. 
6.1  = lyi 	(Yi ) °, 1 .5_ 6i 
has been reached. The expected asymptotic values (y,) can be estimated 
m 
on the basis of the recognition that for large enough values of the time, 
t > tM 
 
Y 	-)"i ) + ae-bt 
	
(1.2) 
with, a > 0, b > 0, to be determined; t> tm . 
Subject to certain continuity requirements which are discussed in Chapter III. 
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The evaluation 6. during the numerical integration is covered in 
Chapter III. 
The radiator system consists of four components: 
(i) the fin 
(ii) the coolant fluid 
(iii)the coolant flow channel 
(iv) the meteoroid protection layer. 
Two coordinate systems were introduced (see Figure 4 ), one for the fin 
and the other for the flow channel and the meteoroid protection layer. 
The rectangular Cartesian system (x,z) for the fin has its z-axis 
parallel to the tube axis, starting at the inlet plane, and its x-axis 
passing through the line of profile symmetry, with x = 0 designating the 
root of the fin. Cylindrical coordinates (r,z) are used for both the 
tube and the meteoroid protection layer, with the z-axis along the tube. 
The radiator system is describable in terms of the following six 
dependent state variables 
(i) for the fin: 
the fin temperature T (t;x,z) 
(ii) for the coolant fluid: 
the fluid temperature T (t;z) 
the fluid pressure 	p(t;z) 
the fluid velocity 	w(t;z) 
(iii)for the fluid flow channel: 
the tube wall temperature T (t;r,z) 
(iv) for the meteoroid protection layer 
the protection layer temperature T (t;r,z) 
exit z= 
Figure 4. Fin Element and Coordinate System 
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These six dependent variables must satisfy four equations of energy 
conservation, one for each component of the system, further the equations 
of mass conservation and of momentum balance for the fluid. These con-
servation equations take on the form of partial differential equations 
subject to initial and boundary conditions. Finally, the energy con- 
servation equation for the fin involves the net radiant and convective power 
fluxes leaving the fin. 
In the following Sections, III A.2 through III A.7 are discussed, 
in that order, the six principal governing equations associated with the 
four system components listed above, the subsidiary equations governing 
the radiative heat exchange and, lastly, the convective heat transfer 
between coolant fluid and tube wall and between the fin and the atmosphere 
during ascent and reentry. 
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2. 	The Fin  
The objective of this section is to develop the energy equation for 
the fin. The derivation is based on the assumptions that the thermal 
conductivity and specific heat of the fin material are functions of 
temperature while the in density is constant. The energy balance for the 
fin accounts for both radiative and convective fluxes from the fin surfaces. 
The development of a method to predict the net radiant flux from the fin 
surfaces can be found in Section 11.6. The procedure used for the evaluation 
of the convective flux from the fin surface is outlined in Section 11.7. 
The energy balance on a differential volume of the fin can be 
expressed as 
a 	aT 
[ kA 	dx + fx ax





qaero As = pfV cPf at 
where T is the fin temperature and the coordinate system is shown in 




represent the cross-sectional areas of the 
fin perpendicular to the heat flow in the x and z directions, and As 
 represents the total non-adiabatic surface area of the fin element. 
The symbol V is the volume of the fin element. The properties of the fin 
material are represented by the symbols kf,pf and cPf 
 which stand for 
the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat, respectively. 
The termscet,ra4  and  qaero " 	appearing in Eq. 2.1 denote the 
radiative and convective heat gain from the surroundings to the fin 
surfaces. 
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The first two terns in Eq. 2.1 constitute the net conduction of 
energy into the fin element. The third and fourth terms on the left hand 
side of the equation stand for the net radiation and convection gain, 
respectively, from the surfaces of the fin element. The term of the right 
hand side of the equation represents the storage of internal energy within 
the fin element. 
The appropriate areas and the volume to be substituted into Eq. 2.1 
are 
Ax = 2[s f - cx] dz 	 (2.2) 
Az = 2[s f - cx] dx 
	
(2.3) 
] As  = dxdz/ [c2 + 1 1/2 
V = 2[s f 	cx] dxdz 	 (2.5) 
where s
f 
is the fin half thickness at its root and c is the negative slope 
of the fin side surfaces. 
Substituting Egg. 2.2 through 2.5 into Eq. 2.1 and simplifying 










P f 9Pf at 
k f 
	7)1c2 +  
+  	+ 









n + n 
t-cx 	ax 	2(t-cx) "net,rad 	aero' 
The Normalization of Eq. 2.6 is achieved by defining nine dimen-
sionless quantities: 
Let 
C = x/H 	 (2.7) 
C= z/L 	
(2.8) 
represent the nondimensional fin coordinate perpendicular and parallel 





is the dimensionless time. The symbol w o stands for the velocity of the 
coolant fluid entering the tube. 
The nondimensionsl fin temperature is defined as 
9 (T 	- $ $ 




where T is the temperature of the coolant fluid entering the tube. 
















and the nondimensional geometrical quantities are defined as 
s f = s fLH (2.13) 
(2.14) 
B(E) = 2 6f - 
D = (c2+ 1) 1/2 
(2.15) 
where c is the negative slope of the fin side surfaces. For a non-tapered 
fin c is zero. 
Both the net radiative and convective flux terms appearing in 











The energy equation, Eq. 2.6, may now be written in terms of the non-
dimensional quantities given in Eqs. 2.7 through 2,17. 	The resulting 
nondimensional equation is 
6f 	Fo 	(Of) 
4. /02 
9f) 4. 




C fa 	, r 
13 `°f / + 13- -Nc lgnt,rad gnet,convl 
The dot superscript appearing in Eq. 2.18 denotes differentiation 
with respect to nondimensional time and the subscripts C and represent 
partial differentiation with respect to the dimensionless coordinates 
indicated. 
The normalized energy equation, Eq. 2.18, defines the rate of change of 
the dimensionless fin temperature O f . 
The Boundary Conditions for Eq. 2.18 are taken as follows: 
(i)The fin root is at the temperature of the outside of the tube. 
(ii)The fin tip is insulated. 
(iii)The portion of the fin in contact with the inlet manifold is 
at the outside temperature of the manifold. 
(iv) The portion of the fin in contact with the exit manifold is 
at the temperature of the outlet manifold. 
Written in mathematical terms these four boundary conditions are 












8f (T,1) = Ow (T,CO3 1) 	 (2.22) 
Implied in Eqs. 2.21 and 22 is, firstly, that the fluid temperature 
in the manifolds be equal to the fluid temperature at the tube inlet (inlet 
manifold) and at the tube exit (exit manifold) and that it remain unaltered 
along the manifold and vary only in time; secondly, that the temperature 
drop through the manifold wall be equal to that through the tube wall. The 
latter assumption is well justified because the temperature drop is 
exceedingly small. 
It may be noted in connection with the boundary conditions that the 
radiative interactions action between manifold and fin as well as between 
manifold and tube are not taken into consideration at this time. 
The Initial Condition for Eq. 2.18 may be any arbitrary relation 
representing a continuous temperature distribution over the fin, including 
the boundaries. The selection of the initial fin temperature distribution 
is left to the user. 
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3. The Coolant Fluid  
The objective is to develop a unified treatment of all possible 
coolant fluids, that is gases, dielectric fluids and liquid metals. Three 
principal governing equations are sought which, together with the necessary 
thermodynamic and transport properties specified for each fluid of interest, 
define the fluid temperature T
c
, the fluid pressure p (and thus the thermo- 
static state of the fluid) and the fluid velocity w, all as functions of 
time t and axial distance z. 
The Continuity Equation for one dimensional flow through channels of con-




 (pw) = 0 
	
(3.1) 
where p represents the fluid density. Replacing the density through the 
thermal equation of state 
P = P (A, 'r e ) 
	
(3.2) 
renders the continuity equation in terms of derivatives of the primary 
variables T
c
, p and w: 
aTc 	aw 	aTc 
- 13-- - + 14 (a 	 - K
-as (3.3) 
where K and a stand for the isothermal compressibility and the isobaric 
expansion coefficient, respectively 








The Momentum Equation  
aw 	aw 
P 	w az 
2 
- 2R. _ 	0 w 
az d - 2 	+ paz 
(3.6) 
constitutes the balance between inertia forces on the left-hand side, 
pressure forces wall friction and external field forces (gravity) in axial 
direction, on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.6. The Fanning friction factor 
f is a function of the Reynolds-number N Re = d w /v , where d and v stand 
for the tube diameter and the kinematic viscosity, respectively and sub-
script o designates the fluid inlet conditions. The following relations 
are used to compute the Fanning friction factor: 




for 2300 	NRe‘= 10 (Ref. 1) 
4f
- 
 = 0.0054 + 0.396 NRe
0.3 
 





4f = 0.0032 + 0.221 NRe
0.237  









1.964 in NRe 
(3.10) 
which, however, requiries more computational effort. 
The Energy Equation. Let u, h, he aid Tw = Tw(t; ri,k) represent, respectively 
the internal energy and the enthalpy of the fluid, the convective film co-
efficient and the tube wall temperature at the fluid-wall interface. For one-
dimensional flow through channels of constant cross-section and with heating 
or cooling from the wall, conservation of energy requires that, with respect 
to a stationary reference frame 
2 	 2 
W2) 
	 4 - ; .7.- [p (u + -7) ] + -7; [pw (h + w  2- + az z) ] = -d- he (Tw - Tc) 
DTc 
+ -I; (kc --7-z- ) 
(3.11) 
The first term constitutes the storage of thermal and kinetic energies; the 
storage of potential energy, being negligibly small for expected accelerations, 
is ignored. The second term on the left-hand side stands for the convection 
of thermal, kinetic and potential energies as well as the power associated 
with the pressure. The right-hand side contains, firstly, the convective 
heat transfer from the channel wall to the fluid and, secondly, the axial 
heat conduction term which will later be shown to be negligibly small for 
all fluids. The factor 4/d in front of the convective heat transfer term 
results from the ratio of the channel circumference to the cross-sectional 
area, evaluated for a circular tube. The symbol k
c 
represents the thermal 
conductivity of the coolant. 
Given a caloric equation of state 
u = u(p,Tc ) 	 (3.12) 
or an equivalent expression for the specific heat, c , one can write, with 
the aid of Eqs. 3.2, 4 and 5 
dh = c p 
	p 
dT + 	(1 - OTc) dp c  (3.13) 
du = (c - 211-) dT + 	(Kp - ST) dp 
p 	p 	c p 
3.14) 
and then recast Eq. 3.11 in terms of the derivatives of the principal 
variables T
c
, p and w: 
@T
c 





(kc 3z ) Pw (c p 
1 	 ..2. 	w (1 - ST)+ w 	+ a ] az 3z z 
(3.15) 
Thus, three governing equations, Eqs. 3.3, 6 and 15, have been 
established which define the three principal variables T c , p and w, provide 
the initial and boundary conditions are properly specified and the convective 
film coefficient can be predicted. Since the normalization of these equations, 
followed by an order-of-magnitude comparison will indicate that the conductive 
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term in Eq. 3.15 is negligible so as to simplify the boundary conditions, 
the discussion of the inital and boundary conditions is deferred until after 
the normalization. 
The convective film coefficient is computed from the following 
relationships between the Nusselt number N Nu= Ficd/k c , the Reynolds number 
N
Re 
and the Prandtl number N
Pr








< 0.1 (liquid metals) 
NNu = 6.5 + 0.025 (N
RePr ) 
0.8 
'  (3.16) 
which produces Nusselt numbers between those appropriate for uniform heat 




 > 0.1 and 
for NRe < 2300 (laminar flow, Ref. 5) 
0.0668 (NReNPr (5) 
NNu = 3.65 + 1 + 0.045 (NReNPr 6) 
for NRe  > 2300 (turbulent flow, Ref. 5) — 
NNu 
= 0.116 (NRe
0.667 - 125) NPr
0.333 (1 +6) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
where 6 = d/L stands for the tube diameter-over-length ratio. 
T c (t,z) 
e 	(1. ,4) - c To 
(3.21) 
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The Normalization of Eqs. 3.3, 6 and 15 is carried out for the purpose 
of scaling and performing an order-of-magnitude comparison. The computational 
effort is also reduced in the process. 
Let 
= z/ L 	
(3.19) 




represent the nondimensional axial distance and the nondimensional time, 
respectively, and let the dimensionless state variables be defined as 








and to represent the nondimensional temperature, pressure and velocity of 
the fluid, that is, the principal dependent fluid flow variables. The 
subscript "o" designates the constant reference state of the fluid at the 
tube entrance. Introduce next the nondimensional density 
v(T, 	p(t,z) 
P o 





and the nondimensional tube wall temperature 
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Notice, that all dependent variables lie between zero and unity, except 
v and w whose product (vw) remains essentially equal to unity with neither 
v nor w departing far from unity. The reference temperature T
o 
is, under 
normal operating conditions, the highest temperature in the system. 
Furthermore, consider the following (p-values to vary along the 
channel axis: 
= T08 	 (3.27) 
(I)K p K 0 (3.28) 
= 	Cp 	_ --S-- 
cp c (p , T ) c 
p 	0 	o p,o 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 














p c T 
o p,o o (3.33) 
FM = Fz /Fp 	 (3.34) 
Let the dot above a variable designate partial differential with respect to 
the nondimensional time t and the subscript c partial differentiation with 
respect to the dimensionless axial coordinate 	. Then the principal 
conservation equations, Eqs. 3.3, 6 and 15 read, respectively and in non-
dimensional form: 
(I) S [4 	 ) 	] = Li) 	(1) (7 	W7 ) C C C K (3.35) 
F 	 2 
w =ww = - -1 7 -F--w— v 	f 	2 
(3.36) 
(I) 6 2 • 	 1 	 4NNu 	1 
- F 	c ww - 	m • 4, 	(0 - 	) + 




cp NRe-Pr v'cp 
w c 4NNu 




'L 	" Tr + F 	1 634) (I) M (1) cp 
Ecp 
( 3 .37) 
These are the three equations which define the three time rates of change of 
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• ec , lr and w . It can be seen from Eq. 3.37 that the axial conduction is 
always small of an order less than 6 2 (since N
Nu 
> 3) when compared with 
the convective term, unless the fluid should reach the wall temperature 
within the very first small fraction of the tube length. Axial conduction 
is hence ignored as 6 2 z 10 -6 , and the order of differentiation of Eq. 3.37 
is reduced to one. 
(I) R  4NN 	
0
u 






(1) 	v 	 c
) + F z 
cp cp 	6NRcNPr cp 
1 - 0
c6 	FM ww 






The Boundary Conditions to be imposed on Eqs. 3.35, 36 and 38 are chosen, 
at the channel entrance, to be 
(i) constant mass flow rate m 
(ii) constant inlet pressure p.. 
(iii) continuous transition, of the inlet fluid temperature, from 
an initial temperature 9 = Oi to the constant operational 
temperature 9(t,0) = 1. 
These boundary conditions accomodate the calculation of the steady state 
conditions as well as of the most likely start-up operation toward stationary 
operating conditions. Notice that there are no step changes implied in 
any of the dependent variables which is essential for the numerical inte-
gration. Writing these boundary conditions more specifically one gets 
at ; = 0 
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(T, 0) = 1 - (1 - 0i) e -7T 
	
(3.39) 
Tr 	, 0) = 1 	 (3.40) 
	
w (r, 0) - v(T, 	13) 	 (3.41) 
Here, the time constant was chosen arbitrarily so as to have the fluid 
reach, within o.1%, its steady inlet temperature at the inlet during the 
time interval that it takes a fluid particle to pass through the channel. 
Equation 3.41 is given through the thermal equation of state, Eq. 3.2. 
The Initial Conditions appropriate to the system of Eqs. 3.35, 36 
and 38 are derived from the requirement that the flow should initially be at 
steady state with the fluid inlet temperature equal to the uniform channel 
wall temperature. Setting the time derivatives equal to zero in Eqs. 3.35, 
36 and 38 results in a system of three ordinary differential equations 
which are linear in d7r/dc, dGc/d and dw/dc : 
thr 	cdA 
'V K c% —113 
4. 1 dw _ 




dir 	 dw w2 Fp dc 
_ 
dc 	v 2 
CI)P4 	 dAc 	
F
M 	dw F 	-" 
Aw 
+ 	 (9 
4N
Nu  
z v dc -47cp w dc
NRcNPr 	
w - Ac ) 
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These equations can be solved subject to the boundary conditions 
at = 0 	 n = 1 
G
c = G. 
	 (3.45) 
1  
= v(ff, Gc ) 




 (0; 1,c) prescribing the initial channel 
wall temperature is specified. For the present analysis 9 w was set equal 
to 9 i . Equations 3.42 through 3.45 define the initial flow field. 
Quasi-Steady Flow. It may be recognized that the momentum transport 
takes place at a much smaller time scale than the transport of thermal 
energy in that the pressure and the velocity fields adjust virtually in- 
stantaneously to a change in flow inlet conditons while the response of the 
temperature field to a change in channel wall temperature takes considerably 
longer, the reason being that the pressure perturbations propagate along the 
channel with the speed of sound. Unless one is specifically interested in 
the motion of sound waves one may consider the dynamics of the flow field, 
that is the pressure and velocity distributions, as part of the boundary 
conditions and imposed instantly and adiabatically by the flow inlet 
conditions. 
The fluid temperature remains stationary during the dynamic adjustment 
and the time rate of change of both pressure and temperature remain small 
since ordinarily the pressure gradient remains balanced by the wall shear 
(and by the convective acceleration in the case of a gaseous coolant medium). 
Consequently, Eqs. 3.42 and 44 may serve to establish the pressure and velocity 
fields at all times, subject to boundary conditions given by Eqs. 3.40 and 
3.41 while the temperature field remains defined by Eqs. 3.35, 36, 38 and the 
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initial conditions discussed above. Particularly, solving Eqs. 3.35, 36 













c 	Fz 	f3 2 9 - 	— 
40,, 
9 
+ F 	 [ 	w((4c) 
- 	w 
z fpcp ;Eli( 
2 
- (i)[ (9 ) 	+ F F M f (I) 	2 cp 
(3.46) 
This completes the discussion of the development of the governing 
differential equations for the coolant fluid. All equations are solved 
numerically as discussed in Chapter III. The thermodynamic properties 
cp , and K are derived from the thermal equation of state, Eq. 3.2 and 
from the zero-pressure specific heat or other available properties. All 
thermodynamic functions as well as the transport properties K and p are 
considered, in general, as functions of two state variables, that is, of 
p and T or of p and T, as discussed in Section C of Chapter II. 
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4. 	The Flow Channel  
The flow channel is treated as a circular tube with inner radius 
r
i 






. The tube wall temperature 
T
w
(t;r,z) is defined through the familiar equation of energy conservation, 
written for the case of circular symmetry: 
DT
waw r Dr 	Dr 
DT 	D
2
Tw , 	 dkw 
[(3Tw 
2 
at - 	[ —
1a 
(r + 2 
1  





Dz ) 	' 
where a
w 
represents the thermal diffusivity of the wall material and 
(pc)
w 
its volumetric heat capacity. The boundary conditions are 
at r = r. 
3T 
h
e (Tw - Tc)= kwar 
	 (4.2) 
at r = ro 
3T 	BTi 	 aTm k lP f 	3x - w Dr 




is the convective film coefficient, 
T
c 	
the fluid temperature, 
k the thermal conductivity, 
the portion of outer tube circumference in contact with fins, 
expressed in radians, 
and the subscripts w, f and m designate, respectively, tube wall, fin and 
meteoroid protection layer. Equations 4.2 and 3 constitute the continuity 
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of the heat flux at the fluid-wall interface and at the wall-fin and wall-




o 	T r 	x n . _ , = 	; T . 	G . K r. H L ' w 	T ' 1 o 
kc 	kf ri 
'c = w' 4 f = k
w  H' 
cm 
k
mcd kw 	N - Bi 	kw  ' 
(4.4) 
d 	 To dkw 	 awL 
L ' (13 KW 	kw 	dT ' (4.0,w = 	2 w T. 
0 1 
with H representing the fin height, that is, the distance between the fin 




n -7-- ) + 	2 w = Fo,w 	n an 	on 
at n = 1 
ae DO 
(I) 	1(__122) 2 4. 4) 2 v) , 3 
KW an (4.5) 
(4.6) 
30 
N 	(9 - 	) = 
2 Bi w c 
an 
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at n = no 
38
w 	30f 	 38m 
an — OPf a (2ff — 	(Pm 0 	 (4.7) 
The superscript dot represents partial differentiation with respect 
to nondimensional time T . As before in the treatment of the coolant 
fluid one recognizes that, with 2 : 10 -6 , axial conduction remains insig-
nificant. Thus, Eq. 4.5 takes on this final form 
1 3 
ao a0N.7‘2 • 
0w = 43,Fo,w 	an (fl an --1") + kw ( an ) (4.8) 
Equations 4.6, 7 and 8 define the tube wall temperature, provided Eqs. 4.6 
and 7 hold at some initial time and the initial temperature O w (0;11,0 is 
prescribed as a sufficiently smooth function of n and 	. 
Low Blot Number. When one compares possible heat fluxes at the 
fluid-wall interface with the possible radiant fluxes from the outer 
surface of the meteoroid protection layer covering the tube, one concludes 
that the maximum fluxes occur at the inner tube wall and that the Biot 
number NBi in Eq. 4.6 is the largest ratio to be expected of external to 
internal thermal conductances. Thus, if NBi is small, say less than 0.05 
(Ref. 6), then the temperature variation inside the tube wall is too small 
for experimental detection and a computation of the detailed temperature 
distribution on the basis of Eq. 4.8 cannot be justified as the associated 
computational effort is considerable. 
In cases where the equivalent Biot number, representing the total 
thermal resistance within the channel wall and the protection layer, is 
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small, the tube, the protection layer and a representative portion of the 
fin root are combined into a single control volume as depicted in Fig. 5. 
The equivalent Biot number g
Bi 
and the chosen limit are 
k s 	s 




where sw and sm 
stand for, respectively, the tube wall and the protection 
layer thicknesses. The combined volumetric heat capacity per unit of 
axial distance for the control volume consists of three parts, the first one 
for the tube wall, the second for the protection layer and the third for 
the first half fin element: 
s 	 s 	s 	(pcs)_. 	A_ s 
7d (pcs)
w 	(1 + -





7d sr w 
st 	(pc) , [1 -(1 -   - 	ird (ocs) 4 	s r (pc) w 1 1— w (4.10) 
where the subscripts w, m, f, r and t designate, respectively, parameters 
of the tube wall, the meteoroid protection layer, the fin, the fin root 
and the fin tip and where 
d is the tube diameter, 
p 	the density, 
s 	the thickness, 
Lx 	the node spacing on the fin, and 
= Ax/H, the nondimensional node spacing 
Heat enters the control volume, per units of time and axial distance, 
AX 
2 
Figure 5. Control Volume for Low-Biot Number Cases 
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 - T 
c
), 
and by convection and/or radiation from outside 
(2ff - tp) (T+ sw + sm) crm + Ax (9" 1 +41" 2 ) f 
where the subcripts 1 and 2 designate upper and lower fin sides, respectively, 
and where q" represents the sum of the convective and of the net radiant 
fluxes entering the outer surfaces. In the case of 	the average over 
upper and lower portions of the outer circumference is to be taken. 
Heat leaves the control volume through the fin by conduction, again 
per units of time and axial distance 
3T 
2(s ax ) f 
evaluated at x = Ax/2. 
Combining the last four expressions into the energy balance leads 
to this expression 
aT 







where A l is defined by Eq. 4.10 and 
s + s 




Tr  (4.12) 
Equation 4.11 replaces Eqs. 4.6, 7 and 8 as well as Eqs. 5.3, and 5 governing 
the temperature distribution in the meteorroid protection layer and, lastly, 
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Eq. 2.19 which constitutes one of the boundary conditions for the differential 
equation governing the fin temperature distribution. The only condition 
under which all the above equations may be replaced by the single equation, 
Eq. 4.11, is given by Eq. 4.9. Finally, it may be noted that Eq. 4.11 could 
also be normalized but since no new dimensionless groups result from such 
normalization it is omitted here. 
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5. The Meteoroid Protection Layer  
The differential equation governing the temperature distribution 
within the meteoroid protection layer which covers the flow channel, is 
identical to that for the channel wall, Eq. 4.8, except for the two 
dimensionless parameters, the Fourier coefficient (I)Fo 
and the conductivity 





aw 'Fo ,w (5 . 1) 




After ignoring the axial conduction for the reasons stated in Section 4 
one obtains as the nondimensional energy conservation equation 
	





em 	(1) Fo,m 71 an 	an + 'k,m 	an (5 . 3) 
Two boundary conditions are required, one of which is given by Eq. 4.7 
while the other one is dictated by the heat flux continuity at the outer 
boundary: 
at r = r, 
3Tm 	 It km @r = qm (5.4) 
where q" is defined as the net flux entering both by radiation and/or 

























Here, u represents the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and q" 	and q" net,rad 	aero 
the net radiant incident heat flux and the convective heat flux, respectively. 
If the initial temperature distribution is given and if Eqs. 4.7 and 
5.5 hold initially then the protection layer temperature 9 is completely 
defined as a funtion of time and location by Eqs. 5.3, 5 and 4.7, provided the 
incident radiation and the aerodynamic heating are prescribed as functions of 
time. The prediction of these incident heat fluxes is discussed in Section 
6 and 7 of this Chapter. 
In the case of low Biot numbers at the coolant fluid-tube wall inter-
face the meteoroid protection layer is lumped together with the tube wall 
as discussed in Section 4 of Chapter II. 
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6. 	Radiation  
The objective of this section is to develop a procedure by which 
to predict the net radiant heat flux incident on fin and tube surfaces 
which are exposed to any combination so solar, albedo and planetary irra-
diation. Included into the assessment of radiative transfer is the 
radiative energy exchange between fin panel and flow channel or its pro-
tective coating as well as the effect of structural panels in the vicinity 
of the fin system; however not included is any possible gas radiation as 
could conceivably by encountered during reentry. 
In seeking the proper mathematical model it is recognized, firstly, 
that the prevailing thermal radiant energy lies in either the visible 
(solar irradiation) or the infrared portion of the spectrum, and, secondly, 
that the fin system is coated, for the purpose of optical optimization, 
with a dielectric paint. Consequently, spectrally dependent optical 
properties must be dealt with, but, for the latter reason, the transfer 
matrix of radiative exchange can be expected to remain temperature 
insensitive over some range of operational conditions, a fact which is 
very much appreciated from the computational view point. 
For the analysis, the fin surface A f , the outer surface on the 
flow channel A
n
, and the structural surface(s) An 
, are all considered 
as parts of an enclosure C which is completed by a set of arbitrarily 
concave, non-reflecting imaginary surfaces Ae which connect Am' Af and 
A
n 
and along which is specified the emerging net radiant heat flux 
representing solar, albedo and planetary irradiation. The sum A
m 




is the inner surface A c 
of the enclosure 
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Three steps are necessary for the prediction of the incident net 
radiant heat flux q" 	. Firstly, the elemental exchange areas* 
net,rad 
 
a 2 —  6 • • 	Cos' coScPi 
- 3A.DA. 2 1 j 	rr 
(6.1) 
need to be computed on the basis of the geometric relation between fin 
panels and flow channels. Here, the symbol r designates the distance be-
tween two area elements dA
i 
and dA , which are visible from each other, and 
(0. and (0 represent the respective angles between r and the surface normals 
on dA
i 
and dA . The next step is to compute, from its definition, the 
radiosity or leaving radiant flux density, W.: 
oo 	 co 
Wi = fWidt dl = 	, 	1 
E. dl + 
J 0 	 0 J0 
(6.2) 




(1 - e. 	W 	dl 	dA. 




E , and e. , stand for the monochromatic radiosity, the 
J ,A, !A 	 J,A 
monochromatic black body emissive power 
2 hc2n2 1  E. 	= 
A
5 , 1 (hc)/(kAT.) 
- 1 
(6.3) 
For terminology and notations consult Ref. 7, Chapter 2. 
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and the monochromatic hemispherical emittance, respectively; the subscripts 
i and j designate two discrete points on Ac , and A represents the wavelength. 
The Eq. 6.3 constitutes Planck's law of monochromatic emissive power 
intensity; h, c and k stand for, respectively, Planck's constant, the 
speed of light in vacuo and the Boltzmann constant. The third and last 
step is to calculate, on the basis of local energy balance, the net 
incident heat flux 
nit 
"ne,rad) = f gn ( 	 i, 
j 	0 
3 2 s.s 
1  
dl = )1(W.1  - w.) j 	DA.M.






It should be obvious that Eqs. 6.1, 2 and 4 contain all the necessary 
fundamental principles but their evaluation will introduce a number of 
simplifications and modifications, each selected for the particular system 
of interest. Specifically, Eq. 6.4 will have to supplement Eq. 6.2 for 
portions of A c  where the heat flux is specified. Moreimportantly however, 
there is a choice to be made in view of the computational process regarding 
particularly Eq. 6.2. One may either solve the monochromatic version 
of Eq. 6.2 n times for the n significant spectral intervals encountered 
and thus face the ultimate task of solving n x N simultaneous linear algebraic 
equations when N discrete points on A
c 
need to be considered (possibly at 
several time steps during the calculation process) and then integrate the 
resluting total interchange areas over the spectrum (see Ch. 5.6 of Ref. 7). 
W. = e.E. + 
3 3 	DAij DA. 
(1 - a..) W dA 13 	i i 
Jr 32 si s. 
(6. 7 
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Or, one may force the non-gray surface analysis into a gray surface analysis 
by placing the burden of complexity on the evaluation of appropriate optical 
properties. Both techniques afford any desirable accuracy of allowing for 
the spectral differences in surface properties, limited only by available 
calculation time; but the latter technique was chosen because, as a result 
of this choice, the complexity remains at peripheral parts of the computer 
code which are more accessible for later modifications toward greater 
sophistication, also the complexity may turn out, in almost all cases, 
to reduce partly to simple hand claculations. 
After introducing 
00 
jrc i,A Ei, , dX 
0 	• A 
C. = 
1 








E. 	X d (6.5) 
 
co f 	dA 
0 Ei,A Wj'A (6.6) 
 
a .. - 13 	co 
jr W. 	dA 
0 	3$ 
 
Equation 6.2 simplifes to 
 
A 
W = 	e 
J
. 	E. 	+ (1 - 
A 	2,A 
e 	) 







[ 61,x Ei,x 	
(6.8) 




Ek (Ek 	3 - X. k  ) dAk J  
aij 
- 	  
2 (6.9) 
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which reduces to the gray-surface radiosity equation whenever Eq. 6.6 
reduces to a
ij 	i' 
= ci. The difficult Ynow lies in evaluating Eq. 6.6 even 
though the radiosity W. , is as yet unknown. 
3,A 
By successively substituting the right-hand side of Eq. 6.2, in 
its monochromatic form, for W.
1 	
on the right-hand side of that equation, 
one obtains first (Ref. 8) 
2 f 3 sism 
3A.DA 	
cmdk Em,A  + 	) dAm dAi 
1 m 
Ac 
and subsequently a. j as the quotient of two infinite series. Since the 
enclosure radiation is dominated by the fin-sun and fin-sky interaction and 
since Eq. 6.8 contributes significantly only to the fin-flow channel inter-
action, the infinite series in Eq. 6.8 may be terminated after two terms 
(two reflections; the resulting error is less than the uncertainty in 
), and Eq. 6.6 becomes: 
2 a s s 






X 	jr.E. 	e. 	e. 	E. 




Xijk k,A 	J,A 1A 	k 
= 
	
	e e, 	e. dA 	E 
0 (6.11) 
In cases where the net radiant flux is specified over portions of A , the 
emissive power E is to be replaced by the net radiant flux (la in Eqs. 6.9, 
10 and 12, which results in one additional term each in the numerator and 
the denominator of Eq. 6.9. 
In summary, the incident net radiant heat flux for the diffuse, non-
gray enclosure is calculated on the basis of an approximate gray-surface 
analysis in accordance with Eq. 6.4, 7 and 9 through 11. The spectral 
differences of the surfaces are accounted for in Eqs. 9 through 11. The 
remainder of this section is devoted to the solution of the radiosity 
equation, Eq. 6.7. 
Recalling that Ac is the sum Am + An + Af + Ae of the outer channel 
surface A
m 
, the possibly present, nearby structural surfaces A
n
, the fin 
surface Af , and the remainder of the enclosure A
e
, one recognizes that the 
integrals over Ac in Eqs. 6.4, 7 and 9 need to be evaluated twice for each 
of the four parts, namely once with j = 1 representing the fin area 
and then with j = 2 for the exposed channel area. Since the incident 
solar, albedo and planetary radiant flux intensities are uniform over the 
fin area and averaged over the circumference of the channel area 










s.s 2  
(1 - ail) W 	. = (1 - ae2) (1:2 DAi DA2 	




where q" designates incident solar, albedo and planetary heat fluxes, 
appropriately averaged over a chosen area element. Should any structural 
surfaces obstruct the incident radiant fluxes (A
n 
0) then the right-hand 
sides of Eqs. 6.12 and 13 would have to be modified and reduced in the 
shaded portions of A l and A2 ; and, if there are m such surfaces, 
JIM
2 
s s i .j  
aA 	 (1 - a..) W.dA = aA 13 	1 i 
x—, a so 
Ld DA. 
k = 1 3 





j = 1, 2, ... m+ 2. 
Obviously, the radiosity and the temperature are assumed to be uniform over 
each structural component. No such structural components were considered 
in the program phase being reported on here, and Eq. 6.14 is taken to be 
zero. 
This leaves only the integrals over Am 
and A
f 
to be discussed. 
Moreover, since Eq. 6.1 is symmetric with respect to its subscripts i and j, 
the elemental exchange area is to be evaluated only once. 
Considering first the fin, that is j = 1 and i = 2, and the fact that 
over the channel surface the radiosity and the temperature are considered 













j([1. - ali(z)] Wi(z)f 	( sls
i aA 	Rd0 dz = 
1 Al 
z=0 	 (1)=0 
(6.15) 
z=L 
f (1 - ali (z)) Wi (z) SS(z; v 4f ) dz 
z=0 
where L designates the tube length; R and (I) are the polar coordinates of 
A2 , with origin on the tube axis, with 4 = 0 and (1) = 4* representing, 
respectively, the root of the fin and the contact line between the tube 
and its tangent plane through the center of AA1 on the fin. The first 
step in Eq. 6.15 was obtained by integrating over iA 1 and subsequently 
applying the mean-value theorem of integral calculus, while the second 
step simply defines the exchange function for every point (xf' z f) on the 
fin which was integrated in closed form for the right-circular flow channel. 
The result is shown in Appendix D. 
The exchange function of the tube with respect to the fin is obtained 
by dividing SS in Eq. 6.15 by (R 4 ). Thus 
2 
s s i 
ji :A &A. (1 - 
a2i1 1 ) W. dA. = 
2 1 
L H Al 





For the numerical evaluation of the integrals a suitable quadrature such as 
the trapezoidal rule is chosen so as to render Eq. 6.7 in this form 
P.= 	W. ji 1 
(6.17) 
i,j = 1, 2, ..., N 





+ 2) unknown values of the raidosity W. . Here, n and n
z 
are the 
1 	 x 
numbers of subdivisions chosen in the x- and the z- directions, respectively. 
The vector P on the left-hand side of Eq. 6.17 is called the exitation 
vector 
- e.E. - (1 - a .) q". ej 	ej 
(6.18) 
on the right-hand side, the transfer matrix M.. is given by 
J 1 
[1 - a.. ] SS 	= M 






is the Kronecker delta, x i is a suitable quadrature coefficient and SS ji 
is given either by Eq. 6.15 or by Eq. 6.16 depending on whether j refers to 
the fin or to the channel, respectively. There is no matrix multiplication 
implied in Eq. 6.19, hence the underscores. 
In the present program phase, Eq. 6.17 is solved at every time 
step only when the transfer matrix is sufficiently temperature sensitive, 
otherwise the transfer matrix is completely inverted only once to yield 
the unknown radiosity at any time. 
W. = 	(14..)
-1 
 P. 	 (6.20) 
through a simple matrix multiplication. It may be noted that the most 
significant temperture dependence of optical properties is contained in 
the exitation vector P,. 
All radiant heat fluxes are normalized with respect to aT 4 
where T
o 
designates the reference temperature, that is the fluid inlet 
temperature. Exchange factors are nondimensional and need not be 
normalized. 
W. 	 q. 	 P. 
a 	__1_ __1_ Pi 
aT 4 ' -j= 
 
a
4 aT 4 
0 	 0 	 0 
(6.21) 
The nondimensional forms of Eqs. 6.4 and 6.20 are used to compute 




7. Aerodynamic Heating 
The aerodynamic heating model used to evaluate the convective flux 
from the radiator surface on the orbiter vehicle is subdivided into three 
major regimes. The first regime encompasses low speed flow for which the 
heat transfer coefficients are determined from expressions appearing in 
standard heat transfer texts for flow over a flat plate. The second regime 
consists of a model for high speed flow in which the convective heat transfer 
coefficient is evaluated from an experimental correlation for flow over the 
upper surface of the shuttle orbiter vehicle (Ref. 9). The third section 
of the model encompasses a low to high speed transitional flow regime. 
Within this regime the heat transfer coefficient is an interpolated value 
that lies between the values obtained in the low and high speed regimes. 
Calculations for the convective heat flux for all three regimes are based 
on Eckerts reference enthalpy method (Ref. 10). 
Within each of the three regimes the heat transfer coefficient is 
calculated for cases where the flow is laminar, transitional or fully 
turbulent. In addition to the evaluation of the heat flux when the flow is 
forced, the procedure accounts for heat transfer by free convection at 
times when the shuttle vehicle is stationary or moving with a relatively 
low velocity. 
The program for the evaluation of the aerodynamic heating rate is 
divided into six sub-tasks each of which is written as a separate subprogram. 
This procedure allows for changes in the periphery of the program without 
affecting the program foundation. The basic calculations are carried out 
in and controlled from the SUBROUTINE CONVEC. Atmospheric temperature 
and speed of sound are evaluated within the SUBROUTINE ATHOS. Atmospheric 
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properties evaluated at the reference temperature are calculated within the 
SUBROUTINE REFP. The orbiter velocity and altitude are evaluated in the 
FUNCTION subprograms VELSH and ALTSH, respectively. The SUBROUTINE NUS 
evaluates the Nusselt number for the radiator system. 
It should be noted that the analysis does not account for the effects 
of shock wave interaction or interference heating caused by flow interference 
between the orbiter, booster or any supporting structure. 
The analysis for the determination of the aerodynamic heating first 
requires the evaluation of a reference temperature which is used for the 
determination of all air properties. The reference temperature is a function 
of the Prandtl number and recovery factor of the air, as well as the vehicle 
Mach number. 
The Mach number in turn is a function of the altitude and velocity of 
the orbiter at any instant time. Altitude and velocity profiles for the 
orbiter are contained in data arrays supplied by the user (see Part I, 
Chapter B). If the value of the integer I is used to specify either ascent 
or reentry phase, then the N paired data points which define the velocity 
V and elevation Z as a function of time t may be expressed functionally as 
V.1  = Vi  (I, (I t
i) i = 1,2,...,N 
	
(7.1) 
Zi = Zi  (I , 
	i = 1,2,...,N 	 (7.2) 
Once the orbiter velocity and altitude are known as a function of time, 
the vehicle Mach number M may be calculated from the equation 
M = V 	 (7.3) 
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The speed of sound c is an atmospheric property that is a function only 
of the altitude. 
The reference temperature is a function of the recovery factor r which 
for laminar flow is 
r = VR r 





2 /(22 + M
2 )) 
where the Prandtl number N
Pr 
is an atmospheric property. To avoid a dis-
continuity in the value of the recovery factor between the laminar and 
turbulent flow models, Eq. 7.4 was used as the expression for the recovery 
factor for both flow models. The resulting error in the reference temperature 
was found to be approximately 5 R in an extreme case. 
All of the properties for the atmosphere used in the evaluation of 
the heat transfer coefficient are evaluated at the high speed reference 
temperature. Eckert (Ref. 10) recommends the expression 
i
* 
= 0.5 (i + iw) + 0.11 r (y - 1) Micc 	 (7.5) 
for the reference enthalpy i* which can be converted to the reference 
temperature T* once the relationship 
* 	* * 
	
T = T (i ) 
	
(7.6) 
between the atmospheric enthalpy and temperature is known. The subscripts 
"=" and "w" in Eq. 7.5 refer to the enthalpy of the air evaluated at the 
free stream and surface temperature, respectively, and is the ratio of the 
specific heats for air. 
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It should be mentioned that when velocities are low (14-1-0) Eqs. 7.5 
and 6 yield a reference temperature that approaches the film temperature 
(T=  + Tw
)/2. As a result Eqs. 7.5 and 6 were used to evaluate the 
reference temperature for all three flow regimes, i.e., low speed, high 
speed and the transitional regimes. 
The convective flux is the product of the convective heat transfer 
coefficient and the difference between the air enthalpy evaluated at the 
surface temperature and at the adiabatic wall temperature. The adiabatic 
wall enthalpy iaw is related to the free stream enthalpy, recovery factor 







The convective heat transfer coefficient h. used in the reference enthalpy 







where c* and k* denote the atmospheric specific heat and thermal con-
ductivity evaluated at the reference temperature T*. The symbol x denotes 
a characteristic length of the radiator system which for forced convection 
is the distance from the stagnation point on the shuttle to the center of 
the radiator panel. 
The expressions for the orbiter Nusselt number selected for the low 
speed and high speed regime and for laminar, transitional and turbulent 
flow are summarized in Table 2. Values for the Nusselt number for 
conditions lying between the low and high speed regimes were obtained by 
interpolation so that the convective heat flux from the shuttle varies 
TABLE 2 
FORCED CONVECTION NUSSELT NUMBER FOR ORBITER 
LOW SPEED REGIME 
M < 0.5 
HIGH SPEED REGIME 
M > 1.0 
LAMINAR FLOW 
Re < 1.0x10 5 
1/2 	1/3 
NNu = 0.332 NRe NPr 
0.514 N NNu = 0.375 NRe 	r 
TRANSITIONAL FLOW 
lx105 < Re < 1x10 6 
1/3 NNu = 6.78x10 -5
N 	1.238N  NPr NNu = 3.39x10
-4 	1.111 N N  Re 
TURBULENT FLOW 
Re > 1x10 6 
NNu = 0.0288 NRe
0.8NPr
1/3 0.7746 NNu = 0.0346 NRe 
	N 
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* * c 
NPr - k* 
The "*" superscript on each property indicates that the property is evaluated 
at the temperature T*. 
For the low speed regime the expressions for the Nusselt number are 
those for laminar transitional and turbulent flow over a flat plate (Ref.6*) 
Nusselt number relationships for high speed flow regime are taken from Ref. 9 
where experimental wind tunnel data are presented for a delta space shuttle 
orbiter. The data are for leeward surface heat transfer at angles of attack 
between 10 ° and 30 ° and Mach numbers of 8 and 16. The Nusselt number is 
shown to be relatively independent of angle of attack so that the high 
speed correlation may be applied to both the ascent phase for which the 
angle of attack is approximately zero and the reentry phase when the angle 
of attack may approach 60 ° . The scatter in the data of Ref. 9 from the 
selected Nusselt relationships is on the order of 100%. 
The leeward surface correlation was selected because the aerodynamic 
heating rates in this region of the shuttle are relatively low when com-
pared to heating rates for the lower body or windward surface. Estimates 
place the peak reentry temperature of the lower surface stagnation line 
pp 296 and 313 
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around 2100 F while the peak leeward temperature is estimated to be about 
600 F (Ref. 12). Therefore placing the radiator on the upper surface of the 
orbiter not only will result in a more efficient operation upon reentry, 
by also will minimize the need for reservicing of the surface coating 
on the radiator panels. 
The aerodynamic heating analysis includes free convection from the 
radiator surface during pre-launch operation and when the shuttle vehicle 
is moving with a relatively low velocity. The expression for the free con-
vection Nusselt number is a function of the Grashof Prandtl product where 
the Grashof number N
Gr 





w  - Tom) 
where g represents the acceleration of gravity, p, u and T. are the atmo-
spheric density, dynamic viscosity and temperature, respectively and T 
denotes the radiator surface temperature. The symbol y denotes the overall 
dimension of the radiator panel in the direction parallel to the acceleration 
of gravity. Since the atmosphere is assumed to be an ideal gas, the 
coefficient of thermal expansion fa , is simply the reciprocal of the average 
absolute temperature of the air 
1  a — 	 + T. 
The free convection Nusselt numbers NNu and their applicable ranges f 




< 109) 	(7.9a) N
Nu 









< NGr NPr :5 10
9
) 	(7.9b) —  
N




GrNPr > 109) (7.9c) 
The values for the free convection Nusselt number given in Eqs. 7.9 were 
multiplied by the ratio (x/y) and then added to the forced convection 
Nusselt number to obtain a value that accounts for combined free and forced 
convection in the low speed regime. 
Equations 7.1 through 7.8 combined with the appropriate Nusselt 
number relationship from Table 2 for forced convection and Eqs. 7.9 for 
free convection are sufficient to determine the convective heat flux into 
the radiator surface which is given by 
= h. (i 	i ) 
aero 	1 00 aw (7.10) 
The convective flux may be normalized by dividing by the heat flux aT04 or 





4 	 (7.11) 
where T
o 
is the fluid temperature at the inlet plane to the flow channel. 
The normalized convective heat flux given by Eq. 7.11 is used in the 
energy equation for both the fin (Eq. 2.18) and the meteoroid protection 
layer (Eq. 5.5). 
B. DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Certain design parameters are necessary for the design specification, 
for the selection of the optimum radiator system and even the system de-
finition as required for the heat transfer analysis. In the following are 
discussed, in that order, the prediction of the meteoroid protection layer 
thickness, the system weight and a collection of nondimensional groups 




8. 	Meteoroid Protection Thickness  
In this section an engineering equation is developed to predict the 
thickness of a meteoroid protection layer required to cover all radiator 
surfaces that might be damaged by the impact of a meteoroid. Several 
assumptions have been made during the derivation. They are: 
1. The meteoroid particle is spherical. 
2. The meteoroid flux is isotropic. 
3. Poissons distribution law describes the probability of an 
impact of a meteoroid. 
It should be mentioned that any equation used to predict meteoroid 
protection thickness is only as accurate as the experimental data used in 
that equation. Even though much information has been published in recent 
years concerning protection theories, there is still considerable question 
as to the density, velocity and mass distribution of meteoroid particles 
in outer space. In addition to these uncertainties, two basic models for 
penetration theory have been proposed within the last decade and there 
appears to be no close agreement between the two. Experimental verification 
of either model has been hampered by the fact that particle velocities used 
in experimental tests have only recently approached the meteoroid velocity 
range. In short, an extremely reliable theory for the prediction of protection 
layer thickness does not presently exist. 
Structural materials that can be used in this study as a protection 
layer are copper, aluminum and beryllium. While both copper and aluminum were 
selected primarily as fin and tube materials due to their superior heat 
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transfer characteristics, beryllium was chosen for its protection 
capabilities. The penetration theory predicts a protection layer thickness 
that decreases as the modulus of elasticity increases. Therefore beryllium 
becomes an attractive protection material due to its high modulus of 
elasticity and its relatively low density. In fact studies (Ref. 13 and 14) 
have shown that beryllium can significantly reduce protection layer weight. 
The basic equation (Ref. 15) for the depth of penetration of a 
meteoroid particle into a target of infinite depth is 
0 	9 





y empirical constant generally accepted to be in the range of 
1.5 to 2.5. 
p density of the meteoroid particle 
p
t 
density of the target material 
V velocity of the meteoroid particle 
velocity of sound in the target material 
d diameter of the meteoroid particle 
4) constant between 1/3 and 2/3 
0 constant between 1/3 and 2/3 
The ratio of the meteoroid velocity and the velocity of sound in 
the target represents a target Mach number. The velocity of sound in the 









Et 	modulus of elasticity of the target material 
Re 	proportionality constant relating mass units to force units 
Pt 	target density 
If the meteoroid particle is assumed to be spherical, the diameter 
may be written in terms of its mass 
where 








Pp 	meteoroid density 
The probability that an exposed surface will be struck by a meteoroid 
during a period of time can only be determined after the distribution of 
meteoroids of a given mass is known. This information is usually given 
in the form of an equation such as 




F 	cumulative number of impacts of particles with mass M or 
larger per unit area per unit time 
M 	mass of the meteoroid particle 
p 
The symbols a and E reprsent experimentally determined constants. Published 
(Ref. 16) values of a and 0 vary over a considerable range, but they lie 
within the limiting values, 
0 -1 1.3 x 10
-15 < a < 2.54 x 10
-9 [ft2 day gm ] 
1.11 < E < 1.34 	 [Dimensionless] 
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The cumulative number of impacts on a surface with a vulnerable area 
of A during a mission time of T by a meteoroid of mass M of larger is then 
N= FAT = AT a M 
It is generally assumed (Ref. 17) that meteoroids are randomly dis-
tributed in outer space and that each collision can be described by Poissons 
probability law. From the Poisson distribution function, the probability of 








Substituting the value for N gives the probability that no meteoroid of mass 
M or larger will impact on the surface of area A during time T of 








To account for the fact that all meteoroids do not strike the 
protection layer normally, the meteroid velocity V may be replaced by a 
critical velocity Vc where 
V
c 
= V(cos *) n 
	
(8.6) 
A angle between the direction of V and the normal to the protection 
surface 
1 / 3 0 2 
(cos A)n = ( 3n90+2 (8.7) 
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n an experimentally determined constant 
If n is selected to be unity the damage to the protection layer caused 
by an oblique collision is based on the meteoroid's normal component 
of velocity. A more conservative approach would be to set n = 0 in which 
case all particles are considered to impact normally. 
If the meteoroid flux is assumed to be isotropic the angle depen-
dence may be replaced by 
Finally account must be taken for the fact that the meteoroid will 
not impact on an infinite target, but one with a finite thickness. As a 
result even though the meteoroid may not penetrate the protection layer, 
spalling may damage the radiator panel. To account for spalling the 
thickness of meteoroid protection t used should be larger than the 
predicted penetration into an infinite target or 
	
t = aP 
co 
	 (8.8) 
Accepted values of a lie between 1.5 and 2.0 
Equations 8.1 through 8.7 may now be substituted into Eq. 8.8 to 






ro -1/3 (P/ ( 	
12(E /p ) 1/ 2 	3n08 +2) 	(8.9) 
)0 ( 2 	1/3a 
n P 
\P t 	t c t 
where 
t - thickness of protection layer (inches) 
a - experimental constant (dimensionless) 
y - experimental constant (dimensionless) 
a - experimental constant that relates meteoroid flux to mass 
(gm/(day ft2)) 
- experimental constant that relates meteoroid flux to mass 
(dimensionless) 
A - vulerable area requiring protection (ft 2) 
• - mission time (days) 
P
o 
- probability of no damage caused by impact of meteoroid 
(dimensionless) 
p - density of meteoroid particle (gm/cm 3) 
p
t 
- density of protection layer (lb
m
/ft 3) 
✓ - velocity of meteoroid (ft/sec) 
E
t 
- modulus of elasticity of protection material (lb
f
/in2 ) 
g - 32.174 lbm
ft/lb fsec2 
9 - experimental constant (dimensionless) 
si) - experimental constant (dimensionless) 
n - experimental constant that describes penetration depth as a 
function of angle of incident (dimensionless) 
Selection of Values for Experimental Constants  
Values for the experimental constant p, a, p p  and V used in Eq. 8.9 
were selected from the Manned Spacecraft Center publication for meteoroid 
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environment criterion (Ref. 18) 
The values for a and fi.for meteoroids having a mass between 1 gm 
6 
10 gm used in Eq. 8.4 are 




The average meteoroid density is 
p 	= 0.5 gm/cm3 
	
(8.12) 
and the average meteoroid velocity is 
V = 20 km/sec. 	 (8.13) 
Values chosen for the remaining constants appearing in Eq. 8.9 are 
summarized in Table 3. Values of these constants are also listed in the 
table that will yield optimistic (minimum) and pessimistic (maximum) 
thicknesses for the meteoroid protection layer. 
Recommended Value Pessimistic Value Optimistic Value 
a 1.75 2.0 1.5 
Y 1.50 2.5 1.5 
cb 1/2 1/3 2/3 
8 2/3 2/3 1/3 
n 1.0 0 1.0 
TABLE 3. Empirical Constants for Meteoroid Protection Layer Thickness 
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The following is an analysis of the sensitivity that the meteoroid 
protection layer thickness has to the uncertainty in the values of the 
five parameters listed in Table 3. This information will enable the 
user to judge his selection of these constants from within the recommended 
ranges. 
An expression for the error in the meteoroid protection thickness 
may be obtained by taking the logarithm of Eq. 8.9 followed by differenting 
the resulting equation. This process yields the equation 
t 	 ne  , de 	r ne 	do 
t a y 
1 = cla + 51 + 0 (
At 
 Er.-- ) 141 + [91n (÷)- 3n04.2 J 0 L 3n00+2 1 n 
cb 
(8.14) 
If the symbol Ea is selected to represent the relative error in the meteoroid 
protection thickness resulting from a relative uncertainty in the value for 
the parameter a then it is evident from Eq. 8.14 that 
E = 	_ 
Ea da/a 	
1 ' 0 
when all other parameters are held constant. Similarly the error caused by 
an uncertainity in the value of y will be 
Ey = 
dt/t 
 - 1.0 
dy/y 
When the value for 9 is taken to be the recommended value of 2/3 and 
0 is set equal to the value fixed by MSC's environmental model (Eq. 8.11), 
the resulting error in the meteoroid protection layer thickness due to an 
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uncertainity in the value for n is 
E = dt/t 	_ 	nei ) - - 0.15 
En dn/n '3n08+2 
The magnitude of the error for the final two parameters (1) and 8 are 
a function of the material selected for the protection layer. In order to 
give an indication of the range of errors that can be expected for various 
protection materials, the errors were calculated for the three structural 
materials that were selected in the program: aluminum, beryllium and copper. 
If the meteoroid particle density is assumed to be fixed at the value re-
commended by the MSC environmental model (Eq. 8.12), then an uncertainty in 
the value of 	from the recommended value of 1/2 would cause an error in 
the protection thickness of 
E = 
0 	d0/0  - Oin 
d tIt 
which for each of the three structural materials results in the following 
errors 
E = - 0.85 aluminum 
E = - 0.65 beryllium 
E = - 1.44 copper 
The high density and low modulus of elasticity of copper makes its 
protection characteristics rather undesirable. For this reason the error 
of 1.44 indicated for copper probably will never be experienced in practice, 
and this value should be considered as a limiting case. 
An uncertainty in the value of 9 from the recommended value of 2/3 




Aluminum Beryllium 	Copper 
a 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
(I) - 0.85 - 0.65 - 1.44 
9 0.77 0.20 1.01 
n - 0.15 - 0.15 - 0.15 
E = 	= [01n 	- 	119 E9 d6/9 	 3n66+2 1  
which for each of the three structural materials is 
E9  = 0.77 	aluminum 
E = 0.20 	beryllium 
E9  = 1.01 	copper 
The errors calculated in the analysis are summarized in Table 4 
TABLE 4 	Ratio of Relative Error in Thickness 
To Relative Uncertainty in Empirical Constants 
If the error values for copper are excluded, the protection thickness 
is most sensitive to variations in the parameters a and y and least sensitive 
to variations in the parameter n. Even though the protection thickness is 
least sensitive to the selection of n, it should be noted that the 100% 
variation between the optimistic and pessimistic value of n is the largest of 
all of the parameters. Also it should be noted that the signs on the values 
in Table 4 indicate that an increase in the parameters a, y and 9 result in 
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an increase in the protection layer thickness, while an increase in the 
values for (I) and n result in a decrease in the protection layer thickness. 
This fact can be verified by the choice of the values of each of the para-
meters listed in Table 3. The values labeled as those which will produce 
a pessimistic value for the protection thickness are maximum values for 
a, y and 9 and minimum values for (I) and n. 
To further evaluate the effect the meteoroid protection thickness has 
on the performance of the fin system, the temperature of the coolant fluid 
at the exit plane of the flow channel was evaluated first under the 
"pessimistic" conditions for the meteoroid protection layer, second for 
the "recommended' conditions and finally for the "optimistic" conditions. 
The results of these computer runs are shown below. 
Case Protection Layer 
Thickness-inches 
Normalized Outlet 
Fluid Temperature T/T o 
Pessimistic 0.377 0.8855 
Recommended 0.063 0.8922 
Optimistic 0.020 0.8932 
Even though the thickness of the meteoroid protection layer varies by 
nearly a factor of 20, the resulting error in the enthalpy drop is only 
0.8932 - 0.8855  100% = 7.15% 1 - 0.8922 
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9. 	The Mass of the System  
The system mass is computed, firstly as a convenience for the user and 
secondly for the purpose of the planned system optimization. The system mass 
includes 
(i) the mass of the fluid in all tubes 
L 










(ii)the mass of the fins 
Mf = nt 
H L p
f (Sr + s t
) 
(iii)the mass of all tubes 




L w (d + s 
w 








m [w(d + sw 
+ s
m
) -sr ] (9.4) 
but it does not include the thermal coating nor the mass of the manifold 
and the fluid in the manifold. In Eqs. 9.1 through 4 represent 
n
t 	
the number of tubes 
d the tube diameter 
p 	the density 
L the tube length 
H the fin height, distance between fin root and fin tip 
s 	the thickness 
while the subcripts designate p and s as follows 
c 	coolant fluid 
f 	fin 
m 	meteoroid protection layer 
✓ fin root 
t fin tip 
w tube wall 
o inlet condition. 




10. Nondimensional System Parameters  
The governing equations in the preceding radiator system analysis are 
developed in non-dimensional form for the purpose of (i) reducing the number 
of parameters, (ii) evolving the set of relevant parameters, and (iii) 
presenting the results in a general form which is applicable to groups of 
systems rather than an individual system. Although these tasks are planned 
for the second contract phase a summary of parameters is presented here, 
first for the detailed analysis discussed in the preceding chapters and 
then for the simplified analysis presented in Appendix C. 
The transient flow field in the coolant channel and the temperature 
field over the fin can be represented as functions of: 
a) the independent variables  





axial coordinate (10.2) 
2r 
radial coordinate (10.3) 
transverse coordinate 
normal to the channel 
axis 
= H 






coolant fluid temperature 
coolant fluid pressure 
coolant fluid velocity 
T
f 
9 (E Cr ) —  f 	9 	T 
 
Tw 
0w (n,C;T ) - 
0 
T 
















The solution to the problem will depend on the geometery of the 
system, the material properties and the definition of operational conditions. 
There was no attempt made to establish similitude with respect to the 
material properties because the scaling laws would either be too restrictive 
to allow for general property variations or too complex (for instance, 
the concept of corresponding states for gases). Consequently, the cp - 
parameters defined in Eqs. 3.27 through 3.30, in Eq. 4.4 and in Eqs. 
5.1, 2 and 6 are omitted from this summary; they constitute temperature 
and pressure variation of properties. This leaves the following list of 
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c) the geometric parameters  
fin height-to-length ratio 
fin profile slope 
fin root thickness 
tube diameter-to-length 
ratio 
channel wall thickness 




s r  - s t  





d) the operational parameters  
Prandtl number 
c 





inlet pressure heat 
compressibility 















where n is the number of tubes 












protection layer density 
(representing selection of 




where pmt is the density of the meteoroids. 
Similarity for ascent and reentry operations is difficult to establish 
unless one restricts oneself to similar velocity-altitude profiles which 
can be represented by the 
Mmax = (v/c)max 
	(10.24) max. Mach number 






















This completes the list of non-dimensional groups resulting from the 
detailed analysis. The simplified, steady-state analysis involves only 
ten parameters which govern the solution. The reader is referred to 
Appendix D for details. There are two operational parameters, 
(i) the characteristic length 




n where A = np w 
o 
— stands for the total mass flux. 
c  
eaT 3M c /k 2 
o 	p c 
(10.27) 
(10.28) 
and five geometrical parameters, namely L*, H*, d* and n, where all starred 
quantities are obtained by dividing the unstarred quantities by L o of 
Eq. 10.27. The fluid property is represented by two groups, the Prandtl 
number and the ratio kf/kc 
of thermal conductivities. 
Finally, the system mass is defined through the above nine parameters 
and the mass augmentation factor F, that is the mass of tube, fluid and 
protection layer divided by the fin panel mass 
P 	d s 	p A 
F = Tri m w 
m 
717 ( + Pi 	 pf 
A




= d + Sw 
A 	cross-section, with subscripts as defined before. 
C. Properties  
The fundamental principles used to prepare the required thermophysical 
properties for inclusion into the computer code are exhibited in this chapter 
while the specific details concerning the materials treated in this program 
phase are placed into the appendices. 
The principles involved are those of macroscopic thermodynamics treated 
in most elementary texts. 	The approach of deriving analytic expressions for 
the required properties is not unique because the starting point is dictated 
by the availability of experimental data. The result, however, must be of 
the same form regardless of whether, for instance, the coolant fluid is 
gaseous or liquid. 
The properties of the structural materials are the least problematic 
ones since they depend on the temperature at most; and the standard polynomial 
collocation methods are entirely sufficient. Care must be exercised, however, 
that the collocation imply continuous fourth derivatives for highest inte-
gration efficiency or, less desirable, at least continuous representation 
of the property itself which may exclude piecewise allocation of degrees 
higher than one. 
What is said about the properties of structural materials holds in 
principle for the description of the atmosphere whose properties depend 
only on altitude. Even though the optical properties of the thermal coating 
depend, in general, on wave-length and temperature, the spectral dependence 
is integrated into the averaged ("gray") properteis (see Eqs. 6.5 and 6), 
and the results are functions of one variable, the temperature. Consequently, 
there remains but the discussion of the coolant fluid properties which 
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depend strictly on two state variables. 
In macroscopic thermodynamics there are required two equations of state 
for the description of a substance, namely the thermal equation of state 
f(p,p,T) = 0 which relates any one of density p, pressure p and temperature 
T to the remaining two, and the caloric equation of state, perhaps in 
the form of cv 
= f(T) where c0 is the zero-pressure specific heat at constant 
volume. These two equations are sufficient to develop all of the required 
thermodynamic functions, namely: 
(i) specific heat at constant pressure c (p,T) 
(ii) isobaric thermal expansion coefficient S(p,T) 
(iii) isothermal bulk modulus K(p,T) 
(iv) enthalpy h(p,T) 
These functions are discussed in Section 11. 
The transport properties, namely the thermal conductivity k(p,T) 
and the dynamic viscosity p(p,T) are correlated on the basis of residuals 
as explained in Section 12. The properties of the atmosphere are dealt 
with in Section 13. 
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11. 	Thermodynamic Properties  
The first step in developing thermodynamic properties is to secure a 
thermal equation of state 
f(p,p,T) = 0 
For almost all pure gases and air, this equation can be found in the 
literature, either in the form suggested by Benedict-Webb-Rubin (virial 
expansion) or in that suggested by Beattie-Bridgeman. Both equations are 
explicit in p, 
P = P(P,T) (11.2) 








which can be evaluated as K(p,T) after inversion of Eq. (11.2) into 
P = P(P,T) 	 (11.4) 
The inversion of Eq. 11.2 is facilitated by computing (Dp/ap) Tfrom 
Eq. 11.2 and subsequently applying the Newton-Raphson method along the 
specified isotherm with temperature T in Eq. 11.4. 
The isobaric thermal expansion coefficient 
1 p (ap 
=  
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is also obtained by implicit differenciation of Eq. 11.2 while keeping 
the left-hand side constant. 
After having collocated the zero-pressure specific heat at constant 
volume 	that is c0 (T) by a power polynomial in T, one obtains first 
the specific heat at constant volume 
a 2D  Cv (p,T) = Co (r) - T 	 dpt  k--0 
aT 	(p') 2 
(11.5) 
and then the specific heat at constant pressure 
cp (p,T) = cv (p,T) + T/3 pK 
2 
(11.6) 
The derivative in Eq. 11.5 is obtained form Eq. 11.2; and 6 and K are both 
function of p or p and T. 
Finally the enthalpy h is calculated from its definition 
h (p , T) = 2- + u (p , T) 
	
(11.7) 
where the internal energy u may be obtained by two successive integrations, 
the first one along an isotherm (over p), and the second one along an 
isochore (over T): 
T F 
u = u(p o ,T0) + i!riev(p',T')d 	 P
pp 





Liquids can be treated, in principle, as gases; except that the 
equation of state, Eq. 11.1, is rarely available. One may find, with 
little difficulty the zero-pressure isobaric expansion coefficient 
0 = c(T), and then represent adequately the isothermal bulk modulus by 
K(p,T) = a(T) + b(T) p 	 (11.9) 
Under any circumstances, one must satisfy 
(1 4. (aK) . 0 
	
aP T 	aT 
which yields, form Eq. 11.9 
0(p,T) = -alp - 2p 2  + c 
where primes indicate differentiation with respect to T, of the polynomials 
a(T) and b(T) in Eq. 11.9. Equations 11.9 and 11 yield for the density 
[a(T)p + —1 b(T)p2 - f c(V)dVj 
2 p(pT) = p(0,To)e 	 To 
The specific heats and the enthalpy are to be derived as for gases (see 
Eqs. 11.6 and 7). Other possibilities are to develop K from the speed of 
sound and the ratio of specific heats; but the reader is warned not to 




, unless there is sufficient evidence to support 
these assumptions. 
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12. 	Transport Properties  
While the thermal conductivity k and the dynamic viscosity p of 
liquids may often times be adequately represented by functions of temperature 
T alone (facilitated by polynomial collocation), these same properties for 
gases depend on density as well. It is recognized that the difference, 
or residue 
Val (p) = k(p,T) - k * (T) 
	
(12.1) 
between the thermal conductivity k(p,T) and the low-pressure thermal 
conductivity k*(T) depends only on the density. Similarly, for the 
dynamic viscosity 
11) 2 (P) = P(P ,T) - p* (T) . 	 (12.2) 
Hence k and p can be represented by the sum of two polynomials, one in p 
and the other in T. The residuals fp
1 
and fp
2 are published for a number 
of gases or may be developed from property data (Ref. 19 for N2 and He) 
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13. 	Atmospheric Properties  
For the prediction of aerodynamic heat fluxes incident on the 
radiator system during ascent and reentry (see Sect. 7) the evaluation 





Speed of Sound 
Viscosity 
Thermal Conductivity 
Specific Heat at Constant Pressure 
Enthalpy 
The model for these atmospheric properties is presented in two 
sections. The first covers altitudes from sea-level to 301,000 feet. 
Within this range the molecular weight is assumed to be constant and the 
temperature variation with altitude is a sequence of connected line segments. 
The second section of the model covers altitudes above 301,000 feet where 
the molecular weight decreases linearly with altitude. For this altitude 
range the approximate polynomial expressions for density and pressure 
suggested in Part 4 of Ref. 20 were used. Errors between the values given 
by the approximate expression and the 1962 Standard Model are less than 
5% over the entire range of altitudes. 
Atmospheric air is assumed to be an ideal gas for all altitudes. 
Therefore compressibility effects at low altitudes are neglected. The 
error in computed densities resulting from the ideal gas assumption may be 
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as high as 0.05% for altitudes below 6 miles, but becomes less than 0.01% 
above 12 miles (Ref. 20). The air is also assumed to be in hydrostatic 
equilibrium. 
All properties except geopotential altitude, specific heat and 
enthalpy are evaluated from expressions presented in Refs. 20 and 21. The 
expression for geopotential altitude was taken from Ref. 22, while specific 
heat and enthalpy data were taken from Ref. 23. 
The model developed for the atmospheric properties is considered 
to be applied to altitudes up to 100 miles and to latitudes between 30 and 
60 °N. It is anticipated that atmospheric properties are not needed for 
altitudes exceeding 100 miles, because the convective heat flux from the 
fin system will be neglible at this altitude and above. 
The properties for the earths atmosphere are known with increased 
uncertainty as the altitude increases. In fact the 1962 Standard Atmosphere 
(Ref. 21)consists of four regions as follows: 
0 - 20 km 	Standard 
20 - 32 km 	Proposed Standard 
32 - 90 km 	Tentative 
90 - 700 km 	Speculative 
Any uncertainity in the atmospheric properties will naturally be 
reflected as an error in the convective heat flux from the shuttle vehicle. 
Fortunately during the ascent phase of the shuttle operation the convective 
flux from the radiator system is fairly small compared to the radiative flux 
by the time the shuttle has approached altitudes for which the atmospheric 
properties are considered to be "speculative"; on the other hand during 
re-entry, significant convective fluxes are known to exist at altitudes 
above 90km. As a result every effort should be made to revise the existing 
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atmospheric property model at high altitudes as new data become available. 
The atmospheric model is based on several primary constants. The 
sea—level pressure, temperature, molecular weight, density and acceleration 
of gravity and the universal gas constant were assigned the fixed values of 
P
o 
= 2116.22 lbf/ft 2 
To = 518.67 R 








R* = 1545.31 ft lbf/lb mole R 
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13.1 Properties for Altitudes Less than 301,000 feet. 
a. Geopotential Altitude - H 
The state variables for air are expressed in terms of the single 
variable, the geopotential altitude 
H = 	s(z)  dz = 
go 
0 
Z - 1.573126 x 10-7Z2 + 2.4656553 x 10 -14 Z 3 
- 3.8667054 x 10-214 + 6.0621354 x 10 -28Z5 
	
- 9.5013649 x 10 -356 
	
(13.1) 
where Z is the geometric altitude in meters, go is the acceleration of 
gravity at sea-level and g(Z) denotes the local acceleration of gravity. 
See Ref. 22 for details. 
b. Temperature - T 









and Hici are the endpoints of straight-line segments representing T(H) and 



































c. Molecular Weight - M 
The molecular weight is constant at a value of 28.9644. 
d. Pressure - P 
Within a region where the temperature varies linearly, the ideal 





T P 	b _ CL 0 0) 
Pb 	Tb 
+ L(H - H) 
(13.3) 
(13.4) 
i.e 11 < H < 20 km 
47 < H < 52 km 
79 < H < 90 km 
The subscripts "o" denotes a quantity evaluated at sea-level and the 
subscript "b" denotes a quantity evaluated at the base of one of the 
straight line segments of the atmospheric model. 
c. Density - p 
The density may be calculated from the ideal equation of state 
once the temperature and pressure have been evaluated. 
_ MP 
P R*T (13.5) 
f. Speed of Sound - c 




the ratio of specific heats 




c 	[ y —m-- 
For altitudes less than 301,000 feet 
is taken to have a fixed value of 1.40 
g. Viscosity - 	P 





0 = 1.458 x 10 
sec m(K) 1/2 
and 
S = 110.4 K 
h. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure c p and Enthalpy i 
Values for c and i between the temperatures of 100 R and 6400 R 
were taken from the standard Gas Tables (Ref. 23) and placed in the 
program in tabular form. A value of c p and i at any temperature inter-
mediate to a pair of tabular values was determined by an interpolation 
routine (see Section 17). 
-6 	kg 
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13.2 Properties for Altitudes Greater than 301,000 Feet  
a. Pressure - P.  
The pressure for altitudes between 301,000 and 528,000 feet is based 
on the polynomial approximation given in Part IV of Ref. 20. The pressure 
is written in terms of the sea-level pressure P
o 






Zn ] -1 
n=o 
(13.8) 
where Z is the geometric altitude and values for A
n 
appear in Table 4.1 of 
Ref. 20. 
b. Density - p 
The density is written in terms of a similar polynomial 
li 
P = Po 	
E [BnZn ] -4 
h=0 
where values of B
n 
appear in Table 4.1 of Ref. 20. 
c. Molecular Weight - M 
The molecular weight is assumed to vary linearly with altitude 
Z (see Fig. 1.2.7 in Ref. 21). 	The resulting expression for M is 
(13.9) 
M = 28.9644 - 0.030949 (Z - 90) 
where Z is in km. 
d. Temperature - T 
The temperature is calculated from the values for pressure, density 




e. Speed of Sound - c 
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For altitudes greater than 301,000 feet the equation for the speed 
of sound is the same one as used for the lower altitudes, but the ratio 
of the specific heats is no longer assumed to be equal to 1.40. The 
ratio of the specific heats varies with the molecular weight according 
to the expression 
Y 
c - R /M 
The remaining properties are calculated using identical expressions 
to those outlined in the Section (13.1) for altitudes less than 301,000 feet. 
III. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 
14. 	Introduction  
The analysis carried out in Chapter II lead, as far as the mathematical 
problem formulation is concerned, to three initial value problems and one 
matrix manipulation. The three initial-value problems are to establish 
(i) the initial conditions for the coolant fluid, defined by 
Eqs. 3.42 through 3.45, 
(ii) the dynamics of the coolant flow, defined by Eqs. 3.40 
through 42 and 44, 
(iii) the temperature field throughout the system, defined by 
Eqs. 2.18 through 2.22 for the fin, Eqs. 3.39 and 46 for 
the coolant, Eqs. 4.6, 7 and 8 for the channel wall, Eqs. 
4.7, 5.3 and 5 for the protection layer, or Eq. 4.11 
replacing Eqs. 2.19, 4.6, 7 and 8 and 5.3 and 5 in the case 
where Eq. 4.9 is satisfied. These equations must be supple-
mented by the specification of the initial, non-dimensional 
temperature everywhere in the system. 
Each initial-value problem is solved by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Simpson 
integration discussed in Section 15. 
The radiosity equation, Eq. 6.17 requires the matrix manipulation, 
namely either the solution of a system of linear algebraic equations, or 
a matrix inversion whenever the optical properties of the thermal control 
coating are considered temperature independent. Either task is accomplished 
by elementary row operations which transform, in a single process, the 
augmented coefficient matrix into a row-reduced echelon matrix. The reader 
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is referred for this transformation to standard texts on linear algebra 
(Ref. 9) 
Additional mathematical operations are programmed as subprograms 
which may be generally applied and which are discussed in Sections 16 
through 21 in this order: an evaluation of polynomials in one variable, 
an Aitken interpolation, first and second differentiation, definite inte- 
gration and integration with variable upper integration limit for functions 
of equally spaced arguments. 
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15. 	The Runge-Kutta-Simpson Integration  
Two types of initial-value problems are to be solved in this program. 
The first type includes Item (i) and (ii) mentioned in the Introduction, 
namely the fluid dynamics exclusive of the transient fluid temperature 
field, and involves ordinary, first-order differential equations, linear 
in the derivatives with respect to the axial distance c , that is Eqs. 
3.42, 43 and 44. The equations are solved explicity for these derivatives 
so as to take on the general form of Eq. 15.1: 
dyi 
dx 	f.(x,Y Y 	Y ) l' 2" n (15.1) 
yi (0) = ai 	, i = 1,2,..., N 	 (15.2) 
Equation 15.2 constitutes the appropriate initial conditions. The other 
type of initial-values problem, mentioned as item (iii) in the Introduction, 
involves partial differential equations which are linear and of the first 
order in the time-derivatives; moreover, all equations, Eqs. 2.18, 3.46, 
4.8 and 5.3, are explicit in the time derivatives. Having subdivided 
the radiator system into intervals, equally spaced in each appropriate 
domain (fluid, wall, fin, etc.), and then written the different equations 
corresponding to each one of the resulting N interior nodal points, one 
may discretize the spatial derivatives occuring on the right-hand sides of 
the partial differential equations. The result is a set of ordinary 
differential equations, with time as the independent variable but of a 
form which is identical to Eq. 15.1. Equation 15.2 is given by the initial 
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temperature distribution; a uniform temperature was chosen for the first 
start of the integration (a i = a; i = 1, 2, ..., N), subsequent integrations 
during optimization runs are expected to start from the previously computed 
steady-state temperature distributions. The boundary conditions may be 
satisfied in three different ways. Either, the temperatures are computed 
directly from the finite-difference equation representing the boundary 
conditions at the end of every time step, or secondly, the boundary 
conditions may be included into the system of Eqs. 15.1 after differen-
tiation with respect to time, or lastly, an equation of the form of Eqs. 
15.1 may be derived directly from a control volume bounded at one side by 
the boundary of interst. We have utilized all three possibilities. 
Discretization introduces obviously a truncation error; all spatial 
derivatives are represented consistently with a truncation error proportional 
to the square of the local spatial interval (see Sect. 18) but higher-order 
terms may be included anytime by modifying a single program unit each for 
the first and second derivatives. 
The system of Eqs. 15.1 and 15.2 is solved by a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta integration, that is if the fi in Eqs. 15.1 have continuous fourth-
order derivatives, the time-related accuracy of the integration is of 
order four (Refs. 26 and 27). Under much weaker conditions, namely 
uniform Lipschitz continuity (Ref. 26 . the accuracy is still first-order 
and stability is secured. It may be noted that the Lipschitz continuity 
is also the prerequisite for uniqueness of the solution to Eqs. 15.1. 
An existing single-precision, floating-point Runge-Kutta-Simpson 
SUBROUTINE RKS, written by R. Schubert at the Aerospace Corporation was 
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used. Its fixed-step integration mode was employed for the integration 
of the fluid flow variables along the channel axis, while the transient 
temperature field was integrated with variable time steps, chosen auto-
matically so as to keep the "truncation error" per time step below a 
specified limit. The absolute and relative errors A i and Ri are specified, 
by the user, for each variable yi , and after every Runge-Kutta integration 
step a Simpson integration is carried out over the same interval and with 
the intermediate derivatives as used in the former integration. From the 
difference D. between the two integrations is calculated the "truncation 
error" measure 
Di  E
m = max E.= IA. + R 	
i = 	N 
	
157.1 	' 1 	i 11 
(15.3) 
and if 0.75 < E
m 
then the time step DEL is divided by Ijii) and the step 
is repeated, if 0.075 < E
m 
0.75 then DEL is multiplied by Iii3 for the 
subsequent step. 
All variables yi are set equal to their initial values in the 
program which calls RKS. During the integration RKS interacts directly 
with two other subroutines, namely DERIV and CNTRL, whose names are the 
first elements of the argument list in the call statement. The first 
subroutine, DERIV, serves to compute all N derivatives dy i/dx in accordance 
with Eqs. 15.1. The second subroutine, CNTRL, controls the output during 
integration and the termination of integration. Output of current values 
of all varibales along with important system parameters is provided under 
two different integration modes: general transient system simulation, 
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MSTOR = 0 in NAMELIST/RUNOPT/, produces output in arbitrarily chosen, 
fixed time steps, DTWRTE, up to the final time TEND, both specified in 
NAMELIST/RUNOFT/ and in hours; the second mode serves to compute the steady-
state conditions and is invoked by setting MSTOR = 1 and by specifying 
the number LIMWRT of time intervals DTWRTE at which output is desired. 
The integration under the second mode (MSTOR = 1) is terminated as 
soon as the expected truncation error due to program termination is less 
than five times the specified relative error per time step, RLIMIT, that 
is R. in Eq. 15.3. The largest truncation error associated with the j-th 
time step is anticipated on the basis of Eqs. 1.1 and 2 as follows 
yi,i Sj = max 
• 	1 ,3 
S. . = max 	A.T 
1 
 Zn 
yi,j - 1  
, i = 1,2,..., N 	(15.4) 
Yi,j 
   
I'hemmdxu.unistakenfrornallNmod.alpoints,p.Tis the current integration 
step size with index j, and Y i stands for the dy i/dx in Eqs. 15.1. 
The argument list of RKS (and RKSF) is as follows: 
(i) DERIV, name of derivative subroutine declared as EXTERNAL 
in calling program 
(ii) CNTRL, name of control subroutine 
(iii) Y , array name*, containing the yi 's in Eqs. 15.1 ** 
(iv) DY, array name*, containing the dyi/dx in Eqs. 15.1 
(v) A , array name*, containing the Ai 's in Eq. 15.3** 
(vi) R , array name*, containing the Ri 's in Eq. 15.3** 
(vii) T , the independent variable X in Eqs. 15.1** 
* 
declared in calling program as array with dimension size equal to the 
number of differential equations. 
** 
to be specified prior to the calling statement. 
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(viii) DEL, the integration step**, DEL 0 0 
(ix) 	N , (integer) the number of equations** 
(x) 	IFVD = 0: variable step size **, see Eq. 15.3 
= 1: fixed step size equal to DEL 
(xi) 	IBKP = 0: adjust step size at most once before repeat,** 
= 1: adjust in accordance to Eq. 15.3 
(xii) NTRY = 1: continue integration**, normal start 
= 2: return from RKS 
to be changed 
= 3: repeat last step with new DEL 	 in 
CNTRL 
= 4: restart 
(xiii) IERR = 0, normal integration 
= -1 indicates singularity when IFVD = 0 
= +1 indicates denominator vanishes in Eq. 15.3 at 
some time during integration. 
(xiv) through (xx) are array names* with which the user need not to 
be concerned except YS that contains the y 's in Eq. 15.1 at 
the previous times step: DELY, PD, SD, YS, YST, DYST, YSIMP. 
The SUBROUTINE DERIV communicates with RKS only via its argument list 
which contains, in this order, Y, DY, and T, as specified above under iii, 
iv, and vii. Here, the current values of Y and T are supplied to DERIV, and 
the corresponding values of DY returned by DERIV to RKS. 
* 
declared in calling program as array with dimension size equal to the 
number of differential equations. 
** 
to be specified prior to the calling statement. 
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The SUBROUTINE CNTRL communicates with RKS also via its argument list. 
It contains Y, DY, DEL, T, NTRY, IFVD as specified above under iii, iv, viii, 
vii, xii and x, respectively. From the array Y are available for output all 
the results of integartion. The time step may be modified to reach a specific 
time value; and by specifying NTRY one controls the integration process 
from within CNTRL during the integration. Finally, one may switch from 
variable to fixed step size during the integration by resetting IFVD. 
This completes the discussion of the integration of both ordinary and 
partial differential equations as they occur in the analysis developed in 
Chapter II. The discussion is deemed sufficient to enable the user to 
apply the RKS routine to other problems as well. 
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x2 + 	+ aNx
N 	 (16.1) 




= x • z. + a_ N-1-1 
i = 0,1,..., N-1 	
(16.2) 
z 	ZN 
The coeffieints a , i = 0, 1, 	N must be placed, in the calling program, 
into an array of dimension (N + 1), N is an arbitrary positive integer. 
The procedure is coded as a function subprogram called POLY(X,A,M) , 
where X is the argument x in Eq. 16.1, A is the array containing M = N + 1 
elements starting with A(1) = a . 
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17. 	Aitken Interpolation  
Experimental data and supporting computer results which are not 
represented by analytic expressions are interpolated by Aitkens interpolation 
technique (Ref.27). An (n + 1)-point Lagrangiar, interpolation is reduced 
to a sequence of 1/2 n (n + 1) linear interpolations. The interval spacing 
is arbitrary; and any number M n of ordered pairs (xi , yi) can be supplied 
in the calling program. The n points of interpolation are spaced equally 
about the point x of interpolation. It should be noted, however that unless 
n = N or n = 2 the result y(x) is not continuous in general. Care must also 
be taken that all nodes x1 , x2 , ... are distinct. 
The procedure is coded as a function subprogram called YINT(X,Y,M,N,P), 
where X and Y are the names of arrays that have the same dimension M and 
contain the ordered pairs(x i ,yi), i = 1,2, ..., M such that x1< x2< 	xm . 
The number n of points used for the interpolation is specifed as N, and the 
value of x at which to inerpolate is supplied as P. Note that 2 < N < M 
must be satisfied. 
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18. 	Numerical Differentiation  
The first and second derivative of tabulated functions of equally 
spaced arguments is carried out in SUBROUTINE DDY(Y,DY,DX,N) and in 
SUBROUTINE D2DX2(Y,D2Y,DX,N), respectively. Each subroutine requires that 
two arrays be declared in a DIMENSION statement in the calling program, 
to have at least N elements; one array for the set of ordinates Y+. Yi 
 supplied by the calling program, the other array for the return of the 
results,thatisDY-*dy r/dxorD2Y-0-d2 . 
Yl
/dx2 . The argument interval Ax 
and the number of ordinances yiare to be specified as DX and N, respectively. 
However, in order that terms of order Lx be retained including at the 
endpoints of the domain, N must be no less than 3 for DDX and 4 for 
D2DX2. The truncation error is of order y' li (Ax)
2 and yIV (Ax) 2 , 
respectively, for DDX and D2DX2. 
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19. 	Numerical Integration  




 y(xi)dx , 1 < i < N; 	N > 2 _..... 
Xi 
and the indefinite integral 
3,71 
C. = jr.y(xi) dx + G(xl) 
xi 	
1 <i<N ; 1<j<N; N> 3 







+ 	- 1)Ax is carried out by a modified Simpson 
integration in the FUNCTION DEFINT(Y,DX,N) Subprogram and in the SUBROUTINE 
FINT(Y,YO,DX,N,F), respectively. 
For DEFINT the ordinates y i are to be placed in the array Y whose 
dimension of no less than N elements must be declared in the calling 
program. The argument interval and the number of ordinates are specified 
as DX and N, respectively. 
For FINT there are two array declarations necessary in the calling 
program, both for at least N elements; one for the integrand Y y i and 
the other for the integral F Gi . The integration constant G(x l), the 
argument interval and the number of ordinates are to be supplied as 
YO,DX and N, respectively. 




(iv) (C) with x1  < (E) < xN • — 
APPENDIX A 
STRUCTURAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
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Appendix A contains thermodynamic and mechanical properties for the 
three structural materials: copper, aluminum and beryllium. Four properties 
are evaluated for each material: specific heat at constant pressure, thermal 
conductivity, modulus of elasticity while (l/k)(dk/dT) is computed by 
differentiating the thermal conductivity relationship with respect to 
temperature. 
All property relationships are presented in analytical form obtained 
by fitting a power polynomial through the data points. 	The data points 
listed in the tables are taken from the reference entered before each table. 
Numerical techniques used for the curve fitting process are explained in 
Section IV. 
The polynomial expression for each property has been compared with 
the referenced data and within the listed temperature range has been found 
to deviate by no more than the percentage error indicated. 
I. COPPER 
1. Specfic Heat  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 








Temperature Range: 400 - 2000 R 
Equation: 
Gp = (0.08375 + 1.375 X 10 5 T R 1) X 32.174 Btu/ (slug R) (A.1) 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed value 
and the input data within the accuracy of the computer. 
2. Thermal Conductivity 
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties 
Research Center, Purdue University, Vol. 1, 1967, pp. 458-9. 
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T 	 k 








Temperature Range: 500 - 1800 R 
Equation: 
where 
k = (228.369 - 2.620670 - 0.040336 3) Btu/(hr ft R) 




Maximum Error: 0.87% 
3. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity  
Eq. A. 2 was differentiated with respect to temperature to 
yield 
1 	dk_ 	(-2.62067 - 0.121 0 2 ) 	R-1 
k dT  200 
(228.369 - 2.620670 - 0.04033 0 3) 
(A.4) 
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4. Modulus Elasticity: 
Reference: "Material Manual," TRW Equipment Laboratories, February 
1966, Report No. ER-6756, Contract No. NAS 9-4884, Fig. 50. 
Data Points: 
T 	 Y 
	
0 	F 16.55 x 10
6 lbf/in 2 
400 	 14.35 
800 	 9.65 
1200 	 3.82 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 500 - 1600 R 
Equation: 
where 
Y = (16.55 - 0.49330 - 1.9358 2 + 0.22830 3) 
X 1.44 X 10 8 (lbfift 2) 




Maximum Error: 0.44% 
II. ALUMINUM 7075 
1. Specific Heat  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties 
Research Center, Purdue University, Vol. 2-11. 1967, pp. 810-11. 
Data Points: 
T 	 c p 
	
400 	R 0.182 Btu/(lbm R) 
600 	 0.209 
800 	 0.226 
1000 	 0.244 
1200 	 0.270 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 300 - 1200 R 
Equation: 
c = (0.182 + 0.036166 — 0.0114176 2 + 0.002336 3 - 0.0000836 4 ) 






T 	 k 




1200 	 99.18 
Maximum Error: 	0.34% 
2. Thermal Conductivity  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 
Center, Purdue University, Vol. 2-11, pp. 812-13. 
Data Points: 
Polynomial Fit 
Temperature Range: 300 - 1200 R 
Equation: 
k = (88.5 + 13.06656 + 0.332756 2 - 1.7586
3 
+ 0.253756 4) 
(A.9) 
Btu/(hr ft R) 
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where 




-maximum Error: 0.96% 
3. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity: 
Equation A.9 was differentiated with respect to temperature to 
yield 
1 dk _ 1 	(13.0665 + 0.66558 - 5.258 2 + 1.015e
3
)  k dT - 200 (88.5 + 13.06656 + 0.3327582 - 1.7588 3 + 0.2537584) 
(A.11 ) 
4. Modulus of Elasticity  
Reference: "Material Manual," TRW Equipment Laboratories, February 






0 	F 10.71 x 10 6 lbf/in2 
200 	 9.90 
400 	 8.50 
600 	 6.15 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 500 - 1200 R 
Equation: 
Y = (10.71 - 0.636 - 0.1158 2 - 0.060 3 ) 
X 1.44 X 10 8 lbf/ft 2 
(A.12) 
where 




Maximum Error: 0.38% 
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III. BERYLLIUM (1/2 - 3% Be 0) 
1. Specific Heat 
Reference. Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 
Center, Purdue University, Vol. 6-II, 1967, pp. 753-4. 
Data Points: 
T 	 cp 
800 R 	 0.536 Btu/(lbm R) 
1000 	 0.585 
1200 	 0.622 
1400 	 0.652 
1600 	 0.680 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 400 - 1700 R 
Equation: 
Gp = (0.536 + 0.056676 - 0.00856 2 + 0.000836 3) 
(A.14) 
X 32.174 Btu/(slug R) 
wherc 
e T - 800 R = 
200 R 
	 (A.15) 
Maximum Error: 0.88% 
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2. Thermal Conductivity  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 
Center, Purdue University, Vol.6-11, 1967, pp. 757-9. 
Data Points: 
T k 





Polynomial Fit : 
Temperature Range: 400 - 1700 R 
Equation: 
k = (108.863 - 10.56436 + 0.826836
2 
- 0.201676 3 




e — T - 400 R  
200 R 
(A.17) 
Maximum Error: 0.90% 
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3. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity 
Equation A.15 was differentiated with respect to temperature to 
yield 
1 AL, . 1 	(-10.5643 + 1.653678 - 0.605018 2 + 0.0806688 3)  
k dT 	200 (108.863 - 10.56438 + 0.826838 2 - 0.201678 3 + 0.0201678 4 ) 
R 1 
(A.18) 
4. Modulus of Elasticity  
Reference: "Material Manual," TRW Equipment Laboratories, February 
1966, Report ER-6756, Contract No. NAS 9-4884, Fig. 51. 
Data Points: 
T 	 Y 







Temperature Range: 500 - 1700 R 
Equation: 
Y = (44.36 - 3.7558 + 0.3350 2 - 0.538
3
) 	(A.19) 
X 1.44 X 10 8 lb f/ft 2 
where 




Maximum Error: 0.28% 
APPENDIX B 
COOLANT FLUID PROPERTIES 
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I. HELIUM 
1. Equation of State Explicit in Pressure  
Reference: Akin, S. W., Trans. ASME, Vol. 72, p. 751, 1950. 
Equation: The National Bureau of Standards has published a Bendict-
Webb-Rubin equation for helium; this equation was found to be 
valid only up to the specified pressure limit of 3000 lbf/in2 . 
Preference was therefore given to the following Beattie-Bridgeman 
equation: 












(1 - a p) 
The values of the constants in Eq. B.1, in MKSA units, are: 
R = 2.07702 x 10 3 
A = 1.369595 x 10
2 
B = 3.5002295 x 10
-3 
C = 1.0000658 x 10 1 
a = 1.496103 x 10
-2 
Temperature Range: 160 - 860 R 
Pressure Range: 2116 - 360000 lbf/ft
2 
Maximum Error: 	0.095% 
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Using Eq. B.1, one obtains 
P 	P(Pi) 
P i+1 = P. (aPia0 T 
(B.2) 
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2. Equation of State Explicit in Density  
Since the equation of state is needed explicit in density, 
Eq. B.1 was solved using Newton-Raphson iteration method along an 
isotherm to give 
) = RT + 2(RB T - A l  - ?- )0 + 3(A a - 
T 







3. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient  
The isobaric thermal expansion coefficient is defined by the 
equation 
=( 	) p DT (B.4)  
Since the equation of state (Eq. B.1) is explicit in the pressure, 
one can write 6 as: 
(apIDT) 
= 
P 	(aP/aP) T 
	 (B. 5) 
or 




CRB1 p[RT + 2p(RB T - Al  - 
CR ) + 3p 2 (A a - 1 	T2 	i 	T2 
4. Isothermal Compressibility  
The isothermal compressibility is defined by the equation 
K 	( 412- ) 
P aP T 
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(B.7) 





K = 1/p(RT + 2p(RB
1 
 T - Al 
	
T2 	 T 
- ) + 3p 2 (A
1 
 a - 2 
5. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure; 
Equation: Experimental and quantum statistical data for helium show 
that at zero-pressure, the specific heat at constant volume is 
independent of temperature 
co = -1 R 
v 2 
(B.9) 
Using Maxwell's equations, the following expression is obtained 
	
C =Co - IP a2p 	dp'  v 	v 	( 
aT
2 
(p ') 2 
P, 
(B.10)  
From the equation of state, (Eq. B.1) the integration is carried 




= R[ —3 + 6a (1 + -P-- B 
2 	 2 1 
(B.11) 
The relation between specific heat at constant pressure and 
that at constant volume is given by: 
2 
c = c + 
  
pK (B.12) 
Temperature Range: 180 - 900 R 
Pressure Range: 	2116 - 216000 lbf/ft 
Maximum Error: 	0.58% 
6. Enthalpy  
The variation of internal energy with both temperature and density 
is 
du = c
vdT + [p - T (a2) ] aT  
P 	P 





1 	1 	1 	13 R C 	
Al) 
 u = uo + R (T - To) + 3 pc (1 + 	( 
To 	T 
2 - 2)J 
T 0
 2  
3 CRB 1 	1 
(P o 	+ 2 ( 
T
2 	- Al a) (P 0 - p
2
) 





= 10.938889 K 
P o = 4.669193 	kg/m3 
T k 
  
160 R 	 0.0404 Btu/(hr ft R) 
360 	 0.0676 
560 	 0.090 
760 	 0.1094 
The enthalpy may then be determined from the equation 
h = u + 
7. Thermal Conductivity 
Reference: Akin, S. W., Trans. ASME, Vol. 72, p. 751, 1950 
Data Points: 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 160 - 860 R 
Equation: 
k = (0.0404 + 0.0302 9 - 0.0033 2 + 0.0003 9 3) Btu/(hr ft R)(B.13) 
where 
9= T - 160 R 
200 R 
Maximum Error: 0.54% 
155 
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8. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity  
Eq. B. 13 was differentiated with respect to temperature to yield 
1 dk _ 	1 	(0.0302-0.0066 0+0.0009 0 2 ) 	1 
dT - 200 
(0.0404+0.0302 0-0.0033 0 2+0.0003 03 R 
(B.14) 
9. Dynamic Viscosity  
Reference: Akin, S. W., Trans. ASME, Vol. 72, p. 751, 1950 
Equation: Viscosity correlations are ususally based on the concept 
of residual viscosity: 




is the residual viscosity (function of density alone). 
is the dynamic viscosity at atmospheric pressure. 
For helium, the dynamic viscosity is given by: 
p = p
* 
= 2.58394 x 10 -5T/°R) 0.647 slug/ (ft hr) 
	
(B.16) 
Temperature Range: 160 - 660 R 
Maximum Error: 0.29% 
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II SILICON OIL 
The following properties are for Dow Corning 200 Silicon Oil (1 Centistoke 
at 77 F). 
1. Isothermal Compressibility  
Reference: Gunst, S. B., "Density-Pressure Relationships for Two 
Low-Viscosity Dimethyl Siloxanes," Trans. ASME 72, May 1950, 
pp. 401-7. 
Data Points: Variation of K with temperature at 0 psig and 500 
psig are given below: 
K 
0 K 500 
100 F 12.35 x 10 -6 in2 /lbf 11.60 x 10 -6 in2 /lbf 
150 16.05 14.94 
200 20.45 18.82 
250 26.25 23.86 
300 36.55 31.88 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 560 - 760 R 
Pressure Range: 
	
2116 - 74116 lbf/ft 2 





= (12.35 + 2.9833 9 + 1.1 9
2 




where 9 = - 559.67 R 
50 R 






a -= K O  
( 
b . 	 aK 	,... K500 - KO 
T ap 500 psi ) 
and p is the pressure in psig 
Fitting a power polynomial through ( ap T with the same values 
for temperature as indicated in the table results in the equation 
b = (-1.5 - 0.0133 9 - 1.18 02 + 0.57333 0 3 - 0.1 94) x 10-9 
(B.19) 
in4/lbf2 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed 
and the input data within the accuracy of the computation. 
2.  Equation of State Explicit in Density 
Reference: Gunst, S. B., "Density-Pressure Relationships for 
Two Low-Viscosity Dimethyl Siloxanes," Trans. ASME, May 1950, 
pp. 401-7. 
Data Points: Values for the variation of density with temperature 












Temperature Range: 	540 - 760 R 
Pressure Range: 	2116 - 146116 	lbf/ft2 
Equation: 




9 = T - 609.67 R  
50 R 
The variation of density with pressure is given by 
dz = 
P pp 
 = - dT + K dp (B.21) 
Integration along the isotherm T o = 609.67 R and from 
p' = 0 psig to p' = p, using Eq. B.18 results in 
z(p,T o) = a(T o) p + b (T0 )1_2._ 
Integration along the isobar p, from T' = T , to T' = T, 
0 
making use of Eq. B.25, yields 
2 







which after simplification reduces to 
160 
p = p e
ap + 11- b p2 
o 
Maximum Error: 0.128% 
3. Equation of State Explicit in Pressure  
Since the equation of state is needed explicit in pressure, 
Eq. B.22 was rearranged to yield 
_ 1 
P - 13- [ -a +1,/a
2 




4. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient  
From Eq. B.20, the zero-pressure isobaric thermal expansion 
coefficient can be written as: 
1 911 




50(0.7767- 0.0288 9) R 
(B.24) 
Making use of Eq. B.21, together with the principle of an exact 
differential, one may write 
	
(31 	_ (3K) 
BP T 3T 
From Eq. B.18, the variation of 0 with both pressure and 
temperature is given by 
c  
p 
80 F 	 0.448 
160 	 0.454 
240 	 0.463 
320 	 0.476 
400 	 0.491 
Btu/(lbm F) 
161 
b' 2 	2 = 	- a' p - 	p (B.25) 
where the prime superscript indicates differentiation with respect 
to temperature. The expressions for a and b as a function of 
temperature are given in Eqs. B.17 and 19, respectively. 
5. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure  
Reference: Dow Corning, Bulletin 05-145, February 1966. 
Data Points: The available data for the variation of zero pressure 
specific heat at constant pressure for 2 centistokes are: 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 	540 - 860 R 
Pressure Range : 	2116 - 74116 	lbf/ft 2 
Equation: The above data for 2 centistokes silicon oil were 
multiplied by the ratio of co for 1 centistoke to 2 centistokes 
at 77 ° F, to give the following expression for the zero-pressure 




= (0.46 + 0.00471 9 + 0.00141 9 2 + 0.000043 9 3) 	(B.26) 
x32,174 Btu/(slug R) 
where 
T - 539.67 R e = 80 R 
The variation of c with pressure is given by 
2 
cP 	P 	 P 
= c° - T 	(=--) 	) dpi 
F6 	p 
(B.27) 
Since the exponent in Eq. B.22 is small, the equation for the 
density, when expanded in a power series, may be truncated after 
the second term in the expansion. Applying Eq. B.27 to the two-
term expression for density as a function of pressure and 
temperature by integrating along an isotherm T from p' = 0 psig 
to p' = p, results in the expression for 
where 
c o- T I 
P 	P 	P o 
(B.28) 
I = z















2 = 2 [2 — a' - a") - az ] 
	
0 	 1 
1 	'2 	b" 	Po 	 P, z3 = 3 [a - + — b') - a (2 	a' - a") + 1 (a 2 b)z] P o 	 Po 2 	1 
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1 	 '2 	b" P o 	1 	2 	P, z
4 =- [a'b' - a (a - + p a') + — (a - b) (2 --- a
II  - a II  ) 
	





k '2 	 Ts 	P.., 6 1 
z 5 	10 2 2 = 




P /  + ab (2 	a' - 
P o 
I '  2- b2 Zl ] 
where the prime superscript indicates differentiation with 
temperature. 
Maximum Error: For zero pressure specific heat at constant 
pressure the maximum error was 0.065%. For higher pressures 
no experimental data were available for comparison. However 
the expression for enthalpy was numerically differentiated 
with respect to temperature at constant pressure and compared 
with the computed values of specific heat at constant pressure. 
The comparison showed no difference within the accuracy of 
the computation. 
6. Enthalpy  
The variation of enthalpy with both pressure and temperature is 
given by: 
dh = c°p dT + p [1 - TO] dp 
This expression was integrated along the isobar p = 0 psig from 
= 539.65 R to T' = T, and then along an isotherm T from p' = 0 psig 
to p'= p, to give 
h = {80(0.46 + 0.00471 9 + 0.00141 2 + 0.000043 9 3) 
+ 
pc). 337.37 	b T p
5 a b' + a' b) Tp 4 
P t 
+6  (T(b' - a a') 
	
	b(1 + T o  )p3 +1 (a' T - a (1 6 	 p
o 	2 
P I 
+ T 	p2 + (1 + T —°) p] x 32.174 	Btu/slug 
P o 	 P o 
(8.29) 
7. Dynamic Viscosity  
Reference: Dow Corning, Bulletin 05-153, July 1966. 
Data Points: 
  
    
 
0 F 	 1.98 centistokes 
100 	 0.874 
200 	 0.56 









where v is in centistokes 
= V P 	 (B.31) 
Maximum Error: 0.77% 
8. Thermal Conductivity 
Reference: Dow Corning, Bulletin 05-145, February 1966. 
Data Points: The available data for the variation of thermal con-
ductivity with temperature for 2 centistokes are: 
t 	 k 




Temperature Range: 360 - 860 R 
Equation: The procedure that was used for specific heat at constant 
pressure was followed to get an expression for the variation 
of thermal conductivity with temperature for 1 centistoke 
silicon oil. The resulting expression for the thermal 
conductivity is given by 
k = (7.0052 - 2.2105 X 10 -3T R) x 10-2  Btu/(hr ft R) (B.32) 
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Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed 
and the input data within the accuracy of the computation. 
9. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity  
Eq. B.32 was differenitated with respect to temperature to yield 
1 dk 	- 2.2105x10
3 
1/R 	 (B.33) 
k dT -3 / 7.0052 - 2.2105x10 T/10 
III NAK - 78.6 
The following are the physical properties of NaK(78.6 wt% K) extracted 
from the latest version of the "Liquid Metals Handbook, Sodium and NaK 
Supplement" (to be published). Some typical properties are: 
Melting Point: 	92 F 
Boiling Point: 	1445 F 
Surface Tension: 0.00739 lbf/ft at Melting point 
1. Equation of State Explicit in Density  
Data Points: Values for the variation of density with temperature at 





200 	F 53.21 	lbm/ft 3 
500 	 50.68 
800 	 48.15 
1100 	 45.62 
1400 	 43.09 
Polynomial Fit: 





= (58.773064 - 0.008433 T/R)/32.174 slug/ft 3 	
(B.34) 
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Since the isothermal compressibility is assumed to be 
independent of pressure, Eq. B.22 for silicon reduces to 
p = p 	e K p 
0 
(B.35) 
where p is the gage pressure. Since the exponent is small, 
the expression for the density, when expanded in a power 
series, may be truncated after the second term and the 
variation of density with both pressure and temperature is 
given by 
p = p (1 + K p) 
	
(B.36) 
Maximum Error: At zero pressure, there was no difference between 
the computed and the input data, within the accuracy of the 
computation. For higher pressures there were no experimental 
data available for comparison. 
2. Equation of State Explicit in Pressure  
Since the equation of state is needed explicit in pressure, Eq. B.36 
was rearranged to yield 
1 	P p = (-- -1) 
K p
0 
3. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient 
The isobaric thermal expansion coefficient is defined to be 
(B.37) 
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From Eq. B.34, the zero pressure isobaric thermal expansion coefficient 
is given by: 
- 	
0.008433 	1 
o (58.773064 - 0.008433T) R (B.38) 
Due to the lack of experimental data, the isobaric thermal 
expansion coefficient was assumed to be independent of pressure. 
4. Isothermal Compressibility  
In view of the experimental difficulties associated with the measure-
ment of isothermal compressibility at elevated temperatures, such data 
are not generally available for liquid metals. However, the well-known 
relationship between velocity of sound c, density p , and isentropic 
compressibility K s is 
1 




which makes an alternative approach to the problem possible, if 
velocities of sound can be measured. Under these circumstances the 
isothermal compressibility may be obtained from the relation 





The relation between c 	and c is given by 
Tfi
2 
Cp  - C = v 	p K (B.41) 
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From Eqs. B.40 and B.41, one gets 
Ti3 2 
K = K 
s 	cp  
or 
K = & p (1-
c
2 






Due to the lack of experimental data Eq. B.42 was evaluated 
at the absolute pressure p i) of one atmosphere and the temperature of 
T o = 1260 R. 
at T o = 1260 R 
p o 	= 48.15 lbm/ft 3 
= 7544 ft/sec 
8o 	= 1.75149 x 10
-4 1/R 
p,o = 0.2091 Btu/(lbm R) 
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5. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure  
Data Points: For zero-pressure specific heat at constant pressure 
are given by: 
	
t 
	 c  
p 
200 	F 0.2255 Btu/(lbm F) 
500 	 0.1239 
800 	 0.2093 
1100 	 0.2091 




200 - 1400 F 
Equation: 
0 





4) x 32.174 Btu/(slug R) 
where 
A = T - 659.67 R  300 R 
The variation of c with pressure is given by 
(B.44 ) 
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= c - T 
P 	P 
0 	a2 	
1P d ed i) DT 
Po 
Integrating along the isotherm T from p = 0 psig 
to p' = p, using Eqs. B.36 and B.38 results in 
2 T 
r? 





Maximum Error: At zero pressure, the maximum error was 0.075%. 
. Enthalpy  
The variation of enthalpy with both pressure and temperature 
is given by 
dh = c
p 
dT + 1  [1 - T B] dp 
The enthalpy was arbitrarily chosen to be zero near the melting point, 
or T = 469.67 °R. The above expression was integrated along an isobar 
p = 0 psig from T' = 469.67 °R to T' = T, and then along an isotherm 




h = [300 (0.2255 49 - 0.016292 - 4'i -+ 0.00539 2  
2 	 - TB 
	
- 0.000758 
.!-+ 0.000054 5 —e ) + 1 	In (1 + K p) (B.46) 
4 5 	p K 
0 
x 778 .26
] 32.174 Btu/slug 
where p is in lbm/ft3 ,K is in ft2 /1bf and p is gage pressure 
in lbf/ft 2 . 
7.  Thermal Conductivity 
Data Points: 
t 	 k 
	
200 	F 13.36 Btu/(hr ft F) 
500 	 14.57 
800 	 15.18 
1100 	 15.03 
1400 	 14.13 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 200 - 1400 F 
Equation: 
k = (13.36 + 1.414167 e - 0.142083 e 2 - 0.069167 6 3 
173 
B.47) 
+ 0.007083 64 ) 
	
Btu/ hr ft R) 
where 
e T T - 659.67 R 
300 R 
Maximum Error: 0.2% 
8. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity: 
Eq. B.47 was differentiated with respect to temperature to yield 
1 dk 	1 	(1.414167 - 0.2841666 - 0.2075016 2 + 0.028332 16 3)  
(8.48) 2 
k dT 300 (13.36 + 1.4141676 - 0.1420836 - 0.0691676 3 + 0.0070836 4) R 
t 
	
200 	F 1.1316 
500 	 0.746 
800 	 0.534 
1100 	 0.411 
1400 	 0.340 
lbm/(ft hr) 
174 





200 - 1400 F 
Equation: 
= (1.316 - 0.896667 8 + 0.419833 8 2 - 0.102833 8 3 
+ 0.009667 4 ) /32.174 slug/(ft hr) 	($.49) 
where 	
T - 659.67R 
300R 
Maximum Error: 1.2% 
APPENDIX C 
Optical Properties  
Three optical properties are required in the radiative analysis 
































In view of the temperature independence of the spectral emittance 
for dielectrics, the two functions XX and XXX are functions of a single 
temperature, the temperature of the surface element represented by the 
last subscript on the left-hand sides of Eqs. 6.10 and 6.11: 
Co 
 XX(T) - E (T) j
r. 2 




XXX(T) = e 3 E 	(T)dX E
b





These functions are evaluated for the zinc oxide/potassium silicate coating 
Z-93 on the basis of spectral reflectance data measured by MR' and 
published in the NASA Contractor Report No. 1420, titled Emissivity 
Coatings for Low-Temperature Space Radiators, by G. R. Cunnington, 
J. R. Grammer, and F. J. Smith, Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., 
Sept. 1969, pp. 66 through 81. 
The evaluated functions defined through Eqs. C.1, 4 and 5 are 
collocated by power polynomials of this form 
N 
f(T) = 	a.14 
	
(C.6) 
i = o 
For the total hemispherical emittance, a fourth degree power polynomial 
was found to be satisfactory with 
a0 = 	0.8990103 
al = -0.1400633 x 10 -3 
a2 = 0.387900 x 10
-6 
a3 = -0.3937509 x 10 -9 
a4 = 0.1015627 x 10 -12 
For the auxiliary functions XX and XXX the coefficients are 
XX 
0.7804112 
-0.5527205 x 10 -4 
0.2530228 x 10 -6 
-0.3229181 x 10 -9 
0.8854202 x 10 -13 
XXX 
0.6538383 
0.1144374 x 10 -3 
-0.2432286 x 10-7 
-0.1437500 x 10-9 













The Simplified Radiator System Analysis  
The simplified analysis is intended to support and to give guidance 
in the detailed and rigorous computer simulation of the Space Radiator Heat 
Rejection System. While it is possible to derive valuable insight in the 
radiator performance with relatively little effort, some results must be 
considered with great caution as presently it seems impossible to assess 
the extent of their validity in view of the simplifying assumptions made in 
the analysis. 
Considered is a plane, rectangular panel, interrupted by n parallel 
tubes of length L and diameter d, all equally spaced and the distance 
Cain + d) apart, where (d<<H/n). Assuming that the panel rejects heat 
from both sides into an environment at the "equaivalent sink temperature" T
s 
and that the tube temperature is uniform and equal to T b, one obtains for 
the power rejection from the panel area 2A = 2HL 






Here, the fin effectiveness q is a known function n(N e) of the conductance 
parameter 
N






and the sink temperature T s . In Eqs. 1 and 2, e represents the surface 
emittance, while k and t, in Eq. 2, stand for the thermal conductivity and 
the panel thickness, respectively. 
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The power rejected according to Eq. 1 must be transferred from the 
working fluid to the radiator tube. If the fluid enters the radiator at 
the rate M, with the inlet temperature T
o 
and if the fluid has constant 
thermophysical properties then 
= A p (To - Tb ) (1 - e-u) 
	
(D.3) 
where c represents the specific heat at constant pressure and 






which is a constant depending on tube geometry, fluid properties and 
operating conditions but not on radiator temperature (because the fluid 
properties are considred to be invariant along the tube). The Nusselt 
number N
Nu 
may be related to the Prandtl number N
Pr 
and the Reynolds 
number NRe through 
N




Nu = 0.023 (N°e
8 
RP NPr 3) for NPr > 0.1 , NRe 2300 (P.6) 
0.0668 (N 
Re 	NPr d/L) NNu = 3.65 + 	 NRe 	2300 	(D.7) 





Equations 1 and 3 define the tube temperature or fin base temperature 






= --9- s 	To 
Lo 
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one may first normalize all dimensions 
L 	* d 	* H 	* t 	* A 
Ta d = 
H 
	
L L t -- and A = — L 2 o 	o 	 o 	 o Lo 
L (D.9) 
and then the temperatures with respect to the known inlet temperature T o : 
Combining Eqs. 1 and 3 gives 
IA (0b 2 A IA(0b - 0
4
) - (1-0 ) (1-e- ) = 0 
	
(D.11) 
as the equation which defines Ob . However, the effectiveness n depends 
implicitely on Ob through its dependence on the conductance parameter 
N c 








0 cl) (H b 	n 	2t 
defined 







The system parameter 0, the characteristic length L o , the Prandt]. number N 
together with the ratio of fin tp fluid thermal conductivities, k/k fl , 
determine the tube temperature 6b for any given geometry (L*, H t*, d*; n) 
Q 	=. 	- 2n A
* (04 - es ) 





and any given environment (9
s






 nd 	NPr 
Once the tube temperature 9
b 
is found then N
c 
and n are given 
through Eq. 12 and n(N
c
). The radiant power rejection can be expressed 
as the fraction of the "entrance enthalpy" 
p o 

















which leads to the fin mass requirement per power rejection 
* = _L - 	  
2n (0b - s 
4 
) 
and, finally, to the total mass requirement 
(D.16) 
(D.17) 





where the mass augmentation factor F is defined by 




(1 + -IL -2) 	fl 
Pf 	d d A f 
 A t 4p f 
(D.19) 
with 	Pt 
	 tube material density 
P f 




= 	(d + d
o
)/2, mean tube diameter 
d 	 inner tube diameter 
s = 	(d
o 
 - d)/2 
p 	 density of protection layer 








In summary, it can be seen that the performance of the heat rejection 
system considered here is determined by 
(i) operating conditions  
characterized by = 
L = 0 






and M c 
P 	o 
RE° T3) 
(ii)geometery L*, H*, t* and d*; n 
(iii)fluid property Npr , k/k fl 
 The determination of the complete mass requirement per unit of power re-
jection is possible by the additional specification of the 
(iv)Mass augmentation factor F 
which determines the mass of tube, meteoroid protection and fluid, 
all per unit of corresponding fin mass. 
The key equation, Eq. 11 has been programmed for numerical solution, 
using the programming language WIPL. Important quantities such as Q*, tp f 
and tprorcan also be evaluated. The fin effectiveness n(N e) is taken 
from LOVE, Radiative Heat Transfer where the results of a numerical analysis 
by Reynolds* are presented in graphical and numerical form for the case of 
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0 = 0. The small correction on n for 0 < 0 < 0.8 can be found in 
— s — 
Radiation Heat Transfer by Sparrow and Cess. 
Results obtained from this analysis at conditions for which large-
scale computer calculations had been obtained are shown, for comparison, 
in Part I, Chapter C. 
The WIPL code is listed below. 
WIPL CODE 
SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS 
1.000 COMMENT FIN WEIGHT AND HEAT REJECTION.- 
1.001 DECLARE FC[11),FFC(11),ETACII),DETAIIII,FETA[11]*- 
1.002 DECLARE FDETA(11),F1(111,F2(11).- 
1.003 SET NL 	= 
1.004 SET NPHI = 
1.005 SET NN 	= 0- 
1.006 SET NT = 
1.010 TYPE "SPECIFY FC FOR ETA TABULATION"... 
1.015 DO PART 2 FOR I=1.11•- 
1.020 TYPE "SPECIFY CORRESP• ETA-VALUES". 
1.025 DO PART 3 FOR I=1.11--
I.030 DO PART 4.- 
1.035 TYPE "SELECT RUNNING MODE .. .-. 
1.036 TYPE " 	M=0 FOR COMPUTING HEAT REJECTION"- 
1.040 TYPE " M=1 FOR LENGTH VARIATION .. .-. 
1.041 TYPE " 	M=2 FOR SYST• PARAMETER VARIATION .. .-. 
1.042 TYPE " M=3 FOR TUBE NUMBER VARIATION"- 
I.043 TYPE " 	M=4 FOR THICKNESS VARIATION".- 
1.050 ACCEPT M.- 
1.055 IF M EQ I THEN GO TO 1.300.- 
1.060 TYPE "SPECIFY GEOMETRY, LENGTH,THICKNESS,DEPTH".- 
1.065 ACCEPT L.T.H.-
1.070 TYPE "SPECIFY NUMBER OF TUBES AND DIAMETER"- 
1.075 ACCEPT N,D.- 
1.076 IF M E0 2 THEN GO TO 1.400.- 
1.080 TYPE "SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETER"- 
1.085 ACCEPT PHI- 
1.090 TYPE "SPECIFY FLUID PRANDTL NO. AND".- 
1.091 TYPE " 	RATIO OF FIN TO FLUID THERM. COND.".- 
1.095 ACCEPT PRPTHCR.- 
1.096 TYPE "SPECIFY WEIGHT AUGMENTATION FACTOR"... 
1.097 ACCEPT WA- 
1.100 RE = 4.0*PHI*THCR/(3.141593*N*D*PR).- 
1.101 LIMIT = 
1.105 IF PR LT 0.1 THEN GO TO 1.120.- 
1.106 IF IRE-2300.01 1.1070.110,1•110.- 
1.107 Z1 = PR*RE*D/L.- 
1.108 U = (3.65+(0.06684, 7,1)/(1.0+0.045*Z1**0.667)}*4•0/Z1'.- 
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.109 GO To 1.125-
I.110 U = 4.0*L/D*0.023*RE**(-0.2)*RR**(-0.7)- 
.115 GO TO 1.125- 
.120 U = 4.0*L/D*(5-0+0.025*(RE*PR)**0.8)/(RE*pR)- 
.125 A = L*H• 
.126 IF U LT 127.0 THEN GO TO 1.130.- 
.127 B = 	.0•- 
I .128 GO TO 1.135.- 
O 30 B = 1.0-EXP(-U1.- 
.135 SET THETA = 
1.140 FNC = PHI*(11*THETA/N1**2*THETA/(2.0*T).- 
1.145 DO PART 6- 
1.150 Y = 2.0*A*FETA(11)*THETA**4-(1.0-THETA)*br 
1.155 DEDT = FDETA(11)*3.0*FNUTHSTA- 
.160 DY = 2.0*A*THETA**34.1THETA*DEDT+4,0*FETAII1D+8•. 
.165 DTHETA = Y/DY• 
.167 LIMIT = LIMIT+1.- 
$168 IF LIMIT E0 II THEN STOP- 
1.170 IF ABSIDTHETA) LT 1.0E-04 THEN GO TO 1.185.-
1.175 THETA = THETA-DTHETA.- 
1.180 GO TO 1•140.- 
1.185 THETA() = 1.0-THETA 
1.186 IF LIMIT EO I THEN THETA() = DTHETA.- 
1.190 0 = B*THETAO.- 
1.195 MASS = T*0/12.0*FETA(11)*THETA**41.- 
1.200 MOO = MASS/O-- 
1.201 PSITOT = M004.(1.0+WA*D**2/(H*T11.- 
1.205 PRINT FORM 1.210, RE,U,THETA.- 
1.206 PRINT FORM 1.212, INC,FETA(11),PSITOT.- 
1.207 PRINT FORM 1.211, 0,MASStM00.- 
	
1.210 FORM RE= 	M0@,  U**00&110.A@EM, THETA= 	 
1.211 FORM 0= 	M=AM§41:4@@@, MOO =Ogga.WIA~.- 
1.212 FORM NC=* ETA= 	PSITOT =4PINgta4-49k).- 
1.230 IF M EO 0 THEN GO TO 1.035- 
1.231 IF M GT l'THEN GO TO 1.233 
1.232 IF MC LT NL THEN GO TO 1.345 ELSE STOP- 
1.233 IF M GT 2 THEN GO TO 1.245.- 
1.234 IF MC LT NPHI THEN GO TO 1.445 ELSE STON 
1.235 TYPE "MORE PROGRAMMING REQUIRED, SEE W. WULFF .. •. 
1.299 STOP•- 
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1.300 TYPE "SPECIFY THICKNESS. DEPTH. INITIAL • FINAL"-
I.305 TYPE " 	LENGTHS AND NO. OF STEPS"- 
1.310 ACCEPT T,H,LO,LEND,NL.- 
1.315 L = LO- 
1.320 PRINT FORM 1.325..L.- 
1.325 FORM FOR L = (:OPMAW**P.- 
1.330 DL = (LEND-L0)/(NL-1).- 
1.335 MC = 
1•340 GO TO 1•070.- 
1.345 MC = 
1.350 L = L+DL.- 
1.355 TYPE " 
1.360 GO TO 1.101- 
1.400 TYPE "SPECIFY RANGE OF SYST• PARAMETER AND THE"-
1.405 TYPE " 	NUMBER OF STEPS"- 
1.410 ACCEPT PHIMAX,PHIMIN,NPHI.- 
1.415 PHI = PHIMIN- 
1.430 DPHI = 1PHIMAX-PHIMIN1/1NPHI.-I).- 
1.435 MC = 
1.440 GO TO 1.090.- 
1.445 MC = MC+1.- 
1.450 PHI = PHI+DPHI.- 
1.455 TYPE " 
1.460 GO TO 1.100 
2.000 READ FC[I3.- 
3.000 READ ETA[I].- 
4.000 HI = FC[2]--FC(11.- 
4.005 H2 = FC(3)--FC(1).- 
4.010 XI = (H2/H1)*ETAC21.- 
4.015 Y2 = -(H2/HI-HI/H21*ETAE11.- 
4.020 X3 = -H1/H2*ETA(31.- 
4.025 DETA[1] = 1X1+X2+X3)/(H2-H11.- 
4.026 TYPE " NC 	 ETA 	DETA/DNC".- 
4.027 FORM , 	 gA@W4WWWOW@.- 
4.028 PRINT FORM 4.027,FC[1],ETA[1],DETA(1).- 
4.030 DO PART 5 FOR 1=2,10.- 
4.035 HI = FC(101-FC[9].-. 
4.040 H2 = FC[111-FC(93.- 
4.045 XI = 12.0-HI/H21*ETA[II].- 
4.050 X2 = -H2/H1*ETAE103.- 
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4.055 X3 = -12.0-HI/H2-H2/H11*ETA[9].- 
4.060 DETACH] = 11(1+X2+X31/012-HI).- 
4.065 IF ETAIII] LT 1.0E-06 THEN DETACH] = 
4.070 PRINT FORM 4-027,FCIII1,ETA[11/,DETAC-111* 
4.075 XIX2 = FC[33-FC[2].- 
4.080 AAA = -1FC[2]*ETA[3]-FCC3]*ETAI21+XIX2)... 
4.085 AAA = AAA/1FCC2P.FC[3]*XIX2/.- 
4.090 BBB = 11.0-ETA[2]-AAA*FCE21**2)/FC[2].- 
4.095 TYPE "FOR FNC NEAR ZERO, I-ETA = AAA*FNC**2+1:61i*FNC".- 
4.100 PRINT FORM 4.105, AAA, BBB.- 
4.105 FORM AAA = (AWIWWWWA, BBB = d@ACM#AWS* 
5.000 H2 = FCCI+1)-FCCI-1].- 
5.005 HI = 
5.010 XI = (HI/H21*ETAII+11.- 
5.015 X2 = -(2.0-H2/H1)*ETAIII.- 
5.020 X3 = 12.0-HI/H2-H2/H1)*ETAII-1).- 
5.025 DETACII = (Xl+X2+X3)/1112-H11.- 
5.026 PRINT FORM 4.027,FCCI1pETA[Il•DETACI1.7 
6.000 IF FNC LT FCE3] THEN GO TO 6.020-- 
6.005 DO PART 7 FOR 1=1,11.- 
6.010 DO PART 8 FOR 1=1,11.- 
6.015 DO PART 9 FOR I=2,11.- 
6.016 GO TO 6.030 
6.020 FETACII] = -(CAAA*FNC+BBB1*FNC-1.0).- 
6.025 FDETA[11] = -12.0*AAA*FNC+BBB).- 
6.030 REM REURN.- 
7.000 FETACI] = 
7.005 FDETAEI) = DETA[I].- 
8.000 FFCII] = 
9.000 DO PART 10 FOR J=1,1- 
9.005 DO PART II FOR J=I+11.- 
10.0.00 XFC = FCEJ1-FC(I-1].- 
10.005 FICJ) = (FETAII-IP0FFMN-FETACJ]*FFCCI-1])/XFC.- 
10.010 F2(J) = (FDETACI-IPKFFCCJ1-FDETACJ]*FFCCI-1))/XFC.- 
11.000 FETACJI = 
11.005 FDETACJA = F2CJ].. 




The Fin-To-Tube Shape Factor  
A closed-form integration for the view factor of the fin with respect 
to the tube was carried out by Mr. Yao. This view factor occurs in Eqs. 6.15 
and 6.16. Only the final results are given here. 
The reader should recognize that some of the symbols defined below 
(Eqs. D.1 through 6) apply only here. 
Let (x
f' yf' z f
) designate the position of the center of an area 
element Af on the fin and zm 






represent, respectively, the outer tube radius, the fin tip and the fin root 
thickness, and let the fin height be given as H. 
Then, with 
P = lix2 + y2 
	
(D.1) 
yf 6 = arc tg 
xf (D.2) 
s r st a = arc tg 2r (D.3) 
c 
3 = arc sin 
a-2rep cos(4 -0) 
2rep-a cos(0-0) 
a-2rep cos (4=S) 
2rep-a 	 0 
cos( *_)0 
arc sin (D. 9 ) 
one obtains 


















p 2  + re
2 
	+ (zf - zm)
2 
re 
arc sin — 
P 
a-2re
2  cos (a+6) 
a-2re p cos(0- 0) a-2re p cos(0 -0) a-2re•p cos (0-0) 









2a(zf-zm)2 - a2 + 
2 
eP2  





 p sin(4 -0 	re p sin(4)-0 Z
5 0 a-2re
p cos( *  -R) 	a-2re
p cos(0- (D.11) 
The final result is 
* -z1 + sin(a+a) [4) -0  + z z Z.Z..] 
2 3 4 ) 2 SS = AA]. A z 	41-rp -I- 	27P 
(D.12) 
This expression contains all the geometric relations that are required for 
fin-channel radiactive interaction. It needs to be evaluated only once 
for every fin element. 
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This report covers part of the work performed during the second year 
phase of a two year research project, at the School of Mechanical Engineer-
ing at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia, for the 
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. The contract designation 
is NAS 9-10415 and the project title is "Study of Design Parameters of 
Space Base and Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems." The project was monitored 
by Dr. W.E. Simon of the Power Generation Branch of NASA MSC, Houston, 
Texas, and was performed by Dr. W.Z. Black and Dr. W. Wulff as Co-Invest-
igators. The project resulted in one Annual Report [2]* and two Final 
Reports, the first one of which covers a detailed and rigorous space 
radiator simulation analysis [1] and includes a computer program users 
manual. The second Final Report is this report. 
Although the study of system parameters and the system optimization 
were originally conceived to be performed on the basis of the rigorous 
radiator system simulation [1], the growing complexity of this simulation 
soon gave rise to the need for a simplified analysis. The simplified 
system simulation was later expanded into systematic optimization pro-
cedures. Both the simplified simulation and the optimization procedures 
serve to supplement and support the originally intended system parameter 
study [1]. 
The work presented here was supported by the contributions of computer 
coding by Mr. Richard J. Huntley and Mr. Wallace W. Carr, both Graduate 
Research Assistants and M.S. Candidates. 
*Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of this report. 
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SUMMARY 
A simplified radiator system analysis was performed to predict steady-state 
radiator system performance. The system performance was found to be describable 
in terms of five non-dimensional system parameters. The governing differential 
equations are integrated numerically to yield the enthalpy rejection for the 
coolant fluid. 
The simplified analysis was extended to produce firstly the derivatives of 
the coolant exit temperature with respect to the governing system parameters and 
secondly a procedure to find the optimum set of system parameters which yields 
the lowest possible coolant exit temperature for either a given projected area 
or a given total mass. The process can be inverted to yield either the minimum 
area or the minimum mass, together with the optimum geometry, for a specified 
heat rejection rate. 
The major accomplishments of the simplified radiator system analysis are: 
(1) the reduction of the number of necessary systems parameters 
from twelve or more to six, 
(2) the graphical representation of system performance in terms 
of non-dimensional groups, suitable to aid in the design of 
radiative heat rejection systems, and 
• 
(3) an efficient computer code suitable for preliminary 
performance prediciton. 
The accomplishments of the systematic optimization analysis are two com-
puter codes which perform iterative optimizations processes leading to the 
maximum heat rejection for either a given projected fin-plus-tube area or a 
given total system mass. 
iii 
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A 	 Normalized projected radiator area, Eq. 38 
A 	 Coefficient matrix in Eq. 49 
Aij 	
Elements of coefficient matrix A 
a. Coefficients of power polynomial 






c 	 Constant in Nusselt number relation, Eq. 35 
cp 	 Coolant fluid specific heat (Btu/(lbm R)) 
d Tube diameter (ft) 
d =d/Lo 	
Normalized tube diameter 
Ffs 	 Fin to sink view factor, Eq. 15 
f 	 Blockage coefficient, defined by Eq. 16 
H Fin height, from base to tip (ft) 
H =H/Lo 	
Normalized fin height 
he 	
Average convective film coefficient for convection from 
fluid to tube (Btu/(hr ft
2 
 R)) 
i 	 Number of radiatively active sides 
k 	 Thermal conductivity (Btu/(hr ft R)) of structural material 
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Thermal conductivity (Btu/(hr ft R)) of coolant fluid 
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L
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Reference length (ft), defined by Eq. 37 
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M =pL 3 
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Normalized total mass 
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N 	 Tube to sink view factor, Eq. 17 
N c = g 
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3 	Conduction parameter, Eq. 14 
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Reference conduction parameter, defined by Eqs. 20 and 58 
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NGr'NGr 	





Nusselt number, Eqs. 8, 9, 10, 35 and 57 * 
N
Pr 	 Prandtl number, Eq. 7 
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NRe'NRe 	 Reynolds number, Eqs. 6 and 56 
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Number of coolant channels 
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Pr in Nusselt number relation, Eq. 35 
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 Eq. 21 
X 
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replacing all dimensions L, H, d and t by 140 . 
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as 
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6 = T/T o 	Normalized temperature 
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-8 
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411 	 Parameter, defined by Eq. 42 
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Parameter, defined by. Eq. 44 
$3 	 Parameter, defined by Eq. 63 
Vi 	 Constraints, Eqs. 39, 40, 41 and 46 
SUBSCRIPTS 
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c 	 Conduction 
ix 
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f 	 Fluid, bulk property 
±,3 	 Component subscripts 
k 	 Iteration step counting index 
m 	 at optimum 
s 	 sink 
w 	 Fluid, at tube wall 
o 	 Channel inlet 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A large-scale, complete and rigorous computer simulation of space 
radiator systems was developed under the same contract as the work 
presented here [1].* The computer code consists of over fifty program 
units and is capable of simulating transient as well as steady-state 
radiator system performances under prescribed time-dependent operational 
and environmental conditions. The program accommodates both gaseous and 
liquid coolant fluids with any consistently prescribed set of thermodynamic 
and transport properties. In principle, this large-scale computer program 
could serve to not only predict radiator system performance but also to 
optimize certain design paramters via enumeration of performance charac-
teristics, associated with selected parameter combinations 
Any large computer simulation must be tested during its development; 
the greater the number of independent verification modes the greater will 
be the confidence in the program performance. In addition to the tests 
described in Reference [1], a simplified radiator system analysis was 
developed to verify the large-scale computer program performance. This 
simplified analysis served later (1) to extend the rigorous analysis to 
a wider class of radiator geometries and operating conditions [1] than 
would have been possible otherwise and (2) to develop systematic optinl-
zation procedures in support of system parameter studies on the basis 
of the rigorous computer simulation. 
The essence of the simplified analysis lies in the recognition of 
the dominant performance characteristics and in the parameter reduction 
through normalization of the governing differential equations. The 
optimization is based on standard requirements of extrema subject to 
suitable constraints. These requirements are imposed on the governing 
differential equations prior to their numerical integration. 
Chapter II below is a discussion of the simplified analysis and is 
followed by the presentation of the optimization analysis in Chapter III. 
*Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography. 
1 
2 
II. SIMPLIFIED RADIATOR SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
A. Objective and Background 
The purpose of this analysis is to provide an efficient process of 
least complexity which serves to describe the steady-state performance of a 
space radiator system. The radiator system is described in detail in the 	• 
following chapter. 
The analysis is intended to accommodate the essential features of 
the radiator system performance but to require less computational effort than 
the rigorous system simulation described in Reference [1]. Finally, the 
simplified analysis should serve as the basis for systematic optimization of 
the radiator system. 
A first simplified analysis was developed during the first year of 
the contract period [2], also in support of the rigorous computer analysis, 
and for the purpose of treating approximately some radiator system geometries 
which deviate from the basic geometry underlying the rigorous system analysis, 
such as cylindrical shell radiator structures, asymmetrically loaded coolant 
channels etc. [11. This analysis was based on two global energy balances, 
one for the coolant fluid and one for the radiator panel, and included the 
two thermal resistances associated with the energy transfer from the fluid to 
the tube and from the radiator into space. The mean tube all temperature 
(and with it, the fin base temperature) was obtained from a single, transcen-
dental equation (Eq. D.11, [2]) and the cooling capacity was found explicitly 
in terms of the mean tube wall temperature (Eq. 1.1 or 3, [2]). Agreement 
between this simplified analysis and the full-scale computer simulation was 
found to be approximately 4%. 
The search for an optimum radiator geometry on the basis of the 
first simplified analysis lead to the conclusion that for optimum radiator 
geometries neighboring coolant channels should be expected to be close 
enough to each other so as to obstruct each other's, and the fin panel's, view 
of space. Moreover, the rigorous computer simulation indicated that the 
tube wall temperature changes significantly in the direction of the flow even 
though conduction parallel to the flow direction, both in the fluid, in the 
tube wall and in the fin, is negligible. These effects are not accounted for 
in the first simplified analysis. 
The new simplified analysis presented here, for the prediction of 
steady-state radiator heat rejection performance, takes into account 
(i) temperature variations within the fluid, tube 
and fin, along the direction of the flow, 
(ii) temperature variation within the fin, normal 
to the direction of the flow, 
(iii) direct radiative interaction between fin panel 
and space, tube and space, fin and tubes, 
tube and neighboring tubes (by approxima-
tion), 
but does not take into account 
(i) thermal conduction in the direction of the 
coolant flow, both in the fin-tube structure and the fluid 
(ii) temperature variation of thermal properties, 
(iii) end effects at the coolant fluid manifold, 
(iv) cross-sectional changes in the fin panel, 
(v) secondary reflections of radiant heat. 
The analysis reduces to an initial value problem consisting of two 
ordinary, first-order, coupled differential equations, with one of its initial 
conditions given through a transcendental equation. The new formulation is 
suitable for optimization. 
4 
B. Description of Radiator System  
The radiator system considered here consists of a given number of 
parallel coolant channels, equally spaced in one plane, and connected by 
rectangular fin panels which have constant thickness and are symmetric with 
respect to the plane through the tube areas. 
The coolant channels are taken to be thin-walled tubes of circular 
cross-section, with diameter d and length L. Substitution of the hydraulic 
diameter for the diameter permits readily the inclusion of channels with non-
circular cross-sections, except for possible effects from radiative inter-
action between tube, fin and environment. 
Let the distance between tube centers be designated by d+2H and 
the fin panel thickness by t. Then the radiator can be considered to con-
sist of the given number n of identical fin elements as shown in Figure 1. 
The coolant fluid enters the channel at z = 0 with time-invariant 
temperature T f = To . Both the fluid temperature T f (z) and the fin base 
temperature T
b
(z) decrease along the tube provided the equivalent sink tem-
perature T
s 
is less than T o . The coolant fluid emerges from the radiator at 
z = L with the exit temperature T e . 
The objective of the analysis is to predict the rate of heat 
• 
rejection m cp (To -Te ) per tube for a given mass flow rate i per tube and 
given fluid properties, namely density p, specific heat c p , thermal conduc-
tivity kf , dynamic viscosity P. and given properties of the fin, that is, 







Figure 1. Geometry of Fin System Element 
6 
C. Governing Equations  
1. 	Conservation of Energy 
Setting the local change of the fluid enthalpy flux first equal 
to the local heat exchange per unit tube length between fluid and tube wall, 
and then equal to the radiative heat rejection per unit tube length one ob-- 
tains, for i effective sides of the radiator: 
dTf 
-incp dz 




f - Tb ) = 2111071(T4b  - T4 ) s (2) 
where
c 
and o- represent, respectively, the convective film coefficient and 
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The symbol 1 represents the overall tube-
and-fin effectiveness and is evaluated in Section 3. The convective film 




c 	Nu d 
the evaluation of which is deferred to Section 2. The equivalent sink tem-
perature T
s 





The first-order differential equation, Eq. 1, is subject to the initial con-









Equations 1 and 2 determine the two dependent variables T f (z) and Tb (z).. 





2. 	Convective Film Coefficient  
The Nusselt number N
Nu 
in Eq. 3 depends on the Reynolds number 
the Prandtl number Npr and the d/L ratio. 
NRe' 






For laminar flow, NRe 5 2300, of non-metallic fluids, N pr z 0.1, 
Hausen [3] established the relation 
0.0668 N N 	
d 	 0.14 .r- 
	




= 3.65 + 	  
2/3] (lp) 
1 + 0.045(NRe N
PrL 
 21-) 	w 
The nomogram in Figure 2, taken from the VDI Waermeatlas! , facilitates the 
estimate of the Nusselt number in accordance with Eq. 8. 
For turbulent flow, NRe > 2300, of non-metallic fluids, N pr Z 0.1, 
similarity considerations lead to 
2/3 	 0.14 ) 	] 
( ) N







which is also presented in a nomogram in Figure 3. 
Liquid metal convective heat transfer in tubes, N pr < 0.1, may be 
represented by the result of the work by Seban and Shimazaki [4] which is 





valid for (NRe Npr ) > 100 and L/d > 60 
N
Nu 
= 5.0 + 0.025 (NReNPr)0. 8 
	
(10) 
Other Nusselt number relationships may be more suitable in a 
particular case. Their selection does not affect the ensuing analysis be-
cause the Nusselt number calculation is part of the input data preparation, 
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Figure 2. Nussett Number Nomogram for Laminar Flow of Non Metallic 
Coolant Fluids, Eq. 8. (VDI Waermeatlas) 
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Figure 3. Nussett Number Nomogram for Turbulent Flow of Non-Metallic 











3. 	Total Fin-Tube Effectiveness  
The symbol 1) in Eq. 2 denotes the overall radiative fin-and-tube 
effectiveness and accounts not only for the non-uniform temperature dis-
tribution within the fin and normal to the flow direction, but also for the 
effects on the radiative heat transfer from the tube. These effects are 
due to the additional radiating tube area and the partial blockage of emis- 
sion from the fin and the tubes by the tubes of the neighboring fin elements. 
Adding the contributions from the tube to that of the fin, one obtains 
n(z) = M(z)•n(z) + N 	 (11) 
Here, n(z) is the radiative fin effectiveness of the unobstructed fin, Eqs. 32, 
[5,6,7] and varies with the fin base temperature Tb (z). The factor M is 
the product of the shape factor of the fin with respect to the sink, F fs , 
and the corrective term f on n for the temperature profile distortion re-













N 2ecrH - 
c 	kt 	[Tb  (z ) ] 3 







(X) = 	11X(X + 2) + arc sin1 + X 
	7 2') /X 	 (15) 
and the curve fit of data in Reference [8] resulted in 
f(X,Nc) = 1 - (Ii c/X)(0.1460 N c - 0.02866) . 	 (16) 
Finally, the symbol N in Eq. 11 represents the radiative heat re-
jection contributed by the tubes and is the shape factor of the tube with 
respect to the sink, multiplied by the tube-to-fin area ratio 
N(A) = 7[1/2 + [A + 2 - 1(X(X + 2) - arc sin 	1 
+1 ]/IT 1 /A 	(17) 
This completes the description of the overall fin-and-tube 
effectiveness. In summary it should be emphasized that axial conduction, 
radial tube wall temperature variation, kinetic and potential coolant 
energies, and end effects are ignored, that radiative interaction between 
tube and fin and between tubes is only approximate and that the represen-
tation of Eq. 16 is limited to Ts < 0.8 Tb (but could be extended, in 
principle). 
D. Scaling Parameters  
Effective analysis, numerical integration, graphical representa-
tion of numerical results and, ultimately, the system optimization makes 
the reduction of parameters mandatory. Introduce the non-dimensional 
axial distance 	 C L 
	 (18) 





c 	kt (20) 
ratio of convective to 
radiative resistance 
convection number 
where the Graetz number N
Gz 
is defined by 
















= If L NRe NPr • 
	 (23) 
With these parameters and the A defined by Eq. 13 one may recast the problem 
as previously established by Eqs. 1,2 and 5 as given by Eqs. 24 through 26: 












) b 	s 
(24)  
(25)  
subject to the initial condition at t = 0 
e 	= 1 . 	 (26) 
Integration of Eq. 24 subject to Eqs. 25 and 26 yields the coolant fluid exit 
temperature e e sought 
e = e e 	f (27) 
and, consequently, this coolant fluid exit temperature is a function of five 
parameters 
e e = ee
(U,V,R
cs
) . 	 (28) 
The first four parameters correspond to the geometrical dimensions L, H, t 
and d of the radiator system and e
s 
represents the environment. 
15 
16 
E. Solution  
Equation 25 is transcendental because of n(0 13 ) and would require 
iterative solutions at every step of the numerical integration of Eq. 24. 
It is more economical to derive a second differential equation for 0 b by 
differentiating Eq. 25 
- U 
(29) 
1 	1 do 	40b 






and to obtain the initial condition for Eq. 29 through a single iterative 
process (Newton Raphson method) from 
vil(0 4 - 0 s 4 ) + = 1 at c = 0 
' The derivative et/de b is obtained from Eqs. 11 and 16 








- 	 ' q3 at (Mn) 
= 3177c0b 2 	nFfs [0.02866 - 0.2920 R c eb 3 ] /X 
+M do  
which can be evaluated once the fin effectiveness n(N c ), that is the ratio 
of the actual power loss from an unobstructed (tubless) fin panel to the 
power loss from an ideal, unobstructed fin of infinite thermal conductivity, 
















i = 0 
where 	 al) = 1.000 000 
a 1 = -1.163 143 
a2 = 1.478 836 
a3 = -1.267 550 
a4 = 0.632 522 3 
as = -0.162 706 7 
as = 0.016 542 23 
Equation 32 is valid for 0 s N c S 2.5. For greater values, Nc > 2.5 
- 0.229 771 8 
= 0.686 609 5 e 	 (32b) 
Equations 24 and 29 have been integrated by a fourth-order Runge-
Kutta procedure [2], subject to initial conditions given by Eqs. 26 and 30. 
The result of the integration yields primarily e in the form of Eq. 28. 
18 
F. Results 
A typical computer print-out of the results is shown in Figure 4. 
First are presented the five parameters {O s ; U,V,17,1c , X} of Eq. 28, as read- 
in. Following that is a table in which are listed, as functions of axial 
distance measured from the coolant fluid inlet, the fluid temperature o f = 
THETAF, the fin base temperature 0b = THETAB, next the local conduction 
parameter N
c 
= NC, the local total fin-plus-tube effectiveness n = ETABAR, 
the local fin effectiveness n = ETA, the nondimensional axial position c = 
ZETA and, finally, the number of integration steps required to reach the 
particular axial position. The number of integration steps depends on the 
chosen error limits and the rates of variable changes. 
The time rate of heat rejection per fin element (tube) is to be 
computed from 
th cp (To -Te) =thcp To  (1 - e
) 	 (32) 
Parameter studies are presented in Figures 5 through 9. The 
non-dimensional fluid exit temperature is plotted versus non-dimensional fin 
panel area with the temperature 8
s 
(Fig. 5), the non-dimensional tube 
spacing X (Figs. 6 and 7) and the reference conduction parameter N c (Figs. 
8 and 9) as parameters. 
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Figure 5. Non-Dimensional Coolant Exit Temperature 6 vs. Non-Dimensional Fin Panel Area A ' 































Non-Dimensional Fin Area A 
Figure 6. Non-Dimenstional Coolant Exit Temperature vs. Non-Dimensional Fin Area For 




























Non-Dimensional Fin Area A 
Figure 7. Non-Dimensional Coolant Exit Temperature vs. Non-Dimenstional Fin Area 



































Non-Dimensional Fin Area A 
Figure 8. Non-Dimensional Coolant Exit Temperature VS. Non-Dimensional Fin Area For 
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Figure 9. Non-Dimensional Coolant Exit Temperature VS. Non-Dimensional Fin Area For 
Varying Conduction Parameter and Short Fins 
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III. OPTIMIZATION OF THE RADIATOR SYSTEM 
Purpose 
In the design of the radiator system all parameters describing the 
system objectives and the system environment are prescribed beforehand while, 
at some occasions and within certain limits, the geometry of the system may 
be selected in the process of the design. This possible freedom of choice 
leads to the optimization of the radiator system geometry. 
The primary purpose of the radiator system is to lower the coolant 
fluid temperature. For a given set of constraints the radiator with the 
lowest fluid exit temperature is considered here to be an optimum radiator 
system. 
The set of constraints to be imposed on the optimum radiator system 
must be selected for a particular set of circumstances. In this analysis 
two sets out of many possible constraints were selected, that is, weight 
(or volume) and projected area of the radiator are considered to be prescribed. 
The process of optimization proposed here, namely to find the 
minimum coolant fluid exit temperature for either a fixed radiator area or a 
fixed mos may be inverted to yield the minimum radiator area or weight for 
a prescribed cooling rate. 
The optimization process can be outlined in the following steps: 
(i) select, for given coolant exit temperature 
e e = 0 e {U,V,171c ,X; s } 
	
(28) 
that optimum set {U,V,N
c
,x} of geometric parameters which 
constitutes, under selected constraints, the system geometry 
for the lowest possible coolant exit temperature, 
(ii) transform the non-dimensional groups U, V and N c 
into suitable, 
non-dimensional radiator length LI: fin height H* and panel 
thickness t,* 
26 
(iii) calculate the physical dimensions L, H, t and d of the 
optimum radiator system. 
If all fin elements operate under optimum conditions then the 
radiator as a whole operates under optimum conditions. 
27 
B. Problem Formulation 
1. General  
Of the five parameters U, V, Rc , A and 0s which define 6e only 
the first four can be considered independent while O s is determined by the 
incident radiant flux. For simplicity let us introduce the vector X with 
components xl = U, x2 = V, x3 = Re and x4 = A. The minimum coolant fluid 
exit temperature O e (X), subject to r < 3 constraints may be obtained from 
the necessary conditions for a relative extremum 
a 6 
ax. - 0 
	 i = 1, ..., (4 - r) 	 (33) 
and the r constraints 
y (X) = 0 
	
j = 	r . 	 (34) 
This problem formulation implies that the r constraint equations can be 
solved explicitly for r components of X which can be substituted into 
Eqs. 33 to yield (4 - r) equations for the remaining (4 - r) components. 
This was in effect achieved by replacing the Nusselt number relationships 










with appropriate constants c = 0.023, m = 0.8, n = 1/3, p = 0, for N Re > 2,300; 
and c = 1.86, m = n = p = 1/3 for NRe < 2,300. The method of Lagrangian 
multipliers, however, permits the retention of the original constraints at 
the expense of additional, computational efforts in the case of fixed-mass 
constraints, since Eqs. 34 need not to be solved explicitely for . 
Two sets of constraints have been considered. Both sets have in 
common four sets of bounds 
U . < x 	U 
nun 	1 max 
min  < x < V — 2 — max 
(Nc )min 1 x3 1 (57c )max 
Amin 1 
x
4 1 A max 
which represent practical limits of the design parameters x i , i = 1, ..., 4. 
Should the search procedure lead to the intersection of any of the above 
limits, then their appropriate equalities would enter the set of constraints. 




2. Area Constraint 
Introduce the characteristic length of a single fin element 
L = 
o 	JETT°3 
which may be interpreted as the length of a square fin element 
whose effectiveness is unity and which reduces the fluid temperature to zero. 
Dividing the physical dimensions L, H, t and d by the reference length Lo one 
obtains the non-dimensional geometric quantities L,* 1-1,1c t
* 
and d,* respectively. 






  = [2HL + dL]/L
2 	
(38) 
Consequently, the constraint of "fixed area," the first of Eq. 34, becomes 
yi = 2H*L*[1. + 2/A] - A* = 0 	 (39) 
or 
pi (x i ,x2 ,x4 ) = xix2 (1 + 2/x4 ) - A* = 0 
	
(40) 
This constraint equation can be solved explicitly for any one of its arguments, 
regardless of applicable Nusselt number relationship (see comments following 
Eq. 34). 
The constant area constraint may be supplemented by an additional 
constraint reflecting the preference for a particular fin panel thickness, 
arising from manufacturing considerations. A fixed panel thickness t, or 
equivalently t * would require 
29 
(3 7) 
cp2 (x) = t* — 0 14/x3 • qiu (X) = 0 	 (41) 
30 . 
where 4 1 is known beforehand 
(t) 1 = (1/2i) (rrkf /k) 2 k
2




Equation 41 depends on the Nusselt number relationship used. It 
becomes a necessary constraint when the optimization tends toward panel thick-
nesses which approach the tube diameter. 
3. Volume Constraint 
The volume constraint is stipulated by the desire to design a 
radiator system of minimum mass. The coolant mass may (liquids) or may not 
(gases) contribute significantly to the total mass. 
The mass of one fin element is, under the assumption of a tube 














 + 2A 7 NNu 
(43) 
 
provided t << d . Here Mo =pLo
3 
 is the reference mass and M the physical 
mass of the structure. With 
02 	2i(p f/p)(k/k ) 	 (44) 






"f = 4) 1Mo — 4)2 H
Nu 	U (45) 
Consequently, the "volume constraint" becomes 
2 
Y1 (1) = Mtot xlx2 NNu(1-C)
x2 [1 + 27/xONNu/x3 + 02/x4 = 0 	(46) 
where Mtot = M + Mf
. Equation 46 reveals that while 02 > 1 the fluid mass 
contributes to the total mass only when x4 becomes small. For the expected 
cases of x
4 
--,. 10 Eq. 46 reduces to a volume constraint as the influence of 
the density ratio P/P f vanishes. 
32 
4. Sufficiency Requirements  
An optimum radiator is found at 1m when 6e (3m) is a minimum, that 
is, when in the vicinity of Xm 
oe (Xt + d) > 	 (47) 
	
where (3 is a small vector, with components {Ax l , 	Ax4}, and with its 
endpoint on the hypersurface defined by Eqs. 34. 
There exist analytical expressions for the sufficiency conditions 
in terms of second-order derivatives 9 2 0 /9x ax. which are applicable when 
e 	i j 
either all constraints can be solved explicitly as implied by Eqs. 33 and 
34 or the number of constraints is at least two. Since, however, 8
e 
is 
obtained through numerical integration of Eqs. 24 and 29 and the sufficiency 
test is to be performed only once the potential optimum is found, it appears 
economical to evaluate Eq. 47 directly. Further developments concerning the 
sufficiency criteria are necessary at this time. 
33 
C. Solution  
1. The Optimum 
The remaining task is to solve the system of Eqs. 33 as they are 
obtained after substitution of Eqs. 34. The solution is obtained through an 
iterative process based on the Newton-Raphson procedure. Starting with an 
estimated set of parameters X1 the iteration is carried on according to 
3km= Xk + AXic , k = 1,2, ... 	 (48) 
where x_ represents the current, X kil. the future parameter set and the 
- 1( 
increments AY are the solution to the system of linear algebraic equations 
k = (A) k  (AX 
	
(49) 
The current components k of Yk  are the current values of the derivatives 
yi _ axi  
98
e 	i = 1, ..., (4 - r) . 	 (50) 
The current elements {Ai i} of the square matrix (A) k are the 
second-order derivatives 
a t e 
A 	- 	 , i,j = 1, ij ax ax, i j 
..., (4 - r) . • (51) 
It is obvious that the matrix Aij  is symmetric and one needs to compute only 
(5 - r)(4 - r)/2 independent, second-order derivatives. 
The derivatives in Eq. 50 and 51 are obtained from Eqs. 24 and 25 
by first differentiating with respect to x i , i = 1, ..., (4 - r) and then 
interchanging the order of differentiation. This leads first to 2(4 - r) 
first-order, ordinary, non-linear differential equations for 
dYi d ("f 




= <IC 	ax 
dyi 	( aeb 
dC 
) 
- (5 — 	..., (8 - 2r) 
and then to (5 - r)(4 - r) first-order, ordinary non-linear differential 
equations for 
dA 
ij _ d (  820 f 
 
dc dC 8xi  ax. 
dB
ij d ( 
 A0)3 
dc • ax ax ). 
The second sets of equations in Eqs. 52 and 53 are necessary 
because of the dependence of e e on 	All initial conditions, at C = 0, 
for Eqs. 52 and 53 can be derived from Eqs. 26 and 30 
Yi ( 0 ) = (yd i , Alp)) = (Ao) . , Bij (0) = (B0 ) ii . 	(54) 
In summary, one needs to integrate, together with Eqs. 24 and 29, 
the Eqs. 52 and 53, subject to the initial conditions given by Eqs. 26, 30 
and 54. The integration is carried out from r = 0 to c = 1 where it yields 
not only e e and Ob (1) but also all derivatives in Eqs. 49. This system is 
solved for the components of AX, then a new set of parameters X is computed 
from Eqs. 48 and the iterative cycle repeated. The repetitions are continued 
until either the first (4 - 	yi l s are small or one of the inequalities in 
Eqs. 36 is violated. Should that happen then an additional constraint is intro-
duced, r is incremented by one, and the cycle is continued until either all 
limitsinals.36arereachedortheremainingy.1 's are sufficiently small. * 	* 
The result may or may not be an optimum for the initially chosen A or M . 




2. Parameter Transformation and Physical Dimension of Optimum Radiator System. 
Once the optimum set {x1 ,...,x4 }m is found it is necessary to compute 
from this the physical dimensions L, H, t and d which define the geometry of 
the radiator system. To accomplish this task the set {x 1 ,...,x4 }m is first 
transformed into the previously introduced set of normalized dimensions 
{L*, H*, t*, d*}. This transformation is, in general, not possible in explicit 
form. However, when the simplified Nusselt number relation of the form given 
by Eq. 35 is substituted for the more general expressions in Eqs. 8 and 9 then 
L*, H*, t* and d* can be expressed explicitely in terms of the parameters 
Define first the starred quantities. 
c 
N* - 	 (55) 
f Gz kLo 




= c(N* )m(N )n 





 0 	 (58) 
which are essentially the unstarred quantities evaluated with the reference 
length instead of any other dimension and which are all known from system 
objectives and environmental conditions. 
Next one needs to distinguish between laminar and turbulent coolant 
flow as the constants c, m, n and p are different for the two regimes. 
For laminar flow, c = 1.86, m = n = p = 1/3 
N* 
L* 
 - Gz  x
3 1 
27r c 3  
(59) 
H* = 	N* 
Gz 





d*  = 4 
Arr 
e /N Gz 
x41[ X1 
For turbulent flow, c = 0.023, m 4/5, n = 1/3, p = 0. 
(I)
3 




L* = 1/[254) 14]1/9 x ra] 
3 	1 x4 
H* = 1/2[25())3 111/9 (x25x44)1/9 
5 4)2/9 
t* = N*/41254) 1412/9 (x2 x4  
3 J 	x
3 
d* = [24) 
3 x4 
5/9 
Finally, multiplication of the starred quantities L*, H*, t* and d* 
by the reference length L o gives the dimension L, H, t and d of the fin 

















D. Results  
The ultimate presentation of the results from the radiator system 
optimization is the plot of the optimum non-dimensional geometric para-
meters L*, H*, t*, and d* versus the non-dimensional enthalpy rejection 
(1 - C6). These graphs would include three or more parameters, namely 
the sink temperature Cb and the parameters occurring in the constraint 
equations. However, the optimum geometry is not expected to depend 
strongly on all parameters because of physical considerations, and con-
venient graphical presentation should be possible. 
As indicated in the Introduction, the systematic optimization based 
on analytical extrema search techniques was developed in addition to the 
original program objectives but could not be completed within the contract 
period. The graphical presentation of the optimum geometry in terms of 
intended enthalpy rejection is therefore not included in this report. 
However, computer codes were written on the basis of the solution 
discussed in Section C. These codes produce the optimum radiator para-
meters L*, H*, t* and d* based on the Nusselt number relationship in Eq. 
35, for any particular set of input parameters computed from mission re-
quirements and environmental conditions. These results are described in 
detail in Chapter IV, Sections C. 4 and D. 4. 
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IV. COMPUTER CODES 
A. Introduction  
Three separate FORTRAN codes were developed, one for the simplified 
radiator system simulation, one for the minimum area optimization and one for 
the minimum mass system optimization. 
The three codes have several subprograms in common and could be 
united into a single code to avoid duplication. The simulation program, 
however, is more efficient as a single program and will remain a tool by 
itself. The optimization programs, on the other hand, are means to develop 
a tool, namely suitable working charts from which to read optimum system 
parameters. Once these diagrams are obtained, the codes are no longer needed. 
The three FORTRAN codes are discussed separately in the following 
three sections but reference is made in the description of subprograms 
which have previously been discussed. 
B. Radiator System Simulation  
1. Objective  
The purpose of the Simplified Radiator System Simulation (SRSS) 





in terms of the five governing groups U, V, N , A and 0
s 
defined by Eqs. 13, 
19 through 22. 
The coolant exit temperature and also the fin base temperature 
are obtained by integrating simultaneously Eqs. 24 and 29, subject to the 
initial conditions given by Eqs. 27 and 30. The integration is performed 
by the Runge Kutta integration procedure described in Reference [1], under 
variable step size mode. 
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The individual program units are discussed in the subsequent 
sections to the extent deemed necessary for the proper utilization of the 
code. Following the program description are presented the input and output 
specifications. 
2. Deck Assembly  
The Simplified Radiator System Simulation (SRSS) code consists of: 
one 	 main program 	MAIN 
three SUBROUTINE subprograms RKS 
SDRV 
SCNTL 
three FUNCTION 	subprograms 	ETA 
POLY 
A block diagram is shown in Figure 7 below. 
a. The MAIN Program accepts data input and lists the accepted input 
data. Following the input data management, the initial conditions for inte-
gration are set, an initial step size is computed and control variables 
are set to control the integration procedure. Then the Runge Kutta procedure 
RKS is called which performs the integration and indirectly the listing of 
results. After return from the integration, control is transferred to the 
start of the program for arbitrarily many repetitions of the program execution. 
When all input data are exhausted then control is transferred to a normal 
exit. 
The input data preparation is discussed in Section 3 below. 
The initial conditions are given through Eqs. 27 and 30. The 
dependent variables O f 
and 0b 
are, during integration, placed in the array 
Y; Y(1) = Of and Y(2) = Ob . Equation 27 leads to the statement Y(1) = 1.0 
and Eq. 30 is solved for 013 by the Newton-Raphson iteration which follows 
the listing of accepted input data. The iteration process leads to the 




















Figure 10. Block Diagram For Simplified 
Radiator System Simulation Code 
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Control variables which direct the Runge Kutta Integration 
RKS are: 
ZZZ = 0.0 	 initial value for independent variable 
DX = 1/(U(1 - 00) 	initial step size 
IFVD = 0 	 variable step size selection 
N 	= 2 two equations to be integrated 
IBKP = 1 	 cut interval as required 
NTRY = 1 normal integration mode 
IERR = 0 	 normal error condition (DX 0) 
A(I) = 5 x 10-5 ; I = 1,2 	absolute error per step 
R(I) = 5 x 10-5 	 relative error per step 
Control variables which direct output during the integration 
are: 
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DLMT = DXWRT/500 
XWRT = 0.0 
LSTEP = 0 
LCNT = 0 
ICNT = 0 
error limit for output interval 
first value of independent variable at 
first output listing 
controls change to fixed step, LSTEP = 1 
once integration step exceeds write 
interval DXWRT 
senses cut-back (LCNT = 1) of step size 
prior to listing of results; used to 
save uncut time step 
integration step counter 
The CALL statement for the Runge-Kutta SUB-ROUTINE is explained 
in Reference [1] together with the specification of necessary DIMENSION and 
EXTERNAL declarations. SDRV and SCNTL must be declared EXTERNAL. The 
necessary array allocations can be read from the listing of the RKS code: 
all arrays with variable dimension (N) must be declared in MAIN for N = 2 
elements. Only the elements of Y, A and R must be specified prior to the 
CALL RKS statement. 
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b. The Runge-Kutta SUBROUTINE RKS is described in detail in Reference 
[l]. The user is not expected to alter this code in any way and needs to 
know only the control features discussed in paragraph a above and the fact that 
RKS calls two subroutines SDRV and SCNTL. 
c. The SUBROUTINE SDRV serves to evaluate the derivatives de fidC = dY(1) 
and do
b
/dc = dY(2) in accordance to Eqs. 24 and 29. The fin effectiveness 
(Nc ) and its derivative dri/dNc are evaluated externally by the FUNCTION 
subprograms ETA and DETA. 
SDRV is called from RKS and supplies the derivatives, via argument 
list, as functions of the independent variable X and dependent variables Y(1) 
and Y(2), to the integrating procedure RKS. SDRV is called four times per 
integration step. 
d. The SUBROUTINE SCNTL serves to provide 
(i) output listing at prescribed intervals DXWRT, 
(ii) transfer to fixed-step integration mode once 
the automatically selected (by RKS) step size 
DX exceeds the print-out interval DXWRT, 
(iii) termination of the integration procedure and RETURN 
to the MAIN program (via RKS). The same program, 
with different WRITE commands is used in the 
Minimum Area and Minimum Mass Optimization codes. 
In the argument list are available 
(i) the dependent variables Y(1) and Y(2) 
(ii) their derivatives DY(1) and DY(2) 
(iii) the dependent variable X 
(iv) the step size DX which may be altered for 
repeat of last step 
(v) NTRY = 1 normal continuation of RKS 
2 return from RKS to MAIN 
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3 repeat with new DX 
4 	restart 
(vi) IFVD = 0 variable integration step 
1 fixed integration step 
e. The FUNCTION ETA Subprogram computes the fin effectiveness TI(N c ) 
for the unobstructed fin in accordance to Eqs. 32a and b. The power poly-
nomial is evaluated by calling the FUNCTION POLY subprogram [1]. 
FUNCTION ETA (X) receives the independent variable X = N e and returns 
the fin effectiveness ETA. The two functions represented by Eqs. 32 a and b 
apply strictly to zero sink temperature, but the effectiveness is insensitive 
to the sink temperature-and the equations hold sufficiently well for Os < 0.8 Ob . 
ETA (X) is called from MAIN and SDRV. 
f. The FUNCTION DETA Subprogram computes the derivative d7VdN c of the 
fin effectiveness 11(N c) for the unobstructed fin. The derivative is derived 
from Eqs. 32 a and b, and evaluated by calling the FUNCTION POLY subprogram 
[Q. 
FUNCTION DETA (X) receives the independent variable X = N c and 
returns DETA = dVdNc . DETA (X) is called from MAIN and SDRV. 
g. The FUNCTION POLY Subprogram [1:1 serves to evaluate power poly-
nomials f(x) of any degree (N - 1). 
N 




by computing the recurrence expression 
f. = A 
1 	N 
fk+1 = fk 
X + AN-k ,
k = 1,..,(N-1) 
(N-1) times. The argument list of FUNCTION POLY (N, A, X) transfers to the 
subprogram the number N of coefficients 	the one-dimensional array A(N) and 
the independent variable X; it returns POLY = f(x). POLY is called from ETA 
and DETA. 
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3. Input Data Preparation  
The non-dimensional groups 
THETAS = 0




Gz 	 (22) 
V = (i/0(t/H)(k/k f )(Re/NNu) 	(21) 
FNCBR = Rc = 2eaT 3H2 /(kt) 	 (20) 
RHOD = A = 4H/d 	 (13) 
DXWRT = Az/L, output intervals 
are computed and punched, in the above sequence, on two cards in 
FORMAT (5F16.8) 
There may be arbitrarily many pairs of cards as specified above, 
one pair for each desired simulation. They will be executed in succession. 
The End-of-Job card will cause normal exit from the program. 
The expected run time on the UNIVAC 1108 is 0.24 seconds per 
simulation plus necessary compiling and collecting times. There were 32 
runs executed in 14.8 seconds. 
4. Output Presentation 
For each simulation are printed, on a separate page, first the 
governing parameters as read in: 









FNCBAR = Rc , 
	1 1 	 Eq. 20 
LAMBDA = A , 	 Eq. 13 
and then a table consisting of seven columns. In the first two columns are 
listed, as functions of axial distance ZETA = at the selected intervals 
= DXWRT, the coolant fluid temperature THETAF = O f and the fin base 
temperature THETAB = 0
b' The positions ZETA = are listed in the sixth 
column. 
The conduction parameter NC = N
c
, the combined fin-plus-tube 
effectiveness ETABAR = 71, defined by Eq. 11, and the fin effectiveness 
(unobstructed fin, Eqs. 32 a and b) ETA = r1, are listed, respectively, in 
the third, fourth and fifth columns. The last columns indicate the inte- 
gration steps required to reach the respective axial position 	The desired 
coolant fluid exit temperature O e (U,V,Fic ,X;0e ) is found in the last entry of 
the first column. 
Figure 11 shows a typical output listing 
C. Minimum Area ORtimization  
1. Objective  
The Minimum Area Optimization ( 1W) code serves to find the minimum 
coolant fluid exit temperature for a given projected fin panel area, on the 
basis of the optimization analysis developed in Chapter III and the constraints 
as discussed in Section 111-2. From the results, evaluated for a number 
of selected areas, one can determine the minimum area required for a 
chosen heat rejection rate. The optimum parameter set X is sought which 
satisfies Eqs. 33, 36, 40 and 41 by performing the iterations specified in 
Eqs. 48 through 53 until Eq. 33 is satisfied. 
From the optimum parameter set one computes the normalized system 
dimensions L*, H*, t* and d* in accordance to Eqs. 59 through 62 or Eqs. 64 
through 67, depending on the flow regime in the coolant channels. 
The necessary derivatives occurring in Eqs. 50 and 51 are obtained 
by Runge-Kutta Integration of the first-order, ordinary, non-linear differ-
ential equations given by Eqs. 52 and 53. 
The individual program units are discussed in the following sections. 
Reference is made to program description in Section 3 of this Chapter and 
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FIGURE 11. SAMPLE RESULTS OF SIMPLIFIED RADIATOR SYSTEM SIMULATION 
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2. Deck Assembly  





























FMINV matrix inversion 





n and its 
derivatiVes 
The basic concept of the program is as described in Chapter B 
before and the block diagram in Figure 7 applies in principle. The 
exceptions are 
(i) there are 20 simultaneous differential equations to be 
solved: 
2 for Of and A 
6 for the derivatives o f Of and 0b with respect to 
U, V and Rc 
12 for the second derivatives of O f and 0b with respect 
to U, V, and Re , 
(ii) the initial conditions on the last 18 differential equations 
are obtained in subroutines, 
(iii) partial derivatives occurring in the differential equations 
for the last 18 of the above derivatives are computed by 
subroutines, 
(iv) at the end of each integration, the system of Eq. 49 is 
solved by FMINV and the integration repeated until the optimum 
is reached. 
a. The MAIN Program performs the same functions as described in 
Chapter IV, Section B.2.a. and, in addition, calls INITIAL and INTMIX which 
compute the remaining 18 initial conditions for the partial derivatives as 
defined through Eq. 54. Moreover, instead of returning to the next input 
data set after completion of an integration, new system parameters lc are 
computed by solving, via FMINV, the system of Eq. 49. The results are tested, 
through SUBROUTINE BNDCND, to satisfy the Inequalities 36. If necessary, 
the newly computed parameters are adjusted to fall within the above limits, 
and the integration is repeated. 
b. The SUBROUTINES RKS, SDRV and SCNTL perform the integration as 
explained in Sections B.2.b, c and d. There are, however, 18 additional 
dependent variables Y(3), ..., Y(20) to be integrated by RKS and, consequently, 
18 additional derivatives to be evaluated in accordance with Eqs. 52 and 53. 
These derivatives are evaluated by calling DERV for aof/aki , aob /axi , a 2of/axi 2 
and D 2 0b /3Xi 2 and by calling MIXDER for a 2of  /ax.ax. and 320b/Xj' i # j. 
SCNTL contains a slightly altered output specification. 
c. The Restraint SUBROUTINES BNDOID RESEND and REST serve to, 
respectively, 
(i) test newly computed components for compliance with Inequali-
ties 36. 
(ii) solve Eqs. 40 and 41 for x
3 and x4 . 
When newly computed components X do not comply with Inequalities 36 then 
they are set to meet the minimum and maximum conditions and the system of 
Eq. 49 is solved again, all from within BNDCND. 
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SUBROUTINE REST is the only particular program which differdntiates 
the two optimization modes, minimum area and minimum mass. It may be replaced 
to accommodate other constraints. BNDCND and REST are called from MAIN. 
d. The SUBROUTINES NDERV, MDER, NCDER, MIXDER and DERV are used to 
compute, respectively, 
(i) N and its derivatives dN/dA, d 2N/dX2 from Eq. 17, 
(ii) M and its derivatives, up to third order, with respect to 
its arguments A and Nc , in accordance to Eqs. 12, 15 and 16, 
(iii) N
c 
and its derivatives 3N c/90b , 3 2Nc/20b 2 and 3 2N
c
/3T3Rc , 
(iv) the mixed derivatives defined by Eq. 53 for i 0 j, 
(v) the derivatives defined by Eqs. 52 and 53. 
e. The SUBROUTINES INITIAL and INTMIX serve to compute the initial 
conditions for the dependent variable Y(3),..., Y(20), at the channel inlet 
= 0 which represent simple and mixed derivatives 3 2 0
f 
 /ax.ax
j  and 3 2 0b  /9L9X. 
in Eq. 53. 
f. The SUBROUTINE FMINV is capable of performing two related tasks: 
(i) to invert a square, invertible matrix A 
(ii) to solve a non-trivial system of equations AX = X. 
The solutions are obtained through a sequence of elementary row 
operations which lead from the properly augmented coefficient matrix to the 
row-reduced echelon matrix, a standard procedure described in most elementary 
introductions to linear algebra [13. 
SUBROUTINE FMINV (A, X, N, M) accepts, through its argument list, 
the square, invertible matrix 4 of rank N, and if task (i) above is intended, 
M is set equal to M = 2N. Then, upon return from FMINV there will be the 
inverted matrix A-1 placed in XMAT(I,J) with I = 1, 	N, J = N + 1, 
N + 2, ..., 2N. The two-dimensional array XMAT is transferred to the calling 
program via a COMMON declaration. When task (ii) above is intended, M is 
set equal to M = N + 1 and, upon return from FMINV, the unknown vector Z 
is placed in the one-dimensional array X. 





g. The FUNCTION subprograms ETA, DETA and POLY are described in 
Sections B.2.e, f, and g of this chapter. 
h. The FUNCTION subprograms DDETA and DDDETA are used to compute 
the second and third-order derivatives d 2n/dN
c
2 and d 3n/dN
c
3 as derived from 
Eqs. 32 a and b. The derivatives are evaluated via FUNCTION POLY subprogram. 
3. Input Data Preparation  
Each optimization run is carried out for a selected ASTAR = A * 
(Eq. 38) and TSTAR = 	(Eq. 41) as the independent variables. The necessity 
of specifying t* is not yet completely established at this time but included 
in the program for additional flexibility and to prevent the search from 
reading excessively large values of t * . 
The optimization produces 
(i) the optimum coolant exit temperature 
(ii) the optimum parameters X = (xi , 	x41 from which 
to compute L* , H* , d* and A (Eqs. 59-67). 
For each optimization one computes 
THETAS = 0
s 
	, defined by Eqs. 19 & 4 
U, starting value 
	TT 	" Eq. 22 
V, starting value If 
	
" Eq. 21 
and selects 
FNCBR = Nc 
 starting value 
ASTAR = A* 
" Eq. 20 
" Eq. 40 
DXWRT = Ac 	the axial interval for which results are 
to be printed. 
The first five values are punched on one card in 
FORMAT (5F16.8) . 
The last value is punched on a second card in 
'FORMAT F16.8) 
There may be arbitrarily many pairs of cards as specified above, 
one pair for each optimization run. They will be carried out in succession. 
The End-of-Job card will cause normal exit from the program. 
The expected run time per optimization is approximately 15 seconds 
plus necessary compilation and collection times. 
4. Presentation of Results  
Each iteration produces one page of output, first the three 
parameters THETAS, ASTAR and TSTARI as read in. Next the current values of 
the system parameters U, V, FNCBAR = Re LAMBDA = A and the identification 
of the flow regime, followed by the iteration count for establishing initial 
conditions 
The table lists, as functions of c = Z/L, in this order 
Tuma' 19 „(c) coolant temperature 
THETAB = b 
(c) fin base temperature 
NC 	= Ne (c) = Rc 8b 3 , Eq. 14 
ETABAR = n, defined by Eq. 11 
ETA 	= n, defined by Eq. 32 
M 	 defined by Eq. 12 
N 	. defined by Eq. 17 
X 	= c, the non-dimensional distance along the channel. 
Following the table is a list of the three system parameters 
U, V, Rc and the first and second derivatives of O f with respect to these 
parameters. Finally are listed the newly computed changes of the above 
parameters. 
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D. Minimum Mass Optimization 
1. Objective  
The objective of the Minimum Mass Optimization (MMO) code is 
identical to that discussed in Section C above, except that the constraints 
are replaced by the constraints developed in Section 111-3 of this report; 
the minimum mass is thought. Equation 46 replaces Eqs. 40 and 41. 
2. Deck Assembly  
The MMO code is assembled identically to the MAO code described 
in Section C.2 above except the SUBROUTINE REST is replaced by the SUBROUTINE  
CONST which serves to compute x4 = A from Eq. 46, together with all the 
necessary derivatives of A with respeCt to x l = U, x2 = V and x3 = Nc . CONST 
is called from MAIN. RESBND is not required. 
3. Input Data Preparation  
Each optimization is carried out for a selected letru as the 
independent variable and for the two parameters N:u and (02 , defined by 
Eqs. 46, 42 and 57, respeCtively. The optimization produces 
(u) the optimum (minimum) coolant exit temperature 
(ii) the optimum system parameters X from which to compute 
H* , t* , d*1 through Eqs. 59-67. 
For each optimization are computed 
THETAS = 0
s 
	 defined by Eqs. 4 & 19 
V 
U starting values 
22 
FNCBAR = Rc 	 20 
TOTMAS = M*tot ,selected 	 46 
PHI2 	= (02 	 44 
ALPHA = a = N*
Nu




DXWRT = t4 the axial interval for which results are to 
be printed. 
DA, DR 	absolute and relative integration step errors. 
The data values are punched on the data card in NAMELIST format. 
The NAMELIST is called INPUT. 
There may be arbitrarily many additional input data cards as speci-
fied above, or with only one datum, one NANELIST for each optimization run. 
They will be carried out in succession until an End-of-Job card causes normal 
exit from the program. 
The expected run time per optimization is approximately 20 seconds 
plus necessary machine preparation times. 
4. 	Representation of Results  
Results are presented in the format identical to that described 
in section C.4 above, except that instead of the single TSTAR1 are listed 
MSTAR = M*, PHI2 = (1)2 and FNUSTR = N*Nu' as read in. The representative 

























THETAB 	 NC 	  ETABAR 	 ETA 	 mr 	 a 	--- 
.7686288 	4.602749 	.377559d 	:5775592 	1. 0000DU 	A00000! 	.00000011 	 
.648632D 1.0316816 .5284999 .5284998 1.0000000 .0000001 .2000000  .6138584 	1.16(4339 	.5047780 	.5047780 	1.0000000 	.0000001 	.4000000 .6038113 1.2169663 .4969006 	.4969006 1.0000000 .0000001 .6000000 	 .60104-00 	1;2322024 	.4945601 	.4945600 	1.00001100 	.0000001 	.8000000 .6002832 1.2364472 	.4939149 	.4939148 1.0000000 .0000001 1.0000000 
PARAMETERS AT END OF TUBE 
THETAF - .600659 
	
U ■ 	o133tIJDTU2 	 V - 	 •4/426V+U1 	 NCBAR .- 	.73169+01 
DTFDU - 	 ..-.496030=04 	 UIPUV ■ 	 •151301 104 	 UTFNCBA4 =, 	..-. 84BWO=04 	 
	DerF02U-=----7a05462;u 	 u1TF0ev - 	.455954+04 	D2TFD2NCBAR-=----712017040.5 
udi)u uv - 	 .devvge ye 	U411UUUNUSAM - 	 • Y4 rU^U3 	DeiruVUNLUAR - 	 - .f4L15254W 
INCR. SOUGHT DELTA U = 	.100314+00 DELTA V = 	-.807482-01 	DELTA NCBAR = 	-.497101+00 
1NLK. USLU ULLIA U = 	•1UU 14 UU ULLTA V - 	■ .8.32025"4111 	DELTA NCBAH - 	'''.4971134 4110 
INSIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OVER LAST STEP 




The work presented herein resulted in a simplified radiator system 
analysis and a systematic optimization procedure. 
Comparison of the simplified with the rigorous [1] system analyses 
indicated that the agreement between the two analyses can be expected to 
be within approximately 5%. 
The optimization procedures carried out lead frequently to an optimum 
on the boundaries of the parameter domain. Mass optimization tends toward 
widley spaced tubes between thin fins. 
Optimization was originally intended to be achieved through the 
parametric study of trends rather than through analytical procedures. 
Within the resources provided by this contract two analytical iterative 
optimization procedures were developed beyond the original goal of work. 
These procedures lead to the maximum heat rejection for given system area 
or system mass. Future work should be aimed toward the development of 
(1) a parameter domain within which relative 
extrema exist, 
(2) suitable working diagrams, through repeated 
applications of the developed codes, which 	, 
depict the optimum geometric system parameters 
and produce either the least area or the least 
weight requirements for a given heat rejection rate. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER CODE FOR SIMPLIFIED 
RADIATOR SYSTEM SIMULATION 
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0FOR.IS MAIN 
FOR 59A-07/25/72-22:59:39 (.0) 
MAIN PROGRAM 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1)  0004641 DATA(01 0003551 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	SDR 	000014 
0004 	MCT 000006 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0005 	SDRV  
0006 SCNTL 
0007 	ETA 	 
0010 DETA 
001 	_RKS 	  
0012 NINTRS 




0017 	ASIN 	 
0020- NgTOPS 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. 	TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATI04. NAME) 
0001 000150 100. 0001 000327 105L 0001 000345 110L 0000 000265 120F 0001 000405 232G 
0001 000007 - 45L 0000 000233 5F 0000 000234 50F 0000 000236 55F 0001 000131 85L 
0001 000145 90L 0000 000304 900F 0000 000311 905F 0001 000452 920L 0000 000313 925F 
0001----UTO147 951. 0001 000460 950L 0000 R 000030 A 0000 R 000213 AYY 0000 R 000205 Al 
0000 R 000214 BYY 0010 R 000000 DETA 0900 R 000220 DETz 0003 R 000007 DFm 0003 000010 DFMX 
R 000000 R 000013 --- Z0u3 R 00001I-DFNX 0004 DLm 0000 000060 DLY 0003 000012 DROU 0003 DROV 
0000 R 000224 DX 0004 R 000003 DXmRT 0000 R 000014 Dv 0000 R 000140 DYST 0000 R 000221 DYY 
0007R 000000 ETA 0000- R 000216 ETY 0300 R 000215 ETYY 0003 R 000006 FM 0003 R 000005 FN 
0000 R 000212 FNC 0003 R 000002 FNCBR 0000 I 000232 I 0000 I 000227 IBKP 0004 I 000001 ICNT 
0000 I 000231 	IERt 0000 I 000225 IFVD 0004 I 000005 LCNT 0004 I 000004 LSTEP 0000 I 000226 N 
0000 I 000207 NCT 0000 I 000230 NTRY 0000_R 000074 PO 0000_ R 000044 R 0003 R 000004 RHOD 
-0006 R 000000 SCH0L 0000 R 000110 SD 0005 R 000000 SDRV 0000 R 000206 THETAS 0000 R 000204 THETAS 
0003 R 000003 TH4 0000 R 000210 T2 0000 R 000211 T3 0003 R 000000 U 0003 R 000001 V 
0004 R 000002 XmRT 0000 R 000000 Y 0000 R 000124 Y5 0000 R 000170 YSIMP 0000 R 000154 YST 
0000 R 000217 TY 0000 R 000222 ZZ 0000 R 000223 Z2Z_ 
00100 1* 	C 
00100 2* C SIMPLIFIED RADIATOR SYSTEM SIMULATION 
00100 3* 	C 
00100 4* C 
00100 6* 	C THETAS.u.V.FNCBR, AND RHOD ARE SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
00100. 6* C DXWRT IS THE INCREMENT OF AXIAL DISTANCE FOR OUTPUT LISTING 
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1 	 DYST(.12).YST(12).YSIMP(12) 
 COMMON /SDR/ U.V.FNCOR.TH4► qH000FN.FM.DFM.DFMX.OFNX0DROU.DROV/MCT/ 





00104 14* C 
00104 15* C 
00105 16* FNNtX) 	= (X+3.570796-SoRT(x*(X+2.0))-ASIN(1.0/(1.0+x)))/X 
00106 17* FFS(X) 	= 	(SORT(X*()(42.0))+4514(1.0/(X+1.0))1.570796)/X 
00107 18* FFN(X.Y)= 1.0.1*(0.1460*Y-0.02866)/X 
00110 19* DFFN(Xt 7)=1-0.2920*T*0.02866)/x_ 
00111 20* OFFNX(x.y)= 7*(0.1460*Y..0.02866)/(X*X) 
00112 21* DFFS(X) 	= .*SORT((X+2.0)/1)/(X*(01.))+(1.570_845411(1.0/(X*1.0)))/ 
00112 22* 1 	 (X*X) 
00112 23* 
00113 24* 
00113 25* WRITE(6.5) 
00115 26* 5 FDRMAT(1H1) 
00115 27* C 
00116 28* 45 READ(5.50•END=950) THETAS•U•V.FNCBRPRHODIPDXWRT 
00126 29* 50 FORMAT(5E16•1) 
00127 30* WRITE(6055) THETAs•U.V.FNCB1.RHOO 
00136 31* 55  FORMAT(1H0 0 10X.10HTHETP'S = /F1916t/• 
00136 32* 1 	 11x.10H 	U = PE20.614, 
00136 33* 2 11)010H V___:. 	•Ea0.6•/. 
00136 34* 3 	 11X.10H FNCBAR = rE20.6./. 
0013:i 35* 4 11)(.10N LAMBDA = .E20.6,///) 
00136 36* C 
00137 --- 37* _____  IF(THETAS.GE. 	1.0) 	GO TO 92r) 
FN 	= FNN(RHOD) 00141 38* 
00142 39* DFNX = (-TN+1.07SORISRHOD*(RHOD+2.0 ) )1/RHOn 
00143 40* TH4 	= THETAS**4 
00144 41* IF(v.GT.0.2) GO TO 90 
00146 42* Al 	= 2.04.1.0/(V*ETA(FNC8R)) 
00147  43* IF(Al.GE.2.45) 	GO TO Lik5__ 
00151 44* THETAS 	= 1.0-1.0/(2.0*A1) 
00152 45* GO TO 95 
00153 46* 85 THETAB 	= 1.0''(A1-SORT(A1**2-6.0))/6.0 
00154 47* GO TO 95 
00155 48* 90 THETAB 	= 0.9 
00156 49* 95 NCT 	= 0 
0015 7 50* 100 T2 = THETAB**2 
00150 51* T3 	= T2*THETAB 
00161 52* FNC : FNCBR*T3 
00162 53* F4 	.7 FFN(RHOD•FNC)*FFS(RHOD) 
00163 54* oF4 = OFFN(RHOD.FNC)*FFS(R)400) 
00164 55* AYY 	= T3*THETAB.-TH4 
00165 56* BYY r. 1.0-THETAB 
00166 57* ETYY 	= ETA(FNC) 
00167 58* ETY = ETYY*FM+FN 
00170 59* YY 	= 1.0/%(...ETY*AYY/BYY 
00171 60* DETZ = (DFM*ETYY+FM*DETA(FNC))*3.0*T2*FNCBR 
00172 61* DYY 	= ...AYY/BYY*(DETZ+ETY/BYY) ■4.0*ETY*73/BYY 
00173 62* ZZ = THETAB-YY/DYY 
00174 63* IFINCT.GT.20) WRITE(6•900) 
02 
2 
	00177 	64* 	IF(ZZ•LT•1.0) GO TO 105 	  
	
00201 65* 	 THETAS = (THETAB+1.0)/2.0 
	00202 	66* NCT 	= NCT+1  
00203 67* 	 GO TC-Ifer0  
00204 	68* 105 IF(ABS(22—THETAB)/ZZ.0.1.0E-06) GO TO 110 
00206 69* 	 NCT 	= NCT+1 
	00207 	70* THETAS = ZZ 	  
00210 71* 	 GO TO 100 
	00210 	72* C  
00211 73* 	110 7(1) 	= 1.0 
00212 	74* 	7(2) = THETAS  
007q3 75* 	 ZZZ 	= 0.0 
	 00214 	76*  DX = 1.0/(U*(1.0THETAB))  
00215 77* 	 IFVD 	= 0 
	00216 	78* IF(DX.GT.DXWRT) QX = DXWRT  
00220 	79* 	 N . 	= 2 
00221 80* I8KP = 1  
00222 	81* 	 NTRY 	= 1 
	00223  82* 	IERR  = Q 
00223 	83* 	C 
	 00224 84* DoT 	= DXWRT/5.00_4 	  
00225 	85* 	 XWRT = 0.0 
00226 86* LSTEP 	= 0  
00227 	87* 	 LCNT = 0 
	 00230 88* ICNT 	= 0 
00231 	89* 	 DO 115 1=1.12 
	 00234 90* 	A(I) 	= 5.0E-05 	 
00235 T 91* 	113 R(11 = 5.0E-05 
00235 	92* C 
------00/37-----93* 	 WRITE(60120) 
	00241 	94* 120 FORMAT(1H0.13X.6HTHETAF.14X.6HTHETAB.16X.2HNC.17X.6HETABAR415X.  
00241 95i 	1 	3HETA.OX.4HZETAr6X0HSTEP NO.,) 
00241 	96* C  
------00242 97* 	 CALL RKS(SORV.gCNTLFY.DY.A.R.ZZZOX.N.IFVD,IBOrNTRY.IERR, 
00242 	98* •1 	DLY.PDPSD•TS.YSTOYST.YS/MP)  
00243 99* 	 WRITE(60905) 
	00245 	 100*  	GO TO 45 
D0246 1011 	900 FORMAT(1H0.2OHNEWTON—RAPHSON FAILS) 
	 00247 	 102*  905 FORMAT(1H 'UM) 
00250 103* 	920 WRITE(6.925) 
00252 	104* 925 FORMAT(1H0.37HRADIATIVE HEATING CANNOT BE SIMULATED)  
00253 105* 	 GO TO 45 
00254 	106* 950 STOP  
00255---101. END 





SUBROUTINE SORV 	ENTRY POINT 000150 
5TORA5I-USEDFLTUE(1) 0001551 DATAIOT 000037E BLANK COMMONi21 000000 
COMM0NBLOCK5T--- 
0003 50R 	000014 
0004 	SOC 	000003 
EXTERNAL-AUTRENCEs (BLOCK. NAME) 
0005 ETA 
	 0006 DETA 	 
0007 	ASI4 
0010 SORT 	 
0011 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000136 10L 0001 	000103 5L 	0000 R 000005 AO 0000 R 000006 Al 0000 R 000007 A2 
0000 R 000010 A3 0000 R 000011 A4 0000 R 000012 AS 0006 R 000000 DETA 0003 R 000007 DFM 
0003 000010 DFMX 0003 	000011 DFNX 0003 000012 DROu 0003 	000013 DROV 
0004 R 000001 ETY 0004 R 000002 ETZ 0000 R 000003 FFN 0000 R 000004 FFS 0003 R 000006 FM 
0003 R 000005 FN 0003 R 000002 FNCBR 0000 000024 INJPS 0003 R 000004 RHOD Q05_R000005 TH4 
0003 R 000000 U 0003 	000001 V 	- 0000 R 000000 Y2 0000 R 000001 Y3 0000 R 000002 Y4 











C 	COMPUTES DERIVATIVES 
C 
00103 5* DIMENSION Y(12).DY(12) 
00104 6* COMMON /50R/ witFNCBRITIAAtiorpltivfmtiMIDMIDFAXIDADWDRAMSDC/ 
00104 7* 1 	 Z.CTypETZ 
00104 8• 
00105 9* Y2 	S Y(2)**2 
00106 10* Y3 = Y(2)SY2 
00107 11* Y4 	= Y2*Y2 
00110 12* Z = FNCBR 0Y3 
00111 130 ETY 	= ETA(Z) 
00112 14* FFN = 1.-20 (0.14600Z-0.02866)/RHOD 
15* FFS 	= (SORT(RHOD*(RHOD+20)+ASIN(1./(RHOD+1.)) ■1.5708)/RHOD 
00114 16* FM S FFN0FFS 
00115 17* UFM 	2 (-0.292002.00.02866)/RHOD*FFS 
00116 18* ETZ S ETY0FM+FN 
-------B0117 19* OYU) 	S -U*CY(1) ■Y1241 
00120 200 AO 	= Y4■TH4 
• 
00121 21* IF:AO.GT.1.0E08: GO TO 5 
00123 22* OT(2) = 0.0 
00124 23* GO TO 10 
00125 24* 5 Al = 	1(1)...Y(2) 
00126 25* A2 = (ETT*OFM+DETA(Z)*FM) 
00127 26* A3 = 3.*A2*T2*FNC8R/ET2 
00130 27* A4 = 4.0*Y3/A0 
00131 28* A5 = 1.04441*(A34A4) 
00132 29* DY:2) = OTI1l/A5 
06132 30* C 
00133 31* 10 CONTINUE 
00134 32* RETURN 
00135 33* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 	 
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aFoR•IS 5UB2 
          
             
J2 
	 FOR 59A-07/2S/72-23:01;21 (.0) 
        
    
5U3ROUTINE SCNTL 	ENTRY POINT 000146 
        
            
    
STDRAGE-USED: CODF:Ti) 000173) DATA(0) 000016) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
      
          
      
-COMMON BLOBS: 
         
       
0003 	SDC 	003003 
0004 	MCI 003005 
        
               
    
EXTERNAL REFERENCES-VEZTX167 NAMCF----  
        
            




         
                
                
     
STORAGE ASSIGNME?T (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
      
           
   
	 0001 	000054 5L 	0001 	000061 50L 	0000 	000002 55F 	0001 	000134 60L 	0004 B 000000 DLMT 
0000 R 000000 DXSTR 0004 R 000003 DXWRT 0003 R 000001 ETC 0003 R 000002 ETZ 0004 1000001 ICNT 
	 0000 	000010 IrJP6 	0000 1 000001 LCAT 	000 4 I 00.004 LSTEP 	0004 R 000002 XWRT 	0003 R 000000 Z  
     
   
	
. . 	  
Ma 	I* 	 , SUBROUTINE StNTL(Y70y•DX•X,NTRY•IFO) 
	00101 2* C 	 
00101 	3* 	C CONTROLS INTEGRATION 
00101 4* ' 	C 	 
00103 	5* ' DIMENSION Y(12)0T(12) 
	00104 6* 	 ' 	COMMON /50C/ ZiETYIEIL/MCT/  DL4T,ICNT,XmRT,IUMRT.LsTEP 
00105 	7* - 	ICNT 	= !CRT"' 
	00106  8* 	 IF(DX.GE.DXWRT.AND.ICNT&GTA1) LSTEP = I  
00110 
00112 	
9* IF(ABS0v-xwaT).LT.DLmT) GO TO 50 
10*  IF(XWRT:GT.X) GO TO 5 	-  
00112 11* 	C 
00114 	12+ 	DXSTR 	=  DX  
00115 13* 	 DX 	= DOWT-X 
	00116 	14* LCNT =  1 	  
00117 15* 	 . NTRY 	= 3 
00120 	16* 	RETURN  
00120 . 17* 
	00121 . 18*  	5 NTRY 	=  1,  
00122 	- 19* 	 RETURN 
	00122 20* C  
00123 	21* 	50 WRITE(6.55) Y(1)•y(2).Z,ETZ,ETY , X,ICNT 
013134 22* 	56 FoRmAT(lm ,5F20.6.F10.2,110)  
00135 	23* 	 IF(LCNT.E0.1) OX = OXSTR 
00137 24* 	LCNT 	= 0 	•  
00140 	25* 	 IF(ABS(1.0-XWRT).LE.DLmT) GO TO 60 
00142 26* XWRT 	= XWRT+DXWRT  
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L 
IT" 
	00143 	27* 	NTRY 	= 1 
-0144 28* 	 IFCLSTEP.EG.0) RETURN 
02 	 00146 	29* 	OX 	= DXWRT  
'1 	 00147 30* 	 IFVO = 1 
00150 	31* RETURN  
00150 32* 	C 
00151 	33* 60 NTRY 	= 2  
....- 	 00152 34* 	 RETURN 
.--1 00153 	35* END  




	 FOR 59A-07735/72-23:01:26 (.0) 
FUNCTION ETA 	 ENTRY POINT 000036 
STORIZE7USEDT-CDOE(1) 00110441 DATAtO) 0000221 BLANK COMMONt2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES t8LOCk. NAME) 
	0003 POLY  
0004 EXP 
005 NERR1t__ 	  
STORAGE ASSIGNmE4T (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
 
0001 	000016 1. 
0003 R 000000 POLY 
0000 R 000001 A 	 0000 R 000010 B 0000 R 000000 ETA 	0000 000014 INJPs 
   




00101 3* C COMPUTES FIN EFFECTIVENESS ETA 
00101 4* C 
00103 5* DIMENSION A(7). 8(2) 
00104 6* DATA A(1).At2)tA(3) , A( 100(5).A ( 6).A( 7 )/0.1.0EI01. -0.1103143E+01. 
00104 7* 1 	0.1478836E+01. -0.1267550E+01F 0.6325223E+00. -0.1627067E+00. 
2 0.1654223E:111/ 0(1)00(2)(0240660 95E±900.2297710E+00/ 00104 _ 8* 
IF(X.GT.2.5) GO TO 1 	 • 00116 9* 
00120  10* ETA 	= POLY(7.A.X) 
00121 11* RETURN 
00122 12* L.ETA 	= 8(1)*E$Pt8t2)*X1 
00123 13* RETURN 
00124 14* END  
END OF COMPILATION: 	 NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
.; 	 • 	 1 	 t 
   
   
    








FOR 59A•07/25/72■23:01:35 (.0) 
FUNCTION DETA 	ENTRY POINT 000036 
STORAGE USED. CODE(1) 000044i DATA(0) 000021$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK; NAME). 
0003 POLY  
0004 EXP 
0005 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000016 IL 0000 R 000001 A 	0000 R 000007 B 0000 R 000000 DETA 	0000 000013 INJPS 
0003 R 000000 POLY  
--FUNCTION 	DETATXT ------017101------Is 





CbmPUTES-#IFtsf . DERIVATWE 	atA/DNC 
00103 5* DIMENSION A(6). B(2) 
00104 6* DATA A(1).A(2).11(3).A(4).A(5).A(6)/w0.1163143001, 0.2957672E+01 ►  
00104- 7* 1 	0.3602650E+01. 0.2530069E+0 ► +0.8135335E+00 ►  0.9925338E-01/ 
00104  8* 2 8(1).B(2)/•0.1577635E+00. '102297718E+00/ 
----- 00115 9* IF(X.GT62.5)-60- TO 1 
00117 10* DETA 	= POLY(6•AtX) 
00120 11* RETURN 
00121 12* 1 DETA 	= B(1)*EXP(B(2)*X) 
00122 13* RETURN 
00123 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
67 
OFOR.I5 SUB5 
FOR S94-01/25/72m23101:39 (.0) 
FUNCTION POLY 	ENTRY POINT 000036 
STORAGE USED1-C-01(1) 000044/ DATA(0) 0000151 BLANK COMNON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCKT NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 
0001 000012 1073 0000 	000003 INJPS 0000 r 000402 K 0000 I 000001 L 0000 R 
00101 1* FUNCTION POLY(N•A.X) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C EVALUATES POLYNOMIALS 
00101 4* C 
00103 5* DIMENSION A(N) • 
00104 6* POLY = O. 
00105 7* L = N 
00106 8* DO 1 K=1.N 
00111 9* POLY = POLY*X+A(L) 
00112 10* 1 L = Lp1 
00114 11* RETURN 
00115 12* END 
000000 POLY 
68 
END OF COMPfUTION) 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
QFOR.IS SU86 
SUBWOUTliTIE RKST0EAlViCNTRL.Y.DY,AIIAPTPDEON•IFVDPIOKP.NTRY. 00000100 
06000200 
00106 	21* 	C 
00106 22* C 
--Warn 
00106 	24* 	C 
02 
	 FOR S9S•7725/72-23:01:48 (.0) 
SUBROUTINE RKS 
	
ENTRY POINT 000643 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0010401 DATA(0) 0000641 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000014 AM 	0000 R 000067 AMAX  
	
--000a-R-000-603-DECT 0000-R 00001/ 
0000 	000030 INJPS 	0000 I 000002 ISYMP 
0001 	000071 1400 
0001 000150 164G 
0001 	000232 205G 
0001 000374 2430 
0001 	000604 259L 
0001 000060 45L 
0001 ---ocamor10t 00B1---600313 110L 	0001 	000333 120L 
0001 	000355_140L 0001-000105_ .146f.
0001 000177 1740 	0001 	000500 185L 
0001 	000270 2176 0001 000524 P2ni 
0001 000032 25L 	0001 	000552 250L 
0001 	000623 270L 0001 000456 300L  
0001 000006 5L 	0001 	000076 50L 
0000 R 000011 C 
0000 R 000000 FR10 
0000 I 000013 J 
0001 	000045 126G 	0001 	000343 130L 
0001 000130.156G0001_000417 1601  
0001 	000510 190L 	0001 	000013 20L 
n001 00053n 230L nalll nnn543 24nL 
0001 	000554 251L 	0001 	000572 257L 
0001 000615 336G 0001_000054 40L 	  
0001 	000123 70L 	0001 	000135 80L 
11000 R 000010 0 0000__R_O090Q1_ODT 
0000 I 000004 I 	0000 I 000005 IFLAG 
0000 R 000006 5 
---- DOM— I* 
00101 	2* 	IIERR.DELY.PD.SD.YS.YST.OYST.YSIMP) 
. 00101 3* 	C 
00101 	4* C 	INTEGRATION 	 
00101------S* 	C 
00103 	6* 	DIMENSION Y(N).DY(N).A(N).R(N).DELY(N). 	DOO 3 	  
00103 7* 	-IPD1OPSD(OrYSiN3.DYST(N),YSTIN).YSIMP(N) 	 0000040 
00104 	8* 	EXTERNAL DERIV. CNTRL 	 00000500  
00104 9* 	C FRIO IS FIFTH ROOT OF TEN 	 D000 60 
	00105 	10* 	FR10=1.5848932   00000700 	  
00106 	II* --1ERR=0 	 06000800 
	00106 12* 	C 	IS  CONTAINS Y VALUES AT  LEFT  END  POINT OF INTEGRATION INTERVAL 0600090 	 
b0105 ---13* C 06001000 
. -"N, 	00106 	14* 	C 	YSIMP CONTAINS Y FOR SIMPSONS RULE CHECK CHECK NOT .MADE FOR 	06001100 
001'06 15* C FIXED STEP MODE 	ISYMP -IS COPARAMETER =IFFIXED.2 VAR:M/0120 - 
-.. 	 00106 	16* 	C 	 06001300  
00106-----17* C ----IF FIXED ATP SIZE 0i0— ONEINTERVAL OF LENGTH DELT AND RETURN TO 0600140 
00106 	18* 	C 	 CNTRL. IF VAR GO TWO INTERVALS BEFORE RETURN TO CONTRL 	0600150 
L ----BUMF 19* C 00001600 
00106 20* C 	IFVD = 	0 VARIABLE INTERVAL 	 D000170 
= 1 FIXED 	 00001800 
IBKP = 0 	CUT INTERVAL ONCE BEFORE REPEAT (UNDER IFVD=0 ) 	0000190  
= 1 CUT AS REQUIRED 	 OGO 200 
• NTRY = 1 	CONTINUE INTEGRATING 	 06002100 
69 
02 
	 00106 	25* 	C 	  2 	RETURN FROM RKS 	 DGO 220 	 
00106 26* C 3 STEP REPEATED WITH NEW DELT 	 D6002300 
	00106 	27* 	C 	4 	RESTART  
00106 	29* 	C 	 -1 	DELT=Or RETURN_FROM MKS 
NOO:No 	 00106 28* C IERR = 0 NORMAL 	 . 
00106 30* C 1 AU)* R(I)*A8SIY(I)) = O. r RETURN FROM RKS 	
DG002600  
D8002700 
	00107 	31* 	5 IF(DEL) 20(10.20  	 D$002800 	 
00112 32* 10 IERR=-1  DG002900 
	 00113 	33* 	 GO  TO 270 	 D7003000 	 
00114 34* 20 CALL OERIV(Y.DY.T) 	 00003100 
00115 	35* 	NTRY=1 	 0001 3200  
00116 36* 	 CALL CNTRL(Y.0YeDEL.T.NTRY.IFVD) 00003300 
	00117 	37* 25 DDT=DEL  	 D0003400 	 
00120 38* 	 IF(IFVD) 40.30.40 	 08003500 
	00123 	39*  30 ISYMP=2   	 08003600. 
00t25 	41*  	DO 31_1_SIJN 	
0800370 
n70038on  
00124 40* 	 DELT=DEL/2. 
0600390 
	 00132 	43* 	 IFLAG=1 	 D600400 	 
00130 42* 31 50(1)=0.0 
00133 44* 5=1. 	 D8004100 
	




00135 	46* 	40 ISYMP=1 DG00430 
00134 45*  
00136 47* 	___01.1.1.1VEL 
- 00117 	48* 	 45 DO 46 1=1rN 	 00004500 
	00142 49* 	ysT(I)=y(i) 	 D000460 	 
	00145 	51* 	 50 DO 60 I1rN ' 	 DG004800 	 
080 470 00143 50* 46 DYSTII)=DY(I) 
	00151 	53* 	PD(I)=DELY(I) 	
DG004900 
0500 	 
00150 52* DELYCI)=DELT*DY(I) 
00154 	55*  	GO TO (80r70/*ISYMP 	
DG005100 00152 54* 	 60 CONTINUE 
06005200 	  
00155 56* 	 70 00 71 I=1rN  DG005300 
00160 	57*  71 50(I)=SNI)+S*DY(1) 	  	 DG005400 	  
00162 58* 	 80 T=T+DELT/2e  




	00167 	61*  	Y(I)=Y5(L)+DELY(0/2. 	 00005800 	  
00170 62* 	 85 CONTINUE 	 D0005900 
00172 	63*  	CALL DERIV(Y0DYrT) 	 _DG006000 	  
00173 64* 	 DO 90 1=1rN 	 00006100 
00177 	66* 	 P0(I)=PD(I)+2.*DELY(I) 	
oG00620  
06006300 
00176 ____DELTUIRDELY*IIIII)  65*  
OG00640 	  
00201 	68* 90 CONTINUE 
__I(I)=YS(1)+DELYAI1/ 2 . 
00006500 
00200 67*  
00203 69* 	 CALL DERIVCTOTen 	 08006600 	  
00204 	70* DO 95 1=104 	 0600670 
00207 71* 	_ DELY(I)_F_DELT*DY(I) 	 0000580 	  
00210 	72* 	 PD(I)=PD(I)+2.*DELY(I) 	 06006900 
00211 73*    Y ( I ) =Y5 ( I)+DELY ( I )  	 0600700 	  
00212 	74* 	 95 CONTINUE 06007100 
00214 75* 	T=T+DELT/2.   
00216 	77* 	 DO 100 I=10N 	
g:::0 
0600730 
DG007400 	  
0021:7 76* CALL DERIVIY0Y•T) 
00221 78* DELY(I)=DELT*DY(I) 
79* 	
08007500 
05007,0 	  
80* 77111=21=  0600770 






00226 	82* 	GO TO  (110.120) , ISYMP 	05007900 
o: 	00227 83* 	110 NTRY=1 	
05008000 
00230 	84* 	CALL  DERIV(YrDY.T) 	 05008100 	  
0 	00231 85* 	 CALL CNTRL(YrDY.DEL•T.NTRY.IFV0) 	• 
NI 00232 	86* 	GO TO 300 	
DG00820 
0,^7_04.83000 	  
00233 87* . 	120 GO TO (130,140) , IFLAG 	 06008400 
89*.. 	
CALL DERIV(Y,DY.T) 	 .00008700 	  
	 Q9008500 	
 
r-i 	00236 	90* 




00237 91* ' 	GO TO 50 	 07008800 
00241 	93* 	 AMAX =0.0 	
DG018900 	  00240 92* 140 CALL DERIV(YrOY.T)  
D6009000 
	00242 94* 	00 180 I=1,N 	   	 0009100 	  
00245 	95* 	 50(1)=50(1)+0TM  DG009200 
	00246 96* 	YSIMP(I)=YST(I)+
00247 	97* 	 D 	=ABS(Y(I),-YSImP(I)) 	
C*009300 DELT*SD(1)/3.  
::::Z ig 00250 98* n  
00251 	99* 	
C =9.(I)+R(1 ) *ABS ( Y(I)) 
IF(C 	) 160.150.160 D600960 
	00254 100* 150_IERR=I 	 DS009700 	  
00255 	101* 	 GO TO 270  DG009800 
) 	  =A 	 00256—__102* 1601 
 103* 	 AMAX=AMAX1(AmAX.E) 
	 05009900 	  _E	135(D__ /_.C.  
00260 	104* 101_0141IRVE 	
?Too? 
00262 105* 	 1F(AMAX-1.) 215.215.230 	 0501020 
00266 	107* 
00272 	109* 	313 IF(NTRY-1) 270.270.330 






	00265 106* 215_NTRY= 1 
00275 110* 333 IF(NTRY-3) 340,340,5 	
0501060 
00300 	111* 	343 T=T-DDT 	 0501080 
	00301 112* 	IF(DEL) 259.10.259  	 05010900 	  
	 00305 	114* 	19) IF(AMAX-.75) 200.25'220 Prolli 00  
00304 113* 183 GO TO (40.190).15ymP 
0310 -- 115* 203 1NAmAx -.075) 210,25.25 
00313 	116* 	21) DEL=DEL*FRIO 	 g::111;:0 	  
	00315 	118* 	22) DEL=DEL/FR10  	
05011400 
05011500 	  
00314 117* GO TO 25 
00316--- -119* --d0 10 a 	 D0011600 
	00317 	120* 	233 I =1+ IBKP DG011700 	  
110320 121* --a0 TO C240.2501.1 	 05011800 
00321 	122* 	241 T=T-DEL 	 06011900 	  
-------56322 123* DEL=DEL/FR10 	 05012000 
	00323 	124* 	GO TO 259 	 DG01210 	  
00324 —125* 	25) ..I=I 	 05012200 
	00325 	126* 25L AM=AMAX/10.**j 	06012300 	  
00331 	128* 	255 J=J+1 	
0G01240 00326-- 127* -1P(1.-AM) /56.257.257 
257 T=T-DEL 	
05012500 
00332 129* GO TO 251 0501260 
f ‘.. 	00333 	130* 	
D501270 	  
1 	 00334 131* DEL=DEL/(FRIO**0 	 0501280 
1 	------0034-15----Tn* 	 DY1-1)=DYST(I) 	 DG013000 
0501290 	  
1 00335 	132* 259 OD 245 I=1PN  
1 	00341 	134* 245 Y(I)=YST(I) 
05013100 	  
















001000 013206 	040000 044714 ADDRESS LIMITS 
0 XOT 
STARTING ADDRESS 012523 
----WORDS-ZECTRAL--5255 IBANK 	2509 DBANK 
SEGMENT MAIN 001000 013206 040000 044714 
NSWTCS/FOR 1 	001000 001021 
NR3LKS/FOR 1 001022 001044 
NRwNDs/FOR 1 	001045 001124 	2 	040000 040011 
NwEFs/FOR 1 001125 001326 2 040012 040031 
NFTC ► S/FOR 1 	001327 001617 2 	040032 040067 
NBDCVS/FOR 1 001620 001752 	2 040070 040125 
NFTVS/FOR 1 	001753 001775 
NCNVTS/FOR 1 001776 002222 2 	040126 040215 
NCLOSS/FOR 1 	002223 002371 	2 040216 040247 
No3LKS/FOR 1 002372 002513 
NBS5LS/FOR 1 	002514 002550 
NUPDAS/FOR 1 002551 002603 
NBFOOS/FOR 2 	040250 042451 
NININS/FOR 1 	002604 003014 2 042452 042463 
NINDTS/FOR 1 003015 003657 2 	042464 042503 
NOT1Ns/FOR 1 	003660 004173 2 042504 042507 
NOUTS/FOR 1 004174 005162 2 	042510 042534 
NF4TPFoR 1 	0OtiO 006-641 2 042535 042611 
NIOERS/FOR 1 006042 006214 2 	042612 042716 
NFCHKs/FOR 006215 007076 2 042717 043055 
4 	043056 043127 
iRTAWFOR 2 043130 043166 
ERUS/MISC 
N TJTS/FOR 1 007077 007141 2 	043167 043167 
T1RS/TECH 1 007142 007626 0 043170 043220 
2 	043221 043500 
SORTS/FOR 007627 007667 2 043501 043512 
-ASVICost/FoR 007670 010104 0 	043513 043540 
NIERS/FOR 010105 010166 2 043541 043674 
1 010167 010233 







010412 010736 2 
043716 043725 
043726 044071 
SDR-M,MMON BLOCK) .044071-0-44105 
MCT (COMMON BLOCK) 044106 044113 
SAC (COMMON BLOCK) 044114 044116 
BLANKSCOMMON (COMMON BLOCK) 
SuS6 010737 011776 0 	044117 044202 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
T4h 
SUBS 1 	011777 012042 0 044203 044217 
02 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
SUB4 1 	012043 012106 0 044220 044240 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
SUB3 1 	012107 012152 0 044241 044262 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
SW2 1 	012153 012345 0 0.263 044300 
3 SDC 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 MCT 
SUB1 1 . 012346 012522 0 044301 044337 
3 	SDR 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 SOC 
MA I N 1 	012523 013206 0 044340 044714 
3 SDR 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 MCT 
SYSS•RLIBS. LEVEL 63 
 	END OF COLLECTION 	 TIME 1.677 SECONDS 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER CODE FOR MINIMUM 
AREA OPTIMIZATION 
75 
Z 	1FOR,15 MAIN 
FOR s9A-07/27/72-17:43:15 (,0) 
PROGRA'.s 
STOR's0E USE1: CODE(•) 001045( DATA(01 000677$ BLANK COMMoN(21 000000 
cOM',ON _LOCKS: 
0003 4LKI 0000,4 
—L494 ii? 001'0'2 
n005 ' , Cr 0000 , 5 
0007 t4L-K1 0000 , 2 
	 X7E 4NAL REFERECES (BLOCK. NAME)  
0013_ 	 
0011 sCATL 
n01 ^ 	EST 
0013 '4:ERY 
0014 	ET%  
0015 DL r.1 
001 ,) 	CirRy  
0017 '_ER 
0020 	r•TIAL  
002i 1(4•1X 
1102e 	riS  
0023 = 1, INV 
_0024 	--?spCN6  
002t, FESc=,N) 
n02s, 	,,I•T141  
002 1 :JtJu$ 
0030 	.1_02s  
0031 , ss's(Js 
0036 	5:.!U 
nul. -101$  
003'. 	'STor's 
STO rRs0e 1 SS11144ENT  t9l0C 4 , TYPE, RELA(TVE LOCATION. NAME) 
noul 	0,, (12 IL  
000I 	0( , 0354 109L 
0000 0(.0505 an5F  
000s) 	0' 051+ 210F 
0000 11.10547 2411F  
0001 	000026 501. 
n000 R 000353 ASIA  
000 4 	0001)t. A4 
0000 R 000367 0ETZ 
0003 R 000010 DFNX 
n000 R 'o0120 n 
0005 R 000003 OXWRT 
Cnni  000163 100L On , 0 	1100u21 	1000F 0001 000333 105L nOnl n 0 0751 VIRL 
On o1 000361 	11nL DOA 000423 PnnOF nnno 000454 20InF nOn0 nn0q67 , nuns 
0' 00 007622 7090F 0000 	n00616 2070F 0001 001033 2DAnL nnn0 00001 /nA5r 
0000 000521 215F 00.10 000602 220F 0000 000533 230F nOnl nOn516 23‘o 
Con0 000564 2S0F onni 	nn1n24 3nnL non], 001011 3000L nnnl 000725 1406 
0001 000160 001. 0000 000462 900F 0000 R 000050 A 00(10 R 000437 Av 
00,1 nn 362 AYY 00;14 	nnonn3 Al 0004 ono n4 A. nnn4 n0nnn5 Al 
6004 OnOnoT A5 (10•4 010010 t6 0000 R 000363 !WY 0015 R 0.0000 DET 
0003 000023 DEIDL 00'i3 	000021 DE4DTB 0003 R 000(113 DFM 0003 R 000n12 nrmx 
0006 R 000006 DU:NCB 0006 R 000001 DLoU 0006 R 000002 DLDV 0005 R nOnnon nLmT 
Oon7 'n030O0 ONCBOU 0007 	000001 0NC8DV 0003 R 000007 ONCOT1 0000 R 000405 Ix 
0000 R 000024 DY OOnO R 000240 DYST 
76 




R 00037 5 
D2CtB 	0000 R 000402 n2E4LN 	0000 R 000376 r) PE 4LU 	0000 R 000400 











000b R 000005 02LD1V 	0006 R 000007 n2LNc3 	0006 R 1100010 02LUN9 	0006 R 000011 021-V48 0003 R 000015 n, m0NC 
n003 R 001014 12ML IC 0003 R nnonli ^MIL 0094 R noonol n3M2LN 0004 R 000002 03,4241_ nr104 000011 !' 
0014 R 000000 ETA 	 0000 R 000365 FTY 	0000 R 000364 ETyY 	0003 	000022 E3 0003 R 000002 F4 
0003 R 000003 FY 0003 R 000005 FmC 0003 R 0000_04 FMCRR 0000 I 000403 I 0000 I n00410 7&(P 
0005 I 000001 ICNT 	0000 1 000412 TERR 	0000 I 000406 IFVD 	0000 I 	000413 LCNT 0005 I 000004 LsTEp 





PD 000D R 000074 R 	 0006 R n60000 0010 R 000355 RHOD 











000u R 000336 T,i4 C000 R 000360 T2 	 0010 R 000361 T3 	 0004 R 000000 U 0003 R 000006 v 









0000 R 000264 y5T 	0000 R 000366 YY 	 0013 R 000017 Y1 	 0003 R 000020 77 
0000 R 000404 7ZZ oono R nI0415 7,1 0010 R 000416 72 0000 R 000417 Z3 0000 R 000420 75 
poion 1* C 
0010n 2* C 	RADIATOR SySTEn OPTIMIZATION TOR MINIMUM AREA 
0010n 3* C 
00101 4* EXTFRNAL SnRV,SCNTL 
00103 5* DIMENSION 020).DY(20).4(20),P(20).nLY(2n),R0(20),SD(20). 
40103 6* 1 	 Yt(20).DYsT(20)lysT(-0).ysIMp(20)•XM(3).Am(3,41 
00104 7* COMMON /3LKI/TMETA.THETAS,Fmr ,:. m.FMCRR,FMC,VONCDT1,DFMX•D2N0LL• 
10104 V* JI. .._ 	 DFM'XinFMD2mLNC,D , MONC,D2EMLL,YleY2,0E4DTSFE3,0EIDL/ 
00104 9* 2 FILKI/11.D3A2LN.032NL.A1,A2.A3.o4,A5.A6.E8 
0010u IC* 3 	 /4cT/ILIT.TC4Tpxr:RroX-RTFLe - TER 
00104 11* 4 /BLKR/2LAtnLDUOLON.712_0UU.D LnUv.020vVOLDNcp. 
00104 12* 5 	 , ) 2LMCR.02LUN002LmR 
0010u 13* 6 rILK9/;)NCnu11.ONc9oV 
00105 14* FF500 	= 	(sn.q(y*(Y*2.0))+451!(1.0/(X+1.0))-1.5707961/X 
00106 15* OTIT,y1= 1.0-Y*(0.1460*y-0.02166)/X 
00107 16* 0FF .4(X,Y)=L-0.2920*Y+0.02866)/ , 
00110 17* I 	R",:A1t.1000•E1r)=.3001) 	THETAS.U.V.ENCHRFASTAR•DXWRT 
00120 15* 100 F0RAT(5F16.5) 
00121 19• WIT 	r. 	1 
00122 2y* 5 , 	IF 	(U.L7.4 0(1 7-06.0R.U.GT.250.)) 	GO TO 1 
00124 21* IF 	(v.L7.4.n0E-05.01.V.ST.5(1.0 , )— Golb 1 
00126 22* IF(FNC3R.LT.n.0000(1.0R.FNC4.GT.4.01) 	nO TO 1 
00130 23* 5, CALL REST(ufv,ASTAR.RLo.DL0ut)LOV,D2LOUU.D2LOuv.D2LOVv. 
i 00130 24* IDLDIC0O2ACI,n2Lum(102LVNS) 
00131 25* CALL MOERV(RLA!4.FN.7FNX.D2NOLL) 	' 
00132 26* RAT) 	r.'RLAI 
i 00133 27* WRITE(6•200n) IHETPS/ASTARFU.V,FNCBR.RLAM 
00143 20* 200; FORMAT 	( 1141,10X,1UHTHETA-S = F)0.8/ 
00143 29* 4 11X.10A 	ASTAR 7 F?0 ■ 6/6, 
) 00143 3v* 1 	 ' 	1_1)(.10H U = r:, 0.6/ 
00143 31* 2 11X,t0q 	v 	.... 	F .,.0.6/ 
00143 32* 3 	 11X.104 	FNCBR = F!".0.6/ 
) 00143 33* 5 I1x.10m LAMBDA ; F .g1.6///) 
00144 34* WRITE(Ar20in) 	NIT 
00147 35* 2011 FORMAT C5X , Nu40ER OF ITERATIONS = II2) 
00150 35* TH4 	= THETA$**4 
00151 37* IF(V.GT.0.2) 	GO TO 90 
00153 3e* IF(v.15.1.0E-10) 	an TO 108 








95 NCT 	= n 
'On T2 : T 4 ETAG**2  
13 	= T7*THETAn 
 
Ft/c = P''1R*T7  
FM 	= ==NOHOO.FNC)*FFS('HOO) 

















ETYY . 	= ETA(FNC) 
ETY = =Tyy*Pv+=N  
YY 	= 	1.0/V–TY*A7y/FITY 









OTY 	= –Ay7/3Y7*(DETZ+ETY/SyY)-4,0*ETY*73/ 077 
Z2 = THETAS–YY/DYY 
C0174 54* IF(T:T.GT.21) 	GO 	TO 109 
00176 55* /F(72.LT.I o) GO to 101 
0020n 56* THETA4 	= 	(THETAG*1.0)/2.0 
00201 57* NCT 	= NCT+1 
00202 5e* GO TO 100 
00200 59* 11.5_IFf,ISSUT/95ii3J22gALIAl2.9E-061 GO To 110 
00205 50* NCT 	 = NCT+1 
00206 51* THrTA9 	= 77 
00207 62* GO TD 100 
53* On TUETA3 	__,T.-1±0 00210L  
00211 64* GO TO 110 
00212. 65* "pg WIITE(6.90n) 	- 
00212 56* C 
10214_ . 	57* In Y(1) 	= 1. 0 
P0215 50* 7(2) = T,(ETA3 
r'0216_ 6_9* 'On FOR' , AT(1/10,POWIE ,ITOm–RAPHSON FAILS) 
70* THETAF 	= yll) 00217 
10220 71* 11 	= y(1) 
00221 7;":* Y2 = 	y(2) 
00227  73* CALL Ncl=pv(FNC4R.THETAn.Fm^.INCOTI•D2C 127.O2CTNn) 
00223 74* CALL 4DERWLA4.F , IC,=4.D=ux.Or4.02F 4LL0240PC.D21 1 LNC. 0
3A2LN. 03n2NL ) 
____00224 ____75* CALL_IMAL(OLqui0PLOuti , yin • ato . Y(5) eY(6) • 0 LIAAAD2E-4JJ).1:1 21: 41-10 
75* CALL 	INTI4LCOLDV.3PLOVv.7(71.Y(8).7( 9 ).T(10). 0 .. 0 ..02 E 4 TV.D 2 E4 LV ) 00225 
___D)225 
00226 
77* CALL INITIAL ( 20'473,121.NCP . Y ( 1 1) .Y (12).1113) tY (14) .1..1..02E4TN,  
75* l 	 (12E4LA) 
00227 7 ,, * CALL INTMIX1D2E4TV,Y(41,(1.:41 . 79E 9 LV,O2L0UV , Y( 16 ).Y( 15 )) 
00230 30* CALL INT41x02E474.1141.DLD 11 .02E4 LN.D2LUNO , Y( 18 ).Y(1 7 )) 
Bit CALL INT4IX(02E4T4p7(0).OLDV. 02E401 , 02Ly116. 7 ( 20 ).Y( 19 )) –, -----(L02_31_ 
00227 02* DO 	115 1=1orn 
____00235 ___'13 MD = 1.0E 	r,, 
94* 
slc* r 
15 R(I) 	= 10E-05 ..: 	00236 
pvAc, 
00240 06* 491TE(6.2040) 
'-o-----(LO.'47___8.7* 2 . 4a FORnATI/7x.6HTHETAFOX.6NTHETAtIOX.2H4Cp13x.6HETABAR. 
00242 00* 1 	 TAOHETtiol3Xt1HMO4X.1HN.14Xv4H2ETA/) 
39* r __Of/742  
:.) 	00243 90* ZZZ 	= 0.0 
00244 91* 9X = 1.0/(u*(1.0–THETAS)) 
00245 92* IFvp 	= 0 
00246 L) 93* IFt7A.GT.DmIRT) OX = MR,. 
0025n 94* 
9G* 
N 	= 20 
ISKP 	=1 ___0_0751 
..../ 	00252 96* NTRY = 1 	 78 
s 2 	00253 	97* 	 IERR 	= 0 
______CO25.1 9A*  
00254 	99* 	 DLII 	= NW:T/500.0 
0025 100* 	XW4T = n 0  




n0257 102* 	LCiI = n 	
CC 
00260 	103*. 	 ICAT 	= 0 	
0
r. 
_002_61 104* 	SALLRASISDPViaCNTLPT.DY•AFR , Z7Z , DX , NrIFVDrIBKP , NTRYtIERR , 
 
00261 	105* 	 1 - OLT,PDPSDFYSPYST.DYSTFYSIMP) 
x4(1) 	It 	..Y(3) 	
v.-- 
nn?', InFA,  
00263 	107* 	 XM(2) 	= -Y(7) 
00_24_____10a* 	A3 ) 	= -Y(11)  
00265 	109• 	
__KL1  
A4(1P1) = 	Y(b) 
_______00266_____11r* 	"(1' 2 ) = _Y(15)  
00267 	111* 	 Am(1/3) r. Y(17/ 
0027n 117*  
00271 	113* 	
AM(7•1) = y( 1. 5) 
AM(2 , 21 = y(n) 
_____4027, 114*  
A 002/3 	115* 	 M(3r1) : X1 147 ) 
00275 	117* 	 AM(3'3) = y(15) 
00276 11h* 	CALL F4INqtAMPX4.301  
00277 	119* 	 WRITE (6.205) 
00301 120* 205 FO4mAI (///45X•27H PARAMETERS AT END OF TUBE 1/1  
00302 ' 	121* 	 .)RITE (6.210) Y(1) 
00305 122W 21n FORMAT  (145_1(•84THFTAF  =oF10.e,•)  
00306 	123* 	 /MITE (6.215) UpmerrCAR 
00313 124* 21 ,", FO1MAT (1X,73'040 =LE14.6.1CX,THV ItpE14.6,12X.7HNCRAR = , E14.6a)  
00314 	125* 	 WRIT (6.230) Y(3),T(7).Y(111 
_411321_126* 23r roRmAr (IAL13-,7H)TFlu_=.E14.6,t2x,7H3TFDy =pE14.6.9x,  
(-0321 	Iv. 	 1 	10H0TFNCRA1 =pE14.6r/1 
	00322 __122* 	WRIT= (6,2101_ Y(5. ) 1 Y(91.Y(13)  
00327 	129* 	2411 FORMAT (1X.17 ,:r943PTFD2U =.E14.5•10X•9H02TFD2V =rE14,15,6X , 
00327 131* 	L 	 1,5912Tr1240919 =.E14.6,,)  
00330 	131* 	 WRITE (6,250) Y(15) , t(17),Y(19) 
00335 132* 25n FORMAT (1)(.15XFI0H02TFDUDV =rE14.6,5X,14H02TF0UDNCSAR e,E14,6,  
00335 	133* 	 t 	5X,14,102TFIVDNC3AR =FE14.6,/) 
00316 	114_* 	ottT(6,221) (xm(l),t=1,3)  
00344 135* 	22n -'o/MAT (0, 15X9IDELTA U ..:•F14.6rIOXI9HOELTA V =.E14.605X, 
0034u 	11F* 	i 1 1043ELTA RCIAR =rE14.A/)  
00345 137* 	 NITMAX = 20 
	00346_ _ 13e* 200 IF (NIT,GT.NITmAX) GO TO 300___ 	  
00350 	139* 	 NIT 	= NIT+1 
141* 	Z1 	= 0 	  \ 	 CO351  
CO352 	141* 	 Z2 	= v 
00353 142* 	23 = w:CIR 	  
00354 	1 10* 	 CALL 3NDCM3(Yo1l.V.FPC1RoYM) 
00355 	144* 	CALL . RESBAD(U , VOOWASTAR)  
00356 	145* 	 Z5 	= y(1).THETAS 
00357 14c* 	IF(7 ALT.0.0001) GO TO 2080  
00361 	147* 	 IF (1S(XM(1))/21.m7.0.0001) Go TO 50 
00361 14A* IF (A3C(Xmi.211/72.GT.0.00011- G0 70 . 50 	  
00365 	149* 	 IF(ABS(XM(3))/23.GT.0.0001) GO TO 50 
00357 150* 	WRITE(6r2070) 	  
00371 	151* 	207n FOROT(1H0.15HOPTIMUM REACHED) 
0037? 157* 	GO TO 1 	  






2050 FORIAT (1X.3011 NUMBER OF ITERATOTK—LICCEE05 42) 
GO TO 1 
00406 156* 2086 '4RITE(6.2085) 	 • 
n040, 157* 2065 w0407(1N0.24NVAN/SNING NEAT REJECTION) 
00403 156* GO TO 1 
00404 159* 300n 5TDP 
C0405 16r* END 
END OF cOMPILAT/)N: 	w NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
,., 02 	VFOR.15 RKS 
FOR 59A-07/27/72-17:4•.28 (,0) 
	  C 
5u3ROUTINERKS 	ENTRY POINT 900643 
	  C 
STORAGE USED: CODE ( 1) 001C401 DATA(0) 0000641 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000  





00 , 5 wERR35 
STORAGE A5SIGNMENT (FLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LoCAT/or, NAME) 







6001 000355 140L Cvnl 000105 146G 	0001 000130 156S 
Cool 	000177 1740 	Cent 	noc500 105E 0 001 	000510 	InnL 
nonl 000417 160L 
nOnl 	nnnn13 .20L 
0041 0602.12 205; 0001 003270 2175 Cunt 000524 2201. 	0001 000530 230L 0001 000541 240L  
0001 000374 243 C001 	000032 25t. 	nral 	000552 250L 0001 	000554 251L nOnl 	nnn572 2s7L  
0001 0c0604 259. 0001 000623 270L 0 1, 01 000456 300L 	0001 000615 336G 00n1 n006.51T.-4nL 
nOul 000060 45L 0001 	000006 sL 	01'01 	000076 50L 0001 	000123 70L nOnl 	000135 AnL 
0000 R 000014 Am 6000 R On0007 AMAX Oen° R 000011 C 	 0000 R 00n10 D 0000 P 60000ir-1)0T 
n000 R 000003 ("ELI 0000 R 000012 F 	 0010 R 000000 FR10 	0000 I 000004 1 0000 I 000005 FLAG 
0000 000030 INJis 6000 I 000002 T5YMp 	0('00 I 000013 J 	 0000 R 000006 S 
00101 1* SU3ROHTINE rKS(OERIW.CNTPL,YJY.A.R.T.DEL.N.IFVO.IRKR.NTRY. 
00101 2* IIERR.DELY•K.SD.YS.Y5T,DYST.yr4mP) 	 0500020 
00103 3* DImeSION y(N).0Ytn).A(N).R(14),DELY0). 	 Ds0 	3 
00103 4* IPD(OrS0(4).YS(N)InYST(N),YST ( N).YSIMP(N) bsOnn40 
_00104 5 ♦ EXTERNAL 	DERIV, CNTRL 
Irrag nX 00104 .1 6* FRio Is 	FIFTH ROOT OF TEN 
00105 7* FR10=1.5848932 	 0a00n700 
00106 6* IERR=0 
PylOggr° 00106 ..) 9* C YS 	CONTAINS Y VALUES AT LEFT END POTwT OF INTEGRATION INTERVAL 	.1 
.00106 lc* C 00001000 
00106_ II* C YSIMP CONTAINS Y FOR SIMPsovs RULF CHECK 	CHECK NOT MADE FOR 	00001100 . 
..) 	00106 12* C FIXED STEP MonE 	ISYMP IS CONTROL PARAMETER =1.FIXE0•2 VARDs00120 







IF FIXED STEP. 5I7E G O ONE INTERVAL OF LENGTH DELT AND RETURN TO trlgtr;lz!t; 
CNTRL, IF VAR GO TWO INTERVALS BEFORE RETURN To CONTRL 
00106 16* C DSOn1610 
____011112_6 17* C = n 	VARTARLE INTERVAL _I=VD 
00106 1h* C = 1 FIXED 	 gggtig0 
noloh In* C IRO, 	= n 	CUT INTERVAL ONCE BEFORE REPEAT 	(UNDER IFWD=0 ) 	DSOninn 
00106 20* C = 1 CUT AS REQUIRED 	 DSO 200 
..) 	00106 21* C NTRY 	= 1 	CONTINUE INT5G9 ATING 	 0G002100 
00106 22* C 2 RETURN FROM RKS 	 Ds0 220 
00106 23* C 3 	STEP REPEATED 	:1TH NEw DELT 	 05002300 
J 	00106 24* C 0500240 4 RESTART 	 81 
	
00106 	25* 	C 	IrRR = 0 	NORmAL 	
110;00!)500 
00106 26* C -1 DE4T=0. RETURN  =ROM RKS 	
DG0926n0  
00106 	27* 	C 	 1 	A(I)+ R(I)*ABS(Y(I))•: 0. r RETURN FROM RKS 
	 0sOD27n0 
ontn7 .7!-* 5 irciEt1 PII.ID.'n 	
ms0020410  
00112 	29* 	 11 1ERR=-1 	
D10112930 
______0811A 30* 	__G.P TO 270 
	 (1711831v0 
00114 	314, 	2i CALL DERIViY.DYPT/ 	
nspOilD0 
0011s 32. 	__ORM_ 	
plOr3290 	  
00116 	33* 	 CALL C4JRL(YOYOELPT,NTRYFIFV1) 
Ds0Own 
WIT 34* P - ; DDT=DEL 	
010n14110 	  
00120 	35* 	 IF(IFvp) 40.30.40 	
111093500 
	.00123 3.6w 	31-15y-P=P 
	 (110316D0 	  
00124 	37* 	 DEL7=DEL/2. 	
n1033711 
0_0125 _3P*  	Du 3 1 1=1.N 
	 01993;00 
00130 	39* 	 31 SJ(1)=0.0 	
CP109390 
00132 4r* 	_12712.1 
DID34nel  
00133 	41* 	 S=1. 	
DS004100 
	 00134_ 42* 	___;2 0 ___i_O AS 	 Dron4An 	  
00135 	43* 	 41 ISrAP=1 	 ► 	
DI0041110 
_OOLN, 44* 	__57.111-2:L 
0101441 	  
00137 	45* 	 4; Da 46 I=1,4 	
DsOn4cD0 
0014, 4h, 	YST(I)=YtI1 
nsOn460 	  
00143 	47w 	 14 0TST(T)=7T(() 	
D30 470 
	00145______41/* c 1_20 611_I=Ica._ 	
0Grin4An1 	  
00150' 	49* 	 D:LY(I)=OLT*OY(I) 	
D1004900 
--___00155___5Lt___ 	 WOLLI=DELY(II  
	 mormon 
00152 	51. 	 6• CONTINUE 	
0;0051110 
00154 52* 	SO TO (00,70).1SYMP 
	 01005Pn0 
00155 	53* 	 7 , DO 71 1=1PN 	
m005300 
00160 _,4. 7,_5)(T)=q0iI1+S*DY(I) 	
neoln54110 
00162 	55* 	 8 T=T+•FLT/2. 	
010055:10 
— 90163_ _St:*  _T", U5 1=1,.a   
	 01005609 	  
00166 	57* 	 T5II)=T(I) 	
110057n 
00167 52, 	Y(I)=Yr(llelLY(T)/2. 	
DIDD9An0 	  
0017n 	59* 	P, C)N7IwE 	
DIOD9cm0 
	00172 60* 	___CALL_DERITLYAY,T) 	
P1016900 	  
00173 	614, 	 no c)% I=1rN 	
nn005to0 
00176 __62_*  	.25L/(1)aELT*1Y(I)  
	 D.0nFon 
00177 	63* 	 PO(I)=DD(1)+2.*DELY(I) 	
D;016310 
0040n 64* 	Y(I)=Y5(I)+DcLY(I)/2. 
D1005un  
00201 	65* 	 91 CONTINUE 	
D5O9r,500 
	Una__ 66*  	CALL IniY1Yr7YeT)    0,nn5540 	  
00204 	67* 	 DO 95 1=1,N 	
D100570 
	00207______b9*  __IILIIII=DZLI*JY(/) 
	 nsnomm 	  
/ 00210 	69* 	 p)(/)=PDC il+P.*DELY(I) 	
9S405990 
____VSP11 7r* 	Y(11=YclI)+IrLY(I) 	
0I09799 	  
00212 	71* 	 c) cOv7I•LlE 	
D10071,10 
. clik14______72* 	_JL:a_jr_aLILa 
0ri017290 
00215 	73* 	 CALL DE:UV/Y.11..71 	
ns0(1731 
00216 74* 	_ID 1ZI 1=1.• 	
D500_74n0  
J 00221 	75* 	 OELT(I)=DELT*OT(I) 	
000ir7500 
n0229 7h* PNI)=P1II1+DFLY(I1 
9D09769  
00223 	77* 	 Y(I)=YS(I)+139(I)/6. 	
9G00779 
) 	00224 78* 101 CONTINUE 	
of-ion-pin°  
00226 	79* 	 SO TO (110.120),ISYMP 	
03007900 
00227 80* 111•NTRy=1 	
D3005000  






































 06011000  















Jr 2 	00231 	82* 	
CALL CNTRL(Y.DY.DEL.ToNTRY.IFV)) 
0002 R3* GO TO 300 
00233 	84* 	121 GO TO (130,140),IFLAG 
00234 85* 13, <=4. 
00235 	86* 	 IFLA 5 =2 
00236 87* 	CALL InIlitY,DY,T) 
00237 	86* 	 GO TO 50 
_____D024n 09* 141 CALL 37 RIVtY.3Y.T)  
00241 	90* 	 AMAX =GAO 
00242 91* ou inl I=1."I 
00245 	92* 	 5)(I)=S0(I)+1Y(I) 
DD246  ___93*  	YSImP(I)=YGI1I)+DELT*5n(I)/3. 
00247 	94* 	 0 	=A85(Y(I)—Y5IMP(1)) 
12025n 95* 	_AL 	=A(I)fR(I)*AB5(Y(I))  
00251 	96* 	 IF(C 	) 160.150.160 
00254 97* 151 IZR9=1 
00255 	98* 	 GO TO 270 
00256 99* 161 E 	=ABS(J 	/C 	)  
00257 	100* 	 AAAx=AmAX1(A4lAX.E) 
00260_  101* 	181 CONTIT,JE 
00262 	102* 	 IF(AvAX-1.) 215.21 5 .230 
00265 103* 21; 4TRY= 1 
00266 	104* 	 CALL CNTRL(Y.W.DEL.T.NTRY./FV)) 
0026/E15* 30 F-- (iT0y-1) 145.185010  
00272 	106* 	31 I=(NT2y-2) 270.270,330 
00275 	107* 33' IF(%Tc/r73) 340.340.5  
00300 108* 	341 T=T-21T 
00301 	109* 	IF(1EL) 259.10.259 
00304 11C* 	1E; GO TO (40,190),ISrAP 
Q0305_  111* 19) IEJAmAx—.75) 200.25.220  
0031n 	112* 	201 IF(AvAx—.075) 210.25.25 
	00313_ 113* 211 DEL=DEFR1f)  
00314 	114* 	 GO TO 25 
00315 115* 	_Zil OZL= 7T.L/F1110 
00316 	116* 	 GO TO 25 
00317 _ 117* 2•) I =1 4 I9102  
0032n 	11L* 	 GO TO (240,250).1 
00321 	119* 24 ' T=T-t'FL  
00322 	120* 	 DEL=CEL/FRIO 
00323 121* 	G3 To 259 
00324 	122* 	2t, 1 J=1 
00325 123* 251 44=01 Ax/10.$0  
00326 	124* 	 1F(1.-01 ) 25'3'257057 
	0311_425* 255_4=„14.1  
00332 	126* 	 GO TO P51 
00333 177* 257 T=I—VEL 
00334 	128* 	 DEL=:TL/(FR104, 441) 
d 	00335 129* 253 00 245 1=10 
0034n 	130* 	 DY(I)=DYST(/) 
00341 	131* 2 4 1 y(I)=YST(I) 
00343 132* 	 GO TO 25 
0034u 	133* 27n RETI)RN 
00345 134* 	 END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
000t --T)00004 A27 	n000 	n00nn5 A3 
nOnr it 000005 004 
0000 R 00001n DA2DU 
000 R 000042 OA4ON 
0000 R 000027 0A5Dv 
nnnu R_000004 DEED TB  
ilOnn R 000017 PFpU 
OW 000023 nriD4 	 
000r R 000006 OLDNC5 
0000 R 010034 r,m0 1.1 
0000 R 000001 020021 
noot R nnonns onotry 
0003 R 000014 n2MLNC 
004h  R nnonnt D3M2LN 
()On?. 	°non?, F3 
0000 000056 
0004 R 000004 U 
0006 R 000001 22  
0000 R 000003 AA;'• 	0004 	000003 Al 
	 no_li, 	0( 007 i5 	1004_ 0 00 1 10 06 
0000 R 000023 DA1Dv 0000 R 000040 DA20N 
n000 R nnOnil Dh3.011 	0000 R 000025 7.1 033v 
0000 R 000143 DA53N 0000 R On00t3 DA5OU 
noup  3.  0090 3 0,15_%_ 	0000 R 000045 PE5Ot 
0000 R 000046 ;1E - A 	0000 R 000047 nEPN 
n900 1_00 0 00 LA:11 1_ 0 000 .0 (1 0art2 r'F 1/ 
n003 R Gen912 DP/X 	0003 	000010 nFAx 
000 R 000)50 p% 1 7tN 0000 R nn0 ,t20 nADU 
n000 a 000006 DCao 	GOO') R 000022 1RGDV 
0005 R 000103 , 21.00Y COOS R 000000 1200V 
0005 R 000011 02LVN'. 	0003 R 000015 D2MDNC ,- 
	0000 R 000035  D2 '!',NC, 0003 	000011 DPNOLL 
%.. n006 R 000002 ET 	 0007 R n00000 ETA 
nOn3 R nr,0105 FT: C003 R 000014 FmCPR 
0000 R 000000 THETAF 	0003 R 000001 THETAS 
n003 R 000020 Y2 0005 R 000000 21 
0004 	(100005 Au 
noon R 000037 NON 	0000 R 000007 71 P.t0t1 	 
Donn R 000024 rImPot, 	00n0 p 1100n41 DA300 
Onno R 000012 r114111 0000 R 000n25 nArAnv  
0000 P 000044 016DN 	WO R 000014 nAe,Du 
0000 R 100015 DR540 nOn0 R nOnn31 DEnDV 	 
Oonn R 000033 rIFPV 	nOtg R nOnInn riFTA 
0 001 	nnnoPt nrulTn 	0003 R nOnnll nr0 
0005 R 000001 %DU 	011'15 R ORVIn7 nOV 
0000 R 000(136 nqC14 0003 R 000007 1 1, 1CDT1  
0000 P 000002 OnTN1 	nOn3 R nonnt6 n7FmAL 
n 00n5 R 000007 n4cR 00,15 R nnnnin n'Ll0, 1 
0000 R 000091 02m4cN 	nOn0 R 000121 n2mNrU 
0004 R 0001102  13m2NL nnott R (tenni! En 
0003 R nnnona FM 
0 	
000'1 R nnonnl F0 
005 R 000000 RLAM  
0003 000006 V 
	nOn3 
 : =Tr 1:1"" 
;FOR.1S SDRV 
FOR 59A-0/27/72-17:43:74 (,0)  
SUBROUTINE SDRV 	ENTRY POINT 000601 
STORAGE USE 	CODE(I)  0006051 DATAA01 0000661 BLANK COMMoN(21 000000 
COMMON SLOCKS:  
n003 	=LKI 	00 4)02 1 • 	  
n004 	aLKD 	00001 
0005 FLKR 00001;' 	  
0006 	v1.3 	00000- 
ExTEWJAL REFERENCES  , 3L0CK, NAME) 
0007 _ETA 
n010 NOERV 




	 0015 NERR3S 	 












CO2 	00104 	6* 	
COMMON /8LKI/THETAI ► THETAStFM.FN.FNOR.FNCoVPDNCOT1iOFNX ► D2NOLLP 
	
00104 7* 	1 	OFN)0(1FM•02MLNC,D2MONC.02FMLL ► Y1 , Y2FOE4078.E30E1DL/  
-4 	 00104 	8* 	 2 	 8LKONO342LN.D3M2NLiA1rA2 ► A3rA4pAStA8, 0 
0010u q* 3 /8LXR/RLAmeOLOWDLOVO2LOUU,02LOUV , D2LOVV.DIONC0.  
00104 	10* 	 4 	 O2LNC1.02LUNB.D2LyN8 
n0104 11* 	5 /VW 21_,72.ET  
00105 	12* 	 21 	= FJC 
00106 13* 	Z2 
00107 	14* 	 ET , : 
F.E.; *ijigrC)+eN  
0011n 15* 	TticTAF = Y())  
00111 	16* 	 THETA' = Y(2) 
= Y(1) -11.0112 17* 	Y1 
00113 	18* 	 Y2 	= Y(2) 
00114____19* 	CALL NC7UR.VIFNCBRITHEL4 8.FNCrnNC 07 1 , 02C 12702CTN8 )  
00119 	20* 	 CALL NDER(nLAM,FS . C,FM.DFMX,Or4.02FMLL , D2M0NC , O2MLNC,D3M2LN,0 3N2NL) 
0011f, Pt* 	AAA 	= TH.'7 TAF-FHETAR  
00117 	22* 	 DY(1) = -U *AAA 
0012n 23* 	.r.8 	= F"*5TA(F"1C)+FN  
00121 	24* 	 0E8078 = 3*THET43**2*FNC8R*(FM*DETA(FNC)+ETA(FNC)*DFM) 
--__0022- 25* 	833 	= 4±INF;TA-1**3/IIMEIA ,. **4 -THFIA5**4)  
00123 	26* 	 DY(2) : -u/(1/AAA+DEROTO/E'+q09) 
00124 27* 	CALL OFEV(Y(3) r Y(4),Y(6 ► pY(6 1 PILOU.n2Lf,U 1 107)Y(3).OY(4)0*(5)•  
00124 	26* 	 1 	 DY(6).0.,1.,DNCOU. 7 A1DUpDA2DuplA3OU•DA4OU,DA5OUP 
00121 
00125 	
29* 	2 Or.91Urr?EU.a.EU.DE;UtOmOUIO2U)  
CALL DER11(y(7),Y(8),Y(9)rY(11),0LOV,O2LOVV.DY ( 7) , OY( 0 ) , DY(9) ►  
%** 	 , 	00125 1 	 n 	
CO Y(10),0_00 cLINCOY.DA1DV.DA2^V.DA3DV , OA4DvipAV ,  
',30125 	32* 2 DAGOV ► ERDV,DEVOErV,DMOVTO-FiNCV) 
00126 33.• 	CALL DERV1Y(11),Y(12).Y(13)01 1 4) 0LONCRO 2LNCA.DY(1 1 ) , OY (12) p  




CALL ► Ix0ER(Y(4).7(8)0.(7).7(16)tY(15T;D P4000pD•CDV,DY (4 ) ,0AIDU , 
00121 37* 	. 1 	 0A10V.DA2OU.DA20".0A309,0A30VOA40V.DA9D10,0 A 5DV.  
00127 	35* 	 2 DA630.nA6D•CLDtt.ILDV02LN.IVOE 0DVOEBou•DElopEv
, 
00127 39* 	3 	 DEPU.1c9V,DMIU.T1V.024P0CU.O2W1CV , I..0.03 Y(1 6 ) ,  
00127 	WI* 	 4 1Y(15)) 
	00130 41*  CALL MD(DERIY(4) .Y(12) tY(11) pY( 18) .Y(17) iONCIUtONCONFDY(4) r  
0013n 	42* 	 1 	 0A1DI!.CAIDN,DA2014,A2ON;DA.73UpDA3D1it0A45N,DA5OU. 
	0013n 43* 	2 04S0N.0A60110491'.1LOU,(ILDNCR , 02LUN4.0530N.DE00 1 ) ,  
0013n 	44* 	 3 	 DEVOEN,DEpUtDEpP...nm5U ► DME4.02MNCU,D2MNcN•1.•1“ 
3013n 45* 4 17(1A)0Y(17))  
00131 	4E* 	 CALL MIXDER(Y(8),Y(12).Y(11)0(20)rY(1 ,7 )03NCOVeCINCIINOY (8 ) ►  
.)40131 47* 	1 	 DAI0V,(1410NrOA2Y0A204, 0 A3DV , DA30 NFOA40N.DA5DVp  
00131 	401, 	 2 DA5DNOA6DO0A60).FILOV.DLO ► CR.D2LVNBOEBONOEDDVr 
. 	OJAI 49* 	3 	 DED)EN,OEPVIDEP!0, DMOV,DMON ► D2NNCV,D2MNCN,001. 0  
...) 00131 	SO* 	 4 
RETON 	
DY(20).0Y(19)) 
00137 51*  
00133 	52* 	 t.-NO 
END OF LOMPILAT/011 	 NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
02 	;FOR.IS SCNTL 
FOR 59A-07/27/72-17:42.50_LAL 
SUBROUTINE SCNTL 	ENTRY POINT 000147 
STORAGE USED: 	CODE(1) 	0001741 	DATA(0) 	0000141 BLANK COMMON(2) 	000000 
cOvMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	NICT 	0004i5 
0004 vA3 000un3 
a01_ 	00t (•'4 
EXTERNAL REFEREuCEF 	(BLOCK. NAME) 
000i, 	vw)01 
0010 	%ERR33 
ASSIGNMENT. 	(BLOCK, TYPE) RELATTg30=1!0 , NAME) ____5/2RAGE 
0001 000135 60L 0003 R 000000 nimT n060 	000002 2007 	C001 	010054 5L 	 0001 	000061 501. 
nOCU R 000000 0x511 0003 R 000003 r, XwRT 	0004 R 000002 ET 




000002 XWRT 0004 R ggggA°155 
n004 R 000001 Z2 
1* 	 503 0.0 . ITINE cC11TL(T,DY0X.X04T 0 y,IFvD) _____MILL__ 
. 	00101 	2* C 
3* 	C 	14TEGR1TLON CONTROL PROGRAM _00101_ 
00101 	4* C 
00103 5. 	 D1mENst0N y(l0).OY(20) 
00104 	6* COMMON /MCT/ ILMT.IcNT,URT.0X'JR-T;T:STEP 
n0104 7* 	 1 	/VA4/ 	7:1,72.FT 
00104 	11* 2 /900/VAL(211) 	
. 
00105 9* 	 TcNT 	= IIT+1 
	
00106 	10* IF()X.SE.DXw1T.ANO.ICNT.GT.1) 	LSTEP = 1 
_____00110 11* 	 ___3=(ABS(X-I2•2T).LTOLMT1 GO TO SO 
90112 	12* I.7 (01T.GT.X) 	SO TV 	5 
gall? Ils r 
00114 	14* 	 DXSTR 	= OX 
J 	0.0115__ 15* = nX0DIRT-X ___12/1: 
00116 	16* 	 L:NT 	= I 
0_01.1.7_ 17* NTRi = 1 
00120 	1r* 	 RELJIU 
00121 	2c* 	 S MTRY 	= 1 
0012 21* RETJR1 
00122 	22* 
00121 23* 	 51- 	NR/TL- (6,2(100) 	Y(1).T(2).21.72,ET.VAL(31,,VAL(4),X 
00135 	24* 2001 FORMAT (0F15.7) 86 
Q2 	00136 25* 
IFILCNT.E0.11 
LCNT 
DX = DXSTR 
n 







'XMRT 	= n014 .4 
00144 
PP* 
29* NTRy = 1 













35* ón 	4TRY 	= 2 
36 tiETuRN 0015 
00154 37* END 
NO 	DIAGNOSTICS. END OF LOMPILrT/ON: 
0 
27 
2 	 aNOCNO 
FOR c9A-07,27/72-17:43v,4 (.0) 
SOROuTINE aN()C0D 	ENTRY POINT 000350 
STORAGE uSED1  CODE(1) 000411; DATA(0) 0000657 BLANK  COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
Q003 	50(1 	00000!  














0001 	000130 601L 	0001 	000134 6021. 	0001 	000137 603L 	0001 	000167 61% 
	






0001 	000263 623L 	0001 	000313 630L 	0001 	70.0040 700E 	0000 R 000000 AN 
0003 000001 , ONC50 0000  I 000017 I 	 0000 000044 INJPs 0040 I 000020 J  
0000 R 000014 XN 	 000n R 000022 21 0000 R 000023 Z2 	 0000 R 000026 23 n000 I 000021 
E0101___ 1* SUbROUTINE 9INDCN0(Y,I1evilFNCBR.r) 
00101 2* c 
00101 3* C INDCND INSURES U.14 ANr) NC3AR APE WITHIN THEIR ROUNOARY CONDITIONS 
00101 4* C 
'.- --..-00103_ 5* NYENS101 01(3,4)001(3).X4(3).y( 20) 
. 	00104 6* CO'ACIN /5LK9/3NCRUU , DNCEIDV 
00105_____ 1* L__ 	= 0 
■.. 	00106 0* A = 0 
00107 el* ( 	r 0 
0011n 10* 7.1 = 0 
L _____00111._____ II* 72 	=_M 
00112 12* 73 = F , T1R 
. ._____00113____ 13* 4____ 	= 21+V(1) 
:.... 	00114 14* 4 = 724Xv(2) 
_____00115 is* -.N.-.n 	= 714A"(1) 
00116 16* AN(1.1) 	= 	Y(5) 
14. _0,0112____ 17* •.4i112) 	= 	Y(15) 
001211 ig,* 4N(1.3) 	: 	Y(17) 
______00121 19* \N(7P1) 	= 	Y(15) 
L 	00122 211* .N(212) 	= 	Y(9) 
nOIPA Pi* 1N(10) = 	Y(11) 
00124 22* v,a(5 , 1) 	= 	y(17) 
C. ___012c 23* - ■ Ntle2) 	= Y(19) 
00126 24* AN(3.3) 	= 	y(13) 
00127 P5* 74.0 IF (U.11%.4.00E-06.0R.N.GT.25Q.1) GO TO 600 























	[19112____  5 , *  
00173 - 	51* 
00174 52*  
00175 	53* 








00214 	63* 	62 
00215 	64*  
00216 65* 
G0217 	66*  
0022n 67* 
Q 	 s •  
00224 	69* 
00226 	70*  
-60227 71* 
0023n 	72*  
00231 73* 




00236 	713*  
5O TO 623 
4.00-23 
AN(3•1) = 0. 
 
AN(302) = 0.  
AN13•31 = 1. 
=  
IFtI*Ft1.0/ )(NW =-1, (3) 
IF(J•K0.0) YH(P) = -V(7)  
IF(K.;7 o.0) te4(3) = -T(11) 
CALL =4INV(Am.XN,3.4)  
X4(I) 	= xl(1) 


















IF (PNCGR.1.7.0.00009.0R.FMCDR. 6T. 4 .0 1 ) GO TO 620 
RETORt,  
601. IF (U.LE.5.0E-06) GO TO 601 
IF (U.GF.250.) GO TO 6n2 
GO TO 610 
60 1  XM(I) 	= 5.0E-06-71  
GO TO 603 
=  
60: AN(1•1)...= 1. 
Attt1•21 = n.  
AN (14 31 = 0. 
A::(2.31 = O. 
J =  
IF(I•E0.0) xH ( I) = -Y(3) 
IF(.1. 7 (4,0) Y , ;(2) r. -y(7) 
IFt5.Eo. 0) Ym(3) = -Y(11) 
	 CALL 6- 414V(Att.XN.3.4)  
62. (FTICGR.LE.1.0E-04) GO TO 62• 
IF(F\IC3R.OE,4,00) GO TO 622  
GO TO 630 
62 , 	= 1 i0=-04 23  
- )( 4 ( 3) 	= /01 (3) 
= 71+XM(1)  
V 	= 22+X•(2) 
FNCSR 	= 23+XM(3)  
66 , GO TO 700 
also 
IF(I.F0.0) YN(1) = -Y(3) 
IF(J.r0.0) YM121 = -y(7)  
YN(3) = -Y(11) 
CALL =- 41t1Vt4(tON.3. 4 ) •  
61 IF (V.LE.5.0E-.051 Go To 611 
IF tV.GE.5n.) GO TO 612  
00 TO 620 
61 •_gil(2 ) 	= 	5.0E-05-Z2  
GO TO 613 
6I X1 42 ) 	= 50.-72  
61 . Att(2.1) = 0. 
ANi2.12LSLL 	  
ENO OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
93 
2 	 RES-3•q3 
FOR 0A-07/27/72-17:44:04 ► 0) 
SU3ROUTINE RESBND 	ENTRY POINT 000203 
STORt.GE USED: CODE(') 000232; DATA(0) 0000581 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
ExTERNAL REFERENCES (aL.ocK, NAME) 
n003 	S:-.RT 
	 0004 Nw2js 	 
0005 	.:102s 
n005 .E.RR31 
STO1GE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK:, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMF) 
n001 	000026 IL 
n00() R 000003 A  
n000 R 000000 U2 
0001 	0n0126 2L 
0000 R 000004 
0000 R 0n0001 v2 
00'0 	000007 2000F 	0001 	000144 3L 	0001 	000161 4L 
0090 R n00n05 C 
0010 R 000002 Z 
0000 R 000006 EPS 0000 000037 INJPs 
C0101 	is 	S03ROOTINE RESBNO(U,V,MASTAR)  
00101 2* 	C 
00101 	3* C 	RES,No ClEcKs  THE DOUNDARY OF  LAMBDA AND KEEPS ASTAR 
00101 4* 	C 	GREATER THAN U*V 
	
D0111__5* C  
00163 	b* 	 DIMENSION X•(3) 
10104 7* 	1)2 	= 0—X1(1)  
00105 	8* 	 V? = V-r1(2) 
10106 9*  
RZ 	
= ASTAR—U*V 	  
00107 	10* IF .wAT.2.*:)*V*1.0E-06) GO TO 1 
	00111 11*  
00111 	12* 	C 
= v(1)0(1(2) 1'0112 13+ . A  
00113 	14* 	 8 	= upcot(2)* ■12*xm(1) 
00114_____11* 	_AL =_1):1*,2=4,n9*AsTAR  
00115 	lb* 	 IF(A05(C).LE.1.0E-05„AND.XM(2).LT.0. ) GO TO 2 
	/17117 17* 	_i_FIA5siCLILL,F5,AND.KM(1)4T.0.) GO TO 3  
) 00117 	le* 	C 
00121 19* 	EPS 	: (.14-SaRT(3ici0.4.*A*^))/2./A  
C0122 	20* 	 X1(1) = EPSO4(1) 
) _____2_012.3.__  21* 	_x1(2) 	= FPs*YM(2I  
00124 	22* 	 U 	= up+xM(1) 
= 112*Np(P)  n0124 2Ac 	V 
) 	00126 	24* 	 GO TO 4 
00127 25* 	' EPS 	= tn.99*ASTAR-u2*V)/(V*XM(1))  
0013n 	25* 	 X1(1) = Eps*r4(1) 
Go TO 4 00132 	2b. 	 ; "2"v(1) 
J 0013) 27* 	U  
0013x Pc)* A FP5 	= 0.99*ASTAR-0*V2)/(UOMI23) 
00134 	30* 	 . X4(2). = EP5*XM(2) 
c: 	00135 
_____10135 
31* 	 V 	= v2004 (2) 
32* C 
00136 33• 	a 	qRITE(6#20110) 	101(1).Xv(2).EPS  
nn145 14* PrIOn rORAAT (//cY/EPSILDN CALCULATE1 	DELTAU =1E14-6/ cm 
00143 35• 	 1 	31X 1 	DELTAV = 1 E14.6/31X 1 ERS/LON = 1E14.6) 
CC 
00141 16* C 
C.0 
00144 37* 	 RETURN 
oC 
Lr. 
_0014c 38* :NITI .-- 
EN) OF :OMPILATicl: 	NO 	DIAGNOSTICS.  





FOR SBA-07/27/72-17144:10 (,0) 
SUBROUTINE REST 	ENTRY POINT 000066 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000120$ DATA(0) 000023$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
n003 NERFOS 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (4LOCK, 4 yPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
. 0000 	000003 INJPS 
SUBROUTINE REST(U.V.ASTAROILAMOLOUOLOV,02LOUU.D2LOUV021.0vV. 
IDLONC3.02LNCB.D2LUNR.D2LVNR) 
CON TAr A A RESTPAIN 







MO% 0* 	 i4: 
00104 	7* 
00106 9* 






























ENO OF rOMPILATION; 	 NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
92 
1 
oz VOR.IS NDERV 
FOR 59A-07/27/72-17:44:13 (.0) 
SU3RCUTINE NDERV 	ENTRY POINT 000056 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000701 ()ATM()) 0000151 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
ExTcRNAL REFERENCES MOCK. NAME) 
n003 	SORT 
n004 A$14  
nOOS 	NERR3$ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 






00101 3* 	C N AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
00101 4* C 
00103 5* C4 = RLA1+1,0 
00104 he. C5 = RLAA+2.0 
00105 7* C6 = SIRT(RLAm*C51 
_____10106 6* FN = (1.5707963+C5—C6—AS/N(1.0/C4))/RLAM 
00107 9* DFNx = —(FN+C6/C4-1.0)/RLAM 
OU1In 1.1)* D2NDLL = —(2.0*DFNx+1.0/(C4.C4*C6))/RLAM 
00111 11* RETURN 
00112 12* END 
END OF COMPILATION: NO 	DIAGNOSTICS. 
93 
;FOR.IS MDER 
FOR c9A-07/27/72-1714414( (.0) 
Su3ROuTINE MDER TRT POINT 000251 
STORAGE USA: CODE(1)  0003041 DATA(0) 0000661 BLANK CO4MoN(2) 000000 
ExTERNAL REFERENCES ('LOCK, NAME) 
n003 	SGRT 
m004 ASIN  
0005 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (LOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
n000 R 000011 cF4  
0000 k 000001 c2 
n000 P 00000§ C7  
n000 R 000014 DFFSnL 
n000 R 000021 D2C31L  
0000 000040 INJP, 
0000 R 000030 Cl 
0000 R 000003 C3 
Onn0 R 000ri07 Cs 
0000 R 000016 D2CFLL 
0000 R 000024 D2FsLL 
0000  R 000017 CIO 
0000 R 000002 C4 
0000 R nown C9 
0000 R 000025 D2CFNC 
0000 R 000027 03C2LN 
0000 R 000020 ct1 
0000 R 000044 C5 
0000 R MOOOS DCFDNC 
0000 R 000026 D2CLNC 
0000 R 000030 D3C2N4 
now) R 000022 Ct2  
0000 R 000nOS C6 
0000 R 000013 DCFNnL 
0000 R 000023 02c20. 







00101 	1* 	 rJGROUTINE RDERCILAm.FNC,FM.DNX.DFm.D2FMLLO2KINC,D2MLNC.D3m2LN, 
00101 2* 1 3m2NL) 
____00101 	3* 	c  
00101 	4* C 	AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
00101 c * 	c  
-- 	00103 	6* 1 	= 0.1460*F4C-0.02866 
-r . _____0010u 	7* 	 c2 = srrITIRLAm*(P.+RLAM))  
' 00105 	8* c4 	= 1.0/(RLAm+1.0) 
0010.6 4* 	 r3 = AstN(C4)  
▪ 00107 	10* k5 	= 1/(C4pc2) 
00110 II* 	 c5 = cC4**2)/cPRT(1-C4**2)  
L7 	= 1/(RLA4**2) 
CO = FNC/BLAM  
(9 	= 2.*C7*C8 
00111 	12* 
____20112  11* 
00113 	14* 
0011u15* 
0 	00115 	16* 
0011*. 17* 
00117 	18* 	 rCF131. 
Q 	0012n 14* 7FFS11. 
00121 	20* 	 ,Fmx 
____0012221* c:FDNC 
%.; 	00123 	22* 	 :FM 
00124 21* - 2CrLL 
00125 	24* 	 :10 
0_ 	0012A 1.5* C11 
14*. 00127 	26* 	 G2C31.1. 
A4 0013n p7* C17 
4.) 	00131 	28* 	 D2C2LL 
= C1*C7 *FNC 
= 105-C6-FF5)/RLAN  
= cFNOFFSOL+FFS*DCFNDL 
= -(0.1160*FNC+CI)/RLAm 







FFS 	= tC2*C1-1.57079635)/RLAm 
rM = rFN*Frq 
6P 00132 29* 12 ,7sLL = (D2C2L.S. )2C3LL-.2.0F=SOL)/RLAM 
00131 3C+ 4 DV,ALL =j7FM*22PSLL+2.*DFFSDL* 1CFNDL+FFS*02CFLL 
00134 31* D2ZFNC = -0.2920/PLA4 
nonc  AP. D2T0,1C PFS.12':FMr r4 
01)136 33* D2CLNC = 	(0.146*FNC+CI)*C7 ti 
14* D2m,NC a rICEONC*OFSDI+D2CLNC*cTS 
001411 35* D3:2LN = -7.*D2CINC/RLAM CC 
0014t 36* D312LM = nCFnNC*DFSLL+2.*IFFSIL*D2CLNC+FFS*D3C2LN 
00142 37* 93C2NL n.2920*C7 T^ 
0014‘ 31i* 03A2NL :"F FF6-03UNL+OFFSOL*02C:'NC 
00144 39* RETURN 
0014s 40* ENI 
END OF COMPILAT'A: 	NO oIAGNOST/CS. 
95 
x 	ZFOR,IS NC)ERV 
FOR 594-07/27/72-17:4 4 ;19 00) 
SOROUTINE NCDERV 	ENTRY POINT 000031 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000441 DATA(0) 0000131 BLANK  COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL kEFERtNCE (BLOCK, NAME) 
n003 	NERR3$ 
ST0i,AGE ASSIGNNENT (9LOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATIO , I. NAME) 








































   Eista OF comP/L.T104:  NO 	DIAGNOSTICS.   	
No/ 96 
cz 	 MIXr, ER 
FOR c9A-n7/27/72-17:44:49 (,0) 
SUBROUTINE MIXDER 
	
ENTRY POINT 000347 









n003 	5LKI 	0000,4 
• 0 0 04 BLKD 000 0 12 








ST0RA5E ASSIGN1ENT 	(1L6EXT-TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, FLAME) 
A4 n004 R 000003 Al 	 0004 R 0n0n04 i2 	 000A R n0b-O-05 A3 	 0004 R n00006 0004 R Orian07-A9 
n004 R 000010 (6 0007 R 000000 DrIDETA 	POO R nOOnnn nOETA 	Onn6 R 000000 OFJA 
nFto 
D243xY 
nOn3 	nnon23 nelni 
00n3 n00nn7 n1CDT1 





DE4Dy, 	0003 R 000013 cFM 	0(40 R 000012 nrMX 0003 R 000010 
DN.:Dxr 0000 R 000003 O241XY 	Onnl R 000020 D2A2XY 	0000 R 000021 
n000 R 000015 0215yr 	0000 R 000004 D246xY 00r9 R 000017 DPEOXY 0000 R 660012 D2EPXY 000-0[1760001112EXv 
n003 R 000016 02FMI 0000 R 000013 IPMDLY 	000i R n0On15 D2MONC 	0000 R 000014 OlmIxY 0003 A nOnn14 DpmLHC 
R ovonil 
R 000002 
0000 R 003010 1712 ,10xT 0001 R 000007 D3MNLY 0000 R 000010 





0004 R n0On0Y- 3.12iN 
nOn3 	000022 F3 
n003 R 000002 FM 	 0003 	000003 FN 	00n3 R 000005 FNC 0003 R 000004 FNC3R 0000- 	000026 INJPs 
n003   	000000 THET/i 	0003 000001 THETAS 	0004 R 00000n U 	 0003 	000006 V 0 00 0 0 000000 r 
n003 000017 Y1 	 0003 R 000020 Y2 	 000) R 000002 Z 
_____1_0101 1* SUBROUTINE mI!DEROT1Dv.DTRly.oTFDY.D2TRxY.02TFxY.2.4C0*,DNCOY, 
00101 2* 1 	 02rIXE,DAI7X,7A10* ► DAnx.DA2DyiDA3DxrDA3Dyr 
____V0101 	 3* Dt4Dy.DA57X.0A5DY.D46DX.C660YOLQ1017.10Y. 	• 
00101 4* S 	 OPLOXTOPIOYOEBOVDEX/DEYeDEPX•DEPYrOMMO 
001•1 5* i Cm/YLD2MNCXtNCy.0,C,D3TXTE.DTFIXY) 
VOloi 6* C 
00101 7* C 	FOR MIXED ',DERIVATIVES OF U AND V 	SET B=1. AND C: 0, 
00101 	8* C FOR MIXEDDERIVATIVES OF U AND FNC9W- E7 B=1. AND C= 1. 
_4`0101_.__9_* C 	FOR MIXED DERIVATIVES OF V AND =NCBR SET 8=0. AND C: 1. 
00101 . 	IL* C 
00103  11* .21MENSION Y(2) 
00104 12* COMMON /BLKI/THETAB/THETAS , FM.FMoFNCBR,FNC.V.ONCOT1,0FNXIPD2NOLL. 
	90104 	• 13* 1 	 DFMX.DFM.02P.LNC,DpMONC4,02FMLL.Y1fy2rDE4DTS.E3,DE1DL, 
00104 14* 2 BLKO/U.D3M2LN.D3M2NL,AI.A2.A3.A4,A5,A6,EB 
00105 15* Y(21 	= Y2' 
00106 16* 	- Z 	= FNC 
97 











































DLOY*I2F"LL+34CDY.12 - LNC 














































FOR c9A-07/27/72-17:44:54 (,1) 
SU3ROUTINE DERV 
	
ENITRT POINT 000604 
STORAGE USED: Cc0E(1)  100 7211 DATA(0) 0001301 BLANK COMMONS) 000000 
rOMMON BLOCKS: 
n003 	ELKI 	000024 
0004 BLKD 000012 
EXTERNAL RE=ERENCES (O_OCK. NAME) 
0005 	ETA  
n006 DETA 
A007 	DDETA  
0010 	DODETA 
n011 NERR3S 









000 R 000051  
0004 R 000004-7(2— 
0000 R 000067 D243uU 
0000 R 0(140.55 [TEPuu 
0000 R 000056 n2mUu 
0004 R 000001 n3m2)N 
0003 R 000002 FM 
3003 	000000 THETAB 
0003 R 000017 Y1 
1 3 :::::::1 0 0 IX  . D 	n004 i .00901 	:.6 .• 	6 k 0000 D TA 










n000 Ft 001'“ 
0003 .000022 E3 



















0009 •i 6.0t1005 A3 
0000  q 000063 DATOU  
0003 	000421 DE40Tm 






nOn7 P nOnnnn DDETA 
00i3 R 000012 n=mx 
0000 R Onnn51 n'Alm 
0000 R 000070 D2A 4UU 






 R 00001K n2m0me 
0000 R 000054 D2NCUU 
0004  1 0 0no02 03M2NL  
0003 R•000003 FN 
0003 R 000001 THETAS  






























>_ __-00101 	1* 	 SJBR0UTINE DERVCY3tY4.YS,Y6 , CILDU.12LDUUtlY3.0Y401.5,0Y6,0,C,  
90101 2* 1 	 nNcOuinAlOupDA20(f00outnA90u.DA56u,DA6Dut 
_01_01_  3* 	 2 DE?DU,DE0,0EPU,DvJU,D2PNCU)  
.3 	. 00101 	4*•C 
00101 
00101 	
5* 	C 	rERIVATIVES  
6*  
1 ,,)_ 00101 7* 	C 	FIR FIRST AND  SECOND DERIVATIVES  OF 	U SET C=1 AND a=0  
I 	 00101 	8* C FJR FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES OF " V SET C=0 AND R=0 
00101 9* 	C 	F3R FIRST_AND SECOND DERIVATIVES  OF FNCUR SET C=0 AND 13=1  
i .) 	00101 	10* C 
00101 11* 	 nImrNSION y(P0),nY(20) 
00104 	12* COMMON /3LKI/THETAR.THETAS,Fm.FN , FNOR,FNC.VONCDTIOFNX.D2NOLLP 
—1010413* 	 1 	 DF4 ,00FM,D2MLNC,D2MONCt02FM4LrYIPY2t0E4DTB,E3pDEIOL/ 	 
2 BLKO/U,D3M2LN,D3M2NLtAIIPA2,A30A4FASPA6,ES 
Y(1) = Y1 '  







Q2 	00107 	17* 	
y(3) - 	= y3 
O011n 18* Y(4) = y4 	  
00111 	19* 	 )(5) 	= y5 
n0119 2n* ', (61 = yt,  
00113 	21* 	 i 	= rmC 
___-__00114 22P E3 = F .4*ETA(7J +FN 	 
00115 	?3* 	 tt 	= I./Mi1-y(2)) 
...,-- ___1011fi24* /..5 = Fm*KLI.(7)+ETACZ1*DFM 	 
.! 	00117 	. 25* 	 P i 	=•3*Y(2)**2*F • VIR 
n0pn ,N* r3 = 64,4 5/r.i3 	  
00121 	.17* 	 1.3 	= 4.17(2)**3/(Y(2)**9-THET 45**4) 
' .■ OD 122___ 2(;t t4 = A1tA2+0 
00123 	29* 	 u\lou 	= -.11**2*(Y(3)-4(4)) 
_ _ 001214_ 3C•  tcai = ikE tY 14 ) 4.9*Y ( 2) **1 
-  -.) 	00125 	31* 	 t T.Pu 	= DDET A ( 7)*r)I4Cr)l) 
0012f, 32* D•311 = 1FmY*3L3U.1F ,s*VIC2U  
00127 	33* 	 1.2MN:U = 52MLN!*JLDU+17MONCONCOJ 
2) ____00130 •  14*  :1J______:z D 7 T4( , )*D ,, CDu 	 
00131 	35* 	 .17, A500 	= Fv*DE1U+DETA(7)*DMDU4E 7 4(7)*12MNC(J+DFm*DEU 
____J00132 	311* C4630 = 6*/12)*FtIC3114Y(4)4.1±3*V(al!* 2 
j 	00133 	37* 	 i 7 	= 040A51U4A5*DA6DU 
_ ___114.13143n* 
, 410 = irmx*T..00  
. .. 
00135 	39* 	 7.50J 	= FY*3Eu4E74(7)*IMDIJONDU 
:)_____41)13A  	41* LA27U = 07-A70E5001/F3  
00137 	41* C13DJ 	= A3*Y(4)*(3/Y(2)-A3) 
- -___0014P42* 	 E. 14)9 = gr1Di1i0OpufnA3D 11 
..) 	 00141 	43* "((4 ) 	= -CP444o/A4**9 4f-A41U 
00142 	)4* 	 P2A1JU = -Aisc?*(Y(9)-Y(61)-2 ,01*Dti1D11*(Y(31-Y(4))  
00143 	45* ClrICUU = A6*Y(5)4nA57II*Y(4)40,3*Y(4)*Y(2)**2 
■ 
-, 	00144 46* 	 Cl2j111DPETA(7.)*DPJTUU+nNCDu**2*nr)OFTA( 7 ) 	  
00145 	47* :240 	= 1FMX*12L -IUU+9 1..•U*17:2F4LL*nl1 1 . 1 +12mLNC*ONCM 1 +DPM* 024CuU 
. ____00145_____48* 	 1 44Y4CrPis  ( !7.4l.nc..44)1271 11+.1)2"71C*04 . ClaL 	 
00146 	49* :3MNJU = 3PmLNC*UPL1141.0LDO*('13v 2Lm*DLOUO 3M2NL*ONCOU) 
_011 4 h. 51 * 	 1 	 47.,1 w2'1C* 7, PNC.IU*ON7U*D 7APO..*num  
00147 	51* f.2Euj 	= DET4M*11 24CuJ+11ETA(7)*OmC00**2 
' ____0015n 52* 	 - >A5.i/U__EY*02 71,1) 1 44-24Y ,U*n*Du+^=TAIZLIVUtETA(2 1*fl3MNUU 
00I5r 	53* 1 	 +2*E4*Dpit4C!1+DP4 *:+2ru 1 ' 
____00151 5k* 	 ;:'2d151 ) 	131Y12)4F.EC1R*W111.6 *.ELIC 340 ( 4 ) **2 + 0*12*X12 ) *Y (4) 
■ 
,..0 	00152 	55* ':'4730 = 46,1PAr,U1 0.1A510*DA6D1105•2A6U+DA6DU*DA5OU 
_—_2091  if* 	 -NW: = nFmx*120UU+nPNDLL*11 ,0**7  
00154 	57. ' 1E3UU = F- I*12:UU+2*")FU*OMDU+ETt(Z)*02MOU+02NUU 
1 .r____0_0155 ifl* 	DI&VILL : IDA70Q-A2*DPE3UU-P*OEBN*OAPIU)/EB  
00156 	59* 	 r2A3JU = A3*((3/YM-A3)**(61+Y(4)*(-3/Y(21**2*Y(4) -DA3DU1 
_____CO1.56 ,Nr.* 1 	 4.(1/k302.111141,2)___ 
..) 	00157 	51* 	 :2A4jU = 12*IUJ+D9A2ou+D2AluU 
:1014p Ap* f . t(6) 	= -P/44*9Y(4)*nA4DUW/A4**2*OPA411U  
00161 	63* 	 rY(3) = u*(Y(4).*Y(3))*(T(2)*q1 1 ))*C 
0 _ _00162 Y4* -05) 	= 11*tY(6)-*Y(5)1+2*(Y( 4 ) ■11 31 ) *C  
00163 	65* 	 r1' 3 = py(3) 
_____aDifau MIA 7Y4 	= mv(4)  
0 	00165 	57* 	 ! , y5 = 0Y(5) 
n016F. ih* :Y6 	= IY(6)  
! 	00167 	
59* 	 FZTURN 
k., 	_0017n 7n* EA]  
END OF fOMPILAT/0: . 	NO DIAGNOSTICS.  
C ;FOR.IS INTIAL 
FOR S9A-07/27/72-17144:59 (.0) 
I 
SUBROUTINE INTIAL 	ENTRY POINT 000470 
STORAGE USED: CoDEtil 000522; DATA(0) 0001231 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000  
COMMON BLOCKS: 
n003 	9LKI 	00002+  
EXT.RUAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
n004 	ETA 





STORAGE AsSIGN4ENT 	7LoCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION-. NAME) 
n000 R 000037 Al 0000 R 000040 ft2 0000'R 000041 	A3 0000 R 000053 B1 0000 R nonnvt—r 
n006 R 000000 DDETA 0000 R 000051'nOSTDU 	. nOW , R 00000n DETA . 0000 R 000046 DFTADU 0003 R 000021 nr.lot. 
n000 R 000032 0E100. 0000 R 000027 DEIDT4 00011 R 000047 DE1DU 0000 R 100030 nc:20r0 non0 R (10004 nr20u 
n000 R 000131 DE3DT! 6000 A OnOn35 nE300 nOnl R 000021 DF4DT nonn R 000n33 nF400 nnno R 00004'40rCNnU 
0003 Z 000013 DE1 C000 R 000045 nEmDU 000.1 R 0'0012 OFMX 0000 R 0 On43 nrsnu 0 , n 	n nn 
n003 R 001007 ONCDT- 0000 R 000061 01 now) R 000062 02 0000 R 000065 D2E1Cn 0000 R 000060 02E10 
0000 R 000055 02E1T) 0000 R 000036 02E2TU 000n R 000042 i5fE3TU 0000 R -017066 02E4CB 006.0-1T-00007- 2EkCJO 
0003 R 000016_.02FMLI, 0000 R 000055 024no 0001 R 000015 02MONC 0003 R 000014 D2MLNC 0O00 R 000n52 t)MNrU 
0000 R 000067 02ACN 0000 A 000050 024ETV 0003 - 11-660011 n2NDLL 0000 RIPIOnS7 02NOLU 0006-W-Winn61-11.1 
n000 R 000064 D4 0004 R 000000 ETA onnn R 000025 El 0000 R 000026 E2 ono R nOon22 F3 
0003 R 000002 Fm 0003 R 000003 FN 0001 R 000005 FNC 0003 R 000004 FNCBR 0000 	00010n INJP% 
0000 R 000070 TERmN , 0003 R °num THETAS 0001 R 000001 THETAS 0003 R 000006 V 0000 R 000000 Y 
0003 R 000017 y1 0003 R 000020 Y2 0000 R 000024 Z 
c _____LNUAUL___ 1* SUER0UTINE INTIAL(OLDU 02LOUUF.O.T4 1,Y5,Y6tE4C102E4TUPD2E4LU) 
00101 2* C 
0010.1_ 3* - .1 itiil.q. C1M0ITIONS 
L 00101 4* C 
00101 5* - 	C FOR FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES OF 	U SET C=1 AND 0=0 
00101 6* C rOR FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES OF V SFT C=0 AND B=0 
00101 7* C FOR FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES OF FNCBR SET C:1 AND B=1 
00101 6* C 
00103 9* 1ImrNSION - y(20) 
4... 00104 10* COMMON /OLKT/THETARFTNETAScrm.FN,FNOR,FNC.V.ONcDTI,DFNx.024D1.0 
00104 ji* 1 	 0=4X0F402MLNCO2YONC,D2FMLLtYl•Y2.0E4OTB.E3,0E10L 
00105 12* Y(1) = T1 
L 00106 13* Y(2) = y2 
00107 14* Z 	= FNC 
0011n 15* El = Fm*ETA(2)+FN 
L 00111 16* E2 	= THETAB**4-THETAS**4 
c: 	00112 	17* 	 E3 ' 	
= E2/(1-TiE7 4 5) 
00113 15* y(3) =  n.  
	
00114 	19* 	 JEIDTB .1 aNCOT1*(DFUrJA(Z)+Fm*DETA ,Z)) 
n011c 2P* DE71T3 = 4.*(THETAP**1)  
00116 	21* 	 DE3DTB = £3*(nE2OY1+E31/E2 
____.00113 _22*  DED4212.a: E1tlE30T1+ZitnE1lV4 	  
0912n 	23*- 	 DEOL = ETAIZ)*Davx*DFNX 
00121 __24 ►  3E13 1t_ = ETA(Z) *3FmfrILIA4z),I.F* 	  
00122 	25* 
2f",* 	
DE40U s El*DFOL*DLDu+S*E3*DFADNC•THETA -8**-3 
-0017A Y(4) 	-:: -i(1-C)/v**74DE4D01/1!: 4 0Tm  
00124 	27* 	 Y(5) = o. 
0012a _20* 	l&p.„DU 	= 1DIT,DT9*Y(4) 
00126 	29* 	 DET)U = E3*(E3*Y(4)+DE23U)/E7 . 
_____0012Z ___-_3L* 	22=2TU =  120Y(4)*(THrTAD**2.1_ 
0013n 	31* 	 41 	= E3*(D2E2TU+OF3D0)/E2 
_____0D131 37* 	42 1... nr21T3*E?  
00132 	33* 	 43 	t -E3*0E200/(E2**2)+DE3' 1U/E2 
f 	00133 _  _4* 	D2UT_1L_ = 3tLan7*A3 
I 	00134 	35* 	 DFNDU 	= DFyY*DLDI) 
	00135_____30*  DIcalAL = lnDi1*I0)+13■112 )*±3 	  
• 00136 	37* 	 7Fm3U 	= 0F4 , OLDfl+prm-OFcmnU • 
__IVES-, 3A* 	JETADII = 1F1-, (2)*n.7CNIU  
00140 	34* 	 DE100 - = 7m*9FT43ii+ETA(7)*DFMnq*DFNOU 
	00141 _At,* 	.2.21:0 	forIC.3.3*Y(2).*Y1 41±31-4 *YC 2 ) **? 
00142 	41* 	 DDETDU = DDETA(?)*DFCHDU 
_0414-11 :42* 	..-gINS:u =_0210 17_*Q011-12YD1:01'-NOU 
C0144 	43* - 	 : 31 = Dgm*TETADO*Er4(2)*02wiCU+FM*00ETOU*OETA ( Z)*OFMOU 
0014c 44* 	32 	= IrilT3*D2"CTu/nNCIT1 	 
00146 	45* 	 D2E1TO = ONC 1 T1*3 1 +12 
	00147  45* 32'311-L1 =_22F'I.L*01_7 1 4a2ML4c*DF 7 :NDU 
0015n - 47* 	 72N3LU = D24)I_L*D00 
	00151_ _AL*   22E1U = ET4(7)*j7". 1Lu+DETAIU*' ) PAX*02041.1 	 
1. 	00157 	49* 	 D2E41.1.1 = E3.07TILI1+1EIDL*DE3D(1 
0015 Sf's 	DI 	= nF-1(7)*')FCHIU*OF 4  
00154 	51* 	 D2 = ETA(I)*0?'!1CU 
00155 __52.* 	21.3 	= 1rT4 (Z)*F'4 *OFC431.1___ 	  
0015h 	53* 	 04 = DETA(7)*9r 11I11 
00152 .  54* 
0016n 	55* 	
12UC3  =  214-D24- D 3 + 14 	  
D2E4C1 = DE31U*DE174C+E3*DE1CR 
00151 5F,* 	D21CM3 = 1*Y(41*Y(2)**2 	-  
001h? 	57* 	 7E403 : 9*(El*DE17VC*02NCNB+y(2)** 3*D2E4C 8 ) 
ocaba 50* )2 ,-:„411V = V*W.1 -11.*D2L0U0+ILDU*12C404.7ERMNR 
00164 	59* 	 :12E4r 1  = EI*12E3TU+DE3DTS*DE1n 44E302EITU+DEIDTB* 30U 
_001 C25___ _Liu* 	Y ( 11 ) 	= -VglIta2E4T11+D2E4UW*(C-1)/V**3)/DE404 E  
.)0167 	62* 	 Y4 	 r .= '(::  
A156 61* r3 
0017n 63* Y5 = y(5) 
raft _ _541 	 = y(h) 
00172 	55* RETURN 
00771 6g,* 	  EN)  
E43 OF cOMPILATT34: 	NO nIAGNOST1CS. 
102 
IAImIX 
FOR s9A-07/27/72-17:45:03 (.0) 
SU3ROUTINE INTMIX C4RY POINT 000024 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) C000321DATA(0) 0000071 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
n003 4LK/ 00024 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
n004 	.,ERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT '(BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAAE) 
0003 R 000023 oElDi_  
n003 	000012 aFMX 
	n003 	000014 22MLNC 
n003 • 000005 FNC 
n003 	000006 v  
 
0000 R 000000 nE4OL 
0003 	000010 DFNX 
0003 000911 D2NOLL 
0003 	On000q FNCBR 
0003 000017 yt 
0003 R 000021 0E4070 
0003 000007 ONCOT1 
0003 R 000n27 E3  
0000 	000002 INJPs 
0003 	000020 Y2  
 
0000 R 0000n1 DE4OXY 	00n3 	000013 Orm 
0003 	000016 o2FMLL 0003 000015 02mONC 
0003 000002 FM 	 00n3 	000003 FN 
0003 00000 THETAS 	0003 natitia-74ETWs 
 
   
00101 	1* 	 ' St 3ROUTINZ INTmra02NTY.DTROX,DLOX.02E4LY.O2LOXY , 02113XY.D2TPXy) 
	
__ ___110101_____2* C  
00101 	3* 	C 	PRIAL mIxED DE"IvATIvES 
00101 4* C  
00103 	5* 	 CL%ImON /BLKI/THETAA.NETAS.Fm.FN.F4CEIR.FNC.V.DNOT1.0FNXiD2NOLL, 
00101 6* 1 	 DFMX.DFM.n2m.LNC.D2MON7:02FMLL.Y1PY2.0E4OTB.E3.0E1DL 
00104 	7, 	 02iFXy : n . 
0010s 	5* DE ,0L 	= E3*DEIlL  
1 ,..) 	00106 	9* DE ,OXY 1-, 02E40 -.OLOX+DE4OL4,02LOXy 
00107 10* 	 02T9Xy = ..(0E40XMOTEInX*02E4Ty)/DE40T8  
0011n 	11* RETuFN 
00111 12* 	 E; , )  
END V COMPILATION: 	NO DIA3NOSTICS. 
02 
1 
1 	0015F. 	__25. 	 1; XlAT(K.J) = XMAT(K,J) • XMAT(I,J) * 8 
/ 00161 	26* 21 CoNTINuE 
n 5 = 
2, X(1) = XMAT(I M) 
RETNR4 
.4013EL____11* 	 0 = 7 ,, 4T C.C.  LI 	  
0013F. 	10* 00 1C J=Ipm 15 
0.014.L____1_: * 	 1 L_LBI(i_41_=_KAAT(K.J) . XMAT(I,J) * B 	 16 .
00144 	2n. IF (I.E0.4) GO TO 20 	 17 
fi014A PIA. 	 1' Ta = 1+1  
00147 	22* Do /5 K=I2,N 
l 	110152__ 7 ,0. 	__EL72i.11115.11 	












_0017.0___  pg. 
00171 	3k,* 
C0107______7* 	 __VIIII.L.D_IT_X(I) 
0011n 	0* 	 OD 1 J=1.A 
00113 0* 	, kukT(I.J) = n(I.0 
00116 	In* 	 D0 20 I=1.4 
110121__11* . AA = vTAI(I,J) 
Do 5 Jra.m 
I 1c44I(1_,,j)  = mmAT(I_LJ)/AA 
U (I.EQ.1) GI TO 11 





M:kTRIx INVERSION AND SOLUTION 1F SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 
ONZIISION A(N.N).X(N).)(MAT(25. ,6) 
D0 1 I=1.Nk 




















FOA 59A-07,27/72-17:45:07 (p0) 
SUiRDLITINE EvImi 	ENTRY POINT 000254 
STORAGE uSEN CoOr-- (/) 0003061 OATA(0) 0012601 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
ExTE4NAL REPEPENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
n003 	NERR3S 
      
 
STDR;SE AsSIGNmE14T (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATioN, NAME) 
 
n001 	050 . 6 105c 	0001 	000151 11L 	0011 	000051 111G 	0001 	100071 117G 	0001 	
000104 1p3G  
n001 000125 133C• 0001 000130 1375 00.11 000172 150G 0001 000175 1543 0001 
000227 154E 
00.911.___OP2212 701 	0900 R 001214 AA 	 0000 R 011717 8 	 0000 I 00t2.12 I 	 0000 	001224 INJP4  
n000 I 001215 It 	 0000 I 001220 12 0010 I 001213 J 0000 I 001216 K 
0000 R 000000 XuAT 
1.0101__1* 	 sUsRoJTINE  F4/41y  (r.X.N4m) 
	
1 
ENO OF cO4PILAT•ON: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 104 
2 	IFOR.IS ETA 
FOR c9A-07/27/72-1710 . 11 (.0) 
FuNCT/01 ETA 	. ENTRY POINT 000036 
STORAGE USED: CO0E 0 ) 0000441 DATA(0) 0000221 BLANK  COMMON(2) 000000  










STOR 1q3E ASSIGNM,ENT  (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION.  NAME) 
n001 	000016 IL 	0000 R 000001 A 	00 ,1 0 R 000010 A 	 0000 R 000000 ETA 
	0000 	000014 INJP/ 






FUNCTION ET/11X)  




00101 4• C 
00103 5* DIMENSION h(7), 	0(2) 
00104 6• DATA A(1).A(2).A(3).A(4).A(5).p (6 ).A (7 )/0.1 0E+01. 	-0.1163143E+01. 
7* 1 	0.147036E+01 , -0.1267950r.+01. 0.6325223E+00. -n,1627n6 7E+00 , 00104 	 
00104 8• 2 0.1654223E-01/ 8(1)0(2)/n.6866095E+00. -0.2297718E+00/ 
OOIIA 9* IF(x.51.2.5) 	50 TO 1 
00120 10* ETA 	= POLY(7.A.X) 
00121 11* RETURN 





END OF ComPILAT0N: 40 DIAGNOSTICS. 
02 
3FOR.IS DETA 
FOR 59A-07/27/72-17W115 (.0) 
FUNCTION DETA 	ENTRY POINT 000036 
STORAGE USE]: Com( t) 000044) 3ATA(0) 0000211 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
ExT14NAL REFERENCE! (BLOCK. NAME) 
0005 	POLY 
11004 cxP  
00u5 	%ERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT  (BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATIOI. NAME)  
	DOGI 	000016 1L 	 0000 R 000001 A 	 0000 R 000007 B 	 0000 R 000000 DETA 	
0000 	000013 INJPc 
0003 R 000000 poLl 
110101 ______1* FUNCTION DETA(XI 
00101 	2* C 
00101 3* C D = TP/3NC 
00101 4* C 
00103 5* DIM7NCION_A(6). 	n(r) 
001(u 6* ZATA 	A(1).A(2).A(.5).A(4).A(5)•A(6)/-0.1163145C+01. 
0.295702E+01. 
J10106_ 7* 1__ 	-(.1.38n2550E+01. 	0.253008c. r+01, 	-0.Rt35335E+00# 0.4025030E-01/ 
001014 8* 2 3(1)•9(2)/-0.1577635E+00. 	-0.2297718E+00/ 
poll% 0 * IF(x.0r.p.5) 	GO TO 1 
00117 10* DETA 	= POLY(6.A.X) 
0012n__ 11* _ftzaLli_RN 
00121 12* 1 	DETA 	= 8(1)*EXP(9(2)*x) 
00122_ 134, R=TURN 
00123 14* E4D 
_ND OF COMPILAtiONI 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
r 2 DDETA 
FOR c9Ama7iP7/7217:45:23 (,0) 
	  ml 
FUNCTION DDETA 	ENTRY POINT 000036 	
oc 
cc 
	  cc 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000044; DATA(0) 000020: BLANK COMMON(z) 000000 	
  cr 




STORASE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION,  NAME)  
n001 	000016 1L 0000 R 000001 A 	 0000 R 000006 8 	0000 R 000000 [META 0000 000012 
INJP* 
0003 R 000000 POLY 
1* _____0210 1 FUNCTION 	DDETA(X) 
00101 	2* 	C 
00101 3* C 02ETA/02NC 
00101 	4* 	C 
40101 ___5, _pIxOSION 	P(5), B(P) 
00104 	6* DATA 	A(1).A(2).4(3).A(4) , A(5)/0.2957672E+01 , 	-0.7605300E+01 0 
(mem__ 	7* 3 	A.75c40257E+0). —n.3254134E+01. 00962669E+00/ B(1).0(2)/  
00104 	8* 2 n.362,14960E-01. —0.22977114E+00/ 
50114 0* IF(x.1T.2.5) 	30 TO 1 
00116 	10• DDETA 	: POLTI5rA.X1 
00117 11* RETURN 
0012n 	12* 1 —ff3mTk 	= B(1)*EXP18(2)*X1 
00121 13* RETURN 
00122 	14* EN) 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OF0A.IS ODDETA 
FOR c9A-07/27/72 4.17:45:35 CO) 
FOCTION ODDETA 	ENTRY POINT 000036 
STORKGE USED: COOE0) 0000441 DATA(0) .0000/71-01.0 0( tDAMONtO 000000 . 
EXTEtiNAL REFERENCES COLOCK ► NANO 
600S 	POLT 
h0o4 FXP  
0005 	!,ERA3% 
gTORAOE_ ASS16NNENT  (OLOtgr TYPE, RELATIVE L6CAfiON,  NAME)  
JOAO' 	0000_16 	 0900 R 00 	1. 	 , 60n0 R. 600065, A 	- 	000 A 606666 0ority4 	0000 	000011 TN..% 
003 R 006606 POLY 





- 	3*. t2 
0010i 4* c 
091k 5* OIME 15104 	A(4)i 30) 
00104 6* DATA 	All).A(2)oAt3)oA(4)/.0.7e,05300E+0110.15 160 53E*02. 
 	7* I.L.DoItakakttni060q5640+0i 1 	  00104_
00104 O* a O(1)00(2)/=0,6321136E 402.-.0.2 11/710E+01 
0011* 9*. IFIxiST.2.51 50 12 A 
00115 10* DoDETA 	t pOLY(4#40) 
0011A U. __RETLIRN 
00117 12* META 	= O(11*EXP(9(21*X) 
	0012n Alio RETuR4 
00121 14* END 




FOR c9A-07127/72-1710:42 (.0) 
	  P.. 
FUNCTION POLY 	ENTRY POINT 000036 	 oc 
CC 
cc 
STORAGE USED.: C00E11, 000044; DATA(0) 0000151 BLANK  COMMON(2) 000000 	ur: 
r- 
ExTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
n003 NERR3s 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (3LOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 























L = N 





POLY = POLy4X+A(L) 







EN3 OF cOmPILATT34: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
2)(0. 
MAp 0023-07/27.47;45 	 
ADORES; LIMITS 	001410 020 442 	040000 047526 
SItRTIAG ADDRESS 017366  
W0105 DECIALL 	7"63 I3ANK 3927 DBANK 
   
SEGMENT 1AU1 001040 020432 040000 047526 
N54TrS/FOR 1 001004 001021 
Nk.LK.S/FDR 1 01142' 001 0 44 
NRNN - i/FOR 1 0011145 001124 2 040000 040011 
1 _001175 001326 2 040012 040nil 
NFTCNS/FOR 1 001327 001617 2 040032 040067 
N3DCO/FOR 1 PkIlor 001132 Z 040070 040I25 
NFTV1d 7 OR 1 001752 001775 
ACNVIS/FOR 001316 002227 2 140120 040215 
NCLOO/FOR 1 002223 002371 2 040216 044247 
NwAKE/FOR 002372 002513 
N3SALs/FOR 1 002514 002554 
NuntS/FOR 1 00255] 	002603 
NAITUr•s/FOR 2 044250 047451 
NnimS/FOR 1 0020.4 043614 2 n42452_047463 
NINP7s/FOR 1 003015 00364 7 2 042454 047503 
NOTI ■Ji/FOR 	' 1 n03654 044173 2 n42544 042607 
NOLITVFOR 1 004174 	095167 2 n42510 042534 
NFA/v=og 1 005161 006041 2 .. 42535 042611 
NIOERWFOR 1 006047 006214 2 04E612 042716 
NELIKs/FoR 1 006215 007076 2 n42717 043455 
4 r4 3 056 043127 
NTBr/FOR 2 o4313n 043166 
ERus/A1SC 
1 007027_107141 2 n43167 043167 
TIA5/TECH 1 00714P 007626 0 043170 043720 
2 443221 013500 
NEAPS/F0R 1 007627 007714 2 043501 043510 
N1=R%/rOR 1 n0 771c 107776 2 14 3511 143544 
NOAIpS/FOR 1 007777 010043 
1 01044_,A1Q25n 0 043545 043672 
SORT5/wuR 1 010261 010321 2 143573 043704 
1 n10329 010411 2 143705 043725 
NERks/F0R 1 010412 010736 2 043726 044071 
3L4R 	(commn•I locK) 044072 044103 
VAB ,COMMOV BLOCK) 04 4 104 044106 
mCI 'COMMON BLOCK) 044107 044113 
BLKB (COMMON BLOCK) 044114 044115 
ALKD (COMMON !MOCK) 044116 044127 
BLKI (COMMON BLOCK) 044 130 044153 
110 
BLANK$COMMON (COMMON 3LOCK) 
POLY 	1 	010737 011002 	0 	044154 044170  
2 9LANK.tCOmmIN 
DODFTA 	 I 	0i10n3 nt1046 	0 	044171 004207 	CY 
2 9LANKTCOmmlN 	 cC 
	
/— 	ODETL 	1 	n11047 011112 	0 	n44210044227 	c.0 
2 RLANKT.00k•M0N 	 cc 
OITA. 	1 	n11113 011156 	0 	044230 044250 	Lr 
. 	 2 9LANK.-,CO34mON  	, 
✓ 	ETA 	 1 	nI1197 011222 	0 	n44251 044272  
• 2 	RLANKKCOmmON 
/ -.). 	FMINv 	1 	011223 Q1153 0 	0  _044273 045952 
2 	ILANKKCOmilN 
I., 	 LIT.,411 	 1 011531 011562 	n  n 4 5551_445561 
3 	50(1 	 2 	3LANKsC0mm0N / INTI.L 	1 011563 012304 	0 n45567 045704  
3 	9LKI 	 2 	RLANK.r,COmmON i'D 	DERV 	1 012305 013225 	0 	n45705 046034  
3 	BLKI 	 2 	4LANK$C0'440N 
4 	'LKO 	 -. 	
MADER 	 1 	013226 013701 	0 n46-63 04614n 
3 BLKI 	 2 	RLANK$COmvnm  
4 731..KD 
D 	MCDERV 	1 	013707 013745 	0 	n46141. 006153 
2 7117kNKsC0.1m0N 
• / 	mDER 	1 	013746 014251 	0 	n46154 046241 
2 RLAN4-CoW4ON 
NDERv 	1 	014257 014341 	0 	n46247 046256 
2 nLANKICommnim 
REST 	 1 	014342 014461 	0 	046257 046301 
2 TiOWTX0 ,AinN 
	RES1ND 	 1_  014462 014713 	0 	046302 046354 
2 	9LANKst0P, m0N 
3NDCND 	1 	014714 015324 	0 046355 046441  
3 9LK3 	 2 9LANK$COWON 
, 	SCNTL 	1 	015325 015520 	0 	n46447 046455 
3 MCT 	 2 iliCANKsCOMMON 
5 	9LKI 4 	vAR 
..1 	SDRV 	 1 015521 016325 	0 	04-6456 046543 
3 	RLKI 	 2 RLINKcCO!Im0N  
5 WAR 4 RLKD 
6 	vAB 	  
RKS 	 1 	016326 017365 	0 n46544 046627 
2 	RLANK..5C0mmON  
, 	MAIN 	 1 	017366 020432 	0 	n46630 047526 
3 BLKI 	 2 9LANK4SCOmMON  
5 	MCT 4 	RI.K0 
7 9L4B 	 6 	ll.KR  
SYSssfiLlBS. LEVEL 63 








rum 	S9 A3U7727172-419137:1r % , o) 
MAIN PROGRAM 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0010351 DATA(0) 0007761 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	BLKI 	000024 
0004 1:1LK0 000d1d 
0005 	MCT 	000005 
0006 KKR —0-00012- 




	0011 	CONST  
15012 NDERV 
















IttRAVE-A-SsIGNNeNt Mr-- Ny !WIMP 
0001- 000273 -000122- 100L 11001 105L 0001--- 000311'-100L 	0001 	000314 109L 
0001 000321 1101 	0000 000466 2000F 0000 000526 2010F 0000 	000541 2040F 0000 000557 205F 
0000- 001015-2070 000716' 2050F—'- 0000' - 000712- 2060F" -0001 0000 -- --000725 -2075F----0001 —001023 2090L 
0000 000733 2095E 	0000 000566 210F 0000 000573 215F 0000 	000654 220F 	0000 	000673 221F 
u00B05 23uF ------DUus  	Uu0462-233 uu It. G--250E-----01/01---017/1/07-3uut. I 	I 	I I 	• uuOU 
0001 001031 3000L 	0001 000703 346G 0001 000725 3556 0001 000024 50L 	0001 	000117 90L 
0000 -00053W R-000050- A 0000-R- 000355 ALPRA 0000-R-000337 AM 0000-R-000372 -M 
0004 000003 Al 	0004 000004 A2 0004 000005 A3 0004 	000006 A4 	0004 	000007 AS 
uU0 s- 004010 716— '0'000 it 000373 81- T 0000-"R 000356-DA 001-4- 117-000006-DETA 0000-R- 000377 DETZ 
0003 000023 DE1DL 	0003 	000021 DE4DTB 	0003 R 000013 DFM 0003 R 000012 DFMX 	0003 R 000010 DFNX 
UllUb N UOULJUb ULDNCErLITAISFriRTIMOTOttirrVIUb R 000002 DLUV 0005 R 000000 DLMI 0000 R 000120 DLY 
0003 R 000007 DNCDTI 	0000 R 000357 DR 0000 R 000414 DX 0005 R 000003 DXWRT 	0000 R 000024 DY 
UUUU N 000 140 uTbr UUUU N utgr4170—Drr UUUU R 000403 raCOZT 0000 11-13110404-1.12-CTN8-000.0-12-000412- 32SEN 
0000 R 000406 D2E4LU 	0000 R 000410 D2E4LV 0000 R 000411 D2E4TN 0000 R 000405 D2E4TU 	0000 R 000407 D2E4TV 
113 
1 
0003 R 000016 
000010 
D2F1LL 	0006 R 000003 02LDUu 	0006 R 000004 D2LDUV 	0006 R 000005 D2LDVV 	0006 R 000007 
D2LuN8----0006 -R- 000011 D2LVNB--0003 --R- 000015 umomc----0003 Fr 000014 rnmurc----0003- g-000011—o2Nact 
D2LNCB 
11006 R 
0004 R 000001 D3m2LN 0004 R 000002 03M2NL 0004 000011 EB 0013 R 000000 ETA 0000 R 000375 ETY 
0000 -R -000374"ETyY 0003- 000022 E3 0003-8.000002 FM 0003 R- 000003 FN 0003 000005 FNC 
0003 R 000004  FNC3R 0000 	I 000415 I 0000 	I  000420 IBKP 0005 I 000001 ICNT 0000 I 000422 IERR 
000416 II-VD 0000 0T0W26-INPUT-----6 000 I 000424 LCNT 0005 000004 LSTEP 0000 I 000423 LOTEP 0000 1 
0000 I 000417 N 0000 I 000367 NCT 0000 1 000360 NIT 0000 I 000421 NTRY 0000 R 000144 PO 
0000 R 000354 PHI2 0000 - R 000074 R 000011 000365 RHOD 0006 R 000000 RLAM 0010 R 000000 SCNTL 
0000 R 000170 SD 0007 R 000000 SDRV 0000 R 000364 TFLEXT 	0003 R 000000 THETAB 0000 R 000402 THETAF 
0003-R - 000001" - T 0000-8-000366 TH4 0000-R-000353 -TOTMAS------0000-1W-0003702 0000 000371 T3 
0004 R 000000 U 00b3 R 000006 V 0000 R 000334 XM . 	0005 R 000002 XWRT 0000 R 000000 Y 
00Ju R ocrual4 Y 	------b000 R 000310 YSIMP 0000 R 000264 YST 0000 R 000376 Yr 0003 R 000017 71 
0003 R 000020 Y2 0000 R 000425 Z5 0000 R 000401 ZZ 0000 R 000413 ZZZ 0000 R 000361 Z1 








00100 2* 	 









------Z0Iu4 le* 	 
00104 	13* 
00104 14* 	 
00105 	15* 
	 00105 16* 




	 00114 	21* 
00115 22* 
00116 	23*  
0 117 24* 
00120 	25*  
0012r 26* 
00122 	27* 	 






00141 	35*  
RADIATOR SYSTEMS OPTIMIZATION FOR MINIMUM MASS 
EXTERNAL SORWSCRTL 
DIMENSION T(20).DY(20).A(20).R(20)00(20).P0(20).50(20). 
T 	 YS(20r.DYST(20).YST(20)tYSIMP(20).X413)-ITAM(3.4) 
COMMON /BLKI/THETAB0THETAS.FM.FN.FNCBR.FNC ► VONCOT10DFNX.02NOLL. 
OFMX.OFMO2MLNCO240NC.D2FMLLilliY2i0E4DTO.E3TIDEIDL/ 
2 	 BLKO/U•0342LN.0342NL ► Al ► A21,A3.44.A5rA6•EB  
3 /MCi/DLMT.TCNI.XWNT:DXWRroLSILP 
4 	/BLKR/RLAM ► OLDU ► DLOV.D2LOUU.D2LOUV ► D2LOVVOLDNCB• 
-5- D2LNCR.D2LUNB.D2LVNB 
NAMELIST /INPUT/ THETAS.U ► V ► FNCBR ► TOTMAS ► PHI2.ALPHA.OXWRT.DA.DR 
C 
FFS(X)  = (SORT(X*(X+2.0))+ASIN(1.0/(X+1.0))-1.570796)/X  
FFN(X.Yra-1-.0=7*(0.1460*T ■0.02866)/X 
DFFN(X.Y)=(-0.29204T+0.02066)/X 
	 1 READ(5,INPUT.END=3000) 
NIT 	 1 
ZI = U 
Z2 	= V  
--73 = FNCBR 
X4(1) 	= 0. 
--114121 = 0. 
XM(3) 	= O. 
TFLEXT- = 2.0 
50 CALL CONST(TOTMAS.PHI2.ALPHA.U.V.FNCBR.RLAM*OLDUOLOV.DLDNC0. 
1 	 02EDUU.62LDUV.D2LUNB.02LOVV*D2LVNB.D2LNCB) 
	 CALL NDERV(RLAMPFN.DFNX ► 02NDLL) 
hRITEI6 , 2000) THETAS.U.V.FNCBR.TOTMAS•PH12.ALPHAPRLAM  
2600-FORMAL ilH1.10XIIIORTHETA-=5-=';'F20-.81 
1 	 11X.10H 	U = F20.6/ 
I I 
3 	 11X.10H FNCBR = F20.6/ 
4 11XTIOH TOTMAS t F20.6/ 







00141 40* 6 	 11)010N 	ALPHA = F20.6/ 
00141 141* 9- -11)01:0R -LAMRUK-=-F2D767771 
02 00142 42* wRITE(6•2010) 	NIT 
00145 43* 4010 tURM7(1-15)(rNUMBER-DF 1TtRATION5 - '12) 
00146 44* TH4 	.1.. 	THETA5**4 
UU14( 40g 1) 	V.U1.0.0 	bU 	la 'Ill 
00151 46* IF(V.LE.1.0E-10) GO TO 108 
0015.) 47* 40-THETAB--v-U.9 
00154 48* 95 NCT 	= 0 
00156 -49* IUD-1-27---- v-TRETABvsz 
00156 50* T3 	: T2*THETAB 
00157 hl* FNC = FeAR*T3 
00160 52* FM 	: FFN(RHOD/FNC)*FFS(RH0D) 
00161 b3* -DFM - UFFN(AH0D+PNCT*FFSTRHOO) 
00162 54* AYY 	: T3*THETAB-TH4 
00163 55* BYY = 1.0-THETAS 
00164 56* ETYY 	= ETA(FNC) 
00165 57* ETY = ETYY*FM+FN 
00166 	58* YY 	= 1.0/V-ETY*AYY/BYY 
001675g* DETZ = (DFm*ETYY+FM*DETA(FNC))*3.0*T2*FNCBR 
00170 60* DYY 	.T. -AYY/BYY*(DETZ+ETY/BYY)-4.0*ETY*T3/BYY 
00171 61* ZZ = THETAS-YY/DYY 
00172 62* 1F(NCT.GT.20) 	GO TO 109 
00174 63* 1FT2T.T.T.) GO TO 105 
00176 64* THETAB 	= (THETAB+1.0)/2.0 
00177. 65* --NCT 	=N-C-r+1 
00200 66* GO TO 100 
	
' ------00201-----67* 	1U5 -1F(ABS(ZZ".TRETAllifzz.LT.I.OE.-061 GO TO 110 
00203 	68* NCT 	 = NCT+1 
UUdU4 b'1* 	 THIAB - ZZ 
00205 	70* GO TO 100 
00205-----71* 	108-THETAB 	-v-17(T 
00207 	72* GO TO 110 
00210-----73' 	109 -WRITE16:9001 	 
00210 	74* 
 
uutiz (D* 	110 ill, 	= 1.0 
00213 	76* Y(2) = THETAB 
	00214--77* 	vuU -FORMAT(ING.20RNEWTON=RAPRSON -FAICST 
00215 	78* THETAF  = Y(1) 
-------00216 79. 	Ti 	= - T(1) 
00217 	80* 	 Y2 = Y(2) 
	UUZ4U Ill* ---C7ILtTWCDERVT)- NLURtimtTABtFNLeONCuTl.DeLDZT,D2LINIO 
00221 	82* 	 CALL MDER(RLAmpFNC•FMIDFMX.DFM.02FMLL•D2MONCID2MLNC.D3M2LNO3M2NL) 
	00222----83*  CALt7INTIALIDLOUiD2LOUU,Y13T.T(4)iY(51:11610..1..02E4TD.D2t4Lu) 
00223 	B4* 	 CALL INTIAL(DLOV.02LDVV,Y(7).Y(8).Y(9).Y(10).0.0.02E4TV,D2E4LV) 
00224--- 115*  -CALL INTIAL(DLDNCB,D2LNCB4Y(11) r Y(12) .1 (13) iY (141rf: . 1,.►.132EVTN. 








UU 4D UV!  LALL INTMIXt a4TVoTt4PouLUutuetieLv0 , 04.0Uv,TclbJeril5,1 
....) 	 00226 	88* 	 CALL INTMIX(D2E4TWY(4).DLOUPD2E4LN , D2LVNBrY(18).Y(17)) 
00227--- 89* -DALL-INTMIXID2t4iNoTtaitOLDV70-2E4-L-W02EVNatTc2o).M9); 
00230 	90* 	 ZZZ 	= 0 
----00231----91 -DtMT - ux/6‘10. 
00232 	92* 	 *DO 115 1=1,20 
uu2 .,5 VQ. p(L) 	UM 
00236 	94* 	115 R(I) = DR 
 







00242 	97* 	2040 FORMAT(/7X•6HTHETAF.10X.6HTHETAB.10X.2HNC•13X.6HETABAR. 
---110242--- 98* 1 	11X.3HETATT3XTIHM.14X.IHNI14X.1HX/1 
02 	00242 	99* 	C  
00243 100* ZZG 	t 0.0 
00244 	101* 	ix = 1.0/(U*(1.0THETAB))  
00245 102* 	 IFVD 	= 0 
. 00246 	103* IF(DX.GT.DXWRT)  DX = DXWRT 
- -----00250----104* 	 A 	= 20- 
00251 	105* ,. 	LBKP 	= 1 
----00252- 1 -06w 	 (TRT----T- I 
00253 	107* IERR 	i 0 
---110.2.) 105* 	C 
00254 	109* DLMT 	= DXWRT/500.0 
-----00255110* 	  XWRT- = 0.0 
00256 	111* _OTEP 	= 0 
- ----00257---- 112*- 	 _CNT--- = (4 
00260 	113* 	ICNT 	= 0 
- ----110261 114* 	 ;,ALL Rikb(SORv.SCNTL.T.DY.A.R.2221DX.N.IFVD.I0KP.NTRY.IERR. 
) 	00261 	115* 1 	DLY0P005007StYST•DYST.YSIMP) 
) 
--N r 
- ----00262---- 116* 
00263 	117* 
49(11- 	= 	-Yin- 
X4(2) = 	-Y(7) 
- 	00264 11B* 
00265 	119* 
X413) 	= 	-Y(111 
A4(1.1) 	= 	y(5) 
(1.2) = 	Y(IS) 
AM(103) 	Is 	Y(17) 
------0-0266 120* 
00267 	121* 
----00270122* )- A942-.1= 
00271 	123* A4(2.2) 	= 	Y(9) 
1 -00272 124* A942.3) 	= -7(19) 
00273 	125* A4(3.1) 	= 	Y117)  
A-9T-.5.2) 	= 	Y(19) ------0D274----- 126* 
00275 	127* 44(3.3) 	= Y(13) 
128* CALL FMINV(A4iX4.3.4) 
00277 	129* 205 FORMAT (///45X.27H PARAMETERS AT END OF TUBE //) 
J 00300130* 21-0 FORMAT -41)651X.BHTHETAF- =-.710.64/T- 
00301 	131* 215 FORMAT (1)(•23X0HU =•E14.6.16X.3HV =PE14.6.12Xo7HNCBAR =.E14.6./)  
FURRAT (17C.T9X.7ROTFOU--Z.E14.6.12X.7HOTFOV =.E14.6.8X. --DI/31)2-13Z* 230 
■ 00302 	133* 1 11HOTFNCBAR =1, E14.6./) 
00303 . 134* 2411 FOR4A7-TIX417X.9HD2TFO2U ZoE14.6.1010-9110217D2v -.E14.6 ■16X. 
00303 	135* 1 13HD2TFO2NCBAR =.E14.6a) 
00304---- 136g 200 FOR4AT-111(416XPI0HD2TFDUDV mTE14.6.5X.14HO2TFOODNCBAR-m11-14.6. 
00304 	137* 1 5X.14HD2IFOVONCBAR :.E14.6./)  
220 i-ORNAT ito3X.24HINCR. SOUGHT 	DELTA U -.E14.6.10X.9HDELTA V -0 ------00305 F38* 
00305 	139* 1 E14.6.6)013HDELTA NCBAR =.E14.6/) 
------00305---- 140w 221 FORRXT- T7i3X.24NINCR. USED 	unTA U =a14.6010X.9HDELTA V 
00306 	141* 1 E14.6.6013HDELTA NCBAR .1.E14.6/) 
■ 142* NIT 	T NIT+1 
00310 	143* LI = U 
0031I---- 144' G2 	= V 
00312 	145* 23 = FNCBR 
00313 145* WRITE-Its.205) 
00315 	147* *RITE 	(6.210) 	Y(1) 
WRITE-16.21511-ZITZ2473 
00325 	149* WRITE 	(6.230) 	Y(3).Y(7).Y411) 
UO331 1W1* IRTTE 	(6.240) Y(5)olt91.Yi13) 
00337 	151* WRITE 	(6.250) 	Y(15).Y(17).Y(19) 
1st. WRITE(6.220) 	004('),I=Ip3i 
00352 	153* CALL BNOCNO(U.V.FNCBRoXM.TOTMASPALPHA) 
1 116 
00353 	154* 	 wRITE46.221) (Xmli) ► 1=1.3) 
200 1F- INIT-4ST. 281-40-TO- 308 - 9Z 	00363 	156* 	 ZS 	= Y(1)-THETAS 
u036W-----157w GO-T0 2070 
00366 	158* 	 IFIABS47(1)-TFLEXT4/7414 .LE. 5.0E-04) GO TO 2090  
uus u ibv* IFLExr = Yu; 
00371 	160* 	 IF 44185(Xm(1))/21.GT.0.00014 GO TO 50  
a0373----16 IF 4A8S-41(M4-2»/L2GTTInEFITOI) GO 10 so 
00375 	162* 	 IF (ABS(xM(3))/Z3.GT.0.0001)  GO TO 50 
DO. f( 163* 	WRITE46T2060 ►  
00401 	164* 	2060 FORMAT(1H0,15HOPTIMUM REACHED)  
00402 165* GO TO 1 
	00403 	166* 	300 *RITE (6.2050) 
ODE405 167*------2050 -FORmAT- T1X.12P7NUMBER OF ITEOTIONS EXCEEDS 20 
00406 	168* 	GO TO 1  
00407 1694. 	257-6 wRITET6.2075) 
00411 	170* 2075 FORMAT(1H0.24HVANISHING HEAT REJECTION)  
00412 171* 	 GO TO 1 
00413 	172* 2090 WRITE(6,2095)  
00415 173* 	2095 FORMAT(1H0.40HINSIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OVER LAST STEP) 
00416 	174* 	GO TO 1  
004f7 175* 	3000 STOP 
00420 	176* END 
4 	 END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
117 
118 
( 	  
OFORrIS CONST 
	rum S9(g0172777274-1913714 
SUBROUTINE CONST ENTRY POINT 000373 
BLANK LUMMUNt21-00-OZZU 	blOmAGE-USEDI CODEll 	uu044b. 0AvAtu1 	vUOD11; 	 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. 44ME/ 
0003 	SORT 
T004 - -NEARS'S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000003 A 
0000 R- 000010 DAN7- 
 0000 R 000020 DCV 
ITOOD -R- 000012 -DZAIN 
0000 R 000015 028VV 
0000 K 800834 U CITY 
0000 R 000002 A2 
0000 A 000007'DAV 
0000 R 000026 DON 
--0000- 4 00'0031 02AVN 
0000 	R 000021 	02000 	 
0000 R opoucr oaavy 
0000 R 000004 B 
0000 8-000014 084 
0000 R 000024 DDU 	 
000- R-ODOOIT D2AVV 
0000 R 000033 02CUV 
43000 	000043 INJPS 
0000 R 000005 C 	 
0000 R0000/3- DAV 
0000 R 000025 DOV 
0-000717-00-001-6-10/BRN 
0000 R 000022 02CVV 
0000 R 000000 PI 
0000 R 000006 
0000 R 000017 OEU 
0000 R 000023 02 	 
0000-R-000032-WWN 
0000 kOo0030 0204N  




00101 	1* SUBROUTINE CONST(TOTMAS.PHI2.ALPHA.U.V.FNCBR.HODOLDUOLDVOLDNCB. 
-----uoTOr------24 
00101 	3* C 
1 	 o2Ouu.odLouV.J2LuNa.ozLovv.010iNOlpo2LNco) 
V0103 44 Fit 	- 3.1415426 
00104 5* Z = V**3/FNCBR 
M" 00105- 6* AT 	--ALPHA*ALPHA 
00106 7* A = TOTMAS-AZ*2 
00I0/ 8* IF 	(A .LT. 	1.0E= -6) 	A = 1.0E.*06 
00107 4* C 
00111 10* sO 5 	t PI*ALPHA*I 
00112 11* C = PH12*ALPHA*V**2*SORT(U) 
00113 12* D . 	= SOAT(B*(1+A*0 
00114 13* HOD = (B+D)/A 
14* 
00115 15* DAV 	= -3.0*B*ALPHA/(PI*V) 
D0116--- DAM = -AZ*Z/PNCBR 
00117 17* D2AVV 	= -6.0*AZ*V/FNCBR 




UBV 	- 3.0*8/11 
DAN = -B/FNCBR 
00123 - 22* D2BVV---= S.O*11/TV*V1 
00124 23*  02BNN = 2.0*B/(FNCBR*FNCBR) 
0012W--- -24* 
00125 25* DCU = C/(2.0*U) 
UU1 2b 26*  UL4 = 2.11*(aN 
00127 27* D2CUU  -DCU/(2.0*U) 

















--DON ----2---1-2.0*8*DON+C friANT 	• 











38* D2AVN 	= -3.0*D8N*ALPHAMPI*V) 
N 
0014u .5v* --D2T3914.-7-,=-3•0*DE3N7V 
00141 40* 02CUV = C/(U*V) 
00142 41* D2DVN = (-DON*DOV+DBV*D8N+8*028VN+(DCV*DAN+C*02AVN)/2.0)/0 
00142 42* 	C 
-001417- 43* CCU/OZ 
00144 44* DLDV = (-HOD*DAMBODOV)/A 
0014S-- 45* DLDNCB = (-1100*DAWDEIN+DON1/A 
00145 46* 
00146 47* D2LDUU = (D2CUU-DDU*DCU/D)/OZ 
00147 48* 02LDVV = (-2.0*DLOV*DAV-400*D2AVV+028VV 41)20VO/A 
00150 49* D2LNCB = (-2.0*OLDNCB*DAN-N0D*02ANN+D28NN+020NN)/A 
00150 50* 
00151 51* D2LDUV = (D2CUV-2.0*OLDU*DDV)/OZ 
00152 52* D2LUNB = -DLDU*DDN/D 
00153 53* D2LVNB = (-OLOV*DAN-DLONC8*DAV-N00*02AVN+D28VN+020VN)/A 
00154 54* RETURN 
00155 . 55* AND 





SUBROUTINE BNDCND 	ENTRY POINT 000154 
	6TORAGr-8(SED: C017,Et11-0002U7 ► 	DATA 	Cu) UUuU27s uLANA-CVNWM74119 0011000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NEXP6$ 
0004---NERR3S-- 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000011 500L 	0000 	000014 INJPS 	0000 I 000000 L 	0000 R 000004 X1 	0000 R 
R UO0O0TZ1 00 0-R 000002 24 	0000 R 0000017 23 








































00113 -----14* -----C- 
15* 
-----ITIV3175070) 









XM(2) = 5.0E-06-Z2  
X4A2S = 	50.0-22 





00127 20* -IF(FNCBR.GT.6.0I 	--gmr3) 1r17,D--z 3 
00131 21* xl = TOTMAS*FNCBR 
011132 22*- -X2 = ALPHA**2 
00133 23* 1F(X1 -x2*v**3.1.T.0.0) 	XM(2) = (x1/x2)**(1.0/3.0) -Z2 
00135 24* L = 2 
....) 	00136 25* GO TO 500 
------00137 26* ----END 




FUR blqAUffLaf2.1V.Of.49• itUl 
SUBROUTINE NDERV 	ENTRY POINT 000056  
or 
cr 
	STuHABE 	uSttn-00DE111-000070-DATA(u) uu0u15i CLANK ummuN 	(4) vuuuuu 




S V 	AVE ASSIummemT 154V 	TyPE• RELATIVt LUCATIUN, NAM) 
 
OULIV-R-UUUUUU 64 	UUUU K UUUDITI -E5 UOUU K U UUU2 CU 	 000U 	000006 INJPS 
 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE NDERV(RLAm.FNeDFNX.D2NDLL) 
polar-- '26 C 
00101 3* C N AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
WHOA 4* G 
00103 5• C4 	= RLAM+1.0 
UU104 69 --U5 : RLAM+GeU 
00105 7• C6 	m,.4SORT(RLAM*C5) 
------uoru6-- 8* -1W------ASI:57 07965+C5 -C6 -ASIN(1.0,C4))/RLAM 
00107 	9* DFNX 	= -.(FN+C6/C4-1.0)/RLAM 
uU2-117--10* --DeNULL 	m.42-.17,DFNm+1.0F;C4n4*Gbii/KLAM 
00111 11• RETURN 
uuiu ld* ENU 




FVK 	S9A="07727772=791-37:W (00) 	 
SUBROUTINE MDER 	ENTRY POINT 000251 
	STDRAbt 	uSEDT-00DEC1 000304) uATA 	(0) 000U66) BLANK-COMM011 00uoDu 
2 




      
bi(PiAt't 1455LL,NMLNI 	ULULK. iTet , Ht.LAilVt LU GA I IV N • NA ME) 
00E1011 CFN Cl? 0000-R-00022 0000-1( 00130- 8-000000 C1 0000-g-00001-T-C10 0000 R-000026ci1 
0000 R 000001 C2 0000 R 000003 C3 0000 R 000002 C4 0000 R 000004 C5 0000 R 000005 c6 
R A 000013 OM 000001-C7 0000-R- 000007 CB 0000-R-000010C9 --0000-R000015DCFNC 0000 DCFNDL 
0000 R 000014 DFFSDL 0000 R 000016 D2CFLL 0000 R 000025 D2CFNC 0000 R 000026 02CLNC 0000 R 000023 D2C2LL 
0(1(10 M 000041 UlL5LL 0000 N U00044 oeFsLL 0 iti 	• 	WI Itil 	 • 	 I 	 I 1101 • WI 
0000 000040 IN.P5 
1' 	 sutpluuTLNL mutRI,RLAmippNLermtu mAturmtuepmLL'immuNctuEmLNctuamdLN. 
00101 	2* 1D3M2NL)  
	 00101 3* ----C-- 
00101 	 m AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
6* 	 Cl 	= 0.1460*FNC-0.02866 	 
= S0RTIRC4M*42.4RLAM11 
C4 	1.0/(RLAm*14) 
C3 a ASIN(C4) 
C5 	= 1/(C4*C2) 
C6 = (C4**2)/50RTTI=T44.2) 
C7 	= 1/(RLAM**2)  
CB = FNURLAm 
C9 	3 2.*C7*CB 
CFN = 1.0-C1*C8 
FFS 	 = (C2+C3-1.57079635)/RLAM 
FM s'CFN*FFS 
DCFNDL 	CI*C7*FNC 
D)-rsoL = (CS-CF-FFs),RLAM 
DFMX 	= CFN*DFF50L+FFS*DCFNOL 
0CFDINC--t--(0:1460*FNCTUT7RLAR 
UFM 	= FFS*DCFDNC 
---102C)-LL = -CI*C9 
CIO 	= 1-C4**2 
• • 
00127 	26* 	 02C3LL = 2*(C4**3)*C11/SORT(C10) 
twist, C12 	= 1/C2-C2*(c4**21 
00131 	28* 	 D2C2LL 	-C12/(C4*C2)**2 
IZ1 





00107 	10* 	 
00110 —11* 
00111 	12*  
00113 	14* 
D0114 15* 
00115 	16* 	 
00116 17* 
00117 	18* 	 
19* 
00121 	20* 	 
	00122 21* 
00123 	22* 
J ------00124 23* 
00125 	24* 
II 	• 
00132 29* D2FSLL 	= 1O2C2LL+02C3LL-2.*DFFSDL)/RLAM 
3U* ---102rMtL7--E-CFNfD2FSCLV2-a,DFF5DL*DCFNIX-WTS*02CFLL 
2 	 00134 31* D2CFNC 	= -0.2920/RLAM 
---D2MUNC--=-FFS*02CFNC 
00136 33* D2CLNC 	= 10.146*FNC+C1)*C7 CV 
, 	. 	. - 	I 	1 , 	• 
00140 35* 03C2LN 	= -2.*D2CLNC/RLAM cr 
- 73m2L4- --rITCFENCaD2F5L-L-42:*-DFF5ul.*D2cLNCWFT*15-5C-204 ------00141, 36* 
00142 37* D3C2NL 	= 0.2920*C7 
uu14. 38*--  D3742N4---=-FF5*uaLdNL+urrhuL*U4CFNc 
00144 39* RETURN , 






SUBROUTINE INTIAL 	ENTRY POINT 000470 
6TORAGE-USEOT-CODEll 	000*2ci 5AsA(0) POUldaY BLANK CURMORTZT005000 	 
	COmM04-8LuCKS. 	 
	0003 	8L I 	, ► 	  





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000037 Al 	 0000 R 000040 A2 	0000 R 000041 A3 
0006 R 000000 - DOETv 	0000 -R-000051-DDETTO-0005 R 000000 DETA 
0000 R 000032 DEIDIC 0000 R 000027 0E1DTB 	0000 R 000047 DEIDU 
0000 R 000031 DE3313----0000 R-000035 -DE3DU-----0003 R-000021 DE4DTt----  
0007 R 000013 DFM 	0000 R 000045 DFM3U 	0003 R 000012 OFMX  
0003 R 000007 IFIC1711 	0000 R 000061 01 	 0005-W-600062 D2 
0000 R 000055 D2E1TU 0000 R 000036 D2E2TU 	0000 R 000042 
0003 -R 000016 D2FMLL-- 0000 0000056- 7D2M01.0 0003 -R-000015 
0000 R 000067 02NC:1B 	0000 R 000050 D2NCTU 	0003 R 000011 
- 0000-R- 000064-UW-- -----000k-R-000000-ETA - 	000011-000025 
0003 R 000002 FM 	0003 R 000003 FN 0003 R 000005 
0050 R 000070 TERMfa 	0003 R 000000 THETAB 	0003 R 000001 
0003 R 000017 YI 	 0003 R 000020 Y2 	0000 R 000024 2 
D2E3TU 





0000 R 000053 81 	 0000 
0000 R 000046 DETADU 	0003 
0000 R 000030 DE2DT8 0000 
0000 R 000033 DEIDU 	0000 
0000 	R 000043 DFNDU 0003 	
0000 R 000065 D2E1CB 	0000 
0000 R 000066 D2E4CB 0000 
0003-U000014- 02MDIC---0000 
0000 R 000057 D2NDLU 	0000 
00-00k-001)026-E2 	 0003 
0003 R 000004 FNCBR 	0000 
0003 R 000006 V 	 0000 
R 000054 82 
R 000023 DE1DL 
R 000034 DE2DU 	 
R 000044 DFCNDU 
R 000010 DFNX 
R 000060 02E1LtT-
R 000071 D2E4UU 
R 000052 -b2MNCU 
R 000063 D3 	 
Rb00022-E3 
000100 INJPS 














C • -INTIAL-CONDITIONS - 
C  
C 	F0K-FlaST- AND SECOND DERTVATIVES-OF-----0-tET-C=1 AND B-ir 
C FOR FIRST AND  SECOND DERIVATIVES OF 	V SET C=0 AND B=0  • -FDM 1.IRST AND SECONU OEctivATIVES-07FRCBT-Str-C•zra 
C 
-DIMENSION-T(20Y 
COMMON /BLKI/THETAB.THETAS.Fm.FN.FNC8R.FNC.VONCDTI.6FNX.D2NDLL.  
DFMX7DF)41132/4L-NrilY2MONC 02FMLL.Y1a2 DE4DTECIETiDEIOL 
Y(1) 	= YI 
UUlUb 
00107 


















00112 	17* 	 E3 	= E2/(1-THETAB) 
	00113-----18* -T131-----,r(). 
Q2 00114 	19* 	 DEIDTB =  DNCOT1*(DFm*ETA(2)+Fm*DETA(2)) 
	8011 La* -DE2u(-8 = 4:*(THETA8**31 
00116 	21* 	 0E3DTB = E3*(DE20TH+E3)/E2  
OUlif 	-2Zr 	UE4D18 = E1*UE3DTB+E3*DE1DT8 
00120 23* 	 DE1DL 	= ETA(Z)*DFmx+DFNX 	
1101e1 	Z4*  DE1014C-- =-ETA(2)*DFm+DETAIZT4FM 
0E4DU = E3*DE1OL*DLOU+B*E3+DE1ONC*THETAB++3 00122 25+ 
-T14) 	.= -(11-C1Iv**24.DE40107DE40-d 	Otrle 	,e-8* 
Y(5) = 0. 	  00124 27* 
DE2DU 	= Dt2DT8*Y(4) 00125 	28* 
DE3DU = E3*(E3*y(4)+DE2Du)/E2 	  00124 29* 	  
-62E2113--:=12.+Y(41*(THETAW, 2) 
Al 	= E3*(02E2Tu+DE3DU)/E2 	  	00130 	31* 	
TC2 = DE2DTa+E3 00131-----32* 
A3 	= -E3*DE2DU/(E2**2)+DE3DU/E2  00132 	33*  
020TU = 41+42*A3 00133 34* 
(WNW = DFNx*OLDU 00134 	35* 	
6-PCNDU = DNCDT1*Y(4F+5iY11 -571.3 00135 36* 
DFm0U 	= DFMX ,POLDU+DFM*DFCNDU 	  	00136 	37* 	
UETADU = DETA(Z)sUFCNOU 00137 38* 
DE1DU 	= Fm*DETADU+ETA(2)*DF4DU+DFNDU  00140 	39*  
Tffvcru = 6*FNEBR*YT2)*Y14)+B*3*Y(2)**2 00141 40* 
DDETDU  = DOETA(2)*DFCNDU 00142 	41*  
624NCU =024LNC*DLDU+0240NC*DFCNDU 00143 --42+ 	
81 	= oFm+DETADU+ETA(Z)+024 .1p+Fm*ODETOU+BETA(Z)*DF4DU 00144 	43* 
 B2 =DE1DTB*02NCTU/DNCOTY 00145 -- --44* 
D2E1TU = DNCDT1*81+82  00146 	45+ 
D240Lu = D2F4EEr0tEDU+02MLNC*OFURDD 
U24DLU = 02NDLL*DLDU 
02211-1/ = ETAM*02MDLO+DETADU*3FA7C402NDLU 
02E4LU = E34, 02E1LU+DE1DL*DE3DU 	  
	 vi 	DETA(2)*DFCNUUr0FR-- 
D2 = ETA(Z)*D2NNCU 
= uutiA(2)*).4*DFu4DU 
04 	= DETAIZ)*DFM0U 
D2E1CB--= 01+02+03+04 
D2E4CB = DE3DU*DEIONC+E3*D2E1C3 
-02NCNB--=-3vit4twIt2)**Z- 
TERMNB = 13*(E3*DE1CoNC*02NCNB+Y(2)**3*D2E4C8)  
uct4uu - E3sUt1 DtLUUU*ULW*Jtslu16IoiN8 
02E4TU = E1*D2E3TU+DE3013*DE1DU+E3*02E1TU+DE1DTBaDE3DU 
11-61- 1Y(4).u2E4T1T+-02E4t/D+2*(6 -1)/v*wa)/DE4DIB 
Y3 	= Y(3) 
uuLrl 	04y 
4.) 	00172 65* 
•0173 	00 
CND--OF-COMPTL-Allo  ..) 
oo14( 464, 
00150 	47* 














14 3 	T(4) 
Y5 	= Y(5) 
lb . I 
RETURN 
.NU 
NO 	 4 OTI‘S. 
125 
WFOR.IS DERV  




ENTRY POINT 000604 
	STORAGE-USED-I-CODE ( n—ottorerrlIATAtaril00131:11—BLAM —CORMON121-0 
	COMMON 	 
CILK 
0004 	BLKD 	000012 , 
	
-EXTERNAL- REFERENCES 	(bLuCK. RAW- 
uuu 	ttA- ------- 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE - LOCATION. NAME) 
0004 R 000003 Al 
-0004 R 000010 
0006 R 000000 DETA 
0003 m UUOU.ID UFNX 
0000 R 000066 D2A2UU 
--0000800G065-D2EtUu 	 
0003 R 000014 D2mLNC 
10000-R--000057 - D3WJu 
0003 	000022 E3 
000D--OTOD77INUPS 
0000 R 000000 Y 
0004 R 000004 A2 	 0004 R 000005 A3 	0004 R 000006 A4 
0000-A- 000051 - A7 0000-R-000063 DA7DU 	00T0 q-800000 -0DOETA 
0003 	000023 DE10L 0003 	000021 DE4DT6 0003 R 000013 DFM  
0003 00000' UNCOTI 0000 R 000052 DNOU 0000 R 000024 DV 
0000 R 000067 02A30U 0000 R 000070 D2A4UU 0000 R 000061 D2A5UU  
000D-R-000055- D2EFUU---0000-R-000060 D2EUU-----0003-R-0-000I6-102FMLL 
 0000 R 000056 D2MUU 0000 R 000054 D2NCUU 0003 R 000011 D2NDLL  
0004-R-000001 -D3M2LN 	0004- R-000002 D3M2NL --- D0047 147000011E8 
0003 R 000002 FM 	0003 R 000003 FN 	 0003 R 000005 FNC 
0003 	000000 THETAB 	0003 R 000001 THETAS 	0004 R 000000 U 
0003 R 000017 Y1 	 0003 R 000020 Y2 	 0000 R 000050 
0004 R 000007 A5 
0 -007-A-100000D-DOETA 
0003 R 000012 	DFMX 
0000 R 000053 D2A1UU 
0000 R 000062 02A6U 	 
0003-R-00001 -57D2MDNC 
0000 R 000064 D2NUU 	 
0003R-000000-ETA 
0003 R 000004 FNCBR 

















suomuuviNt. ptivi( T3, 4#Tb.TbrULUutu21.0uutuT3.01,40y.DT0013.Ct 
2* 	1 	DNCDU ► DA1OU•DA2DU•DA30U.DA4DU.0A5DU.DA60U.  




C 	FON I-MST-AND-SECOND DERIVATIVES OF 	U SET C=1 AND B=0 
C 	FOR FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES OF V SET C=0 AND 8=0  
-FOR-FIRST-AND - SECOND DERIVATIVES-OF-FACER- SET-C=O-AND 5- 1 
C 
--DTMLNsiuN T(20)FDTT20 	  
COMMON /BLKI/THETAB0THETAS.FM.FN.FNCBR.FNC.V40N.CDTI.OFNX402NDLL4 
utMx.ui-m.D2MLNC.02MDNc.D2P.MLL.71.1"2.1)L4DTB.E3.DL1OL, 
2 	BLI(D/U.D3M2LN.D3M2NL.Al•A2.A3.A4.A5.A6.EB  
T111 . 	= Ti 










T t61 Y6  •011 20* 
00113 21+ z = FNC 
001'4 td = fm*ETA(2) 	1- 14 
00115 23* Al = 	1./(Y(1)-Y(2)) 
------001I6 AS Fm*DETAtZ1+ETATZ)*Dfm 
00117 25* AS = 3*Y(2)**2*FNCBR 
001213-----26* A5*A5/E8 
00121 27* A3 = 4*Y(2)**3/(7(2)**4-THETA5**4) 
001 28* A4 Al+A2+A3 
00123 29* DA1DU = -A1**2.0(y(3)-y(4)) 
-60124 30* -----DNCOU = A6*Y(4)+8+Y(2)**3 
00125 31* DEPU = DDETA(Z)*DNCDU 
00126 32* ------DMDU = DFmX*OLDU+DFM*DNCDU 
00127 33* D2MNCU = 02MLNC*OLDU+D2m0IC*DNCOU 
00130 34* DEU DETAC21*DNCDU 
00131 35* DA5DU = FM*DEPU+DETA(2)*DmDU+ETA(2)*D2MNCU+0FM*DEU 
------60132-----36* 54, 7(2)*FNC8R*y( -4)+13*3*y11)**2 
00133 37* A7 A6*DA5DU+45*DA6DU 
00134 38* ONOU = DFNX*DLOU 
00135 39* DEBDU = FM*DEU+ETA(Z)*DmuU+DNDU 
00136 40* DA2DU = (47-42+DE8DU)/E3 
00137 41* DA3DU = A3*Y(4)*(3/Y(2)-A3) 
00140-----424 	-----DA4DU = DAIDU+DA2DU+DA3Do 
00141 	43* DY(4) 	= -CiA4+U/A4**2*DA4DU 
------60I42-----44*----------DZAIUU--r -=A1**2*(7 ( 5)=YT6) 1=2*A1*DA1DU*(773 ) -7 ( 4 ) ) 
00143 	45* 	 D2NCUU  = A6*Y(6)+DA6DU*Y(4)+B*3*y(4)*Y(2)**2 
UU144 4b* 	uetPuu - DUETACZT*U2NCDUTIRCuu**2*UDDETA(2) 
00145 	47* 	 D2MUU = DPMX*D2LOUU+DLDO , (D2FMLL*OLDU+D2MLNC*DNCDU)+DFM*D2NCUU 
	00145 48*------ 	--r- 	+DNCDu*(D2mLNC*DLDU+D2MDNC*DNCOU) 
00146 	49* 	 D3MNUU = 02mLNC*D2LDUU+DLJU*(03M2LN*DLOU+D3m2NL*ONCDU) 
	00146 ---- 50*----- ----r 	 - 102mDNC*02NCUU+DICDU*D3M2NL*OLDU 
00147 	51* 	 D2EUU 	= DETA(2)*D2NCuu+DDETA(Z)*DNCDu**2 
156-----52*----- 	uZA5uu - Fm*D2EPWY2PDEPU*DMuu*JLTA(ciguemuU+64A(zr a +INUU 
00150 	53* 	 1 	 +2*DEU*D2MNCU+DF4*D2EUU 
	00151-----54* -----D2A6U--= 6*y(2)*FNC8R*Y(5)+6*FNCEIR*T14)**3+RT, 12*Yr2T*y 4i 
00152 	55* 	 DA7DU 	= A6*D2A5uU+DA5DU•DA6DU+A5*D2A6U+DA6Du*DA5DU 
	00153--- 56*- 







00156 59* D2A3UU = A3*((3/y(2)-A3)*06)+Y(4)*(-3/Y(2)**2*Y(4)-0A3Du) 
00156 60* 	
_____I 1.(1/43*DA3Dur**2) 
00157 61* D2A4UU = D2A1UU+D2A2UU+D2A3UU 
00150 -62*---  DY(6) = -2/A4+011- 4f*DAWDUflitA4-**21 72A4uu 
00151 63* DY(3) = U*(Y(4)-7(3))+(7(2)-7(1))*C 
011 z 64+ uil=1  = u+ty(b)-y(*),+2 *IT14, 	yia 	itu 
.... 	00163 65* DY3 = DY(3) 
00164- ----66*-----------07 = UT TO 
00165 67* DY5 = 07(5) 
,.., 	06166 66' DY5 = UT(6) 
00167 69* RETURN 
0014 ruc LNU 





SUBROUTINE INTMIX 	ENTRY POINT 000024 
RASE—USED. cuutti) 	9000 se. DAIA Di UOVUUll IILANK-COMMONt2T-0•00001.1 
	ONION BL-13C ,(51-- 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES I BLOCK, NAME) 
0004 	NERR5S 
STORAGE-SSSISSIMENT tuLOCK. 1 YPE4 RELATIVL 	LOCRTID41-RAME) 
0003---0-00013 
0003 	000015 D2MONC 
0003 000003 FN 
0003 	000001 THETAS 
	003 -R 000023-0E1i)L-----0000-R-000000 DEOL 	 
0003 	000012 	DEMI 	0003 	000010 OFNX 
0003 000014 DeM,AC 0003 000011 UNDLL 
0003 000005 FNC 	0003 000004 FNCBR 
—ODOR-000liub 9- O003 000017 YL 
0003 X000025DE4DTE1-0000-R-13131:10-01-DE4UxT 
0003 	000007 ONCDTI 	0003 	000016 D2FMLL 
0003 R 000022 E3 	0003 000002 FM 






1 DFHX.DFM.02MLNCO2MCINC•2FMLLIY1pY2,DE4DTB,E3 , DEIDL 
1)2TFXM. 
DE4DL = E3*DEIDL 
I 	I 	, e 	I 	e'' UL4UXT - DC 




	00103 2* 	 











SUBROUTINE MIXDER 	ENTRY POINT 000347 
	TORAGE-USEDI-CODEl1t-000 	u 	uu0104r 	CLANK CVMMUN 	u0 uu 
-ORMAN-BLOCKS. 
0003 	BLKI 	0000.1 	
0004 	BLKD 	000012 
	
tAftRNAC7REFERENCES (CLUCK. NAKti 	 
uuus 	u(SLiA 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0004 R 000003 Al 	 0004 R 000004 A2 	 0004 R 000005 A3 	 0004 R 000006 A4 	 0004 R 000007 A5 
004 -8- 000010 A6 	0007 F1-000000 -DDDETA---000511-000000 -DDETA 	D005-R-D00000 DETA 0003 - 000023 DEIDL 
000: 	000021 0E4D19 0003 R 000013 DFM 	0003 R 000012 OFmX 0003 R 000010 OFNX 	0003 	000007 ONCDTI  
uuuu K 00000b 0nu)1 	UUUU R UUU01.15 ucAixT 	00(10-11-1100112-6-54A2xY 	uUUu H 000Ue1 U2A3XY 0000 R 000022 D2ARXT 
a. 
0000 R 000015 D2A5)Y 0000 
0003 -K -000016-D2FMLL 
0003 R 000011 D2NDLL 	0000 
0004 -R7000. 002-133M214?---0-000 
0003 R 000002 FM 	 0003  
uuus 	UtRA)Uu imtIAB 	000a 
0003 000017 Y1 	 0003 
R 000004 D2A6XY 0000 
R-000013 -D2MDLY----4003 
R 000016 D2NDXY 	0000 
R-0000057D3R2M----11004 
000003 FN 	 0003 
0000u1 ToErA5 	0004 
R 000020 Y2 	 0000 
R 000017 D2EBXY 0000 R 000012 D2EPXY 	0000 R 000011 D2EXY 
R000015 02RDNE- 0000 R 000014 D2RDXY----0003 R-000014 -D2mLNC 
R 000007 D3MNLY 	0000 R 000010 D3MNXY 	0004 R 000001 D3R2LN
W R- R 000011 ER 	- IT0-60000 ETA 	0603-- 60022 E3-- 
R 000005 	FNC 0003 R 000004 FNCBR 0000 	000026 	INJPS 
R 	000000 U 01105 	000006 V 	 0000 R 000000 Y 
R 000002 2 
C) 	00101 	2* 
3* 	 
00101 	4* 
C) 	00101---- 5* 
00101 	6* 















	 -SUIROUttlVE-141-XIIEIMTBDT(111-8-DITOTPOTTD 	on 4. 	.DMCDXTCONCOY. 	
1 D2TBXE.DA1DX.DAIDY.DA2DX.DA2DY.DA3DX.DA3DY. 
2 	 DA4DY.DA5DX.DA5DY•DA6DX•DA6DY.DLDX.DLOY4 	 
3 D2LDXY DEADY DEBDX.DEX.DEY.DEPX.DEPY.DMAX. 
	 4 	DMDritl2MNCK.02(4NCTiB.C -itl3TXYEiDTFOXT)-- 
—F D4 MiALD UtKIVAIIVLS Uh U AND V 	St( 15- 1. AND L- U. 
FOR MIXED DERIVATIVES OF U  AND FNCBR SET B:1. AND C= I. 
-FAR-MIXED DERIVATIVES ur v AND FNCBR SET-B=Or. AND L= 1. 
-DTMENSION -Tr2 






00107 	17* 	 DTFDXY = U*(0278xY-D2TFXY)+B*(DT0DY-DTPDY) 
	
----00110--1811r U2A1XY -=- 2aDA1DX*DA1DY/Al-A1**2*(D2TFxT-D2TBM 
02 	 00111 	19* 	 D2A6XY = 6*FNCEIR*DTBDx•DTRDY•6*Y(2)*FNC0R*D2TEIXY+C*6**(2)*DTROX  
00112-----20* D3m2NY ---2 MDY$D3M2NL  
00113 	21* 	DNCDXY = 6*FNCdR*Y(2)*DT30X*D730Y+3*FNCEIR*(y(2)**2)*D2Tioy+ 
00113 22* 	 1 C*31,1Y(21**2)*OT80X 
00114 	23*  D3MNLY = DLDY*D3M2LN+DNCDY*D3m2NL 
01:1115 ----24w 	 DNNXY--t-D3mNLY*3LDx+)2kilAC*02LoXYiD3m2NYsOmdDX4.62WINC*ONCOxY 
00116 	254.  D2EXY 	= DDETA(2)*DNC0x*ONCDY+DLTA(2)*EmicoxY 
00117-----25* 	 -02EPXY--=-DDOETA(21SONCDX*DNCOY+DDETA(Z)*ONCDxY 	  
00120 	27* 	02MDLY = DLDY*D2FMLL+DNCDY*D2mLNC  
00121 20* 	 152gi63inrrn5rDriinciDLY47Drmx*D2LCIxY41)2MNCY4.0NCoxfDFm*DNCDXY 
00122 	29* 	02A5XY = FM*02EPXY4DEPX*DNDY+DEPY*DmDX+DETA(2)*D2NDXY+DEY*D2MNCX+ 
00122— 30* 	 1 lETA(2)*D3MNXY+DEx*D2mICY4DFM*D2ExY 
00123 	31*  D2NDXY = DFNX*02LDXY+OLDX*DLDY*D2NDLL 
00124 --32* 	 D2E8XY =-F0D2Exy+NDY*OF.x+ETA(Z)4.02moxy+DEY*130103-2-OXY- 
00125 	33* 	02A2XY = -(DEBDy.DA2DX+DEBDX*DA20Y+A2*D2EBXY-(A6*D2A5XY+  
00125 34* 	 1 13A6DYTDA50x*DA5DY*DA6n+A5*D2A6XY)1/ES 
00126 	35*  D2A3XY = DA3DX*DA3DY/A34-D2T8XY*DA3DX/DTBDX.I. 
00126 --36* 	 1 	-----A3 4.DT8Ox*(3*DTBDYnt2)**2+DA3DYT 
	00127 	37* 	D2A4XY = D2A1XY+D2A2XY+D2A3XY 	  
MU 	38* 	 153TX"YE---UVDZA4Xy7A4**2.0A45T*(2*A4*D2TEIXE410/A4442 	  
00131 39* 	RETURN  
00132 	40* 	 END 
t1W-17F-00MFM-A-T1 ON. 	NV u1A4NO6r46. 
gFORPIS ETA 




ENTRY POINT 000036 
	STORAGE-1SEDI COOSt11-00U0# Y QAfA(0^000022r 	BLANK 	CUMMONi 	 




SlIMAUL • , • A.ISIGNMLNI 














--DATA-41ITiA(2) -uste3 tA 41FAT51.A to.A(t. ,tU.IuE+171. 	0.116314 	Ulr 
1 	0.1478836E+01 ► •0.1267550E+01g 0.6325223E+00g '0.1627067E+00. 
uulu4 
00116 6* 
u.16b4e23L-u1f- Billgu(2J/8.6866u ,m+u0 , -0.e294/18L+0u , 
 IF(X.GT.2.5) GO TO 1 
uur27- 
00121 8* 
LTA 	= POLTtIvArXt 
RETURN 
00123 10* 
1 LIA 	= 011)*EiFTB‘CP X) 
RETURN 
U 1d4 11* ENU 
-ENO---O?—COMPILATION . 	NO DIA:240511GS. 	 
O u u u 
DFOR.IS DETA 
FUK 	37Kag7/27/72■-.1913)3.44 
FUNCTION DETA 	ENTRY POINT 000036 
	STORAGE-USEDT-CO0LII1-0000 ► uATA/01- 0uuodi; tiLWNK-CUMMONT2000 -000 









uun---autrol6 	4L 	0000-R DOODITI-X 	 0800-R00D11 r 8 
0003 R 000000 POLY 
0000 R 000000 DETA 	0000 	000013 INJPS 
  
00101 	1* 	FUNCTION-DETAtXT 
	00103 2* 	 DIMENSION A(6); 8(2) 
00104 	3* 	DATA ATIT , A(2)TA(81.A(4)rAcblrA(6),-b.II63I43t401. 0.2957672E+01. 
00104 4* 	 1 	-0.3802650E+01* 0.2530089E+01. 70.8135338E*00* 00425338E*.01/ 
0010 ► 	 ** 2 811).8Trtiw0.1:571WIRMTUD1 -A6.229,718E*00, 
00115 6* 	 IF(X.GT.2.5) GO TO 1  
0 0117 	7* DETA--=-PDLYTYiATXT 
00120 8* 	 RETURN 
00121- 	9* -1-DETA--x-Tar*Exp(e",„,x) 
00122 10* 	 RETURN  
uulz., 	11* LN0 
 




%/Ulm K UUOUUb b ----0000-R-OtrOarl-A 
0003 R 000000 POLY 
MAW k UUUUUU UDtIA 	0000 UOOU12 INJP 
• 	OnntATIO 	. 
aFoR.Is ODETA 
FUK 	A u712-71-7e 	.39.uu eu 




STORAGE 	ASSIvnmEAT 	dLOCK. 'PE. RELAIIvt 61.4#41 -1umt NAmL) 	
00103 	2* 
--FUNCTITTW- DDETAIXT 
DIMENSION 	A(5)c 8(2) 
------voir4------3• -TTATA- ATITIA(217A(3)M-4-7711151/U.29b46rdE+01. •1.76053011E+01, 
00104 4* 1 	0.7590267E+01• •0.3254134E+01, 0.4962669E+00/ 13(1).8(2)/ 
UU1U4 D. U.3b449bUE-01• 	11o2Z9(71OttUU, 
00114 6* IF(X.GT.2.5) GO TO 1 
-DDL1A 	= PDLYT54A-ar 
00117 8* RETURN 
°MO- 9* 1-ODETA 	= EstilmEXPTBC2).x) 
00121 10* RETURN 








00 4 	vAT ( ) u 0002ur ULANK CUMMUN(2) uuuuou 
P- 
ENTRY POINT 000036 
OFORPIS DDDETA 
HON 4VA*T7727172*191-39. 	,(• ) 
FUNCTION (META 	ENTRY POINT 000044 
u-uu0-44-1-0-101-171-00-00-17TWANIC CO1NONM-V000-00 




WPM K 094404 OOPTA 	000U 	000041 04141, 
liONAK'N54ONMLNI c01.U1.K• IT•L• met4ftilVt - I$NATIQN. Ngm. 
11001---Q0p00 	L. 	0000 -R 000O0T- R 	 0000-w-KU0110 	0 
0000 R 000000 POLY 
• 
-DOM— "- 
00103 	2* 	 
00104------It : 1.  I 	 II - 	 I 
-FUNCTION DODETAT)11-- 
DIMENSION A14). 9(2) 
DATA 	ri.A;2) -0-143) •XtkrriT,OV/6 
1...0.9762402E+01,04944044E+01 
2-Bil)e8t21,"!0•4329146L*0P"(ii82 . ' 
IFIX.OT•20) SO TO 
TODETA --=-POLYIW.A.X1 
RETURN  














	rAim 59X* 	fett72-*I11191 	1 t. ) 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
5TUKA6t ASSTGNMENT— CWLOCKi —TYPE:RtLATIOE LOCATION) NAMti 
0001 000012 1016 	0000 	000003 INJPS 	0000 I 000002 K 	 0000 I 000001 L 	 0000 R 000000 POLY 












DO 1 K=104 
00112 7• 
POLT = FOLT*XsAlL1 
1 L = L- 1 
OU1/4 
00115 9* END 






-- TDRA3E—tiSE i COt)Et1i—OOOOk4t 	DATAtffY000Dl5. 	BLANK COMMON127-00000 






COMMON /BLKI/THETAB.THETAS.FM.FN.FNCBR.FNC.V.ONCOTI.OFNK.D2NOLL.  
1 	 m-MXTOFMTDINLNC.D2mDNc,D2FMEL-.-Y1.724, 0E4DTWIE3.DEIDL, 
2 . BLKD/U.D3M2LN.D3M2NL•41.A2.43.44.45.46.EB 
	STORAGE-USED -CoDEIT)-0110605-r-DATA01-uumm61 	dLANA 	CommuNt21--00040 
	6OMMOTT-BCDCX51 	  
0003 	BLK1 	000024 	 
0004 	BLKD 	000012 
0005 —lium- 0 Litilz 
0006 VAB 	000003 






0014 	MIXDER  
0015 - 	NERA35 - 
:-TORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000003 IAA 0004 	000003 Al 0004 	000004 A2 0004 	000005 A3 	 0004 	000006 A4 
0004 	- 000007- 15" DOD4 000010 A5" -0000 R-00000511E/A 0000 -R 000037 - DAID4----- 0000 R 000007 DAIDU 
0000 R 000023 LAIDV 0000 	000040 DA2DN 0000 R 000010 DA2OU 0000 R 000024 04200 0000 R 000041 DAMEN 
0000 R 0000II 1-43DU-----0000 R 000025 DA30V--- 0000 R 000042 0A4DN -0000 - R- 000012 0A40U 0000 R 000026 DA4DV 
0000 R 000043 CA5ON 	0000 R 000013 DA5DU 0000 R 000027 DA500 0000 R 000044 DA6D4 0000 R 000014 DA6DU 
00:10" -R-000030-1 A-6-09--0000R 001)045 R 000-004-DERDTB 00-00-R-000015-DEBOU 0000 a- 00003 -10E50v 
0000 R 000046 CEN 0000 R 000047 DEPN 0000 R 000017 DEPU 0000 R 000033 DEPV 0012 R 000000 DETA 
0000 R 000016 IEU 0000 R 000032 DEV -0003' 	000023 -0E1D 0003-- 000021 -DE4DTD 0003 	000013 DFM 
0003 R 000012 CFMX 0003 	000010 DFNX 0005 R 000006 DLDNCB 0005 R 000001 DLDu 0005 R 000002 DLOV 
-000011 000020 DMDU----  0000 R 000050- C1DN 0000 R -000034 DMDV 0000 -R 000036 - ONCON 0003 11 000007 DNCDT1 
0000 R 000006 CACDU 0000 R 000022 CoNCDV., 0000 R 000001 02CO2T 0000 R 000002 D2CTN8 0003 R 000016 02FMLL 
U005 R 0001163-C2L-DUU 0005 R 0013-00-4- DeLoUv 0005 R 000005 021.000 0005 R 000007 02LNCB 0005 R 000010 D2LUNB 
0005 R 000011 C2LV1B 	0003 R 000015 D2M0NC 0003 R 000014 D2MLNC 0000 R 000051 D2MNCN 0000 R 000021 D2MNCU 
000T-K-000035-C2ANC0-----0003 	D00011 DMA:C-- 0004 R 000001 D3M2LN 0004 R-000002 O3M2NL 0004 R 0000lf-E8 
0006 R 000002 ET 0007 R 000000 ETA 0003 	000022 E3 0003 R 000002 FM 0003 R 000003 FN 
-0000-000-056-1W 03-----11 0003-R-000005-FAC 0003 R -000004-FMNPUT-- 0-057R-50000 RLAM R-071000 THETAS 0-03— 
0000 R 000000 THETAF 0003 R 000001 THETAS 0004 R 000000 U 0003 	000006 V 0003 R 000017 Y1 
0003 K 000020 V2 0006 R 000000 21 0006 R 000001 22 
• 
00101 	1* 	 SUBROUTINE SDRV(Y.DY.X) 





SUBROUTINE SDRV 	ENTRY POINT 000601 
	
00104 	6* 	 3 	/BLKR/RLAMFOLDUPOLDVPULDUUPD2LDUVPD2LDVVPDLONCB•  
	"0010 zi --7* —4-7 D2LNCB ► D2EUNEITU2EVN8 
00104 	8* 	5 /VAB/ Z1a2•ET  
u0105 9* 	 21 	717FNC 	 • 
00106 	10* Z2 = FM*ETA(FNC)+FN 	(44 
U010/ 11* 	 El 	.- t(AIrNc) 	
Is: 
00110 	12* THETAF = 1.(1) 	
cr 
	°our 1.31,-------  THETAS- ----z -y(zr N- 
00112 	14* 	 T1 	= Y(1) 	
r- 
-----0 0 rn- 15* T2- .--= yt2r-  
 ,- 
00114 	16* 	CALL NCDERVIFNCBRPTHETAB•FNCONC071 , 02CO2T•D2CTNB) 	  
00115 17* 	 CALL MbER(RLAM ► FNCPFMPDF4X0F4P02FMLL ► D2MONC ► 02MLNCP03M2LNP03M2NL) 
00116 	18* AAA 	= THETAFTHETAB 
--ourir-----194, 	 --Tuyar---t- UsAAA 
00120 	20* 	EB 	= P.I.PETA(FNC)+FN 
80171- 21* 	 6EMIDTIY-7.C3*THETAR**2*FNC44*(PM*DEMFRC) 4 ETAUFNCY.16F4T 
00122 	22* 	888 	= 4*THETA8**3/(THETABP*4-•THETAS**4)  
00123 23* 	 UT(2) = -U/(1/11AAVOTTOTB/E8+-1308T 
	00124 	24* CALL BERV(Y(3),Y(4)• Y(5) ► Y(6)PDLDUPD2LDUUPBY(3)0Y(4)PDYt5). 
00124 ----25* 	 I 	 DY(6),0.P1.PDHCDU•DA10UP0A20UPDA3OUPDA 4 BUPD45DUr 
00124 	26* 2 	D46DUPOEBOUPDEU•DEPUPOMOU.02MNCU) 
00125 27* 	 CALL OEBVIY(7) ► Y(8)•Y(4)PY(10)PDLOVPD2LOVVPDY(7)00Y(8)•DY19). 
00125 	28* 	1 	 DY110).0.•O.PCINC0VPDA10VpDA2DVPDA3DV ► DA4DVFOA5DV•  
U012b 29* 	 2 DA6DViDEB3V ► DEV•DEPVPDMDViTINNCID 
	00126 	30* 	CALL DERVIIY(11),Y( 12) ► Y(13).y(14),DLDNCBPD2LNCOPDY(11)rDY(12). 
noom-----31* 	 --r DY113)0Y(1411p1.0)..DNONPDA1DNFDA2DN , DA3DN , NON. 
00126 	32* 2 	 DA50NP0A6UNPDEB0NP0ENPDEMP0MONP02MNCN ) 
-00127----35*------ 	GALL M17( 	atR(TO4)PY(UPY(7);Y(16)eT(15) , ONCDUiONCC ► 0Y 14), DWIDUt 
00127 	34* 	 1 	 DA10V.DA2DU,DA2DVIPDA3OU•DA3DVPDA4DV , DA5DU.DA50VI, 
uuler JS* 1 DA6D0iDA61AOCILDU■ DLUV , D2LOUTTOE8UVIGENDUPOEU.DEV , 
00127 	36* 	 3 	 DEPUPDEPV•DMOU ► DMDV ► 02MNCUPD2MNCV.1. 10.r0T( 1 6 ) • 
	00127 ---37 —4 
00130 	38* 	
DTU15)) 
CALL  MIXDER(Y(4)ry(12),Y(11)pY(18)rY(17)rONCOU ► ONCDNrDY(4)r 
	 00130 39* —1 	 DA1DU,DAION,DA20U.DA2MODA3DUPDA3PN.DA4INODA5DU , 	  
00130 	40* 	 2 DABONPDA6DU0A6DN• OLDUPOLONCB021-UNB•EBONOEBBUt  
u 1 U 41* --3 	 DETTUSTDETWOMPOMOUP0MONP02MNCUPD24NCNP1. , 1. 0 
00130 	42* 	 4 DY(18).DV(17)) 
------00131 -----43v4------ GALL H1A0EKCY(8irTir27 rtT1TPT120TYTtr4nr0NCIWP0NOWTOY1 8). 	  
00131 	44* 	 1 	 DAIDVPDA1DNIPDA2DVPDA20N ► DA3DVPDA30NPDA40N•DA50VP 
----oral iis,---- 2 D A50N:DA6DViDA'6DNiDCDVTOLUNC8rUZLVNB•UEBIATDEStAi 	p 
00131 	46* 	 3 	 DEV•DEN ► DEPVPDEPNOMOVOMON•02MNCV.D2MNCW0.e1. , 
00L31 4T.  4 u d *uTti I, 
00132 	48* 	- 	1ETURN 
------oorss- 0* tN0 
 





	0 0 03 	  
0004 VAB 	000003 
UODS BCKI- 01(007W- 
UATA1171-000171-41-8EM -CUMIN(Z) 	uuuoou 
u 0I---01=35 	6OZ. 	00[14 R 000000 ULM' 	 
0003 I 000001 ICNT 0000 	000006 INJPS 
 0003-R-000002-Mr------0004-2-00060-YTZ1 
0000----000002-20007-- 0001-- -000054 5L 	 u00t---60006r-5 	 
0000 R 000000 DXSTA 	0003 R 000003 0XWRT 	0004 R 000002 ET 	 
-0000-1-000001-LCMT -0003 - 1-000004 -L5TEP-- 0005-R 000000-VAL 
000% R 000001 Z2 




	STORAut. AbSuolmrN) (MAMA. ITKL ► PILLAIrkit LuLAikuN , NAME/ 
GFOR ► IS SCNTL 
FOK 	s9A.,0-772717e 	.40: 	'0 
SUBROUTINE SCNTL 	ENTRY POINT 000147 
C 
	 oOlor 	1 
00103 2*  
3* 




00110 	8*  
00112 9* 
00112 	10*  
00114— 11* 
00115 	12*  
00116— —13* 
00117 	14* 





SUBROUTINE SCNTETT,DY , OxrA.N YtIFvu; 
DIMENSION Y(20) ► DY(20) 	 
CONM0N -T4CT7 DLATpICNT ► XWRDWURT,LSTEP 
1 	/VAB/ Z1 ► 2 ► ET 
2 /BLKI/VAL120) 
ICNT 	= ICNT+1 
-1F(DX:DE-.DXWRT;ANO.ICNT.GT.1) LSTEPr= 1 
IF(ABS(X-XWRT).LT.DLMT) GO TO 50  
IF(XwRT.GT.X) GO TO 5 
-DXSTR- 	DX 
DX 	= 0X+XWRT■X 
-ItNT--- 
NTRY 	= 3 
RE T URN 
-1MTRY 	: 
RETURN 
50 WRITE(6r2000) T(1)•7(2) ► 21. ► 224ET.VAL131 ► VAL14).X 
UU13 11* 	1000 FORMAT 111F1./J 
00136 	22* IF(LCNT.E0.1) DX : DXSTR  
0UI4U Z3 	 -17CNT 	- 
00141 	24* 	IF(ABS(1.0-XwRT).LE.DLMT) GO TO 60  
138 
00143 	25• 	 XWRT 	= XWRT+DXWRT 
	UUI 4 b• --NTRT - 1 
00145 	27• 	 IF(L5TEP.E0.01 RETURN  
00147-----28, ux 	= uxwxr 
00150 	29* 	 IFVD = 1 	 1I3 
UU171 Uw KLIUNN LC 
00151 	31* 	C 	 cr, 
uO1 aZIP b0 NWT 	- d  
 r- 
00153 	33• 	 RETURN 
r- 
Ou154 34• t.NV 	 r- 
U uF LumPILACTIMT:-------110-1TrOMMIOSTILy. 
139 
UUlUb 	dl* 
00106 22* 	C 









RETURN FROM RKS 
6;EP REPEATED WITH NEW DELT 
RESTART 
00002100 
DG0 220   
06002300 
DG00240 
OFOR•/S RKS 	 t r 
Puri h9A-017127172-117:411-52- 10; 
SUBROUTINE RIG 	ENTRY POINT 000643 
	STORAGE-0SEDr-00DE(1) 	0010407-0A1A(0) -01100-847--BLIVRK-CIP4MOTOZT-0110000 	 




blU9Atat. Ahh1GNWE1Wr %kW/LA• ITI.T.0 HtLATIVL LOLATI0No NAMO 
120L------poar 000045 1266------0oar---000343- 1301. 
140 	0001 	000130 1560 	0001 	000417 160L 
185L 000i----000510-00L 0001-000013 201. 





 0001 000623 
DOOT -000006 
0000 R 000007 
-0000-R-000012 
0000 1000002 
0001- 0000I0 101 
0001 	000071 140:; 
0001 	 000150 -154.; 
0001 000232 205.i 
0001 0003/4 243 ---0 
0001 	000604 2591. 
0001000050-45L 
0000 R 000014 AM 
V0U0-R-000003-DEL1--- 
 0000 	000030 INJP% 
110t^ 	 0001 --000333 
140L 0001 	000105 
174-8"0001 - 000500 
217G 	0001 	000524 
25L 0001 000552 
270L 	0001 	000456 
SL 0001 000076 
AMAX 	0000 R 000011 
0000-R-000600 
ISYMP 	0000 1000013  
2201. 	0001 	000530 230L 
250L 0001 000554 251L 
300L 	0001 	000615 3366 
50L 0-601- 00012370-1.7 
C 	0000 R 000010 0 
P610 0066 I 000004 I 
J 	0000 It 000006 S 
0001 	000543 240L 
0001 000572 257L 
	0001 	000054 40L 	 
0001000135 80L 
0000 R 000001 DOT  
0000 I 000065IFLAG 
00101 	1' 	--50BROuTINC - RKSADERIV.CNTRLTY4DYT-Ao-RiT-/DELTWIFVTITIBICP4NTRTT- 
00101 2* 11ERR.DELY,PDFSDgYS•YSTOYST.YSIMP) 	 06000200 
IFINENSTON7YINippy6N).A(NltRINI.DELYiNT• UUILIJ 	.1* 	 DGO 3 
00103 4* 1PD(N)o5D(N)•YS(N).DYST(N)rYST(N)rYSIMP(N) 	 00000 4
0 00104 	5* 	 --EXTERNAL DERIV, CNTRL 	 06000 5 0 
00104 6* C 	FRIO IS FIFTH ROOT OF TEN   DGOO 60 
00105- 	7* 	-7FR1O=1:5848932 	 06000700 
00106 8* IERR=0 	 06000000 
	10IU6 	9* 	C 	TS LuNTAiNh Y VALUES ATTErT END POINT 0 /NlEGRATION INTERVAL 06 -00090 
00106 10* c 	D6001000 
-00106--11-*---C— ---TSI141*-COFTTATFIS T FDT SI MPSONSRULE -CHECK CHECK NO1NAZEF-0R 46001100 
00106 	12* 	C 	 FIXED STEP MODE 	ISYMP IS CONTROL PARAMETER =1.FIXEDo2 VARD600120  
00106 13* —C- 
00106 	14*  
00106 	16* 	C 




IF FIXED STEP SIZE GO ONE INTERVAL OF LENGTH DELT AND RETURN TO 0600140  
CNTRL. IF VAR OFTWO-INIERVALS BEFORE RETURN TO CONIRL 	D-600I50 
06001600 	 
c 	IFVD - 0 	VARIABLE-INTERVAL 	 0600170 
C = 1 FIXED 	 06001800  
c ----TBKP--= 0 	CUT INTERVAL-DNCL BEFORE-REPEAT 'UNDER IFV0:0 T 	0600190 
C 	 = 1 CUT AS REQUIRED 	 DGO 200 
140 
00106 	25* 	C 	IERR = 0 	NORMAL 
00106 26* c -1 DELT=0. RETURN -FROM RKS 
00106 	27* 	C 	 1 	A(I)+ R(1)*A85(Y(/)) = O. . RETURN FROM RK5 
0010/ 8* 5-- IFIDEC1-20-.710-4-20  
00112 	29* 	 10 IERR= -1 
O0113 3uw-----------arry-270 
00114 	31* 	20 CALL DERIOY.DY.T) 	 - 
-00115- --- 32* 	-- NTRT=1 
00116 	33* 	 CALL CNTROYPOY,DEL.T.NTRY.IFVD) 
-00117-----34* 25-DDT=DEJ.. 
00120 	35* 	 IF(IFVD) 40.30.40 
00134 	42* 	 GO TO 45 
00135 . 43* 40 15YMP=1 
	
------00- 136-----44* 	 DELT=OEL 
	 00137 	45* 	45 DO 46 1=1.N 	  
00142-----46* 	 YST(I)=Y(11 
00143 	47* "6 DYST(1)=OTII) 
00145 48* 	 t)G-D-560-T=TiN 
00150 	49* DELY(I)=DELT*DY(I) 
	 00151 BO* 	 --PD(I)=DELY ( IT 
00152. 	51* 60 CONTINUE  
	 00154- 52 	 --GO - TO A80,70)TSYMP- 
00155 	53* 70 DO 71 I=1.N 
------1101-bv 64* 	T1 5..“17m5P111-4 UTE') 	  
00152 	55* a0 T=T+DELT/2. 
00163- - 56W - 	 DO 85 I=1iN 
00166 	57* 	Y5(I)=T(I) 
	 00167—'58* 	 Y11)=T5(I)+DELTUT/2. 
00170 	59* 65 CONTINUE 
 
------Tulte bU* 	 —LALL-DERITMUT.T/ 
00173 	61* DO 90 I=1rN 
00176-- -62* 	 DELT(I)=DELT*DY(ir 	  
00177 	63* P3(1)=PDAI)+2.*DELY(I) 
00200-----64*-- 	-7111)=Y5M+DELTtI)/2. 	  
00201 	65* 90 CONTINUE 
-----00203 op 	  :ALL DERTVITturpli 
■ 	00204 	67* DO 95 1=1.N -- 
.to2or —7-68* 	 ciELr(I)=3ELTs(rrxr 	  
00210 	69* P0(1)=FOt1)+2.*DELT(I) 
00211 — 70* 	 TtI1=Y5II)+DELT(r) 
00212 	71* 95 CONTINUE - 
00214 12* 	 ---1 -71-*DLL -1/2. 
■ 	00215 	73* CALL DERV/0'0'0T) 
00216------74* 	 --DO 100 Itr.N 
00221 	75* DELT(1)=DELT*01(1) 	  
	UO222 /6* 	 --P0111=PD(IIIDELYTr) 
00223 	77* Y(I)=Y5(I)+PDtI)/6. 
UU2t4 fd 	 100 LOMINUL 	 06007800 
00226 	79* 	GO TO  1110.120),ISYMP 	 06007900 	  
V0227-- 80* 	110-NTRY=1 	 D6008000 



































































CALL CNTROY ► DY.DEL.T.NTRY.IFVD) 
	 GO-TO 300— 




	 GO TO 50 
40 CALL DERIVEY.DY/TT- 
AMAX =0.0 
-DO 180 I=1 -04- 
50(I)=50(I)+07(1) 
YSIMPT/1:15T(I)+DELT*50(I)/3. 
	 D 	=A3S(Y(I)••YSIMP(1)) 
-C tA(1)411I)*A65(YTTrf------ 
 IF(C 	) 160.150.160 	 
150 IERR=1 
98* 	60 TO 270 
19* 	160 -E---=Aas(cl 	) 
100* AMAX=AMAX/(AMAX.E) 	  
101* -------MCCONTINVE 
102* 	 IFIAMAX ^1.) 215.215.230 
-WRY= 1 
104* 	 CALL CNTROYIPDY.DEL.T.NTRY.IFVD1 
rus. 3011 -'1F urru---4--r—rasTr85m10 
106* 	310 IF(NTRY-2) 270.270.330 
-107*-------33P iFiNTRT=3T -340.34.0-15- 
108* 	340 T=T- ➢DT 
109*- -IFtDEL)- 254.100459 
110* 	18'.. GO TO (40,190),ISYMP 
	
------011305 	111* 1W ,-I1TAMAX...75) 200.25'220- 
00310 112* 	200 IF(AMAX ,-.075) 210.25.25  
00313— 113* 210 DEL=DEL*FW10 
	 00314 	114* 	 GO TO 25 
00315 -115* 220 DEL=DEL/FRIO- 
00315 	116* 	GO TO 25 
. 00317 117* 	230-1-.4.71 4. 1-UP 
00320 	118* 	GO TO (240.250) , I  
00321-- 1I9* 	240 T=T-DEL 
00322 • 120*  UEL;DEL/FR10 	  
00323 -121* 	 -0-0 TO 259 
00324 	122* 250 J=1 	  
o03215 ---123* 	25L-ViEWRAX710.**J 
00326 	124* 1F(1.-AM) 255.257.257  
00331--- - 125* 	25!, J=J+I 
00332 	126* GO TO 251 	  
00333 -127* ------257 i=t-DEL 
00334 	128* 	OEL=0EL/(FR10**0 
1:11143b 129* 	254DO 245 ila.N 
00340 	130* 0Y(1)=DYST(I)  
00341 ---131* 	-245-1111=YST(1) 
00343 	132* GO TO 25 
UU344 144* 	 eta-RETURN 
00345 	134* END 
0800820 
OG008300- 




	07008800 	  
06008900 










0601000 	  
8/610100 






















 D801240  
06012500 






































END OF COMPILATIONS 	 NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
 







FuR -V9A=07727772=17141:68 	1.0) 
SUBROUTINE FMINV 	ENTRY POINT 000254 
	AASE-USED: tODE(11-00-0-3061-0ATAIOt-001-260 	BLANK -COMMON-C-2) 00000u 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK: NAME) 







	1U 5 a 	UUU1 	UUU1 4 	11L. 	UOui 	Uu t.14 	411O 	0001 
1333 0001 000130 137G 0001 000172 150G 0001 
uclopfl 	11142 	0001 	000104 1eaG 




ZUL 	0000 R 001214 AA 	0000 R 001217 B 	0000 
II 0000 I 001220 12 0000 I 001213 J 0000 
I 001212 I 	 0000 	001224.1NJPs 
1001216 K 0000 R 000000 XMAT 
.... 
0010-f- ' IV --SUBROUTINE -FMrNW-tAWNPM , -1 
00103 	. 2* DIMENSION A(N.N).x(N).XMAT125.26) 2 
00104. 3* DO 1 I=14N 	- 3 
00107. 	. :. 4* xMAT(1.4) 	= X(I) 4 
. 	U0 	I 	..I=1.N - 







-00116 7* 0020 1=10i . 	7. 
00121' ' 8* 'AA 	= XMAT(I.II 8 
00122- 9$ 00 5 J=1.4, 9 	. 
00125 	, 10* 5 XMAT(I.J) 	= XMAT(/.4)/AA. 10 
UUlef 11* 
' 	00131 	12* 
---Tr-117(. 1a.11 5.0 io 11 
11 = I-1 
. 11 
12 
-017132- — 13o —DO 10 K-1.11 13 
00135 	14* 0 = XMAT(K.I) 14 
00136 - 15* - DO 10 J-1.M 	- , 15 
00141 	16* 10 xMAT(KrJ) 	= XMAT(K.J) - XMAT(I,J) * B 16 
------U0144 la , 	14' 	\2.•t .).N) 	6J 	ID 411 17 
00146 	18* 11 	12 = 1+1 18 
00147 19*. 00 15 K=I2.N 1 
00152 	20* B = XMAT(K.X) 20 
001531 21* ,00 15 J-10.4 - 	21 
00156 	22* 	' 15 XMAT(K.J) 	= XMAT(K•J) -XMAT(/..J) 	* a 22 
--0U1b1 ea+ ZW-CIFFITTNIIL 
00163 	24* DO 25 I=1.N 24 
25 _Jams- ---25*---- 25-1/11-mrANAT11,m) , . 
t 00170 	26* RETURN 26 
1 00111 e —END 
i 




	FOR 597=Z772.7772=112:42.07 001 
SUBROUTINE NCDERi 
	
ENTRY POINT 000031 
	sTORAut 	ubEDT- 00A11/ 	uU00447-DATA110 -00023i 	uLANK-COMMUNIO 000000 
EXTERNAL REFEREN:ES (BLOCK,  NAME) 
0003 NEAR33 
-sroltast-Assiatoe ir—teroacr-typro-REI.AIIVE 1.11CATIO 







00111 	11* 	  
corn 
 
SUBROUTINE NCDERV1FNCBRoTHETAWNCONC0T1•0202T•D2C1N5 1 
  
 
NC AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
   
    
	
T2 	= THETAB**2 
----T3 	M-T2*TNETAB 
FNC = FNCOR*T3  
UNLUT1 3 3.•4.NCLIR*T2 




   
   
   








r- ADDRESS LIMITS .401000 021317 
51ARTIN0 ADDRESS 	020206 	 
040000 ,047773 
WW1Ob ULLLMAL o4UU AUANK 4092 IMANK 
SEGMENT MAIN 	 001000 021317 040000 047773' -. 
r- NSvICS/VOR 1 	001000 001021 
NRBLKS/FOR 17- 001022 001044 
NRoNDS/FOR 1 	001045 001124 2 040000 040011 
WiFFs/F0R ---17001125 001326 2 040012 040031 
NFTCHS/FOR 1' 	001327 001617 2 040032 040067 
NaDCVS7FOR 001620 01752 2 070070 15756125.,, 
NFTvS/FOR 1 	001753 001775 
1-7- 001776 002144 2 040126 040157 
NwBLKS/FOR' -1 	002145-002266 
NBS3LS/FOR 1002267 002323 
NUPDAS/70R 1- 	002324 002356 • 
Nes ,-00S7v0R 2 0qUTEU-0423A1 
NCMVTS/FOR 1 	002357 002603 2 -0423621 042451' 
NININS/FOR 1-7 002604 003014 2 042452 042463- 
NOTINS/FOR I 	-003015,003330 2 042464 042467 
NDUTS/FOR 17--003331 004317, 2 042476 042514'. 
NFMTS/FOR 1 	004320 005176' 	- 2 042515 042571' 
FfIDER'S7F9R 1 0051/1 005351 2 0425720425,6 
NFCMKti*FOR - 	 1 	005352 006233 2 - 042677:043035 
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This report constitutes the Users Manual that accompanies the 
computer simulation of a space radiator system. It summarizes a two 
year project carried out by the School of Mechanical Engineering at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia for the NASA 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas under Contract No. NAS 9-10415. 
The results of the analysis phase of the program are contained in a 
separate report entitled "Space Radiator Simulation - System Analysis". 
A third report submitted under this contract covers the development of 
a simplified system simulation and the initial phases of a system 
optimization procedure. 
The contract was entitled "Study of Design Parameters of 
Space Base and Space Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems". The work was 
monitored by Dr. W. E. Simon of the Power Generation Branch of NASA MSC, 
Houston, Texas, and was carried out by Dr. W. Z. Black and Dr. W. Wulff 
as Co-Investigators and Mr. S. M. Morcos, Mr. S. L. Yao and Mr. R. M. 
Hinson graduate students in the School of Mechanical Engineering under 
the direction of Dr. S. P. Kezios. Mr. C. R. Caldarale of the Rich 
Electronic Computing Center also contributed to this report. 
The Work carried out by Dr. W. Z. Black is reflected in Section B.2 
a and b and Section B.3, d through f, of the Permanent Part of the 
program. The program units of the Selective part described in Section 
B.3 were completed by Mr. Morcos under the direction of the Co-Investigators. 
Dr. Black is responsible for the coding of programs No. 14 
through 22, for the supervision of coding programs No. 23 through 30 
which was carried out by Mr. Caldarale and Mr. Hinson and for the super-
vision of coding programs No. 51 through 60 which was carried out by 
Mr. Morcos. Dr. W. Wulff is responsible for the general program structure 
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described in Section B.1 and the program units described in the Sections 
B.3a through c and B.3g of the Permanent Part of the program. Dr. Wulff 
coded programs 1 through 7, 31 through 38 and 40 through 42 and super-
vised Mr. Yao in the coding of programs No. 8 through 13 and No. 39 
and supervised Mr. Morcos in the coding of programs No. 43 through 50 
and No. 61 and 62. 
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SUMMARY 
This manual describes a computer program that simulates the perfor-
mance of a space radiator. The program basically consists of a rigorous 
analysis which analyzes a symmetrical fin panel and an approximate analysis 
that predicts system characteristics for cases of non-symmetrical operation. 
The rigorous analysis accounts for both transient and steady state . performance 
including aerodynamic and radiant heating of the radiator system. The 
approximate analysis considers only steady state operation with no aerodynamic 
heating. 
The first section of this manual contains a description of the 
radiator system and instructions to the user for program operation. The 
input required for the execution of all program options is described. 
Several examples of program output are contained in this section. Sample 
output includes the radiator performance during ascent, reentry and orbit. 
The second section of the user's manual describes the structure 
of the entire program as well as the function of each program unit. All 
interfaces between the various program units are described so that the user 
may remove a single unit or group of program units that have general utility 
for use in other analyses. This section concludes with a program listing. 
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A. USERS INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Program Objectives and Capabilities  
The program units described in this manual constitute a transient 
heat transfer analysis of a space radiatior heat rejection system. The analysis 
is intended to simulate the radiator system of the space base and the space 
shuttle for conditions of arbitrarily prescribed combinations of aerodynamic 
heating and incident solar, earth albedo and planetary irradiation. 
An exact analysis is performed for the radiator system consisting of 
equally spaced parallel coolant channels existing in one plane connected by 
plane fin panels of trapezoidal cross-section. The midplane between tubes and 
a parallel plane passing through the tube axis are assumed to be planes of 
symmetry for the purpose of the exact analysis. The program results are 
extended over the entire radiator panel on the basis of this symmetry. 
An approximate analysis is used to extend the exact program simulation 
to cover the situation of the non-symmetrical radiator panel. This extension 
predicts on the assumption of one-dimensional analysis, the system performance 
when the radiator panel is curved and when the tubes are unequally spaced, 
non-symmetrically loaded or U-shaped. 
The exact system analysis predicts both transient and steady-state, 
two-dimensional temperature profiles, local and total heat transfer rates and 
coolant fluid temperature and pressure profiles in the flow channel. The 
analysis also predicts the protection layer thickness which covers the coolant 
channel and the inlet and exit manifold tubing. Total system mass and projected 
area are calculated. 
The program units described in this manual serve to simulate the 
radiator system performance. Even though successive runs with system parameter 
variations are feasible, the task of system optimization is dealt with in the 
simplified analysis which is described in detail in the Simplified Analysis 
Manual. 
The purpose of this manual is to describe the program units that make 
up the computer simulation, the necessary input parameters for program execution 
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and the typical program output for simulated radiator operation. The deck 
composition is described in part 2, and the input data set is explained in 
part 3. Part 4 is devoted to a description of the program output and part 5 
gives examples of typical radiator performance for ascent, reentry and orbital 
conditions. Section B describes each subprogram in detail by describing their 
input and output variables as well as the function of each program unit. 
The simulation program is separated into modular units or subprograms 
so that units of general utility may be removed and run separately. This 
arrangement also facilitates program modifications if future changes are 
required. The subprogram concept also reduces the extent of program checking 
when new program units are added to the existing program package. 
The entire program consists of 62 separate program units and the 
Data Set. The source language is FORTRAN V. The program is executed from 
catalogued files, using temporary data files as batch processing on the UNIVAC 
1108 computer operating under EXEC 8, Version 27.20.143, at the Georgia Tech 
Rich Electronic Computer Center. 
Except for the control statements necessary to collect the program 
into elements to be stored on mass storage for subsequent program execution 
from mass storage, the Executive Control Statements are not discussed. Control 
statements may be freely chosen by the user in accordance with the Executive 
Control Language. All statements are in 026 key punch code. 
a. System Description 
The exact simulation program predicts the performance characteristics 
of the typical coolant channel and fin segment shown in Fig. 1. The fin profile 
has a trapezoidal cross-sectional area. The parallel plane passing through 
the tube axis and the plane bisecting two adjacent tubes are assumed to be 
planes of symmetry. 
The program has property options that allow the user to select from 
a number of different coolant fluids, structural and meteoroid protection 
materials and surface coatings. The materials available for the protection 
layer, tube and fin are beryllium, copper or aluminum in any combination. The 
coolant fluids may be selected from a gas, several liquids or a liquid metal. 
exit z= 
Root x=o 
Fig. 1 Typical Fin Element for Exact Analysis 
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Possible choices are helium, silicon oil, the two fluorochemicals FC-43 and 
FC-75 and the liquid metal NaK. The entire radiator system is covered with 
the same passive thermal coating Z-93 which has optically diffuse but wave-
length and temperature dependent optical properties. 
The approximate analysis predicts the performance of the non-symmetrical 
radiator panels shown in Fig. 2. This one-dimensional analysis predicts the 
approximate location of the adiabatic plane separating two adjacent coolant 
channels when the radiator panel is curved (Fig. 2a) or the coolant channels 
are shaped in form of the letter U (Fig. 2b). Other situations which the 
approximate analysis is capable of treating involve the radiator panel with 
non-uniformly spaced coolant channels and coolant channels that do not all 
have identical inlet fluid mass flow rates or identical inlet fluid temperatures. 
b. Operating Conditions 
The program simulates radiator characteristics for ascent and reentry 
of the shuttle radiator system as well as orbital conditions for the shuttle 
and space base radiator. Typical system performance for these conditions are 
shown in part 5 of this manual. 
The altitude and velocity profiles of the shuttle vehicle during 
ascent and reentry are supplied by the user. These profiles are read into the 
program from card images. 
The irradiation data to be supplied by the user is subdivided into 
three basic categories: solar, earth albedo and planetary irradiation. This 
data may be either read from card images or from a previously prepared data 
file which contains the irradiation data in the format specified by the MRI 
radiant flux program. 
The program is capable of system simulation for both transient and 
steady state conditions. Under the steady state option, integration of the 
system differential equations proceeds from the user supplied initial condition 
until steady state is reached. All environmental conditions such as incident 
radiant flux remain constant during the integration process. Under the transi-
ent option, the environmental conditions are allowed to change with time as 
the integration process proceeds. 
(a) Curved Radiator Panel 
(b) U Shaped Coolant Channels 
Fig. 2 Radiator Panel For Approximate Analysis 
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Provision has been made within the program to allow for the variation 
in coolant fluid temperature and mass flow at the inlet plane of the coolant 
channel. These variations must be supplied by the user as sets of discrete 
data values punched on cards. 
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2. The Deck Composition 
The program structure is dictated by the calling sequence of the 
Runge-Kutta-Simpson integration procedure (see Section 111-2 of the System 
Analysis Manual). The Source Deck consists of two parts. The first part, 
referred to as the Permanent Part, requires no attention from the user unless 
he plans major program modifications, for instance to accommodate geometrical 
configurations other than the one considered here. The Permanent Part contains 
the first 42 program units. 
The second part, called the Selective Part, is assembled from 
case to case by the user in accordance with his choice of the 
(i) coolant fluid 
(ii) flow channel material 
(iii) meteoroid protection layer material 
(iv) fin panel material 
(v) thermal control coating 
There are always 20 program units in the Selective Part. 
Following the Source Deck is the Data Set which is discussed in 
Section A-3. It consists of six groups, one for each of the following input 
specifications: 
(i) parameters which specify non-symmetrical radiator panel 
(ii) ascent and reentry profiles 
(iii) solar, albedo and planetary irradiation 
(iv) coolant fluid inlet temperature and mass flux histories 
(v) system specifications 
(vi) program options. 
Most of the user's activities will be reflected in his manipulation of 
the Data Set, especially of the data in groups (v) and (vi) above. 
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3. The'Input Data Set  
Input data are divided into six groups and assembled in the order of 
increasing frequency of changes so that data records most likely to be changed 
are at the end of the Data Set. This enables the user to keep large portions 
of the Job Deck on mass storage. The six groups in the Data Set define 
(i) the parameters which specify the non-symmetrical radiator panel 
(ii) the ascent and reentry profiles 
(iii) the incident thermal radiant flux as a function of time 
(iv) the coolant fluid inlet temperature and mass flux histories 
(v) the system specifications, other than material selections 
(vi) the options of program execution. 
The program may be executed successively after reading new data 
records beginning at any of the six data groups listed above. Provisons have 
been also made for restarting the program by reading new data records from one 
group and skipping the following data group or only skipping portions of the 
succeeding data groups. The restart options are determined by the value of 
the restart integer MRSTRT. A description of this integer is given in part 
(f) of this section. 
None of the data groups contains a fixed number of records. The 
number of records in groups (ii), (iii) and (iv) are determined and specified 
to the computer by the user. Groups (i), (v) and (vi) contain a minimum of 
records as specified below; the number of additional records in these groups 
and of additional sets of groups (ii), (iii) and (iv) depend on the number of 
additional executions and parameter variations during the same job. In the 
description of data records (card images) the numbering starts from one in 
each group. 
a) Alphabetical List of Input Data  
All input variables needed for program operation are listed below 
with their units and a brief description of the meaning of the variable. 
VARIABLE 
NAME UNITS REFERENCED IN DESCRIPTION 
ABEMF FINA ratio of solar absorptivity to 
infrared emissivity of coating 
material 
AL ft TUBEA array of tube lengths 
ALIMIT RUNOPT absolute error limit per inte-
gration step 
ALPHA gm/{day ft 2 ) PROTLR constant relating meteoroid flux 
to mass 
ALTA ft ascent and 
reentry data 
elements in altitude array used 
for ascent altitude profile of 
shuttle 
ALTR ft ascent and 
reentry data 
elements in altitude array used  
for reentry altitude profile of 
shuttle 
AMAN ft 2 MANIFD total manifold area projected 
into plane of fin 
AN PROTLR see equation 8.6 System Analysis 
Manual 
ATK PROTLR see equation 8.8 in System 
Analysis Manual 
BTA PROTLR constant relating meteoroid flux 
to mass 
D in TUBEA tube internal diameter 
DITBI in TUBE internal tube diameter 
DTWRTE hr RUNOPT fixed time interval between data 
printout 
GAMMA PROTLR constant used to adjust observed 




array of fin heights 
fin height from root to tip 
integer value which specifies 
set of irradiation values on 
MRI file 
integer which specifies type of 
non-symmetrical loading of tubes 
integer value to specify card 
input (= 0) or MRI file input 
(0 0) for irradiation data 
control integer used to select 
between variable or fixed inlet 
fluid properties 
maximum number of data record-
ings during integration toward 
steady state 
control integer used to select 
initial system temperature 
control integer used to select 
between temperature dependent or 
independent surface coating 
properties 
array of mass flow rates at inlets 
to tubes 
total coolant mass flow rate 
control integer used for selection 
of reentry point for restarting 
program 
control integer for selecting 
transient or steady state 
computation 
number of nodal points along tube 
axis (< 10) 
number of instances for specified 
ascent velocity and altitude data 
control integer for selection of 

























































inlet coolant number of mass flow rate and 





number of instances for specified 
reentry data 
	




PROTLR 	number of radial nodal points in 
the protection layer (< 5) 
NRTBI 
	
TUBE 	 number of radial nodal points in 




	number of sides of the radiator 
panel which radiate (1 or 2) 
NT 
	









number of instances for specified 





number of nodal points on fin 












array of angles that relate fin 



























	probability of no damage caused 
















PROTLR 	protection layer density 
TUBE 
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relative error per integration 
step 
fin root thickness 
- distance from stagnation point 
on shuttle to center of radiator 
panel along a streamline 
tube wall thickness 
fin tip thickness 
elements in time array used for 
ascent velocity and elevation 
profiles 
time radiator is exposed to 
meteoroid environment 
termination time for transient 
performance calculation 
array of fin thickness 
see equation 8.1 System Analysis 
Manual 
initial system temperature 
array of coolant fluid inlet 
temperatures 
array of temperatures at inlets 
to tubes 
entrance temperature into flow 
channel 
time in minutes at which 
irradiation data is required 
elements in time array used for 
reentry velocity and elevation 
profiles 






























elements in velocity array used 
for ascent velocity profile of 
shuttle 
average meteoroid velocity 
elements in velocity array used 
for reentry velocity profile of 
shuttle 
total dimension of radiator 
panel in direction parallel to 
acceleration of gravity 
array of distances between side 
segments of tubes when U-shaped 
array of distances between base 
segments of tubes when U-shaped 
array of coolant fluid inlet mass 
flow rates 
TUBE tube length 
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b) Parameters Specifying Non-Symmetrical Radiator Panels  
Normal program operation assumes that radiator conditions are 
symmetrical about each coolant fluid channel. Several factors may destroy 
this symmetry. One may be non-uniform spacing of the tubes. Another factor 
may be different inlet temperatures or mass flow rates into adjacent tubes. 
A third factor could be attributed to a curved panel resulting in a variation 
to sink temperature between adjacent fin segments. These factors are speci-
fied in the NAMELIST's that follow. 
Numerical values fora non-symmetrical panel, for irradiation data 
and for system specifications are read into the computer in NAMELIST format, 
one NAMELIST each with name and input data as follows: 
i) for non-symmetrical panel specifications (see Section (b)) 
SYSTEM for selection of system parameters when panels and/or 
flow conditions are non-symmetrical 
TUBEA for non-symmetrical tube specifications 
FINA for non-symmetrical fin specifications 
FLUIDA for non-symmetrical fluid specifications 
MRI 	for non-symmetrical irradiation data 
ii) for irradiation specifications (see Section (c)) 
ONMI, for irradiation data under symmetrical radiator panel 
conditions 
iii) for system specifications (see Section (0) 
TUBE for flow channel specifications 
FLOW for coolant fluid flow specifications 
FIN 	for fin parameter specifications 
PROTLR for the protection layer specifications 
MANIFD for the manifold input data. 
Each input data record under NAMELIST format has 
(i) a blank in its first column, 
(ii)a $ - sign in its second column, 
(iii)the NAMELIST name, starting in the third column, followed by 
one or more blanks, 
'WA 
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(iv)the string of data in free field format as follows: . 
A = b , 
where (A) is the variable name and (b) is a number; imbedded 
blanks between (A), (=), (b), ( , ) and a following (A) are 
permissible, 
(v) the comma of the last datum is to be placed by a $ - sign 
which delimits the NAMELIST data string. 
For more details concerning NAMELIST formating, the reader may consult standard 
texts on FORTRAN PROGRAMING. The NAMELIST data strings must be sequenced in 
the order in which they are listed above. 
i) NAMELIST/SYSTEM/contains 4 variables 
NT 	number of flat symmetrically loaded panels, each 
panel containing NTBS symmetrically loaded tubes 
(see Fig.3 ) 
NSRD 	= 1 for one side of the panel radiating 
= 2 for both sides of the panel radiating 
Note: if panel is curved NSRD is set equal to 1 
ISYM 	= 0 for symmetrical panel in one plane and straight 
parallel equally spaced tubes 
= 1 for non-symmetrical curved panel consisting of 
straight fin segments and straight parallel tubes 
= 2 for non-symmetrical panel in one plane with U-
shaped tubes 
= 3 for non-symmetrical curved panel consisting of 
straight fin segments and U-shaped tubes 
= 4 for non-symmetrical panel in one plane with 
straight parallel tubes but non-symmetrical 
loading 
TSTAR an (NT,3) array of sink temperatures in °R. 
These values are ignored if MRI file is used 
for incident flux data (see Section (d)). 
Also:If the radiator panel is flat only (1, NSRD) 
of the array is required. 
The following four NAMELIST's are not read and should not be placed in the 
program if ISYM = 0. If ISYM ¢ 0 these four NAMELIST's should appear in the 
order shown. 
NT = 3 
NTBS = 1 
NT = 2 
NTBS = 3 
Fig. 3 
Examples of the Input Parameters NT and NTBS 
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ii) NAMELIST/TUBEA/contains 4 variables 
D 	 the single value of all tube internal diameters 
in inches 
AL 	 an array of NT tube lengths in feet. These 
values are used only for straight tubes. For 
curved tubes, the lengths are calculated from 
the values of W1 and W2 which are read in below 
W1 	 distance between U-shaped tubes along inlet and 
exit portion of the tube in inches (i.e., both 
side segments of the U) NT + 1 values 
W2 	 distance between U-shaped tubes along bottom 
segment of U in inches, NT + 1 values (see Fig. 
4 for details of dimensions W1 and W2) 
iii) NAMELIST/FINA/contains 3 variables 
H 
	
NT + 1 values of the fin height in inches from 
tube centerline to midplane between tubes. This 
value is used on for the case of straight tubes. 
Fin height for cases of the U tube is calculated 
from W1 and W2 in NAMELIST TUBEA 
TH 
	
NT values for the fin thickness in inches 
ABEMF 
	
ratio of the solar absorptivity to infrared 
emissivity of the surface of the radiator system 
iv) NAMELIST/FLUIDA/contains 3 variables 
TIN 	NT values for the inlet fluid temperatures in R 
PIN NT values for the inlet fluid pressure in lbf/ft 2 
M 	 NT values for the inlet fluid mass flow rate in 
lbm/hr 
v) NAMELIST/MRI/contains 5 variables 
ITAPE = 0 to read irradiation data from cards 
> 0 to read irradiation data from MRI file. Value of 
ITAPE designates the input unit used to read file 
data 
ICASE integer used to designate the case number of 
stored data to be used for input. ICASE = 3, 
for example, would designate the third set of 
data stored on the MRI file to be used for 










Fig. 4 The Dimensions W1(I) and W2(I) 
for U Shaped Coolant Channels 
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NTM 	number of instances at which incident flux values 
on to be specified if either card or file data is 
used;' NTM < 100. If ITAPE > 0, NTM must be the 
number of data values stored on the MRI file 
TO 	time in minutes during orbit at which irradiation 
data is required. Time is measured from zero time 
specified on MRI output data. If ITAPE = 0 this 
value is ignored 
PHIN 	array of NT values of the angles in degrees 
between the normals to the NT flat radiator 
segments and the reference line used as the zero 
angle reference on the MRI program 
c) Ascent and Reentry Data  
Velocity and altitude profiles for the shuttle vehicle during both 
ascent and reentry are read from cards which have the format listed in the 
table below. Selection of ascent or reentry phases is determined by the 
control integer NCONV (see Section (e) which explains the Execution Control 
Options). 





(NA/10 + 0.9) 
+ 1 = N1 
N+ 1 trough 






NA,NR the number of ordered pairs of 
elements in the velocity-time and 
altitude-time arrays for ascent and 
reentry profiles, respectively 
TA, elements of time array (NA values) 
in seconds, selected for ascent velocity 
and elevation profiles 
TR, elements of time array (NR values) 
in seconds, selected for reentry velocity 
and elevation profiles 
INT(x) = Integer part of x 
N,+ 1 
through 















VELA, elements of velocity array (NA 
values) in ft/sec, selected for ascent 
velocity profile of orbiter 
VELR, elements of velocity array (NR 
values) in ft/sec, selected for reentry 
velocity profile of orbiter 
ALTA, elements of altitude array (NA 
values) in ft, selected for ascent 
elevation profile of orbiter 
ALTR, elements of altitude array (NR 
values) in ft, selected for reentry 






d) Irradiation Data  
Incident radiant flux on the space base during orbit may be either 
read from card images or it may be read from a user supplied data file 
(MRI program). The selection of card or file input is determined by the 
value of the control integer ITAPE. If ITAPE = 0, the irradiation data is 
read from cards in the format shown below. If ITAPE > 0, the irradiation 
data is read from unit ITAPE. 	The data is assumed to be in the format 
specified in the MRI manual "Orbiting Satellite Surface Temperature Predic-
tion and Analysis," MRI Project No. NAS9-1059. 
The input variables used to input the irradiation data are to be 
supplied in the NAMELIST format called QNML, if ISYM = O. The input strings , 
must be in the sequence shown below. If ISYM # 0, these values are supplied from 
the NAMELIST called MRI 
NAMELIST/QNML/contains 5 variables 
ITAPE = 0 to read irradiation data from cards 
> 0 to read irradiation data from MRI tape. Value 
of ITAPE designates the input unit used to read 
file data 
ICASE 	integer used to designate the case number of 
stored data to be used for input. ICASE = 3, 
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for example, would designate the third set of data 
stored on the MRI file as the irradiation' data to 
be used for current input. If ITAPE = 0, this 
integer is ignored 
NTM 
	
number of instances at which incident fluxes are 
to be specified if either card or file data is 
used; NTM < 100. If ITAPE > 0, NTM must be the 
number of data values stored on the MRI file 
TO 	 time in minutes during orbit at which irradiation 
data is required. Time is measured from zero time 
specified on MRI output data. If ITAPE = 0 this 
value is ignored 
PHN 
	
single angle in degrees between normal to panel 
and reference line used as a zero angle reference 
in MRI program. 
If the irradiation data is to be read from cards, it must be in the format 
shown below with the cards immediately following the NAMELIST input cards for 
QNML• 
Card No. FORMAT Variable 
1 through 
NTM 





On each card: 
(i) time TM in seconds 
(ii) 3 values of solar 
(iii) 3 values of albedo 
(iv) 3 values of planetary 
Incident at TM and each 
coming from one of three 
directions in this order: 
(i) -30° 	from the panel 
(ii) 0 ° normal (upper side) 
(iii) +30 ° 
} 
Same data as above, now for lower 
panel side, only if NSRAD = 2 
irradiation 
(Btu/hr ft 2 ) 
fin 
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e) Coolant Fluid Temperature and Mass Flux Histories  
When the temperature and mass flow rates entering the coolant 
channels vary with respect to time, the variation in these quantities are 
entered from cards in the format indicated below. 
Card No. FORMAT Variable 
1 
2 through 
NFLD + 1 
I10 
3F20.6 
NFLDTA the number of data values of 
temperature and mass flow rate to be 
entered on each card: 
i) TMEFLD the time in hours cor-
responding to the given tempera-
ture and mass flow rate 
ii) TIFLD coolant fluid, temperature 
in R at time NFLDTA 
iii) WIFLD coolant mass flow rate in 
lbm/hr at time NFLDTA 
f) System Specifications  
The system specifications define the radiator system and follow 
immediately after the ascent and coolant fluid temperature and mass flux histories. 
The first four cards in the group of the system specification 
data contain the names of 
(i) the tube material 
(ii) the fin material 
(iii) the coolant fluid 
(iv) the meteoroid protection layer material 
in alphanumeric form, beginning with an alphabetic character. Each name is 
punched on a separate card, beginning in the first column and extending no 
further than through the first twelve columns. These names serve to identify 
the printout of results. The user must supply these names in agreement with 
the composition of the Selective Part described in Chapter I.A. The subsequent 
data records contain numerical data. 
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(i)NAMELIST/TUBE/contains 7 variables 
DITBI 	internal (hydraulic) tube diameter, in inch, 
STBI tube wall thickness, in inch, 
XL 	tube length, in ft, 
RHOTBI 	tube wall density, in lbm/ft 3 , 
MZ 	number of nodal points along the tube axis 
(no. of intervals plus one), < 10, 
NRTBI 	number of nodal points in radial direction, in 
the tube wall, < 5, 
NTBS 	number of flow channels. 
(ii)NAMELIST/FLOW/contains 3 variables 
MDOTI 	total coolant mass flow rate, in lbm/hr, 
TO entrance (and reference) temperature in degrees 
R, 
PO 	entrance (and reference) pressure in lbf/ft 2 . 
(iii)NAMELIST/FIN/contains 7 variables 
NX 	number of nodal points on the fin, perpendicular 
to the channel axis, NX < 10, 
SROOTI 	fin root thickness, in inch, 
HFNI fin height, from root to tip, in inch, 
STIPI 	fin tip thickness, in inch, 
RHOFNI fin material density, in lbm/ft 3 , 
STAGX 	distance from stagnation point on shuttle vehicle 
to the center of radiator system measured along 
a streamline, in ft, 
VERTX 	total dimension of radiator panel in the direction 
parallel to the acceleration of gravity, in ft. 
(iv)NAMELIST/PROTLR/contains 13 variables 
NRNP 	number of radial nodal points in the protection 
layer, < 5, 
RHOMPI 	protection layer material density, in ibm/ft 3 , 
RHOMET meteoroid density in g/cm 3 , 
VELM 	meteoroid velocity in ft/sec, 
TAU time that vulnerable area is exposed to meteoroid 
environment, in days, 
PROB 	probability of no damage caused by meteoroid 
impacts, dimensionless, 
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ALPHA 	experimental constant that relates meteoroid 
flux and mass (see Eq. 8.4) in gm/(day ft 2 ), 
BTA 	experimental constant that relates meteoroid 
flux and mass (see Eq. 8.4) dimensionless, 
GAMMA 	empirical constant used to adjust predicted 
penetration depths to one observed experimentally 
(see Eq. 8.1) dimensionless, 
PHI 	empirical constant (see Eq. 8.1) dimensionless, 
THETA empirical constant (see Eq. 8.1) dimensionless, 
ATK 	empirical constant used to account for spalling 
on a target of finite thickness (see Eq. 8.8) 
dimensionless, 
AN 	experimental constant that describes penetration 
depth as a function of angle of incidence (see 
Eq. 8.6) dimensionless. 
(v)NAMELIST/MANIFD/contains 
AMAN 	total manifold area, projected into the fin plane, 
in ft2 . 
Any one of these variables may be changed for successive program executions 
by entering them in NAMELIST/GINPT/ as discussed below. 
g) Execution Control Options  
The user has the choice of options for the execution of the first as 
well as successive computer runs. 
Two data records are considered to be execution controls: RUNOPT 
and GINPT. 
(vi)NAMELIST/RUNOPT/contains llvariables 
MSTOTR = 1 to compute steady state conditions 
= 2 to simulate transient system performance, 
DTWRTE 	fixed time interval, in hr, between data 
printout during integration, 
TEND 	termination time, in hr, for transient 
performance calculation, 
ALIMIT 	absolute error limit per integration step, see 
Eq. 15.3, in Systems Analysis Manual 
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RLIMIT 	relative error limit per integration step, see 
Eq. 15.3, in Systems Analysis Manual. , 
TI 	 initial temperature, in degrees R, 
LIMWRT 	maximum number of data recording during integra- 
tion toward steady state, exclusive of initial 
conditions record and steady state record, 
NCONV = 0 no aerodynamic heating 
= 1 ascent 
= 2 reentry, 
LTT 	= 0 optical properties of the surface coating are 
independent of temperature 
= 1 optical properties of the surface coating are 
dependent on temperature 
= 2 irradiation on fin on tube is zero but subroutine 
QINCID is called, 
LFLD = 1 coolant fluid inlet temperature and mass flow 
rate are constant 
= 2 temperature and mass flow rate of inlet coolant 
fluid is variable, 
LTS 	= 0 uniform initial system temperature equal to TI 
= 1 initial system temperature taken to be equal to 
previously obtained values. 
(vii) NAMELIST/GINPT/contains every variable name listed in items 
(i) through (vi) in addition to NSRD and the following control 
integer. 
MRSTRT = 1 new velocity and altitude profiles 
= 2 new irradiation history 
= 3 both new velocity, altitude profiles plus new 
irradiation history 
= 4 new coolant fluid inlet conditions 
= 5 new coolant fluid inlet conditions, plus new 
velocity and altitude profiles 
= 6 new coolant fluid inlet conditions, plus new 
irradiation history 
= 7 new coolant fluid inlet conditions, plus new 
velocity and altitude profiles, plus new 
irradiation history 
= 8 the only new input variables are those specified 
in GINPT. 
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There may be as many NAMELIST/GINPT/ records as computing time permits. If 
GINPT is omitted, the program will terminate. 
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4. Results 
a. Information Produced 
The results produced by the program can be divided into three 
categories each of which is listed on a separate output page. All input 
variables that specify the system and select the program options are printed 
on the first page of output (see Fig. 5 ). The second page contains all 
initial line conditions and system parameters which remain constant during 
the integration process (see Fig. 6 ). The succeeding pages contain the 
current system description printed during the integration process (see Fig.7 ). 
If the system is non-symmetrical an additional page of output is printed. 
This page (see Fig. 8 ) lists system parameters when the radiator panel is 
curved, the flow channels are not identically loaded, or the flow channels 
are U-shaped. 
b. Output Format 
The first output record consists of the list of all system speci-
fications and execution control data as listed in Sections 3(d) and 3(e). 
This output appears with all of the variables in the NAMELISTS TUBE, FLOW, 
FIN, PROTLR, MANIFD and RUNOPT listed in the NAMELIST format. A sample of 
this output is shown in Fig.5 . 
On the second page of output the initial coolant fluid flow 
properties are printed in non-dimensional form (see Fig.6). This information 
includes non-dimensional pressure, velocity, temperature, and tube wall 
temperature. The reference quantities are listed below the initial line 
conditions. They are inlet fluid pressure, velocity and temperature. Next 
are printed several dimensionless parameters such as the Reynold's number, 
Prandtl number and Nusselt number for the initial coolant fluid flow conditions. 
The quantity DELTA is the ratio of the internal tube diameter to the tube 
length. The relative pressure is given by equation 3.31 in the System 
Analysis Manual. The Biot number of the tube is also printed. 
OxOT N.VER1 
	STUBE 	 
02 	 DIT5I 	= .25000000E+00 
 STBI =_ 	40000000E+00 	  
XL 	= .20000000E+01 
RHOT3I = 	.16859200E+03  
MZ 	= +5 
	NRTSI 	= 	+3  
NTBS = 	 +12 
SEND 
5ELOW 	  
MDOTI = 	.50001000E+03 
IO 	=_______.700000OOE+03 
PO 	= 	.2500(.000E+04 
sEND 
%FIN  
NX 	= 	 +5 
5R0OTI_ = ,50000000E-D1 	  
HFNI 	= 	.12000000E+02 
5TIpI 	= 	_.50000000E-01 	  
RHOFNI = 	.16859200E+03 
SLADX  = .2000000.0E+02 	 FIGURE 5  




NRMP 	= +5 
RHOmnI = 	.11357400E+03 
RHOMET = 	.50000000E+00 
	VELM 	=  .65500000E+05 	  
TAU = 	.3650::000E+04 
	PROS__ =  .99000000E+00 	  
ALPHA 	= 	.18800000E-09 
	aTA = .12130000v+01  
GAMMA 	= 	.15000000E+01 
PHI __...._. =  ,50000000E+00 	  
THETA 	= 	.66666100E+00 
	AIX__ 	= .17500000E+01 	  
AN 	= .10000000E+01 
sEND 
SMANIFD 	  
AMAN 	= .43000000E+02 
SEND 
sRUNOPT  
MSTOTR = 	 +2 
	DThRTE = 1_05330040E-02 	 
TEND 	= 	.20000000E+00 
	ALIMIT = .50000000E-04 
..d RLIMIT = 	•10000000E-04 
TI 	= '66000000E+0 
LIMWRT = 	 +20 
NCONV = 	+0 
LTT 	= 	 +0 
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INITIAL LINE CONDITIONS 
	 ++++ ***** **A** 
(ALL QUANTITIES ARE NORMALIZED) 
PT.NO. POSITION 	 PRESSURE 
	 __Z 	  
	 FLUID 	 WALL 
'VELOCITY TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE 
1d 	 T 	 TW/ 








.998340 .974339 .942857 .942657 
,996680 	 .974342 	 .942858 	 .942A57 
4 
5  
. 	.995020 .974346 .942858 .942A57 
 .991339 	 .974350 	 .942858 	 .942657 
INLET PRESSURE 	PO = 2500.000 	LBF/So.FT 
REF. 	VELOCITY MO 














REL.PRESSURE IS 91 70849+ 04 





.362036-02 WALL BLOT NO 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS  
******** ******** * 
TUBE LENGTH , 	 XL = 	2.000 FT 
	  INTERNAL DIAMETER . 	DIT8  = . .250 IN 
wALL THICKNESS , 	ST8 = 	.100 IN 
 	MATERIAL_ 	 ALUMINUM 	 
MASS 	(ALL TUBES) . 	mT8 = 	3.0896 LBM 
NO3ER DF TOES. 	NIBS = 12  
FIN HEIGHT , 	HFN  = 	12.000  IN  
THICKNESS AT ROOT . 	SROOT = .050 IN 
THICKNESS Al TIP! sTIP  = 	.050 IN 
MATERIAL 	 ALUMINUM 
MASS (ALL FINS) . 	MFN = 	33.7184 L8M 
NO. OF FIN sIDEs RADIATING = I 
COOLANT FLUID IS 	 SILICONE OIL 
	  MASS (IN AlL_TUBES) r 	MFL  = 	4.9345 LBM 
PROTECTION LAYER THICKNESS. SMP = 	.063 IN 
C 	  MAS5,__ 	 mh1F!  = 	1,804 LBM  
MATERIAL IS 	 BERYLLIUM 
TOTAL MASS (EXCL. MANIFLD.) MTOT = 	43.5462 LBM 
TOTAL AREA (SINGLE  NORMAL PRoJFCTION)  
ATOT = 	48.9000 SO FT 
30 
FIGURE 6 
INITIAL LINE CONDITIONS AND SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
ELAPSED TIME IS 
RELATIVE TIME IS **IN ORBIT** 	 1 INTEGR. STEPS 
.0000 1./ 
.0000 
INLET CURRENTLY HI = .361472+05 BTU/NR 
TOT, REJECTION OH = .9108887+00 BTU/HR 
REFERENCE TENSER-ATE 	= 	7007000 R 
	 REFERENCEPRESSURF. 	P00 = 	25001000 L8F/50.FT 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 	= 	 .693 FT/SEC 
	
COOLANT_BOYEFLET  AT T=TO HQ = .438766+05 BTU/HR 	 
_ 	 EXIT CURRENTLY El = .361473+05 BTU/HR 
CURRENT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
FIGURE 7 
«Z. 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEAREJECTION 
******************* ******* ****** ***** *t**************** 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, 	10Q  = 	700.000 R 	 r 	 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX 
PER UNIT AXIAL_LENGIfli RREF 	9877+04 BTU/ (HR FT ) r 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT., = .1295+05 BTU/HR 












.00000 ,25000 .50000 .75000 1.00000 
- 
.000 .6564 .9429 .9429 .9429 .9429 .9429 
250 *6552 . 9429 A9429 .9429 .9429 .9429 
.500 .6551 .9429 .9429 .9429 .9429 .9429 
.750 .6552 .2 g_!29 .9529 .9429 .9429 _A24P9 
1.000 .6564 .9429 .9429 .9429 .9429 . 9429 
(EXIT) 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
ERTFIWLPY REJECTION 
FLUID WALL 	LAYER . PER UNIT TUBE FRACTION 
AXIAL 
QIST. 
PRESSURE 	VELOCITY TEMpERATUREs 





.000 1.00000 	.9743 .9429 .9429 .9429 -.000057 .00000 
.250 .99834 .9743 .9429 .9429 .9429 .00020 .05725 
.500 *99668 	.9743 .9429 .9429 .9429 .000548 .25331 
.750 .99502------ ;97 43 .9429 •942§- .9429 .000803 .36030 
1.000 .99336 	.9743 .9429 .9429 .9429 .001039 1.00000 
(EXIT) 
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX, 	QSOLR = .1000+63 4779(0 sq FT) 
INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX, GIRED = .2000+01 RTU/(41/ 5Q FT) 
AERODYN. HEATING POWER, GCONV = .0000 	RTU/HR 
ENERGY STORAGE RATE, 	STORG = . 9 1295+05 RTU/HR  
.0083 HR 
10.3992 
ELAPSED TIME IS 
RELATIVE TIME IS **IN ORBIT** 	 23 INTEOR. STEPS 
INLET CURRENTLY HI = .385222+05 Bri/wR  
TOT. REJECTION -DH = .6/0021+03 87U/HR 
REFEADWE-TENREffetURE. TOO 	 ',WOO- R 
	  REFERENCE PRESSURE' 	POP 	= 	2500,000 LBF/SO.FT 
REFERENCE VELOCITY' WOO 	= 	 .693 FT/SEC 
	_ 	00LANT. POWER. INLET AT T.ITO__HO = A433766+05 BTU/HR 
EXIT CURRENTLY El = .378522+05 BTU/HR 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT -RETT■ T REJECTION 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 
HEAT 
UNIT _ AXIAL 
REJECTION 
MANIFOLDS. 











INCIDENT-SOLAR FLUX. 	OSOLR 	= 	.1000;768-4TUTaiR 	go FY) 




P 	 AERODYN. HEATING POWER. °CONY 	= 	.0000 	AIU/HR 




RELATIVE TEMPERATURE T 
DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
2 0 
.00000 .25000 .50000 .750n0 1,00000 
.000 .6304 .9342 .9342 .9342 .9342 .9342 
.250 .6024 .9332 .9248 .9233 9232 .9233 
.500 .6010 .9331 .9244 .9228 .9226 .9228 
.750  .6022 12131 .9948 .9213_ 0232 9233 
1.000 .6292 .9338 .9338 .9338 .9338 ,9338 
Malt 
FLUID pROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER PER UNIT TUBE 	FRACTION 	
	
TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH OF 
TF 	TWI 	TMP BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL 
.000  1 00800 1.0046 .9539 .9342 .9342 25.000915 .00000 
.250 .99824 1.0046 .9525 .9332 .9332 24.412890 .27294 .500 .99648 1_0046 .9512 .9331 .9331 22.919608 .53364 
.750 .99473 1.0046 .9499 .9331 .9331 21.380966 .71689 
---___1■ 010 .99297 1,0046  .9488 0338 	 .9338 18.983883 1.00000 (EXIT) 
FIGURE 7 CONCLUDED 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 
P  _W 	  
F2 - FLAT PANEL 
___1_5TRAJGbI TUBES 	  
2 RADIATING SIDES 
INLET TEMPERATURE (MORELS P) 
7.0000+02 	7.0000+02 	7.0000+02 
INLET PRESSURE ILEW/SG.FT.) 
2.5000+03 	2.5000+03 	2.5000+03 
MASS FLOW RATE (LBM/HP)  
5.0000+02 	5.0000+02 	5.0000+02 
SYSTEM  PARAMETERS FOR NON -SYMMETRICAL HEATING 
FI-GURE 8 
TUBE SPECIFICATIONS 	2.5000-01 INCHES INSIDE; DIAPTTER 
TuoE LENGTH (FEET) 
2.0900+00 	2.0000+00 	2.0000+00 
FIN SPECIFICATIONS' 
FIN THICKNESS (INCHES) 
5.0000-02 	5.0000-02 	5.0080-02 
FIN HALF-410T({  (INCHES) 
1.1000+01. 1.1500+01 	1.2000+01 	1.2500+01 
SINK TEMPERATURE iDEGREEs R) 
	
4.5391+02 	4.9391+02 	4.9391+02 
5.4764+02 5.6736+02 5.8736+02 
FLuIu SPECIFICATIONS 
HULK TEMP 	1VCHtr5 TO ADIABATIC PLANE 	PER  CENT FIN EFFICIENCY 	FIN TIP TEMP LEG R 	OUTLET TEMP 	HEAT REJECTED 
TIME 	DEU H LEFT 	RIGHT 	 LEFT 	HIGHT 	 LEFT 	RIGHT uEG R 	 BTU/HR 
1 6.0619+02 1.1000+01 1.1531+01 5. 0360+01 5.7589+01 5.7493+02 4.7314+02 6.0619+02 1.4465+03 
2 6.0570+02 1.1460+01 1.2028+01 5 . 781 6+0 1 5.6025+01 5.7314+02 5.7135+02 6.0570+02 1.4542+03 
3 4.0524+02 1.1972+01 1.2500+01 5.6226+01 5.4593+01 5.7135+02 5.6975+02 6.0524+02 1.4613+03 
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A listing of system parameters follows the initial line condition. 
The system parameters include the pertinent geometry parameters, the materials 
and the mass of the tube, fin, coolant fluid and protection layer materials. 
In addition, the thickness of the meteoroid protection layer, the total 
system mass excluding the mass of the manifolds and the total projected areas 
are listed at the bottom of the page. 
Following the preliminary results is a series of current system 
descriptions printed out during the integration process (see Fig.7 ). The 
first items printed are the current real time and the relative time which 
is the ratio of the current time to the time required for a fluid particle to 
pass through the flow channel. If the calculations are for the space base in 
orbit, the words "in orbit" are printed at the top of the page. If the 
calculations are for either ascent or reentry of the space shuttle, the 
current shuttle velocity and altitude are printed along with the current 
atmospheric temperature. For either the sub-orbital or orbital case, the 
cummulative number of integration steps from the initial conditions is 
printed at the top of the page. 
The next data printed are a summary of the heat flux terms and a listing 
of the non-dimensional fin temperature distribution. The reference tempera-
ture is the inlet fluid temperature and the reference radiant heat flux is 
the black body emissive power at the inlet coolant fluid temperature evaluated 
for a unit length of fin and tube segment. The total radiant rejection and 
the conduction into the fin from both the inlet and exit manifolds for the 
entire radiator system are also printed. The external heat fluxes incident 
on the system that are printed are the infrared irradiation from earth 
albedo, solar irradiation and the convective flux on the radiator system of 
the shuttle vehicle during ascent and reentry. The energy storage rate for ' 
the entire system is also listed along with the external heat fluxes. 
The final table listed on the page contains coolant fluid properties 
as functions of axial distance as well as the local cooling rates. All 
properties are tabulated in non-dimensional form and the table is preceded 
by a list of the necessary reference quantities. Properties of the coolant 
fluid that are printed are pressure, velocity and bulk temperature. The 
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non-dimensional interior tube wall temperature and the normalized temperature 
of the meteoroid protection layer temperature are also listed as functions 
of axial distance down the tube. The enthalpy rejection of the fluid and 
fraction of the total enthalpy drop are listed as functions down the tube. 
The latter parameter is helpful in determining the effectiveness of the 
various segments of the tube length in their capacity to reject heat. Below 
the reference properties used for the fluid properties are the inlet and 
exit fluid stagnation enthalpies as well as the total change in stagnation 
enthalpy. These quantities are labeled respectively, HI, HE and DH. Also 
for comparison is listed the enthalpy flux at the reference state (To ,P0 ) and 
the reference velocity W o . 
The last table of current output data constitutes either the 
system conditions at the specified termination time, TEND in hours, or the 
steady state condition depending on whether MSTOTR = 1 or MSTOTR = 2, 
respectively. For conditions of steady state, the words "STEADY STATE IS 
REACHED" are printed after the final data printout. 
When input parameters lead to a condition for which the tube 
centerline or the midplane separating two tubes are not lines of symmetry, 
then a single page of output is printed prior to all other output. This 
page contains a written description of tube arrangement on the radiator and 
a printout describing the panel as either flat or curved. The number of 
non-symmetrical tubes and the number of sides of the panel radiating are 
also printed at the top of the page. 
The next output consists of a description of the sink temperature 
data including orientation of the fin segments relative to the reference 
vector used in the MRI program. 
The tube specifications follow the sink temperature data. The 
data listed are the internal tube diameter and the tube lengths when the 
tubes are straight. If the tubes are U-shaped, the spacings at the inlet 
and outlet segments as well as the crossover segments of the tubes are 
listed instead of the tube lengths. 
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The fin specifications follow the tube data. The data listed are 
fin thicknesses and the distance between the tube centerline and the midplane 
separating two tubes. The effective sink temperature for each fin segment is 
also printed under fin specifications. When both sides of the panel radiate, 
two lines of sink temperatures are printed corresponding to the sink tempera-
ture both radiator sides. 
The coolant fluid specifications follow the fin data. Inlet fluid 
temperature, pressure and mass flow rates are printed for each non-symmetrical 
tube. 
The final data to be printed on the page is a summary of the system 
conditions for all of the non-symmetrical fin segments. The data printed 
includes the fin bulk temperature, position of the adiabatic plane, the fin 
effectiveness, fin tip temperature, fluid outlet temperature and total heat 
rejected by the fluid in each of the tubes. 
This single page of output is then followed by the usual system 
printout as described above, repeated once for each non-symmetrical tube. 
c. Output Listing 
Figures 5, 6 and 7 in this section are typical output listings 
produced by the simulation program. Figure 5 provides a listing of all 
input parameters that appear in the NAMELIST format. Figure 6 shows initial 
line conditions and system parameters and Figure 7 shows a typical printout 
of the current radiator system parameters. These three figures are typical 
of program output when the radiator panel is symmetrical about each flow 
channel. If non-symmetrical conditions exist, output similar to that shown 
in Figure 8 is produced. 
ZAP 
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5. Typical Radiator System Performance  
This section summarizes typical program results for expected 
radiator input conditions during ascent and reentry for the shuttle vehicle 
and during both transient and steady state performance of the radiator system 
in a simulated orbit. 
a. Ascent 
(0 Mission Description 
The ascent altitude and velocity profiles used for the system 
output shown in Figures 10 and 11 is given in Figure 9. Other input 
parameters were selected as reasonable conditions expected for a 
typical space shuttle radiator system. The total fin area of 124.5 ft 2 
is subdivided by 10 equally spaced 12-foot long flow channels. The total 
fin height between flow channels is 1 ft. The inlet coolant fluid 




, respectively. The 
system materials are aluminum tubes, fins and meteoroid protection 
material with silicon oil as the coolant fluid. Other system 
parameters are printed as input listing which precedes the current 
system parameters shown in Figure 10a. The panel radiates only from 
one side. Incident radiant fluxes are constant during ascent at 
100 Btu/hr ft 2 for solar irradiation, 2.0 Btu/hr ft 2 for earth albedo. 
There is no infrared earth irradiation. 
(ii) System Response 
The response of the radiator system during ascent is summarized 
in Figures 10 and 11. A selected number of output listings of current 
system parameters during ascent are shown in Figure 10a. Figure 10b 
is a plot of the total heat rejection from the entire radiator surface 
during ascent as well as the outlet coolant fluid temperature. Figure 11 
is a plot of the aerodynamic heating at various times during the ascent 
phase of the mission. 
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.50000000E-01 FIGURE 10(A) PELBESPONSE FOR ASCENT 




















J 	 TAU 	= 
PROS = 
ALPHA = 















	KHOMP I = 




DI T8/ 	= 
5T81 = 
XL 	= 
RHO% I = 





NDOT 1 = 
TO 	= 
',END 
$F IN 	  
NX • = 
5R00 T I = 
HFNI 	= 
ST IP1 = 
RHOFN I = 
ST AGx = 
VLKTX = 
AN 	= 
OlwkiE 	= 	.q333000-151=o2 
TEND = •12700000E+00 
 RLIM1T 	= •10000000E-04 
ALIM1T .50600000E-04 
TI 	 •65967000E+03 
LIMWMT 	= +25 
NCONV = +1 
LTT 	= +Q_ 
LFLD = +1 
LTS 	= +0 
SEND 
FIGURE 10(A) CONTINUED 
40 
2 
INITIAL LINE CONDITIONS 












1 .ono 1.000noo 1.000000 1.o00o0u 1.00000u 
2 .125 .999210 1.000000 1.00000u 1.00000u 
3 .250 .999621 1.000001 1.000000 1.00000u 
4 .375. .999431 1.000001 1.000000 1.000000 
5 .500 .999241 1.000001 1.000000 1.000000 
6 .625 .999052 1.000001 1.00000u 1.000000 
7 .750 ,998062 L,000001 1,90000u 1.000000 
8 .875 .998673 1.000002 1.00000u 1.000000 	  9  1.0 0 0  .998483 1.000002 1.000000 1.000000 
INLET PRESSURE 	Po = 8640.000 	L8F/cO.FT 
REF. 	VELOCITY WO = .87128 	FT/5FC 
REF. TEMpE pATURE TOO = 659.670 	R 
PEyNoLDS NO = .30017+04 
PROWL NO = 8.620066 
DEiTA = . 001736 
REL.PRESSURE 15 .391534+04 
INIT. NUsSFLT NO. NU = *.201856+02 
WALL 8IOT NO. 	8I .485314-02 








MASS 	(ALL TU6E51 • 
	 NUm6E0 OF TU9ES. 
1. 
FIN HEIGHT 
THICKNESS AT ROOT • 

























NO. F FIN SIDES RADIATING = 
COOLANT FLUID IS 
MASS (IN ALL TOES/ 
SILICONE OIL 
MFL = 	19.1289 IBM 
 
PROTECTION LAYER THICKNESS. SMP = 










TOTAL MASS (EXCL. MANIFLO.1 MTOT = 120.9104 LBM 
41 
L. 
FIGURE 10(A) CONTINUED 
47- 
TOTAL AREA (SINGLE NORMAL PROJECTIONI 
ATOT 	124.5000 SO FT 
T2 
42 
.0000 HR p 	 RELATIVE TINE IS 	 .0000 	 1 INTEGR. STEPS ELAPSED TIME IS 
ALTITUDE 15 	 .00 	FT • VELOCITY IS   .00 FT/SEC • 	ATM.  TEMPERATURE IS 	518,67 R 	 
02 








LENGTH, OREF 	= 	.3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	0504) 	= 	.1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX. 	OIRED 	= 	.2000+01 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT 	= 	.3289+05 BTU/HR 
CONU. FROM MANIFOLDS. CONDMF - = .0000 	BTU/HR 
r 	AERODYN. HEATING POWER. 	()CON)/ 	= -.1924+05 BTU/HR 









DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
X 
.00000 .25000 .50000 .7500n 1.00000 
.000 .8477 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
.125 .8451 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 
.25u .8436 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
.375 .84.36 1.000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
.500 .8436 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
.625 •843,1_ 1.000 1.0000 1,0000 1,0000 1,0000 
.75u• .8436 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 
.676 . 8451 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 1,0000 1.0000 
1.000 .8477 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
%EXIT/  
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. TOO = 659.670 R 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. P00 = 8640.000 LBF/SO.FT 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO = .071 FT/SEC 
COOLANT POWER. INLET 	AT T=TO HO = .276P67+05 BTU/HR 	 INLET CURRENTLY 	HI = 	.276867+05 BTU/HR 
- I EXIT 	CURRENTLY El = .276P66+05 BTU/HR TOT. REJELIION OH = 	.500488-01 BTU/HR 
•-• 
FLUID 




PER UNIT TUBE 
OF LENGTH 	
FRAT:IT:r:  









.000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 2.000 1.0000 	 .000000 .00000 
1 0 .125 .99981 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000138 .02563 
I .25u . 99962 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 	 .000242 .09431 
.375 . 99943 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000311 .19375 
I 0 .500 . 99924 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 	 .000380 •31625 
.625 . 99905 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000450 .46386 
.75u . 99886 ' 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 	 .000484 .63147 
; 0 .87b .99867 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000519 .80933 
1 1.000 .99848 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 1.0000 	 .000553 1.00000  
1 0 
(EXIT) 
1 FIGURE 10(A) CONTINUED 43 
  
ELAPSED TIME IS 	. 	 .0250 HR RELATIVE TIME IS 	 6.5344 	 38 INTEGR. STEPS 
VELOCITY IS 	 1449.87 FT/SEC r 	ATM. TEMPERATURE_IS 	389.97 R 
  
ALTITUDE IF; 	 56495.86 	FT 
ex 
      
        


















INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	ASOLR 	= 	.1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 







. AERODYN. HEATING POWER. 	OCONv 	= -.1634+05 BTU/HR 
r 	 ENERGY STORAGE RATE, 	STOR0 	= -.3076+05 BTU/HR 







DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
X 
.0o000 .25000 .50000 .75000 1.00000 
.00U 1.2195 1.0679 1.0879 1.0879 1.0879 1.0879 
.125 .6981 . 9 517 .8626 .8047 .7764 .76(2 9 
.25u .3854 .9572 .8687 .8112 .7832 .7759 
.375 .3850 .21550 .8680 .8110 .7832 .7758 
.500 .3660 .9574 .8691 .8115 .7834 .7760 
.625 .2817 .1560 .8704 .8141 .7866 .7793 
.75U .387 0 .9585 .8697 .8117 .7835 .7760 
.875 .7819 .9489 .8620 .8044 .7762. .7687 
1.000 1.2263 1.0893 1.0893 1.0893 1.0893 1.0893 
{EXIT) 
FLUID  PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
REFERE'JCE PRESSURE. 	P00 = 8640.000 LBF/SO,FT  
REFERENCE VELOCITY, WOO 	= 	 .871 FT/SEC 
	
COOLANT pO,ER, INLET  AT T=TO HO = _1 276867+05 BTU/HR 	 INLET CURRENTLY HI = .276867+05j8JU/HR 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI = .234041+05 BTU/HR TOT. REJELAION OH = .428260+04 BTU/HR 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REvE6TION 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYFR PER UNIT TUBE 	FRACTIoN 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	 TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
GIST. P 	W 	 TF 	 TWI 	 TMP 	BTU/(HR_FT) 	TOIAi  
.000 1.000o0 1.0008 1.0000 1.0879 1.0879 -186.12429g .00000 
.125 .99951 .9956 .9867 .9517 .9517 74.285834 , 	...11604 
.25u .99902 .9928 .9871 .9572 .9572 63 c325497 .30202 
.375 .99942 .9913 .9760 .9550 .9550 44.420708 .52040 
.500 .99923 .9896 .9815 .9574 .9574 50 1 998492 .75007 
.625 .99904 .9891 .9689 .9560 .9560 27.315979 .98675 
1 .75u .99885 .9881 .98Q7 .9585 _ .9585 46.887507 1.14491 
C. .875 .99866 .9868 .9641 .9489 .9489 32.308490 1.38225 
1 1.000 .99847 .9970 .9754 1.0893 1.0893 -241.334110 1.0000o 
(EXIT)  




.0500 HR r 	RELATIVE TIME IS 
194986.66 FT r VELOCITY IS 	 6199.57 FT/SEC 
ELAPSED TIME IS 
ALTITUDE Is  
13.0687 55 INTEGR. STEPS 
ATM. TEMPERATURE IS 462.40 R 
2 
















INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	0S0LA 	= 	.1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 







ALROJYN. HEATING POWEN, 	QCUNV 	= 	.2487+05 8TU/HR 









DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
X 
- 	 






















































,9112 FIGURE 10(A) CONTINUED 
1.00u 
(EXIT) 
.6184 .9315 .9315 .9315 .9315 .9315 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPLRATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
REFERENCE PRESSURE, 	P00 = 8640,000 OF/SO.FT  
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 	= 	 .871 FT/SEC 
	 COOLANT pO hER, INLET AT T=TO HO = .276867+05 9TU/HR  	INLET CURHLNTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 	  
	
EXIT CURRENTLY El = .159106+05 BTU/HR 	 TOT. REJE‘II0H OH = .117761+05 BTU/HR 
PROTFCT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER PER UNIT TUBE 	p.100- 1011 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
DIST.  P  W IF 	 TWI 	IMP 	BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL 	 
.000 1.00030 1.0000 1.0000 .9783 .9783 42.947949 .00000 
.125 .99981 .9927 .9814 .9172 .9172 126.966851 .14939 
.25u .99901 .9874 .9750 .9214 .9214 106.037679 .33239 
.375 .99942 .9827 .9603 .9133 .9133 92.991148 .47533 
.500 .99923 .9784 .9561 .9130 .9130 85.266257 .61012 
.625 .99904 .9748 •9424 .9076 .9076 69.837278 .72960 
.75u .99885 .9714 .9416 .9070 .9070 68.399486 .83/44 
.875 .99866 .9677 .9290 .6927 .8927 71.936090 .93790 
1.00u .99847 .9672 .9252 .9315 .9315 -12.536525 1.00000 
/EXIT) 
46" 
19.6031 80 INTEGR. STEPS RELATIVE TIME IS 
VELOCITY IS 	 11899.46 FT/SEC ► 	 ATM. TEMPERATURE IS 	334.32 R 
INLET CURKaNTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/)R 	  
TOT. RE4E‘1ION OH = .104721+05 BTU/HR 
REFERENCE TE4PERATNRE. TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	P00 = 8640.000 LRF/SO FT 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 	= 	 .871 FT/SEC 
COOLANT 20,iER, INLET AT T=TO  HO  = .276667+05 3TU/HR 
EXIT CUPRENTLY EI = .172146+05 3TU/HR 















INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	0S0LA 	= 	.1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
INCIDENT INFRAREDFOA. 	OIBEn 	= 	.2014+01_07U/(HR 50 FT) 
TOT. RADIANT OTOZ 
CONDME 
RELATIVE 
AERODYN. HEATING POWER. 	OCONti 	:4 .6611+04 BTU/HR 









DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
X 
.00000 .25000 .50000 .75010 1.00000 
.00U .7313 .9671 .9o71 .9671 .9671 .9671 
.125 .6323 .9501 .9147 .9054 .9007 ,!993 
.25u .5703 .9322 .9199 .9128 .9093 .9084 
.375 .5614 .9246 .9138 .9Q78 .9051 .9044 
.500 .5533 .9224 .9127 .9075 .9051 .9046 
.625 .5419, .9172 .9092 .9053 .9031 .9035 FIGURE 10(A) CONTINUED 
.750 .5395 .9146 .9068 .9030 .9015 .9012 
.875 .5462 .9035 .8954  .8913 .8897 .8894 
1.000 .5620 .9121 .9121 .9121 .9121 .9121 
(EXIT) 
FLUID 'ROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
PROTECT. 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	 TEMPERATURES 
	DIST.  P  	w  TE 	TWI 	IMP 	 
ENTHALPY REJECTION 
	
PER UNIT TUBE 	friACTIoN  
LENGTH 	 OF 
BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL 	  
.000 1.00000 1.0004 1.0000 .9671 .9671 67.116564 .00000 
.125 .99931 .9934 .9852 .9301 .9301 112.356394 .15252 
.250 .99961 .989P .9780 .9322 .9322 93.483206 	- .31578 
.375 .99942 .9850 .9670 .9246 .9246 86.350813 .44887 
.50u .99923 .9811 .9610 .9224 .9224 78.735278 .57788 
.625 .94964 .9778 .9515 .9172 .9172 69.991269 .69359 
.75u .9445 .9746 .9473 .9146 .910 66.729493 .7985, 
.875 .99866 .9712 .9386 .9035 .9035 71.472905 .90460 
1 . 001 9690 .9329 .9121 .9121 42.267320 1.0000n 
(EXIT) 
ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .0750 HR 
ALTITUDE Is 	 308492.96  FT 
cr 
r-1 
INLET CURRENTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 	 
TOT. REJE‘TION OH = .112820+05 BTU/HR 
REFERETZE 	 659 670 R . 
	
TEMPERATURE, TOO 	=  
REFERE N CE PRES. 	4 	P00 = 	'8640 
REFERENCE VEL02-,.jF;: . WOO . 	= ' 	
:M MN.FT 
COOLAN T  p0.;;ER.  :NI._. AT T=TO HO = .276867+05 BTU/HR  
EXIT :CUPRENTLT- EI = .164041+05 BTU/HR 
ELAPSED TIME IS .1000 HR 	RELATIVE TIME Is 	26.1375 	 96 INTEGR. STEPS 
ALTITUDE Is 	330000.00 FT r VELOCITY IS 	 16499.06  FT/SEC • 	ATM. TEMPERATURE IS 	376.50 R 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
* ********************************** ************* ***** ** 








LENGTH, OREF = 	.3246+04 8TU/(HP FT). 
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	OSOLR 	= 	.1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 





= 	.2110+05 BTU/HR 
= 	.2680+03 8TU/HR 
1 
r 
AERODYN. HEATING POWER. 	OCONv 	= 	.8142+04 8TU/HR 





RELATIVE OF FIN, I 
REJECTION 
0 




























































_0714 FIGURE 10(A) CONTINUED 
1.000 
(EXIT) 
.542, .9050 .9050 .9050 .9050 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 




















.00u 1.00000 1.0000 1.0000 .9634 .9634 73.935921 .00000 
) .125 .99981 .9936 .9850 .9257 .9257 119.899873 .15022 
.25u .99961 .9885 _ .9766 .9264 .9764 101.527077 .3111A 
.375 .99942 .9890 .9651 .9186 .9186 94.038617 .44474 
.500 .99923 .9798 .9582 .9153 .9153 86.704713 .57414 
.625 .99204 .9760 .9482 .9096 .9096 78.045426 .69177 
.75u .99885 .9726 .9429 .9060 .9060 74.709270 .79958 
...) .878 .99866 . .9690 .9337 .8959 .8959 76.516509 .90o73 




AXIAL 	RELAT4E 	 °ELAYIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN. T 
	DIST. 	RAD. HEAT  
REJECTION 	 DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
0 	 X 	  
.00000 	.25000 	.50000 .75000 1.00000 
	 .._ 	  
-- ---- 
.00u 	.7023 ^.9583 	.9583 	.9583 	.9583 	.9583 
	 .125 .6094 	.9225 _.9108 .9011 0944 0926 	  
.25U 	.5483 .9222 	.9136 	.9061 	.9013 	.8995 
.375 .5362 	.9141 .9067 .9002 .8959 .8943  
.500 	.5244 	.9098 	.9036 	.8979 	.8940 	.8926 
	 .625 	.5097 .9035 .8988 .8941 .8909 .8897 	 FIGuREMAL_CaniNuED 	  
.75U .5033 	.8991 	.8949 	.8905 	.8874 	.8862 
.875 	.5052 .8892 .8849 	.8803 .8771 	J8759 
1.000 .5154 	.8951 	.8951 .8951 	.8451 .8951 
LEXIT) 
FLUID Pv0PERTIES AND SURFACE TEmPERATUR/ OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
 
REFERETICE TEMFERATHREr TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
REFERENCE PREF.SmyEr 	Poo = 8640000 LAF/SO.FT 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 	= 	 .871 FT/SEC 
COOLANT pO•ERr INLET AT T=TO  HO = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI = .156841+05 BTU/HR 
  
  
INLET CURRENTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR  
TOT. REJE‘flON DH = .120025+05 BTU/HR 
  
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJE‘IION 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER PER UNIT TUBE 	tRACTInN  
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
,..... 	U1ST. 	  p  	W 	 TF 	TWI 	TmP BTU/tHR FT) TO/A; 	  
.000 	1.00000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	.9583 	9583 	83.797215 	.00000 	  
.125 .99481 .9934 .9847 .9225 .9225 124.993712 .14961 
.250 	.99981 	.9880 	.9755 	.9222 	.9222 	107t10274 	.30702  
.375 .99942 	.9832 .9637 .9141 .9141 99.836724 .43992 
	.500 	.99923  .9787 	.9559 	.9098 	.9098 	92.636692 	.56879  
.625 .99904 	.9747 .9455 .9035 .9035 84.442323 .68700 
.75u 	.99885 	.9709 	.9393 	.8991 	.8991 	80.657710 	.7962fi  
.875 .99868 	.9670 .9298 .8892 .8892 81.486121 .90382 
1.000 	.99847 .964, 	.9229 	.8951 	.8951 	55.788302 	1.0000n  
tExLT) 
ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .1250 HR p 	 RELATIVE TIME IS 
	
32.6718 	 108 INTEGR. STEPS 
ALTITUDE Is 
	
313506.32 	FT r VELOCITY IS 
	
23548.28 FT/SEC r 
	
ATM. TEMPERATURE IS 	341.94 R 
02 
FIWIEmPERATOWE OISTRIBUTON AND RADIANT HEAT .REJECTION 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 659.670 R 	r  
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	0SoLA = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SQ FT) 
eER UNIT . AXIAL LENGTH? °REF = .3246+04 BTU/IHR FT). 	INCIDENT 	INFRARED FLUX. QIKEn = .2000+04_8TU/(HR SQ FT)  
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT = .2112+05 BTU/HR 	. 	AERODYN. HEATING POWER. QCONV = .2673+05 BTU/HR 





COOLANT p0411. INLET AT T=TO HO = 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI = 
INLET CURRENTLY HI = .270867+05 BTU/HR 
TOT. REQE‘tION OM = . 120210+05 BTU/HR 
ENTHALPY RE.JEcrION 
PER UNIT TUBE 	tHACTIoN 
PROTECT. 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER 
ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .1270 HR 	 RELATIVE TIME IS 
ALTITUDE IS 	310980.00 	FT VELOCITY IS 	 24234.00 
33.1959 
FT/SEC r  
110 INTEGR. STOPS 
ATM. TEMPERATURE IS 	337.93 R 
• 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTffIBUTION AMP RADrANT HEAT REJECTION 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX, OSOL0 = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH. *REF 	= 	.3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 	 INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX. OIRED = .2000+01 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	15TOT 	= 	.2123+05 BTU/HR 	 AERODYN. HEATING POWER. OCONv = .3037+05 BTU/HR 





RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN, T 
REJECTION 
0 
DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
.00000 .25000 	.50000 .75000 1.00000 
.000 .70 0 1 .9576 .9576 	.9576 , 0576 .9576 
.125 * 6 1 1 5 .9220 .9122 .9032 .H973 ,8951 
.25u .5534 .9222 .9149 	.9081 .(.?036 .9019 
±17 ,5406 .9140 .9081 .9022 .F982_ 8967 
.500 .5286 .9097 .9049 	.6998 .U962 .8949 
.625 .5145 . 9034 .9000 .__ .8960 .P930 . 89 1 9 
.750 .507 2 .8989 .8961• 	.8923 .P895 .8884 
.87s . 811 66 .8091 .8862 .8823 .6793 ,8782 ELaum_LICkl_CoNcLuDED 
1.000 .8941 	.8941 .0941 .8941 .5127 .8941 
(EXIT) 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, TOO = 659.670 R 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. P00 = 8640.000 L8F/SO.FT 












.000 1.00000 1.0000 1.0000 .9576 .9576 85.173653 .00000 
.125 .99981 .9934 .9847 .9226 .9226 124.974230 .14983 
J15 0 999961 .9880 .9755 .9222 .9Z2.2 107.177940 .3067, 
.375 .99942 .9832 .9638 .9140 .9140 99.976870 .43945 
.500 .99923 .9787 .9558 .9097 .9097 92.755548 .56013 
.625 .99904 .9746 .9455 .9034 .9034 84.717443 .6804 
.7FU .99805 .9708 .9392 .6989 .8989 80_005383 .79553 
.875 .99866 .9670 .9297 .8891 .8891 81.721740 .90304 




































2 	3 	4 	5 	6 7 
Time, min 















































(i) Mission Description 
The reentry altitude and velocity profiles used for, the system 
output shown in Figures 13 and 14 are given in Figure 12. 
Input parameters for reentry are identical to those given in the mission 
description for ascent except for ICONV which is set equal to'2 to 
designate reentry. The system parameters for reentry are printed prior 
to the current system output shown in Figure 13a. 
(ii) System Response 
The response of the radiator system during reentry is summarized 
in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 (a) provides selected program output 
showing current system conditions at various times during the reentry 
phase of the mission. Figure 13 (b) is a plot of the total heat 
rejection from the radiator system and the temperature of the coolant. 
fluid at the exit plane of the flow channel. Figure 14 is a graph 
of the aerodynamic heating of the system as a function of time during 










































































Altitude h, 10 3 ft 
SONML 
'TAPE = 	 +0 
ICAGE= ta 
NTH 	= 
TO =  
+ 14 
.0000ODDDEI00 
.50000000E+00 PHN 	= 
SEND 
stun__ 
OITEti 	= .25000000E+00, 
















PO 	= •56400000E+04 
SEND 
1FIN 









































AN 	= .10000000E+01 
SEND 
SMANIFD 
ARAN 	= .43000000E+02 
SEND 
SMuNvPT 




DTwRTE = .16667000E-01 
TEND = .29400900E+00 
o 2 ALIMIT = .50000000E-04 
RLIMIT = .10000_0_00E-04 
TI = .65967000E+03 
LI WWRT -= ±25 
NCONV = +2 
LTT = +0 
LFLD = +1 
LT5 = +0 
SEND 
FIGURE I3(A) CONTINUED 




INITIAL LINE CONDITIONS 
(ALL QUANTITIES ARE NORMALIZED) 
FLUIu WALL 
PT.NO. POSITION PRESSURE VELOCITY TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE 
L .000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
2 	' .125 .999810 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
3 _.250 .999621 1.000001_ 1.000000 1.000000 
4 .375 .999431 1.000001 1.000000 1.000000 
5 .500 .999241 1.000001 1.00000 1.000000 
6 .625 .999052 1.000001 1.000000 1.000000 
7 .750 .998862 _1.000001 1.00000 1.000000 
8 .875 .998673 1.000002 1.00000u 1.00000u 
9 1.000 .998483 1.0(10002 1.000000  1.000000 
INLET PRESSURE_ 	PO = 	8640.000 L8F/S0 FT 
REF. VELOCITY Wo = .87128 FT/SFC 
REF. rEmpEBATURE_/00__= 	hs9.670__R 
REYNOLDS NO 	_ _ 	 ____.30017+04 
PRANDTL NO = 6.628066 
nE. TA 	= 	 . 00173R  
REL.PRESSURE IS .391534+04 
 
INIT. NUSSELT 1.4).NU =- 	_A201056+02 	 FIGURE 13(A) CONTINUED 
 





    
         
         
         
         
TUBE LENGTH , 	 XL = 	12.000 FT 
	 INTERNALDIAmETFR , 	OITB = .25  IN  
)(ALL THICKNESS . 	 STB = 	.100 IN 
	  MATER/AL 	 __ALUMINUM 	 
MASS 	(ALL TUBES) . 	MTB = 	15.4460 LBM 
	  NUMBER 0F.TVBESfl ______NTBS. =  __ _10  
HFAIL= 
THICKNESS AT ROOT 	SROOT = 
THICKNESS _AT TIP  r ST 1 _ 
MATERIAL 
MASS_ [ALL_FINS/_, 	mFN_=  
NO. OF FIN SIDES RADIATING 
COOLANT FLUID IS 	 SILICONE OIL 
J 	 _MASslIN ALL_TUBESa 	NEL_7, 	19,12139 LBM 	  
3713gr 
        
  
PROTECTION LAYER THICKNESS. SMP = 	.011 IN 
	PASc. 	 MMP = P.038 LBM 
MATERIAL IS 	 BERYLLIUM 
  
    
     
TOTAL MASS (EXCL. MANIFLO.) MTOT = 120.9104 LBM 
va 





TOTAL AREA (SINGLE NORMAL PROJECTION) o 
	 ortii.11,-Alk.SoluSQ FT 
02 





TF 	 1WI 	 TMP 
ENTHALPY 









.000_____1.00000 _1.0000, 1.0000_1.0000_1.0000 .000000 .00000. 
.125 	.99981 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 .000138 .02563 
•250 .0oao ____.99962_ Lamo 1 .000o_Lalonn .00.0242 .094a; 
.375 .99943 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 .000311 .19375 
. 500 .99924______1.0000 1.9000 1.0000______14000. .000380 .31525 
.625 .99905 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 .000450 .46386 
. 750 .99886 _10000 1.0000 tam 1.0000 .100_484 .63147 
.875 .99867 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 .000519 .80933 
1.000 .99848 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1A0(100 .11121553 1.00000 
(EXIT) 
ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .0000 HR r 	RELATIVE TIME IS 	 .0000 	 1 INTEGR. STEPS 
ALTITUDE Is 	 394000,00 FT r 25509.10Q_F_USEC r 	AIM,TEMP_ERATURE...JE___561.41  R 
02 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ANn RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
	 112At1/81V”11111, * 




UNIT AXIAL LENGTHL_OREE_ 
REJECTION 	OTOT 
CONDMF 
= 	 BTU/(HR_FT). __,3246+04 
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	OSOLR 	= 	.1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
INCIDENI_INFRARED_ELW/___OIREn_a.2000.01 BTP/1HR_SO_EI1__ 
TOT. RADIANT = 	.3289+05 BTU/HR 
= 	.0000 	NTU/HR. 











OF FIN. T 
2 
TO FLOW DIRECTION 
.00000 .25000 	.50000 .75000 	1.00000 
	 JR 	  
.000 .8477 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 1 2 0000 	1.0000 
.125 1.0000 _.8451 1.0000 .1.0000_ 1.0n00_ _1.0000 
.250 .8436 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 
.37_5 .8456______1.0.0.00 1.9000____10000 1:0000 1.00_00 
.500 .8436 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 1 2 0000 	1.0000 
625 ,8430 1.0000 1.0000 J.0000 1 4 0 0 00____.1.0000__ •
.750 .8436 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 
• 875 .8451 1.0000 1.0008__• 	1.0000 __1.0n00 	_1.0000_ CONTINUED __FIGURE_13(A/ 
1.000 .8477 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
(EXIT) 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE_TEmFERATURE OF mETEOROID_PROTECTION_LAYER_____ 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. T00 	 659.670 R 
	 REEERENCE_PRESSUBE1 	POD A640 - non IRF/K12  FT 
 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 	 .871 FT/SEC 
COOLANT POwER.....INLE7_,AT_WCI HO = __...276867+05.13/WHR.. 	 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI = .276866+05 BTU/HR 
 
INLET__CURMLNTLt__111._a__...2.76861+05.2TU/HR____ 	 
TOT. REJECTION OH = .500486-01 BTU/HR 
  
X) 
DTWRTE = •16667000E-01 
TEND = $'9400000E+00 
02 ALIMIT = .50000000E-04 
RLINT = .1 0009.09 0E-0 4 
TI = •65967000E.03 
. • 
LIMWRT = —±25 
Nc0NV = .2 
LTT = +0 
LFLO = .1 
LT$ = •0 
■.! SEND 
FIGURE 13(A) CONTINUED 
col 	  
	55 
 
INITIAL LINE CONDITIONS 
 
  
      
      
      
02 	 (ALL QUANTITIES ARE NORMALIZED) 
PT.NO. POSITION 	w 	PNE5sHRE 
	  2 	 P 
 
	  FLUID 	 WALL 
VELOCITY TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE 
	
TWI 	  
 
    
1_ 	_A000 
2 .125 
	 3 	 .250 
4 .375 
	1.000000 	1.000000 	 1.000U00 
.999810 	 1.000000 1.000000 
	.999621 	1.000001 	 1.000000 	 
.999431 	 1.000001 1.00000u 
	.999241 1 .800001 	 1.0_0400 
.999052 	 1.000001 1.000000 
.998882 _____1.000001 	 1.0.0000V 	
.998673 	 1.000002 1.000000 
.998483 i.000(102 	 1400000 
1.000000 	  
1.000000 
1.000000 	  
1.000000 
1.0000_00 	  
1.000000 




7 .750 	 
8 	.875 
9 1.000 	  
INLEI_PRESsURE 	PO = 	8640.000 LE(F/SQ FT 
REF. VELOCITY NO = .87128 FT/SEC 
REF. IENpERATURE_TO0__= 	659.620__R 
REYNOLDS _NO_ 	= 	 .10017+u4 
PRANDTL NO 8.628066 
DELTA 	= 	 .0o1736  
REL.PRESSURE IS .391534+04 
 
INIT. NUSSELT 	 = 	A201856±02 
WALL RIOT NO. BI = 	 .485314-02 




TUBE LENGTH . 
	 INTERNAL_DIAmEIFR  
WALL THICKNESS 
	  MATERIAL 	 
MASS 	(ALL TUBES) 
	  NUMBER OF.TUBES/ 
FIN  HEIGHI_ , 	
 MATERIAL 
THIcKNESS AT_TIP 
THICKNESS AT ROOT r 
• 	STLE. _= 	_.050 
SROOT = 	.050 IN 
ALUMINUM 
	  MASS. ALL.FINSI. f 
	
MFN_= 	64.2940_11M_ 
NO. OF FIN SIDES RADI ATING = 
COOLANT FLUID IS 	 SILICONE OIL 
	 _MASS LIN ALL_TUBES) 
--erl 	PROTECTION LAYER THICKNESS. SMP m 	.011 IN 
 _MASs. 	 MMP = 2.038 LBM 
MATERIAL IS 	 BERYLLIUM 
J 	  
TOTAL MASS (EXCL. MANIFLO.) MTOT : 120.9104 LBM 
56 
XL = 	12.000 FT 
OITA = .240 IN  
STB = 	.100 IN 
ALUMINUM 	 
r 	FOB = 	15.4480 IBM 
=  ___ 10 	 
HFN c 	6.010 IN 
02 
FIGURE 13(A) CONTINUED 
57 
TOTAL AREA (SINGLE NORMAL PROJECTION) 
	 trAtJ;___124,6500SO FT 
1 INTEGR. STEPS 
_Alt1.___TEMPERA It.) RE, IS 	661.41 R 
ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .0000 HR 	 RELATIVE TIME IS 	 .0000 
ALTITUDE kS 	 394000,00 FT r VELoCITYIS______ _25_4_09.LOGL EILSEC 
= 659.67Q R REFERENCE TENFERATURE. 	TOQ 




REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. TOO 
	REFERENcE_PRESSueE. 	Poo 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 
CULANT POwERLANLET___ALIZT2 HO = 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI 
INLEI_CuRRLNTLY___ 276867+058TU/HR 	  
TOT. RE.JWION DH = .500483-01 BTU/HR 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION 
FLUID 	 FHAUToN  
	
TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
P 	 W 	 IF    IMP RIU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ANn RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 




UNIT AXIAL LENGTHr_OREF_ = _.326+04 








BTU/HR AERODYN. HEATING POWER. 	0CoNv 	g 	.6237+04 BTU/HR 







RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN, 





.00000 .25000 .50000 	.75000 1.00000 
.000 .8477 1.0000 1.0000 1.00 00 	1 1 0000 1.0000 
	.ft 	 
.125. ,8451 1. 0000 _1.0000 1.00 00_1.0000_ 1.0000 
.250 .8436 1. 0000 1.0000 1.00 00 	1.0000 1.0000 
00 1:0POn_ 'Anna 
.504 .8436 1. 0000 1.0000 1.00 00 	1 2 0000 1.0000 
1.. 0000 1.0000 1.0o oo 
.750 .8436 1. 0000 1.0000 1.00 00 	1.0000 1.0000 




1.00 00 	_1.0000 
1.00 00 1.0000 
_1.0000 CONTINUED _FIGURE_13(A/ 
1.000 .6477 1.0000 
(EXIT) 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND_WRFAcE_TEmPERATDRE OF HETEOROID_PROIECTION_LAYER 













.375  1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 .000311 .19375 
99924_____Ic0004 1,0000______1.00.00 1.0000 .000380 • 31625 
.625 .99905 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 .000450 .46386 
.750 99886 ___1,0000 1.0000 1.11066 1.0000  
.00 	 1.0000 
.000484 
.0 05 9 
.63147 
.80933 .875 .99867 	1.0000 1 .0000 




ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .0500 HR r 
ALTITUDE IS 	 21299%55 FT / 	 
RELATIVE TIME IS 
VELOCITY IS 
13.0695 	 36 INTEGR. STEPS 




FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AN[' RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
******************** 
	REFERENCE_TEMPERATUREs 	TOO = 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX 
	 PER UNIT AXIAL_EENGTHL_OREE_ = 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT = 
SODAER0M MANIFOLOSA_  CONOMF 
659.670 13_ 
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	(ISOLA = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
	
_0296+04 lau/tHR 	 I_ INCIOEN INERARED_FLVILL__Olan =  ..2000701_13TU/IHR. SQ_E.T1 
.2773+05 BTU/HR AE RODYN. HEATING POwERr 000Nv = .5638+05 BTU/HR 
-.9819+.021021AEL 	• 	 ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	SToR€ 	.3510+05 BTU/HR  
AXIAL RELATIVE 
HEAL_ 
RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN. T 
REJECTION DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
	••••••■•• 	  
.00000 	.25000 	.50000 .75000 	1.00000 
.000 .7159 .9625 	.9625 	.9625 .9625 	.9625 





.9556 	.9662 	.9703 
.9527 .9643 .9890 
.9716 	.9717 
-9707 97n9 
.500 .719A .9500 	..9626 	.9679 .9699 	.9702 
• 625 .7259 .9668 ___.9478 	_.9610 .9694 ..9691 
• 750 • 7126 • 9458 .9598 . 	.9662 .9687 	.9691 
.9441 _____a9589_•9657 .9684___.9690. CONTINUED ______FIGUREARA/ 
1.000 .6273 .9345 	.9345 	.9345 .9345 	.9345 
IFXITI  
FLUID PROPERTIES_AND_WRFACE_IEMPLRATURE OF_METEOROID_PROTECTIVN LAYER 	 
  
• REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
REFEREKE_PRESSUREtPAIL----Z 86411. non 1 PE/CO FT 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. 	WOO 	= 	 .871 FT/SEC 
C9QLANT_P9WER._ INLET_.. AT T=Io____Ho_= ..2/68674705 aruim 	 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI = .211383+05 BTU/HR 
      
    
INLET_CURItt:NTLY_AiL=_K276867+JI8JITU/HR 	  
TOT. REJECTION DH = .654839+04 BTU/HR 
    
           
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION 
FLUID 	WALL 	i6YFR__ pER UNLL_TUBEEKACTInN 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	 TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
-)_______DIST. 	 W_ 	 TF 	 TWI 	TMP BTU/(HR ET) 	JOTAI 	  
.000 	1.809 00 _1.0000 1.0000 .9625 .9625 80.776558 .00000 
,...', .125 .99981 	.9963 .9925 .9584 .9584 73.419073 .17633 
1 .250 	.99962___ . 	.9931 .9956 .9556 .9556 64_.196697 .3530 
.375 •99943 	.9902 .9799 .9527 .9527 58.594118 .47323 
,. .500 	.99929______0877 .9742 • 9500 .9500 51.918591 *59957 
• 625 .99905 	.9854 .9698 .9478 .9478 47.317073 .7120n 
7.777RTA 1:1 , ! ,, , 	•;, ,.75u__.000att___.t.,.9834 t .9649 .9458 .9450 41.2/1317 .81355 
CO1 	J. 1.875 	,, 	: 	.99867.i 	',, 	.9816 :11... .9619  .9441 .9441 L:4:4:14 38.321868 .90322 
1.000 .99848 .9794 .9578 .9345 . 04A45 50.009091 1.00n0n 
(EXIT) 
59 
_659.070 11 	 .1 
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	0SoLR = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
.3246+04 	 ii sTui(HR Fl 	INCIDENLANFAARED FLUX.____OIREn. = .20.00+01_8%/(HR SG E/)  
.5506+05 BTU/HR 	. AERODyN. HEATING POWER. OCONv = .1775+06 BTU/HR 
- .1573_111 	 6 : 	 t, 	 I 	 0: 	 ■ I . 
ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .1000 HR 	 RELATIVE TIME IS 	 26.1390 	 60 INTEGR. STEPS 
	 AIMUDE_IS 	 __24511110,71 FI_, 	VELOCITY IS 	 23799.82 FT/SEC . 	ATM. TEMPERATURE IS 	382.54 R 
2 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
	 ap221A16**** 	  
	 REFERENCE TEMPERATURE,_.- 	 T00___= 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH. oREE_ . = 









.000 .6299 .9354 
,125 1.2481. 1.0371 
.250 1.6155 1.0278 
315 1.606L 1A.0297 
.500 1.5974 1.0254 
.625 1.7098 1.0252. 
.750 1.5816 1.0219 
.875 1.2127 1.0341. 
1.000 .6032 .9265 
MEM 
RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN. I 
DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
X_ 	 
	
.25000 	.50000 .75000 1.00000 
.9354 	.9354 	.9354 	.9354 _  
1.1389__1.2022_1.23591.2459 
1.1252 	1.1849 	1.2163 	1.2254 
1 .1254_1.184_3 1 .7153_1.2243  
1.1221 	1.1816 	1.2130 	1.2222 
.1.1178 1.1745 _1.2043 1.2130 	  FIGURE _LICALCONTINUED 
1.1189 	1.1789 	1.2106 	1.2200 
.1.1332__1.1958_____1.2296 1.2398 
.9265 	.9265 	.9265 	.9265 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND.SURFACE TEMPERATuRE OF mETEOROID_PROTECTIONL LAYER 	  
REFERENCE TEMPERATuRE, TOO 
E.5_50E 	P00 
REFERENCE VELOCITY, w00 
	  _C1LANT_POwER._1NLET_ AT___TgIO 
EXIT CURRENTLY 
659.670 R 
8640.000 IRF/SO-FT  
.871 FT/SEC 
HO =____.276867+05 BTULmR_ 












. 99981 	1. 
.99944 	1. 
	 9992 b____. __1 • 
.99906 	1. 
44127 
. 99868 	1.0095 	1.0268 
. 998s0 10 0004 1.0171 
0000 	1.0000 	.9354 
0040 1.0125 1.0371 
20011 	1,11110 	1.0278 
0070 1.0198 1.0297 
0081 	1.0143 	1.0254 
0079 1.0242 1.0252 
1,0254_ 
1.0252 







lAyFRREB__UNIT TURF 	FR&C11nN 
ENTHALPY REJECTION 
LENGTH OF 











	 FLUID 	WAIL 	 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	 TEMPERATURES 




ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .1500 HR I 
__2302fi,24  FT 
 
RELATIVE TIME IS 	 39.2085 	 86 INTEGR. STEPS 
VELOCITY IS 	 20192.n FT/SEC 	AD4,_TEMPERATURE_LS_ 	384..0_11_ 




FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
*****' 
	REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, 	TOP 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX 
PER_UNIT AXIAL LENOTHI_OREF 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION OTOT 
CONO. FROM MANIFOLDS, CONDMF 
= 659.670 R  
     
      
= „3246+04 BTU/[HR FT)/ 
= .6486+05 BTU/HR 
= .4866t03 BTU/HR  
 
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	0SoLR = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
INCIDENT_INFRARED_FOA1__OIREn440004.0LBTU/(HR_SO  ET) 	  
AERODYN. HEATING POWER. 0C4Nv = .1582+06 BTU/HR 
ENERGY STORAGE RATE, 	SToRn = .8051+05 RTU/HR  
 
   
AXIAL 	RELATIVE 	 RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN, T 
	DIST. RAD. HEAL_ 
REJECTION 	 DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
z 	0    x  
.00000 	.25000 	.50000 	.75000 1.00000 
	
.000 	.7198 	.9636 	.9636 
- 
.9636 	.9636 	.9636 
	 ________._ 
	.125 1.4150 1.0926_ 1.1935_ 1.2578_ 1.2°35 1.3045 	 
. 250 	1.8367 	1.0752 	1.1646 	1.2196 	1.2 091 	1.2579 
.17.5_____1.8405 1.0.866____.1.1,724___1.2249 10550 .1.2614  
.500 	1.8592 	1.0847 	1.1701 	1.2224 	1.2E04 	1.2587 
	.625 1.9854_ 1.0895._ 1,1675 ____1.2141____1.2385 1.2456 	 
. 750 	1.8776 	1.0901 	1.1738 • 1.2249 	1.2523 	1.2605 
.82b  165358 1.1232 .1.2130 	1.2699 	1.31'12_ 1.3108 	  FIGURE 13(A) CONTINUED 	  
1.000 	.9599 	1.0290 	1.0290 1.02 90 1.0290 	1.0290 
(EXIT) .  
FLUID PROPERTIES AND_SURFACE_TEMRERATURE.OF METEOROID_PRQTECTION lAyER 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
REFEREME_PRESiUREL____EQ0 = $640.000 1 	AF/s1LEI  
REFERENCE VELOCITY, 	WOO 	= 	 .871 FT/SEC 
CINLANTTOwER. INLET AT_IT40 HO = .21067+05 BTV/HR 	 INLET. CURRENTLY_ 111 = .276867+05 BTU/HR_ 




PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION
FLUID 	_WALL_ ____LAYER__PiR, _UN IT ILIBEEitACIInN 
TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
	 IF 	TWI 	 TMP  BTU/(HR FT1 	TOTAL 	  
6000 1.00000 	1.0000 1.0000 .9636 .9636 . 99.048074 .00000 
.125 .99982 1.0106 1.0293 1.0926 1.0926 -172.390614 .11927 
.254 .99963_____1016R 1.43P7 1.07.52______L.0252 - 1 15.685914 .354.37 
.375 .99944 	1.0217 1.0514 1.0866 	1.0866 -95.888686 .48609 
400 199920 _14265 A.0507 1.1)847. 1.0847 -92.660016 .62721 
.625 	.99907 	1.0295 1.0694 1.0895 1.0895 -54.798841 .74575 
.750 ______.296843____ 	1.0332 1.0604 1.0901 1.0901 -80.040606 .23365 
.875 .99869 	1.0390 1.0841 1.1232 1.1232 -106.374774 .97867 




ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .2000 HR r 	RELATIVE TIME IS 	 52.2780 	 112 INTEGR. STEPS 





FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEWT REJECTION 
**** *********************** ****** 4. 11, .$4,4*** **** * ** * **** 
REFERENCE TEMPERATUREt. 	 TOO - 659.670_11_ 	 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	GSOLR = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
	
PER UNITAXIAL LENOThe_9REF = _0246+04 8TV/IHR file_ 	INCIDENT_INFRARED_FWAt__OIREO__= 12400+(11- BTU/(HR___SQ__ETI 	 TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT = .7602+05 BTU/HR 	y AERODYN. HEATING POWER@ GCONV = .1290+06 BTU/HR 
C0112.EflO&MANIFOLDSLCIINDOE:_.6813+03RTU/HR . 	 FNFRGY STORAGE RATE. 	SUR° = .3334+05 BTU/NR  
AXIAL 	RELATIVE 	 RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN, T 
D15T. .RAD. HEAT_ 
REJECTION 
7 	 0  
,•^ ■ 	 •• • 
DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
	  X  
.00000 	.25000 	.50000 ;75000 1.00000 
.000 	.7486 
.125 1.6110. 
. 250 	2.1382 






.9722 	.9722 	.9722 
1.1342 1.2450 1.3218_1. 
1,1092 1.2023 1.2645 1. 
1.1255_1..2185_1a/35 1. 
1.1246 1.2119 1.2703 1. 
1.1324 1.2094 1.2598_1 1 
1.1341 1.2190 1.2759 1. 
1.1830 4.2782 • 1.3448 	1. 
1.0745 	1.0745 	1.0745 1. 
9722 	.9722 









FIGURE 13(A) CONTINUED 
REFERENCE TMFERATUREr TOO 
_____REFERENcE_P , iESSDRE, 	POO 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 
COOLANT POIER_INLET AT_ITJO 
EXIT CURRENTLY 
INLET_CURHENTLY  HI = a7.6882205..ATU/EIR 	  
TOT. REJECTION OH = -.202823+05 BTU/HR 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACEJEMPERATURE OF .  METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
R640.000 IMF/SO-FT 
.871 FT/SEC 
17__.276867.4-05 BID/HR 	 
EI = .479690+05 BTU/HR 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION 
FLUID 	WALL- --IATER 2ERUNII 	URE 	FHACTIoN 
TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH OF 
TF 	TWI_ 	 TMP BTU/AHR Fil 	TOTAI 	  
	.000 	1.00 0 00 	1.0000 








1.1342 -263.760015 	 . 
-172.215_717 .:i5774  
13908 
.37b .99945 	1.0330 	1.0764 1.1263 1.1263 	-145.424294 	 .48221 
	_..500 	. 99926 __.1.0403 1A0770 1.1246 	 1..1246 -138.439034 .61517 
.625 .99907 	1.0450 	1.1030 	1.1324 1.1324 	-85.539244 	 .72615 
	.750 _______•9889_ _1L450R______1092.3 1.134.1 	 .1.1141 -121.559476 .81088 	  
I )
. 875 .99870 
. 94051 	1,0553 	1.1270 	1.0745 	1.0745 
1.0600 1.1250 1.1830 1.1830 .468.841410 
152.930897 	
.94694 
1.000_ £.0000o  
tEX1T) 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 
FIST. 
  
ELAPSED TIME IS 	 .2500 HR r 
_ALTITUDE'S 	-1429 
RELATIVE TIME IS 	 65.3475 	 138 INTEGR. STEPS 
VELOCITY IS 	--2199,51   FT/SEC 	ATM. TEMPERATURE  IS 	3%4.97 R 
ill 
 
FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
yo.**** ********************** ********************* ****** 
_REFERENCE_TEMPERATUREft_ 	TOO = 659 .670 ft 
REF. RADIANT.HEAT FLUX 
	 PER UNIT AXIAL. LENOTHL_OREF 	x.8_3246+04_ BTU/(HR 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OUT = .6239+05 BTU/HR 
cota-ERam. 	MANIFOLDC. raNniF j; .1221+114  BTU/HR 
  
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	OSOL9 = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
_INCIDENT INFHARED_FLUAL__OIREa  = .2000+01 BTU/(HR Se  FT' 	 
AERODYN. HEATING POWER. OCONv = -.2252+05 8TU/HR 
ENFRGY STORAGE RATE. 	STnRA = -.1037+06 RTU/HR 
 
 
      
AXIAL 	RELATIVE 	 RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN. I 
GIST. _RAO. HEAT __ 
REJECTION 	 DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
2  ___1   X 	 
	
.00000 	.25000 	.50000 	.75000 1.00000 
r- 
.000 	.7413 	.9700 	.9700 	.9700 _ .9700 	.9700 
	.125 1.3374_ 1.1293_1.1889 _1.2386 _1.2700 1.2810 	  
.250 	100 4 3 	1.1026 	1.1505 	1.1899 	1.2143 	1.2227 
.37b--1.1.1279- 1..1216___SA1631___1.1992 1.221/____1.2295 FIGURE 13(A) CONTINUED 
.500 	1.7503 	1.1191 	1.1605 	1.1961 	1.2136 	1.2263 
	.625 1,8472 1,1295 1.1613 1.1902 1.2035 _1.2149 	  
.750 	1.7916 	1.1300 	1.1681 	1.2021 	1.2237 	1.2313 
-_-_-_,070 1.5837 ___ 1.1812_ 1.2224_ 1.2614 1.2871__1.2965 	 
1.000 	1.2233 	1.0887 	1.0887 	1.0887 	1.0887 	1.0887 
tFXITI  
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE_TEMPERATURE.OF METEOROID_PROTECTION LAYER_ 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. TOO 
	 -REFF.8410E32ES5UREr  _POO_ 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. 	WOO 
	  COOLANT POWERA_INLET_ AT T=II_J(O = 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI = 
    
659.670 R 
R640.f100 iREI‘A FT 
.871 FT/SEC 
_.276867+05 BTU/HR 
.475E4 53+05 BTU/HR 
 
INLET COHtNTLY. 	.276867+95.8TU/HR_____ 	 
TOT. HEJELTION DH = -.199986+05 BTU/HR 
 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION 
FLUID 	WALL_ 	 lAYER-____--PER_UNIT TURF 	FKACIInN  
TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
	 TF 	 TWI 	 TMP BTU/01R FT1_ 	TOTAL__ 
	 .000 	1.00000 1.0000 	1.0000 	,9700 	 .9700 	 86.688877 	.00001 	  
J .125 .99982 	1.0156 1.0433 1.1293 1.1293 -248.916988 .1311q 
	.25o. 	.906A_____1,0244 	1..0 474 1.1026 1A1026 	-160.148674 .3414n  .375 .99945 	1.0316 1.0739 	1.1216 	1.1216 -138.130276 	 .45934 
..). 	.500_ 	.99924 	1,0386 	1.0735 1.1191 1. 1 191_ 	-132.202616 0895A,  
.625 .99907 	1.0434 1.0996 	1.1295 	1.1295 -86.335973 	 .69966 
.750 	09889 _10991 	A R0895 1.1300_____1.1300. -117.345061 .78642 I J 1.0560 	1.1255 .875 .99870 .99851 	1.0585 1.1210 1.1812 1.0847 	i.A487 1.1812 -174.303867 106.599885 	 .92608 1.000  1.nnnon 
(EXIT) 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 
	01ST.  
	63 
.2667 HR t 	RELATIVE TIME IS 69.7040 











FIN TEMPERATURE'DISTRI8UTION AND RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
***** 	 It+*** 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TA = 659.670 R 	___t 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX, 	GSOLR = .1000+03 8TU/(HR SO FT) 
	
PER UNIT . AXIAL LENGTH, RREF  = __132 46+04_BTU/IHR flit 	 _INCIDERT_INFRARED WU J_ORED___=_ •29_04+0_1_J3TUL(t FOSci FT) TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OXOT = . 3745+05 8TU/HR 	► 	 AERODYN. HEATING POWER. QCONV = -.17,05+06 BTU/HR 






RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN, T 
DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
2 0 X 
.00000 .25000 	.50000 	.75000 	1.00000 
.000 .8631 1.0041 1.0041 	1.0041 	1.0041 	1.0041 
.8816. 1.0874 1.0392 1.0268_1.0269_1.0292 
.250 .8987 1.0163 	1.0006 	;9902 	.9996 1.0677 
.1Th .9140. 1.0850 1.0277 10004 1.0042 1.085n 
.500 .9291 1.0834 1.0259 	1.0064 	1;0022 	1.0031 
_.625 _.8896 1.0947. 1.031L 	1.0076 	1.0010 	1.0010 
.750 .9553 1.0951 1.0334 1.0117 1.0005 1.0070 
AM 1.1262 1.1330 
1.1242 
1.0672 	' 14,0442__1.;0300____140396_ FIGURE 13(A) CONCLUDED 	 1.000 1.4023 1.1242 1.1242 	1.1242 	1.1242 
tFXLT) 
FLUID PROPERTIES . AND SURFACE__TEPFENAT!JFE_OF.mETEORAID_PRO_TEC_TLQN LAYER_ 	  
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. TOO 	= 	659.670 R 
	 REFERENtE_EHEIAREARAM = 864 2.0110 JJELSG-F_T 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. 	MOO 	1.. 	 .871 FT/SEC 
COLANT FgwERA_INLET AT__Th-'10_ HO = _.27.6e67+05 BIU/HR 	 _IRLE/_CURRANTLY 111_=_,27_686_7±05 BTULHR 	  






ELAPSED TIME IS 148 INTEGR. STEPS 
ATM. TEMPERATURE IS 	389.97 R 
PROTECT. 
FLUID 	WALL 	1AYFR 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	 TEMPERATURES 
	DIST.     TF 	TWI 	 TMP 
1,00000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0041 	 1.0041 
.99982 1.0103 1.0296 1.0874 1.0874
3._- 9996--/.0161-_1-‘03_08 	1 .0671. 	1 .0677- 
.99944 	1.0212 	1.0497 1.0850 1.0850 
. 99926 _14262__-___1.0508 	1.0834 __Jaen. 









I .625 	.99907 	1.0306 	1.0683 1.0947 	1.0947 
050 . 99888 14348 1 E0667 	495 11 1.8951 ors .99869 	1.0421 	1.0839 1.1330 	.1.1330 
 
1.000 	.99850 1.0474 1.0955 	1.1242 1.1242 
(EXIT) 

















Fig. 13(b) System Response For Reentry-Heat 

































































































Fig.14 Aerodynamic Heating For Reentry 
■ 
c. Orbital Mission 
(i) Mission Description 
Transient system performance is predicted in Figure 16 for a typical 
space base orbital mission. The mission is described by a 270 nautical mile 
circular orbit inclined at 55°. Incident flux values for solar irradiation, 
earth albedo and earth irradiation were supplied by a previously executed MRI 
program with the flux data being transfered from magnetic tape. 
Incident radiant flux values for a typical fin element are plotted 
as a function of time into orbit in Figure 15. Other input parameters which 
specify system geometry, material properties and fluid flow conditions are 
identical to those used for the ascent and reentry phases that were previously 
reported in sections 5a and 5b. 
(ii) System Response 
The response of the radiator system during the first twenty minutes 
of the orbit is summarized in Figures 16(a) and 16(b). Input parameters 
and a selected number of output listings of current radiator conditions are 
shown in Figure 16(a). Figure 16(b) graphically summarizes the outlet coolant 
fluid temperature and the total net heat rejection from the radiator for the 
same period during orbit. 
67 
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------DITBI = .25060000E+00 	. 
STBI = .10000000E+00 
.12000000E+02 
RHoT8I = .16859200E+03 
M2 +9 







FIGURE 16(A) SYSTEM RESPONSE FOR ORBITAL MISSION 
----TEND 
*FIN PROGRAM OUTPUT 
+5 
SROOTI = .50000000E-01 
HFNI = .80000000E+01 
STIPA = •50000000E-01 
-Rig NI = .16659200E+03 
STAGx = .20000000E+02 




RHOmPI = .16859200E+03 
PHONEY = .50000000E+00 
vELM = .65600000E+05 
lAu = .36500000E+04 
PROS = .99000000E+00 
ALPHA = .1880600E-09 
6TA .12130000E+01 





















L1MWRT = +25 
NCDFN = +0 
LTT +0 
+1 
LTS = +0 FIGUBf_16(A) CONTINUED 
SEND 
70 
PROTECTION-LATER-THrCKNESST- SMY - 





INITIAL LINE CONOIIIUNS 










1 .000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000001 1.000000 
2-- -.12 .999A10---- 1.000000 T.000000 1.000000 3 .250 .999621 1.000001 1.000000 1.000000 
4-- .375 .999431 1.000001 1.00000u 4.00000u 5 .500- .999241 1.000001 1.000uOu 1.000000 
6 .625• .999052 1.000001 1.000000 1.0-0000u 7 .750 .998062 1.000001 1.000uou 1.000000 8 - .875 .998673 1.000002 1-.000000 1.000000 9 1.000  .998483 1.000002 1.00000u 1.000000 
 
INLET PRESSURE 	PO 
REF. VELOCITY- w0 






















     
     
     
  
.391534+04 
   
     
 
INIT. NUSSELT NO. NU = 





   
   
   
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
 
TUBE LENGTH  . 
	INTERNAL 	DIAMETER 	 
WALL THICKNESS 
MATERIAL 
MASS 	IAILL -TU6ESI 
NUMBER OF TUBES. 
	
XL = 	12.000 FT 
DITB = .250 	IN 	 
578 = 	.100 IN 
ALUMINUM 
15:41460 LBM 	







      
FIN HEIGHT . 	 HFN = 	6.000 IN 
1HIcKNESS AT-ROOT . 	5m007- = .050 IN 
THICKNESS AT TIP . STIP = 	.050 IN 
MATERIAL 	 --ALUMINUM 
MASS (ALL FINS) . 	MFN = 	84.2960 LBM 
NO. OF FIN- SIDES -RADIATING = 1--- 
COOLANT FLUID IS 	 SILICONE OIL 
MASS (IN ALL TUBES/ r 	MFL = 	19.1289 LBM 
TOTAL MASS (EXCL. MANIFLD.) MTOT = 120.9104 LB4 	 
71 
WIAL *AEA 11NbLt . NOHmAL PHUA.C;loN) 
ATOT = 124.5000 SO FT 




LLAPbto TIML 15 
RELATIVE TIME IS **/N ORBIT** 	 1 INTEGR. STEPS 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, 	TOO = 659.670  R  
REF. -RADIANT HEAT-FLUX 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH, OREF = .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 
TOI. RADIANTREjECTION 	OTOT--t- :2114+05 BTU/HR 
CONU. FROM MANIFOLDS. CONCME = .0000 	BTU/HR  
- 1NCIDENT-SOLAR-FLIDC:OSOLR = :4326+03-8TUTCHR SO FIT 
INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX, CURED = . 1380+02 BTU/MR SO FT)  
AEROoyNrREATIN6-POUER: 0-CoNv = .00-00 	BTU/Hff 






INLET CURMC.NTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
IOT. RE.X61ION OH = .500488-01-BTU/HR 
REFERENCE-TLMPERATUREiT00 	= 	Z59 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	P00 = 8640 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 	= 
COOLANT POwER ► INLET AT T=TO HO = .276867+05 








DISTANCE NORMN: TO FLOW-DIRECTION 
X 
.00000 .25000 	.50000 	.75000 1.00000 
.000 .5473 G0000 1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 
.125 .5439 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
.25u .3418 1.0000 1.0000 	-1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 
.375 .5418 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
.500 .5418 111-600 1.0000 	1.171000 	1.0000 1.0000 
.625 .5412 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
:75U .5418 1.0000 1.00OG-1.0000 	I.00oo - 1.0000 
.875 .5459 1.0000 1.0000 	• 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 FIGURE 16(A) CONTINUED 
1.055 .5473 1.0000 1-0000---1.0008-- I-.0000 1.0000 
(EXIT) 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
PROTECT. 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER 
ENTHALPY RE.JELTION 





VELOCITY 	 TEMPERA M.T-1- 11-1 S 





.00u 1.00000 1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000000 .0000n 
.125 .99981 --1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000138 .02563 
.250 .99962 1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000242 .09431 
.575 ------7g4w3--- --raw). 1.0000 1.0055 1.0000 .000311 .1937s 
•500 .99924 1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000380 .51625 
.625 .99905 --1.00001.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000450 .46386 
.75u .99886 1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000484 .63147 
.875 -- 9,9867---- ---1-.-60-60 1705-60 1.u000 1.6000 .000519 .80933 
1.000 .99848 1.0000 	1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000553 1.00000 
(EXIT) 
 




   
 
RELATIVE TIME IS **/N ORBIT** 44 INTEGR: STEPS 	  
 
         
rIN---TEMPERATURE-7 '11-STRIBUTION-AND-RATIANT HEAT REJECTIZN 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 659.670  R  
-REF. RADIANT HEAT-FLUX -1NCTOENTSOCAR frai----OSOLR = .4326+03 BTUY(HR SO FT) 
	
 	PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH. GREF = .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT), 	INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX. GIBED = .1313+02 BTU/(HR  SO FT) 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	0TOT- = .i368+05 10U-/HR 	r AERODYN. HEATING PO*Eki--9t0N0 = .1)000 	BTU/HR 
COND. FROM MANIFOLDS, CONONF = .1925+03 8TU/HR r 	ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	STORE = - .7238+04 BTU/HR  
------AXIAL 	RELATTIA. 	--RELATIVE-TEMPERATURE OF -FIN; 1' 
DIST. RAD. HEAT 	 
REJECTION DISTAAOE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
X  
700000 	.25000 	.50000 	.75000 1.00000 
 
.000 	.9812 	.9816 	.9816 	.9816 	.9816 	.9816 
	.125  .3944 	.9592 .9448 .9351 .9296 .9278 
.25u 	.3403 	.9581 	.9453 	.9368 	.9320 	.9305 
.375 .3352 .9549 .9431 .9352 .9308 .9294 
.500------T5306 	--0527.4415 	.9341 	79299 	.9286 
	.625 	.3178 .9504 	.9403 .9337 .9299 .9287 
.750 .5230 	.9485 .9386 	.9320 	.9203 	.9271 
	.875 	 .3463 .9447 	.9351 . .9287 .9250 .9238 






FIGURE 16(A) CONTINUED 
  
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
 
REFERENCE TLMPERATURE. T00 	= 	659.670 R 
REFERENCE PI ESSUREr 	P00 = 8640.000 LBF/SQ.FT 
REMENCE VILO-CITYr WOO 	= 	 .871 FT/SEC 
COOLANT POWER, INLET AT T=TO HO = .276867+05 BTU/HR 	 
EXIT CURRENTLY El = .214331+05 BTU/HP 
      
   
INLET CURHLNTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
TOT. REJECTION OH = .6253874.04-87U/HR 
  
     
            
  
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY -RGEOION 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER PER UNIT TUBE 	FRACTI0N 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY 	TEMPERATURES 	 LENGTH OF 
DIST. P 	 w 	 TF 	TWI 	TMP BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTA( 
 
   
                 
.00u 1.00000 1.0000 1.0000 .9816 .9816 39.721291 .00000 
.125 .99981 .9963 .9919 .9592 .9592 -70.315785 .15362 
.250 .99962 .9933 .9863 .9581 .9581 60.747243 .32489 
.37* ----P.-99943 .9907------;9801 r9541 .9549 54.229074 .46648 
.50u .99924 .9883 .9758 .9527 .9527 49.817427 .59891 
.625 .99905- .9862 .9704 .9504 .9504 43.049000 .71844 
.750 .99886 .9842 .9676 .9485 .9485 41.208278 .82419 
.875 •99867 ..9824 .9626 .9447 .9447 38.468452 .92672 







ELAPSED TIME 15 
	RELATIVE TIME IS **IN ORBIT** 	 74 INTEGR.' STEPS 	 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO =  659.670 R  
REF; RADIANT -HEAT-FLUX- 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH. ()REF = .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 
TOT. RADIANT RE-JECTIONT----070T--= .4151+05 - 8TU/HR 
COND. FROM MANIFOLDS. 	CON0IF = .2601+03 BTU/HR 	 
--INCIDENT-SOLAR FOX. 	OSOLO = .4126+03-81WiRR -S0 F71- 
	INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX. GIRED = .1164+02 BTU/(HR SO FT)  
AEROuy+4.--HEATINO-POWEA7--OCONv = .0000 -BTU/HR 






INLET CURRLNTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
TOT.-RE:JE‘TION OH = .865213+04 BTU/HR 
REFENENCE--TEmPERATuRETTOO 	 659 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	P00 = 	8640 
REFEAERtEVICOCITY. WOO 
COOLANT pOwER. INLET AT T=TO  HO = .276867+05 
-ExIT CURRENTLY ET -a .190346+05 
ENTHALPY-REZJECTION 
	
PER UNIT TUBE 	FAACTInN 
LENGTH OF 
BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL 
--PROTECT. 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER 
TEMPERATURES 
TF 	/WI 	TMP 
AXIAL 	PRE§5UME----VECDCITY 
DIST.  






RELATIVE-TEMPERATURE - OF -FIU. T 
2 




mis 	  
00000 
.000 .4690 .5777 .9777 	.9777 .9777 .9777 
.125 .3587 .9453 .9273 .9150 .9078 .9054 
.250 .2808 .9446 .9290 	.9184 .9122 .9102 
.375 .2791 .9392 .9247 .9148 .9091 .9072 
.50u .2102 -.9357 .12T1g----79125 29070 .9053 
.625 .2516 .9316 .9191 	•9107 .9058 .9043 FIGURE___15(6)._ _CONTINUED 
•750 :2545 .9282 .9157-- 	.9073-- .9024 .9008 
•875 .2787 .9212 .9089 	• .9005 .8955 .8940 
1.01)0- .329 5 .9331 .9331 .933F .9331 .9351 
(EXIT) . 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
.000 1.00000 	. 1.0000 1.0000 .9777 .9777 46.776074 .0000n 
.126 ----- .99981 .9952 .9889 .9453 .9453 91.621171 .1437q 
.25u .99962 .9912 .9821 .9446 	.9446 78.693769 .30749 
.375 .9992 ---- .9877 .9736 .9392-------;5302 72.155310 .4429n 
.500 .99523 .9844 .9680 .9357 .9357 67.887362 .57417 
.625- ;99904 --;9815 .9603 .9316 .9316 60.128966 .69518 
.750 . 99885 .9787 .9564 .9282 .9282 59.147844 .80515 
• 875- .99867- .7759 .9488 .9212- .9212 57.910906 .91549 
1.000 .99848 .9745 .9446 .9331 .9331 24.112062 1.00000 
(EXIT) 
2 
RELATIVE TIME IS 
ELAP5L0 Tin. I .2100 HR 




= .276867+05 BTU/HR 	 
7E81485+05 BTU/HR 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, TOO 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	PO O 
REFERWEVEL-OCITYT----W-0-0 
COOLANT POWER, INLET AT T=TO HO 
--EXIT CUPHLNTLY ET 
INLET CURKLNTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 	 
TOT; liEUE4TION Diflt--053815+-1P113WAIR 
FIN TLMPERATURE'DISTRIBUTION-AND-RADI ANT-HEAT-REJECT TON 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 659.670 R 	 . 	 
REF. RADIANT HEAT-FLUX INCIDENTSOLAR-FLUX. 	GSOLR = .-43Z6+03-6Tu1tmR-SO--PTI 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH.  OREF = .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 	INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX, OIRED = .9903+01  BTU/(HR SC FT) 
TOT. -RADIANT REJECTION- 	OTOT- e; -a081+05: 13TUMR 	:----- AERODyN. HEATING -P-OiiENTG-CoNv = .0000 	aTulmR 






RELATIVE-TEMPERATURE OF -FTN; T 
- DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
X 
--.--00-000 	.25000 	.50000 	75000 	1.00000 
.000 .4659 .9763 	.9763- .9763 	.9703 	.9763 








.9123 	.9057 	.9036 
.9077 .9015 .8995 FIGURE 16(A) CONTINUED 
.560 .2510 -79197----;9149 .9048 	.8939 ---:8970 
.625 . 229 5 .9247 	.9113 .9022 .8969 	.8953 
:750 .2301 .9206 .9071 .8979- 	.8925 .8908 
.875 .2552 .9118 	.8983 	• .8889 .8P34 	.8817 
.925E .9252 ------1.0Du .3023 ;9252- .9252 .9252 
(EXIT) 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 




FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER 
PRESSURE 	 ILmmER-WTURES 
P 	 W 	 TF 	TWI 	TMP 
ENTHALPY-REJECTION 
PER UNIT TUBE 	FRACTION 
LENGTH • OF 
BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL 
.000 1.00000 1.0000 	1.0000 .9763 .9763 49.157877 .00000 
.125 .99981 .9947------ .9878 .9402 .9402 98.755130 ' .14u67 
.250 .99962 .9905 	.9807 .9401 ..9401 84.352570 .30112 
.375- .99942--- .9867 .9713 .9337 .9337 
.500 .99923 .9831 	.9654 .9297 .9297 74.254160 .56407 
.625 -09904 .9799------- .9561 .9247 .9247 66.467727 .68532 
.750 .99885 .9768 	.9525 .9206 .9206 66.269156 .79686 
.875 .199866---  .9736 .9438 .9118 . 	.9118 66394603 .911170 






ELAPSLU TO% Ib 
RELATIVE TIME IS **IN ORBIT** 	 136 INTEGR. STEPS 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 659.670 R  
REF. -RADIANT -HEAT-FLUX 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH,  OREF = • 3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 
101. -RADIANT- REJECTION OTOT-7= .1059+05 BTU/MR   
COND. FROM MANIFOLDS, CONOMF = . 2989+03 8TU/HR 
INCToENT--SOLAR- StiLR = .43264-03 BrU/IAR-50 FT) 
INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX, OIREO = . 7787+01 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
AERODYN-.;-HEATING-POWLK. OCONv 1,--a000 	BTU7HR 







	REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	PO O 
REFERratEiiEEOCITY. w00 
COOLANT ROWER. INLET AT 	T=TO HO = 	 
-EXIT-CURRENTLY 	= 
INLET CURKLNTLY HI = .276867+05 FTU /HR 




PER UNIT TUBE 
LENGTH 
8TU/tHR FT) 
----FIFFTENPERATLTREITISTRIBUTIoN- ANo RADIANT-HEAT REJECTION 










.00000 	.25000 .50000 ondoo 1.00000 
.000 .4658 .9758 	;9758 .9758 .9758 .9758 
.125 .3461 .9382 .9187 .9051 0972 .8946 
.250 .2695 .9384 i .9216 .9101 .9033 .9012 
.375 .2570 .9315 	.9158 .9049 .8°86 .8966 
.500 .2451 .927r1----:9123 .9019 .8"'58 .8939 
.625 .2224 .9220 	.9083 .8989 .8°35 .8917 
-;750 .2230 .9176 .9037 .8941 18146 .8868 
.875 .2472 .9080 	.8939 . .8841 .8783 .8765 FIGURE 16(A) CONTINUED 
1-7,-000 .2947 .9219 - -.9219 .9219-- .9219- .9219 
(EXIT). 
FLUI[' PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
** *** 	  




FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER 
TEMPERATURES 
TF 	TWI 	 TMP 
ENTHALPY-RE ZOION 
0 
.000 1.00000 1.0000 1.0000 	.9758 .9758 50.129854 .00000 
.125 .9998 1 .9946 .9873 .9382 .9382 101.470659 .13955 
.250 .99961 .9903 .9802 	.9384 .9384 86.378242 .29864 
.375 .99942--- .9863 .9704 .9315 .9315 80;4197-33 .42994 
.500 .99923 .9826 .9644 	.9274 .9274 76.643045 .55984 
.625 .99904 ----;9793 .9555 -------:9220 .9220 68:930267 .68103 
.750 .99885 .9760 .9510 	.9176 .9176 69.137488 .79315 
.875-- ----.-99866--- ----O.-727 .9418 .4080 .9080 70.083364 .90853 





ELAPSED TIML IS 
RELATIVE TIME IS **IN ORBIT** 	 151 INTEGR: STEPS 
INLET CURNLNTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
TOT.-RE.JECTION -OH 7. .9983213404 BTU/HA 
REFERENCE-TEMPERATURE -100^ f 	 659.670- R 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	P00 	: 8640.000 LBF/SO.FT 
-REFERENCE VECUCITT. WOO = 	 .871 FT/SEC 
COOLANT POWER. INLET AT T=TO HO = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
--EXIT- --CURRENILY EI = -- 177034+05 9TU7HR 
as 
PIN-TEMPERATURE'DISTRIBUTIO4 -AN(-RADIANT-HEAT-REJECTION 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE, 	TOO 	= 659.670 R 	 4, 
REF. RADIANT HEAT-FLUX INCIDENT-SDLAff FLUX. 	OSOL)) = .4326.170-$TU7THR SO FT) 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH, OREF 	= .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX, 	GIREr) = .6522+01 BTU/(HR 50 FT) 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION-- 	OTSIT- 9 .-1056+05-BTU7RR 	, AERODYN-.REATING-POiERT-9CONv = .000 	8TU/HR 
CONU. FROM MANIFOLDS. 	CONDMF 	= .3020+03 BTU/HR . ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	STORG = -.2744+03 BTU/HR 
`AXIAL 
DIST. 
RELATIvE- 	 RELATIVE- TEMPERATURE OF FIN, 
RAD. HEAT 
2 
REJECTION- 	 DISTANCE NORMAE-10 FLOW DIREcTION 
0 	 X 
.000 .4664 	.9756 	.9756 	.9756--- .9756 .9756 
.125 .3461 .9377 .9180 .9044 	.89-39 .8937 
.256 .2690 	.9380 	.9211 	.9095-----0027 .9005 
.375 .2564 .9309 .9151 .9042 	.8979 .8958 
-------;50 .2442 -----7928--:91-16-79011 7 8950 .8931 
.625 .2211 	.9213 	.9074 	.8980 	.8925 .8908 
.75u .2216 .9168 .9028 ----;8931 .8875 .8857 
.875 .2457 	.9069.8927 	' 	.8828 	.8770 .8751 FtGuRE_BtALCONCLUDED 
--f;-001) .2934 .9211 	.9211 .9211 ----.9211 . .9211 
(EXIT) 

















.000 1.00000 1.0000 1.0000 .9756 .9756 50.420656 .00000 
.125 .99981 .9945 .987f .9377 .9377 102.200647 ' .1393n 
.250 .99961 .9902 .9800 .9380 .9380 86.914325 .29805 
.375 .99942 .9862 .9701 .9309 .9309 81.018184 .42902 
J 	.500 .99923 .9825 ' .9642 .9268 .9268 77.254283 .55579 
.625 .19904 .9991 .9549 .9213 .9213 69.565755 .67993 
.75U .99885 .9759 .9506 .9168 .9168 69.883926 .79218 
J 	.875 .99866 • ;9724 .9413 .9069 , 	.9069 	. 71.081735 .90794 























































Fig. 16(b) System Response For Orbital Mission—Heat Rejection 
And Outlet Fluid Temperature 
80 
d. Steady State Environment 
(i) Description of Environment 
Program output has been produced for steady state system performance 
to a time invariant environmental conditions. The entire radiator system is 
initially assumed to be at a uniform temperature of 200 ° F (TI = 659.67R). 
The integration process is started and it proceeds until steady state operation 
of the system is achieved. The environmental conditions during the integra-
tion process remain constant. For the output of Figure 17, incident radiant 
flux values were read in from cards according to the format described in " * 
section A.3(d). These flux values were 100 Btu/hr. ft.
2 
for solar irradia-
tion, 2.0 Btu/hr. ft.
2 for earth albedo. There was assumed to be no infrared 
earth irradiation. There was no aerodynamic heating of the radiator panel. 
All other input parameters are the same as those used for program output 
during ascent (see section A.5(a)). 
(ii) System Response 
The response of the radiator system during the period leading to 
steady state operation is shown in Figure 17. Figure 17(a) shows the input 
parameters and a selected number of output listings of the system performance. 
Figure 17(b) graphically summarizes the resulting outlet coolant fluid tem-
perature and the total heat rejection of the radiator system as the system 
approaches steady state operation. 
SS 
SONML  
ITAPE = 	 +0 
1CA5E = 	+0  
NTM 	 +4 
TO .00000000E+00 
PhN 	= 	.00000000E+00 
SEND 
slUbE  
LIT81 	= 	.2b000000E+00 
STE51 = .10000000E+00  
XL 	= 	. 12000000E+02 
RhoT0I  = 	•16859200E+03 	  
Mc 	= 	 +5 
NKT81 = 	+3  
NIBS 	= 	 +10 
SEND 
SFEOw 	 FIGURE_17(A) SYSTEM RESPONSE FOR STEADY STATE ENVIRONMENT 
muoTI = 	.55966000Es03 PROGRAM OUTPUT 
TO 	= .85967000E+03 	
'  
Po 	= 	•86400000E+04 
SEND 
SF IN 	  
NX 	= +5 
SROOTI  = 	. 50000000E-01 
hrNI 	= .60000000E+01 
STIP' = 	.50000000E-01  
	
------ hoFNI = .16859200E+03 
	STAGx 	= 	.20000000E+02 
VLRIA = .10000006E+02 
sEND 
SPROTLR  
hKNP 	= 	 +3 
RhOMPI  = .16859200E+03 
TIMMLT = 	.50000000E+00 
	 VLLM 	= .66600000E+05 
-TAU = 	•3b500000E+04 
PROS 	= •09000000E+00 
--ALPHA = 	•188wouffit -09 
bIA 	= .12130000E+01 
—GAMMA = 	.16000000E+01 
	Phi 	= .50000000E+00 	
. 
7hETi7 = 	•663.66706E+00 
ATK 	= .17500000E+01 
AN = 	.10000000E+01 
smAN1FD 








ulwRIE 	= .33333000E-01 
TE.Ncr- •00000000E+00 
ALIMIT 	= .gt-0-6000E-04 





NCONV 	,,.= +0 
+0 LIT = 
LFLO 	= +1 
















































FIGURE 17(A) CONTINUED 
•201856+02 
•485314-02 
INIT. NUSSELT NO. NU = 
WALL 8101 NO. 	BI = 
	HEN = 	6.000 	IN 
	
SROOT = .050 IN 
STIP = 	.050 IN 
--KL-UmINuM 
MFN = 	84.2960 LBM 
IATING = 1 
	FIN HEIGHT 
-THIEKHESS AY ROOT 
	 THICKNESS AT TIP 
MATERIAL 
MASS (ALL FINS) 
NO. OF FIN SIDES RAD 
MFL = 	19.1289 LBM 
COOLANT FLULD IS 
MASS tIN ALL TUBES) 
INITIAL ITNE—COTDCITIONS 
INLET PRESSURE 	Po = 	8640.000 LBF/SO.FT  
REF. VELOCITY WO = .87128—FT/SEC 
REF. TEMPERATURE TOO = 	659.670 R  
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
TUbE LENGTH 
	 INTERNAL DIWETER 
WALL THICKNESS; 
	 MATERIAL 
MASS 	(ALL TUBS) 
NUMBER OF TUFES,  
XL = 	12.000 FT 
DIT5 = 	.2b0 IN 
--STET= 	.100 IN 
ALUMINUM 
MT5 = 	15.4480 Egg 
NTBS = 10 
PROTECTION LAYER THICKNESS, SMP = 	.011 IN 
0 	  MASS. 	 MMP = 2.038 IBM 	 
MATERIAL IS BERYLCIUR------ 
0 	 TOTAL MASS-1154.7.MANIFLD.1 MTOT 	= 120.9104 LBM 
TOTAL AREA (SINGLE NORMAL PROJECTION) .  
ATOT = 124.5000 SO FT 
83 
ELAPSED TIME IS 
 
.0000 HR 
.0000 **IN ORBIT** 	 1 INTEGR. STEPS RELATIVE TIME IS 
at 
FIN-TEMPERATUREI6ISTRIffUTION AND RADIANT HEAT REJECTION 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 659.670 R  
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	GSOLR = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
	
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH. OREF =  .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT), 	INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX, GIRED=,±2000+01  BTU/(HR SO FT) 
TOT. FINOIAHT REJECTION ----a= ;3N:38+05BTU/Pk" 	• AERODYN. HEATING POWER. GCONv = .0000 	BIU/HR 
CONJ. FROM MANIFOLDS. CONDMF = .0000 	BTU/HR . 	ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	STORG = -.3288+05 BTU/HR  
AXIAL -- RELATIvE 	 RELATIVE -TEWERTTURroF FM, T- 
OW'. 	RAD. HEAT 
REJECTION 	 DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
.00000 
.000 :8477 1.0000 
.250 .8436 1.0000 
.500 .8436 1.0000 
.750 .8436 1.0000 
1.000 .8477 -- 1.0000 
(EXIT) 
.25000 	.b0000 	.75000 1.00000 
1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 
1.0000- I-. 0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 
1.0000 	1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 	1,0000 	1.0000 
FIGURF 17(A) CONTINUED 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
	  ******* * ******** **************** 
 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. TOO 	= 	65q.670 R 
	REFERENCE PFESSURE. 	P00  8640.000 LBF/SG.FT 
RVERETia-VLOcire. w00 	= .871 FT/SEC 
COOLANT POWER,  INLET AT T=TO HO = .2760%7+05 BTU/HR 
EXIT CUPRENTLY EI = --.4-7t86o+05 BTU/HR 
   
  
INLET CURRENTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
 
TOT. REJECTION OH = .490047-01 BTU/HR 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJECTION 
	FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER PER UNIT TUBE 	FRACTION 
AXIAL 	PRESSURE 	VELOCITY I-EMPERATURES 	 LENGTH OF 
GIST. P  w 	 TF 	TUT 	TMP BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL 	 
.000 	1.00000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	 .000000 	.00000  
.250 .999.671--- 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 .000277 .10085 
.500 	.99924 	1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	 .000415 	.33176  
.75U .99886 • -I-. 0000 	1.0000 1.0060 1.0000 .000519 .63619 
1.000 	.99848 	1.0000 1.0000 	1.0000 	1.0000 	 .000588 	1.00000  
(EXIT) 
84 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY RE.,E‘TION 
PER UNIT TUBE 
	
LAYER FRACTION 
URES 	 LENGTH 	 OF 
TMP BTU/(HR FT) 	IOTA' 	 
.9669 	.9669 	69.442389 	 .00000  
.9203 .9203 112.865777 .27736 
. 9091 	.9091 	 98.273507 	 .58467  
. 8974 .8974 79.855536 .82663 





DIST. P 	 W 
FLUID 	WALL 
TENRERK-T- 















25 ELAPSED TIME IS 
RELATIVE TIME IS 
.1000 HR 
26.1382 **IN ORBIT** 	 52 INTEGR. STEPS 
Fla-ruipEaulkir 	DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEAT IgEJECTION 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 659.670 R 	.  
REF. RADIANT ]FEATFLUX INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	0SuLR = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
	 PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH, OREF =  .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 	 INCIDENT INFRARED  FLUX. OIRED  = .2000+01 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT- = .1977+05 BTU/HR 	. AERODYN. HEATING POWER. OCUNV = .0000 	BTU/HR 
CONO. FROM MANIFOLDS. CONDMF .= .1545+03 BTU/HR . 	 ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	SToRG = -.7621+04 BTU/HR 
AXIAL 	RELATIVE 	 --AELATIVE TEmPERKTUAE OF FIN, T 
DIST. RAD. HEAT  
REJEcTION 	 TA-STANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
2 	 0 	 X 
.00000 	.25000 .50000 .75000 1.00000 
02 
  
.000 	.7309 	.9669 	.9669 	.9669 	.9669 	.9669 
.250 .5016 .9203 .8992 .8851 .8770 .8744 	  
.500 	.4608 	.9091 	.8903 	.8777 	.8704 	.8681 
.750 .4615 .8974 .8815 .8709 .8647 .8628  




FIGURE 17(A) CONTINUED 
   
    
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
1 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. TOO 	= 	659 
D 	 REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	P00 = 8640 
REFERENCE-VELOCITY. WOO 	= 
COOLANT POWER. INLET AT T=TO HO = .276867+05 






INLET CURRENTLY  HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
TOT. REuEOION DH = .119996+0S-BTU/HR 
85 
! J 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 700 
	 REFERENCE PRESSuRE, 	POO 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. --U-46- 
COOLANT POWER. 	INLET AT 	T=TO HO = 	 
EXIT CURRENTLY EI 
INLET CURRENTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 
TOT. REJECTION OH = .149414+658TU/HR 
6507670 R 
• 








FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER 
TEMPER-A-7MS 
IF 	 TWI 	 TmP 
ENTHALPY REuE6tION 
PER UNIT TUbE 	FRACTION 
LENGTH 	 OF 
BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL  
 
ELAP5EU TiNL IS 
RELATIVE TIME IS 
.2000 HR 
52.2765 **IN ORBIT** 79 INTEGR. STEPS 
Q2 
FINTEMPEROTRE 	OrSTRIDUTTUff ANVRADTAT WAY'REJECTION 
  
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 	659.670 R  
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH, OREF = .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 
TOT RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT. = .1740+05 BTU/HR 
CONU. FROM MANIFOLDS, CONDMF = .1896+03 8TU/HR 
    
  
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	OSOLR = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX, OIREo = .2000+01 BTU/(HR So FT) 
AEROOYN. HEATING POwER. 0CoNv = .0000 	8TU/HR 
ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	SToR8 = -.2265+04 BTU/HR  
 
   
        
--AXIAL 	RELATIVE 	 RELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN, T 
	DIST. RAD. HEAT  
REJECTION 	 DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
2 	 0 	 X  









.7183 	.9b32 	.9632 	.9632 	.9632 	.9632 
.4485  .9041 .8798  . .8630 .8533 .8501 
.41b6 	.8883 	.8657 , 	.8502 	.8411 	.8381 
.3838 .8698 .8501 .8366 .8287 .8261 
04785 	.8610 	.8810 	.8810 	.8810 	.8810 
 
   
FIGURE 1 7(A) CONTINUED 
   
FLUID PPOPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 
  
.000 	1.00000 	1.0000 	1.0000 
.25U .99961 .9863 .9690 
.50U 	.99923 	.9745 	.9478 
.75u :30886 	.9641 .0208 



























       
       
           
0 
86 
M 	 .3 00 HR 
RELATIVE TIME IS 
	
78.4147 	 **IN ORBIT** 
	
104 INTEGR. STEPS 
FIR-TEmPERATuRE61sTRINIUN Atei-0-461ANT HEAT REJECTION 
 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO = 659.670  R  
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH. OREF  =  .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 
TOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT = .1685+05 BTU/HR 	. 
CONU. FROM MANIFOLDS. CONDMP = .1986+03 BTU/HR ►  
    
   
INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	GSOLR = .1000+03 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX. OIRED = .2000+01 BTU/(HR SO FT) 
AERODYN. HEATING POWER. OCONV = .0000 	BTU/HR 
ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	SToRG = -.9773+03 BTU/HR 
 
    
AXIAL 	RELATIVE 	 RELA-TIVE1EMPaiTTIORE OF FIN. I 
DIST. RAD. HEAT  
REJECTION 	 DISTANCE NORMAL TO FLOW DIRECTION 
2 	 Q 	 X 










.9624 	.9824 	.9624 	.9624 	.9624 
.9005 	.8755 .8582 ,8481 .8448 
.8836 	.8600 	.6437 	.8342 	.8311 
.8625 .8417 .8273 .8189 .8162 
-7✓1143 	.8743 	.8743 	.8743 	.8743 
    
       
FIGURF l7(A) CONTINUFD 
       
2 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 	 
ets 	  
  
REFERENCE TErPERATNRE ► TOO 
	REFERENCE PRESSURE. 	P00 	 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. WOO 
COOLANT POWER. INLET AT T=TO  HO = 






   
   
INLET CURRENTLY  HI = .278867+05 BTU/HR 
 TOT. REJECTION DH = .156699+03-BTU/HR
 
    
   
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY REJE6IION 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER PER UNIT TUBE 	FRACTION 	  
1-1--1-NET-E R A T 0-P7E S 	 LENGTH OF 
TF 	TWI 	TMP 	BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL . 
 
----AXIAL ---PREsSukr--- VEL0c1TY 
 
01ST. 
   
 
.000 	1.00000 	1.0000 	1.0000 
.258 .TAT---- .9858 .9678 
.500 	.99923 	.9735 	.9462 
.7-bu .9 886 	.9625 .9173 















    
    




ELAPSED TIME IS 
RELATIVE TIME IS **/N ORBIT** 	 130 INTEGR. STEPS 
81 -;2 






.000 	.7152 	.9622 	.9622 	.9622 
.250 .4345 .8997 .8745 .8571 
.500 	.3993 	.8825 	.8587 	.8422 
.750 .3595 	.8607 .8395 .8249 







REFERENCE 7EmPERATuRE. TOO 
REFERENCE PFESSURE. 	POD 	 
REFERENCE VELOCITY. W00 
COOLANT pOwER. INLET AT T=TO HO = 
-tXIT CURRENTLY EI 
INLET CuRliv.NTLY HI = .276867+05 BTU/HR 	  
TOT. REJELF1ON DH = .158528+05 BTU/HR 
----PPESURE -- VELocITY 
DIST. 
.000 	1.0000o 	1.0000 
.250 .99961 	.9857 
.500 	.99923 	.9733 
.750 -----799886 .9621 
1.000 	.99848 	.9560 
(EXIT) 
PROTECT. 	 ENTHALPY RE0E6TION 
FLUID 	WALL 	LAYER PER UNIT TUBE 	pliACTIoN  
TEMPERATURES LENGTH OF 
TF 	TWI 	TMP 	BTU/(HR FT) 	TOTAL  
1.0000 	.9622 	.9622 	77.176887 	.0000n  
.9675 .899f- .8997 138.666939 .25172 
.9458 	.8825 	.8825 	129.416553 	.54823 	  
.9165 .b607 .8607 114.102509 .80655 
.8992 	.0725 	.8725 	54.379859 	1.00000  
FIN TEMPERATUREOISTRIEUTIOT4 AND RADIANT HEAT REUNTION 
REFERENCE TEMPERATUFE. 	TOO  = 659.670 R 
REF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX INCIDENT SOLAR FLUX. 	050LR = .1000+03 101/(HR SQ FT) 
PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH. OREF =  .3246+04 BTU/(HR FT). 	INCIDENT INFRARED FLUX. OIREn = .2000+01 BTU/(HR SQ FT) 
TT RADIANT- REJECTION 	OTOT = --.1b-71+05 BTU/HR 	P AERODYN. HEATING POWER, OCONv = .0000 	BITAR 
CONJ. FROM MANIFOLDS. CONDMF = .2010+03 BTU/HR P 	 ENERGY STORAGE RATE. 	STORE = -.6569+03 BTU/HR  
AXIAL 	RECATIA 	 -----AELATIVE-ILNPEFWATURE OF FIN. T 
01ST. RAD. HEAT 	 
REJECTION DISTANCE NORNWCTO FLOW DIRECTION 
0 	 X 
FIGURE 1 7 (A) rONTTNUFD 
FLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER 	  




ELAPSED TIME IS 
RELATIVE TIME IS 
.5000 HR 
130.6912 **IN ORBIT** 	 157 INTEGk. STEPS 
02 








.700 	.9622 	.9622 	.9622 	.9622 	.9622 
.9342 	.8994 .8742 	.8568 .8466 ,8433 	  
.3985 	.8822 	.8684 	.8419 	18322 	.8290 
.3582 	.8602 .8390 .8243 0156 .8128 	 FIGHRF 17(A) CANTINUP0  
.4564 	.8721 	.8721 	.8721 	.8721 	.8721 
659.670 R 
= 	8640.000 LBF/SO.FT 
.871 FT/SEC 
= .276867+05 BTU/HR  
=--T111874+05 BTU/HR 
REFERENCE TWPERATURE, TOO 
REFERENCE PRESSURE. P00 
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Fig. 17(b) System Response for Steady State Environment—System Heat 


















































B. Program Description 
1. Structure 
The program structure is dictated by the calling sequence of the 
Runge-Kutta-Simpson integration procedure (see Section 111-2 of the System 
Analysis Manual). The Source Deck consists of two parts. The first part 
is referred to as the Permanent Part and the second part is called the 
Selective Part. The Input Data Set follows the Selective Part. 
a. The Permanent Part 
The Permanent Part requires no attention from the user unless he 
plans major program modifications such as consideration of geometrical 
configurations other than the one considered on the present analysis. The 
Permanent Part contains the first 42 program units. 
b. The Selective Part 
The Selective part contains the options for selection of system 
materials. It is assembled from case to case by the user in accordance with 
his choice of the coolant fluid material, flow channel material, meteoroid 
protection layer material, fin panel material and thermal control coating 
material. There are always 20 program units in the Selective Part. 
c. The Input Data Set 
The Input Data Set follows immediately after the Source Deck. 
As discussed in Section A-3 the Data Set consists of six groups that specify 
the non-symmetrical panel conditions, ascent and reentry profiles, the 
irradiation on the panel, inlet coolant fluid conditions, system specifications 
and finally the program options. These separate data units are arranged in 
an order of increasing possibility of input changes so that data units most 
likely to be changed are at the end of the Data Set. 
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2. Fastrand Execution 
A run procedure was written for the purpose of entering the entire 
program, including property subprograms, on FASTRAND drums and collecting, 
or mapping, the program into convenient elements. The elements are chosen 
so that they form commonly used groups of subprograms which then may be 
selectively collected into a complete program. The advantages of this 
technique are the significant reduction in the compilation and collection 
time and the elimination of submitting the program in card form. 
The entire program is mapped into two basic elements: the perma-
nent element and the property elements. The permanent element (called PERM), 
consists of all subroutines listed in the permanent part of the program; 
the property elements consist of the material properties of the surface 
coating, fin material, tube material, meteoroid protection material, and coolant 
fluid. 
Each property element has a unique name. The first two letters 
of the name are a prefix which indicates the function of the particular 
material. For example, a property element starting with the prefix CF 
indicates that those properties to be used for the coolant fluid. The 
remaining letters of the element name are a suffix which describes the 
particular material to be used. For example, the suffix HE indicates the 
material helium. The prefix-suffix combination CFHE, therefore, denotes 
the coolant fluid of helium. 
The sixteen names designating the permanent part of the program 
and the property elements are as follows: 
i) Permanent Elements 
1. Element PERM contains all subroutines in the permanent part 
of the program. (See Part B.3 a through g) 
ii) Property Elements 
A. Coolant Fluid Properties (Prefix CF) 
2. Element CFHE contains all helium properties 
3. Element CFSIL contains all silicon oil properties 
4. Element CFNAK contains all NaK properties 
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5. Element CFFC43 contains all properties of the 3-M fluoro-
chemical liquid FC43 
6. Element CFFC75 contains all properties of the 3-M fluoro-
chemical liquid FC75 
B. Fin Properties (Prefix FN) 
7. Element FNAL contains all aluminum properties 
8. Element FNCU contains all copper properties 
9. Element FNBR contains all beryllium properties 
C. Tube Properties (Prefix TB) 
10. Element TBAL contains all aluminum properties 
11. Element TBCU contains all copper properties 
12. Element TBBR contains all beryllium properties 
D. Meteoroid Protection Properties (Prefix MP) 
13. Element MPAL contains all aluminum properties 
14. Element MPCU contains all copper properties 
15. Element MPBR contains all beryllium properties 
E. Surface Coating Properties (Prefix SC) 
16. Element SCZ93 contains all zinc oxide coating (Z93) properties 
a. Control Statements 
The run deck consists of the following control statements: 
The catalogue card 
@ CAT,P NASA.,F2 
is used to create a file, called here NASA. This card is to be used 
only the first, time the FASTRAND program is run. It must be omitted 
when subsequent runs are made because the file NASA should be created 
only once. 
The assign card 
@ ASG,AX NASA. 
is used to name an external file which has been previously catalogued 
and to cause its assignment to the run. The option A specifies that 
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the file is currently catalogued and the option X specifies that the run 
is to have exclusive use of the file until the run terminates so that no 
other run may interfere with the program operation. 
The use card 
@ USE N.,NASA. 
allows the user to refer to the previously catalogued file called NASA 
by the single letter N. The abbreviated file name will save a great 
deal of card punching for the subsequent portions of the run. 
The Fortran compiler cards, one of which would be 
@ FOR,IS N.MAIN  
creates Fortran symbolic and relocatable elements both called MAIN 
which are to be entered into the file NASA. The I option causes the 
insertion of the element MAIN and the S option produces a listing of • 
the element. There must be a FOR card for each subprogram that is to 
be entered into the file NASA. 
After all of the subprograms have been filed, they are mapped into separate 
elements. This is achieved by the MAP and IN card. 
The MAP cards, one of which would be 
@ MAP,ISR ,N.PERM 
specifies that the collector should combine a set of relocatable 
elements from the file NASA into a single relocatable element called 
PERM. There must be a MAP card for each program element that the 
user expects to utilize during program operation. A listing of 
these seventeen elements is given at the beginning of this section. 
Following each MAP card is a list of the separate subprograms that are to 
be placed in the element declared by the MAP card. The placing of each sub= 
program into the element is achieved by an IN card. 
The IN card, one of which would be 
IN N.MAIN 
places the element MAIN from the file NASA in the element name 
declared by the previous MAP statement. There must be an IN card 
for each program element that is to be entered into the element 
declared by the previous MAP statement. 
As an example, if the user wishes to collect the subprograms called AA, BB 
and CC which are located in the file NASA and place them in an elemerit 





It is necessary to place a define card at the end of each mapped element. 
A define card, one of which could be 
DEF THCFN, DTHCFN, CPFN 
is used to list those external definitions to be retained by the 
resulting relocatable element. The DEF statement causes the collector 
to construct a table defining the entry points to the element. 
There should be a DEF statement following each MAP card which 
declares the entry point to each element collected by the MAP 
card. 
b. Input Data 
The runstream described above enters all subprograms into the file 
called NASA and then subdivides the program into convenient groupings of 
elements. Once this run has been made, it becomes a relatively simple 
task to collect and run a typical system simulation. As an example, 
assume the user wishes output for a radiator system consisting of an 
aluminum fin, copper tube, beryllium meteoroid protection layer, silicon 
oil coolant fluid and Z93 surface coating. Assuming the user has pre-
viously declared the file NASA and he has mapped the sixteen elements 
discussed above, then this combination of materials could be mapped into 
an absolute element called VER1 by the runstream consisting of 
(Run cards appropriate to the users system) 
ASG,AX NASA. 
@ USE N.,NASA. 










@ XQT N.VER1 
This deck must be followed by the data set described in 
Section A-3. 
As a second example, if the user wishes to run the program for a, 
system consisting of an aluminum tube, fin and protection layer with helium 
coolant fluid and Z93 surface coating the deck would consist of 
(Run cards appropriate to the users system) 
@ ASG,AX NASA. 
@ USE N.,NASA. 








@ XQT N.VER2 
This deck must be followed by the data deck described in 
Section A-3. In this example the element PERM plus the property elements are mapped 
into an absolute element called VER2. It should be pointed out that once these 
absolute elements have been mapped they are available for subsequent runs 
without being re-mapped. In future runs, if VER2 is called upon to be 
executed, the element consisting of PERM plus is the property elements listed 
above are automatically used. 
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3. Description of Program Units 
This section describes each subprogram which makes up the Permanent 
and Selective Part of the program. 
The description of each subprogram follows the same format. The 
name of the subprogram is given and it is categorized as either a FUNCTION 
or SUBROUTINE subprogram. The argument list is also stated. 
The objective of each of the subprograms is stated. All input 
and output variables in the argument list are defined and units are given 
for all dimensional input and output quantities. 
The calling subprograms and those subprograms called are listed 
for each program unit. 
The program units are subdivided into groups of subprograms each 
of which has a common overall function. For example, all subprograms that are 
used for the calculation of the aerodynamic heating of the radiator panel 
are grouped into a common block of programs. In all, there are 62 program 
units with 42 units on the permanent part and 20 units in the Selective Part. 
The Permanent Part contains 42 program units grouped in seven sets from (a) 
through (g) as follows: 
a) the principal integration program set with 
1. MAIN, the main program unit which 
provides 
calls 
a) input and output 
(3 ) unit conversion 
Y) computation of design parameters 
6 ) preparations for principal integration, 
a) RKS, DERIVM, CNTLM, for principal 
integration 
13 ) FLSTRT to establish the initial flow field 
Y) FUNCTION subprograms for fluid and structural 
material properties  
6 ) QINCID, SHAPEF (see group c) 
E) mathematical procedure subprograms, 
2. SUBROUTINE DERIVM (Y,DY,TIME) which is called from RKS, 
receives 	 a) the current system state variables Y 
13) the current time TIME, 
provides 	 a) all derivatives of the variables Y with 
respect to time, 
calls 	 a) CONVEC, QRAD 
FLSTRT to establish the flow field 
Y) FUNCTION subprograms for fluid and 
structural material properties 
6) mathematical procedure subprograms, 
3. SUBROUTINE CNTLM (Y,DY,DX,X,NTRY,IFVD) which 




a) all system state variables Y 
0 their derivatives DY 
y) current time X, step size DX, 
a) output during integration 
(3) integration step size control 
y) integration termination criteria, 
a) HFL, fluid enthalpy subprogram 
13) mathematical procedure subprograms, 
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b) the secondary integration program set, necessary to establish the 
dynamic fluid flow field, with 
4. SUBROUTINE FLSTRT (RE,PR,DELTA) which 
is called from 	MAIN,DERIVM, 
receives 	 a) RE, the mean Reynolds number 
0 PR, the mean Prandtl number 
Y) DELTA, the diameter-to-length ratio for 
the tube, 
provides 	 a) fluid flow (initial and current) conditions 
a) table heading for initial conditions, 
calls 	 a) TRNSPT to compute friction factor and 
convective film coefficient (in non-
dimensional form) 
RKSF, DERIVL, CNTLN 
Y) fluid flow property subprograms 
6) mathematical procedure subprograms, 
5. SUBROUTINE DERIVL (Y,DY,X) which 
is called from 	RKSF, 
receives 	 a) local fluid flow variables Y 
0 position along flow channel axis, X, 
provides 	 a) spatial derivatives DY of Y, 
6. SUBROUTINE CNTLN (Y,DY,DX,X,NTRY,IFVD) which 
is called from 	RKSF, 
receives 	 a) the flow variables Y 
0 their spatial derivatives DY 
Y) position X, interval DX along channel axis, 
provides 	 a) output when initial conditions are 
established 
a) termination criteria for RKSF integration, 
7. SUBROUTINE TRNSPT (RE,PRL,DELTA,FR,FNU) which computes non-
dimensional friction factor and convective film coefficient, 
Eqs. 3.7 through 9 and Eqs. 3.16 through 18, and 
is called from 	FLSTRT, 
receives 	 a) Reynolds number RE 
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8) Prandtl number PRL 
y) diameter-to-length ratio DELTA, 
provides 	a) FR = 4f/6, Eq. 3.32 
8) FNU = 4 Ntlugd NR Npr), Eq. 3.37, 
c) The program set used to calculate the incident net radiant flux, 
with, 
8. SUBROUTINE QINCID which 
is called from 	MAIN, 
receives 	 a) MSTOTR control option for simulation of 
steady state (= 1) or transient (= 2) 
conditions 
0) NSRD the number of radiator sides that 
are exposed to the environment 
y) PHN the angle between the reference 
used in the MRI file data and the normal 
to the fin panel, 
provides 	 a) data transfer from the MRI Incident 
Radiation Computer program or card input 
8) averaging of radiant flux over circumference 
of tube cross-section, 
9. SUBROUTINE SHAPEF which 
is called from 	MAIN, 
provides 	 exchange function SS as defined by Eq. 6.15, 
see Appendix D, 
10. SUBROUTINE TRMATX which 
is called from 	QRAD, 
provides 	 the evaluation of the transfer matrix M.., 13 
defined by Eq. 6.7, 
11. SUBROUTINE EXITAV which 
is called from 	QRAD, 
provides 	 the evaluation of the excitation vector P. 
in Eq. 6.18, 
12. SUBROUTINE ABSORB which 
is called from 	QRAD, 
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receives 	 a) total hemispherical emittance e, see Eq. 6.5 
8) temperature distributions on the fin and 
tube surfaces 
y) exchange function SS 
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(5) functions x
ij and xijk and 6.11, 
provides 	 adsorptance matrix a.. 
13 
calls 
defined by Eqs. 6.10 
as defined by Eq. 6.9, 
a) SHAPEF for SS 
a) EMIT for (T) 
.0"GEllrforx—and xijk 13 
6) DEFINT for integration, 
13. SUBROUTINE QRAD which 








a) inversion of transfer matrix 
a) solution of radiosity equations 
y) grid mapping, 
a) TRMATX 
B) EXITAV 
y) YINT, INTERP, 
d) the program set used to calculate the aerodynamic heating during 
ascent and reentry, consisting of 
14. FUNCTION ALTVEL (TIME, IOPTN, AVA, AVR, TA, TR, NA, NR) which 
interpolates user-supplied altitude and velocity profiles for 
a given instant, and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives a) current real time, TIME, in seconds, 
measured from start of transition phase, 
i.e., ascent: TIME = 0, ALTVEL = AVA (1) 
reentry: TIME = 0, ALTVEL = AVR (1) 
a) ordered pairs of time and altitude 
(TA,AVA) and (TR,AVR) for ascent and 
reentry, respectively 
y) NA and NR, the number of ordered pairs 
and elements in TA,AVA and TR,AVR, 
respectively 
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6) IOPTN = 0 for ascent 
= 1 for reentry, 
provides 	 data interpolation, 
calls YINT for interpolation, 
15. SUBROUTINE ATMOS (gLEV, TATM, CATM) which computes the atmospheric 
temperature and the speed of sound as functions of altitude and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives 	a) current shuttle elevation, ELEV, in feet 
provides atmospheric temperature, TATM in degrees 
R and speed of sound, CATM, in ft/sec, 
calls 	 YINT for interpolation, POLY for evaluation 
of polynomials, 
16. SUBROUTINE REFP (ELEV, REFTP, REFPR, REFVIS, REFRHO, REFK, REFCP, 
REFGAM) which computes the atmospheric air properties as a 





a) current orbiter elevation, ELEV, in feet 
6) current high speed reference temperature 
REFTP, in degrees R, 
atmospheric Prandtl number REFPR 
(dimensionless), dynamic viscosity REFVIS 
in lbm/(ft sec), density REFRHO in lbm/ft 3 , 
thermal conductivity REFK in Btu/(sec ft R), 
specific heat at constant pressure REFCP 
in Btu/(lbm/R) and the ratio of specific 
heats REFGAM (dimensionless), 
a) YINT for interpolation 
0 POLY for polynomial expansion, 
is called from 
receives 
17. SUBROUTINE NUS (MACHNO, TATM, CATM, TIN, PRATM, VISATM, RHOATM, 
STAGX, VERTX, NSRAD, NUS1) which provides a single Nusselt number 
for the calculation of the aerodynamic heating of the orbiter 
radiator system at the current time and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives 	a) current orbiter Mach number MACHNO 
(dimensionless) 
6) current atmospheric temperature TATM, in 
degrees R 
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Y) current atmospheric velocity of sound, 
CATM, in ft/sec 
e) temperature of the coolant fluid at the 
inlet plane TIN, in degrees R 
0 atmospheric Prandtl number PRATM, 
evaluated at the high speed reference 
temperature (dimensionless) 
n) atmospheric density RHOATM, evaluated 
at the high speed reference temperature 
in lbm/ft3 
0) distance from the stagnation point on the 
shuttle vehicle to the midpoint of the 
radiator panel measured along a streamline, 
STAGX, in feet 
1) overall dimension of the radiator panel 
measure in a direction parallel to the 
acceleration of gravity, VERTX, in feet 
K) integer value indicating number of non-
adiabatic sides of the radiator panel, 
NSRAD, i.e., NSRAD = 1 for single non-
adiabatic surface or NSRAD = 2 for both 
sides of radiator being non-adiabatic, 
provides 	 mean Nusselt number NUS1, for meteoroid 
layer and fin at current orbiter elevation 
during either ascent or reentry 
(dimensionless), 
calls 	 YINT for interpolation, 
18. SUBROUTINE CONVEC (TIME) which computes normalized aerodynamic 
heating of fin and meteoroid protection layer for both ascent 
and reentry phases of orbiter operation and 




a) current real time TIME, in seconds, 
measured from start of transition phase; 
i.e., TIME must be measured with respect 
to same reference point as user supplied 
time arrays in FUNCTION ALTSH and VELSH, 
normalized convective flux from fin sur- 
face CONFN (I,J), and from meteoroid 
protection surface CONMP (I), 
a) ALTVEL for altitude and velocity of orbiter 
ATMOS for atmospheric properties 
Y) REFP for atmospheric properties evaluated 
at high speed reference temperature 
(S) YINT for interpolation 
e) NUS for Nusselt number, 
19. FUNCTION CPAIR (T) which computes the specific heat at constant 
pressure for atmospheric air and 
is called from 	ATMOS, REFTP and CONVEC, 
receives 	 absolute temperature T in R, 
provides specific heat at constant pressure in 
Btu/lhmR, 
calls 	 POLY for polynomial expansion, 
20. FUNCTION ENTAIR (T) which computes the enthalpy of atmospheric, 
air and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives 	 absolute temperature T in R, 
provides enthalpy in Btu/lbm, 
21.FUNCTION TNH (ENT) which computes the temperature of atmospheric 
air for a given enthalpy and 
is called from 	CONVEC, 
receives 	 enthalpy ENT in Btu/lbm, 
provides absolute temperature in R, 
calls 	 a) CPAIR for the specific heat at constant 
pressure of atmospheric air 
R) ENTAIR for the enthalpy of air, 
e) the program to compute the thickness of the meteoroid protection 
layer 
22. FUNCTION TK (GAMMA, A, BETA, DENSM, THETA, PHI, AN ALPHA, VELM, 
PO, TAU, DENST, W, TNN, AMAN, TIN, ROUT) which computes the 
thickness of the meteoroid protection layer for given environ-
mental conditions, tube and manifold areas, experimental constants 
and protection layer properties and 
is called from 	MAIN, 
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receives 	 a) nondimensional experimental constant, 
GAMMA, see Eq. 8.9 
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nondimensional experimental constant A, 
see Eq. 8.9 
Y) nondimensional constant which relates 
meteoroid flux to mass, BETA 
0 density of the meteoroid particle, DENSM, 
in gm/cm3 
nondimensional experimental constant 
THETA, see Eq. 8.9 
nondimensional experimental constant 
PHI, see Eq. 8.9 
n) nondimensional constant AN, used to de-
scribe penetration depth as a function of 
angle of incidence of meteoroid particle 
velocity of meteoroid particle relative 
to radiator panel, VELM, in ft/sec 
1) probability of no damage caused by impact 
of meteoroid, PO 
time TAU, the radiator panel is exposed 
to meteoroid environment, in days 
density of protection material DENST, 
in lbm/ft3 
II) axial length of single flow channel exposed 
to meteoroid environment, W, in inches 
v) integer number of flow channels, TNN, 
0 area of the manifold that is exposed, AMAN, 
in ft2 
0 temperature of coolant fluid at inlet plane 
of flow channel, TIN, in degrees R 
it) outside radius ROUT of the unprotected flow 
channel, in inches, 
provides 	 meteoroid protection thickness TK, in inches, 
calls ELAS for modulus of elasticity of protection 
material, 
f) the program set which calculates the location of the adiabatic plane 
between two flow channels under conditions of non-symmetrical loading 
of the tubes and for curved radiator panels, consisting of 
23. SUBROUTINE SHADE which zeros those elements in the array Q which 
correspond to portions of the radiator panel that do not receive 




is called from 	TCALC and QINCID, 
receives 
provides 
a) NS, number of flat sides to the polygon 
used as a reference body by MRI program 
for calculating incident radiant flux 
radiant flux array Q in Btu/hr ft 2 . 
Array must have NS or greater values, 
zeros in part of the Q array which ,correspond 
to fin elements in the shade, 
24. SUBROUTINE TCALC which calculates the equivalent sink temperatures 
from incident flux data and, 
is called from 	MAIN, 
receives 	 NTF the number of flat fin segments. 
provides 
	
TSTAR the equivalent sink temperature in R, 
calls SHADE for incident flux data, 
25. SUBROUTINE EFFICY which evaluates the one-dimensional fin 
efficiency and its derivative as a function of the fin base 
temperature and 
is called from 	TTIPS, 
receives 	 a) the dimensionless conductance parameter NC 
0 the derivative of the conductance parameter 
with respect to the base temperature NCPR 
in R-1 
y) the ratio of the sink to base temperature 
TSOTB 
0 the fin base temperature TB in R, 
provides 	a) the fin efficiency ETA 
0 the derivative of the fin efficiency with 
respect to the base temperature ETAPR in 
R 1 
calls 	 POLY for polynomial expansion, 
26. SUBROUTINE TTIP which computes the tip temperature of a one-
dimensional fin and 
is called from 	ADIABH, 
receives 	a) the dimensionless conductance parameter NC 
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0 the ratio of the sink to base temperature 
TSOTB, 
provides 	 the ratio of the difference between the fin 
tip temperature and sink temperature to the 
difference between the base and sink temper-
ature, 
calls 	 POLY for polynomial expansion, 
27. FUNCTION NUSA which evaluates the Nusselt number for the coolant 
fluid flow for both laminar and turbulent flow and 
is called from 	ADIABH and TTIPS, 
receives 	 a) the Reynold number for the fluid REY 
a) the Prandtl number for the fluid PR 
y) the ratio of the internal tube diameter to 
tube length DOL, 
provides 	 the fluid Nusselt number, 
28. SUBROUTINE TTIPS which uses the Newton-Raphson method to numerically 
solve for the base temperature of the one-dimensional fin and 
is called from 	ADIABH, 
receives 	 a) the integer IT used to specify the tube 
number for which the fin tip temperatures 
are calculated. Numbering system is 
consistent with the input parameters TIN 
(inlet temperature), PIN (inlet pressure), 
T (fin thickness), AL (tube length) and M 
(mass flow rate) 
a) the integer ITST which designates the sink 
temperature data stored in the array TSTAR 
y) the distance H1 to the adiabatic plane for 
the fin attached to the left of the tube 
number IT, in inches 
6) the distance H2 to the adiabatic plane for 
the fin attached to the right of the tube 
number IT, in inches, 
provides 	 a) the adiabatic plane temperature for the 
fin attached to the right of tube IT in R 
a) the adiabatic plane temperature for the 
fin attached to the left of tube IT in R, 
calls 	 a) NUS for the coolant fluid Nusselt number 
8) EFFICY for fin efficiency 
1) TTIP for the fin tip temperature, 
29. SUBROUTINE ADIABH which determines the position of the adiabatic 
planes so that there is a continuity in adiabatic plane tempera-
ture of the one-dimensional fin and so that the heat convected 
from the fluid equals the heat radiated from the fin and 
is called from 	MAIN, 
receives 	 the integer ITST which designates sink 
temperature data stored in the array TSTAR, 
provides 	 printout of table headings and system 
parameters when radiator is non-symmetrically 
loaded and diagnostic printout if distance to 
adiabatic plane exceeds the spacing between 
the tubes. For this case one tube is trans- , . 
ferring heat to the fin while the adjacent 
tube is gaining heat. TTIPS also provides 
the distances to all the adiabatic planes 
within the non-symmetrical radiator section, 
calls 
	
	 a) property subroutines for fin and fluid 
properties 
S) NUS for the coolant fluid Nusselt number 
y) TTIPS for the tip temperature of the fin 
6) PDERIV for determination of the elements 
of the matrix P.. 
3.3 
c) FMINV for matrix inversion, 
30. FUNCTION PDERIV which calculates the partial derivative Dd i /Dhi 
 (see Section 11-14 of the System Analysis Manual) and 
is called from 	ADIABH, 
receives a) the integer J denotes the tube under 
consideration, J = -1 denotes tube IT - 1; 
J = 0 denotes tube IT and J = +1 denotes 
tube IT + 1 
S) the integer IT which specifies the tube 
number to be considered 
y) the integer ITST which designates sink 
temperature data stored in the array TSTAR, 
provides 	 the partial derivative Bh./RI jj 
calls TTIPS for evaluation of the temperature at 
the adiabatic plane, 
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g) the program set consisting of all the mathematical procedures 
discussed in detail in Part III of the System Analysis Manual' 
31. SUBROUTINE RKSF (see Section 111.15) which 
is called from 	FLSTRT, for dynamic fluid flow field, 
calls 	 DERIVL, CNTLN, 
32. SUBROUTINE RKS (see Section 111.15) which 




33. FUNCTION POLY (X,A,M) (see Section 111.16), 
34. FUNCTION YINT (X,Y,M,N,P) (see Section 111.17), 
35. SUBROUTINE DDX (Y,DY,DX,N), 
(see Section 111.18) 
36. SUBROUTINE D2DX2 (Y,D2Y,DX,N), 
37. FUNCTION DEFINT (Y,DX,N), 	 (see Section 111.19) 
38. SUBROUTINE FINT (Y,YO,DX,N,F), 
39. SUBROUTINE INTERP (NX1,MZ1,XX1,ZZ1,YY1,NX2,MZ2,XX2,ZZ2,YY2) maps 
a two-dimensional function YY1 from one grid (XX1,ZZ1) onto 
another grid (XX2,ZZ2) and 
is called from 	QRAD, 
receives 	 a) the number of nodal points (NX1,MZ1) of 
the original grid 
6) the function YY1 
y) the number of nodal points (NX2,MZ2) of 
new grid, 
provides 	 the function YY2 at the new grid, 
calls YINT, 
is restricted to 	NX1,MZ1,NX2,MZ2 < 10, 
40. FUNCTION DEFNT serves to integrate by the trapezoidal rule and 
is used where random error accumulation is more critical than 
truncation errors, and V accepts through its argument list 
(Y, DX, N) 
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a) the array Y of N equally spaced ordinates 
0) the interval DX 
y) the integer constant N, representing the number of nodal 
points. 
returns the integral of YCS) as DEFNT. 
41. SUBROUTINE MTXINV (N,M) performs two related tasks: 
(i) to solve a system of N linear algebraic equations, 
when M = N + 1, 
(ii) to invert an N x N invertible matrix, when 
M = 2N. 
For task (i) it 
accepts through COMMON TRMTX (k,l) the augmented coefficient 
matrix (see Chapter 111.7). Here k and 1 represent 
integer constants, k = N, 1 = N + 1. 
through the argument list (N,M) the rank N of the 
coefficient matrix and M = N + 1, two integer 
constants. 
returns the solution in TRMTX (I,J), I = 1, 	k, J = k. 
For task (i) it 
accepts through cpmmpli TRMTX (k,l) 
the k x k matrix in the first k columns of 
TRMTX (I,J), I = 1, 	k; J = 1, 	k and the 
k x k identity matrix in the second k columns of 
TRMTX (I,J) I = 1, 	k; J = k + 1, ..., 2k. 
Hence 1 = 2k. 
through the argument list (N,M) the rank N of the 
coefficient matrix and M = 2N, both integer constants. 
returns the inverted matrix in the second k columns of TRMTX 
(I,J), I = 1, 	k; J = k + 1, ..., 2k. 
42. SUBROUTINE FMINV serves to solve N linear algebraic equations 
by the method used for SUBROUTINE MTXINV. It's calling provisions 
are designed to accommodate the requirements of ADIABH. It 
112 
receives, through its argument list (A,X,N,M) 
a) the (N x N), invertible coefficient matrix A 
0) the know, N-dimensional vector X 
y) the rank (N) of A, an integer constant 
El) M = N + 1 
where N 5 25 
returns the solution Y = A
- 1
X placed in the array X 
is called from ADIABH. 
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The Selective Part contains five groups of thermophysical properties, with 
the total of 20 program units. Each group constitutes a property package, 
one each for 
(i) the coolant fluid (8 program units) 
(ii) the flow channel material (3 program units) 
(iii) the meteoroid protection layer (4 program units) 
(iv) the fin material (3 program units) 
(v) the thermal control coating (2 program units). 
The choice of a particular material combination must be reflected in the 
corresponding data specification of the Input Data Set, (see Section 3f of,, 
Chapter A). 
a) The coolant property subprogram set consists of eight elements, 43 
through 50 
43. FUNCTION RHOF (P,T) which computes the fluid density RHOF in 
slug/ft 3 as a function of pressure P in lbf/ft 2 , and absolute 
temperature T in R, 
44. FUNCTION BETA (RHO,T) which computes the isobaric expansion 
coefficient f3, Section II.C.11, in 1/R as a function of density 
RHO in slug/ft 3 , and temperature T in R, 
45. FUNCTION CAPPA (P,T) which computes the isothermal compressibility, 
Eq. 11.3, in ft 2 /lbf, as a function of pressure P in lbf/ft 2 , and 
temperature T in R, 
46. FUNCTION CPF (RHO,T) which computes the specific heat at constant 
pressure CPF, in Btu/(slug R), as a function of density RHO in 
slug/ft 3 , and temperature T, in R, 
47. FUNCTION HFL (RHO,T) which computes the fluid enthalpy HFL, in 
Btu/slug, as a function of density RHO in slug/ft 3 , and tempera-
ture T, in R, 
48, FUNCTION VISC (RHO,T) which computes the fluid dynamic viscosity 
VISC, in slug/(ft sec) as a function of density RHO in slug/ft 3 , 
and temperature T, in R, 
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49. FUNCTION THCF (RHO,T) which computes the fluid thermal conductivity 
THCF in Btu/(hr ft R) as a function of density RHO in slug/ft 3 , 
and temperature T, in R, 
50. FUNCTION PF (RHO,T) which computes the fluid pressure PF in lbf/ft 2 
 as a function of density RHO in slugs/ft3 , and absolute temperature
T, in R. For specific details of the coolant fluid properties, 
see Section II.11 and 12 and Appendix B of the System Analysis 
Manual. 
b) The coolant channel material property subprogram set consists of 
three elements, 51 through 53. 
51. FUNCTION THCTB (T) computes the thermal conductivity THCTB in 
Btu/(hr ft R), of the tube wall material as a function of the 
absolute temperature T, in R, 
52. FUNCTION DTHCTB (T) computes the relative change of thermal 
conductivity k with temperature T, namely (dk w/dT)/kw in 1/R, 
as a function of temperature T, in R, 
53. FUNCTION CPTB (T) computes the specific heat at constant pressure 
CPTB, in . Btu/ (slug R) as a function of T, in R. 
For specific details of the coolant channel properties, see Appendix A of the 
System Analysis Manual. 
c) the meteoroid protection layer material properties are coded in a set 
of four elements, 54 through 57 
54. FUNCTION THCMP (T), 
55. FUNCTION DTHCMP (T), 
56. FUNCTION CPMP (T), 
57. FUNCTION ELAS (T) computes the modulus of elasticity ELAS in 
lbf/in2 as a function of temperature T, in R. 
For specific details of the meteoroid protection properties, see Appendix A 
of the System Analysis Manual. 
d) The fin material properties required are coded in three FUNCTION sub-
programs, numbered 58 through 60 
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58. FUNCTION THCFN (T) computes the thermal conductivity THCFN, in 
Btu/(hr ft R) for the fin material as a function of absolute 
temperature T, in R, 
59. FUNCTION DTHCFN (T) computes the relative change of thermal con-
ductivity, namely (dkf /dT)/k f in 1/R, as a function of temperature 
T, in R, 
60. FUNCTION CPFN (T) computes the specific heat at constant pressure 
CPFN, in Btu/(slug R) as a function of temperature T, in R. 
For specific details of the fin material properties, see Appendix A of the 
System Analysis Manual. 
e) Optical properties of the thermal control coating are coded in two 
subprograms, numbered 61 and 62 
61. FUNCTION EMIT (T) computes the total hemispherical emittance in 
accordance with Eq. 6.5 of the System Analysis Manual as a function 
of the surface temperature T in R, and is called by ABSORB and 
EXITAV, 
62. SUBROUTINE AVGEMT (T,XX,XXX,N) evaluates the expressions for x.. 
ij 
and xijk given as Eqs. 6.10 and 11 in the System Analysis Manual 
for N interacting surface elements. It is called by ABSORB (see 
program No. 12). 
For specific details of surface coating properties, see Appendix C of the 
System Analysis Manual. 
This completes the Source Deck discussion. Recall that the Source 
Deck composition implies a particular selection of coolant fluid and structural 
materials. 
4. Program Listing  
This section contains the entire program listing in alphabetical 
order of subprogram name. 
Labelled common blocks and external program references and 
printed out prior to the listing of each program unit. 
All program units have been documented with comment cards for 
the convenience of the user. 
All program units are summarized in a table of contents which 
follows the final unit listing. The table of contents lists all program 
elements as either symbolic or relocatable and it also prints the time and 





DATE 071372 PAGE 	1 
    
;FORS ME*NASA5.ABSORB.ME*NASA5.ABSORB 




ENTRY POINT 000552 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000600$ DATA(0) 000115$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	ORD 	003721 
0004 ABSRST 000601 
0005 	AVGABS 000251 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. 	TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000032 116G 0001 000042 123G 0001 000062 132G 0001 000065 135G 0001 000067 1406 
0001 000137 152G 0001 000155 16I6 0001 000156 164G 0001 000244 174G 0001 0007, 51 177G 
0001 0002b0 202G 0001 000271 2u6G 0041 000352 2206 0001 000355 223G 0001 000357 226G 
0001 000430 240G 0004 R 000000 ALPHFN 0004 R 000226 ALPHMP 0000 R 000000 AUX1 0000 R 000005 AUX2 
0000 R 000012 AUX3 0000 R 000017 AUx4 0003 R 003465 CSF 0007 R 000000 DEFNT 0003 R 003464 DXX2 
0003 003472 DXX21 0003 003463 DGmFN 0093 R 003410 EBFN 0003 R 003441 ERMP 0006 . R 000000 EMIT 
0004 R 000461 EMIT;, )1 0004 R 000512 EMITMP 0003 R 003467 EXTIFN 0003 R 003471 EXTIMP 0003 R 003466 EXTSFN 
0003 R 003470 ExTS1P 0004 000517 EXTVCT 0000 I 000032 I 0000 I 000037 IL 0000 000057 INJPS 
0000 I 000034 J 0000 I 000040 JL 0000 1000036 K 0000 I 000043 L 0003 003461 LCT 
0003 003462 LTT 0003 003460 MCVRO 0003 R 003473 SS 0003 R 003670 SSTT 0005 R 000100 TFIN 
0000 R 000035 TFIN1 0000 R 000033 TM 0005 R 000244 TPR 0003 000000 TRMTX 0000 R 000041 X 
0005 R 000062 XXFN 0005 R 000000 XXMP 0005 R 000071 XXXFN 0005 R 000031 XXXMP 0003 003446 XX2 
0000 R 000042 0000 R 000026 ZCF 0000 R 000031 2CM 0000 R 000024 ZF 0000 R 000025 ZFM 
0000 R 000027 2M 0000 R 000030 ZMM 0003 003453 Z22 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE ABSORB (TOXCFNeXCMP.XXCFN.XXCMP) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THE ABSORBTANCE MATRIX REPRESENTING THE MAIN ABSORBTANCE AFTER 
00101 5* C INTERNAL INTEGRATIONS 
00101 6* 
00103 7* COMMON /QRD/ TRMTX(30.60) , EBFN(5.5).EBMP(5) , XX2(5)r222(5)r 
00103 8* 1 	 MCVRD.LCT.LTTOZMFN. 
00103 9* 2 DXX2.CSF.EXTSFNrEXTIFWEXTSMP.EXTIMPDXX21.55(5.5.5) 
00103 10* 3 	 rSSTT(5.5) 
00104 11* COMMON /ABSRST/ALPHFN(5.5.6).ALPHMP(5.31).EMITFN(5r5)rEMITMP(5)r 
00104 12* 1 	 EXTVCT(50) 
00105 13* COMMON/AVGABS/XXMP(5.5).XXXMP(5.5).XXFN(7).XXXFN(7)/ 
00105 14* 1 	 TFIN(10010)•TPR(5) 
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00107 17* - ZF 	= EXTSFN+EXTIFN 
00110 18* ZFM = ZF*(1—XCFN) 
00111 19* ZCF 	= ZF*(XCFN*XXCFN) 	• 
00112 20* _ TM = EXTSMP+EXTIMP 
00113 21* ZMM 	= ZM*(1*XCMP) 
00114 22* ZCM = ZM*(XCMP—XXCMP) 
00114 23* •c 
00114 24* C FIN 
00114 25* C 
00115 26* DO 10.'1=1.5 
00120 27* TM 	' 	= TO*TPR(I) 
00121 28* EMITMP(I) = EMIT(TM) 
00122 29* DD 10 J=1.5 
00125 30* TFINN 	= TO*TF/N(J.I) 
00126 31* 10 EMITFN(J.I) 	= EMIT(TFINN) 
00131 32* DO 	60 K=1.5 
00134 33* DO 30 IL=1.5 
00137 34* DD 20 JL=1.5 
00142 35* X 	= C5F*S5(0L.IL.K)*EBFN(IL.JL) 
00143 36* AUX1(JL) 	= X*(XXMP(1L.JL)—XXXMP(IL.JL)) 
00144 37* 20 AUX3(JL) 	= K*(EMITFN(IL.JL)*XXMP(IL.JL)) 
00146 38* AUX2(IL) = DEFNT (AUX1.0XX2.5)+AUX1(1)*DXX2/2.0 
00147 39* 30 AUX4(IL) = DEFNT (AUX30XX2.5)+AUX3(1)*DXX2/2.0 
00151 40* DO 35 IL=1.5 
00154 41* Y 	= SSTT(IL.K)*E8MP(IL) 
00155 42* AUX1(IL) 	= Y*(XXFN(IL)*XXXFN(IL)) 
00156 43* 35 AUX3(IL) = T*(EMITMP(IL)*XXFN(IL)) 
00160 44* DO 	60 I=1,5 
00163 45* DO 	60 J=1.5 
00166 46* ALPHFN(I.J.K) = (XXFN(K)*E5MP(K)+DEFNT(AUX1.0.25.5)+DEFNT(AUX2. 
00166 47* 1 	 0.25.5)+ZCM)/(EMITMP(X)*E5MP(K)+DEFNT(AUX3.0.25. 
00166 48* 2 5)+DEFNT(AUX4.0.25.5)+ZMN) 
00166 49* C 
00166 50* C 
00167 51* 60 ALPHFN(I.J.6) = XCFN 
00167 52* C 
00167 53* C CHANNEL 
00167 54* C 
00173 55* DO 120 K=1.5 
00176 56* DO 90 	I=1.5 
00201 57* DO 90 	J=1.5 
00204 58* L 	= J+5*(I-1) 
00205 59* DO 80 JL=1.5 
00210 60* X 	= S5(I.J.JL)*E8MP(JL) 
00211 61* AUX1(JL) = X*(XXFN(4)—XXXFN(JL)) 
00212 62* 40 AUX3(JL) = X*(EMITMP(JL)-XXFN(JL)) 
00212 63* C 
00214 64* 90 ALPHMP(K,L) = (XXNP(J.Z)*E5FN(J.I)+DEFNT(AUX1.0.25 , 5)+ZCF)/ 
00214 65* 1 	 (EMITFN(JeI)*E8FN(J.I)+DEFNT(AUX3 , 0,25.5)+TFM) 
00214 66* C 
00217 67* DO 95 	I=1.5 
00222 68* DO 93 IL=1.5 
00225 69* 00 92 JL=1.5 
00230 70* X 	= C5F*SS(JL.IL.K)*E8FN(IL.JL) 
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92 AUX3(JL) 	= X*(EMITFN(ILPJL)-XXMP(IL•JL)) 
AUX2(IL) 	= DEFNT (AUXI , DXX2•5)+AUX1(1)*DXX2/2.0 
93 AUX4(IL) 	= DEFNT (AUX3PDXX2.5)+AUX3(1)*DXX2/2.0 
00237 75* DO 94 IL=1.5 
00242 76* Y 	= 55TT(IL.I)*EBMP(IL) 
00243 77* AUX1(IL) = Y*(XXFN(IL)-XXXFN(10) 
00244 78* 94 AUX3(IL) 	= Y*(EMITMP(IL)-XXFN(IL)) 
00246 79* 95 ALFNMP(K,25+I)= (XXFN(I)*EBMP(/)+DEFNT(AUX14.2505)+DEFNT(AUX2• 
00246 80* . 	1 	 0.25.5)+ZCM)/(EMITMP(I)*EBMP(I)+DEFNT(AUX310.25. 
00246 81* 2 5)*DEFNT(AUX400.25.5)+2MM) 
00246 82* C 
00250 83* 120 ALPHMP4K.31) = XCMP 
00252 84* RETURN. 
00253 85* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ONDG.P 	 ADIABH 
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	 ADIABH  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFORtS ME*NASA5.ADIABHpME*NASA5.ADIABH 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:52:57 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE ADIABH ENTRY POINT 000506 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0005221 DATA(0) 0004511 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 ADBH 000352 

















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 000174 1005F 0001 	000004 1136 0001 000074 1316 0000 	000373 15F 0001 000124 150G 
0001 000161 1570 0001 000167 1656 0001 000201 1736 0001 000271 2056 0001 000326 231G 
0001 000401 2556 0001 	000420 2636 0001 000445 276G 0000 	000316 5F 0001 000077 55L 
0001 000115 60L 0001 000322 76L 0001 000346 BIL 0001 000336 815L 0001 000356 82L 
0001 000362 86L 0001 	000433 09L 0001 000441 895L 0000 R 000000 A 0003 R 000001 AL 
0003 R 000161 CONFL 0003 R 000173 CONFNA 0003 R 000147 CP 0007 R 000000 CPF 0003 R _ 000000 D 
0000 R 000144 DRAB 0003 R 000326 DTL 0003 R 000244 EFF 0003 R 000205 EMIS 0012 R 000000 EMIT 
0003 R 000013 H 0003 R 000231 HAB 0000 R 000170 HABR 0000 I 000156 I 0000 1000163 ICNT 
0000 000425 INJP$ 0000 I 000164 IT 0000 I 000173 J 0000 I 000171 J1 0000 1000172 J2 
0003 R 000064 M 0000 I 000160 NSTOP 0003 I 000076 NT 0000 I 000162 NTM1 0000 I 000161 NT1 
0004 I 000000 NUSA 0014 R 000000 PDERIV 0003 R 000052 PIN 0003 R 000314 GOUT 0000 R 000157 RHO 
0005 R 000000 RHOF 0003 R 000217 TB 0000 R 000167 TF 0003 	000026 TH 0010 R 000000 THCF 
0011 R 000000 THCFN 0003 R 000040 TIN 0003 R 000270 TL 0000 R 000165 TL1 0000 R 000166 TL2 
0003 R 000340 TOUT 0003 	000077 TSTAR 0006 R 000000 VISC 0003 R 000135 VSC 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE ADIABH(ITST) 
00103 2* PARAMETER NTP = 10 
00104 3* PARAMETER NTP1 = NTP+1 
121. 





PARAMETER NTPSQ = NTP*NTP 
REAL M 
00107 6* COMMON /ADEN/ D.AL(NTP) , H(NTP1),TH(NTP),TININTP/rPIN(NTP). 
00107 7* 1 	M(NTP).NTrTSTAR(NTP.3),VSC(NTP).CP(NTP) , CONFONTP). 
00107 8* 2 CONFNA(NTP).EmIS(NTP).T8(NTP),HAB(NTP1)0EFF(NTP.2).TL(NTP.2). 
00107 9* 3 	GOUT(NTP)rDTL(NTP).TOUT(NTP) . 
00110 10* DIMENSION A(NTPSOI.DHAB(NTp) 
00111 11* DEFINE U(I) 	= 3.1415927*CONFL(I)*AL(I)*NUSA(48.0*M(I)/(3.1415927* 
00111 12* 1D*VSC(I))06C(I)*CP(I)/CONFL(I).0/(12*AL(I)))/(M(/)sCP(I)) 
00112 13* DO 10 I = leNT 
00115 14* RHO = RHOF(PIN(I).TIN(I)) 
00116 15* VSC(I) 	= VISC(RHOtTIN(I)) 
00111 16* CP(I) 	= CPF(RHOrTIN(I)) 
00120 17* CONFL(I) = THCF(RHOrTIN(I)) 
00121 18* CONFNA(I) 	= THCFN(TIN(I)) 
00122 19* 10 EMIS(I) 	= EMIT(TIN(I)) 
00124 20* NSTOP=20 
00125 21* NTI=NT+1 
00126 22* NTMI=NT—I 
00127 23* ICNT=1 
00130 24* DO 2 IT=I•NT1 
00133 25* 2 HAB(IT)=H(IT) 
' 00135 26* 55 CONTINUE 
00136 27* ICNT=ICNT+1 
00137 28* IF(ICNT.LE.NSTOP)G0 TO 60 
00141 29* PRINT 1005•NSTOP 
00144 30* 1005 FDRMAT('OPROGRAM STOPPED IN SUBROUTINE ADIABH BECAUSE THE DISTANCE 
00144 31* > TO AN'./.' ADIABATIC PLANE FAILED TO CONVERGE WITHIN THE ALLOWABL 
00144 32* >E RANGE OF 
00144 33* >ot/ot VALUES(2.5% AND 97.5% OF TOTAL FIN WIDTH) AFTER',I30 	ITERAT 
00144 34* >IONSOr/r , THIS IS PROBABLY BECAUSE THE INPUT CONDITIONS DO NOT AL 
00144 35* >LOw A SOLUTIONI•O IN THIS RANGE. HOWEVER THE NUMBER OF ITERATION 
00144 36* >5 CAN BE INCREASED 1 .10 BY ASSIGNING A LARGER VALUE TO NSTOP IN S 
00144 37* >UBROUTINE ADIABH.') 
00145 38* STOP 
00146 39* 60 CONTINUE 
00147 40* DO 6 IT=1rNT 
00152 41* CALL TTIPS(1TrITST.HAB(IT1 ► H(IT+1)*2.0...HAB(IT+1) , TLI.TL2) 
00153 42* TL(IT.1) 	= 7L1 
00154 43* 6 TOIT.2) = TL2 
00156 44* DO 7 IT=I•NTM1 
00161 45* DTL(IT)=TOIT.2)—TOIT+101) 
00162 46* 7 CONTINUE 
00164 47* DO 75 IT=IrNTM1 
00167 48* 75 IF(ABS(DTL(IT)).GT.0.05)G0 TO 76 
00172 49* DO 752 IT = 1.NT 
J 00175 50* TF 	= 	(TIN(IT)—TB(IT))*(1.0—EXP(—U(IT))) 
00176 51* 0OUT(17) 	= M(IT)*CP(IT)*TF 
00177 52* 752 TOUT(IT) 	= TIN(IT)—TF 
J 00201 53* WRITE(6,5) 
00203 54* 5 FORMAT(////07X•BULK TEMP , e5WINCHES TO ADIABATIC PLANE'• 
00203 55* 1 	5XOPER CENT FIN EFFICIENCY'.SX.'FIN TIP TEMP 	DEG R'. 
00203 56* 2 5X.'OUTLET TEMP"r5WHEAT REJECTED"rirIXOTUBE'•4X. 
00203 57* 3.. 	'DEG R'.11XOLEFT 0 .8X0RIGHT'r12)(r2('LEFTIr8XORIGHT'.9X). 
00203 58* 4 'DEG R'.11XOBTU/HR'r/) 	. 
j 00204 59* DO 100 I = 1rNT 
00207 60* ' 	HABR = H(I+1)*2.(.HABlI+1) 
122 
• 
0UP.10 614. IGO hRITEtu ► 15) 	Irib(l).MA3(1)•HA0R,EFF41,1;.EFF(1va).1-(1•1). 
00210 62* 1 	TOI•2).TOUT(I),00UT(I) 
00225 63* 15 FORMATC1X,I2.3X•1PE10.406XolPE10.4.2X.1PE10.407X• 
00225 64* 1 	211PE10•02X,1PE10•4.470.1PE10•4.7X11PE10•4) 
00226 65* RETURN 	 • 
00227 66* 76 CONTINUE 
00230 67* DO 88 IT=1.NTM1 
00233 68* IFINT•NE•2)60 TO 815 
00235 69* J1=0 
00236 70* J2=0 
00237 71* GO TO 86 
00240 72* 815 IF(I17•NE.1)G0 TO 81 
00242 73* JI=0 	' 
00243 74* J2=1 
00244 75* 60 TO 86 
00245 76* 81 IF(IT.NEATM1)G0 TO 62 
00247 77* J1=-1 
00250 78* J2=0 
00251 79* GO TQ 86 
00252 80* 82 JI=-1 
00253 81* J2=1 
00254 82* 86 DO 88 J=j1•J2 
00257 83* 88 A(IT*NIMI-I*NTM14J*NTM1417)=PDERIV(JcIT•IT5T) 
00262 84* DO 8 IT=1.NTMI 
00265 85* 8 DHAFI(IT)=-DTUIT) 
00267 86* IF(NT.NE.2)GO TO 69 
00271 87* DHAB(I)=-DTL(1)/A(1) 
00272 88* GO TO 895 
00273 89* 89 CALL FMINV(APDHASPNTMloNT) 
00274 90* 895 CONTINUE 	 _ 
00275 91* DO 9 IT=2•NT 
00300 92* HABCIT)=RAM/T)4008(IT-1) 
00301 93* HA8(17)=MINIHAWIT).1•95*MIT)) 
00302 94* NAMIT)=MAX(.0504(IT).NIUMIT)) 
00303 95* 9 CONTINUE 
00305 96* 60 TO 55. 
00306 97* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS.' 
OHOG•P 	 ALTVEL ****** - 
1 123 
ALTVEL  	 DATE 071372 	
PAGE 	1 
OFORoS ME*NASAS.ALTVEL , ME*NASAS.ALTVEL 
FOR S9A-07/13/72.-20:53:00 (Or) 
FUNCTION ALTVEL 	ENTRY POINT 000151 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000207) DATA(0) 0000161 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	TINT 
0004 NERR3S 







IL 	0001 	000120 2L 	0001 	000124 3L 	0001 	000133 4L 	0000 R 000000 ALTVEL 
INUPS 	0000 I 000001 M 0003 R 000000 TINT 
FUNCTION ALTVEL (TIME ► IOPTN.AVArAVR•TArTR•NA.NR) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ALTITUDE ANQ VELOCITY OF ORBITER AS A FUNCTION OF TIME FROM 
00101 5* C LAUNCH 	(IOPTN = 0 ) OR TIME FROM PASSING THROUGH 400.000 FEET 
00101 6* C FOR REENTRY ( 	IOPTN = 0 ) 
00101 7* C TIME IN SECS. ALTITUDE IN FEET 
00101 8* C AND VELOCITY IN FEET/SEC 
00101 9* C 
00103 10* DIMENSION TA(NA).TR(NR).AVA(NA).AvR(NR) 
00104 11* IF 	(TIME 	.GT. 	TA(NA) 	.AND. 	IOPTN .EQ. 	0) 	GO TO 3 
00106 12* IF 	(TIME .GT. TR(NR) 	.AND. 	IOPTN .EQ. 	1) GO TO 4 
00110 13* M .: 	2 
00111 14* 1 	if 	(IOPTN .E0. 0) 	ALTVEL = 	TINT(TA.AVA.NA.M.TIME) 
00113 15* IF (IOPTN .E0. 1) ALTVEL = 	TINT(TR ► AVR,NR.M.TIME) 
00115 16* IF 	(ALTVEL •LT. 	0.0 .AND. M .GT. 2) GO TO 2 
00117 17* RETURN 
00120 18* 2 M 	= 	M-1 
00121 19* GO TO 1 
00122 20* 3 ALTVEL 	: 	AVA(NA) 
00123 21* RETURN 
00124 22* 4 ALTVEL 	= 	AVR(NR) 
00125 23* RETURN 
00126 24* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 




























DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
   
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.ATMOS0ME*NASAS.ATMOS 
FOR S9A-.07/13/72-20:53:03 (00) 
  
SUBROUTINE ATMOS 	ENTRY POINT 000237 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0002611 DATA(0) 0002110 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
















000105 IOL 0001 000137 15L 0001 000070 2L 0001 000161 20L 0001 000057 23I0 
000012 30L 0000 000116 35F 0001 000022 40L 0000 000136 45F 0001 000032 60L 
000041 A 0000 R 000055 0000 R 000074 CFI 0004 R 000000 CPAIR 0000 R 000107 CPATM 
000104 DH 0000 R 000100 ELEVM 0000 R 000110 GAMATM 0000 R 000102 GEOH 0000 R 000101 GEOHM 
000007 OH 0000 R 000031 GT 0000 R 000000 H 0000 I 000103 I 0000 000201 INJPS 
000105 J 0000 R 000077 MWT 0000 R 000113 PATM 0003 R 000000 POLY 0000 R 000075 PSL 
000112 PZ 0000 R 000115 RHOATM 0000 R 000076 RSL 0000 R 000072 RU 0000 R 000073 RU1 
000114 RZ 0000 R 000020 T 0000 R 000106 TMK 	. 0000 R 000071 WMO ocwo. R 000111 2 
1* SUBROUTINE ATMOS (ELEV.TATM.CATM) 
2* C 
3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
4* C PROPERTIES FOR ATMOSPHERIC AIR UP TO 528.000 FFET (100 MILES OR 161 KM) 
5* C PROPERTIES FOR AN ALTITUDE LESS THAN 301.000 FEET TAKEN FROM 
6* C U. S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE FOR 	1966. PROPERTIES FOR ALTITUDES BETWEEN 





IN THE SAME REFERENCE. ERRORS IN PRESSURE AND DENSITY ARE NO LARGER 
THAN 5 PERCENT FOR ALTITUDES GREATER THAN 301.000 FEET AND LESS 
10* C THAN 528.000 FEET. 
11* C ELEVATION IN FEET 
12* C TEMPERATURE IN DEG R. 
13* C SPECIFIC HEAT IN BTU/LBN R 
14* C VEL OF SOUND IN FT/SEC 
15* c • 
16* DIMENSION H(7)0614(9)a(9).07(0)•A(12)08(12) 
17* DATA H(1).H(2)0H(5)0H(4)0H(5).H(6)0H(7) 	/0.0.1.0.-1.5731262E -07.2. 
18* 14656553E-140.03.8667054E*21.6.0621354E-28,-9.5013649E* ,35/.GH(1),GH( 
19* 22)0GH(3)0001(4).GH(5)0GH(6).GH(7)0GH(8)0GH(9) 	/0.0011.0020.0.32.004 
20* 37.0052.0061.0079.0090.0/0T(1)07(2)0T(3)0T(4)0(5)0T(6)07(7).T(8).T 
21* 4(9) 	/288.150216.650216.650228.65.270.650270.650252.650180.650180.6 
22* 55/0GT(1).GT(2)0GT(3)•GT(4).GI(5)06T(6)00(7)0GT(8) 	1.06.500.001.002 
23* 6.800.00-2.004.000.0/0WMO0RUOU1/ 28.9644.8314.32.1545.31/ 
125 





7 CF1/ 1000.0/.P5 ► RSL /2116.22657,0.07647438/ 
DATA 	A(1).A(2).A(31 ► A(4).A(5)#A(6).A(7),A(8).A(9).A(10) ► A(11) , 
00154' 26* 1A(12)/ 
00154 27* 1 	0.10E+01# 	0.3533367370E...01 ► 	-.0.7474788290E-03#' 
00154 28* 2 0.2121572232E -03. 	-0.1325255219E04. 	0.5344159692E-06. 
00154 29* 3 	-0.1322745646E-07, 	0.1965359162E-09, 	#.0.1723714966E-11. 
00154 30* 4 0.8707590786E*14, 	--0.2341816445E-16, 	0.2597772972e■19/. 
00154 31* 58(1)013(2).8(3).8(4)08(5).8(6)08(7).13(8).8(9).8(10).8(11).8(12)/ 
00154 32* 6 	0.10E+01 ► 	0.3393495800E--01, 	.•.0.3433553057E#.02 , 
00154 33* 7 0.5497466428E'03 ► 	"0.3228358326Em04. 	0.1106617734e.#05. 
00154 34* 8 	*0.2291755793E07. 	0.2902146443E09. 	-0.2230070938E11. 
00154 35* 9 0:1010575266E-13# 	••0.2482089627E^16. 	0.2548769715E...19/ 
00205 36* REAL Ma 
00206 37* IF 	(ELEV .LT. 	0.0) 	GO TO 30 
00210 38* IF 	(ELEV .GT. 528000.) GO TO 40 
00212 39* GO TO 60 
00213 40* 30 WRITE (605) 
00215 41* 3' FORMAT (1)(0 1 AN ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO EVALUATE ATMOSPHERIC PROPE 
00215 42* 1RTIES FOR NEGITIVE ALTITUDES , ) 
00216 43* RETURN 
00217 44* 40 wRITE 	(6,45) 
00221 45* , 	45 FORMAT (1XOAN ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO EVALUATE ATMOSPHERIC PROPE 






60 IF 	(ELEV 	.GT. 	301000.) 	60 TO 20 
00225 49* ELEVM 	= ELEV*0.3048 
00226. 50* GEOHM 	= POLY(7.H.ELEVM) 
00227 51* GEOH = GEOHM/0.3046 
00230 52* DO 1 	1=1.9 
00233 53* OH = GH(0.-GEOHM/CFI 
00234 54* IF 	(DH.GT.0.0) 	GO TO 2 
00236 55* 1 CONTINUE 
00240 56* O J 	= 1-1 
00241 57* UH = GH(J)...GEOHM/CF1 
00242 58* TMK 	= T(J)-GT(J)*DH 
00243 59* TATM = TMK*1.8 
00244 60* 10 CPATM 	= 	CPAIR(TATM) 
00245 61* IF 	(ELEV 	*GT. 	301000.) 	GO TO 15 
00247 62* GAMATM = 	CPATM/(CPATM*0.0686) 
00250 63* CATM 	T.: SORT(1.4*RU*TMK/(M0)/0.3048 
00251 64* RETURN 
00252 65* 15 GAMATM = 	CPATM/(CPATM.#(1.98585/MWT)/ 
00253 66* CATM 	= 	SORT(GAMATM*RU*TMK/MWT)/0.3048 
00254 67* RETURN 
00255 68* 20 Z 	= 	ELEV/(3280.8399) 
00256 69* MwT = 	28.9644...0.0309491*(2-.90.0) 
00257 70* PZ 	= POLY(12 ►► 2) 
00260 71* PATM = PSL/(PZ**4) 
00261 72* RZ 	= POLY(12#8 ► 2) 
00262 73* RHOATM = RSL/(RZ**4) 
00263 74* TATM 	= 	PATM*MWT/(RHOATM*1545.31) 
00264 75* TMK = TATM/1.8 
00265 76* GO TO 10 
00266 77* END 
END OF COMPILATION; 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ATMOS 
126 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	3 ATMOS 
GHDG,P 	 AVGEMT/SCZ93 •***** 
127 
	 AVGEMT/SCZ93 ******, 
DFOR.S ME*NASA5.AVGEMT/SCZ93.ME*NASA5.AVGEMT/SC293 
FOR 59A..07/13/72.-20:53:05 (0.) 
  
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
SUBROUTINE AVGEMT 	ENTRY POINT 000110 
STORAGE USED: COOE(1) 000121$ DATA(0) 000040$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS?. 
0002• AVBABS 000251 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK ► NAME) 
0004 	POLY 
0005 NERR3$ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
()001 	000004 124G 
0000 000025 INJPS 
0000 R 000017 TFNX 
0003 R 000000 XXMP 
0001 	000024 1326 
0000 I 000014 J 
0000 R 000015 TMPX 
0003 R 000071 XXXFN 
0000 R 000000 A 
0004 R 000000 POLY 
0003 R 000244 TPR 
0003 R 000031 XXXMP 
0000 —R 000005 B 
0000 R 000013 TALB 
0000 R 000012 TSOL 
0000 I 000016 I 
0003 R 000100 TFIN 




























1* 	 SUBROUTINE AVGEMT(TO) 
2* 
3* 	C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
4* C THE NECESSARY VARIABLES FOR THE COMPUTATIONS OF THE AVERAGE 
5* 	C 	SURFACE COATING EMITTANCE 
6* 
7* 	 COMMON/AVGABS/XXMP(5.51.XXXMP(5•5).XXFN(7).XXXFN(7). 
8* 1 	 TFIN(10.10).TPR(5) 
9* 	 DIMENSION A(5). 8(5) 
10* DATA A(1).A(2).A(3).A(4).A(5)/0.7804112E+00. •-0.5527205E04. 
11* 	 1 	0.2530228E-06• '.0.3229181E•-09. 0.8854202E13/ 
12* 2 B(1).3(2).8(3).8(4)013(5)/0.6538383E+00 ► 0.1144374E'.03, 
13* 	 3 	"0.2432286E-07, 0.1.437500E."09. 0.4947915E13/ 
14* DATA TSOL ► TALB/10400.0,480.0/ 
15* 	 DO 1 J = 1.5 
16* TMPX 	= TPR(J)*TO 
17* 	 XXFN(J) = POLY(5.A.TMPX) 
18* XXXFN(J) = POLY(5.B.TMPX) 
19* 	 00 1 I = 1.5 
20* TFNX 	= TFIN(JoI)*TO 
21* 	 XXNP(J.I)= POLY(5.A.TFNX) 
22* 1 XXXMP(J./)= POLY(5.B.TFNX) 
23* 	 XXFN(6) = POLY(5,A ► TALB) 
24* XXXFN(6) = POLY(5.B ► TALB) 
25* 	 XXFN(7) = 0.07156 
26* XXXFN(7) = 0.030562 
27* 	 RETURN 
. 128 
	 AVGEMT/SCI03  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
00146 	28* 	 END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GMDGPP 	 BETA/CFFC43 
129 
BETA/CFFC43  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.BETA/CFFC43 ► ME*NASA5.BETA/CFFC43 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20:53:07 (0.) 
FUNCTION BETA 	.ENTRY POINT 000015 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000171 DATA(0) 0000101 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000000 BETA 
00101 	1* 
0000 	000003 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
FUNCTION BETAIRNO.T/ 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/QU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC..43 
00101 6* C UNITS 1/R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /157.0883.0.076167/ 
00106 9* bETA = •9(2/(X1.112*T) 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
gHDG.F0 	 BETA/CFFC75 a***** 
130 
s***ss BETA/CFFC75 ****** DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR'S ME*NASAS.BETA/CFFC75PME*NASA5.BETA/CFFC75 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:53:09 (Or) 
FUNCTION BETA ENTRY POINT 000015 
STORAGE USED: CO3E(1) 000017$ DATA(0) 000010/ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 
0000 R 000000 BETA 
00101 	1* 
(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000003 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 X1 
FUNCTION BETA(RHO,T) 
0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 2* C 
00101 3• C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/OU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (13) OF FC-75 
00101 6* C UNITS 1/R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /155.522.-0.085/ 
00106 9* BETA : -X2/(X1+X2*T) 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GIHDG.P ****** BETA/CFHE ****** 
131 
R 000002 Al 0000 R 000000 BETA 
R 000015 DPDT 0000 R 000016 DPDV 
R 000013 TM2 0000 R 000007 TX 
0000 R 000003 DI 
0000 	000026 INJPS 
0000 R 000010 V 
0000 R 000005 A 
	
0000 R 000014 ALPHA 
	
0000 
0000 R 000004 C 0000 R 000017 DPDRHO 0000 
0000 R 000001 R 
	
0000 R 000006 RHOX 
	
0000 
0000 R 000011 VM2 0000 R 000012 VM3 
BETA/CFHE  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.BETA/CFHE•ME*NASA5.BETA/CFHE 
FOR 59A.•07/13/72...20:53110 (0.) 
FUNCTION BETA 	ENTRY POINT 000106 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0001121 DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION BETA(RHOrT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	 THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 	5* 	C 	 (SLUG/GU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF HELIUM 
00101 6* C UNITS 1/R 
00101 	7* 	C 
00103 8* DATA R.A1.B1.C.A /2077.02.136.9595.3.5002295E-03.10.000658.1.49610 
00103 	9* 	 13E-02/ 
00111 10* RHOX = RHO*515.4275 
00112 	11* 	 TX 	= T/1.R 
00113 12* V = 1.0/RHOX 
00114 	13* 	 VM2 	= RHOX*RHOX 
00115 14* VM3 = RHOX*VM2 
00116 	15* 	 TM2 	= 1.0/1TX*Tx1 
00117 16* ALPHA = C*RHOX/(TX**3) 
00120 	17* 	 DPDT = R*(V+B1)*VM2*(1.0+2.0*ALPHA) 
00121 18* [Pin =-R.TX*VM2*(1.0+2.0*RHOX*B1)+A1*VM3*(2.0-3.0*A*RHOX)+R*C*VM3 
00121 	19* 	 1*TM2*(2.0+5.0*B1*RHOx) 
00122 20* DPDRHO=".0PDV/VM2 
00123 	21* 	 BETA = DPDT/(DPDRHO*RHOX*1.8) 
J 	00124 22* RETURN 
1 	 00125 	23* 	 END 	 ■ i 
i 
@HOW ***A.** BETA/CFNAK 







DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.8ETA/CFNAK.ME*NASA5.BETA/CFNAK 
FOR 59A■07/13/72.-20:53:13 (0.) 
FUNCTION BETA 	ENTRY POINT 000015 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000171 DATA(0) 0000101 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK._NAME) 
0003 NgRR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 
0000 R 000000 BETA 
00101 	1* 
00101 2* 
(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
 0000 	000003 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
FUNCTION BETA(RHOrT) 
00101 3* THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/QU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 78.6 
00101 6* C UNITS 1/R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /58.773064.*0.008433/ 
00106 9* BETA = ■X2/0(1*X2*T1 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P ****** BETA/CFSIL ****** 
	 BETA/CFSIL 	 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.BETA/CFSIL•ME*NASA5.BETA/CFSIL 
FOR S9A•07/13/7220:53115 (00 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
FUNCTION BETA 	ENTRY POINT 000162 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0001771 DATA(0) 0000761 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 000030 IF 0000 R 000001 Al 0000 R 000022 All 0000 R 000002 A2 0000 R 000003 A3 
0000 R 000004 A4 0000 R 000005 A5 0000 R 000000 BETA 0000 R 000006 81 0000 R 000023 B11 
0000 R 000007 B2 0000 R 000010 83 0000 R 000011 84 0000 R 000012 B5 0000 R 000024 C 
0000 R 000013 C1 0000 R 000025 C11 0000 R 000014 C2 0000 R 000017 DT 0000 000067 INJPS 
0000 R 000026 P 0003 R 000000 PF 0000 R 000027 P1 0000 R 000020 THETA 0000 R 000021 THETA1 
0000 R 000015 TO 0000 R 000016 T01 
00101 1* FUNCTION BETA(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF DOW CORNING 200 
00101 6* C SILICON OIL (1 CS) 
00101 7* C UNITS 1/R 
00101 8* C TEMPERATURE .GE. 359.67 AND .LE. 859.67 
00101 9* C 
00103 10* DATA A1.42.A3.A4.A5 /12.35.2.98333.1.1.0.48333.0.1/.81.132.B3.134.13 
00103 11* lb /".1.5...0.01333.-1.18.0.57333.0.1/.CI.C2 /0.7767.0.0288/.70.T01 
00103 12* 2.01 /559.67.009.67.50.0/ 
00123 13* THETA 	= 	(T—TO)/DT 
00124 14* THETA1 	= 	(1....101)/DT 
00125 15* All = 	(((4.0*A5*THETA+3.0*A4)*THETA+2.0*A3)*THETA4A2)*(1.0E'.06)/DT 
00126 16* 811 = (((4.0*B5*THETA+3.0*04)*THETA+2.0*B3)*THETA432)*(1.0E ■•09)/OT 
00127 17* C 	= CIJC2*THETAI 
00130 18* C11 = C2/DT 
00131 19* P 	= PF(RHO.T) 
00132 20* P1 = P/144.014.696 
00133 21* BETA= ...C11/CAll*P1.-811*Pl*P1/2.0 
00134 22* IF 	(T.LT.360.67.0R.T.GT.860.67.0R.P.GT.146116.224.0R.P.6T.110116.2 
00134 23* 124.AND.T.LT.460.67) WRITE(6.1) T.P 
00141 24* 1 FORMAT (1H0,67HCOEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION OF SILICON OIL. OU- 
00141 25* IT OF RANGE. T = eF10.5.6H. P = .F15.50/)  
00142 26* RETURN 
00143 27* END 
134 
•***** SETA/CFSIL 
END OF COMPILATION; 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDGep 	 CAPPA/CFFC43 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
135 • 
CAPPA/CFFC43  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFORoS ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFFC43.ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFFC43 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:53:17 Co.) 
FUNCTION CAPPA 
	
ENTRY POINT 000010 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000121 DATA(0) 0000061 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
0003 NERR3$ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000000 CAPPA 
00101 	1* 
0000 	000001 INJPS 
FUNCTION CAPPA(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-43 
00101 6* C UNITS SO.FT/LBF 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* CAPPA = 0.0 
00104 9* RETURN 
00105 10* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHOGoP 	 CAPPA/CFFC75 ****** 
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CATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 ****** CAPPA/CFFC75 
OFOR'S ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFFC75.ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFFC75 
FOR S9A...07/13/72.10:53:19 (Or) 
- 	FUNCTION CAPPA 	ENTRY POINT 000010 
STORAGE USED CODECI) 0000121 DATA(0) 0000061 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR35 





CAPPA 0000 	000001 INJPS 
FUNCTION CAPPA(RHOPT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-75 
00101 6* C UNITS SO.FT/LBF 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* CAPPA = 0.0 
00104 9* RETURN 
00105 10* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
	
GHOG.P 	 CAPPA/CFHE ****** 







DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
GFORIPS ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFHE.ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFHE 
FOR S9A-'07/13/72■20:53:21 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION CAPPA 	ENTRY POINT 000064 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000671 DATA(0) 000031/ BLANK COMMON(2) 00 0000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000005 A 
0000 R 000013 DPDV 
0000 R 000007 TX 
00101 	1* 
0000 R 000002 Al 	0000 R 000003 81 	0000 R 000004 C 	0000 R 000000 CAPPA 
0000 	000022 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 R 0000 R 000006 RHOX 	0000 R 000012 TM2 
0000 R 000010 VM2 0000 R 000011 VM3 
FUNCTION CAPPA(RHOPT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF HELIUM 
00101 6* C UNITS SO.FT/LEIF 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA R.A1.B1.C.A /2077.0210136.9595.3.5002295E03.10.000658.1.49610 
00103 9* 13E-02/ 
00111 10* RHOX 	= RHO*515.4275 
00112 11* TX = T/1.8 
00113 12* VM2 	= RHOX*RHOX 
00114 13* VM3 = RHOX*VM2 
00115 14* TN2 	= 1.0/(TX*TX) 
00116 15* DDDV 	=-F0Tx*vm2*(1.0*2.0*Rm0X*81)+A1*vm3*(2.0 -3.0*A*RNOx)*R*C*VM3 
00116 16* 1*TM2*(2.04.3.0*B1*RHOX) 
00117 17* CAPPA =...47.872*RHOX/DPDV 
00120 18* RETURN 
00121 19* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
vHDGip- *****4— CAPPA/CFNAX—isiss4i- 
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• 	 4^ 
	  CAPPA/CFNAK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFORrS ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFNAK 	ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFNAK 
FOR 59A-07/13/72..20:53:25 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION CAPPA 	ENTRY POINT 000052 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000558 DATAIO) 0000328 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000017 BETA 0000 R 000000 CAPPA 0000 R 000015 CP 0000 R 000010 CI 0000 R 000011 C2 
0000 R 000007 DT 0000 000023 INJPS 0000 R 000016 RHOF 0000 R 000014 THETA 0000 R 000006 TO 
0000 R 000020 VELS 0000 R 000012 V1 0000 R 000013 V2 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 1* FUNCTION CAPPA(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
00101 5* C (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 78.6 
00101 6* C UNITS SO.FT/LBF 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1•X2•(30X4.X5 /0.22550-0.016292.0.005396•-0.0007580.000054/ 
00103 9* 1.1. 007 /659.67.300.0/rC1•C2 /58.773064.0.008433/.V1•V2 /6296.9267 
00103 10* 2.0.99/ 
00117 11* THETA = (T-TO)/DT 
00120 12* CP 	= (((X5*THETA+14)*THETA+)(3)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1 
00121 13* RHOF 	= C1+C2+1 
00122 14* BETA 	= -C2/RHOF 
00123 15* VELS 	= V1+V2*T 
00124 16* CAPPA = (32.174/(VELS*VELS)+BETA*BETA*T/(CP*778.26))/RHOF 
00125 17* RETURN 
00126 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
imosip .***** CAPPA/CFSIL ****** 
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	 CAPPA/CFSIL  
	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
DFOR.S ME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFSIOME*NASA5.CAPPA/CFSIL 




ENTRY POINT 000132 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000146$ DATA(0) 0000641 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 







STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION' NAME) 
0000 	000023 IF 
0000 R 000004 A4 
0000 R 000010 B3 
0000 	000055 INJPS 
0000 R 000022 TK 
4 0000 R 000016 A 
0000 R 000005 AS 
0000 R 000011 84 
0000 R 000020 P 
0000 R 000013 TO 
0000 R 000001 Al 
0000 R 000017 B 
0000 R 000012 B5 
0003 R 000000 PF 
0000 R 000002 A2 
0000 R 000006 61 
0000 R 000000 CAPPA 
0000 R 000021 P1 
0000 R 000003 A3 
0000 R 000007.82 
0000 R 000014 DT 






























THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM C0iPUTES : 
C ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY 
C 
	
(SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF DOW CORNING 




C TEMPERATURE .GE. 359.67 AND .LE. 859.67 
C 
DATA A1.A2.A3.114.A5 /12.35.2.98333.1.1...0.48333.0.1/01•B2.831, B4. 
185 /-.1.5.-0.01333.-.1.18.0.57333...0.1/•).DY /559.67.50.0/ 
THETA = (TTO)/DT 
A = (MA5*THETA+A4)*THETA+A3)*THETA+A2)*THETA+A1) 10 1.0E■06 
= ((((85*THETA+B4).1.TMETA+B3)*THETA+B2)*THETA+81)*1.0E09 
P = PF(RHO.T) 
P1 = P/144.0-44.696 
TX = A+8*P1 
CAPPA = TK/144.0 
IF (T.LT.360.67.0R.T.GT.860.67.OR.P.GT.146116.224.0R.P.GT.110/14.2 
124.AND.T.LT.460.67) WRITE(6.1) T.P 
1 FORMAT (1H0.61HISOTHERMAL COMPRESSIBILITY OF SILICON OIL. OUT OF R 
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OFORtS ME*NASA5.CNTLM.ME*NASA5.CNTLM 




ENTRY POINT 001771 













0010 DVC4FL 000002  
0020601 DATA(0) 003423; BLANK COMMON(2) 001115 
































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000206 10L 0001 000471 100L 0 0 0 1 000506 105L 0001 000162 147G 0001 000227 15L 
0001 000253 1776 0001 000110 2L 0001 000244 20L 0001 000347 230G 0001 000311 25L 
0001 000127 3L 0001 000332 30L 0001 000617 3210 0001 000632 330G 0001 000670 343G 
0001 000703 346G 0001 001061 374G 0001 001255 422G 0001 001274 426G 0001 001333 440G 
0001 001403 453G 0001 001437 464G 0001 000166 5L 0001 000340 50L 0001 000517 500L 
0001 000522 505L 0001 000542 506L 0001 000555 5071. 0000 002504 509F 0000 002554 510F 
0001 001537 511G 0001 001002 513L 0001 001054 5I4L 0000 002605 515F 0000 003031 516F 
0001 001553 5225 0000 003057 530F 0001 001562 530G 0000 003064 535F 0001 001664 543L 
0001 001670 544L 0001 000405 55L 0000 003310 550F 0000 003317 555F 0000, 003322 560F 
0001 001653 560G 0001 001176 600L 0001 000416 65L 0001 000147 7L 0001 000421 70L 
0000 R 002430 ASTR1 0000 R 002431 ASTR2 0000 R 000310 AUX1 0002 R 000562 AUX2 0000 R 000322 AUX3 
0000 R 000334 AUX4 0000 R 000346 AUXS 0002 000752 COB 0002 R 001107 CON 0000 R 002446 CONDNF 
0000 R 002454 CONDI 0000 R 002455 COND2 0002 R 000574 CONFN 0000 R 002456 CONMFI 0002 R 000740 CONMP 
0012 R 000000 CPFN 0000 R 002467 CPFNI 0017 R 000000 CPMP 0000 R 002474 CPMPI 0016 R 000000 CPTB 
0000 R 002472 CPTB1 0002 001070 CPO 0004 003465 CSF 0000 R 002502, DEDOT 0000 R 002501 DEDT 
0013 R 000000 DEFINT 0002 001072 DELTA `0000 R 002464 DENTH 0000 R 002503 DIFE 0002 000764 DOB 
0000 R 002354 OSTFN 0000 R 002412 DSTMP 0000 R 002400 DSTTB 0000 R 000360 DTDZI 0000 R 000372 WW2 
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0002 R 001110 DXI 	• 0002 001053 DXIMP 0002 001052 DXITB 0004 003464 DXX2 0004 003472 DXX21 
0000 R 000000 DY1 0002 R 001051 DZ 0004 003463 DZMFN 0004 003410 EBFN 0004 003441 EBMP 
0003 R 000000 ELEV 0000 R 002463 ENTHE 0000 R 002462 ENTHI 0004 R 003467 EXTIFN 0004 003471 EXTIMP 
0004 R 003466 EXTSFN 0004 003470 EXTSMP 0002 R 001103 FENTH 0002 001045 FF0 0007 R 000456 FLDINT 
0006 000016 FLYA55 0002 R 001101 FLUX 0010 •000001 FLUXI 0002 001041 FMACH 0000 R 002470 FNM 
0002 001040 FNU 0002 001046 FOF 0002 R 000012 FP 0002 001042 FPR 0000 R 000404 FPRME 
0000 R 002451 FPRAI 0000 R 002450 FPRM2 0002 001037 FR 0002 001050 FRAD 0002 001111 FRO 
0002 001036 FRE 0002 R 001104 FREJ 0002 001043 FRL 0002 001044 FRM 0002 R 000036 FT 
0002 R 000024 FW 0002 001113 FXHW 0002 001112 FXOH 0002 001047 F2 0015 R 000000 HFL 
0002 R 001105 HFN 0000 1 002432 I 0002 001003 IFLOW 0000 I 002465 IM2 0000 003361 INJPS 
0000 I 002442 0000 I 002443 K 0002 001024 LC 0004 003461 LOT 0007 I 000001 LFLD 
0002 I 001032 LIM 0002 I 001031 LIMWRT 0002 001011 LL1 0002 001012 LL2 0002 001013 LL3 
0002 I 001014 LL4 0002 I 001015 LL5 0002 001016 LL6 0002 001017 LL7 0002 001006 LMP 
0000 I 002500 LSKIP 0002 I 001004 LT 0002 I 001005 LTR 0002 001007 LTBMZ 0002 001010 LTB2MZ 
0004 003462 LTT 0004 003460 MCVRD 0002 001030 MM1 0002 I 001033 MOD 0002 I 001025 MSTOTR 
0002 I 000777 MZ 0002 001034 NCCZ 0002 I 001035 NCONV 0002 001002 NCTL 0002 I 001026 NCTM 
0002 I 001023 NE GUS 0007 000000 NFLDTA 0002 001027 NMI 0002 I 001001 NRMP 0002 001020 NRMPI 
0002 001022 NRmR2 0002 001000 NRTB 0002 001021 NRTB1 0005 001605 NSRD 0006 I 000012 MT BS 
0005 001604 NTM 0002 I 000776 NX 0002 001063 PHIF 0002 001062 PRIM 0002 001071 PI 
0006 R 000015 PLMASS 0002 R 001065 PO 0000 R 002445 GAPRO 0005 000454 GIFN 0000 R 002425 ()IRV 
0005 001274 GIT3 0002 R 001102 GREF 0002 R 000360 GRFN 0002 R 000524 ORMP 0005 000144 OSFN 
0000 R 002424 GSOLR 0005 000764 GSTB 0005 R 001606 OTO 0000 R 002444 OTOT 0002 R 001074 RDTWRT 
0002 R 001114 RHO;N 0002 R 001067 RH00 0002 R 001073 RLIMIT 0000 R 002461 RRR 0002 R 001100 RTEND 
0006 R 000000 SFN 0004 003473 SS 0000 R 002471 STFN 0000 R 002366 STFNX 0000 R 002475 STMP 
0000 R 002477 STO3G 0006 R 000017 SIR 0000 R 002473 ST TB 0000 R 002441 TABS 0003 R 000002 TATM 
0006 R 000014 TBMASS 0002 R 000132 TEMP 0000 R 002452 TFNX1 0000 R 002453 TPNX2 0000 R 002426 TFN1 
0000 R 002427 TFN2 0011 R 000000 THCFN 0002 001077 TI 0007 000146 TIFLD 0002 001076 TINTL 
0005 000000 TM 0007 000002 TMEFLO 0002 R 000276 TMP 0006 R 000013 TNXL 0002 R 001075 TREF 
0004 000000 TRMTX 0000 R 002466 TT 0000 R 002457 TTT 0002 R 000050 TW 0000 R 002440 TWRTE 
0005 001607 TX 0002 R 001064 TO 0003 R 000001 VELS 0000 R 002435 W 0007 000312 WIFLD 
0010 R 000000 WRAT 0000 R 002460 Www 0000 R 002447 WWX 0002 R 001066 WO 0002 R 000536 XIFN 
0002 000005 XIM 3 0002 000000 XIT8 0002 R 001106 XL 0000 R 002476 XLTW 0002 001054 XRE 
0000 R 001370 XTIAE 0002 001057 XXLO 0002 001060 xXII 0002 001061 XX12 0004 003446 XX2 
0002 001055 XX3 0002 001056 XX4 0014 R 000000 TINT 0000 R 002434 Z 0000 R 002436 ZCK 
0000 R 002433 2E 0002 R 000550 ZETA 0000 R 002437 ZT 0004 003453 Z22 
00101 SUBROUTINE ONTLM(YeDY,DX,Xl.NTRYPIFVD) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE : 
00101 4* C 1•• CONTROLS MAIN INTEGRATION 
00101 5* C 2- CONTROLS OUTPUT OF MAIN INTEGRATION 
00101 6* C 3.. PROVIDES SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
00101 7* C IS PART OF RKS AND DERIVM SUBROUTINES 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* COMMON XITB(5)rXIMP(5),, FP(10) , FW(10).FT(10) , TW(10,5)0TEMR(10•10) , 
00103 10* 1 	 TMP(10,5).GRFN(10 , 10)•0RMR(10)vXIFN(10) , ZETA(10).AUX2(10). 
00103 11* 2 CONFN(10r10)PCON4P(10).00B(10)1, 00B(10) 
00104 12* COMMON NXINZ.NRTBeNRMPPNCTL•IFLOW , LTPLTBIFLMPFLTBRZFLTR2M2.LL1r 
00104 13* 1 	LL2pLL3FLL4•LL5.LL6,LL7 , NRmPIFNRT81,NRmP2FNEOuSFLCimSTOTR , 
00104 14* 2 NCTM.NMIPMM1PLIMWRTeLIMrMOD.NCCZ.NCONV 
00105 15* COMMON FRE,FRoFNU/FMACHPFPR.FRLPFRM.FFO.F0FeFZ,FRADrOZPDXITBPDXIMP 
00105 16* 1 	 rXREPXX31,XX4.XXIO , XX11,XX12•PHIM,PHIF,TO.PO , W0FRHOOtCPOPPI 
00105 17* 2 .DELTIORLImIT , ROTwRT , TREF,TINTLFTI.RTEND , FLUXFOREF.FENTH. 
00105 18* 3 	FREJ.HFNPXL•COH.DXI.FRD•FX0HPFXHWtRHOFN 
2 
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COMMON /SRTCNV/ ELEVPVELS ► TATM 
COMMON /QRD/ TRMTX(30 ► 60)•EBFN(5.5) ► E8MP(5) , XX2(5).222( 5 ). 
00107 21* 1 	 MCVRO ► LCT ► LTT ► D2MFN. 
00107 22* 2 DXX2.C5FPEXTSFNIPEXTIFNIPEXTSMP.EXTIMP ► DX)121•55(5+5.5) 
00110 23* COMMON /OIN/TM(100 ► 	O5FN(10002). 	OIFN(100.2). 	OSTE1(100+2) , 
00110 24* 1 	 OITB(100.2). 	NTM. 	N5RD ► 	OTO. 	TX 
00111 25* COMMON /GEOM/ SFN(10/eNT95.TNXL•TBMASS+PLMASS.FLMASS•5TR 
00112 26* COMMON /FLDINL/ NFLDTA.LFLD.TMEFLD(100)IPTIFLD(100).WIFLD(100). 
00112 27* 1 	 FLDINT 
00113 28* COMMON /DVCMFL/ WRAT.FLUXI 
00113 29* C 
00114 30* DIMENSION Y(200) ► Y(200)071(200)+AUX1(10).AUX3(10)•ADX4 (1 0 ). 
00114 31* 1 	— 	AUX5(10).DTD21(10).DTD22(10)+FPRME(500).XTIME ( 50 0 ) 
00115 32* DIMENSION DSTFN(10)•STFNX(10) ► 5T78(10)05TMP(10 1 
00115 33* C 
00116 34* QSOLR 	= EXTSFN*QTO 
00117 35* AIRED = EXTIFN*OTO 
00117 36* 
00120 37* NCTM 	= NCTM+1 
00120 38* C 
00121 39* TFN1 	= TEMP(1.1)*TO 
00122 40* TFN2 = TEMP(M2.1)*TO 
00123 41* ASTR1 	= STR*SORT(THCFN(TFN1)*CPFN(TFN1)) 
00124 42* ASTR2 = 5TR*SORT(TMCFN(TFN2)*CPFN(TFN2)/ 
00125 43* IF 	(NCTM .GT. 500) 	GO TO 7 
00125 44* C 
00127 45* IF 	(X 	.LT. XTIME(NCTWI.)) 	GO TO 2 
00131 46* FPRME(NCTM) 	= A5TR1*DY(1)+ASTR2*DY(MZ) 
00132 47* XTIME(NCTM) = X 
00133 48* GO TO 3 
00134 49* 2 FPRME(NCTM) 	= FPRME(NCTM...1) 
00135 50* XTIME(NCTM) = XTIME(NCTM-4) 
00136 51* FFRME(NCTM- 1) 	= ASTR1*DY(1)+ASTR2*DY(MZ) 
00137 52* XTIME(NCTM-1) = X 
00137 53* C 
00140 . 54* 3 IF 	(NCTM .GT. 1) 	GO TO 5 
00142 55* FPRME(NCTM) 	= ASTRI*DT(1)+ASTR2*DY(M2) 
00143 56* XTIME(NCTM) 	= X 
00143 57* C 
00144 58* 7 IF 	(NCTM .GT. 	1) GO TO 5 
00146 59* DO 4 	I = I ► NEGUS 
00151 60* 4 DYI(I) 	= DY(I) 
00153 61* GO TO 500 
00154 62* 5 IF(IFVD.E0.1) 	GO TO 10 
00156 63* IF(NTRY.E0.3) 	GO TO 30 
00160 64* GO TO 	(50.100)•MSTOTR 
00160 65* C 
00161 66* 10 IF(MSTOTR.E0.1) 	GO TO 20 
00163 67* ZE 	= X—RTEND 
00164 68* IF(ABS(ZE)/RDTWRT.LE.0.0005) 60 TO 65 
00166 69* IF(ZE.GT;0.0) GO TO 105 
00170 70* 15 IFVD 	= 1 
00171 71* DX = RDTWRT 
00172 72* IF(LIM.GT.LIMWRT) RETURN 
00174 73* GO TO 500 
00175 74* 20 2 	= 0.0 













IF(ABS(DY(I)).LT.1.0E -30) 	GO TO 25 
w 	= A85(DY1(I)/DY(I)) 
1F(W.LE.0.0) GO TO 25 
ZCK 	= ALOG(W) 
1F(A85(ZCK).LT.1.0E06) 	GO TO 25 
00211 81* Z 	= AMAX1(Z.ABS(DY(I)/2CK)*DX) 
00212 82* 25 UY1(I) 	= DY(I) 
00214 83* 1F(Z.LE.RLIMIT) GO TO 65 
00216 84* 1F(LIM.LE.LIMWRT) GO TO 15 
00220 85* 1FVD 	= 0 
00221 86* RETURN 
00222 87* 30 NTRY 	e1 
00223 88* 1F(MOD.EQ:1) 	GO TO 10 
00225 89* U0 TO 500 
00225 90* C 
00225 91* C 
00226 92* 50 L 	= 0.0 
00227 93* DO 55 I = 1eNE0U5 
00232 94* 1F(ABS(DY(I)).LT.1.0E-30) 	GO TO 55 
00234 95* . ∎ 	= 	A85(DY1(I)/DY(I)) 
00235 96* 1F(W.LE.0.0) 	GO TO 55 
00237 97* cCK 	= ALOG(W) 
00240 98* 1F(A85(ZCK).LT.1.0E''06) 	GO TO 55 
00242 99* ‘: 	= AMAX1(2.A85(0Y(I)/ZCK)*DX) 
00243 100* 55 UY1(1) 	= DY(I) 
00245 101* 1F(Z.LE.RLIMIT) GO TO 65 
00247 102* ("0 TO 70 
00247 103* C 
00250 104* 65 NTRY 	= 2 
00251 105* 170 TO 505 
00251 106* C 
00252 107* 70 JF(LIM.GT.LIMWRT) RETURN 
00254 108* cT 	= X-TWRTE 
00255 109* 1F(ASS(ZT)/ROTwRT.LE.0.0005) GO TO 500 
00257 110* 1F(ZT.LT.0.0) 	RETURN 
00261 111* NTRY 	= 3 
00262 112* 1F(DX.GE.RDTWRT) MOD = 1 
00264 113* OX 	= DX+TWRTE-X 
00265 114* RETURN 
00265 115* C 
00266 116* 100 jE 	= X^RTEND 
00267 117* IF(A8S(ZE)/RDTWRT.LT.0.0005) GO TO 65 
00271 118* 1F(ZE.LT.0.0) GO TO 70 
00273 119* 105 NTRY 	= 3 
00274 120* LX = DX+RTEND-X 
00275 121* RETURN 
00275 122* C 
00275 123* C 
00276 124* 500 TORTE 	= X+ROTWRT 
00277 125* 505 TABS = X*TREF 
00300 126* 1F(NCONV.GT.0) GO TO 506 
00302 127* WRITE(6.510) TA85.X•NCTM 
00307 126* CO TO 507 
00310 129* 506 wRITE(6.509) TABS.X.NCTM•ELEV.VEL5.TATM 
00310 130* C 
00310 131* C 
00320 132* 507 DO 508 ..1=1,M2 
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00323 	133* 	 FT(J) 	= Y(LT*J) 
00324 TW(J01) = Y(LTB+J) 




136* 	 TEMP(Jr1) 	= Y(LL4 4J) 
00327 	137* DO 508 1=2•NX 
00332 138* 	 K 	 = MZ*(I^2)+J 
00333 	139* 508 TEMP(JrI) 	= Y(K) 
00336140* 	 IF (LFLD .EO. 2) FT(1) = FLDINT 
00336  141* C  
00336 	142* 	C 
00340 143* 509 FORMAT(1H1.5)(.20HELAPSED TIME IS 	.F12.4.61-I HR r r 
00340 	144* 	 1 	.., 	6X.20HRELATIVE TIME IS rF12.4. 
00340145* 2 . 6X.17.14H INTEGR. STEPS ► /r 
00340  146* 	 3 	 6X.20HALTITUDE IS 	 rF10.2r8H 	FT r ft 
00340 	147* 4 6X.20HVELOCITY IS .F10.2,10H FT/SEC . 0 
00340 148* 	 5 	 6X•22HATM. TEMPERATURE IS 	rF8.2,2H R./) 
00341 	149* 510 FORMAT(1H1.5)025HELAPSED TIwE IS 	 rF12.4.11H HR 
rF12.4r 
	•/. 
00341 150* 	 1 	 6X.2SHRELATIVE TIME IS 
00341 	151* 2 18Xr12H**IN OR8I1**.20)017.14H INTEGR. STEPS•/) 
00341 152* 	C 
00341 	153* C 	LISTING OF FIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
00341 154* 	C 
00342 	155* DO 512 J=1.MZ 
00345 156* 	 DO 511 1=1.NX 
00350 AUX4(I) = CONFN(J.I) 
00351 	1t78: 	511 AUX1(I) = ORFN(Jr/) 
00353 159* AUX5(J) = DEFINT(AUX4OXI.N))+CONMP(J)*C0H 
00354 	160* 	512 AUX3(J) = DEFINT(AUXIFOXIoNX)+ORMP(J)*COH 
00356 161* GTOT 	= DEFINT(AUX3.02012)*OREF*XL 




00357 C 	CONDUCTION FROM MANIFOLD 
00357 	In: C 
00360 166* 	 IF (NCTM .GT. 500) GO TO 514 
00362 	167* IF (NCTM r0Tr 3) GO TO 513 
00364 CONDMF = 0.66667*FPRME(1)*SORT(XTIME(NCTM)) 
00365 	169: 	 GO TO 600 
00366 170* 513 wWX = X/3.0 
00357 	171* FPRM2 	= YINT(XTIMErFPRME.NCTMr3rWWX) 
00370 172* 	 WWX = 2.0*WWX 
00371 	173* FPRM1 	= YINT(XTIMErFPRMErNCTM•rWWX) 
00372174* 	 CONDMF = SORT(XTIME(NCTM))/105.0*(68.0*FPRME(NCT0 4.90.0*FPRMI+ 
00372 	175* 1 	 36.0*FPRM2+16.0*FPRME(1)) 
00372 176* 	C 
00373 	177* 514 DO 580 I=1,NX 
00376 178* 	 TFNX1 	= TEMP(1.1)*T0 
00377 	179* DTD11(I) = -THCFN(TFNX1)*SFN(1)*( ■3.0*TEMP(1 , 0 4-4.0*TEMP(2 , I) 
00377 180* 	 1 	 -TEMP(3.1)) 
00400 	181* TFNX2 	= TEMP(A2•I)*T0 
00401 152* 	580 DT0Z2(I) = THCFN(TFNX2)*SFN(I)*(3.0*TEMP(M2tI)4.0*TEMP(M21 1 1) 4. 
00401  153* 1 	 TEMP(MZ-2,I)) 
00403 	184* 	 COND1 	= DEFINT(DTDZI ► XI•NX) 
00404 185* COND2 = DEFINT(DT022rDXI•NX) 
00405 	186* 	 CONMF1 	= (COND1+COND2)*NT85*TO*HFNMOZ*XL) 
00406 187* IF (CONDMF .LE. CONMF1 .OR. NCTM .GT. 500) CONDMF : CONMF1 
00406 	188* 	C 
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00410 191* 60Q TTT 	= FT(1)*TO 
00411 192* WWW = FW(1)*W0 
00412 193* RRR 	= RHOO/FW(1) 
00413 194* ENTHI = FLUX*(HFORRReTTT)+WWW**2/1556.36)*wRAT 
00414 195* TTT 	= FT(MZ)*T0 
00415 196* WWW = FW(MZ)*w0 
00416 197* RRR 	= RHOO/Fw(M2) 
00417 198* ENTHE = FLUX*(HFURRRPTTT).WWW**2/1556.36)*WRAT 
00420 199* DENTH 	= ENTHI..ENTHE 
00420 200* 
00420 201* C 	ENERGY STORAGE RATE 
00420 202* 
00420 203* C 	FIN 
00420 204* 
00421 205* DO 700 I=2.NX 
00424 206* 1M2 	= 1 -2 
00425 207* DO 700 J=1,4Z 
00430 208* K 	= IM2*M2+0 
00431 209* TT = TO*TEMP(J./) 
00432 210* CPFNI 	= CPFN(TT) 
00433 211* DSTFN(J)= CPFN1*SFN(I)*DT(K) 
00434 212* 700 SUNX(I)= DEFINT(DSTFN•Z.M2) 
00437 213* 00 705 J=1.4Z 
00442 214* K 	= LTB+J 
00443 215* TT = TO*TEMP(J.1) 
00444 216* CPFNI 	= CPFNITT) 
00445 217* OSTFN(J)= CPFN1*DT(K) 
00446 218* 705 STFNX(I)= DEFINT(DSTFNOZ.M2)*SFN(11 
00450 219* FNM 	= 2.0*RHOFN*TNXL*HFN 
00451 220* STFN = DEFINT(STFNX.OXIIPNX)*FNM 
00451 221* 
00451 222* C 	TUBE 
00451 223* 
00452 224* DO 710 J=I•MZ 
00455 225* K 	= LTB+J 
00456 226* TT = TO*TEMP(J.1) 
00457 227* CPTB1 	= CPTBITT) 
00460 228* 710 DSTTEI(J)= CPT81*DT(K) 
00462 229* SITS 	= DEFINT(DSTTBOZ,MI)*TEIMASS 
00462 230* 
00462 231* C 	PROTECTION LATER 
00462 232* 
00463 233* 00 715 J=1.MZ 
00466 234* K 	= LTB+J 
00467 235* TT = TO*TEMP(0 , 1) 
00470 236* CPMPI 	= CPMP(TT) 
00471 237* 715 USTMP(J)= CPMP1*DT(K) 
00473 238* STMP 	= DEFINT(OSTMP.D2•42)*PLMASS 
00473 239* 
00474 240* XLTW 	= XL/(70*W0*3600.0) 
00475 241* STORG = (STFN+STTB+STMP)/XLTW 
00476 242* STORG 	= DENTH+CONDMF+OAERO—DTOT 
00476 243* 
00477 244* wRITE(61515) TO.OSOLR•GREF.OIRED.OTOT.OAERO•CONDMF.STORG. 
00477 245* 1(XIFN(I).1=1.NX) 
110815 246*. 515. FORMATIIH0.15X.55HFIN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND RADIANT HEAT RE 
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00515 	247* 	 1JECTION./.16X.55H 
00515 248* 2 	.1/. 
00515 	249* 	 3 2X.33HREFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 	TOO =oF10.3.13H R 	•/• 
00515 250* 4 2X.56HREF. RADIANT HEAT FLUX r 
00515 	251* 	 5 8X933HINCIDENT SOLAR FLUX, 	OSOLR. =.E10.4'15H BTU/(HR SQ FT). 
00515 252* 6 /' 
00515 	253* 	 7 2x.33H 	PER UNIT AXIAL LENGTH' OREF =rE10.4"13H BTU/(HR FT). 
00515 254* 8 8X'33HINCIDENT INFRARED FLUX" OIRED =.E10.4 , 15H BTU/(HR SQ FT). 
00515 	255* 	 9 /, 
00515 256* 1 2X'33HTOT. RADIANT REJECTION 	OTOT =rE10.4.13H BTU/HR 
00515 	257* 	 2 BX.33HAERODYN. HEATING POWER' QCONV =rE10.4.7H BTU/HR./. 
00515 258* 3 2X.33HCOND. FROM MANIFOLDS. 	CONDMF =.E10.4.13H BTU/HR 
00515 	259* 	 4 8)033HENERGY STORAGE RATE. STORG =.E10.407H BTU/HR.// . 	, 00515 260* 5/.6H AXIAL.4X.BHRELATIVE.14X'30HRELATIVE TEMPERATURE OF FIN. T•/ff. 
00515 	261* 	 6H DIST..4X'9HRAD. HEAT./.10X.9HREJECTION.15X.33HDISTANCE NORMAL TO 
00515 262* 
00516 	263* 	
7 FLOW DIRECTION./.3H 2.9)(r1H0.31X01HX./.20X.10F9.5 0 ) 
wRITE(6'516) 
00520 264* 516 FORMAT(1H .120H 	  
00520 	265* 	 1 	  
00520 2661 2---) 
00521 	20* 	 ZiO 525 J=1.M2 
00524 2b8* 525 wRITE(6.530) ZETA(J)rAUX3(J).(TEMP(J0).1=1 , NX) 
00535 	269* 	530 FORMAT(1H rF5.3.F11.4'2)010F9.4) 
00536 270* WRITE(6.555) 
00536 	271* 	C 
	
1 ) 	00540 272* wRITE(6.535) TO.PO'WO.FENTHrENTHI'ENTHE'DENTH 
00551 	273* 	535 FORMAT(1H0.15X.70HFLUID PROPERTIES AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF METE 
00551 274* 13R010 PROTECTION LAYER./"16X'70?" 	  
00551 	275* 	 2 ******* * **************** ************,//. 
00551 275* 3 10X.33HREFERENCE TEMPERATURE. TOO 	=.F15.3'12H R 	 r/t 
OU551 	277* 	 4 10X.33HREFERENCE PRESSURE. 	POO =14. 15.3'12H LRF/SQ.FT 0/0 
00551 278* 5 10)033HREFERENCE VELOCITY. V00 	="F15.3'12H FT/SEC 	./. 
00551 	279* 	 6 6X.36HCOOLANT POWER. INLET AT T=TO HO = .E11.6.7H BTU/HRi 
00551 280* 7 6)036H 	 INLET CURRENTLY HI = rE11.6.7H BTU/HRr/• 
D 	00551 	281* 	 8 6X.36H EXIT CURRENTLY EI = ,E11.6.7H BTU/HR. 
00551 282* 9 6X.36H 	 TOT. REJECTION 	OH = .E11.6.7H BTU/HR.// 
00551 	283* 	 9 58X'8HPROTECT.'10)018HENTHALPY REJECTION•/"36X'5HFLUID , 7Xr4HWALL. 
00551 284* 17)05HLAYEROX.13HPER UNIT TUBEr5X.8HFRACTION./06H AXIALP5X'8HPRESS 
00551 	285* 	 2JRE.4)08HVELOCITY.9X.23HTEMPERATURES.12X.6HLENGTHe11X*2 
00551 286* 3H0F./r6H DIST.18)01HP.11X•IHW.11X02HTF.9Xr3HTWIr9X.3HTMPr9X. 
,..) 	00551 	287* 	 411HBTU/(HR FT)r7X.5HTOTAL./) 
00551 288* C 
00551 	289* 	C 	POWER FLUX. FLUID FLOW 
...) 	00551 290* C 
00552 	291* 	 LSKIP 	= 1 
00553 292* CALL FINT(AUX2.0.0.02•M2.AUX1) 
.....4 	00554 	293* 	 UEOT 	= AUX1(1)-.AUX1(M2) 
00555 244* IFIABS(DEDT).LT.1.0E-08) LSKIP = 2 
00557 	295* 	 00 545 0=1.M2 
1 t..), 	00562 296* 
00563 	
DEDOT 	= 0.0 
297*  00 TO (543'544). LSKIP 
00564 298* 	543 UEOOT 	= (AUX1(1).4UX1(J))/DEDT 
1 ,..) 	00565 	299* 544 DIFE = AUX2(J)*FREJ 	 .  
00566 300* * 	545 WRITE(6.550) ZETA(J).FP(J),FW(J).FT(J)fTW(J.1).TMP(J.NRMP)/DIFE*._ r. I' 
oi —r." 00566 	301* 
_ 
1 	 DEDOT 	 . 
00601 " 302* 	550 FORMAT(1H ,F5.3,F12.5oF11.4,3F12.4.F17.6.F14.5) 
00602 	303* wR1TE(6,555) 
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00604 	304* 	555 FORMAT(1H .7H (EXIT)) 
00604 305* C. 
00605 	306* 	 LIM 	= LIM+1 
00606 307* IF (MSTOTR .E0. 1 .AND. NTRY .E3. 2) WRITE (6.560) 
00611 	308* 	560 FORMAT (IH1.25H STEADY STATE IS REACHED) 
00612 309* RETURN. __ 	.... 
00613 	310* 	 END 







CNTLN DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFORDS mE*NASA5.CNTLII.ME*NASA5.CNTLN 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20154:26 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE CNTLN ENTRY POINT 000075 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000111i DATA(0) 0000231 BLANK COMMON(2) 00111 5 
 COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	DRVLCM 000024 
0004 DRVLCN 000001 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION' NAME) 
0000 000001 1F 	0001 	000025 120G 	0002 	000562 AUX2 	0004 R 000000 B2 0002 000752 COB 
0002 001107 coH 0002 000574 CONFN 0002 000740 CONMP 0002 	001070 CPO 0002 001072 DELTA 
0002 000764 we 	0002 	001110 DX' 	0002 	001053 OXImP 	0002 001052 DXITB 0002 001051 DZ 
0002 001103 FENN 0002 001045 FF0 0002 001101 FLUX 0002 	001041 FMACH 0002 001040 FNU 
0°02 001046 FOF 	0002 R 000012 FP 	0002 	001042 FPR 	0002 001037 FR 0002 001050 FRAD 
0002 001111 FRO 0002 	001036 FRE 0002 001104 FREJ 0002 	001043 FRL 0002 001044 FRM 
0002 R 000036 FT 	0002 R 000024 FN 	0002 	001113 FXHW 	0002 001112 FXOH 0002 001047 FZ 
0002 001105 HFN 0000 I 000000 I 0002 I 001003 FLOW 0000 	000007 INJPS 0002 001024 LC 
0002 001032 LIP,' 	0002 	001031 LImMRT 	0002 	001011 LL1 	0002 001012 LL2 0002 001013 LL3 
0002 001014 LL4 0002 001015 LL5 	0002 001016 LL6 0002 	001017 LL7 0002 001006 LMP 
0002 001004 Li 	 0002 	001005 LTB 0002 	001007 LTBMZ 	0002 001010 LTR2MZ 0002 001030 mmi 
0002 001033 MO: 0002 001025 MSTOTR 	0002 I 000777 MZ 	0002 	001034 NCCZ 0002 001035 NCONV 
0002 I 001002 NC% 	0002 	001026 NCT4 0002 	001023 NEGuS 	0002 001027 NM1 0002 001001 NRMP 
0002 001020 NR'P1 0002 001022 NRMP2 	0002 001000 NRTB 0002 	001021 NRTB1 0002 000776 NX 
0002 001063 PHIF 	0002 	001062 PHIM 0002 	001071 PI 	0002 001065 PO 0002 001102 ()REF 
0002 000360 oRFN 0002 000524 ORMP 	0002 001074 RDTwRT 	0002 	001114 RHOFN 0002 001067 RHO() 
0002 001073 RLIMIT 	0002 	001100 RTEND 0003 R 000000 STRGE1 0003 R 000012 STRGE2 0002 000132 TEMP 
0002 001077 TI 	0002 001076 TINTL 	0002 	000276 TMP 	0002 	001075 TREF 0002 R 000050 Tw 
0002 001064 TO 0002 	001066 WO 	0002 000536 XIFN 0002 000005 XIMP 0002 000000 XITB 
0002 001106 XL 	0002 001054 XRE 0002 	001057 XX1O 	0002 	001060 XX11 0002 001061 XX12 
0002 001055 XX3 0002 	001056 XX4 	0002 000550 ZETA 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE CNTLN (Y.DY.DXX.x.NTRy.IFVD) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C 	THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS : 
00101 4* C 1- INTEGRATION OF COOLANT FLUID PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FIELDS 
00101 5* C 	2- INTEGRATION FOR FLUID INITIAL CONDITIONS 
00101 6* C IS PART OF RKSF AND DERIVL SUBROUTINES 
00101 7* C 
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8* 	 COMMON XITB(5)0XIMP(5)/FP(10).FW(10)PFT(10)11 .010.5).TEMP(10r10)0 00103 
00103 9* 1 	TMP(10 , 5),ORFN(10/10) ► ORMP(10)tXIFN(10)PZETA(10 ), AUX2( 1 0 ), 
00103 10* 	 2 CONFN(10,10),CONMP(10) , C08(10).008(10) 
00104 11* COMMON NXIPMZ ► NRTfieNRMP,NCT ► IFLOWPLTPLTEleLMPFLTBMZ ► LT62M21.L1e 
00104 12* 	 1 	LL2•LOPLL4•LL5FLL6fLL7 ► NRMPI4NR7810NRMP2•NEOUSPLCPMSTOTRe 
* 00104 13* 2 NCTMFNM1,MMIrLIMWRT,L/M,MODFNCCZPNCONV __ 
14* 	
_— 	
COMMON FRE.FRPFNU.FMACH.FPR,FR ► FRM.FFO/FOFIF2•FRAD , DZPDXIT8 ► DXIMP l't 00105 
00105 15* 1 ► XREPXX3.XX4r)(X1OPXX11 , XX12•PHIM , PHIFFTO , PO , WOrRHO0 , CPOPPI 
00105 16* 	 2 	oDELTAPRLIMITPRDTWRT.TREFFTINTL•TI,RTENDPFLUXtGREF ► FENTH. 
00105 17* 3 FREJ.HFNPXL ► CONfOXI•FRO•FX0HPFXNW•RHOFN 
00106 18* 	 COMMON /DRVLCM/ STRGE1(10)4, STRGE2(10) 
00107 19* COMMON -/DRYLCN, 82 
00110 20* 	 DIMENSION Y(3)•OY(3) 04 
I- 00110 21* 
00111 22* 	 STRGE1(NCTL) = 82 
00112 23* STRGE2(NCTL) = DY(3) 
00113 24* 	 IF(IFLOW.E0.1) WRITE (601) NCTL•WY(I)0I=1.3)0 .W(NCTL.1) 
00125 25* IF(NCTL.EO,M2) NTRY=2 • 	 _ 	 -,•- 	 ■ 	 •- •, 	 •- 
00127 26* 	 FP(NCTL) = Y(1) 08 
00130 27* FT(NCTL) = Y(2) 09 
00131 28* 	 IF (IFLOW .EG. 1) FT(NCTL) = Y(3) 
00133 29* NCTL = NCTL+1 011 r - 00134 30* 	 RETURN 012 








END OF COMPILATION: 	NO 	DIAGNOSTICS. 






CONVEC ****** DATE 071372 PAGE 	1 
  
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.CONVEC.ME*NASA5.CONVEC 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:54:33 (0.) 
  
SUBROUTINE CONVEC ENTRY POINT 000543 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 000561$ DATA(0) 0001441 BLANK CQMMON(2) 001115 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
	
0003 	VELALT 001132 
- 0004 CNV 	000010 
0005 	SRTCNV 000003 
0006 ORD 	003721 
0007 	5SF 000005 










STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATI04. NAME) 
0001 000031 122G 0001 000033 125G 0001 000425 ISOL 0001 000401 211G 0001 000416 220G 
0001 000417 2230 0001 000431 231G onol 000507 243G 0001 000510 246G 0001 000122 31L 
0001 000235 35L 0001 000253 37L 0001 000267 47L 0001 000045 5L 0001 000277 51L 
0002 001105 AL 0007 000002 ALpFN 0003 R 000310 ALTA 0003 R 000454 ALTR 0010 R 000000 ALTVEL 
0002 000552 AUX2 0000 R 000020 CATM 0002 000752 COB 0000 R 000043 COEF 0004 000007 COEFF 
0002 001107 COH 0002 R 000574 CONFN 0002 R 000740 CONMP 0014 R 000000 CPAIR 0000 R 000054 CPFIN 
0000 R 000045 CPMP 0002 001070 CPO 0006 003465 CSF 0002 001072 DELTA 0002 000764 DOB 
0004 000003 DX 0002 001110 DXI 0002 001053 0XimP 0002 001052 DxITB 0006 003464 DXX2 
0006 003472 DXX21 0002 001051 DZ 0006 003463 DZMFN 0006 003410 EBFN 0006 003441 EBMP 
0005 R 000000 ELEV 0012 R 000000 ENTAIR 0000 R 000021 ENTATM 0000 R 000042 ENTAW 0000 R 000030 ENTFN 
0006 003467 EXTIFN 0006 003471 EXTIMP 0006 003466 EXTSFN 0006 003470 EXTSMP 0002 001103 FENTH 
0002 001045 FF0 0002 001101 FLUX 0002 001041 FMACH 0002 001040 FNU 0002 001046 FOF 
0002 000012 FP 0002 001042 FPR 0002 001037 FR 0002 001050 FRAD 0002 001111 FRD 
0002 001036 FRE 0002 001104 FREJ 0002 001043 FRL 0002 001044 FRM 0002 000036 FT 
0002 000024 FM 0002 001113 FXHW 0002 001112 FXOH 0002 001047 FZ 0002 001105 HFN 
0030 I 000051 I 0002 001003 IFLOM 0000 I 000024 II 0000 000116 INJPS 0004 j 000002 IOPTN 
0000 I 000050 J 0000 1000025 JJ 0000 I 000053 L 0002 001024 LC 0006 003461 LCT 
0002 001032 LIM 0002 001031 LIMWRT 0002 001011 LL1 0002 001012 LL2 0002 001013 LL3 
0002 001014 LL4 0002 001015 LL5 0002 001016 LL6 0002 001017 LL7 0002 001006 LMP 
0002 001004 LT 0002 001005 LTB 0002 001007 LTBm2 0002 001010 LTB2MZ 0006 003462 LTT 
0000 I 000026 M 0000 R 000000 MACHNO 0006 I 003460 MCVRD 0000 I 000017 MM 0002 001030 MM1 
0002 001033 MOD 0002 001025 MSTOTR 0000 R 000002 MWT 0002 I 000777 mz 0003 1001130 NA 
0002 001034 NCCZ 0002 001035 NCONV 0002 001002 NCTL 0002 001026 -NCTM 0002 001023 NEOUS 
0002 001027 NMI ' 0000 I 000016 NN 0003 I 001131 NR 0002 I 001001"NRMP 0002 001020 NRMP1 
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0002 001022 NRMP2 	0002 	001000 NRTB 	0002 	001021 NRTBI 	0004 I 000004 NSRAD 0000 R 000001 NUS1 
0002 I 000776 NX 	0002 001063 PHIF 0002 001062 PRIM 0002 	001071 PT 0002 001065 PO 
0002 001102 ()REF 0002 	000360 ORFN 	0002 	000524 ORMP 	0002 001074 RDTWRT 0000 R 000031 RECFAC 
0000 R 000037 REFCP 	0000 R 000032 REFENT 0000 R 000023 REFGAM 0000 R 000036 REFK 0000 R 000022 REFPR 
0000 R 000041 REFRHO 0000.R 000003 REFT 	0000 R 0Q0033 REFTP 	0000 R 000035 REFVIS 0002 001114 RHOFN 
0002 001067 RHO() 	0002 	001073 RLIMIT 0002 	001100 RTEND 0007 	000003 R1 0007 000000 R2 
0004 000005 SMPC 0006 003473 SS 	0006 003670 SSTT 	0004 R 000000 STAGX 0004 R 000006 ST4 
0007 000001 T 	0003 R 000000 TA 0005 R 000002 TATM 0002 R 000132 TEMP 0000 R 000052 TFIN 
0004 000005 THICK 	0002 	001077 TI 	0002 R 001064 TIN 	0002 	001076 TINTL 0000 R 000044 TMET 
0000 R 000034 TMK 0002 R 000276 TMP 0000 R 000027 TMPE 0013 R 000000 T4H 0003 R 000144 TR 
0002 001075 TREF 	0006 	000000 TRMTX 	0002 	000050 TW 	0002 	001064 TO 0003 R 000620 VELA 
0003 R 000764 VELR 0005 R 000001 VELS 0004 R 000001 VERTX 	0002 001066 WO 0002 000536 XIFN 
0002 000005 XIMP 	0002 	000000 XITB 	0002 	001106 XL 	' 0002 	001054 XRE 0007 R 000004 XSPM 
0000 R 000046 XXX 0002 001057 XXIO 0002 001060 XXI1 0002 001061 XX12 0006 003446 XX2 
0002 001055 XX3 	0002 	001056 XX4 	0000 R 000047 Yr( 	0000 R 000040 2 0002 000550 ZETA 
0000 R 000055 ZZZ 0006 003453 ZZ2 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE CONVEC (TIME) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C CONVECTIVE HEAT FLUX ON THE RADIATOR SYSTEM OF THE SHUTTLE 
00101 5* C 	DURING EITHER ASCENT OR REENTRY 
00101 6* C 
00103 7* COMMON XITB(5),X/MP(5) ► FP(10)/Fd(10).FT(10).7010.5).TEMP(10.10), 
00103' 8* 1 	TMP(10,5)PORFN(10 , 10)“,RMP(10).XIFN(10)/ZETA(10).AUX2(10). 
00103 9* 2 CONFN(10,10),CON4P(10),COO(10).DOB(10) 
00104 10* COMMON NX.MZ,NRTB,NRM 0 ► NCTL•IFLOwiLT , LTBoLMPPLTBMZPLTB2M2.LLI. 
00104 11* 1 	LL2.LL3•LL4.LL5.LL6FLL7,4RMP1,NRTBIoNRMP2tNE0US.LC.MSTOTR. 
00104 12* 2 NCTM.N41,MM1PLIMWRT.LIM.MODPNCCZ.NCONV 
00105 13* COMMON FRE.FR,FNWFMACHPFPRPFRL•FRM.FFOrFOF.FVFRAD.OZ.DXITB ► DXIMP 
00105 14* .XREFXX3 ► XX4FXXIOPXX11,XX12 ► PHIM ► PHIF.T0 , P0.W0.RHOO.CPO ► PT 
00105 15* 2 	.DELTAPRLIMITPRDTWRT.TREF.TINTL•TI ► RTEND , FLUX•OREFPFENTH , 
00105 16* 3 FREJ.HFN•XL ► COH.DXIFFRU•FX0H.FXHORHOFN 
00106 17* COMMON/VELALT/TA(100).TR(100).PLTA(100).ALTR(100).VELA(100) ►  
00106 18* VELR(100)0NAPNR 
00107 19* COMMON/CNV/STAGX•VERTX.IOPTN ► C0oNSRAD , SMPC.ST ► COEFF 
00110 20* COMMON /SRTCNV/ ELEV ► VELS•TATM 
00111 21* COMMON /ORD/ TRMTX(30•60) , EBFN(5 ► 5).EBMP(5),XX2(5) , ZZ2(5)6, 
00111 22* 1 	 mCVRO•LCT.LTT.OZMFN. 
00111 23* 2 DXX2.CSF.EXTSFN ► EXTIFNI ► EXTSMP0EXTIMPrOXX21.SS(5.5t5) 
00111 24* 3 	 •SSTT(5.5) 
00112 25* COMMON /S5F/R2r T. ALPFNeill•XSPM 
00113 26* EQUIVALENCE 	(SMPC ► THICK),(TIN ► T0).(AL.HFN) 
00114 27* REAL MACHNOPNUSI.MWT 
00115 28* DIMENSION REFT (11) 
00116 29* ELEV 	= ALTVEL(TIMErIOPTN,ALTA ► ALTR.TA.TR•NA.NR) 
00117 30* IF (ELEV .LT. 528000.) 	GO TO 	5 
00121 31* DO 2 NN = VW( 
00124 32* DO 2 MM = 1 ► MZ 
00127 33* CONMP(MM) 	= 	0.0 
00130 34* 2 CONFN(MM.NN) 	= 	0.0 
00133 35* RETURN 
00134 36* 5 VELS 	= ALTVEL(TIMEDIOPTNoVELA•VELR.TA.TRPNA.NR) 





























ENTATM 	= 	ENTAIRITATM) 
	
20 MACHNO = 	VELS/CATM 
REFPR 	= 	0.72 
REFGAM 	= 	1.3 
II 	= m2/2 	 . 
JJ = 	NX/2 
M 	r. 	1 
TMPE 	= 	TEMP(II , JJ)*TIN 
ENTFN = 	ENTAIR(TMPE) 
31 RECFAC = 	REFPR**((8.0+0.528•4ACHN0**2)/(22.0*MACHNO**2 ) ) 
33 REFENT 	= 	0.5*(EmTATM+ENTFN)40.11*RECFAC* 
00150 49* 1 	- (REFGAM-1.0)*MACHNO**2*ENTATM 
00151 50* REFT(M) = 	TNH(REFENT) 
00152 51* REFTP 	= 	REFT(M) 
00153 52* INK = 	REFTP/1.8 
00154 53* REFVIS = ((1.458E-06*TmK**1.5)/(TM1(4. 110.4))*0.671969 
00155 54* REFK 	= ((6.325E-07*TmK**1.5)/(Tmk+245.4*10.0**(-12.0/TMK))) 
00155 55* 1 	*0.671969 
00156 56* REFCP 	= 	CPAIR(REFTP) 
00157 57* REFPR 	= 	REFVIS*REFCP/REFK 
00160 58* IF 	(ELEV 	.GT. 301000.) 	GO TO 35 
00162 59* REFGAM 	= 	REFCP/(REFCP-0.0666) 
00163 60* GO TO 37 
00164 61* 35 Z 	= 	ELEV/(3280.8399) 
00165 62* MWT = 	28.9644-0.0309491*(2-90.0) 
00166 63* REFGAM 	= 	REFCP/(REFCP-(1.98585/MWT)) 
00167 64* 37 IF 	(M .E0. 1) 	GO TO 47 
00171 65* IF 	(A8S(REFT(m)-REFT(M-1)) 	.LE. 5.0) 	GO TO 51 
00173 66* 47 m = 	M4. 1 
00174 67* IF 	(M .6T. 	10) 	GO TO 	51 
00176 68* GO TO 31 
00177 69* 51 CONTINUE 
00200 70* CALL REFP (ELEV•REFTP , REFPR•REFVISeREFRHO•REFK , REFCP. 
011200 71* 1 	 REFGAM) 
00201 72* ENTAW 	= 	ENTATm+RECFAC*VELS**2/50062.744 
00202 73* CALL NUS(MACHNO.TATM,CATMIPTINPREFPRPREFVISPREFRNOt 
.00202 74* 1 	STAGXFVERTX,NSRADFNU51) 
00203 75* COEF 	= 	(3600.*REFK)/(STAGX*REFCP) 
00203 76* C 
00203 77* C DETERMINATION OF CONVECTION LOSS FROM METEOROID PROTECTION NODES 
00203 78* C 
00204 79* TMET 	= TmP(/I.NRmP)*TIN 
00205 80* CPMP = CPkIR(TMET) 
00206 81* XXX 	= 	CoEF*NUS1 
00207 82* TYY = 	CPMP*TIN 
00210 83* 00 80 J = 1 , M2 
J 00213 84* 80 CONMP(J) 	= 	XXX*(ENTAW-YYY*TMP(J.NRMP))/(ST4*2.) 
00213 85* C 
00213 86* C DE3ERMINATION OF FRACTION OF FIN NODES COVERED ST PROTECTION LATER 
00213 87* C 
00215 88* IF (MCVRD .E0. 0) 	60 TO 150 
00217 89* DO 140 I = IPMCVRD 
00222 90* 00 140 J = 1.MZ 
00225 91* 140 CONFN(J.I) 	= 	0.0 
00230 92* 150 DO 160 J = 1.MZ . 
) 00233 93* TFIN 	= 	TEMP(J,MCVR04.1)*TIN 
00234 94* ENTPN = 	ENTAIR(TFIN) 
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160 CONFN(JtMCVR0+1) 	= 	XSPM*COEF*NUS1*(ENTAW-ENTFN)/ST4 
L 	= 	MCVRD+2 
00237 97* C 
00237 98* C DETERMINATION OF CONVECTION LOSS FROM FIN NODES 
00237 99* C 	 . 
00240 100* CPFIN 	= 	CPAIR(TMPE) , 
00241 101* ZZZ = 	CPFIN*TIN 
00242 102* DO 180 I = LOA 
00245 103* DO 180 J = 1•012 
00250 104* 180 CONFN(JtI) 	= 	XXX*(ENTAW-2ZZ*TEMP(J,I))/ST4 
00253 105* 1000 RETURN 
00254 106* END 	' 
END OF COMPILATION; 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GMOG.P 	 CPAIR ****** 
155 
**41.** CPAIR 4.***** 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.CPAIRINE*NASA5.CPAIR 
FOR 5911".07/13/72 ■20154:38 (0.) 
CATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
FUNCTION CPAIR 	ENTRY POINT 000074 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000110) DATA(0) 000035) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK ► TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000054 10L 
0000 R 000013 CPO 
0000 R 000011 WMN 
0001 	000016 5L 
0000 R 000007 FMN 
0000 R 000010 WMO 
0000 R 000001 A 
0000 R 000006 FMO 
0000 R 000000 CPAIR 	0000 R 000012 CPN 
0000 000027 twps 0003 R 000000 POLY 
00101 1* FUNCTION CPAIR(T) 
00101 2* C 







THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR /5 A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) 
UNITS BTU/(LBM.R) 
00101 6* C 
00103 7* DIMENSION A(5) 
00104 6*. DATA FMO,FM4.WMOPWMN / 0.234559 .0.765441 , 31.9988 , 28.0134/ 
00111 9* DATA A(1).A(2),A(3).A(4),A(5)/0.34240E+00.-.0.95225E^03. 
00111 10* 1 	0.31862E•05,-0.45750E-08.0.23750E"11/ 
00117 11* IF 	(T .GT. 600.) GO TO 5 
00121 12* CPAIR 	= 	POLY (5.10T) 
00122 13* RETURN 
00123 14* 5 CPN 	= 	9.47-3470./T+II60000./T**2 
00124 15* CPO S 	11.151-172./SORT(T)+1530./T 
00125 16* IF (T .LT. 5000.) 	GO TO 10 
00127 17* CPO 	= 	CP0+5.0E-05*(T-4000.) 
00130 18* 10 CPAIR = 	FNO*CPO/WMO+FMN*CPN/WMN 
00131 19* RETURN 
00132 20* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
oHoe.p *ass** CPF/CFFC43 
****** CPF/CFFC43 ****** 
	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFORFS ME*NASAS.CPF/CFFC43.ME*NASA5.CPF/CFFC43 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:54141 CO.) 
FUNCTION CPF 
	
ENTRY POINT 000014 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000161 DATA(0) 0000111 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 . 
 EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNME4T 
0000 R 000000 CPF. 
00101 	1* 
(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000004 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
FUNCTION CPF(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE AS A FONCTION OF 
00101 5* C DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-43 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 7* C 
00103 B* DATA X1.X2 /..0.020092.5.4054E■04/ 
00106 9* CPF = (X102*T)*32.174 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ONDGPP ****** CPF/CFFC75 ****** 
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CPF/CFFC75  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.CPF/CFFC75.ME*NASA5.CPF/CFFC75 
FOR S9A07/13/72 ■20:54:43 (0.) 
FUNCTION CPF 	ENTRY POINT 000014 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000161 DATA(0) 000011) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000000 CPF 	0000 	000004 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 1* FUNCTION CPF(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE AS A FONCTION OF 
00101 5* C DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-75 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /0.115082.2.4333E-04/ 
00106 9* CPF = (X1.X2*T)*32.174 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
' END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHDG.P ****** CPF/CFHE ****** 
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CPF/CFHE  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
(*OR•S ME*NASA5.CPF/CFHE.ME*NASA5.CPF/CFHE 
FOR 59A-.07/13/7220:54:45 (0.) 
FUNCTION CPF 	ENTRY POINT 000057 
STORAGE USED: COOE(1) 0000711 DATA(0) 000031$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000005 A 0000 R 000010 ALPHA 	0000 R 000002 Al 	0003 R 000000 BETA 0000 R 000003 81 
0000 R 000004 C 0004 R 000000 CAPPA 0000 R 000000 CPF 0000 R 000011 CV 0000 	000b24 INJPS 
0000 R 000001 R 0000 R 000006 RHOX 	0000 R 000007 TX 	0000 R 000012 X1 
00101 1* FUNCTION CPF(RHO•T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* c 
— 
SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF 
00101 5* C DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF HELIUM 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 -It C 
00103 8* DATA R.A1.B1.C.A /2077.020136.9595.3.5002295E.-03.10.000658.1.49610 
00103 9* 13E•02/ 
00111 10* RHOX 	= RH0*515.4275 
00112 11* TX = T/1.8 
00113 12* ALPHA = C*RHOX/(TX**3) 
00114 13* CV 	= R*(1.5+6.0*ALPHA*(1.0+RHOX*81*0.5)) 
0011b 14* X1 = BETA(RHO.T)*1.8 
00116 15* CPF 	= (CV+(TX*X1*X1*47.872)/(RHOX*CAPPA(RHO.T)))*76.8624E ■04 
00117 16* RETURN 
00120 17* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
j 







DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
GFOR.S mE*NASA5.CP=/CFNAK.mE*NASA5.CPF/CFNAK 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-2.):54:47 (0.) 
FUNCTION CPF 	ENTRY POINT 000071 
STORAGE USED: MEW 000104) DATA(0) 000032) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNWAT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0003 R 000000 CAPPA 0000 R 000014 CP 0000 R 000000 CPF 0000 R 000010 C1 0000 R 000011 C2 
0000 R 000007 DT 0000 000023 INJPS 0004 R 000000 PF 0000 R 000012 PO 0000 R 000016 P1 
0000 R 000013 THETA 0000 R 000015 TK 0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 1 9 FUNCTION CPF(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRA4 COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF 
00101 5* C DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 78.6 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 7* C 
00103 6* DATA X1.x2.x3.x4.x5 /0.2255.-.0.016292.0.005396.0.000758.0.000054/ 
00103 9* 1.TO.DT /659.67.300.0/.C1.C2 /50.773064.0.008433/.P0 /2116.224/ 
00116 10* THETA = (T—To)/DT 
00117 . 11* CP 	= MX5*THETA+X4)*THETA*X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1 
00120 12* TK = CAPPA(RHO.T) 
00121 13* P1 	= PF(RHO.T) —P0 
00122 14* CPF = (CP-(2.0*T*C2*C2*ALOG(1.0+TK*P1))/(TK*7711.26*(C1*C20)**3) 
00122 15* 1)*32.174 
00123 16* RETURN 
00124 17* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	'NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
(MOW, ****** CPF/CFSIL ****** 
160 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 ****** CPF/CFSIL 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.CPF/CFS/L•ME*NASA5.CPF/CFSIL 
FOR S9A...07/13/72,-20154:50 (O.) 
FUNCTION CPF ENTRY POINT 000350 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000372$ DATA(0) 000133) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




0006 	N1023 . 
0007 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 000055 IF 0000 R 000040 A 0000 R 000007 Al 0000 R 00n041 All 0000 R 000010 A2 
0000 R 000042 A22 0000 R 000011 A3 0000 R 000012 A4 0000 R 000013 A5 0000 R 000043 B 
0000 R 000014 81 0000 R 000044 B11 0000 R 000015 82 0000 R 000045 B22 0000 R 000016 B3 
0000 R 000017 B4 0000 R 000020 85 0000 R 000046 C 0000 R 000037 CP 0000 R 000000 CPF 
0000 R 000021 Cl 0000 R 000047 C11 0000 R 000022 C2 0000 R 000025 DT 0000 R 000033 DT2 
0000 R 000050 El 0000 R 000051 E2 0000 R 000052 E3 0000 R 000054 FP 0000 000113 INJPS 
0000 R 000053 P 0003 R 000000 PF 0004 R 000000 POLY 0000 R 000034 THETA 0000 R 000035 THETA1 
0000 R 000036 THETA2 0000 R 000023 TO 0000 R 000024 101 0000 R 000032 T02 0000 R 000026 XI 


















THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/Cu.FT) AND 
TEMPERATURE (R) OF DOW CORNING 200 SILICON OIL (1 CS) 
UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
TEMPERATURE .GE. 359.67 AND .LE. 859.67 
00103 9* 	- - 	DIMENSION Z(6) 
00104 10* DATA Al.A2rA3.A4.A5 /12.35.2.98333.1.1.-0.48333 ► 0.1/ ► 81 ► 132 ► 83.84.8 
00104 11* 15 /".1.5.*0.01333.-1.1800.573330 -0.1/ ► C1•C2 /0.77670."0.0288/.T0.T01 
00104 12* 2.01 /559.67.609.67.50.0/0X1rX2FX3.X4 /0.460.0047100.00141.0.00004 
00104 13* 331.102.012 /539.67.80.0/ 
00132 14* THETA 	= (T..T0)/DT 
00133 15* THETA1 = (T-T01),DT 
00134 16* THETA2 = (T-T02)10T2 
00135 17* CP 	= 	(()(4*THETA24.)(3)*THETA2+)(2)*THETA2+X1 
00136 18* A = (MA5*THETA+A4)*THETA4413)*THETA+A2)*THETA+Al)*1.0E-06 
00137 19* All = (((4.0*A5*THETA+3.0*A4)*THETA+2.0*A3)*THETA+A2)*(1.0E-'06)/OT 
00140 20* A22 = ((12.0*A5*THETA+6.0*A4)*THETA+2.0*A3)*(1.0E-06)/(DT*DT) 
00141 21* • 8 	= ((((85*THETA+84)*THETA+83)*THETA+82)*THETA+81)*1.0E.-09 
00142 22* 811 = (((4.0*B5*THETA+3.0*84)*THETA+2.0*83)*THETA+82)*(1.0E09) ,DT 
00143 23* 822 = ((12.0*85*THETA+6.0*84)*THETA+2.0*83)*(1.0E09)/(DT*DT) 
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C 	= C1+C2*THETA1 
C11 = C2/DT 
El 	= All*A11-822/2.0+811*C11/C 
E2 	= 2.0*A11*C11/C•322 
E3 	= A*A-0  
P = PF(RHO.T)/144.0-14.696 
00152 30* Z(1) = 	0.0 
00153 31* Z(2) = 2.0*(C11/C)**2 
00154 32* Z(3) = 	(E2-A*Z(2))/2.0 
00155 33* Z(4) = 	(E1-A*E2+E3*Z(2)/2.0)/3.0 
00156 34* Z(5) = 	(A11*R11-A*El+E3*E2/2.0+A*B*Z(2)/2.0)/4 .0 
00157 35* Z(6)w = (011*B11/2.0-.2.0*A*All*B11+El*E3+A*S*E2 .10*B*Z(2 ) /2.0)/10 .0 
00160 36* FP 	= POLY(6.20) 
00161 37* CPF = (CP-T*FP/(C*337.37))*32.174 
00162 30* IF (T.GE.360.67.AND.T.LE.860.67) RETURN 
00164 39* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00167 40* 1 FORMAT (1H0.54HSPECIFIC HEAT OF SILICON OIL. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T 
00167 41* 1 = 	.F8.3./) 
00170 42* RETURN 
00171 43* ENO 
END OF COMPILATION; 




CPFN/FNAL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.CPFN/FNAL.ME*NASAS.CPFN/FNAL 
FOR 59A-07/13/72..20:54:54 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION CPFN 	ENTRY POINT 000056 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000062$ DATA(0) 000040: BLANK COMMON:2) 000000 













IF 	0000 R 000011 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPFN 	0000 R 000007 DT 	0000 	000032 INJPS 
THETA 	0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 
X4 0000 R 000005 X5 
FUNCTION CPFN(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF ALUMINUM 7075 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 300.0.AND.LE. 1200.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2.X3.X4rX5 /0.1132.0.03615.0.011917.0.00233.0.000083/.TO 
00103 9* 1.0T /400.0.200.0/ 
00113 10* THETA = (7-70)/DT 
00114 11* CP = :(:X5*THETA.114)*THETA+X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1 
00115 12* CPFN = CP*32.174 
00116 13* IF (T.GE.300.0.AND.T.LE.1200.0) RETURN 
00120 14* WRITE (6.1) 	T 
00123 15* 1 FORMAT (1H0.51HSPECIFIC HEAT OF ALUMINUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T = 
00123 16* 1.F8.3./) 
00124 17* RETURN 
00125 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
pplog ► p Swots* CPFN/FNBR *****s 
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CPFN/FNBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GIFORoS ME*NASAS.CPFN/FNBR.ME*NASA5.CPFN/FNBR 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:54:57 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION CPFN 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STORAGE USED: COJE(1) 000060) DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 













1F 	 0000 R 000010 CP 	 0000 R 000000 CPFN 	0000 R 000006 DT 	 0000 	000031 INJPS 
THETA 	0000 R 000005 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 
X. 
FUNCTION CPFN(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF BERYLIUM WITH 
00101 5* C 0.84-1.68 BE0 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 7* C TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DATA X1.X2•)(3.X4 /0.536.0.05667.-0.0085.0.00083/.T0.07 /800..200./ 
00112 10* THETA = 	(T—TO)/DT 
00113 11* CP = ((X4*THETA+X3)*THETA*X2)*THETA+X1 
00114 12* CPFN = CP*32.174 
00115 13* IF (T.GE.400.0.AND.T.LE.1700.0) 	RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00122 15* 1 FORMAT (1140.51HSPECIFIC HEAT OF BERYLIUM= TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. I = 
00122 16* 1.F8.3./) 
00123 17* RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COWL-1%710N: 	 NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OFIDG.P 	 CPF4/FNCU *****0 
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CPFN/F4CU ****** DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
GFORtS ME*NASAS.CPFN/FNCU.ME*NASA5.CPFN/FNCU 
FOR S9A*07/13/7220:54:59 (Or) 
 
	
FUNCTION CPF4 	ENTRY POINT 000045 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000511 DATA(0) 000031) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000004 IF 
0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 	1* 
0000 R 000003 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPFN 
FUNCTION CPFN(T) 
0000 	000023 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 X1 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1800.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X10(2 /0.08375.1.375E-05/ 
00106 9* CP = X2*T+X1 
00107 10* CPFN = CP*32.174 
00110 11* IF (T.GE.400.0.AND.T.LE.1800.0) RETURN 
00112 12* *RITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00115 13* 1 FORMAT (1H0.49HSPECIFIC HEAT OF COPPER. TEMP. OUT OF RANGES T = r 
00115 14* 1F8.3r/) 
00116 15* RETURN 
00117 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ONDG•P *****10 CPMP/MPAL ****** 
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CPMP/MPAL ****** DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
ZPOR.S ME*NASA5.CPMP/MPALPME*NASA5.CPMP/MPAL 
FOR S9A07/13/72..20:55:01 (0 ► ) 
FUNCTION CPMP 	ENTRY POINT 000056 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000062; DATA(0) 0000400 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
 
 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
 
0000 	000012 IF 
0000 R 000010 THETA 
0000 R 000011 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPMP 
0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 XI 
0000 R 000007 DT 	0000 	000032 INJPS 
0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 00000a X3 
ec. 





0000 	00000 5 5 
00101 1* FUNCTION CPMP(T) 
OU101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COAPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF ALUMINUM 7075 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 300.0.ANO.LE. 	1200.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X10)(2.7(3.X4.X5 /0.18210.03616.0.011417.0.00233....0.000083/•TO 
00103 9* 1.UT /400.0.200.0/ 
00113 10* THETA = 	(T-.1.0)/DT 
00114 11* CP = ((IX5*TNETA+X4)*TNETA0(3)*THETA+X2)*TNETAil1 
00115 12* CPMP = CP*32.174 
00116 13* IF 	(T.GE.300.O.AND.T.LE.1200.0) RETURN 
00120 14* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00123 15* 1 FORMAT (1H0.51HSPECIFIC HEAT OF ALUMINUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T = 
00123 16* 1.F8.3./) 
00124 174. RETURN 
00125 18* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFOR'S ME*NASA5.CPMP/MP3R.ME*NASA5.CPMP/MPBR 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:55:03 (0.) 
FUNCTION CPMP 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000060; DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 000011 1F 0000 R 000010 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPMP 	0000 R 000006 DT 0000 000031 INJPS 
0000 R 000007 THETA 0000 R 000005 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003•7(3 
0000 R 000004 X4 
00101 1* FUNCTION CPMP(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF BERYLIUM WITH 
-, 00101 5* C 0.84-1.68 BE0 
-i 00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 7* C TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 8* C 
D 00103 9* DATA X1•)(2•0.X4 /0.536.0.05667.-0.0085.0.00083/•T0.DT /800..200./ 
00112 10* THETA = (T-TO)/DT 
00113 11* CP = 	((X4*THETA.1)(3)*THETA+X2)*PIETA+X1 
00114 12* CPMP = CP*32.174 
00115 13* IF (T.GE.400.0.ANO.T.LE.1700.0) RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE (6.1) T 
D 00122 15* 1 FORMAT (1H0,51HSPECIFIC HEAT OF BERYLIUM: TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T = 
00122 16* 1.F8.3./) 
.., 00123 17* RETURN 
-; 00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHOG.P ****** CPMP/MPCU ****** 
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CPMP/MPCU  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFORPS ME*NASA5.CPMP/NPCU.NE*NASA5.CPMP/MPCU 
FOR 59A07/13/7220:55:06 (0.) 
FUNCTION CPMP 	ENTRY POINT 000045 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000511 DATA(0) 0000311 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 









































0000 R 000003 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPMP 	0000 	000023 
FUNCTION CPNP(T) 
THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 	1800.0 R 
DATA X1.X2 /0.08375.1.375E-05/ 
CP = X2*T+X1 
CPMP = CP*32.174 
IF 	(T.GE.400.0.AND.T.LE.1800.0) 	RETURN 
WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 




INJPS 	0000 R 000001 X1 
T = . 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P 	 CPTEWTBAL 
168 
 
CPTB/TBAL ****** DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
 
OFORPS ME*NASAS.CPTB/TOAL.ME*NASA5.CPTB/TBAL 
FOR 59k-07/13/72..20:55:0B (0.) 
FUNCTION CPTB 	ENTRY POINT 000056 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 000062; DATA(0) 000040; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE@ RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000012 1F 	 0000 R 000011 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPTB 	0000 R 000007 DT 	0000 	000032•INJPS 
0000 R 000010 THETA 0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 
0000 R 000004 X4 	0000 R 000005 X5 
3 
00101 1* FUNCTION CPTB(T) 
-, 00101 2* C 
, 00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COM°UTES : 
00101 4* C _ SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF ALUMINUM 7075 
..., 00101 5* C UNITS BTU/(5LUG.R) 
,..1 00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 300.0.AND.LE. 1200.0 R 
00101 7* C  
00103 8* DATA X1rX20(3@X4,X5 /0.182.0.03616f"0.011417.0.00233@ ■0000083/@T0 
0 00103 9* 1.DT /400.0.200.0/ 
00113 10* THETA = 	(T-..T0)/DT 
00114 11* CP = MX5*THETA414)*TRETA415/*THETA0C2)*THETA+X1 
...) 00115 12* CPTB = CP*32.174 
00116 13* IF (T.GE.300.0.AND.T.LE.1200.0) RETURN 
00120 14* WRITE 	(6,1) 	T 
..) 00123 15* 1 FORMAT C1N0.51NSPECIFIC HEAT OF ALUMINUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T = 
00123 16* 1.F8.3./) 
00124 17* RETURN 
3 00125 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
3 
GNOS.P ****** CPTB/TBBR ****** 
1fiq 
	 CPTB/TBBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
0FOR , S ME*NASA5.CPTB/TPBR 	ME*NASA5.CPTB/TBBR — 
FOR S9A07/13/72■20:55:10 (0.) 
FUNCTION CPTB 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000601 DATA(0) 000037( BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000011 1F 	0000 R 000010 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPTB 	0000 R 000006 DT 	0000 	000031 MIPS 
0000 R 000007 THETA 	0000 R 000005 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 
0000 R 000004 X4 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION CPTB(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF BERYLIUM WITH 
00101 	5* 	C 	 0.84-1.68 BE0 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 	7* 	C 	 TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 as C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA XI.X2•X3.X4 /0.536.0.05667.-0.0085.0.00083/ , TOIDT /800..200./ 
00112 10* THETA = (T.-70)/0T 
00113 	11* 	 CP = ((X4*THETAfl(3)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1 
00114 12* CPTB = CP*32.174 
00115 	13* 	 IF (T.GE.400.0.AND.T.LE.1700.0) RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE (6.1) 7 
00122 	15* 	1 FORMAT (IH0 , 51HSPECIFIC HEAT OF BERYLIUM= TEMP. OUT OF RANGE , T = 
00122 16* 1.F8.3./) 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
01.106.P ****** CPTB/TBCU 
• 
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CPTB/TBCU  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.CPTB/TBC1.1.11E*NASA5.CPTB/T8CU 
FOR S9A07/13/7220:55:13 CO.) 
	
FUNCTION CPTB 	ENTRY POINT 000045 
STORAGE USED: COGE(1) 0000511 DATA(0) 0000311 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 











0000 R 000003 CP 	0000 R 000000 CPTB 	0000 	000023 INJPS 	0000 R 000001 XI 
FUNCTION CPTB(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C SPECIFIC HEAT AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/(SLUG.R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. 6E. 400.0 AND LE. 1800.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /0.08375.1.375E-05/ 
00106 9* CP = X2*T.1)(1 
00107 10* CPTB = CP*32.174 
00110 11* IF 	(T.GE.400.0.ANO.T.LE.1800.0) RETURN 
00112 12* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00115 13* 1 FORMAT (1N0.49HSPECIFIC HEAT OF COPPER. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T = . 
00115 14* 1F8.3./) 
00116 15* RETURN 
00117 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHDG.P 	 DOX WM** 
171 
1Y4' 
	 DDX  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.DDX.NE*NASA5.DDX 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20:55:15 (0.1 
	
SUBROUTINE DDX 	ENTRY POINT 000127 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 000153) DATA(01 0000461 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000061 112G 	0001 	000102 2L 	0000 	000003 3F 
0000 000016 ItJPS 0000 I 000001 NI 
0000 R 000000 DX1 	0000 I 000002 I 
00101 	1* 	 SUBROUTINE DDX (Y.DY.DX.N) 	 1 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS SUBROUTINE.COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE EQUALLY-SPACED ARRAY Y(N) 
0010 1 	5* 	C 
00103 6* DIMENSION Y(N).DY(N) 	 2 
00104 	7* 	 IF (N.LT.3) GO TO 2 
00106 8* DX1 = 2.0*DX 	 5 
00107 	9* 	 DY(1) = (-3.0*Y111+4.0*Y(2)-7(3)//DX1 
00110 10* Ni = N-1 	 6 
00111 	11* 	 UO 1 I=201 	 7 
00114 12* 1 DY(I) = (Y(I+1)-Y(1".1))/DX1 	 8 
00116 	13* 	 DY(N) = (Y(N-21-4.0*Y(N-1)4.3.0*Y(N))/DX1 
00117 14* RETURN 	 10 
00120 	15* 	2 wRITE (6.3) 	 11 
00122 16* 3 FORMAT 125HDOX NOT ENOUGH NODAL PTS.a1 	 12 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 	 13 
00124 18* ENO 	 14 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.DEFINTOIE*NASA5.DEFINT 
FOR 59A-07/13/72..20:55:18 (O.) 
FUNCTION DEFINT 	ENTRY POINT 000203 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0002251 DATA(0) 0000461 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 






STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
 
0001 	000166 IOL 
0000 R 000000 DEFINT 
0000 I 000010 NEVE 
0000 R 000002 SODD 
0001 	000117 1310 
0000 000024 INJPS 
0000 I 000007 NODD 
0001 	000126 1360 
0000 I 000011 K 
0000 I 000003 Ni 
0001 	000032 2L 
0000 I 000005 M 
0000 1000004 N2 
0001 	000054 4L 
0000 1 000006 NC 















FUNCTION DEFINT(Y.DX ► N) 
C 
C 	TII5 FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
C THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL BY SIMPSO4S RULE OF THE EQUALLY-SPACED 
C 	ARRAY Y(N) 
C 
DIMENSION Y(N) 
00104 8* 1F(N-3)10.1.2 
00107 9* 1 DEFINT = (DX/3.)*(Y(1)*4.*Y(2)+Y(3)) 
00110 10* RETURN 
00111 11* 2 	IF(N-4)10,3.4 
00114 12* 3 DEFINT = 	(3.*DX/8.)*(Y(1)+3.*(y(2)+Y(3))41(4)) 
..., 00115 13* RETURN 
00116 14* 4 SEVE = O. 
-.. 00117 15* SODD = O. 
..." 00120 16* N1 = N/2 
00121 17* N2 = 2*N1 
00122 18* M 	= N 
00123 19* NC = M-N2 
00124 20* IF(NC.E0.0) 	M=N-1 
00126 21* NODD = M-I 
W) 00127 22* NEVE = M-2 
00130 23* DO 7 K=2.N0DD.2 
00133 24* 7 SODD = SODD+Y(K) 
W) 00135 25* DO 8 K=3.NEVE•2 
00140 26* 8 SEVE = SEVE+Y(K) 
00142 27* DEFINT=(DX/3.)*(Y(1)+Y(M)+4.*SODD+2.*SEVE) 
0 00143 28* IF(NC)10 ► 9.10 
00146 29* 9 DEFINT = DEFINT4(DX/24.)*(9.*Y(N)+19.*Y(w.1)..5.*Y(N-2)+Y(N-3)) 
00147 30* 10 RETURN 






DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
   
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS• 
ONDG• P ****** DEFNT ****** 
i 
174 
DEFNT ****** 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.DEF4T.ME*NASA5.DEFNT 
FOR 59A-07/13/72 ■20:55:22 (00 
FUNCTION DEFNT 
	
ENTRY POINT 000046 
STORAGE USED: CODE(11 0000601 DATA(0) 000023/ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000020 1076 0000 R 000000 DEFNT 	0000 I 000003 I 	0000 	000007 INJPS 0000 I 000001'L1 
0000 R 000002 
00101 1* FUNCTION DEFNT(Y.DX.N) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL BY TRAPEZOIDAL RULE OF THE EQUALLY-SPACED 
00101 5* C ARRAY Y(N) 	' 
00101 6* C 
00103 7* DIMENSION Y(N) 
00104 8* LI 	= N-1 
00105 9* Z = 0.0 
00106 10* 00  5 IL. 2.L1 
00111 11* 5 Z 	= 2.17(I) 
00113 12* DEFNT = DX*(Y(1)+2.0*Z4100)/2.0 
00114 13* RETURN 
00115 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFORP5 ME*NA5A5.DERIVLIPME*NA5A5.0ERIVI. 
FOR 59A...07/13/72.-20:55:25 (Or) 
 
SUBROUTINE DERIVL ENTRY POINT 000245 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0002571 DATA(0) 0000531 BLANK COMMON:2) 001115 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 FLCMP 000024 







STORAGE ASSIGNHEAT 	(BLOCK. 	TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000177 10L 0001 000132 5L 0002 000562 AUX2 0000 R 000012 All 0000 R 000013 A13 
0000 R 000017 A21 0000 R 000020 A23 0000 R 000014 A31 0000 R 000015 A32 0000 R 000016 A33 
0006 R 000000 BETA 0000 R 000021 81 0000 R 000022 02 0005 R 000000 CAPPA 0002 000752 COB 
0002 001107 CJH 0002 000574 CONFN 0002 000740 CONMP 0007 R 000000 CPF 0002 R 001070 CPO 
0000 R 000023 Cl 0000 R 000024 C2 0000 R 000025 C3 0002 001072 DELTA 0002 000764 DOB 
0003 R 000000 ()THETA 0002 001110 DX/ 0002 001053 DXIMP 0002 001052 DXITB 0002 001051 DZ 
0002 001103 FENTH 0002 001045 FF0 0002 001101 FLUX 0002 R 001041 FMACH 0002 R 0010 4 0 FNU 
0002 001046 F)F 0002 000012 FP 0002 R 001042 FPR 0002 R 001037 FR 0002 001050 FRAD 
0002 001111 FRO 0002 001036 FRE 0002 001104 FREJ 0002 001043 FRL 0002 001044 FRM 
0002 R 000036 Fr 0002 000024 FW 0002 001113 FXHW 0002 001112 FXOH 0002 R 001047 FZ 
0000 R 000010 G3ETA 0000 R 000011 GCP 0000 R 000007 GKAPPA 0002 001105 HFN 0002 I 001003 IFLOW 
0000 000030 1'MP% 0002 001024 LC 0002 001032 LIM 0002 001031 LIMWRT 0002 001011 LL1 
0002 001012 LL2 0002 001013 LL3 0002 001014 LL4 0002 001015 LL5 0002 001016 LL6 
0002 001017 LL7 0002 001006 LMP 0002 001004 LT 0002 001005 LTA 0002 001007 LTBMZ 
0002 001010 LTB2MZ 0002 001030 MM1 0002 001033 MOO 0002 001025 MSTOTR 0002 000777 HZ 
0002 001034 t, CCZ 0002 001035 NCONV 0002 I 001002 NCTL 0002 001026 NCTM 0002 001023 NEWS, 
0002 001027 N41 0002 001001 NRMP 0002 001020 NRMP1 0002 001022 NRMP2 0002 001000 NRTB 
0002 001021 riTB1 0002 000776 NX 0000 R 000000 P 0002 001063 PHIF 0002 001062 PHIM 
0002 001071 PI 0000 R 000003 PP 0002 R 001065 PO 0002 001102 OREF 0002 000360 ORFN 
0002 000524 GRNP 0002 001074 RDTWRT 0000 R 000006 RHO 0004 R 000000 RHOF 0002 001114 RHOFN 
0002 R 001067 RHOO 0002 001073 RLIMIT 0000 R 000005 RRHO 0002 001100 RTEND 0000 R 000002 T 
0002 000132 TEMP 0002 001077 TI 0002 001076 TINT). 0002 000276 TMP 0002 001075 TREF 
0000 R 000004 Tr 0002 R 000050 TW 0002 R 001064 TO 0000 R 000001 W 0002 001066 WO 
0002 000536 XIFN 0002 000005 XIMP 0002 000000 %ITO 0002 001106 XL 0002 001054 XRE 
0002 001057 XX10 0002 001060 XX11 0002 001061 XX12 0002 001055 XX3 0002 001056 XX4 
0002 000550 ZETA 
00101 1* tUBROUTINE DERIVL (Y,DY,X) 
176 













THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES 
SPATIAL DERIVATIVES DY OF Y 
00103 6* COMMON XITB(5),XINP(5),FP(10),FW(.10)0FT(10).7010,5).TEMP(10•10) , 
00103 7* 1 	TMP(10.5).ORFN(10•10).ORMP(10) , XIFN(10).ZETA(10).AUX2(10)r 
00103 8* 2 CoNFN(10,10).00NmP(10)pCO5(10) ► 000(10) 
00104 9* COMMON NX.MZ*NRTB ► NRMPFNCTL.IFLOW.LT.LTBPLMP.LTBMZ.LTB2MZeLL1. 
00104 10* 1 	LL2•LL3*LL4PLL5.LL6PLL7.NRMP1 , NR781.NRMP2fNEGIUS•LCPMSTOTRe 
00104 11* 2 NCTN,NMI,M41fLIMWRTFLIM.MODeNCCZ , NCONV 
00105 12* COMMON FRE•FR ► FNU•FMACH.FPRFFRLWRMPFFO.F0F.FVFRAD , DZOXITB•OXIMP 
00105 13* 1 	IXREPX)(3,XX4.)(X1010(X1100:12•PHIM.PHIF.TO•POPWOPRHOO.CP0oPI 
00105 14* 2 	FOELTA ► RLIMITIPROTWRT.TREF,TINTL.TI,RTENDPFLUX,OREFfFENTHe 
00105 15* 3 FREJ.HFN.XL ► COH.DXI.FRD•FX0H ► FXHWFRHOFN 
00106 16* COMMON/FLCMP/DTHETA(20) 
00106 17* C 
00107 18* DIMENSION Y(3)07(3) 
00107 19* 
00110 20* P 	= Y(1) 
00111 21* W = Y(2) 07 
00112 22* T 	= Y(3) 08 
00113 23* IF (IFLOW .E0. 2) .7 = FT(NCTL) 
00113 24* C 
00115 25* PP 	= PO*P 
00116 26* TT = TO*7 
00117 27* RRHO 	= RHOF(PP.TT) 
00120 28* RHO = RRHO/RHOO 
00121 29* GKAPPA = CAPPA(RRHO ► TT)*P0 
00122 30* GBETA 	= BETA(RRHO ► TT)*TO 
00123 31* GCP = CPF(RRH0077)/CP0 
00123 32* C 010 
00124 33* All = FPR 011 
00125 34* A13 = W*RHO 012 
00126 35* A31 = GKAPPA 
00127 36* A32 = —GBETA 
00130 37* A33 = 1.0/W 
00131 38* A21 = FZ*(1.0+7*A32)/(RHO*GCP) 
00132 39* A23 = W*FMACH/GCP 
00132 40* C 017 
00133 41* 131 	= (—FR*BHO*W**2)/2.0 01 
00134 42* B2 	= FNU*(TONCTL•1)**7) 019 
OU135 43* GO TO (5.10), 	IFLOW 
00135 440 C 020 
00136 45* 5 Cl 	= A21*A32-A31 
00137 46* C2 	= A23*A32—A33 
00140 47* C3 	= A11*C2—A13*C1 023 
00140 48* C 
00141 49* WI) = (01*C2-A13*A32.082)/C3 
00142 50* DT(2) = (A11*A32*32-131*C1)/E3 
00143 51* DY(3) = -(A31*DY(1)+A33*DY(2))/A32 
00144 52* RETURN 
00144 53* C 028 
00144 54* C 
00145 55* 10 Cl 	= OTHETA(NCTL)*A32 
00146 56* C2 = A11*A33—A13*A31 
00146 57* C 




DATE 071372 	PAGE 	3 
    
00150 	59* 	 DT(2) = •(A11*C1+A31*B1)/C2 
00151 60* RETURN 
00152 	61* 	 END 
 
  
END OF COMPILATION: 	• NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
 
OHDG,P 	 DERIVM 
   
   
178 
SUBROUTINE DERIVM 	ENTRY POINT 002331 
DATA(0) 001061$ BLANK COMMON(2) 001115 STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 002360$ 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 DERIVM ••••*• 
OFOR.5 ME•NASA5.DERIVM.ME•NASA5.DERIVM 
FOR 5'9A-07/13/72-20:55:28 OP/ 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	DVM 	000002 
0004 GIN 001610 
0005 FLDINL 000457 
0006 DVCMFL 000002 

























STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000041 1146 0001 000047 1216 0001 000061 125G 0001 000173 130L 0001 000075 133G 
0001 000220 140L 0001 000111 142G 0001 000124 146G 0001 000141 1546 0001 000146 160G 
0001 000204 1706 0001 000243 205G 0001 000263 2106 0001 000310 217G 0001 000323 226G 
0001 000341 2316 0001 000366 240G 0001 006401 247G 0001 000420 2536 0001 000536 2716 
0001 000575 277G 0001 000772 3366 0001 001121 366G 0001 001137 371G 0001 001154 3776 
0001 001174 4056 0001 001211 4146 0001 001235 4203 0001 001272 4316 0001 001361 443G 
0001 001377 446G 0001 001414 4546 0001 001434 4626 0001 001451 4716 0001 001475 475G 
































0024 R 000000 CAPPA 0000 R 000722 CCP 0002 R 000752 COB 0002 001107 CON 0000 R 000676 CON 
179 
2  	OERIVM  	 DATE 071372 PAGE 
0000 R 000702 CON) . 0002 R 000574 CONFN 0002 R 000740 CONMP 0000 R 000701 CPARM 0022 R 000000 CPF 
0015 R 000000 CPFA 0032 R 000000 CPMP 0027 R 000000 CPTB 0002 R 001070 CPO 0000 R 000677 DCON 
0002 R 001072 DELTA 0000 R 000700 DIFF 0002 R 000764 D08 0000 R 000024 DP 0000 R 000012 DTF 
0014 R 000000 DTHCFN 0033 R 000000 DTHCMP 0030 R 000000 DTHCT8 0000 R 000036 DW 0002 R 001110 DXI 
0002 R 001053 DXIAP 0002 R 001052 DXITB 0000 R 000050 DXTW 0002 R 001051 DZ 0000 R 000214 DZTW 
0000 R 000000 D2T= 0000 R 000360 02XTW 0000 R. 000524 D2ZTW 0002 001103 FENTH 0002 R 001045 FFo 
0005 R 000456 FLDINT 0002 001101 FLUX 0006 R 000001 FLUXI 0002 R 001041 FMACH 0002 R 001040 FNU 
0002 R 001046 FOF 0002 R 000012 FP 0002 001042 FPR 0002 R 001037 FR 0002 R 001050 FRAD 
0002 R 001111 FRD 0002 001036 FRE 0002 001104 FREJ 0002 001043 FRL 0002 001044 FRM 
0002 R 000036 FT 0002 R 000024 FW 0002 R 001113 FXHW 0002 R 001112 Fx0H 0002 R 001047 rZ 
0000 R 000724 GBETA 0000 R 000725 GCP 0000 R 000733 GDTHC 0000 R 000734 GFNU 0000 R 000732 GFO 
0000 R 000723 GKA 1PA 0002 001105 HFN 0000 I 000671 I 0002 001003 MOW 0000 I 000674 1M2 
0000 001014 INJ-IS 0000 I 000670 J 0000 I 000672 K 0000 I 000761 KZ 0000 I 000760 K1 
0002 I 001024 LC 0005 I 000001 LFLD 0002 001032 LIM 0002 001031 LIMWRT 0000 I 000726 LLT 
0002 I 001011 LL1 0002 I 001012 LL2 0002 I 001013 LL3 0002 1 001014 LL4 0002 I 001015 LL5 
0002 I 001016 LL6 0002 I 001017 LL7 0002 I 001006 LMP 0002 I 001004 LT 0002 I 001005 LTB 
0002 I 001007 LTBAZ 0002 I 001010 LTB2MZ 0002 I 001030 MM1 0002 001033 MOD 0002 001025 mSTOTR 
0002 I 000777 MZ 0002 001034 NCCZ 0002 I 001035 NCONV 0002 001002 NCTL 0002 001026 NCTM 
0002 001023 NEOJS 0005 I 000000 NFLDTA 0002 I 001027 NMI 0000 I 000703 NM2 0002 I 001001 NRMP 
0002 I 001020 NRM'I 0002 I 001022 NRMP2 0002 I 001000 NRT8 0002 I 001021 NRT81 0004 001605 NSRD 
0004 001604 NTM 0002 1000776 NX 0000 R 000707 PFLC 0002 R 001063 PHIF 0002 R 001062 PHIM 
0002 001071 PI 0000 R 000717 PP 0000 R 000714 PRTR 0002 R 001065 PO 0000 R 000756 OFN 
0004 000454 ()IFNI 0004 001274 0178 0000 R 000757 OMP 0002 001102 GREF 0002 R 000360 ORFN 
0002 R 000524 ORM' 0004 000144 05FN 0004 000764 OST8 0004 001606 OTO 0002 001074 RDTWRT 
0000 R 000713 RETi 0000 R 000720 RHO 0000 R 000710 RHOC 0017 R 000000 RHOF 0002 R 001114 RHOFN 
0002 R 001067 RHOO 0002 001073 RLIMIT 0000 R 000721 RRHO 0002 001100 RTEND 0000 R 000673 TABS 
0002 R 000132 TEm-2 0000 R 000706 TFLC 0000 R 000715 TFLIN 0021 R 000000 THCF 0013 R 000000 THCFN 
0031 R 000000 THCAP 0026 R 000000 THCTB 0002 001077 TI 0005 R 000146 TIFLD 0002 R 001076 TINTL 
0004 000000 TM 0005 R 000002 TMEFLD 0002 R 000276 TMP 0000 R 000755 TmPGRO 0002 R 001075 TREF 
0000 R 000675 TT 0000 R 000731 TT8 0000 R 000750 TTHCMP 0000 R 000736 TIM 0000 R 000747 TTMBAR 
0002 R 000050 TO 0004 R 001607 TX 0002 R 001064 TO 0020 R 000000 VISC 0005 R 000312 WIFLD 
0000 R 000705 OIF...DT 0006 R 000000 WRAT 0002 001066 WO 0002 000536 XIFN 0002 R 000005 XIMP 
0002 R 000000 XII. ) 0002 001106 XL 0002 R 001054 XRE 0000 R 000737 XT 0000 R 000712 XTHCF 
0000 R 000741 XTHCT 0000 R 000704 XTME 0000 R 000711 XVISC 0000 R 000742 XX1 0002 R 001057 XXIO 
0002 R 001060 XXII 0002 R 001061 XX12 0000 R 000743 XX2 0003 R 000000 XX20 0002 R 001055 XX3 
0002 R 001056 XX4 0003 R 000001 XX48 0000 R 000744 XX5 0000 R 000745 XX6 0000 R 000716 X00 
0000 R 000753 X01 0000 R 000754 X03 0000 R 000727 XI 0000 R 000730 X2 0000 R 000740 X3 
0000 R 000751 X4 0000 R 000752 X5 0016 R 000000 TINT 0000 R 000746 YY1 0000 R 000735 T1 
0002 000550 ZETA 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE DERIVM(Y•DT.TIME) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ALL DERIVATIVES OF THE VARIABLE Y WITH RESPECT TO TIME 
00101 5* 
00103 6* COMMON XIT8(5).XImP(8).FP(10).FM(10).FT(10).7010,5).TEMPI10.10). 
00103 7* 1 	TmP(10.51,ORFN(10,10).oRmP(10) , XIFN(10).ZETA(10).AUX2(10). 
00103 8* 2 CONFN(10•10),CONMP(10.0O3(10.005(10) 
00104 9* COMMON NX,MZ,NRTBrNRMPoNCTL•IFLOW.LT , LTB.LMP.LT8MZ.LT82MZ.LL1. 
00104 10* 1 	LL2•LL3 ► LL4•LL5,LL6FLL7.NRmPl.NRTB1tNRmP2fNEOUS.LCpMSTOTR. 
00104 11* 2 NCTM.NMI•MM1fLIMORT.LIM,M00,NCCZ.NCONV 
00105 12* COMMON FRE•FR ► FNU.FMACH.FPR,FRL•FRM ► FFO ► F0F.FZPFRADrODDXITB ► XIMP 
00105 13* 1 	tXRE.XX3tXX40XX10PXX11.XX12PPHIM.PHIF.TOPPOrWO#RHO0FCPOPPI 




























3 	FREJ.HFN ► XL ► CON.OXI.FRO•FX0H.FXHM.RHOFN 
COMMON/DVM/XX20.XX48 
COMMON /0IN/TM(100) ► GSFN(100 ► 2). GIFN(100 ► 2), OSTB(1Q0•2) ►  
1 	 GITB(100.2). NTM. N5RD ► 	GTOr TX 
COMMON /FLDINL, NFLOTAPLFLD•TMEFLD(100).TIFLO(100).WIFLO(100). 
1 	 FLDINT 
COMMON /DVCMFL/ WRAT.FLUXI 
DIMENSION Y(200).10(200).027F(10).DTF(10)•DP(10).DW(10). 
1 	DXTV1(10 ► 10)0Z14(10.10)1D2X111(10.10)02Z7010.1 0 ) 
00112 25* C 
00113 26* DO 100 11=1.MZ 
00116 27* 100 TEMP(J.1) 	= Y(LL4+J) 
00120 28* DO 105 I=2 ► NX 
00123 29* K 	 = MZ*(I•2) 
00124 30* DO 105 J=1042 
00127 31* 105 TEMP(J.I) 	= Y(K+J) 
00127 32* C 
00132 33* DO 110 J=1•MZ 
00135 34* 110 TMP(J.1) 	= Y(LL4+J) 
00137 35* IF(NRTB.E0.0) GO TO 130 
00141 36* DO 115 1=2,NRMP 
00144 37* K 	 = LM15+(I'"2)*M2 
00145 38* DO 115 J=1.142 
00150 39* 115 TMP(J,I) 	= “K+J) 
00153 40* DO 120 J=IPMZ 
00156 41* TW(J.NRTB) = Y(LL4+J) 
00157 42* DO 120 1=104RTB1' 
00162 43* K 	 = LTB+(I'*1)*MZ+J 
00163 44* 120 	Tei(JiI) 	= Y(K) 
00163 45* C 
00166 46* GO TO 140 
00167 47* 130 DO 135 J=1 ► 4Z 
00172 46* K 	 = LL44.J 
00173 49* Tw(J , 1) 	= Y(K) 
00174 50* TMP(J.NRMP) = Y(K) 
00175 51* 135 TEMP(Jr1) 	= Y(K) 
00175 52* C 
00177 53* 140 TABS 	= 	TIME*TREF*3600.0 
00200 54* TX = TABS/60.0 
00201 55* IF(NCONV.GT.0) CALL CONVEC (TABS) 
00203 56* CALL GRAD 
00203 57* C 
00203 58* C 
00203 59* C 	FIN 
00203 60* C 
V 00203 61* C 
00204 62* DO 2 I=2.NM1 
00207 63* DO 1 J=1042 
00212 64* 1 OTF(J) 	= TEMP(Jr1) 
00214 65* CALL MX 	(DTF.DP.DZ.M2) 
00215 66* CALL D20X2(DTF. DM•OZ•M2) 
00216 67* DO 2 J=2.MM1 
00221 68* OZTW(J ► I) 	= DP(J) 
00222 69* 2 D22111(J.I) = ow(j) 
00222 70* 
00225 71* DO 4 J=2,MMI 
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DO 3 I=1.NX 
3 DTF(I) 	= TEMP(J.I) 
CALL DDX 	IDTF.DP.DXI•X) 
CALL 020X2(DTF0DW.DXPNX) 
DO 4 I=2•NM1 
00242 77* DXTW(J'I) 	= DP(I) 
00243 78* 4 DUTW(JrI) = DW(I) 
00243 79* 
00246 80* DO 9 I=2rNM1 
00251 81* IM2 	= 1-2 
00252 82* DO 9 J=2,MM1 
00255 83* K 	■ 	= IM2*MZ+J 
00256 84* TT .. 	= TO*TEMP(J.I) 
00257 85* CON = THCFN(TT) 
00260 86* DCON 	= DTHCFN(TT)*T0 
00261 87* RIFF = CON/(RHOFN*CPFN(TT))*FXHW 
00262 88* CPARM 	= FRO/CON 
00262 89+ 
00263 90* COND 	= 02XTW(J.I)+FX0H*02ZTW(.•I)—00B(I)*DXTW(JrI) 
00263 91* 1 	 +DCON*IDXTW(jr/)**2+FX0H*02TW(JoI)**2) 
00264 92* 9 DY(K) 	= DIFF*(COND.+DOB(I)*CPARWORFN(J01) ■CONFN(JPI) ) ) 
00264 93* C 
00264 94* C TIP OF FIN 
00264 95* C 
00267 96* NM2 	: NX-2 
00270 97* DO 11 J=2•MMI 
00273 98* K 	= NM2*(42+J 
00274 99* 11 DY(K) 	= (18.*DYIK..M2) ■9.*DY(K2*M2)+2.*DY(K.-3*M2))/11. 
00274 100* C 
00274 101* C 
00274 102* C 
00274 103* C 
00274 104* C FLUID FLOW VARIABLES 
00274 105* C 
00274 106* C 
00276 107* DO 500 I=1rMZ 
00301 108* 500 FT(I) 	= Y(I+LT) 
00301 109* C 
00303 110* IF 	(LFLD .EO. 	1) 	GO TO 502 
00305 111* XTME 	= TIME*TREF 
00306 112* FT(1) = YINT(TMEFLOrTIFLOrNFLDTAr3rXTME)/TO 
00307 113* FLOINT = FT(1) 
00310 114* WIFLDT = YINT(TMEFLD.WIFLO.NFLOTAr3eXTME) 
00311 115* *RAT 	= WIFLDT/FLUXI 
00311 116* C 
00312 117* 502 TFLC 	= FT(LC)*TO 
00313 118* PFLC 	= FP(LC)*P0 
00314 119* RHOC 	= RHOF(PFLC,TFLC) 
00315 120* XVISC = VISC(RHOCrTFLC) 
00316 121* XTHCF = THCF(RHOC,TFLC) 
00317 122* RETR 	= XRE/XVISC 
00320 123* PRTR 	= (XVISC*CPF(RHOCrTFLC))/XTHCF 
00321 124* TFLIN = Y(LT+1) 
00322 125* CALL FLSTRT(RETR.PRIA•DELTA) 
00323 126* X00 	= DELTA*RETR*PRTR*XTHCF/4.0 
00323 127* C 
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CALL DOX(FT.DTF.D2.M2) 
C 
DY(LT+1) 	= 0.0 
IF 	(LFLD .E0. 2) GO TO 506 
IF(TIME.LE.2.5) DY(LT+1) = 7.0*EXR(7.0*TINE)*(1.0TINTL) 
00333 134* 506 AUX2(1) 	= FNU*(TW(1•1)41(1)) 
00334 135* AUX2(1) = -X00*AUX2(1) 
00334 136* C 
00335 137* DO 520 I=2. 4,12 
00340 138* PP 	= PO*FP(I) 
00341 139* TT w 	= TO*FT(I) 
00342 140* RHO = 1.0/Fw(I) 
00343 141* RRHO 	= RHOO*RHO 
00344 142* CCP 	= CPF(RRHO.TT) 
00344 143* C 
00345 144* GKAPPA = CAPPA(RRHO0TT)*P0 
00346 145* GBETA 	= BETA(RRHOrTT)*TO 
00347 146* GCP = CCP/CPO 
00350 147* AUX2(I) 	= FNU*(TW(I.1)-FT(/)) 
00351 148* LLT 	= LT+I 
00352 149* IF (GKAPPA .LT. 1.0E-08) GO TO 510 
00354 150* X1 	= F2*GBETA*FT(I)/(GKAPPA*GCP*RHO) 
00355 151* GO TO 515 
00356 152* 510 X1 	= 0.0 
00357 153* 515 X2 = 1.0.-X1*GBETA 
00360 154* DY(LLT) = 	(CAUX2(I)+FMACH*FR*(FW(I)**2)/2.0)/(RHO*GCP).+X1*OW(/))/ 
00360 155* 1 	 X2-FW(I)*DTF(I) 
00361 156* 520 AUX2(I) 	= -X00*AUX2(I) 
00361 157* C 
00361 158* C 
00361 159* C 	TUBE WALL TEMPERATURE 
00361 160* C 
00363 161* IF(NRTU.E0.0) GO TO 900 
00365 162* DO 625 J=1.M2 
00370 163* DO 615 I=1•NRTB 
00373 164* 615 DTF(I) 	= TW(J.I) 
00375 165* CALL DDX(DIF.D2TF,DXITB.NRIB) 
00376 166* DO 620 1=1.NR18 
00401 167* 620 OP(I) 	= XITB(I)*D2TF(I) 
00403 168* CALL DOX(DP.DTFOXITIPNRTB) 
00404 169* DO 625 1=2.NRTB1 
00407 170* 02XTW(J.I) 	= DTF(I)/XITB(I) 
00410 171* 625 DXTW(J.I) = (D2TF(I))**2 
00410 172* C 
00413 173* DO 630 I=2•NRTB1 
00416 174* K 	= LTB+(I-1)*MZ 
00417 175* U0 630 J=1•12 
00422 176* TTB 	= TW(JrI)*TO 
00423 177* GFO = THCTB(TTB)/CPTS(TTB)*FF0 
00424 178* GDTHC 	= TO*DTHCTS(TTB) 
00425 179* 630 DY(K+J) = GF0*(02XTW(J.I)+GDTHC*(DXTW(J,I))) 
00430 180* DO 635 J=1•.12 
00433 181* ITS 	= TW(J.1)*T0 
00434 182* GFNU = XTHCF*FNU/(4.0*THCTB(TTB))*RETR*PRTR*DELTA*DXITB 
00435 183* Y1 	= TWW.1)..,FT(J) 
00436 184* X1 = 4.0*DY(LTSMZ+J)-DY(LTS2M2+J) 
00437 185* X2 	= 3.0+GFNU*(1.0..10*OTHCIB(TTS)*Y1) 
5 
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00440 	186* 	' 635 DY(LTB.J) = (Xl+GFNUOY(LT+J))/X2 
00440 187* C 
00440 	188* 	C 
00440 _ 189* C 
00440 	190* 	C 	PROTECTION LAYER TEMPERATURE 	. 
00440 191* C 
00440 	192* 	C 
00442 193* U0 730 J=1.M2 
00445 	194* UO 720 I=I.NRMP 
00450 195* 	' 720 DTF(I) = TMP(JrI) 
00452 	196* CALL DDX(DTF.D2TFOXIMP.NRMP) 
00453 1974, DO 725-I=I.NRMP 
00456 	198* -725 DP(I) • = XIMP(I)*D2TF(I) 
00460 199* 	 CALL DDX(DP.DTFOXIMPIPNRMP) 
00461 	200* DO 730 1=2.NRMP1 
00464 201* 	 D2XTW(J ► I) 	= DTF(I)/XIMP(I) 
00465 	202* 730 DX7W(J.I) = D2TF(I)**2 
00465 203* 	C__ , 
00470 	204* DO 735 I=2/NRMPI 
00473 205* 	 K 	= LMP+(I-.2)*M2 
00474 	206* DO 735 J=1rMZ 
00477 207* 	 TTM 	= TMP(J#I)*TO 
00500 	208* GFO = THCMP(TTM)/CPMP(TTM)*FOF 
00501 209* 	, 	GDTHC 	= TO*DTHCMP(TTM) 	 __._ 
00502 	210* 735 DY(K+J) = GF0*(D2XTW(J.I)+GDTHC*(0XTM(JtI))) 
00502 211* 	C 
00502 	212* C 
00502 213* 	C 
00502 	214* C 	FIN - TUBE - PROTECTION LAYER INTERFACE 
00502 215* _C __ 
00505 	216* 	 DO 740 J=1.MZ 
00510 217* XT 	= TW(J.1)*TO 
00511 	2184, 	 X1 = OTHCTB(XT) 
00512 219.). X2 	= OTHCMP(XT) 
00513 	220* 	 X3 = DTHCFN(XT) 
00514 221* XTHCT = THCTB(XT) 
00515 	222* 	 XXI 	= PHIM*THCMP(XT)/XTHCT 
00516 223* XX2 = PHIF*THCFN(XT)/XTHCT 
00517 	224* 	 XX5 	= (X2.0(1)*XX3*(-3.0*TW(J , NRTB)+4.0*TMP(J.2)-4MP(Jt3))*T0 
00520 225* XX6 = (X3..)(1)*XX4*(-3.0*TOJ•NRTB)+4.0*TEMP(JP2) ■TEMP(J*3))*TO 
00520 	226* 
00521 227* 	 ,YY1 	*= 4.0*DY(LL1+J)".DY(LL2+J) 
00522 	228* YY1 = YY1+XXI*XX3*(4.0*DY(LMP+J) ■DYCLL3+0) 
00523 229* 	 YYI 	= YY1+XX2*XX4*(4.0*DY(J) -DY(M21.61)) 
00524 	230* 740 DY(LL4+J) = TY1/(3.0:1X1*(3.0*XX3mXX5)+XX2*(3,0*XX4XX6)) 
00524 231* 	C 
00524 	232* C 
 
00524 233* 	C 	MANIFOLD-FIN INTERFACE__ 
00524 	234* C 
C ...	00524 235* 	C 
00526 	236* DO 750 I=IrNM1 
00531 237* 	 K 	= I*M2-.(MZ-4) 
0 	00532 	238* DY(K) 	= DY(LL4+1) 
I 00533 239* 	K 	_ =.I*MZ . . 	... 
00534 	240* 750 OY(K) 	= DY(LL4+mZ) 
0 	00534 _ 241* 	C _. 
00534 	242* C  
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00534 243* C 
00534 244* C 
00534 245* C OUTER BOUNDARY OF PROTECTION LAYER 
00534 246* C 
00534 247* C 
00536 248* DO 810 J=1042 
00541 249* TTMBAR 	= 	(8.0*Thip(J.NRMP)+5.0*TMP(J/NRMP1)-ImP(J.NRMP2))*T0/12. 
00542 250* TTHCMP 	= THCMP(TTM) 
00543 251* GFO : TTHCMP*FOF/CPMP(TTMBAR) 
00544 252* GDTHC 	= TO*DTHCmP(TTM) 
00545 253* XI 	= TMP(J.NRMP)-TMP(J•NRMP1) 
00546  254* X2 	= 1.0-G0THC*(3.0*TMP(JINRMP)•.4.0*TMP(j.NRMPI) .* 
00546 255* 1 	 TMP(J0NRMP2))/4.0 
00547 256* X4 = FRAD*XXI2*(ORMP(J)+CONMP(J))/TTHCMP 
00550 257* X5 	: -X1*XX11*X2'(4 
00551 258* 810 DY(LL5+J) = (12.0*X5*6F0..5.0*DY(LL6+J)+DY(LL7+J))/8.0 
00551 259* C 
00553 260* RETURN 
00553 261* C 
00554 262* 900 DO 905 J=1 ► M2 
00557 263* K 	= LL4+J 
00560 264* TT = y(K)*TO 
00561 265* TFLC 	= TO*FT(J) 
00562 266* RHOC = RHOO/FW(J) 
00563 267* X01 	= xX10*CPTB(TT)+XX11*CPMP(TT)+XX12*CPFN(TT) 
00564 268* x03 = XX4*THCFN(TT) 
00565 269* IF(J.NE.1) 	GO TO 901 
00567 270* TMPGRD 	= 	(5.0*(TEMP(2.2)-TEMP(2.1))+TEMP(3•1)-TEMP(3.2))/XX48 
00570 271* GO TO 903 
00571 272* 901 IF(J.NE.M2) GO TO 902 
00573 273* TMPGRD 	= 	(5.0*(TEMP(MM1.2)-TEMP(MM1.1))+TEMP(LL6.1) 
00573 274* 1 	 -TEMP(LL602))/XX48 
00574 275* GO TO 903 
00575 276* 902 TMPGRD 	= 	(TEMP(Jr2).-TEMP(J.1))/DXI 
00576 277* 903 UFN 	= oRFN(J.1)+CONFN(J.1) 
00577 278* GMP = GRMP(J)+CONMP(J) 
00600 279* 905 DY(K) 	= (AUX2(J).■FRAD*(OMP+XX2OWN)+X03*TMPGRD)/X01 
00600 280* C 
00602 281* K1 	= LL4+1 
00603 282* KZ = LL4+MZ 
00604 283* DO 910 I=1.NM1 
00607 284* K 	= I*MZ 
00610 285* DY(K) 	= DY(KZ) 
00611 286* K 	= K•442+1 
00612 287* 910 DY(K) 	m DY(K1) 
00614 288* RETURN 
00615 289* END 
END OF COMPILATION: -- 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG0P 	 DTHCFN/FNAL ****** 
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OFOR.S ME*NASA5.DTHCFN/FNAL.ME*NASA5.DTHCFN/FNAL 
FOR 59A"07/13/7220:55:36 10.) 
FUNCTION DTHCFN 	ENTRY POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000401 DATACO) 0000171 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK• NAME) 
- 0003 	THCFN 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
	
0000 R 000006 DT 	0000 R 000011 DTHC 	0000 R 000000 DTHCFN 	0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000010 THC 
0003 R 000000 THCFN 	0000 R 000007 THETA 0000 R 000005 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION DTHCFN (T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C (1/10(DK/DT) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF ALUMINUM 7075 
00101 	5* 	C 	 UNITS (1/R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 300.0.AND.LE. 1200.0 R 
00101 	7* 	C 
00103 6* DATA X1.X2.X3.X4 /13.0665,0.6655...5.25.1.015/.T•DT /400.0.200.0/ 
00112 	9* 	 THETA = (11. 0)/01. 
00113 10* THC 	= THCFN(T) 
00114 	11* 	 DTHC = (((X4*THETA413)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1)/DT 
00115 12* DTHCFN = DTHC/THC 
00116 	13* 	 RETURN 
00117 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ptosep Iwo*** OTHCFN/FNEIR 
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STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000401 DATA(0) 0000171 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




0000 R 000006 DT 
(BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000011 DTHC 	0000 R 000000 DTHCFN 	0000 	000012 INJPS 0000 R 000010 THC 
0003 R 000000 THCMP 0000 R 000007 THETA 8000 R 000005 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
00101 	1* FUNCTION DTHCFN(T) 
00101 2* 	C 
00101 	3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* 	C (1/K)(DK/DT) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERA3URE (R) OF BERYLIUM WITH 
00101 	5* C 0.84-1.68 BEO 
00101 6* 	C UNITS (1/0 
00101 	7* C TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 8* 	C 
00103 	9* DATA X1•(2.X3•X4 /-10.5643.1.65366."0.60501.0.080668/.T0OT /400.0 
00103 10* 1.200.0/ 
00112 	11* THETA 	= (T•10)/DT 
00113 12* THC = THCMP(T) 
00114 	13* DTHC 	= (((X4*THETA+X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1)/DT 
00115 14* DTHCFN = DTHC/THC 
00116 	15* RETURN 
00117 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHDG.P ****** DTHCFN/FNCU ****** 
187 
4 
FUNCTION DTHCFN 	ENTRY POINT 000033 
- QFORPS ME*NASAS.DTHCFN/FNBR.ME*NASA5.0THCFN/FNBR 




DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
   
DFOR.S ME*NASA5.0TKFN/FNCUIPME*NASAS.DTHCFN/FNCU 
FOR S9A-07/13/72r.20:55:41 (Or) 
FUNCTION DTHCFN 	ENTRY POINT 000030 
 
STORAGE USED: COJE(1) 0000351 DATA(0) 0000153 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFEREN:ES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	THCTB 
0004 NERR3S 







0000 R 000007 OTHC 	0000 R 000000 DTHCFN 	0000 	000010 INJPS 	0000 R 000006 THC 
0000 R 000005 THETA 0000 R 000003 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
FUNCTION DTHCFN(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C (1/10(DK/Drl AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS (1/R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 500.0 AND LE. 1800.0 R 
0010: 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /".2.62067,•0.121/.70.DT /600.0.200.0/ 
00110 9* THETA 	= (•T0)/DT 
00111 10* THC = THCTB(T) 
00112 11* OTHC 	= (X2*THETA*THETA01)/0T 
00113 12* DTHCFN = OTHC/THC 
00114 13* RETURN 
00115 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHDG.P 	 DTHCMP/MPAL ****** 
188 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 ****** DTHCMP/MPAL 	 
DFOR•S ME*NASA5.DTHCMP/MPAL,ME*NASAS.DTHCMP/MPAC-- 
FOR S9A•07/13/72-20:55:44 (0.) 
NO DIAGNOSTICS. END OF COMPILATION: 
DHOW' 	 OTHCMP/MPOR ****** 
FUNCTION DTHCMP 	ENTRY POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000401 DATA(0) 0000171 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
- 0003 	THCFN  
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000006 DT 
0003 R 000000 THCFN 
0000 R 000003 X3 
00101 	1* 
0000 R 000011 OTHC 	0000 R 000000 OTHCMP 	0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000010 THC 
0000 R 000007 THETA 0000 R 000005 TO 	 0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000004 X4 
FUNCTION DTHCMP(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C (1/K)(DK/DT) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF ALUMINUM 7075 
00101 5* C UNITS (1/R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 300•0.AND.LE. 1200.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA XI.X2.X3.X4 /13.0665.0.6655.•5.25.1.015/.TO•DT /400.0.200.0/ 
00112 9* THETA 	= (T-T0)/DT 
00113 10* THC = THCFN(T) 
00114 11* DTHC 	= (((X4*THETA0(3)*THETA+X2)*THETA0(1)/DT 
00115 12* DTHCMP = DTHC/THC 
00116 13* RETURN 
00117 14* END 
t , 
, 
0000 R 000011 OTHC 0000 
0000 R 000007 THETA 0000 
0000 R 000004 X4 
R 000000 DTHCMP 	0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000010 THC 
R 000005 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
DTHCMP/MPBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR'S ME*NASA5.DTHCMP/MPBR,ME*NASA5.DTHCMP/MPBR 
FOR S9A■07/13/7220:55:46 (Or) 
FUNCTION ()THOU' 	ENTRY POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED: C0)E(1) 000040) DATA(0) 000017$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
0003 	THCMP 
0004 NERR3S 












00101 2* C 
00101 3* C 
00101 4* C 
00101 5* c 
0010, 6* C 
00101 7* C 









FUNCTION DTHCMP (T) 
THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
(1/K)(DK/DT) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERA3URE (R) OF BERYLIUM WITH 
0.64..4.68 BED 
UNITS (1/R) 
TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
DATA X1•X2rX3.X4 /-.40.5643.1.65366.•0.60501.0.080668/.70.DT /400.0 
1.200.0/ 
THETA = (T-TO)/DT 
THC 	= THCMP(T) 
DTHC = (((X4*THETA413)*THETA+X2)*THETA01)/OT 
DTHCMP : DTHC/THC 
RETURN 
END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
QHDG , P ****** DTHCMP/MPCU *rs*** 
190 
OTHCMP/MPCU  	 UATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
faFOR.S ME*NASA5.0THC1P/MPCUPME*NASA5.DTHCMP/MPCU 
FOR S9A■07/13/72...20:55:50 (0.) 
FUNCTION DTHCMP 	ENTRY POINT 000030 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000551 DATA(0) 0000151 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCS (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	THCTB 
0004 NERR3S 







0000 R 000007 DTHC 	0000 R 000000 DTHCMP 	0000 	000010 INJPS 	0000 R 000006 THC 
0000 R 000005 THETA 0000 R 000003 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
FUNCTION DTHCMP(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C (1/K)(DK/DT) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS (1/R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 500.0 AND LE. 1800.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /...2.62067.0.121/.TO.DT /600.0.200.0/ 
00110 9* THETA 	= (T—T0)/DT 
00111 10* THC = THCTB(T) 
00112 11* DTHC 	= (X2*THETA*THET1111(1)/DT 
00113 12* DTHCMP = DTHC/THC 
00114 13* RETURN 
00115 14* END 
1 	 END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHDG. P ****** DTHCTUTBAL ****** 
191 
DTHCTd/TBAL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
2FOR.S ME*NASA5.DTHCT3/TdAL.ME*NASA5,DTHCTB/TBAL 
FOR 59,4•07/13/72.-20155:53 (Or) 
FUNCTION DTHCTB 
	
ENTRY POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000401 DATA(0) 0000171 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	THCFN 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000006 OT 	0000 R 000011 DTHC 	0000 R 000000 DTHCTB 	0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000010 THC 
0003 R 000000 THCFN 0000 R 000007 THETA 0000 R 000005 TO 	0000 R 000001 XI 	0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000003 X3 	0000 R 000004 X4 
00101 1* FUNCTION DTHCTB(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C (1/K)(DK/DT) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF ALUMINUM 7075 
00101 5* C UNITS (1/R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 300.0.AND,LE. 1200.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA XI.X2.)(3.X4 /13.0665.0.6655. ■5.25.1.015/rTO.DT /400.0.200.0/ 
00112 9* THETA 	= (T-T0)/DT 
00113 10* THC = THCFN(T) 
00114 11* DTHC 	= (((X4*THETA+X3)*THETA0(2)*THETA+X1)/DT 
00115 12* DTHCTB = DTHC/THC 
00116 13* RETURN 
00117 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P 	 DTHCT3/TBBR ****** 
192 
	 OTHCTB/TBBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR'S ME*NASA5.DTHCTB/TBBR 	ME*NASA5.DTHCTB/TBBR 
FOR 59A07/13/72•-20:55:58 (0.) 
FUNCTION OTHCTB 	ENTRY'POINT 000033 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000040$ DATA(0) 000017) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 THCMP 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK ► TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000006 DT 
0003 R 000000 THCMP 
0000 R 000003 X3 
00101 	1* 
0000 R 000011 DTHC 	0000 R 000000 DTHCTB 	0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000010 THC 
0000 R 000007 THETA 0000 R 000005 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000004 X4 
FUNCTION DTHCTB(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES 
00101 4* C (1/0(DK/DT) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERA3URE (R) OF BERYLIUM WITH 
0010i 5* C 0.84-1.68 BED 
00101 6* C UNITS (1/R) 
00101 - 7* C TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DATA X1 ► X20(3.X4 /-10.5643.1.65386.•0.60501.0.080668/.TO.OT /400.0 
00103 10* 1.200.0/ 
00112 11* THETA 	= (TTO)/DT 
00113 12* THC = THCMP(T) 
00114 13* DTHC 	= (((X4*THETA+X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1)/DT 
00115 14* DTHCTB = DTHC/THC 
00116 15* RETURN 
00117 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.DTHCTa/TBCU.ME*NASA5.0THCTB/TBCU 




ENTRY POINT 000030 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000351 DATA(0) 000015) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	THCT8 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000004 DT 
0003 R 000000 THCTB 
0000 R 000007 DTHC 	0000 R 000000 DTHCTB 	0000 	000010 INJPS 	0000 R 000006 THC 
0000 R 000005 THETA 0000 R 000003 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 1* FUNCTION DTHCTB (T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4s C (1/K)(DX/DT).AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS (1/R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 500.0 AND LE. 1800.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /-2.62067.'"0.121/•TO.DT /600.0.200.0/ 
00110 9* THETA 	.7. 	 ( T•TO)/DT 
00111 10* THC = THCTB(T) 
00112 11* DTHC 	= (X2*THETA*THETA*11)/DT 
00113 12* DTHCTB = DTHC/THC 
00114 13* RETURN 
00115 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHOG.F. 	 020X2 ****** 
194 
  
D20X2 ****** DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.020X2.ME*NASA5420X2 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:56:00 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE 02DX2 	ENTRY POINT 000137 
STWAGE USED: CODE(1) 000163) DATA:0) 000046) BLANK COMMON:2) 000000 
 
 



















000064 112G 	0001 	000112 2L 	0000 	000003 3F 	0000 R 000000 DX2 
000016 INJPS 0000 I 000001 Ni 
1* 	 SUBROUTINE 020X2 (Y.02Y.DX.N) 
2* C 
3* 	C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
4* C THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE EQUALLY-SPACED ARRAY Y(N) 
5* 	C _ 
6* DIMENSION Y(N).02Y(N) 
0000 1000002 I 
1 
2 
00104 7* IF 	(Nil-T.4) 	GO TO 2 3 
00106 8* 0X2 = DX**2 4 
00107 9* 02Y(1) 	= 	(2.0*Y(1).*5.0*Y(2)+4.0*Y(3)-Y(4))/DX2 5 
00110 10* NI = N-1 6 
00111 11* DO 1 I=2.N1 7 
00114 12* 1 D2Y(I) 	= (Y(I+1).-2.0*Y(I)+Y(P1))/DX2 
00116 13* 02Y(N) = (2.0*Y(N)-5.0*Y(N■1)4.4.0*Y(Wg2).01N-3/1/0X2 9 
00117 14* RETURN 10 
00120 15* 2 WRITE (6.3) 11 
00122 16* 3 FORMAT (27H02DX2 NOT ENOUGH NODAL PTS.r/) 12 
00123 17* RETURN 13 
00124 18* END 14 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 









DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
OFOR.5 ME*NASA5.EFFICY.ME*NASA5.EFFICY 
FOR S9A•07/13/7220:56:02 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE EFFICY 	ENTRY POINT 000134 
STORAGE USED CODE(11 0001611 DATA(0) 0001311 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
-• 0003 	POLY 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000007 116G 	0001 	000011 1210 	0001 	000040 1328 	0001 	000042 1358 	0001 	000073 146G 
0000 R 000064 A 	0000 R 000104 AK 0000 R 000073 APR 0000 R 000000 C 	0000 R 000050 COEF 
0000 R 000055 COEFF 	0000 R 000043 COF 	0000 I 000102 I 	 0000 	000114 INJPS 	0000 1000103 J 
0000 I 000105 K 0003 R 000000 POLY 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE EFFICY 	(NC.NCPR.TSOTB.TB.ETAPETAPR) 
00103 2* DIMENSION C(5.7).00F(5).COEF(5).COEFF(7).A(7).APR(7) 
00104 3* REAL NC.NCPR 
00105 	_ 4* DATA(C(1.2).1=1.5)/1.1632..1633405.•1.629484.3.7354890 -2.75355/. 
00105 5* 1 	(C(1.3)./=1.5)/1.438967.5463718.5.091766.-11.26815.7.905002/. 
00105 6* 2 	(C(I.4).1=1.5)/1.156633..7763245,6.865955.14.96945....10.35561/. 
00105 7* 3 (C(1.5),1=1.5)/.537.—.5262332.4.460133.9.675815.6.65502/. 
00105 8• 4 	(C(/.6).1=10.5)/—.1294667..1666654.-1.360622.2.94164.2.020815/. 
00105 9.6 5 (C(1.7).1=1,5)/.01253534.....01962952..1562953.+.3370346 , .2314797/ 
00114 10* A(1) 	= 	1.0 	 .. 	.. 	......_ 
00115 11* DD 20 	1=2.7 
00120 12* DO 10 	J=1.5 
00123 13* 10 COEF(J) 	= 	C(J,I) 
00125 14* 20 A(I) 	: 	POLY 	(5.COEFIITSOTB) 
00127 15* ETA = 	POLY (7.A.NC) 
00130 16* APR(1) 	: 	0.0 
00131 17* 00 40 	1:2.7 
00134 18* DO 30 	J=1.5 
00137 19* AK 	= 	J-.1 
00140 20* 30 COF(J) 	: 	AK*C(J.I) 
..... 00142 21* 40 APR(I) = 	•(1.0/T8)*POLT(540FIPTSOTO 
00144 22* COEFF(7)= 	APR(7)*NC**4 
00145 23* DO 50 	1=106 
00150 24* K 	: 	1+1 
00151 25* AK = 	I 
00152 26* 50 COEFF(I): 	APR(I)*AK*A(K)*NCPR 
L 00154 27* ETAPR 	= 	POLY (7.COEFF.NC) 
00155 28* RETURN __ 
00156 29* END 
L 	
END OF COMPILATION: s 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
196 
  
EFFICT . 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
	 ELAi/MPAL ****** GIHOG.P 
197 
	 ELAS/MPAL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.ELA5/MPAL 	ME*NASA5.ELA5/MPAL 
FOR S9A..07/13/72■20:56:06 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION ELAS 	ENTRY POINT 000055 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000611 DATA(0) 0000401 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 











0000 R 000006 DT 	0000 R 000000 ELAS 	0000 	000032 INJPS 	0000 R 000007 THETA 
0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 	0000 R 000004 X4 
FUNCTION ELAS(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 34. C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 5* C ALUMINUM 7075 
00101 5* C UNITS LBF/SO.FT 
00101 7* C TEMP. GE. 300.0.AND.LE. 	1200.0 R 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DATA X1.X2.X3.X4 /10,710.-0.630 ■0.115.0.06/.TO•T /459.67.200.0/ 
00112 10* THETA = (T-T0)/DT 
00113 11* ELAS = (((X4*THETA.13)*THETA.X2)*THETA+X1)*1.0E06 
00114 12* ELAS = ELAS*144.0 
00115 13* IF 	(T/GE.30040.AND.T.LE.1200.0) 	RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE 	(6,1) 	T 
00122 15* 1 FORMAT (1140.59HMODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF ALUMINUM. TEMP. OUT OF RAN 
00122 16* 16E• T = .F8.3./) 
00123 17* RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHOG•P 	 ELAS/MPBR 
198 
****** ELAS/MPBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR6 ME*NASA5.ELAS/MPBROAE*NASA5.ELAS/MPBR 
FOR 59A-07/13/7220:56:10 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION ELAS 	ENTRY POINT 000055 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000061/ DATA(0) 0000401 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000010 IF 
0000 R 000005 TO 
00101 	1* 
0000 R 000006 DT 	0000 R 000000 ELAS 	0000 	000032 INJPS 	0000 R 000007 THETA 
0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
FUNCTION ELAS(T) 
00101 	. 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES 
00101 4* C MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 5* C BERYLIUM WITH 0.84-1.68 BEO 
00101 6* C UNITS LBF/S0.FT 
00101 7* C TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DATA XI ► X2.X3.X4 /44.36...3.755.0.335."0.53/PTO , DT /459.67,400.0/ 
00112 10* THETA = 	(T.•1.0)/DT 
00113 11* ELAS = :(:X4*THETA+X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1)*1.0E06 
00114 12* ELAS = ELAS*144.0 
00115 13* IF (T.GE.400.0.AND.T.LE.1700.0) RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE (6.1) 	T 
00122 15* 1 FORMAT 11H0.59HMODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF BERYLIUM. TEMP. OUT OF RAN 
00122 16* 16E. T = ,F8.3•) 
00123 17* RETURN 
00124 18* ENO 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
DFOR.S ME*NASA5.ELAS/MPCU.ME*NASA5.ELAS/MPCU 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:56:13 (0.) 
FUNCTION ELAS 	ENTRY POINT 000055 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000061; DATACO) 000040; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0000 	000010 IF 	0000 R 000006 DT 	0000 R 000000 ELAS 	0000 	000032 INJPS 0000 R 000007 THETA 
0000 R 000005 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION ELAS(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	 THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 	5* 	C 	 COPPER 
00101 6* C UNITS LBF/SO.FT 
00101 	7* 	C 	 TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 	1800.0 R 
00101 84 C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA X1.X2.X3.X4 /16.55.-0.4933.-1.935.0.2283/.TO.DT /459.67.400./ 
00112 10* THETA = (T—T0)/OT 
00113 	11* 	 ELAS = ;((x4*THETA+X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA*X1)*1.0E06 
00114 12* ELAS = ELAS*144.0 
00115 	13* 	 IF 	(T.GE.400.0•AND•T.LE.1800.0) RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00122 	15* 	1 FORMAT (1HOP57HMODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF COPPER. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE 
00122 16* 1. 	T = .F8.3r/) 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 
00124 18* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OFIDGeP 	 EMIT/SCZ93 
i 1 
200 
EMIT/SCI93  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
OFOR.S ME*NASAS.EMIT/SCZ93PME*NASA5.EMIT/SCZ93 
FOR 59;0•07/13/72 ■20156:16 (0.) 
FUNCTION EMIT 	ENTRY POINT 000030 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000035; DATA(0) 000016; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK..NAME) 
0003 	POLY 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000016 IL 0000 R 000001 A 	0000 R 000000 EMIT 	0000 	000011 !NJ'S 0003 R 000000 POLY 
00101 Is FUNCTION EMIT(T) 
00101 2* 	C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4• 	C THE TOTAL HEMISPHERICAL EMITTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF THE SURFACE 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE (R)" 
00101 6* 	C 
00103 7* DIMENSION A(5) 
00104 6* DATA 	A(1).A(2)./1(3),A(4).A(5)/0.6990103E+00, -0.1400633E-03. 
00104 9* 1 	0.3679700E...06' ft0.3937509E■09r 0.1015627E-12/ 
00112 10* IF(T.GE.1600.0) GO TO 1 
00114 11* EMIT 	= POLY(5.A.T) 
00115 12* RETURN 
00116 13* 1 EMIT 	= 0.226 
00117 14* RETURN 
00120 15* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG0P 	 ENTAIR ***sr..* 
201 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 ****** ENTAIR 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.ENTAIR.ME*NASA5.ENTAIR 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:56:20 CO.) 
FUNCTION ENTAIR ENTRY POINT 000204 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000225; DATA101 0000711 BLANK COMMON42) 000000 







STORAGE ASSIGNMENT ;BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000157 10L 0001 000103 5L 0000 R 000001 A 0000 R 000000 ENTAIR 0000 R 000032 ENTN 
0000 R 000033 ENTJ 0000 R 000013 ENTO 0000 R 000015 ENTOO 0000 R 000007 FMN 0000 R 000006 FMO 
0000 000053 INJ 3S 0000 R 000031 TLOG 0000 R 000030 TMT 0000 R 000026 TMO 0000 R 000027 TOT 
0000 R 000012 TTO 0000 R 000014 TOO 0000 R 000022 T02 0000 R 000023 T03 0000 R 000024 TO4 
0000 R 000025 T05 0000 R 000016 T2 0000 R 000017 T3 0000 R 000020 74 0000 R 000021 15 
0000 R 000011 WMN 0000 R 000010 WMO 
00101 1* FUNCTION ENTAIRIT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ENTHALPY OF AIR AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/LBM 
00101 6* C 
00103 7* DIMENSION A(5) 
00104 8* DATA A(1).A(2).A(3).A(4).A(5)/0.34240E+00.-0.95225E-03. 
00104 9* 1 	0.31862E-05.-0.45750E03.0.23750E.-11/ 
00112 10* DATA FRO.FMN.WMO.W4N.TTO.ENTO/0.234559.0.765441 , 31.9988.28.0134. 
00112 11* 1 	600..143.47 / 
00121 12* DATA TOO,ENT00/300..71.61/ 
00124 13* 12 	= T*$2 
00125 14* 13 = T2*T 
00126 15* 14 	= T2*T2 
00127 16* 15 = T2*T3 
00130 17* 102 	= T00**2 
00131 18* 103 = T02*TOO 
00132 19* 104 	= 702*102 
00133 20* 105 = 703*702 
00134 21* IMO 	= T-700 
00135 22* TOT = T/TTO 
00136 23* TMT 	= T-TTO 
00137 24* TLOG = LOG(TOT) 
00140 25* IF (7 .GT. 600.) 60 TO 5 
00142 26* ENTAIR = ENTOO*A(1)*TMO+(A(2)/2.)*(72 ,1•02)+1A(3)/3.1* 
00142 27* 1 	 (73...T03)+(A(4)/4.)*(74"104)+(A45)/5.)*(T5..705) 
00143 28* RETURN 	 • 
202 
 	ENTAIR ****** 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
00144 29* 5 ENTN 	= 9.47•TMT-3470.*T1-06-1.16E+06*(1./T-1./TTO) 
00145 30* ENTO = 11.515*T4T-349.*:SORT(T)-SORT(TTO))+1530.*TLOG 
00146 31* IF IT .LT. 5000.) GO TO 10 
00150 32* ENTO 	=, ENT04.5.E-05*((T2-TTO**2)/2..+4000.*TmT) 
00151 33* 10 ENTAIR 	= 	ENTO.FMO*ENTO/OMO.FMN*ENTN/WMN 
00152 34* RETURN _ 	_ 
00153 35* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 PAGE 
    
CIFOR'S ME*NASA5.EXITAV,ME*NASAS.EXITAV 




ENTRY POINT 000076 





0004 QIN 001610 
0005 
	
ABSRST 000601  
0001101 DATA(0) 0000301 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0006 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK' TYPE' RELATIVE LOCATION' NAME) 
0001 000012 111G 0001 000021 114G 0005 R 000000 ALPHFN 0005 R 000226 Aommp 0003 003465 CSF 
0003 003464 OXX2 0003 003472 DXX21 0003 003463 DZMFN 0003 R 003410 EBFN 0003 R 003441 EBMP 
0005 R 000461 EMITFN 0005 R 000512 EMITMP 0003 R 003467 EXTIFN 0003 R 003471 EXTIMP 0003 R 003466 EXTSFN 
0003 R 003470 EXTSMP 0005 R 000517 EXTVCT 0000 I 000002 I 0000 000010 INJPS 0000 I 000003 J 
0000 1000004 K 0003 003461. LCT 0003 003462 LTT 0003 003460 MCVRD 0004 001605 NSRD 
0004 001604 NTM 0004 000454 OIFN 0004 001274 OITB 0004 000144 OSFN 0004 000764 OSTB 
0004 001606 070 0003 003473 SS 0003 003670 SSTT 0004 000000 TM 0003 000000 TRMTX 
0004 001607 TX 0003 003446 XX2 0000 R 000000 ZFN 0000 R 000001 ZMP 0003 003453 2Z2 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE EXITAV 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THE EXITATION VECTOR NECESSARY FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE INCIDENT 
00101 5* C NET RADIANT FLUX 
OU101 6* C 
00103 7* COMMON /ORD/ TRMTX(30 , 60) , EBFN(5.5),EBMP(5).XX2(5).222(5). 
00103 8* 1 	 MCURDPLCT,LTT.DZMFN' 
00103 9* 2 DXX2.CSF'EXTSFNFEXTIFWEXTSMPPEXTIMPDXX21•55(5t5e5) 
00103 10* 3 	 , S5TT(5.5) 
00104 11* COMMON /0/N/TM(100). 	OSFN(10002)r 	OIFN(100,2). 	OSTB(100.2). 
00104 12 ■ 1 	 OITB(100.2). NTM, NSRD. OTOt TX 
00105 13* COMMON /ABSRST/ALPHFN(5'5.6)0ALPHMP(5.31)tEM/TFN(5.5).EMITMP(5)t 
00105 14* 1 	 EXTVCT(50) 
00106 15* ZFN 	= EXTSFN+EXTIFN 
00107 16* ZMP = EXTSMP+EXTIMP 
00110 17* DO 16 I=105 
00113 18* DO 15 J=1.5 
00116 19* K 	=(I-.1)*5 +J 
00117 20* 15 EXTVCT(K) = EMITFN(JFI)*EBFN(J.I)+(1.0 ■ALPHFN(I.J.61)*ZFN 
00121 21* K 	=1+25 
00122 22* 16 EXTVCT(K) = EMITMP(I)*EBMP(I)i(1.0-.ALPHMP(I , 31))*ZMP 
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00125 24* 	 END 








DATE 071372 	PAGE FINT 
GFORtS ME*NASAS.FINT.ME*NASA5.FINT 
FOR S9A^07/13/7220:56:25 (Of) 
SUBROUTINE FINT 	ENTRY POINT 000075 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 000111; DATA(0) 000027) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000043 111G 
	
0000 R 000000 DDX 	0000 	000010 INJPS 	0000 1000001 J 
00101 	1* 	 SUBROUTINE FINT(YrYO.DX.N.F) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THE INDEFINITE INTEGRAL BY SIMPSONS RULE OF THE EQUALLY"SPACED 
00101 	5* 	C 	ARRAY Y(N) 
01)101 6* C 
00103 	7* 	 DIMENSION Y(N).F(N) 
00104 B* F(1) : TO 
00105 	9* 	 DDX = DX/24. 
00106 10* F(2) = F(1)+DDX*(9.*Y(1)+19.*Y(2).-5.*Y(3). 01(4)) 
00107 	11* 	 F(3) = F(2)+DOX*(Y(1)+13.*(Y(2)+Y(3)/Y(4)) 
00110 12* DO 1 J=4PN 
00113 	13+ 	1 F(J) = F(J...1)+DDX*(9.*Y(J)4.19.*Y(J.1)..5.sy(j.2);y(j.3)) 
00115 14* RETURN _ 
00116 	15* 	 END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GNDG.P 	 FLSTRT 
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****** FLSTRT  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S mE*NASAS.FLSTRT I ME*NASA5.FLSTRT 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20:56:28 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE FLSTRT 
	
ENTRY POINT 000231 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0002451 DATA(0) 0002331 BLANK COMMON(2) 001115 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 DVCMFL 000002 
0004 FLCMP 000024 












STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000046 IOL 0000 000051:115F 0000 000127 120F 0001 000076 15L 0001 000120 20L 
0001 000143 25L 0001 000010 5L 0000 R 000006 AL 0002 000562 AUX2 0006 R 000000 CNTLN 
0002 000752 C013 0002 001107 COH 0002 000574 CONFN 0002 000740 CONMP 0010 R 000000 CPF 
0002 R 001070 CPO 0002 001072 DELTA 0000 R 000014 DELY 0005 R 000000 DERIVL 0002 000764 DOB 
0004 R 000000 DT , iETA 0002 001110 DXI 0002 001053 OXIMP 0002 001052 DXITB 0000 R 000003 DY 
0000 R 000030 D1;T 0002 R 001051 OZ o002 001103 FENTH 0002 001045 FF0 0002 001101 FLUX 
0003 000001 FLJXI 0002 R 001041 FmACH 0002 R 001040 FNU 0002 001046 FOF 0002 000012 FP 
0002 R 001042 FPR 0002 R 001037 FR 0002 001050 FRAD 0002 001111 FRO 0002 001036 FRE 
0002 001104 FRED 0002 001043 FRL 0002 001044 FRM 0002 R 000036 FT 0000 R 000047 FT1 
0002 000024 FW 0002 001113 FXHW 0002 001112 FXOH 0002 R 001047 FZ 0002 001105 HFN 
0000 I 000043 IBKP 0000 I 000045 IERR 0002 I 001003 IFLOW 0000 000223 INJPS 0000 I 000042 ISTP 
0002 001024 LC 0002 001032 LIM 0002 001031 LIMWRT 000 2 001011 LL1 0002 001012 LL2 
0002 001013 LL3 0002 001014 LL4 0002 001015 LL5 0002 001016 LL6 0002 001017 LL7 
0002 001006 LW, 0002 001004 LT 0002 001005 LTB 0002 001007 LTBMZ 0002 001010 0624Z 
0002 001030 MMI 0002 001033 MOD 0002 001025 MSTOTR 0002 I 000777 MZ 0002 001034 NCCZ 
0002 001035 NCONV 0002 I 001002 NCTL 0002 001026 NCTM 0000 I 000046 MEG 0002 001023 NEOUS 
0002 001027 NM1 0002 001001 NRMP 0002 001020 NRMP1 0002 001022 NRMP2 0002 001000 NRTB 
0002 001021 NRTB1 0000 I 000044 NTRY 0002 000776 NX 0000 R 000017 PD 0002 001063 PHIF 
0002 001062 PRIM 0002 001071 PI 0002 R 001065 PO 0002 001102 OREF 0002 000360 ORFN 
0002 000524 ORmP 0002 001074 RDTWRT 0007 R 000000 RHOF 0002 001114 RHOFN 0002 R 001067 RHO() 
0000 R 000011 RL 0002 001073 RLIMIT 0002 001100 RTEND 0000 R 000022 SD 0002 000132 TEMP 
0002 R 001077 TI 0002 001076 TINTL 0002 000276 TMP 0002 001075 TREF 0002 000050 Tw 
0002 R 001064 TO 0003 R 000000 WRAT 0002 R 001066 w0 0002 000536 XIFN 0002 000005 XIMP 
0002 000000 XITB 0002 001106 XL 0000 R 000050 XP 0002 001054 XRE 0002 001057 XXIO 
0002 001060 xX11 0002 001061 XX12 0002 001055 XX3 0002 001056 XX4 0000 R 000000 Y 
207 
2  	FLSTRT 	 
0000 R 000025 YS 
00101 	1* 
0000 R 000036 YSIMP 	0000 R 000033 YST 	0000 R 000041 Z 
SUBROUTINE FLSTRT(RE,PRLOLTA) 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 
0002 	000550 ZETA 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES : 
00101 4* C l'• FLUID FLOW (INITIAL AND CURRENT) CONDITIONS 
00101 5* C L.. TABLE HEADING FOR INITIAL CONJITIONS 
00101 6* C 
00103 7* COMMON XiTB(5)0XIMP(5).FP(10).FW(10).FT(10).TW(10 , 5).TEMP ( 10. 1 0 ) . 
00103 8* 1 	TMP(10.5).GRFN(10 ► 10).ORMP(10).XIFN(10)•ZETA(10 ) .AUX2 ( 10 ) . 
00103 9 ■ 2 CONFN(10.10).CONMP(10).00B(10)•008(10) 
OU104 10* COMMON NX.MZ.NRTB.NRMP.NCTL•IFLOW.LT.LTB.LMP.LTBMZ.LT82MZ.LL1r 
00104 11* 1 	LL2•LL3PLL40LL5.LL6.LL7.NRMPI.NRTB1•NRMP2•NEGUS 0 LC.MST0TR. 
00104 12* 2 NCTM.NM10M+11.LIMWRT•LIM.MDD.NCCZPNCONV 
00105 13* COMMON FRE.FR.FNU.FMACH.FPR.FRL•FRM•FFO.F0FPF2.FRADIPDZ•DXITB.DXIMP 
00105 14* 1 	.XRE.XX3eXX4.XX100XX11.XX12.PHIM.PHIF.TO.POPWO.RH0 00 CPO.PI 
00105 15* 2 FDELTA.RLIMIT.RDTWRT.TREF.TINTL.TIATEND.FLUX.OREF.FENTH. 
00105 16* 3 	FREJ.HFN.XL•COH.0XI•FRD.FX0H.FXHW.RHOFN 
00106 17* COMMON /DVCMFL/ WRAT.FLUXI 
00107 18* COMMON /FLCMP/ DTHETA(20) 
00107 19* C 
00110 20* JIMENSION 7(3)•DY(3).AL(3).RL(3).DELY(3).PD(3).SD(3).YS(3)• 04 
00110 21* 1 	 DYST(3).YST(3).YSIMP(3) 05 
00111 22* : EXTERNAL DERIVL ► CNTLN 06 
00111 23* C 
00112 24* 50 TO (5.10), 	IFLOW 
00113 25* 5 4H00 = RHOF(P0 ► 70) 08 
00114 26* CPO = 	CPF(RHOO.TO) 
00115 27* FPR = P0/(RHOO*W0**2) 09 
00116 28* F2 = P0/(RHOO*T0*CPO*778.16) 
00117 29* FMACH 	= W0**2/(T0*CP0 ,0778.16) 
00120 30* 10 CALL TRNSPT (RE.PR•DLTAPFR.FNU) 
00120 31* C 012 
00120 32* C INITIALIZATION 013 
00121 33* Z 	= 0.0 
00122 34* ISTP = 1 016 
00123 35* IBKP = 1 017 
00124 36* NTRY = 1 018 
00125 37* IERR = 0 019 
00126 38* 4CTL = 1 020 
00127 39* 7(11 	= 	1.0 
00130 40* GO TO 	(15.20),IFLOW 
00131 41* 15 7(2) = RHOO/RHOF(PO7TI)*WRAT 
—) 00132 42* 7(3) 	= FT(1) 
00133 43* NEG 	= 3 
00134 44* *RITE 	(6.115) 
00136 45* GO TO 25 
00137 46* 20 FT1 	= FT(1)*T0 
00140 47* 7(2) = RHOO/RHOF(POPFT1)*WRAT 
00141 48* NEG 	= 2 
00142 49* CALL DDX(FT.DTHETA.DZ.MZ) 
00143 50* 25 CALL RKSF (DERIVL.CNTLN.Y7DY.AL•RL ► 2.02.NEG.ISTP*I8KP.NTRY ►  
J 00143 51* 1 	• 	IERR.DELY*PD.SD•YS.YST•YST.YSIMP) 031 












































XP 	= FPR/2.0 
WRITE (60120) POrWOrTOrREPPRLIPOLTArXP 
IFLOW 	= 2 
 RETURN 
115 FORMAT(11-615X.23HINITIAL LINE CONDITIONS0/916X023H ******* **** ** 
.... 	1 	14.25X.31H(ALL QUANTITIES ARE NORMALIZED)r/r83)05HFLUID015 
2XF4HWALL0/015X.16NPT.NO. 	POSITION,11X08HPRESSURE.12X.8HVELOCITY. 
311X.11HTEMPERATUREP9X011HTEMPERATUREr/r26X.1112.18X , IHP019Xr1HW 0 19X 
 4,1147.18X.3HTWIr/) 
120 FORMAT(1MOr57025HINLET PRESSURE 	PO 	= 	oF10.3 , 11H 	1.8F/50.FTP/r 
1 	 6X.25HREF. 	VELOCITY WO 	= rF10.5.11H 	FT/SEC 	t/ir 
2 6X.25HREF. TEMPERATURE TOO 	= 	.F10.301111. 	R r// 
3 	 6Xr25H 	REYNOLDS NO = 
	2::::/: 4 6X.25H PRANDTL 	NO 	 /•
5 	 6Xr25H 	DELTA = 	,F20.6,/ , 

















END OF COMPILATIONI 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDO•P 	 PUNY 
209 
FMINV  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
@FOR•S ME*NASA5.FMINOME*NASA5.FMINV 
FOR 59A■07/13/72■20:56:31 (Or) 
SUBROUTINE FMINV 	ENTRY POINT 000254 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0003061 DATA(0) 0012601 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000046 105G 
	
0001 	000151 11L 
	
0001 	000051 1116 
	
0001 	000071 117G 
	
0001 	000104 1236 
0001 000125 1336 0001 000130 137G 0001 000172 150G 0001 000175 154G 0001 000227 1646 
0001 	000212 20L 
	
0000 R 001214 AA 
	
0000 R 001217 
	
0000 I 001212 I 
	
0000 	001224 INJPS 
0000 I 001215 II 0000 I 001220 12 0000 I 001213 J 0000 I 001216 K 0000 R 000000 XMAT 
00101 	1* 	 SUBROUTINE FMINV (A.X.N.M) 	 1 
00103 2* DIMENSION A(N.N).X(N).XMAT(25.26) 	 2 
00104 	3. 	 DO 1 I=1.N 	 3 
00107 4* XMAT(I.M) = X(I) 	 4 
00110 	5* 	 DO 1 J=1•41 	 5 
00113 6* 1 XMAT(I.J) = A(I.J) 	 6 
00116 	7* 	 U0 20 I=1.N 	 7 
00121 8* AA = XMAT(I.I) 	 8 
00122 	9* 	 DO 5 J=1.M 	 9 
00125 10* 5 XMAT(I.J) = XMAT(/•4)/AA 	 10 
00127 	11* 	 IF (I.E0.1) GO TO 11 	 11 
00131 12* . 11 = I ■ I 	 12 
00132 	13* 	 DO 10 K=1./1 	 13 
0u135 14* Li = XNAT(KrI) 14 
00136 	15* 	 DO 10 J=I+M 	 15 
00141 16* 10 XMAT(K.J) = XMAT(K.J) 	XMAT(I.J) * B 	 16 
00144 	17* 	 IF (I.Ei.N) GO TO 20 17 
00146 18* 11 12 = 1+1 	 18, 
00147 	19* 	 UO 15 K=I2.N 	 1 
00152 20* B = XMAT(K.I) 20 
00153 	21* 	 DO 15 J=1.14 	 21 
00156 22* 15 XMAT(K.J) = XMAT(K.J) ■ XMATII.J) * B 	 22 
00161 	23* 	20 CONTINUE 	 23 
00153 24* DO 25 I=1.N 	 24 
00166 	25* 	25 X(I) = XMAT(I.M) 	 25 
00170 26* RETURN 	 26 
00171 	27* 	 END 	 27 






DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
   






DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
OFOR ► S ME*NASA5.HFL/CFFC43.ME*NASA5.HFL/CFFC43 
FOR S9A-07/13/7220:56:34 (0.) 
FUNCTION NFL 	ENTRY POINT 000022 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000241 DATA(0) 0000141 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000000 HFL 	0000 	000007 INJPS 	0000 R 000004 THETA 	0000 R 0Q0003 TO 	0000 R 000001 XA 









 FUNCTION HFORNO.T) 
C 	ENTHALPY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
C TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-.43 
C 	 UNITS BTU/SLUG 
00103 5* DATA X1.X2 /0.020092.5.4054E'04/070 /401.67/ 
00107 6* THETA = T...70 
00110 7* NFL 	= (X1+X2*(T+TO)/2.0)*TNETA*32.174 
00111 8* RETURN 
00112 9* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ONDG.P ****** HFL/CFFC75 ****** 
212 
Fn . 
****** HFL/CFFC75 ****** 
	
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
0FOR05 ME*NASAS.HFL/CFFC75.ME*NASA5sHFL/CFFC75 
FOR S9A+07/13/72+20:56:36 (Or) 
FUNCTION HFL 	ENTRY POINT 000022 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000241 DATA(0) 0000141 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000000 HFL 
	
0000 	000007 INJPS 	0000 R 000004 THETA 	0000 R 000003 TO 	0000 R 000001 X1 
0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 1* FUNCTION HFL(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ENTHALPY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-75 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/SLUG 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /0.115082.2.4333E-04/.70 /324.67/ 
00107 9* THETA = T■TO 
00110 10* HFL 	= (X1+X2*(T410)/2.0*THETA*32.174 
00111 11* RETURN 
00112 12* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.HFL/CFHE ► ME*NASA5.HFL/CFHE --- 
FOR S9Aw07/13/7220:56:37 (O.) 
 
 
FUNCTION HFL 	ENTRY POINT 000110 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0001241 DATA(0) 000047$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





   
 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
 
0000 R 000005 A 
0000 R 000017 DRHO2 
0000 R 000022 P 
0000 R 000014 TW2 
0000 R 000020 Y 
0000 R 000002 AI 
0000 R 000013 DT 
0003 R 000000 PF 
0000 R 000012 TX 
0000 R 000003 81 
0000 R 000015 DTM2 
0000 R 000001 R 
0000 R 000007 TO 
0000 R 000004 C 
0000 R 000000 HFL 
0000 R 000011 RHOX 
0000 R 000021 UFL 
0000 R 000016 DRHO 
0000 000034 INJPS 
0000 R 000010 RHO 
0000 R 000006 UO 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION HFL(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ENTHALPY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 	5* 	C 	 TEMPERATURE (R) OF HELIUM 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/SLUG 
00101 	7* 	C 
00103 8■ DATA R.A1.81.C.A /2077.02 ► 136.9595 ► 3.5002295E-03.10.000658.1.49610 
00103 	9* 	 13E-02/.UO.T0.RHOO /39922.0,10.938889.4.669193/ 
00114 10* RHOX = RHO•515.4275 
00115 	11* 	 TX 	= T/1.8 
00116 12* DT = TX-TO 
00117 	13* 	 TM2 = 1.0/(TX*TX) 
00120 14* DTM2 = 1.0/(TO*T0).qM2 
00121 	15* 	 DRHO = RHOO-RHOX 
00122 16* ORH02= RHOX*RHOX.42HOO*RHOO 
00123 	17* 	 Y 	= 3.0*R*C*TM2 
00124 18* UFL = UO+R*(1.5*DT*141.22973*DTM2)+(Y+A1)*ORHO-(Y*81-Al*A)*ORH02/ 
00124 	19* 	 12.0 
00125 20* P 	= PF(RHO.T) 
00126 	21* 	 HFL = UFL*0.013844*P/(RHO*778.26) 
00127 22* RETURN 
00130 	23* 	 END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P 	 HFL/CFNAK, s***** 
214 
	 HFL/CFNAK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
GFOR•S ME*NASA5.HFL/CFNAK 	ME*NASA5.HFL/CFNAK 
FOR 59A■07/18/72■20:56:40 (O.) 
FUNCTION NFL 
	
ENTRY POINT 000100 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000112) DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000017 C 0003 R 000000 CAPPA 0000 R 000010 CI 0000 R 000011 C2 0000 R 000007 DT 
0000 R 000000 HFL 0000 R 000014 HI 0000 R 000020 H2 0000 000030 INJPS 0004 R 000000 PF 
0000 R 000012 PO 0000 R 000016 PI 0000 R 000013 THETA 0000 R 000015 TK 0000 R 000006 TO 
0000 R 000001 XI 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 1* FUNCTION HFL(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ENTHALPY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 78.6 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/SLUG 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.x2•X3.X4rX5 /0.2255.-0.01629200.005396v"0.000758.0.000054/ 
00103 9* 1.TO.DT /469.67.300.0/•C1.C2 /58.773064.0.008433/.P0 /2116.224/ 
00116 10* THETA = (T^TO)/DT 
00117 11* HI 	= (MX5*THETA/5.0+X4/4.0)*THETA+X3/3.0)*THETA+X2/2.0)*THETA 
00117 12* 1+X1)*(1...70) 
00120 13* TX 	= CAPPA(RHO.T) 
00121 14* P1 = PF(RHOPT)•PO 
00122 15* C 	= C1*C2*T 
00123 16* H2 = ((1.0+T*C2/C)*AL06(1.0411(*P1))/(C*TK*778.26) 
00124 17* HFL 	= (H1+142)*32.174 
00125 18* RETURN 
00126 19* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
J. 
OND60P 	 HFL/CFSIL ****** 
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GFORtS ME*NASA5.HFL/CFSIL 	ME*NASA5.HFL/CFSIL. 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20:56:42 (Or) 
FUNCTION HFL 
	
ENTRY POINT 000300 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0003261 DATA(0) 0001321 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 







STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 000051 IF 0000 R 000040 A 0000 R 000007 Al 0000 R 000041 All 0000 R 000010 A2 
0000 R 000011 A3 0000 R 000012 A4 0000 R 000013 A5 0000 R 000042 B 0000 R 000014 01 
0000 R 000043 B11 0000 R 000015 B2 0000 R 000016 83 0000 R 000017 64 0000 R 000020 85 
0000 R 000044 C 0000 R 000021 CI 0000 R 000045 C11 0000 R 000022 C2 0000 R 000025 DT 
0000 R 000033 DT2 0000 R 000000 HFL 0000 R 000037 HI 0000 R 000050 H2 0000 000114 INJPS 
0000 R 000046 P 0003 R 000000 PF 0004 R 000000 POLY 0000 R 000047 P1 0000 R 000034 THETA 
0000 R 000035 THETA1 0000 R 000036 THETA2 0000 R 000023 TO 0000 R 000024 TO1 0000 R 000032 T02 
0000 R 000026 K1 0000 R 000027 X2 0000 R 000030 X3 0000 R 000031 X4 0000 R 000001 Z 
00101 1* FUNCTION HFL(RHQ.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C ENTHALPY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE (R) OF DOW CORNING 200 SILICON OIL (1 CS) 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/SLUG 
00101 7* C TEMPERATURE .GE. 359.67 AND •LE• 859.67 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DIMENSION 7(6) 
00104 10* DATA AI.A2•A3.A4.A5 /12.35.2.98333.1.1.0.48333.0.1/.B1.82.B3.84PB 
00104 11* 15 / -1.5.-0.01333.-1.18.0.57333.0.1/PCI.C2 /0.7767.-0.0288/.T0.T01 
00104 12* 2.DT /559.67.609.67 , 50.0/1, X1 ► (2.X3.x4 /0.460.004710.00141.0.00004 
00104 13* 33/.T020T2 /539.67.80.0/ 
00132 14* THETA 	= (T-TO)/DT 
00133 15* THETA1 = (T-T01)/DT 
00134 16* THETA2 = (T-T02)/DT2 
00135 17* HI 	= (((X4*THETA2/4.0+X3/3.0)*THETA2+X2/2.0)*THETA2+X1)*(T-T02) 
00136 18* A = (MA5*THETA+A4)*THETA+A3)*THETA+A2)*THETA+A1)*1.0E-06 
00137 19* All = (((4.0*A5*THETA+3.0*A4)*THETA+2.0*A3)*THETA+A2)*(1.0E-061/DT 
00140 20* B 	= ((((85*THETA*B4)*THETA+133)*THETA+82)*THETA+81)*1.0Ew09 
00141 21* 811 = ( ((4.0*B5*THETA+3•0*B4)*THETA+2.0*83)*THETA+82)*(1.0E-'09)/DT 
00142 22* C 	= C1+C2*THETA1 
00143 23* C11 = C2/DT 
00144 24* P 	= PF(RHO.T) 
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00145 	25* 	 P1 = P/144.0•44.696 
00146 26* Z(1):: 0.0 
00147 	27* 	 2(2): 1+T*C11/C 
00150 28* 2(3)= (A11*T...A*2(2))/2.0 
00151 	29* 	 2(41= (T*(811A*A11)•8*2(2))/6.0 • 
00152 30* 2(5)= ....(A*811+A11*(3)*T/8.0 
00153 	31* 	 2(6)= B*811*T/20.0 
00154 32* H2 = POLY(6.Z.P1) 
00155 	33* 	 HFL = (H1+H2/(C*337.37))*32.174 
00156 344 IF (T.LT.3b0.67.011.T.GT.860.67.0R.P.GT.146116.224.0R.P.GT.11011602 
00156 	35* 	 124.AND.T.LT.460.67) WRITE(6•1) ToPP 
00163 36* 1 FORMAT (1H0,43HENTHALPY OF SILICON OIL' OUT OT RANGE(' T = FF10.5.6 
00163 	37* 	 1H ► P = ,F15.5•) 
00164 38* RETURN 
00165 	39* 	 ENO 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.INTERP.ME*NASA5.INTERP 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:56:4S (0.) 
 
SUBROUTINE INTERP 	ENTRY POINT 000171 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0002261 DATA(0) 0000631 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	TINT 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000106 124G 	0001 	000122 1270 
0000 I 000014 J 0000 I 000013 K 
0001 	000037 1053 
0001 000130 1345 
0000 R 000015 P 
0001 	000054 1100 
.0000 I 000012 I 
0003 R 000000 TINT 
0001 	000062 115G 
0000 000022 INJPS 
0000 R 000000 YY 
00101 	1* 	 SUBROUTINE INTERP(NX1 ► MZ1•XXlea1rYY1,NX2.MZ2.XX2oZZ2rYY2) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS SUBROUTINE MAPS A TWO-DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION YY1 FROM ONE GRID 
00101 4* C (XX1.ZZ1) ONTO ANOTHER TWO-DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION YY2 WITH ANOTHER GRID 
00101 	5* 	C 	(XX2.ZZ2) 
00101 6* C NX1PMZ1 NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS OF THE ORIGINAL GRID (EACH LESS 
00101 	7* 	C 	 THAN OR EQUAL TO 10) 
00101 8* C NX2.MZ2 NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS OF THE NEW GRID (EACH LESS THAN 
00101 	9* 	C 	 OR EQUAL TO 10) 
00101 10* C 
	
0010311* 	 DIMENSION XX1(NX1). ZZINZ1). YY1(10.10), YY(10)..XX2(NX2), _ 
00103 _ 12* 1 	 ZZ2(4Z2). YY2(10.10) 
00104 	13* 	 DO 2 I = 1.NX1 
00107 14* 00 1 K = 1.MZ1 
00112 	15* 	1 YY(K) 	= YY1(K.I) 
00114 16* DO 2 J = 1.MZ2 
00117 	17* 	 P 	 = Z22(J) 
00120 18* 2 1Y2(.1.1)= YINT(221•YY.MZ1.3.P) 
00123 	19* 	 DO 4 J = 1•MZ2 
00126 20* DO 3 K = 1.NX1 
00131. 	21* 	3 YY(K) 	= YY2(J.K) 
00133 22* DO 4 I = 1.NX2 
00136 	23* 	 P =.XX2(I) 
00137 24* 4 YY2(J.I): YINT(XX1 ► YY,NX1•3.P) 
00142 	25* 	 RETURN 
00143 26* END 
END OF COMPILATION% 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
orma•p 	 MAIN ****** 
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GFORtS MESNASA5.MAINtlE*NASA5.MAIN 





STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0037741 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 ADBH 000352 
0004 	DVM 	000002 
0005 VELALT 001132 
0006 	CNV 	000010 
0007 ORD 003721 
0010 	GIN 	001610 
0011 TC 000042 
0012 	ABSRST 000601 
0013 SSF 	000010 
0014 	GEOM 000020 
0015 FLDINL 000457 
0016 DVCMFL 000002 
DATA(0) 0061451 8LANK COMMON(2) 001115 
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STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK ► TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
DATE 071372 PAGE 
0000 005361 1055F 0001 002064 10766 0001 001320 1100L 0001 00?075 1104G 0001 002104 1112G 
0001 002113 11206 0001 002203 11406 0001 002245 1151G '00 0 0 005372 1155F 0001 002275 1163G 
0001 000732 12L 0001 002730 1246G 0001 002731 1251G 0000 005403 1255F 0001 002735 12566 
0001 002742 12646 0001 003113 132 46 • 0000 005406 1355F 0001 003360 14106 0001 003363 14136 
0001 003431 1424G 0001 003434 14276 0001 003477 14406 0001 003506 1443G 0001 003530 14526 
0000 005425 1455F 0001 003537 1461G 0001 003662 15006 0000 005167 155F 0000 005436 1555F 
0000 005454 16F 0000 005447 2F 0001 000136 200L 0001 000032 2000L 0001 001360 2100L 
0000 005455 22F 0001 000120 227G 0001 000160 237G 0001 001110 24L 0001 000161 2426 
0001 000221 25 0 6 0000 005207 255F 0001 000235 263G 0001 001167 2RL 0000 005450 3F 
0001 001417 30L 0001 000141 300L 0001 002761 312L 0000 005457 313F 0001 003107 314L 
0001 000336 311.6 0000 005476 320F 0000 005722 321F 0001 000364 3256 0001 000410 337G 
0001 001472 341. 0001 003461 3411. 0001 000426 346G 0000 005243 355F 0001 000444 355G 
0001 000456 0001 003656 364L 0001 000474 372G 0000 005452 4F 0001 000506 4006 
0001 000524 4076 0001 000552 416G 0001 000564 424G 0001 000576 4326 0001 000610 440G 
0000 005257 455F 0001 000644 4556 0001 000656 463G 0001 000670 4726 0001 000702 500G 
0001 000171 500L 0001 000714 506G 0001 000726 514G 0001 000764 5356 0001 001012 5436 
0001 001022 5506 0001 001030 5546 0000 005274 555F 0001 001036 560G 0001 001053 571G 
0001 001070 0000 005310 655F 0001 001211 665G 0001 001247 676G 0001 001255 7036 
0001 001315 71!.G 0001 001336 7226 0001 001345 727G 0001 001416 740G 0000 005320 755F 
0001 00014 BL 0001 000240 BOOL 0000 005332 855F 0000 005344 955F 0000 006017 9998F 
0001 003770 99 09L 0000 R 000621 A 0011 R 000003 AREMF 0000 R 004355 AIT13 0003 R 000001 AL 
0000 R 004270 AL; MIT 0013 000002 ALPFN 0000 R 004256 ALPHA 0012 000000 ALPHFN 0012 000226 ALPHMP 
0005 R 000310 ALIA 0005 R 000454 ALTR 0000 R 004265 AMAN 0000 R 004264 AN 0000 R 004300 ANGINC 
0000 R 004263 AT 0000 R 004371 ATV (1002 000562 AUX2 0000 R 004361 BIDING 0000 R 004350 BOL 
0000 004257 BT( 0020 R 000000 CNTLM 0002 R 000752 COB 0006 R 000007 COEFF 0002 R 001107 CoH 
0003 000161 CO -FL 0002 R 000574 CONFN 0003 000173 CONFNA 0002 R 000740 CONMP 0003 000147 CP 
0030 R 000000 CPF 0002 R 001070 CPO 0007 003465 CSF 0013 R 000002 cTA 0003 R 000000 D 
0036 R 000000 DEVINT 0002 R 001072 DELTA 0000 R 001441 DELT 0017 R 000000 DERIVM 0000 R 004325 DIrB 
0000 R 004241 0002 R 000764 DOB 0000 R 004347 DTA 0003 000326 DTL 0000 R 004 4 01 DIME 
0000 R 004266 DT ■ RTE 0006 R 000003 DX 0002 R 001110 DXI 0000 R 004344 DXIFN 0002 R 001053 OXIMP 
0002 001052 DX1TB 0007 R 003464 DXX2 0007 R 003472 DXX21 0000 R 000311 DY 0000 R 003101 DYsT 
0002 001051 DZ 0007 R 003463 DZMFN 0007 003410 EBFN 0007 003441 E3MP 0003 R 000244 EFF 
0003 000205 EM1S 0012 000461 EMITFN 0012 000512 EMITMP 0007 003467 EXTIFN 0007 003471 EXTIMP 
0007 003466 EXTSFN 0007 003470 EXTSMP 0012 000517 EXTVCT 0002 R 001103 FENTH 0002 R 001045 Fro 
0000 004600 0000 004444 FINA 0015 000456 FLOINT 0000 R 004364 FLMASI 0014 R 000016 FLmA55 
0000 004565 FLOW 0000 R 004316 FLU 0000 R 004317 FLUID 0000 004457 FLUIDA 0002 R 001101 FLUX 
0016 R 000001 FLUXI 0002 001041 FMACH 0000 R 004314 FNM 0000 R 004365 FNMASI 0000 R 004362 FNMASS 
0000 R 004315 FWITL 0002 R 001040 FNU n002 R 001046 FOF 0002 R 000012 FP 0002 001042 FPR 
0002 001037 FR 0002 R 001050 FRAD 0002 R 001111 FRD 0002 R 001036 FRE 0002 R 001104 FREJ 
0002 R 001043 FRL 0002 R 001044 FRM 0002 R 000036 FT 0002 R 000024 Fw 0002 R 001113 FXHW 
0002 R 001112 F)oH 0002 001047 FZ 0000 R 004260 GAMMA 0000 004750 GINPT 0003 R 000013 H 
0003 000231 HMI 0000 R 004231 HOG 0032 R 000000 HFL 0000 R 004356 HFLO 0002 R 001105 HFN 
0000 R 004246 HFII 0000 	I 004301 r 0000 I 004404 IBKP 0011 	I 000001 ICASE 0000 I 004405 'ERR 
0002 I 001003 IFLOW 0000 I 004403 IFVO 0000 I 004304 IHI 0000 I 004305 1H2 0006 I 000002 IOPTN 
0000 I 004237 0000 I 004323 IT 0011 	I 000000 /TApE 0000 I 004276 IU 0000 I 004322 IUL 
0000 I 004277 Iw 0000 	I 004324 I1 0000 1004302 J 0000 I 004311 K 0000 I 004307 K1 
0000 I 004310 K2 0002 I 001024 LC 0007 I 003461 LCT 0015 I 000001 LFLD 0002 I 001032 LIM 
0002 I 001031 LI'IWRT 0002 I 001011 LL1 0002 I 001012 LL2 0002 I 001013 LL3 0002 I 001014 LL4 
0002 I 001015 LL5 0002 I 001016 LL6 0002 I 001017 LL7 0002 I 001006 LMP 0002 I 001004 LT 
0002 I 001005 LTD 0000 I 004376 LTBJ 0002 I 001007 LTBMZ 0002 I 001010 LTB2MZ 0000 I 004271 LTS 
0007 I 003462 LTT 0003 R 000064 M 0000 004700 MANIFO 0007 I 003460 MCVRD 0002 R 001101 MOOT 
ouoo R 000000 MOOT! 0000 I 004345 MMEP 0002 I 001030 MM1 0002 I 001033 mODA 0000 004474 mR1 
0000 I 004272 MRSTRT 0002 I 001025 MSTOTR 0002 I 000777 MZ 0005 I 001130 NA 0002 I 001034 NCCZ 
0002 I 001035 NCONV 0002 001002 NCTL 0002 I 001026 NCTM 0002 I 001023 NEWS 0015 I 000000 NFLOTA 
0002 I 001027 NMI 0005 I 001131 NR 0002 I 001001 NRMP 0002 I 001020 NRMP1 0002 1 001022 NRMP2 
2 
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0002 I 001000 NRTB 0000 I 004244 NRTBI 0002 I 001021 NRTB1 0000 1 004306 NS 0006 I 000004 NSRAD 
0010 I 001605 NSRD 0003 I 000076 NT 0014 I 000012 NTBS 0000 1004274 NTF 0010 1001604 NTM 
0000 I 004402 NTRY 0000 1004275 NT1 0002 I 000776 NX 0000 R 001751 PD 0000 R 004372 PFLD 
0000 R 004261 PHI 0002 R 001063 PHIF 0002 R Q01062 PRIM 0011 R 000004 PHIN 0000 R 004240 PHN 
0002 R 001071 PI 0003 R 000052 PIN 0000 R 004367 PLMASI 0014 R 000015 PLMASS 0000 R 004354 PRLNTL 
0000 R 004320 PRO 0000 R 004255 PROB 0000 R 004321 PRONTL 0000 004627 PROTLR 0002 R 001065 PO 
0010 R 000454 OIFN 0010 001274 OITB 0000 004515 ONmL 0003 000314 GOUT 0002 R 001102 OREF 
0002 000360 ORFN 0002 000524 QRMP 0010 R 000144 OFN 0010 R 000764 OSTB 0010 R 001606 OTO 
0000 R 001131 R 0002 R 001074 RDTWRT 0000 R 004353 REY 0026 R 000000 RHOF 0000 R 004374 PHOFLD 
0002 R 001114 RHOFN 0000 R 004250 RHOFNI 0000 R 004352 RHOI 0000 R 004252 RHOMET 0000 R 004334 RHOMP 
0000 R 004251 RHOMPI 0000 R 004333 RHOTB 0000 R 004243 RHOTBI 0002 R 001067 RHO° 0000 R 004331 RITB 
0002 R 001073 RLIMIT 0000 R 004332 ROTB 0002 R 001100 RTEND 0000 004705 RUNOPT 0013 R 000003 RI 
0013 R 000000 R2 0000 R 002261 SD 0014 R 000000 SFN 0000 R 004273 SIDE 0000 R 004351 SLOPE 
0000 R 004336 SMP 0006 R 000005 SMPC 0000 R 004327 SROOT 0000 R 004245 S000/ 0000 R 004340 SR02 
0007 003473 SS 0007 003670 SSTT 0006 R 000000 STAGX 0000 R 004326 STB 0000 R 004242 SIB' 
0000 R 004330 STIP 0000 R 004247 ST/PI 0014 R 000017 STR 0006 R 000006 ST4 0000 004410 SYSTEM 
0013 R 000001 T 0005 R 000000 TA 0000 R 004254 TAU 0000 R 004357 TAVG 0003 000217 TB. 
0000 R 004312 Tam 0000 R 004366 TamASI 0014 R 000014 TBMASS 0000 R 004313 TBMTL 0002 R 000132 TEMP 
0000 R 004267 TEND 0000 R 004373 TFLD 0003 R 000026 TH 0031 R 000000 THCF 0035 R 000000 THCMP 
0034 R 000000 THCTB 0000 R 004262 THETA 0002 R 001077 TI 0015 R 000146 TIFLD 0000 R 004400 TIME 
0003 R 000040 TIN 0002 R 001076 TINTL 0025 R 000000 TK 0003 000270 IL 0010 R 000000 TM 
0015 R 000002 TMEFLD 0002 R 000276 TMP 0000 R 004335 TNN 0014 R 000013 TNXL 0011 R 000002 TO 
0000 R 004346 TOL 0000 R 004370 TOTMSI 0000 R 004363 TOTMSS 0003 R 000340 TOUT 000 5  R 000144 TR 
0002 R 001075 TREF 0007 000000 TRMTX 0003 R 000077 TSTAR 0000 R 004303 TSTARM 0000 004536 TUBE 
0000 004426 TUBEA 0002 R 000050 TO 0010 001607 TX 0002 R 001064 TO 0005 R 000620 VELA 
0000 R 004253 VELM 0005 R 000764 VELR 0006 R 000001 VERTX 0027 R 000000 VISC 0003 000135 VSC 
0000 R 006020 w 0015 R 000312 WIFLD 0016 R 000000 WRAT 0013 R 000006 WWA 0013 R 000007 WWB 
0000 R 004337 wWC 0000 R 004343 wwo 0000 R 004341 wW01 0000 R 004342 WWR2 0002 R 001066 w0 
0000 R 006020 wl 0000 R 006033 w2 0000 R 004375 XFNU 0002 R 000536 XIFN 0002 R 000005 XIMP 
0002 R 000000 XITS 0002 R 001106 XL 0000 R 004360 XNUSLT 0002 R 001054 XRE 0013 R 000005 XSMP 
0013 R 000004 XSPM 0002 R 001057 XX10 0002 R 001060 XX11 0002 R 001061 XX12 0000 R 004377 xX13 
0007 R 003446 XX2 0004 R 000000 XX20 0002 R 001055 XX3 0002 R. 001056 XX4 0004 R 000001 XX4B 



















THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES : 
1- INPUT AND OUTPUT 
2- UNIT CONVERSION 
3- COMPUTATION OF DESIGN PARAMETERS 
4- PREPARATION FOR PRINCIPLE INTEGRATION 
00100 9* C INPUT DATA 
00100 10* C 
00100 11* C 
00100 12* C THE FOLLOWING CARDS DESCRIBE EACH VARIABLE IN THE NAMELISTS 
00100 13* C WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING UNITS 
00100 14* C 
00100 15* C NAMELIST /SYSTEM/ 
00100 16* C ISYM 	= 0 SINGLE. FLAT. SYMMETRICAL PANEL WITH STRAIGHT TUBES 
00100 17* C = 1 CURVED PANELS. STRAIGHT TUBES 
00100 18* C = 2 FLAT PANELS. U-SHAPED TUBES 
00100 19* C = 3 CURVED PANELS. U-SHAPED TUBES 
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: 4 FLAT PANELS. STRAIGHT TUBES. NON-SYMMETRICAL LOADING 
NUMBER OF RADIATING SIDES (1 OR 2) 
NUMBER OF FLAT. SYMMETRICAL PANELS. EACH WITH NTBS TUBES 
ARRAY OF SINK TEMPERATURES FOR CARD INPUT 
00100 25* C NAMELISTS TUBEA. FiNA. FLUIDA. AND MRI IRE USED ONLY FOR THE 
00100 26* C NON-SYMMETRICAL CASE (ISYM>O) 
00100 27* C 
00100 26* C NAMELIST /TUBEA/ 
00100 29* C D INNER DIAMETER OF TUBE (IN] 
00100 30* C AL TUBE LENGTHS FOR STRAIGHT TUBE CASE CFT1 
00100 31* C wl INLET-OUTLET TUBE SPACING FOR U-SHAPE CASE [IN] 
00100 32* C W2 CROSSOVER TUBE SPACING FOR U-SHAPE CASE LINT 
00100 33* C 
00100 34* C NAMELIST /FINA/ 
00100 35* C H HALF-WIDTHS OF FINS FOR STRAIGHT TUBE CASE (IN] 
00100 36* C TH FIN THICKNESSES CIN] 
00100 37* C AdEmF FIN ABSORBTIVITY/EMISIVITY RATIO (USED WITH MRI INPUT) 
00100 36* C 
00100 39* C NAMELIST /FLUIDA/ 	• 
00100 40* C TIN ENTRANCE (AND REFERENCE) TEMPERATURES CR) 
00100 41* C PIN ENTRANCE (AND REFERENCE) PRESSURES CL6F/So.FT1 
00100 42* C M COOLANT REFERENCE MASS FLOW RATE PER PANEL CLBM/HR) 
00100 43* C 
00100 44* C NAMELIST /MRI/ 
00100 45* C ITAPE UNIT NUMBER ATTACHED TO MRI TAPE 
00100 46* C ICASE DATA CASE NUMBER ON MRI TAPE 
00100 47* C NTM NUMBER OF, DATA POINTS IV DATA CASE 
00100 48* C TO TIME POINT IN ORBIT FROM WHICH TO TAKE DATA CHIN] 
00100 49* C PHIN ANGLES OF PANELS RELATIVE TO MRI BASE DATA (DEGREES] 
00100 50* C 
00100 51* C THE NAMELIST ONML IS USED ONLY IN THE SYMMETRICAL CASE (ISYM=0) 
00100 52* C 
00100 53* C NAMELIST /ONML/ 
00100 54* C ITAPE 	UNIT NUMBER ATTACHED TO MRI TAPE 
00100 55* C ICASE DATA CASE NUMBER ON MRI TAPE 
00100 56* C NTM NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN DATA CASE 
00100 57* C TO STEADY-STATE TIME POINT AT WHICH TO TAKE DATA CHIN] 
00100 58* C PHN ANGLE OF PANEL RELATIVE TO MRI BASE DATA (DEGREES] 
00100 59* C 
00100 60* C NAMELIST /TUBE/ 
00100 61* C OITBI TUBE INNER DIAMETER FOR SYMMETRICAL CASE UN) 
00100 62* C STBI TUBE THICKNESS CIN1 
00100 63* C XL TUBE LENGTH FOR SYMMETRICAL CASE CFT] 
00100 64* C RHOTBI TUBE DENSITY CLBM/CU.FT] 
00100 65* C HZ NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS ALONG THE TUBE LENGTH (LESS THAN OR 
00100 66* C EQUAL To 10) 
00100 67* c NRTBI NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS IN THE TUBE WALL RADIAL DIRECTION 
00100 66* C (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 5) 
00100 69* C NTBS NUMBER OF TUBES 
00100 70* C 
00100 71* C THE NAMELIST FLOW IS USED ONLY IN THE SYMMETRICAL CASE (ISYM=0) 
00100 72* C 
00100 73* C NAMELIST /FLOW/ 
00100 74* C MOOT! TOTAL COOLANT REFERENCE MASS FLOW RATE CLBM/HR1 
00100 75* C TO ENTRANCE (AND REFERENCE) TEMPERATURE CR] 
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00100 77* C 
00100 78* C NAMELIST /FIN/ 
00100 79* C NX 	NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS ALONG THE FIN HEIGHT (LESS THAN 
00100 80* C OR EQUAL TO 10) 
00100 81* C SROOTI 'FIN ROOT THICHNESS FOR SYMMETRICAL CASE (IN) 
00100 82* C HFNI 	FIN HEIGHT FOR SYMMETRICAL CASE [IN] 
00100 83* C STIPI FIN TIP THICKNESS FOR SYMMETRICAL CASE UN] 
00100 84* C RHOFNI 	FIN DENSITY ELBm/Cu.FT) 
00100 85* C STAGX DISTANCE FROM THE STAGNATION POINT ON THE SHUTTLE TO THE 
00100 86* C CENTER OF THE RADIATOR PANEL EFT] 
00100 87* C VERTX 	OVERALL DIMENSION of THE RADIATOR PANEL IN THE DIRECTION 
00100 88* C ' PARALLEL TO THE ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY EFT] 
00100 89* C 
00100 90* C NAMELIST /PROTLR/ 
00100 91* C NRMP 	NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS IN THE PROTECTION LAYER RADIAL 
00100 92* C DIRECTION (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 5) 
00100 93* C RHOMPI 	PROTECTION LAYER DENSITY [LBM/CU.FT] 
00100 94* C VELM METEOROID VELOCITY [FT/SEC] 
00100 95* C TAU 	TIME THAT VULNERABLE AREA IS EXPOSED TO METEOROID 
00100 96* C ENVIRONMENT [DAYS] 
00100 97* C PROB 	PROBABILITY OF NO DAMAGE CAUSED BY METEOROID IMPACTS 
00100 98* C [DImENSIONLESS1 
00100 99* C ALPHA 	EXPERIMENTAL CONSTANT THAT RELATES METEOROID FLUX AND 
00100 100* C MASS EGm/(DAT.So.FT)] 
00100 101* C BTA 	EXPERIMENTAL CONSTANT THAT RELATES METEOROID FLUX AND MASS 
00100 102* C (DIMENSIONLESS] 
00100 103* C GAMMA 	EMPIRICAL CONSTANT USED To ADJUST PREDICTED PENETRATION 
00100 104* C DEPTH TO ONES OBSERVED EXPERIMENTALLY EDImENSIOLESS) 
00100 105* C PHI' 	EMPIRICAL CONSTANT [DIMENSIONLESS] 
00100 106* C THETA EMPIRICAL CONSTANT (DIMENSIONLESS) 
00100 107* C ATK 	EMPIRICAL CONSTANT USED TO ACCOUNT FOR SPALLING ON A 
00100 108* C TARGET OF FINITE THICKNESS [DIMENSIONLESS] 
00100 109* C AN 	EXPERIMENTAL CONSTANT THAT DESCRIBES PENETRATION DEPTH AS 
00100 110* C A FUNCTION OF ANGLE CF INCIDENCE (DIMENSIONLESS] 
00100 111* C 
00100 112* C NAMELIST /MANIFD/ 
00100 113* C AMAN 	TOTAL MANIFOLD AREA PROJECTED INTO THE FIN PLANE ESO.FT) 
00100 114* C 
00100 115* C 
00100 116* C NAMELIST /RUNOPT/ 
00100 117* C MSTOTR 	= 1 TO COMPUTE STEADY STATE CONDITIONS 
00100 118* C = 2 TO SIMULATE TRANSIENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN THE 
00100 119* C SYMMETRICAL CASE ONLY 
00100 120* C DTWRTE 	FIXED TIME INTERVAL PETWEEN DATA PRINTOUT DURING 
00100 121* C INTEGRATION [HR] 
00100 122* C TEND 	TERMINATION TIME FOR TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS 
00100 123* C CHR] 
00100 124* C ALIMIT 	ABSOLUTE ERROR LIMIT PER INTEGRATION STEP (DIMENSIONLESS) 
00100 125* C RLIMIT 	RELATIVE ERROR LIMIT PER INTEGRATION STEP [DIMENSIONLESS] 
00100 126* C TI 	INITIAL TEMPERATURE IR] 
00100 127* C LIMWRT 	MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATA RECORDING DURING INTEGRATION TOWARD 
00100 128* C STEADY STATE, EXCLUSIVE OF INITIAL CONDITIONS RECORD AND 
00100 129* C STEADY STATE RECORD 
00100 130* C NCONV 	= 0 NO AERODYNAMIC HEATING 
00100 . 131* C = 1 ASCENT 
00100 132* C = 2 REENTRY 
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= 1 OPTICAL PROPERTIES DEPENDENT ON TEMPERATURE 
= 2 QRFN AND WIMP ARE BOTH EQUAL TO ZERO BUT QINCID IS 
00100 136* C CALLED 
00100 137* C LFLD 	= 1 CONSTANT FLUID INLET CONDITIONS 
00100 138* C = 2 VARIABLE FLUID INLET CONDITIONS 
00100 139* C LTS 	= 0 UNIFORM INITIAL TEMPERATURE EQUAL TO TI 
00100 140* C = 1 INITIAL TEMPERATURE AS OBTAINED BY PREVIOUS 
00100 141* C COMPUTATIONS 
00100 142* •C 
00100 143* C NAMELIST/GINPT/ 
00100 144* C IT CONTAINS THE VARIABLES IN MOST OF THE PREVIOUS NAMELISTS. AND 
00100 145* C IN ADDITION 
00100 146* C MRSTRT 	= 1 NEW VELOCITY AND ALTITUDE PROFILES 	' 
00100 147* C = 2 NEW IRRADIATION HISTORY 
00100 148* C ...: 3 BOTH 1 	AND 2 
00100 149* C = 4 NEW COOLANT INLEI CONDITIONS 
00100 150* C = 5 BOTH 1 AND 4 
00100 151* C = 6 BOTH 2 AND 4 
00100 152* C = 7 ALL 	(1. 	2• 	AND 4) 
00100 153* C = 8 ONLY NEW PARAMETERS FROM GINPT 
00100 154* C IF THIS THIS NAMELIST IS OMMITED. THE PROGRAM WILL TERMINATE 
00100 155* C 
00100 156* C 
00100 157* C THE FOLLOWING CARDS DESCRIBE TIE INPUT VARIABLES. OTHER THAN THOSE 
00100 158* C IN THE NAMELISTS. WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING UNITS 
00100 159* C 
00100 160* C NA 	NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF ELEMENTS IN THE VELOCITY-TIME 
00100 161* C ARRAY .FOR ASCENT PROFILES 
00100 162* C NR 	NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF ELEMENTS IN THE ALTITUDE-TIME 
0010C 163* C ARRAY FOR REENTRY PROFILES 
00100 164* C 
00100 165* C TA 	ELEMENT OF TIME ARRAY (NA VALUES). SELECTED FOR ASCENT 
00100 166* C VELOCITY AND ELEVATION PROFILES [SEC] 
00100 167* C TR 	ELEMENT OF TIME ARRAY (NR VALUES). SELECTED FOR REENTRY 
00100 168* C VELOCITY AND ELEVATION PROFILES /SEC] 
00100 169* C 
00100 170* C VELA 	ELEMENTS OF VELOCITY ARRAY 	(NA VALUES). SELECTED FOR 
00100 171* C ASCENT VELOCITY PROFILE OF ORBITER CFT/SEC3 
00100 172* C VELR 	ELEMENTS OF VELOCITY ARRAY (NR VALUES)• SELECTED FOR 
00100 173* C REENTRY VELOCITY PROFILE OF ORBITER EFT/SEC] 
00100 174* C ALTA 	ELEMENT OF ALTITUDE ARRAY (NA VALUES), SELECTED FOR 
00100 175* C ASCENT ELEVATION PRCFILE OF ORBITER EFT) 
00100 176* C ALTR 	ELEMENT OF ALTITUDE ARRAY (NR VALUES). SELECTED FOR 
00100 177* C REENTRY ELEVATION PROFILE OF ORBITER EFT] 
00100 178* C 
00100 179* C TBM.TBMTL 	TUBE MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
00100 180* C (UP TO 12 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS) 
00100 181* C FNM.FNMTL 	FIN MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
00100 182* C (UP TO 12 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS) 
00100 183* C FLUrFLUID 	FLUID SPECIFICATION 
00100 184* C (UP TO 12 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS) 
00100 185* C PRO,PROMIL PROTECTION LAYER MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
00100 186* C (UP TO 12 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS) 
00100 187* C 
00100 188* C TMEFLD 	TIME AT WHICH FLUID INLET CONDITIONS ARE SPECIFIED CHU 
00100 189* C TIFLD INSTANTANEOUS FLUID INLET TEMPERATURE CR3 
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C 	NFLDTA 	NUMBER OF DATA POINTS DEFINING INLET CONDITIONS 
C (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 100) 
C 




PARAMETER NTP = 10 
PARAMETER NTP1 = NTP+1 
00104 200* REAL MDOTPMDOTI•M 
00105 201* EXTERNAL DER/VM.CNTLM 
00106 202* DIMENSION Y(200).DY(200).01(200).R(200)'.DELY(200).P0(200) , SD(200). 
00106 203* 1 	YS(200).DYST(200.YST(200),YSIMP(200).H0G(6) , W1(NTP1)•42(NTP1) , 
00106 204* 2 W(NTP1•2) 
00107 205* COMMON XITB(5).XIMP(5) ► FP(10),FW(10),FT(10) ► 7010 , 5) ► TEMP(10.10) ►  
00107 206* 1 	 TMP(10e5)PORFN(1•1°) , ORMP(10) , XIFN(10) , ZETA(10 ) .AUX2(10)• 
00107 207* 2 CONFM(10.10).CONMP(10)tC0B(10).005(10) 
00110 208* COMMON NX01Z,NRTB.NRMP.NCTL,IFLOOLTPLTBFLMPeLTBMZPLTB2MZeLL11 
00110 209* 1 	LL2oLL3fLL4•LL5,LL6oLL7PNRMP1rNRTU1 ► NRMP2PNEOUSeLC.MSTOTR , 
00110 210* 2 NCYN•NM1eMM1PLIMWRT.LIMeMODArNCCZeNCONV 
00111 211* COMMON FRE,FRoFNU/FMACHtFPR.FRL•FRM ► FFOIFOF,FZ•FRAD.DZ•DXITBeDXIMP 
00111 212* 1 	rXREO(X3.7(X4eXX10 ► (Xl1eXX12,PHIM.PHIF/TOoPOrw0PRHOO.CP0.PI 
00111 213* 2 ,DELTArRL/MIT,RDTWRT , TREFPTINTL , TIFRTEND•FLUXPOREP.FENTHr 
00111 214* 3 	FREJtHFN•XL.004 ► OXI/FROPFX0H,FXHW•RHOFN 
00112 215* COMMON /ADBH/ DrAL(NTP) ► H(NTP1).TH(NTP)ol'IN(NTP) ► PIN(NTP). 
00112 216* 1 	 M(N7P)rNTeTSTAR(NTP1, 3).VSC(NTP),CP(NTP).CONFONTP)p 
00112 217* 2 CONFNA(NTP).EMIS(NIP)oTB(NIP).HAB(NTP1) ► EFF(NTP , 2). 
00112 218* 3 	 YONTP.2).00UT(NTP).011(NTP).TOUT(NTP) 
00113 219* COMMON/DVM/XX20.XX48 
00114 220* COMMON/VELALT/TA(100).TR(100).ALTA(100).ALTR(100) , VELA( 1 08 ) . 
00114 221* 1 	 VELR(100)eNA.NR 
00115 222* COMMON/CNV/STAGX0(ERYX.10PTN•DX•NSRADPSMPC•5T4•COEFF 
00116 223* COMMON /OD/ IRMTX(30.60).E8FN(5•5)PEBMP(5) , XX2(5).222(5). 
00116 224* 1 	 MCVRO•LC7eLTTPOZMFNe 
00116 225* 2 DXX2 ► CSFPEXTSF ► EXTIF•EXTSMP.EXTIMPDXX21•SS(5 ► 5•5) 
00116 226* 3 	 ► SSTT(5e5) 
00117 227* COMMON /0IN/TM(100). 	OSFN(100.2)e OIFN(100.2)9 	05TB(100.2). 
00117 228* 1 	 GIT8(100.2). WM. NSW). 0T0P TX 
00120 229* COMMON /TC/ ITAPEOCASErTO.AbEMF.PHIN(N7P03) 
00121 230* COMMON /ABSRST/ALPHFN(5.5 , 6)•ALPHMP(5 , 31) ► EMITFN(5.5).EMITMP(5) , 
00121 231* 1 	 EXUCT(50) 
00122 232* COMMON /SSF/R2. Tr ALPFN.R1fXSPM.XSMPPWWPWWB 
00123 233* COMMON /GEOM/ SFN(10).NTBS,TNXL•TBMASS.PLMASSeFLMASSeSTR 
00124 234* COMMON /FLDINL/ NFLDTAPLFLD ► TMEFLO(100)•TIFLD(100) , WIFLD(100) , 
00124 235* 1 	 FLDINT 
00125 236* COMMON /DVCMFL/ WRAT•FLUXI 
00126 237* EQUIVALENCE 	(M007,FLUX)F(ALPFNeCTA),(W(1•1) , W1(1))/(W(1•2)•W2(1)) 
00126 238* 
00127 239* NAMELIST /SYSTEM/ ISYMeNSRD ► NTPTSTAR 
00130 240* NAMELIST /TUBER/ DRAL•W1•W2 
00131 241* NAMELIST /FINA/ H ► THeABEMF 
00132 242* NAMELIST /FLUIDA/ TIN ► PIN•A 
00133 243* NAMELIST /MRI/ ITAPEtICASE,NTMeTOPPHIN 
00134 244* NAMELIST /QNML/ ITAPE•ICASE•NIM ► TO.PHN 
00135 245* NAMELIST/TUBE/ DITBIFSTBI.XL ► RHOTBIPMZ.NRTBIten 
00136 246* NAMELIST/FLOW/MCOTI , TO.P0 
00137 247* NAMELIST/FIN/NX.SROOTI,HFNI.STIPI , RHOFNIrSTAW•VERIX 
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NAMELIST/PROTLR/NRMPoRHOMPIPRHOMET.VELMPTAUPPROB , ALPHOBTA.GAMMA. 
1 	 PHI•TNETAPATK•AN 
NAMELIST/MANIFD/ AMAN 
00142 251* NAMELIST/RUNOPT/MGTOTRPDTWRTEtTENOtALIMITeRLIMIT.TI.LIMWRT.NCONV. 
00142 252* 1 	 LTTeLFLD.LTS  
00143 253* NAMELIST/GINPT/DITBIrSTBI,XLrRHOTBI.MZIPNRTBIPNTBSIPMDOTIeTO.PO.NK. 
00143 254* 1 	SROOTI ► HFNI.STIPIFUOFNIPNRMPeRHOMPI,RHOMET.VELMIPTAU. 
00143 255* 2 PROB.ALPHA•TAPGAMMA.PHI ► THETA.ATK•ANIPAMAN.MSTOTR. 
00143 256* 3 	DURTEPTENDrALIMIT•LIMITPTIPLIMWRT.NCONVPSTAGX 0 VERTX. 
00143 257* 4 LTT,MRSTRT ► NSRD•ITAPE.ICASE.NTM.TO.PHN 
00143 258* C 
00143 259* C 
00144 260* 155 FORMAT(1H1r//.59X.A60 SURFACE*./.54X.I2e1X.A6•A20" .TUBE PANELS'. 
00144 261* 1 	/,58)011.* 	RADIATING 	* ► A58/) 
00145 262* 255 FORMAT(//.' MRI TAPE PARAMETERS:*P7XOUNIT*PI3P4X0 CASE'. 
00145 263* 1 	13.3K.14.* 	DATA POINTS'.SX.F8.3.' MINUTES INTO ORBIT*.// , 
00145 264* 2 ' FIN ABSORBTIVITY/EMISStVITY RATIO:'.F8.4) 
00146 265* 355 FORMAT(/.' FIN ANGLES RELATIVE TO MRI TAPE DATA (DEGREES)'. 
00146 266* 1 	/t10(2)(PIPE10.4)) 
00147 2674, 1 55 FORMAT(/.* FIN ANGLES AT OUTLET TUBES (MRI RELATIVE DEGREES)* ►  
00147 268* 1 	/110(2K.IPE10.4)) 
00150 269* '.55 FORMA -ill/0 	TUBE SPECIFICATIONS*•6XPIPE10.4t 
00150 270* 1 	' 	INCHES INSIDE DIAMETER') 
00151 271* 555 FORMAT(/** 	TUBE LENGTH (FEET)*•/.10(2XPIPE10.4)) 
00152 272* '55 FORMAT(/'' 	INLET—OUTLET TUBE SPACING (INCHES) 9 P/t11(2)(PIPE10.4) ) 
00153 273* V55 FORMAT(/.' 	CROSSOVER TUBE SPACING (INCHES)*./.11(2)01PE10.4)) 
00154 274* "55 FORMAT(//.' FIN SPECIFICATIONS''//.' FIN THICKNESS (INCHES)'' 
00154 275* 1 	09 ,10(2Xe1PE10.4)) 
00155 276* 1055 FORMAT(/.' 	FIN HALF —WIDTH 	(INCHES) , ► /.11(2X+1PE10.4)) 
00156 277s 1155 FORMATU ► 	SINK TEMPERATURE (DEGREES R)*./.10(2)•1PE10.4)) 
00157 278* 1;7 55 FORMAT(10(2Xe1PE10.4)) 
00160 279* 1: , 55 FORMAT(//0 FLUID SPECIFICATIONS'.// , 
00160 280* 1 	' 	INLET TEMPERATURE 	(DEGREES R) , ./.10(2)(e1PE10.4)) 
00161 281* 1455 FORMAT(/.' 	INLET PRESSURE ILBF/SQ.FT0*./.10(2)01PEI0.4)) 
00162 282* 1555 FORMAT(/.' MASS FLOW RATE (LBM/HR)*./.10(2X*IPE10.4)) 
00162 283* C 
00162 284* C 
00153 285* DATA P1/3.1415927/ , SIDE/*SIDEV.MOG/t FLAPOCURVED•OSTRAIGHTT. 
00163 286* 1 	'U—SHAPED'/ 





MRSTRT : 15 
READ(S/SYSTEM) 
00173 290* NSRD = MAX(MININSRDP2—ANNISTM , I)/.1) 
00174 291* NSRAD = NSRD 
00175 292* IF (ISYM.NE.0) GO TO 2000 
00177 293* NT = 1 
00200 294* GO TO 8 
00201 295* 2000 READ(5.TUBEA) 
00204 296* READ(5,FINA) 
00207 297* READ(8.FLUIDA1 
00212 298* READ(5,MRI) 
00215 299* NTF = (NT.-1)*ANDIISYM.1)+1 
00216 300* NT1 = NT+1 
00217 301* IF (ITAPE.LE.0) GO TO 300 
00221 302* IF (ISYM.NE.3) GO TO 200 
00223 303* IU = (NT+1)/2 
00224 304* 'VC= NT/2+1 
MAIN 
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ANGINC = 	(PHIN(Ill.2)+PHIN(IW•2)'"PHIN(IU.1).•PHIN(IW.1))/(NT.-1) 	 41K, 
00 100. I = 1.NT 
100 PHIN(I.3) = 	(PHIN(IU.1)+PH/N(IW•1)+ANGINC*(I■1))/2 • 
200 CALL TCALC(NTF) 
300 IF 	(NTF.EO.NT) GO TO 500 
DO 400 J = 1.NSRD 
00 400 I = 20NT 
00244 312* 400 ISTAR(I.J) 	= TSTAR(1.J) 
00247 313* 500 IF 	(ISYM.NE.3.0R.ITAPE.LE.0) GO TO 800 
00251 314* PHN = (PHIN(111.3)+PHIN(I03))/2 
00252 315* TSTARM = 0 
00253 316* DO 600 I = 1.NT 
00256 317* PHINII.3) 	= PHN 
00257 318* 600 TSTARM = TSTARM+TSTAR(Ir3) 
00261 319* TSTARM = TSTARM/NT 
00262 320* DO 700 I = 1.NT 
00265 321* 700 ISTAR(I•3) = TSTARM 
00267 322* 800 IF 	(NSRD.E0.2) SIDE = 	'SIDES' 
00271 323* IH1 = AND(ISYM.1)41 
00272 324* IH2 = AND(ISYM.2)+3 
00273 325* WRITE(60155) 	H0G(IH1).NT0HOGIIH2)0H0G(IH2+1).NSRD.SIDE 
00303 326* IF 	(ITAPE.GT.0) 	WRITE(6.255) 	ITAPE.ICASE.NTM,TO.ABEMF 
00313 327* IF 	(ITAPE.GT.0) 	WRITE(60355) 	(PHINII•1) , I=10NTF) 
00322 328* IF 	(ISYM.E0.3.AND.ITAPE.GT.0) 	WRITE(60455) 	(PHIN(I.2),I=1rNTF) 
00331 329* WRITE(60555) 	D 
00334 330* IF 	(AND(ISYM.2).EP.0) 	WRITE(6.655) 	(AL(I)0I=1oNT) 
00343 331* IF 	(AND(ISYM•2).NE.0) 	WRITE(6.755) 	(W1(1),I=1.NT1) 
00352 332* IF 	(AND(ISTM.2).NE.0) 	WRITE(6,855) 	(W2(I),I=1.NT1) 
00361 333* WRITE(6.955) 	(TH(1) , I=1.NT) 
00367 334* IF 	(AND(ISYM.2).E3.0) 	WRITE(6,1055) 	(H(I)./=1.NT1) 
00376 335* WRITE(601155) 	(TSTAR(I01) , I=1.NT) 
00404 336* IF 	(ISYM.EG.3) 	WRITE(6.1255) 	(TSTAR(1.3),I=IoNT) 
00413 337* IF 	INSRD.E(.2.0R.ISYM.E0.3) 	WRITE(6.1255) 	(TSTAR(/.2),I=IoNT) 
00422 338* WRITE(6.1355) 	(TIN(I).1=1.NT) 
00430 339* WRITE(6•1455) 	(PIN(I),I=1.NT) 
00436 340* WRITE(6.1555) 	1M(I)01=1.NT) 
00436 341* 
00436 342* C 	ASCENT AND REENTRY PROFILE SPECIFICATIONS READ IN 
00436 343* 
00444 344* 8 IF 	(AND(MRSTRT.1).E0.0) GO TO 12 
00446 345* READ(5.2) 	NA.NR 
00452 346* 2 FORMAT (2110) 
00453 347* READ (5.3) 	(TAM. 	I = 1•NA) 
00461 348* READ (5.3) 	(TRW. I = I•NR) 
00467 349* 3 FORMAT (10F8.3) 
00470 350* READ 	(5.4) 	(VELA(I).1=1.NA) 
00476 351* READ 	(5.4) 	(VELR(I)•I=1.NR) 
00504 352* READ 	15.4) 	(ALTA(I)./=1.N4) 
00512 353* READ 	(5.4) 	(ALTR(I) , I=1.NR) 
00520 354* 4 FORMAT ( 8E10.1) 
00520 355* 
00521 356* 12 IF (AND(MRSTRT.2).E0.0) GO TO 24 
00523 357* IF (MRSTRT+ISYM.EQ.15) READ(5.0NML) 
00527 358* IF (ITAPE.GT.0) GO TO 24 
00531 359* PHN = 0.0 
00532 360* ICASE = 0 
00533 361* NS = 6 
MAIN 
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DO 20 J = I•NSRD 
IU = J+2 
K1 = J*3-2 
K2 = KI+2 
DO 14 1 = 1•NTM 
READ(5•3) 	TM(1).(0SFN(K.1).K=KI.K2)•(OIFN(K.1).K=KI.K2)• 
1 	 (OST8(Kr1).K=KI•K2) 
IF 	(J.EO.2) 	READ(3) 	NS.TM(1)•(OSFN(K.1).0IFN(K.1).OST8(K.1).K=1.3) 
00577 370* 14 WRITE(IU) 	NS.74(1).(OSFN(KrOrOIFN(K.1).GST8(K.1).K=1.6 ) 
00612 371* 20 CALL CLOSE(J+201) 
00612 372* 
00612 373* C 	MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS READ IN 
00614 374* 24 IF 	(MRSTRT.NE.15) 	GO TO 28 
00616 375* READ(5.16) T8M.TENTL.FNM.FNMTOFLU.FLUID.PRO.PROMTL 
00616 376* 
00616 377* C 	SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS READ IN 
00616 378* 
00630 379* 15 READ(5.TUBE) 
00633 380* IF 	(ISYM.E0.0) 	READ(5•FLOW) 
00637 381* READ(50FIN) 
00642 382* READ(5.PROTLR) 
00645 383* READ(50MANIFD) 
00645 384* 
00645 385* C 	PROGRAM CONTROL PARAMETERS READ IN 
00645 386* 
00650 30* READ(50RUNOPT) 
00653 388* 16 FORMAT(2A6) 
00653 389* 
00653 390* C 	FLUID INLET CONDITIONS READ IN 
00653 391* 
00654 392* IF 	(LFLD 	.EO. 1) 	GO TO 30 
00656 393* 28 IF 	(AND(MRSTRT04).EO.0) 	GO TO 30 
00660 394* READ(5.2) 	NFLDTA 
00663 395* READ 	(5.22) 	(TMEFLD(I).TIFLD(I).WIFLD(I) , I=1.NFLDTA) 
00673 396* 22 FORMAT 	(3F20.6) 
00673 397* 
00674 398* 30 IUL = AND(ISYMr2)+1 
00675 399* DO 840 I = IrNT 
00700 400* 540 m(I) 	= M(I)/(32.174*NTBS) 
00702 401* DO 9997 IU = 1.IUL 
00705 402* IF 	(AND(ISYW.2).EQ.0) 	GO TO 2100 
00707 403* IW = AND(I0 ► 1) 
00710 404* H(1) 	= 	w(1.2-IW) 
00711 405* H(NT+1) 	= MINNI(NT+1).W2(NT+1)) 
00712 406* IF 	(NT.E0.1) 	GO TO 1100 
00714 407* 00 1000 IT = 2.NT 
00717 408* 1000 H(IT) 	= W(I.2•IW)/2 
00721 409* 1100 DO 1300 IT = 1.NT 
00724 410* AL(IT) 	= 0 
00725 411* 11 	= IT+1 
00726 412* DO 1200 I = I1.NT1 
00731 413* 1200 AL(IT) 	= W11.1+IW)+AL(IT) 
00733 414* 1300 AL(IT) 	= 	(2-AND(IU.1))*AL(IT)/12 
00735 415* 2100 IF (ISYM.GT.0) CALL ADIABH(BOOL(AND(ISYM.3).E0.5)*MOD(4"1U•3)+1 ) 
00737 416* DO 9997 IT = 1.NT 
00742 417* IF (ISYM.E0.0) GO TO 34 	. 
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IF (ITAPE.GT.0) PHN = PHIN(IT.IU) 
00747 420* UITBI = D 
00750 421* XL = AL(IT) 
00751 422* MOOT' = M(IT)*32.174*NTBS 
00752 423* TO = TIN(IT) 
00753 424* TWIT) = TOUT(IT) 
00754 425* PJ = P14(11) 
00755 426* 510071 = TH(IT) 
00756 427* STIP' = TH(IT) 
00757 428* HFNI = 	(HAB(IT)*EFF(IT.1)412*H(IT4.1)•HAB(IT+1))*EFF(IT.2))/ 
00757 429* 1 	(EFF(IT , 1)+EFF(IT•2))-(1/2—STBI 
00760 430* 34 IF (AND(MRSTRT.2).NE.0) CALL QINCID (MSTOTR,PHN) 
00760 431* C LISTING OF SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTROL PARAMETERS 
00760 432* 
00762 433* wRITE(6.9998) 
00764 434* WRITE(6 , 0N4L) 
00767 435* w1ITE(6.TUBE) 
00772 436* WRITE(6eFLOW) 
00775 437* WRITE(6,FIN) 
01000 438* WRITE(6 , PROTLR) 
01003 439* WRITE(60MANIFD) 
01006 440* WilITE(6tRUNOPT) 
01006 441* C 
01006 442* C UlIT CONVERSION ON INPUT DATA 
01006 443* C 
01011 444* DITB 	= DITBI/12.0 
01012 445* 513 = STBI /12.0 
01013 446* SROOT 	= SROOTI/12.0 
01014 447* SlIP = STIPI/12.0 
_ 01015 449* HFN 	= HFNI /12.0 
01016 449* RITB = DITB/2.0 
01017 450* MOOT 	= MDOTI/32.174 
01020 451* RCTB = (RITB+STB)*12.0 
01021 452* RHOTB 	= RHOTBI/32.174 
01022 453* RHOFN = RHOPNI/32.174 
01023 454* RmOMP 	= RHOMPI/32.174 
01023 455* C 
01024 456* INN 	= FLOAT(NTBS) 
01024 457* C 
01024 458* C METEOROID PROTECTION LAYER THICKNESS 
01024 459* C 
01025 460* SYPC 	= TK(GAMMAPATK.BTAAHOMET.THETAPPHIrAN•ALPHA ► VELM.PROBP 
01025 461* 1 	 TAU.RHOMPIrXL,TNNIPAMANIPTO.ROTB) 
...0 01026 462* SMP = SMPC/12.0 
01026 463* C 
01026 464* C INTERSECTION BETWEEN OUTER TUBE CIRCLE AND UPPER FIN PLANE 
01026 465* C 
01027 466* WWA 	= (STIP-SROOT)/(2.0*HFN) 
01030 467* wwC = WWA**2+1.0 
01031 466* 5P02 	= SROOT/2.0 
01032 469* wwR1 = RITB+STB 
01033 470* wwR2 	= wwRI•smp 
,..) 01034 471* *W3 = SR02-4WA*WWR1 
01035 472* wwD 	= SORT(WWC*WWR2**2■WWB**2) 
01036 473* XSMP = ((-WWA*WwB+WwD)/WWC-wWRI)/HFN 
01036 474* C 
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01037 477* NRTB 	= NRTBI 
01040 478* NMI = NX-1 
01041 479* m41 	= MZ-1 
01042 480* NRMP1 = NRMP-1 
01043 481* NRMP2 	= NRMP-2 
01044 482* NRTBI = NRTB-1 
01045 483* LT 	= MZ*NM1 
01046 484* LTB = LT+MZ 
01047 485* L11P 	= LTB+MZ*NRTB 
01050 486* LTBMZ = LTB+MZ 
01051 487* LTB2MC 	= LTBMZ+MZ 
01052 488* LL1 	. = LTB+(NRTB-2)*MZ 
01053 489* LL2 = LL1-M2 
01054 490* LL3 	= L4P+MZ 
01055 491* LL4 = LL1+MZ 
01056 492* LL5 	= LMP+NRMP2*MZ 
01057 493* LL6 = LL5-MZ 
01060 494* LL7 	= LL6-MZ 
01061 495* LC = MZ/2 
01062 496* IF(NCONV.E0.1) 	IOpTN = 0 
01064 497* IF(NCONV.EQ.2) 	IOPTN = 1 
01064 495* C 
01064 499* C GRID INTERVALS 
01054 500* C 
01066 501* DZ 	= 1.0/FLOAT(MMI) 
01067 502* Dx1 = 1.0/FLOaT(Nmi) 
01070 503* DXITB 	= STB/JRITB*FLOAT(NRTBD) 
01071 504* DXIFN = NFN/RITB*OXI 
01072 505* DXIMP 	= SMP/(RITB*FLOAT(NRMP1)) 
01073 506* DELTA = DITB/XL 
01073 507* C 
01073 508* C GRID SPACINGS 
01073 509* C 
01074 510* XITB(1) 	= 1.0 
01075 511* DO 50 I = 2.NRT8 
01100 512* 50 XITB(I) 	= XITB(I-1)+OXIT8 
01102 513* XIMP(1) 	= XITB(NRTB) 
01103 514$ DO 55 I = 2,NR4P 
01106 515* 55 XIMP(I) 	= XIMP(I1)+DXIMP 
01110 516* ZETA(1) 	= 0.0 
01111 517* DD 60 J = 2,42 
01114 518* 60 ZETA(J) = ZETA(J•1)+In 
01116 519* XIFN(1) 	= 0.0 
01117 520* DO 65 J = 2oNX 
01122 521* 65 XIFN(J) = XIFN(J-1)+0XI 
01122 522* C 
01124 523* MMEP 	= (INT(2.0*XSMP/DXI)+1)/2 
01125 524* MCVRD = MMEP 
01126 525* IF(XSMP.GE.XIFN(MMEP+1)) MMEP = MMEP+1 
01126 526* C 
01130 527* DXX2 	= (1.0-XS4P)/4.5 
01131 528* DXX21 = 2.0 





XSPM = ((0.5+FLOAT(MCVRD))*DXI ■XSMP)/DXI 
IF(MCVRD.EQ.0) XSPM = (DXI-2.0*XSMP)/DXI 













DO 66 I = 2.5 
	
Z22(I) 	= 	222(1-1)+0.25 
66 Xx2(I) 	= xX2(I-1)+DXX2 
01143 536* C 
01143 537* C GENERAL CONSTANTS 
01143 538* C 
01145 539* •TOL = SROOT/(2.0*HFN) 
01146 540* CTA = TOL—STIP/(2.0*HFN) 
01147 541* DTA = SORT(1.0+CTA**2) 
01150 542* DO 70 I=2.NM1 
01153 543* BOL, = TOL—CTA*XIFN(I) 
01154 544* DOB(I) = DTA/(2.0*BOL) 
01155 545* 70 COB(I) ..= CTA/BOL 
01155 546* C 
01157 547* SLOPE = (SROOT—STIP)/(2.0*HFN) 
01160 548* SFN(1) = SROOT 
01161. 549* SFN(NX) = STIP 
01162'_, 550* DO 80 I = 2.1441 
01165 551* 80 SFN(I) = STIP+2.0*HFN*SLOPE*(1.0-XIFN(/)) 
01165 552* C 
01165 553* C 
01167 554* RHO() = RHOF(PO.TO) 
01170 555* RHOI = RHOF(PO.TI) 
01171 556* ARE = 2.0*m307/(PI*TNN*RITB) 
01172 557* FRL = (DELTA/2.0)**2 
01173 558* FFO = 4.0/(XRE*DELTA)*RHOO/RHOTB 
01174 559* FOF = FFO*RHOTB/RHOMP 
01175 560* REY = xRE/VISc(RHOI.TI) 
01176 561* FRE = RHOO*DELTA/XRE 
01177 562* FRM = ((R1T8+ST3)/XL)**2 
01200 563* FRD = 1.714E-09*TO**3 
01201 564s FRAD = FRO*RITB 
01202 565* FRO = FRD*HFN 
01203 566* PRLNTL = (YISC(RHOI.TI)*CPF(RHOI.TI))/THCF(RHOI.TI) 
01204 567* GREF = FRD*T0*TNN*2.0 
01205 568* AITB = TNN*PI*R1TB**2 
01206 569* w0 = XRE/(DITB*3600.0*RHOO) 
01207 570* CPO = CPF(RH00.70) 
01210 571* HFLO = HFORH00.13) 
01211 572* FENTH = FLUX*(HFLO+WO**2/1556.36) 
01212 573* FREJ = PI*TO. 
01213 574. FXOH = (HFN/XL)**2 
01214 575* FXHW = XL/(w0*3600.0*HFN**2) 
01214 576* C 
01215 577* T = SR02/HFN 
01216 578* R1 = wWR1/HFN 
01217 579* R2 = wwR2/HFN 
01220 580* DZMFN = XL/(HFN*4.01 
01220 581* C 
01221 582* TREF = xL*DITB/XRE*RHOO 
01222 583* RDTWRT = DTWRTE/TREF 
01223 584* RTEND = TEND/TREF 
01224 585* STR = T0*HFN*(SROOT+STIP)*TNN*SQRT(RHOFN/(PI*TREF)) 
01224 586: C 
01225 587* XX3 = DXITB/DXIMP 
01226 588* XX4 = DXITB/DXIFN 
01227 589* XX10 = 1.0/(4.0*XImP(NRmP)—OXIMp) 
231 





























XXI1 	= 4.0*XX10*(2.0*XIMP(NRMP)-OXIMP)/(OXIMP**2) 
XX12 = 8.0*XX10*x/MP(NRmP)/DXIMP  
C 
PHIF 	= 4.0*ASIN(5ROOT/(2.0*wW111+SmP)) 
PHIM = 2.0*PI-4.0*ASIN(SROOT/(2.0TWWR2)) 
PHIF 	= PHIF*RITB/HFN 
CON = pHIm*WWR2/(2.0*HFN) 
C 
C 
COEFF 	= 	3600./STAGX 
5T4 = 0.1714E-08*T0**4.0 
GTO 	.= 5T4 
DX Z 	HFN*DXI*12.0 
C 
01241 604* C 	INITIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
01241 605* C 
01242 606* IF (MRSTRT-LTS*8.LE.0) GO TO 312 
01244 607* TINTL 	= TI/TO 
01245 608* DO 310 J=1.MZ 
01250 609* DO 302 I=1.NRTB 
01253 610* 302 Th(J.1) 	= TINTL 
01255 611* DO 305 I=1.NRMP 
01260 612* 305 ImP(J.I)= TINTL 
01262 613* CONMP(J) 	= 0.0 
01263 614* DO 310 I=loNX 
01266 615* CONFN(J.1) 	= 0.0 
01267 616* 31n TEMP(J.I) 	= TINTL 
01267 617* C 
01267 618* C 	INITIAL FLOW CONDITIONS 
01257 619* C 
01272 620* 31? 1FLOW 	= 1 
01273 621* F1(1) = 	Tw(1.1) 
01274 622* IF 	(LFLD .EQ. 	2) 	FT(1) 	= TIFLD(1)/TO 
01276 623* *RAT = 1.0 
01277 624* FLUXI = MDOTI 
01300 625* IF 	(LFLD .EO. 	2) 	WRAT = WIFLD(1)/FLUXI 
01302 626* CALL FLSTRT(REY.PRLNTL , DELTA) 
01302 627* C 
01302 628* C 	CRITERIA FOR LUMPED-PARAMETER TREATMENT OF TUBE PLUS 
01302 629* C PROTECTION LAYER 
01302 630* C 
01303 631* TAVG 	= 0.5*(TI4TO) 
01304 632* XNUSLT 	= FNU*DELTA*REY*PRLNTL/4.0 
01305 633* BIOTNO 	= XNUSLT/DIT8*THCF(RHO0.T0)*(STB/THCTB(TAVG)+SMP/THCMP 
01305 634* 1 	 (TAVG)) 
01306 635* WRITE(6•313) XNUSLT•BIOTNO 
01312 636* 313 FORMAT(1H .5X.25HINIT. NUSSELT NO. NU 	= 	rE20.6•/r 
01312 637* 1 	 6X.25HWALL BIOT NO. 	BI 	= 	.E20.6./) 
01313 638* IF(BIOTNO.GT.0.05) 60 TO 314 
01315 639* NRTB 	= 0 
01316 640* LL4 = MZ*NX 
01317 641* LL5 	= LL4 
01320 642* LL6 = M2-2 
01321 643* LTB 	= LL4 
01322 644* NEWS = MZ*(NX+1) 
01322 645* C 
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C 	MASS CALCULATIONS 
C 
314 DO 315 J=1•M2 
01326 650* 315 Y(J) 	; 1.0/FW(J)  
01330 651* TNXL = TNN*XL 
•••• 01331 652* FLMASS 	= TNXL*AITB*RHOO*DEFINT(Y.02.MZ) 
01332 653* FNMASS 	= TNXL*HFN*RHOFN*(SROOT+STIP) 
01333 654* TBMASS 	= TNXL*PI*ST8*(DITEOSTB)*RHOTB 
01334 655* PLMASS 	= TNXL*SMP*RHOMP*(DITB+2.0*STB+SMP)*PHIM/2.0 
01335 656* TOTMSS 	= FLMASS+FNMASS+PLMASS+TBMASS 
01336 657* FLMASI. = FLMASS*32.174 
01337  658* FNMASI 	= FNMASS*32.174 
01340 659* TBMASI 	= TBMASS*32.174 
01341 660* PLMASI = PLMASS*32.174 
01342 661* TDTMSI 	= TOTMSS*32.174 
01342 662* C 
01343 663* ATOT 	= TNXL*(2.0*(HFN+ST8)+DIT6) 
01344 664* WRITE(6,320) 	XL.DITBI.STBI.TBM.TBMIL,TBMASI.NIBS. 
01344 665* 1 	 HFNI.SROOTI.STIPI.FNM.FNMTL•FNMASI.NSRAO ,  
01344 666* 2 FLU.FLUID.FLMASI 
01367 667* WRITE (6,321) SMPC.PLMASI.PRO.PROMTLe 
01367 668* 1 	 TOT4SI.ATOT 
01377 669* 320 FORMAT(1H0.15X.17HSYSTEM PARAMEJERS./016X•17H 	 r//r 
01377 670* 2 6)•35HTUBE LENGTH • 	 XL = 	.F10.3.11H FT 	pip 
01377 671* 3 6X.3511 	INTERNAL DIAMETER • 	DITB = .F10.3.11H IN ./. 
01377 672* 4 6)035H WALL THICKNESS . STB = .F10.3.11H IN 	•1. 






6 6X , 3511 MASS 	(ALL TUBES) 	. MTB = ,F10.4.11H LBM 	fir 
1 6)(035H 	NUMt)ER OF TUBES. NIBS = .rlo 	 •// 
01377 676* 7 6X.35HFIN 	HEIGHT • 	 HFN = rF10.3.11N IN 	•/• 
01377 677* 8 6X.35H 	THICKNESS AT ROOT • 	SROOT = •F10.3.11H IN ./. 
01377 678* 9 6X.35H THICKNESS AT TIP r STIP = •F10.3.11H IN 	r/r 
01377 679* 1 6X.35H 	MATERIAL 	 r2A6 	 •/• 
01377 680* 2 6X.35H MASS (ALL FINS) 	• MFN = •F10.4.11H LBM 	IIP 
01377 681* 3 6X.35H 	NO. OF FIN SIDES RADIATING 	= .110 	 .// 
01377 682* 3 6X.35HC0OLANT FLUID IS 	 .2116 Pi. 
01377 663* 3 6)(.35H 	MASS (IN ALL TUBES) 	. MFL = •F10.4•11H LBM 	•/) 
01400 684* 321 FORMAT (1410.6X.35NFROTECTION LAYER THICKNESS. 	SMP = •F10.3.11H IN 
01400 685* 1 	./. 
01400 686* 6 6)(.35H 	MASS. 	 MMP = eFI0.3.11H LBM 	./. 
•••■ 01400 687* 7 6X.35H MATERIAL IS 	 r2A6 	 •1/ I 
01400 688* 8 6X•35NTOTAL MASS (EXCL. MANIFLD.) MTOT = •F10.4.11m LBM 	.1, 
01400 659* — 	9 6X.39HTOTAL AREA (SINGLE NORMAL PROJECTION) 	roof* 
01400 690* 1 6)035H 	 ATOT = .F10.4•11H SO FT 	.1) 
01400 691* C 
01400 692* C 	INITIALIZATION 
01400 693* C 
01400 694* C 
01400 695* C 	TUBE 
01400 696* C 
01401 697* IF(NRTB.EQ.0) GO TO 341 
01401 698* C 
01403 699* PFLD 	= PO*FP(LC) 
01404 700* TFLD = TO*FT(LC) 
01405 701* RHOFLD 	= RHOF(PFLO.TFLD) 
01406 702* XFNU = THCF(RNOFLOPTFLO)/(4.041TNCT8(TINTL))*FNU*REY*FRLNTL 
01406 703* 1 	 *DELTA*DXITB 
15 
233 





DO 330 J=1•MZ 
00 325 I=2•NRTB1 
01415 706* K 	= LTB+MZ*(I-1)+J 
01416 707* 325 Y(K) 	= TW(JrI) 
01420 708* LTBJ = LTB+J 
01421 709* 330 Y(LTBJ) 	= (XFNU*FT(J)+4.0*TW(J.2)'"TW(J.3))/(XFNU+3.0) 
01421 710* 
01421 711* C 	PROTECTION LAYER 
01421 712* 
01421 713* 
01423 714. U0 34Q,J=1.M2 
01426 715* DO 335 1=2.NRMP1 
01431 716* K 	= LMP+MZ*(I-2)+J 
01432 717* 355 Y(K) = TMP(J.I) 
01434 716* Y(LL4+J)= TMP(.1t1) 
01435 719* 340 Y(LL5+0= TMP(J.NRMP) 
01435 720* 
01435 721* C 	FIN 
01435 722* 
01437 723* 341 DO 350 I=2• ,1X 
01437 724* 
01442 725* DO 350 J=leMZ 
01445 726* K 	= MZ*(I...2)+J 
01446 727* 350 Y(K) 	= TEMP(JoI) 
01446 726* 
01446 729* C 	FLUID 
01446 73U* 
01451 731* DO 360 J=1042 
01454 732* Y(LT+J) 	= FT(J) 
01454 733* 
01456 734* IF(NRT8.NE.0) 	GO TO 364 
01460 735* DO 361 J=1.mz 
01463 736* K 	= LL4+J 
01464 737* 351 	T(K) = 	Tw(J.1) 
01464 738* 
01466 739* XX3 	= 	(2.0—PHIm/pI)*(RIT8+STB+Smp) 
01467 740* XX4 = 2.0*(51100I-OXI/2.0*(SROOT-STIP))/(PI*WN) 
01470 741* XX1O 	= RHOTB*5113*(DITB+51.8)/TREF 
01471 742* XX11 = 8HomP*5mP*(DIT8 4-2.0*STB+5MP)*PNIM/(2.0*PI*TREF) 
01472 743* AX12 	= RHOFN*OXI*HFN/P1*(SROOT-DXI/4.0*(S800T —STIP))/TREF 
01473 744* XX13 = PHIM*(RIT6+STB+5MP) 
01474 745* AX20 	= DXI*NFN/XX13 
01475 746* XX48 = DXI*12.0 
01476 747* FRAD 	= FRD*XX13/(HFN*PI) 
01476 740* 
01477 749* 354 U0 365 1=1.NE0US 
01502 750* A(I) 	= ALIMIT 
01503 751* 365 R(I) = RLIMIT 
01505 752* RLIMIT 	= RLIMIT*5.0 
01505 753* 
01505 754* 




01510 759* TLAIE 	= 0.0 
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01511 761* C 
01512 762* . LCT 	= 1 
01513 763* NCTM = 0 
01514 764* LIM 	= 0 
01515 765* MODA = 0 
01516 766* NCCZ 	= 0 
01516 767* 
01517 768* NTRY 	= 1 
01520 769* IFVD = 0 
01521 770* ISKP 	= 1 
01522 771* IERR = 0 
01522 772* 
01522 773* PRINCIPLE INTEGRATION 
01522 774* C 
01523 775* CALL RKSIDERIVM.CNTLM.Y.DYFA.R.TIMEIFOTME.NEGUPIFVD•IEO.NTRYPIERR 
01523 776* 1 	 +DELY.PD,SO+YStYST.GYSTrYSINP) 
01524 777* 9997 RLIMIT 	= R(1) 
01527 778* IF IISTM.NE.0) GO TO 9999 
01531 779* READ (5.GINPT. END = 9999) 
01534 780* MRSTRT = ANDIMRSTRT.7) 
01535 781* GO TO 8 
01536 782* 9998 FORMAT(1H1) 
01537 783* 9999 STOP 
01540 784* END 
END OF COMPILATION; 	NO DIAGNOSTICS+ 
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QFOR.S ME*NASA5.MTXINV.ME*NASA5.MTX1NV 
FOR 59A-07/13/72.-20:57:03 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE MTXINV 	ENTRY POINT 000166 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0002061 DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	ORD 	003670 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0004 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. 	TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. 	NAME) 
0001 	000016 105G 	0001 	000076 11L 	0001 	000031 	111G 	0001 	000052 
0001 000117 136G 0001 000122 142G 0001 000137 20L 0000 R 000001 
0003 	003465 CSF 	0003 	003464 DXX2 	0003 	003472 DXX21 	0003 	003463 
0003 003441 EBMP 0003 003467 EXTIFN 0003 003471 EXTIMP 0003 003466 
0000 I 000000 I 	0000 	000011 INJPS 	0000 I 000003 Il 	0000 I 000006 
0000 1000004 K 0003 003461 LCT 0003 	003462 LTT 0003 	003460 
0003 R 000000 TRMTX 	0003 	003446 XX2 	0003 003453 ZZ2 
121G 	0001 	000055 125G 
AA 0000 R 000005 B 
DZMFN 	0003 	003410 EBFN 
EXTSFN 0003 003470 EXTSMP 
12 	0000 I 000002 J 
MCVRD 	0003 	003473 SS 
00101 1* SU3ROUTINE MTXINV(N.M) 
00101 2• C 
00101 3* C T41S SUBROUTINE SOLVES A SYSTEM or LINEAR ALGEBRIC EQUATIONS BY 
00101 4• C MATRIX INVERSION 
00101 5* 
00103 6* COMMON /QRD/ TRMTX(30.60).EBFN(5.5).EBMP(5).XX2(5).Z22(5). 
00103 7* 1 	 MCVRD•LCT.LTToDZMFNe 
00103 a. 2 DXX2.C5F.EXTSFN.EXTIFN•EXTSMP.EXTIMP.DXX21 ► 55(5•5.5) 
00104 9• 00 20 I 	=1.N 
00107 10* AA 	=TPMTK(IPI) 
00110 11* DO 9 J 	=1.M 
00113 12* 9 TRNIX(I.J)=TRMIX(I.J)/AA 
00115 13* IF 	(I.E0.1) 	GO TO 11 
00117 14• 11 = 	I-1 
00120 15* DO 10 K 	=1.11 
00123 16• B TRMTX(K.I) 
00124 17* DO 10 J 	=1.M 
00127 18* 10 TRMTX(K.J)=TRMTX(K.J) 	•.TRMTX(IrJ) 
00132 19• IF (I.EO.N) 	GO TO 20 
00134 20• 11 	12 	= 
00135 21• DO 15 K 	=I20, N 
00140 22• B =TRMTX(•1) 
00141 23* 00 15 J 	=1.M 
00144 24• 15 TRMTX(K.J)=TRNTX(K•J) 	■TRAITX(IrJ) 	• 
00147 25* 20 CONTINUE 23 
236 
L 
****** NTXINV ****** 
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00151 	26* 	 RETURN 
00152 . 27* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 
	
NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHOG.P ****** NUS 
.0 
237 
NUS ***•** 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR.S ME*NASAS.NUS.ME*NASA5.NUS 
FOR S9A+07/13/72+20:57:08 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE NUS ENTRY POINT 000573 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0006421 DATA(0) 0001141 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 







STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (aLoCR, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000550 100L 
0001 000243 20L 
0001 	000431 40L 
0000 R 000017 GP 
0000 R 000004 NUS 
0001 	000354 150G 
0001 000456 202G 
0001 	000501 5UL 
0000 R 000016 GRASH 
0000 R 000010 REY 
0001 	000374 161G 
0001 000513 211G 
0000 R 000015 BETA 
0000 I 000023 I 
0000 R 000014 REYNO 
0001 	000407 166G 	0001 	000443 175G 
0001 000526 216G 0001 000324 30L 
0000 R 000021 FORCE 	0000 R 000020 FREE 
0000 	000066 INJP$ 0000 R 000000 MACH 



































THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
C A SINGLE NUSSELT NUMBER FOR IRE CALCULATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC 
C 
	




REYNO 	= MACHNO*STAGX*CATM*RHOATM/VISATM 
IF (MACHNO .GT. 1.0) GO TO 20 
IF (MACHNO .LE. 1.0 .AND. MACHNO .GE. 0.5) GO TO 30 
C 
C FREE CONVECTION NUSSELT NUMBER 
C 
BETA 	= 2.0/(TIN+TATN) 
()RASH = 32.174.BETA+(RrioATM/VISATM)**2*VERTX**3.*(TIN—TATm) 
GP 	= GRASH*PRATM 
IF (GP .GT. 1.0E+01 .AND. GP 	1.0E+04) FREE 
	
1.585*(GP) 
1 	 **0.195 
IF (GP .GT. 1.0E+04 .AND. GP 	1.0E+09) FREE = 0.59*(GP)** 
1 	 0.25 
IF (GP .GT. 1.0E+09) FREE = 0.13*(GP)**0.33333 
C 
C LOW SPEED NUSSELT NUMBERS FOR LAMINAR. TURBULENT AND TRANSITION FLOWS 
C 
IF (REYNO 	1.0E+05) 
1 FORCE = 0.332*RM0**0.5*PRATM**0.33333 
IF (REYNO .GT. 1.0E+06) 
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00125 	30* 	 1 FORCE = 0.0288*REYNO**0.8*PRAP4**0.33333 
00127 31* IF (REYNO .LE. 1.0E+06 .ANO. REYNO •GE. 1.0E+05) 
00127 	32* 	 1 FORCE = 6.78E■05*PRATM**0.33333*REYNO**1.238 
00131 33* NUS1 	= FREE*STAGX/VERTX+FORCE  
00132 	34* 	 GO TO 100 
00132 35* C . 
- 00132 	36* 	C HIGH SPEED NUSSELT NUMBERS FOR LAMINAR. TURBULENT AND TRANSITION FLOWS 
00132 37* C 
00133 	38* 	20 IF (REYNO .LT. 1.0E+05) 
00133 39* 1 NUS1 	= 0.3751*PRATM*REYNO**0.5014 
00135 	40* 	 IF (REYN0. .GT. 1.0E+06) 
00135 41* 1 NUS1 	= 0.0346*PRATM*REYNO**0.7746 
00137 	42* 	 IF (REYNO. .LE. 1.0E+06 .AND. REYNO .GE. 1.0E+05) 
00137 43* 1 NUS1 	= 3.339E-04*PRATM*RCYNO**1.1111 
00141 	44* 	 50 TO 100 
00141 45* C 
	
''') 	00141 	46* 	C LAMINAR. TRANSITION AND TURBULENT NUSSELT NUMBERS FOR FLOWS THAT LIE 
00141 47* C BETWLEN LOW AND HIGH SPEED MODELS 
00141 	48* 	C 
00142 49* 30 MACH(1) = 0.4000 
00143 	50* 	 4ACH(2) = 0.6333 
00144 51* IACH(3) = 0.8666 
00145 	52* 	 4ACH(4) = 1.1000 
00146 53* x 	= STAGX*CATM*RHOATM/VISATM 
- 00147 	54* 	 JO 34 I : 1.4 
00152 55* 34 qEY(I) 	= MACH(I)*X 
00154 	56* 	 IF (REYNO .GT. 1.0E+06) GO TO 4U 
00156 57* IF (REYNO .LT. 1.0E+05) GO TO 50 
00160 	58* 	 JO 36 I = 3.4 
00163 59* 36 NUS(I) = 3.339E-04*PRATM*REY(I)**1.1111 
00165 	60* 	 U0 38 I = 1.2 
00170 61* 38 NUS(I) = 6.78E ■05*PRATM**0.333.13*REY(I)**1.238 
00172 	62* 	 NUS1 	= YINT(MACH•NUS.4.4rMACHNO) 
00173 63* i.0 TO 100 
00174 	64* 	40 DO 44 I = 3.4 
00177 65* 44 NUS(I) = 0.0346*PRATM*REY(I)**4.7746 
00201 	66* 	 U0 48 I = 1.2 
00204 67* 48 NUS(I) 	= 0.0288*REY(I)**0.0*PHATM**0.33333 
00206 	68* 	 NUS' = YINT(MACH.NUSO4.4.MACHNO) 
00207 69* 60 TO 100 
00210 	70* 	50 OD 54 I = 3.4 
00213 71* 54 NUS(I) = 0.3751*PRATM*REY(I)**0.6014 .... 
00215 	72* 	 u0 58 I = 1.2 
.„., 	00220 73* 58 NUS(I) 	= 0.322*REY(I)**0.5*PRATM**0.33333 
00222 	74* 	 NUS1 = YINT(MACH.NU5.4.4.14ACHNO) 
00223 75* 100 IF (NSRAD .CO. 2) NUS1 = 2.0*NUS1 
00225 	76* 	 kETURN 
00226 77* END 
I ■-.) 	 END OF COMPILATION( 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHOO.P ',wow NUSA 
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NUSA  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
I:WC/R.5 ME*NASA5.NUSA.ME*NASA5.NUSA 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:57:12 (Or) 
FUNCTION NUSA ENTRY POINT 000067 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000103i DATA(0) 0000241 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NEXP6$ 
0004 NERR3$ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000024 2L 	0001 	000043 4L 	0001 	000057 5L 










00107 4* 1 RPD=REY*PR*DOL 	• 
00110 5* NUSA=3.65+0.0668*RPD/(1+.045*RPD**.6667) 
00111 6* OD TO 5 
00112 7* 2 1F(PR—.1/3.3.4 
00115 8* 3 NUSA=5*.025*(REY*PR)**.8 
00116 9* GO TO 5 
00117 10* 4 NUSA=.023*(REY**.8)*(PR**.3) 
00120 11* 5 RETURN 
00121 12* END 
.... 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
aMOGoP 	 PDERIV * 
sr. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.PDERIV.ME*NASA5.PDERIV 




ENTRY POINT 000160 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0002041 DATA(0) 0000201 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 ADBH 000352 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0004 	TTIPS 
0005 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0003 	000161 CONFL 	0003 	000173 CONFNA 
0003 R 000326 DTL 0003 000244 EFF 
0000 	000007 INJPS 	0003 R 000064 M 
0003 000314 GOUT 0003 	000217 TB 
0003 	000340 TOUT 	0003 000077 TSTAR 
0001 	000036 2L 
0003 000147 CP 
0003 	000205 EMIS 
0003 000076 NT 
0003 	000026 TH 
0000 R 000003 T1  
0001 	000114 3L 
0003 000000 D 
0003 R 000013 H 
0000 R 000000 PDERIV 
0003 	000040 TIN 
0000 R 000002 T2 
0003 	000001 AL 
0000 R 000001 DM 
0003 R 000231 HAB 
0003 000052 PIN 
0003 R 000270 TL 


















L 	00122 18* 
00123 	19* 
00124 20*  
FUNCTION PDERIV(J.IT.ITST) 
PARAMETER NTP = 10 
PARAMETER NTPI = 
REAL M 
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DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OFOR.S ME*NASAS.PF/CFHE.ME*NASA5.PF/CFHE 
FOR S9A-07/13/72.-20:57:16 (0.) 
 
FUNCTION PF 	 ENTRY POINT 000047 
STORAGE USED: CODEt1) 0000528 DATAtO) 0000268 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NERR3$ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000005 A 0000 R 000012 ALPHA 	0000 R 000002 Al 	0000 R 000003 81 0000 R 000004 C 
0000 000017 IMPS 0000 R 000000 PF 0000 R 000001 R 0000 R 000006 RHOX 0000 R 000007 TX 
0000 R 000010 V 0000 R 000011 VM2 
00101 1* FUNCTION PF(RHO.T) 
00101 2* 	C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* 	C PRESSURE AS A•FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE CR) OF HELIUM 
00101 6* 	C UNITS LBF/SO.FT 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA R.A1•81.C.A /2077.02 6136.9595.3.5002295E-43.10.000658.1.450610 
00103 V* 13E-02/ 
00111 10* RHOX 	= RHO*515.4275 
00112 11* TX = T/1.8 
00113 12* V 	= 1.0/RHOX 
00114 13* VM2 = RHOX*RHOX 
00115 14* ALPHA = C*RHOX/tTX**3) 
00116 15* PF 	= tRITX*(1.0■ALPHA)*(V+81)•A1*(1.0A*RHOX))*VM2*2.08846E-02 
00117 16* RETURN 
00120 17* END 
•END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
	 PF/CFNAK 
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PF/CFNAK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.PF/CFNAK.ME*NASA5.PF/CFNAK 
FOR 59A-07/13/72.-20:57:1d (0.) 
FUNCTION PF 	 LNTRY POINT 000030 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000401 DATA(0) 000015$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (CLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	CAPPA 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000004 C 	0003 R 000000 CAPPA 	0000 	000010 INJPS 
0000 R 000005 TK 0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
0000 R 000000 PF 	0000 R 000003 PO 
00101 1* FUNCTION PF(RHO.T) 
00101 2• C 
00101 3• C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 7d.6 
00101 6• C UNITS LBF/SO.FT 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1FX2 /50.77306•-0.008433/.P0 /2116.224/ 
00107 9• C 	= 	(X14(2'7)/32.174 
00110 10• rK = CAPPA(RHO.T) 
00111 11* 'F = (RHO/C•1.0)/TK+P0 
00112 12* .1ETURN 
00113 13• LND 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ONDo•p 	 pF/CFSIL 
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STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000030 IF 
0000 R 000004 A4 
0000 R 000010 83 
0000 R 000014 C2 
0000 R 000025 RHO1 
0000 R 000026 2 
0000 R 000022 A 
0000 R 000005 A5 
0000 R 000011 84 
0000 R 000017 DT 
0000 R 000020 THETA 
0000 R 000001 Al 
0000 R 000023 B 
0000 R 000012 B5 
0000 	000061 INJPS 
0000 R 000021 THETA1 
P- 
	 PF/CFSIL 	 
OFOR.S MONASA5.PF/CFSIL 	ME*NASA5.PF/CFSIL 
FOR 59A■07/13/72*20:57:20 (0t) 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
FUNCTION PF ENTRY POINT 000155 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000162) DATA(0) 0000721 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 






0000 R 000002 A2 0000 R 000003 A3 
0000 R 000006 81 0000 R 000007 82 
0000 R 000024 C 0000 R 000013 CI 
0000 R 000027 P 0000 R 000000 PF 


























I :It Jai 1? °!3 ' 
FUNCTION PF(RHO.T) 
THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND TEMPERATURE 
(R) OF DOW CORNING 200 SILICON OIL (1 CS) 
UNITS L8F/SO.FT 
TEMPERATURE .GE. 359.67 AND .LE. 859.67 
TEMP. GE. 360.67 AND LE. 860.67 
DATA A1.A2.113.A4.A5 /12.35.2.98333.1.1...0.48333.0.1/.81.82.83.84. 
185 /..1.5...0.01333..4.18.0.57333....0.1/41.C2 /0.7767...0.0288/. 
2T0.T01.01. /559.67,609.67.50.0/ 
THETA = (T-T0)/DT 
THETA1 = (T..T01)/DT 
A = (MA5*THETA+A4)*THETA+A3)*THETA+A2)*THETA.O.A11 
B , = ((((85*THETA+84)*THETA483)*THETA+82)*THEIA+81) 
C = C1+C2*THETA1 
RHO/ = RHO*32.174/62.42 
Z = A*A+2.0*B*ALOG(RH01/C)*1000.0 
P = (.44SORT(Z))*1000.0/8 
PF = (P+14.646)*144.8 
IF (T.LT.360.67.0R.T.GT.860.67.0R.PF.GT.146116.224.0R.PF.GT.110116 
1.224.AND.T.LT.460.67) WRITE(6.1) T.PF 
1 FORMAT (1H0043HPRESSURE OF SILICON OIL. OUT OF RANGE. T = .F10.5. 





































	 PF/CFSIL  	 DATE 071372 	
PAGE 	2 
— ENO OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 




...*** POLY ma** 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFORIPS ME*NASA5.POLY.ME*NASA5.POLY 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:57:23 (0.1 
FUNCTION POLY 	ENTRY POINT 000036 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000441 DATA(0) 0000151 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
- 	0003 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 
0001 	000012 1070 
00101 	1* 
00101 2* 	C 
00101 	3* C 
00101 4* 	C 









(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000003 INJPS 	0000 I 000002 K 
FUNCTION POLY(N.A.X) 
THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES POLYNOMIAL 
POLY = A(1)+14(2)*x+A(3)0(**2+ 	+A(N)*x**(N+1) 
DIMENSION A(N)• 
POLY = O. 
L = N 
DO 1 K=1.N 
POLY = POLY*X+A(L) 
1 L = Lw1 
RETURN 
END 
0000 1000001 L 0000 R 000000 POLY 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 
    
QFOR.S ME*NASA5.0INCIDeME*NASA5.0INCID 




ENTRY POINT 001001 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0010271 DATA(0) 0006651 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
	
0003 	OIN 	001610 
0004 TC 000042 










STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000036 IOL 0001 000036 123G 0001 000064 142G 0001 000124 160G 0001 000132 165G 
0001 000151 173G 0001 000057 20L 0001 000166 2036 0001 000073 22L 0001 000273 225G 
0001 000337 2405 0001 000354 247G 0001 000404 263G 0001 000230 30L 0001 000547 301G 
0001 000255 32L 0001 000730 324G 0001 000741 330G 0001 000313 36L 0001 000325 38L 
0001 000507 58L 0001 000633 70L 0001 000643 80L 0004 000003 ABEMF 0000 R 000000 ANG 
0007 R 000000 DEFINT 0000 I 000605 I 0004 I 000001 ICASE 0000 I 000603 IFILE 0000 000633 INJPS 
0000 I 000604 IP 0004 I 000000 ITAPE 0000 I 000617 J 0000 	I 000610 K 0000 I 000614 KO 
0000 1000615 KI 0000 I 000612 MI 0000 I 000613 M2 0000 	I 000611 NP 0000 I 000606 NS 
0003 I 001605 NSRD 0003 I 001604 NTM 0000 I 000607 NI 0000 R 000616 PANG 0004 000004 PHIN 
0000 R 000343 OA 0000 R 000077 OALB 0003 R 000454 OIFN 0003 R 001274 OITB 0000 R 000463 OP 
0000 R 000151 OPLN 0000 R 000223 OS 0003 R 000144 OSFN 0003 R 000764 OSTB 0000 R 000025 OSUN 






00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES : 
00101 4* C 1.- DATA TRANSFER FROM THE SRI INCIDENT RADIATION COMPUTER PROGRAM 
00101 5* C 2- AVERAGING OF RADIANT FLUX OVER CIRCUMFERENCE OF TUBE CROSS
—C 
 
00101 6* SECTION 
00101 7* 
00103 8* PARAMETER NTP .1 10 
00104 9* PARAMETER MAXSID = 20 	' 
00105 10* PARAMETER MAXS01 = MAXSID+1 
00106 11* COMMON /GIN/ TM(100)•OSFN(100.2).0IFN(100•2)•05411(100.2). 
248 
 
QINCID ****** DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
 
-- 








OITB(100.2).NTM.N5RD ► 070.TX 
COMMON /TC/ ITAPE ► ICASE.TO•ABEMF.PHIN(NTP.3) 
DIMENSION ANG(MAX5D1) ► 0SUM(MAXSD1.2).0ALB(MAXSD162) ►  
OPLN(MAX501.2).05(4.MAXSID).04(4.MAXSID)112P(40MAXSID) 
IFILE = ITAPE 
 
00112 17* IF (ITAPE.LE.0) 	IFILE = NSRD+2 
00114 	18* IP = 1 
00115 19* IF 	(ABS(P1-4).GT.0.0) 	IP = 2 
00117 	20* IF 	(ICASE.LE.1) GO TO 20 
00121 21* TM(I) 	= —(10.0**30) 
00122 	22* DQ 16 I = 2.ICASE 
00125 23* 10 TM(2) 	= TM(1) 
00126 	24* READ 	(IFILE) 	NS.TM(I) 
00132 25* IF 	(TM(1).GT.TM(2)) 	GO TO 10 
00134 	26* 16 CONTINUE 
00136 27* BACKSPACE IFILE 
00137 	28* 20 IF (MSTOTR.E0.2) GO TO 30 
00141 29* DO 21 	I = 112 
00144 	30* 21 READ (IFILE) 
00147 31* NI = 2 
00150 	32* 22 READ 	(IFILE) 	NS.TM(1) 
00154 33* NI = N1+1 
00155 	34* IF 	(TM(1).L.T.TO.AND.N1.LT.NTM..1) 	GO TO 22 
00157 35* DO 24 I = 1.3 
00162 	36* 24 BACKSPACE IFILE 
00164 37* DO 26 1 = 1.4 
00167 	38* 26 READ 	(IFILE) 	NS.TM(I).(0S(I ► K).0A(I ► K).0P(I.K).K=1.NS) 
00202 39* DO 28 K = I•NS 
00205 	40* OSUN(K.1) 	= TINT(TM ► 0S(IrK)0414.70) 
00206 41* OALB(01) 	= YINT(TM.0A(I.K).4.4.70) 
00207 	42* 28 OPLN(Kol) = YINT(TMOP(10K)•4.4.70) 
00211 43* TM(1) 	= 0.0 
00212 	44* NTM = 1 
00213 45* 30 IF 	(ICASE.GT.I.OR•MSTOTR.E0.1) GO TO 32 
00215 	46* READ (IFILE) NS 
00220 47* BACKSPACE IFILE 
00221 	48* 32 NP = NS/2 
00222 49* MI = (NP-1)/2 
00223 	50* M2 = NP/2 
00224 51* DO 34 I = 0 ► 15 
00227 	52* 34 ANG(I+1) = FLOAT(I*360+180)/NS 
00231 53* IF (IP.EQ.1) GO TO 38 
00233 	54* KO = 0 
00234 55* 36 KO = K0+1 
00235 	56* IF (ANG(K0)+ANG(1).LE.PHN) GO TO 36 
00237 57* 38 DO 90 I = ItNTM 
00242 	58* IF 	(MSTOTR.E0.2) 	READ (IFILE) 	NSPTM(I)e(OSUNIK.1).QAL8(Kr1) ►  
00242 59* 1 CIPLN(K.1).K=1 ► NS) 
00255 	60* IF 	(IP.E0.1) 	GO TO 58 
00257 61* OSUN(NS+111) 	= OSUN(I.1) 
00260 	62* OALB(NS+1.1) 	= GALB(1,1) 
00261 63* GPLN(NS+111) 	= QPLN(1.1) 
.._ 00262 	64* DO 54 K = 1.NS 
00265 65* K1 = MIN(MAK(M0D(K+KO.-2.NS) ► 1).NS-2) 
00266 	66* PANG = ANG(K)+PMN 
■ 00267 67* IF (PANG.GE.ANG(NS+I)) PANG = PANG -360.0 
1: 00271 	68* . 	GSUN(Kr2) 	= 
YINT(ANG(K1).0SUNIKI.1).4.4.PANG) 
249 





OALB(K•2) 	= YINT(ANG(K1)•OALE((1.1).4.4.PANG) 
OPLN(K.2) 	= YINT(A4G(K1).OPLN(K1.1).4.4.PANG) 
00275 71* 58 CALL 5HADE(O5UN(1.IP).N5) 
00276 72* CALL SHADE(OAL8(1.IP)•N5) 
00277 73* CALL 5HADE(OPLN(1•IP).N5) 	. 
00300 74* DO 90 J = 1.NSRD 
00303 75* N1 = NP*(J-1)+1 
00304 76* IF 	(41.E0.M2) 	GO TO 70 
00306 77* 05FN(I.J) 	= YINT(ANG(M1).0SUN(N1+41".1.IP).4.4.90.0) 
00307 78* OIFN(I.J) 	= YINT(ANG(M1).OAL8(N1+M1.1•IP),4.4.90.0) .  
00307 79* 1 YINT(ANG(M1).:IPLN(N1+MI•I.IP).4.4.90.0) 
00310 80* GO TO 80  
00311 81* 70 05FN(I.J) 	= 05UN(N1+MI.IP) 
00312 82* OIFN(I.J) 	= OAL8(N1+MIPIP)+OPLN(N1+MIPIP) 
00313 83* 80 OSTEI(I•J) 	= DEFINT(05UN(N1.112 ).0•5.NP) 
00314 84* 90 0IT3II.J) = DEFINT(0AWN1,1P).0.5.NP)+ 
00314 85* 1 DEFINT(OPLN(NI.IP).0.5.NP) 
00317 86* REWIND IFILE 
00320 87* IF 	(M5TOTR.E0.2) 	RETURN 
00322 88* NTM = 4 
00323 89* DO 100 I = 2.4 
00326 _ _ 90* TM(I) 	= 20*(I-1) 
00327 91* DO 100 J = 1•N5RD 
00332 92* 115FN(I.J) 	= OSFN(Irj) 
00333 93* OIFN(I•J) 	= OIFN(1.j) 
00334 94* OSTB(I.)) 	= OSTB(I.J) 
00335 95* 100 OIT8(I•J) 	= OIT8(1.j) 
00340 96* RETURN 
00341 97* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 PAGE 
    
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.GRAD.ME*NASA5.GRAD 




ENTRY POINT 000772 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0010131 DATA(0) 0010770 BLANK COMMON(2) 001115 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	ORD 	003721 
0004 GIN 001610 
0005 	ABSRST 000601 
0006 S5F 	000010 
0007 	AVGABS 000251 












STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000245 100L 0001 000010 122G 0001 000012 126G 0001 000046 1156 0001 000055 142G 
0001 000073 1476 0001 000123 156G 0001 000112 2L 0001 000304 206G 0001 000306 211G 
0001 000346 2256 0001 000362 2356 0001 000366 241G 0001 000422 2526 0001 000434 256G 
0001 000443 2616 0001 000524 2736 0001 000536 277G 0001 000632 313G 0001 000633 316G 
0001 000645 3246 0001 000702 337G 0001 000733 346G 0001 000735 352G 0001 000332 500L 
0001 000344 550L 0001 000360 600L 0001 000407 700L 0001 000641 810L 0001 000673 820L 
0001 000717 910L 0006 000002 ALPFN 0005 000000 ALPHFN 0005 000226 ALPHMP 0002 000562 AUX2 
0000 R 000163 AX1 0000 R 000327 AX2 0000 R 000473 AX3 0000 R 000637 AX4 0002 000752 COB 
0002 001107 COH 0002 000574 CONFN 0002 000740 CONmP 0002 001070 CPO 0003 R 003465 CSF 
0020 R 000000 DEFNT 0002 001072 DELTA 0002 000764 DOB 0002 001110 DXI 0002 001053 DXIMP 
0002 001052 DXITB 0003 R 003464 DXX2 0003 003472 DXX21 0002 001051 DZ 0003 003463 DZMFN 
0003 R 003410 EBFN 0003 R 003441 EBMP 0012 R 000000 EMIT 0005 000461 EMITFN 0005 000512 EMITMP 
0003 R 003467 EXTIFN 0003 R 003471 EXTIMP 0003 R 003466 EXTSFN 0003 R 003470 EXTSMP 0005 R 000517 EXTVCT 
0002 001103 FENTH 0002 001045 FFO 0002 001101 FLUX 0002 001041 FMACH 0002 001040 FNV 
0002 001046 FOF 0002 000012 FP 0002 001042 FPR 0002 001037 FR 0002 001050 FRAD 
0002 001111 FRD 0002 001036 FRE 0002 001104 FREJ 0002 001043 FRL 0002 001044 FRM 
0002 000036 FT 0002 000024 FW 0002 001113 FXHW 0002 001112 FXOH 0002 001047 FZ 
0002 001105 HFN 0000 1001006 I 0002 001003 'FLOW 0000 1001007 III 0000 I 001024 IJK 
0000 I 001022 IL 0000 001046 INJPS 0000 I 001005 J 0000 I 	001023 JL 0000 I 001016 K 
0000 1001025 KJL 0000 I 001021 KL 0000 I 001017 L 0002 001024 LC 0003 I 003461 LCT 
0002 001032 LIM 0002 001031 LIMWRT 0002 001011 LL1 0002 001012 LL2 0002 001013 LL3 




















































































































































































































































0003 I 003462 




0004 R 000454 
0002 R 000524 
0002 	001114 
0006 000000 
0002 R 000132 
0002 R 000276 
0000 R 001003 
0006 	000007 
0002 000005 
0006 R 000004 
0007 000071 
0003 R 003446 




















00101 1* SUBROUTINE GRAD 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES 1 
00101 4* C 1— INVERSION OF TRANSFER MATRIX 
00101 5* C 2— SOLUTION OF RADIOSITY EQUATION 
00101 6* C 3— GRID MAPPING 
00101 7* C 
00101 8* C 
00101 9* C NET RADIANT HEAT LOSS. AVERAGED OVER REPRESENTATIVE AREA ELEMENT 
00101 10* C (OVER BOTH SIDES OF THE FIN' BOTH HALVES OF THE TUBE) 
00101 11* C 
00103 12* COMMON XITB(5)rXIMPC5/rFP(10)r=W(10),FT(10)rTW(10,5),TEMP(10,10), 
00103 13* 1 	TMP(1005).ORFN(10r10)01RMP(10/rXIFN(10),ZETA(10),AUX2(10). 
00103 14* 2 CONFN(10,10)PCONMP(10) , COB(10) , DOB(101 
00104 15* COMMON NX01Z•NRTBPNRMorNCTLPIF_OWeLT,LTBrLMPrLTBMZIPLTB2MZeLL1. 
00104 16* 1 	LL2PLL3r1.1.4•LL5PLL6PLL7 , NRYP1eNRTB1rNRMP2rNEOUSPLC,MSTOTR. 
00104 17* 2 NCTMrNM101M1•LIMWRTrLIM , MODPNCCZoNCONV 
00105 18* COMMON FRErFilrFNUrFMACH.FPR,FW_PFRMrFFOrF0FrFZIPFRAD•Z,DXITBrOXIMP 
00105 19* 1 	 rXRE , XX3rXX4.XX100XXI1rXX12 , PHIMPPRIFIPT0rP0 ► WOrRHOOPCP0ePI 
00105 20* 2 rDELTAPRLIM1TODTWRT.TREFrTINTLrTIOTENDPFLUXPOREFPFENTHr 
00105 21* 3 	FREJ.HFNrXL@COHOXI.FR)IPFX0H,FXHWPRHOFN 
00106 22* COMMON /ORD/ TRMTX(30P6010EBFN15.5/FEBMP(5).XX2(5)rZZ2(51r 
00106 23* 1 	. 	 MCVRDDLCT,LTTrDZWN ►  
00106 24* 2 DXX2rCSF.EXTSFN ► EXTIFWEXTSMPPEXTIMP,DXX21eSS(5 , 5•5) 
00106 25* 3 	 P5STT(5r5) 
00107 26* COMMON /0IN/TM(100)• 	OSFN(100.2). 	OIFN(100.2). 	QSTB(100.2). 
00107 27* 1 	 OITB(100.2), 	NTM. 	NSRD. 	OTO. TX 
00110 28* COMMON /ABSRST/ALPHFN(5,5 , 6)rALPHMP(5.311PEMITFN(5/5)tEMITMP(5). 
00110 29* 1 	 EXTVCT(50) 
00111 30* COMMON /SSF/R2 , Tr ALPFN0R1rXSP4r4SMP,WWAIPWWB 
00112 31* COMMON/AVGABS/XXMP(5,5),XXXMP(5.5),XXFN(7)tXXXFN(7)t 






1 	. Ax1(100),Ax2(100),Ax3(100),Ax4(100) 
252 







— 	DATA 750L.TAL8/10400.0.480.0/ 
IF(LTT.GT.1) 60 TO 910 
00121 38* DO 1 	J = 1.5 
00124 39* OMP(J) 	= 0.0 
00125 40* — 	DO 1 I = 1.5 
00130 41* 1 QFN(J.I)= 0.0 
00130 42* C 
00133 43* CALL INTERP(NX.MZ.XIFN.ZETA,TEMP.5.5.XX2.Z22.TFIN) 
00133 44* 
00134 45* 00 5 	J = 1042 
00137 46* 5 TMPPIJ) 	= TMP(J.NRMP) 
00141 47* DO 10 J = 1.5 
00144 48* TPR(J) 	= YINT(ZETPTMPP,M2.3Q22(0) 
00145 49* EBMP(J) = TPR 	(j)**4 
00146 50* DO 10 	I = 1.5 
00151 51* 10 EBFN(J.I) 	= TFIN(J,I)**4 
00151 52* 
00154 53* III 	= 	1 
00155 54* 2 DO 3 J = 1•NTM 
00160 55* AX1(J)= OIFN(JrII1) 
00161 56* AX2(J)= OSFN(JPIII) 
00162 57* AX3(J)= OITB(JtIII) 
00163 58* 3 AX4(J)= OSTB(JeIII) 
00165 59* EXTIFN = YINT(TM.AXIeNTMO,TX)/OTO 
00166 60* EXTSFN = VINT(TM , AX2PNTMr3rTX)/OTO 
00167 61* EXTIMP = YINT(TMIAX3rNTM,3,TX)/OTO 
00170 62* EXTSMP = YINT(TM,AX4.NTM.3.1- X)/070 
00171 63* ZFN 	= EXTSFN+EXTIFN 
00172 64* ZMP = EXTSMP+EXTIMP 
00173 65* XCFN 	= (EXTSFN*EMIT(7501.)+EXTIFN*EMIT(TALB))/ZFN 
00174 66* XCMP = (EXT5MP*EMIT(TSOL)+EXTIMP*EMIT(TALB))/ZMP 
00174 67* C 
00175 68* GO TO (100.500).LCT 
00175 69* C 
00176 70* 100 CALL AVGEMT(T0) 
00177 71* XXCFN 	= (EXTSFN*XXFN(7)+EXTIFN*XXFN(6))/ZFN 
00200 72* XXCMP = (EXT5MPO(XFN(7)+EXTIMP*XXFN(6))/ZMP 
00201 73* CALL A850R8(70.XCFNeXCMPIPXXCFN.XXEMP) 
00202 74* CALL TRMATX 
00203 75* IF 	(LTT.NE.0) GO TO 500 
00205 76* DO 115 	I = 1.30 
00210 77* DO 110 J = 31.60 
00213 78* 110 TRMTX(I.J) 	= 0.0 
00215 79* K 	 = 1+30 
00216 80* 115 TRMTX(I.K) 	= 1.0 
00220 81* CALL MTXINV(30.60) 
00221 82* LCT 	= 2 
00221 83* C 
00222 84* 500 CALL EXITAV 
00223 85* 60 TO (550.600).LCT 
00223 86* C 
00224 87* 550 DO 555 	I = 1.30 
00227 88* 555 TRMTX(I.31) = EXTVCT(I) 
00231 89* CALL MTXINV (30.31) 
00232 90* L 	 = 31 
00233 91* 60 TO 700 
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00233 	92* 
00234 93* 	600 00 610 	1 = 1030 
00237 	94* Z 	 = 0.0 
00240 95* 	 DO 605 , J = 1030 
00243 	96* K 	 = J+30 
00244 97* 	605 Z = Z+TRNTX(I0K)*EXTVCTIO 
00246 	98* 610 TRMTX(I.1) = Z 
00250 99* 	 L 	 = 1 
00250 	100* 
00250 101* 
00251 	102* 	700 DO 730, J=105 
00254 103* KL 	= J+25 
00255 	104* 	 00 720 1L=1.5 
00260 105* DO 715 JL=105 
00263 	106* 	 K 	= (IL-1)*5+JL 
00264 107* 715 AX1(JL) = CSF*55(IL.JL.J)*TRMTKIKPLI 
00266 	108* 	 AX3(IL) = 557T(JoIL)*TRMTX(IL+25 , L) 
00267 109* 720 AX2(IL) = DEFNI(AK1.0.2505) 
00271 	110* 	 DMR(J) 	= —(ZNR+DEFNT(AX2.DXX2.5)+AX2(1)*DXX2/2.0+DEFN7(AX30 
00271 111* 1 	 0.2505)-7RNTK(KLPL))/2.0+0MP(j) 
00272 	112* 	 DO 730 1=1t5 
00275 113* IJK 	= (I-1)*5+J 
00276 	114* 	 DO 725 JL=1•5 
00301 115* KJL 	= 25+JL 
00302 	116* 	725 AX1(JL) = 5S(I•J , JL)*TRNTX(KJL.L) 
00304 117* 760 OFN(J.I) = —(2FN+DEFN7(AX1.0.2505)-4RMIX(IJK.1.))+OFN(J.I) 
00304 	118* 
00304 119* 
00307 	120* 	 CALL INTERP(5.5.XX20ZZ2.0FN.NX.NZ.XIFN.ZETA.0RFN) 
00310 121* IF(MCVRO.LE.0) GO TO 810 
00310 	122* 
00312 123* 	 DO 800 I = 1.MCVRO 
00315 	124* DO 800 J = 1.MZ 
00320 125* 	810 ORFN(J.I) = 0.0 
00320 	126* 
00323 127* 	810 DO 815 J = 1.MZ 
00326 	128* 615 GRMP(J) 	= YINT(ZZ2FOMP.5.3tZETAIJ)) 
00330 129* 	 IF (III.E0.2) GO TO 820 
00332 	130* IF (N5RD.E0.1) GO TO 820 
00334 131* 	 III 	= 2 
00335 	132* GO TO 2 
00335 133* 
00336 	134* 	820 DO 825 J = 110,17 
00341 135* K 	= MCVR0+1 
00342 	136* 	825 ORFN(J.K) = ORFNiJ.K/*X5PM 
00344 137* RETURN 
00345 	138* 	910 DO 915 J=1.MZ 
00350 139* GRMP(J) 	= 0.0 
00351 	140* 	 DO 915 1=1.NX 
00354 141* 915 GRFN(JtI) = 0.0 
00357 	142* 	 RETURN 
00360 143* END 
1. 	
END OF COMPILATION% 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
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****** GRAD 
CHIA P 	 REFP ****** 
■.■ 
0 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 REFP 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.REFPPME*NASA5.REFP 
FOR S9A..07/13/72.-20:57:38 (Or) 
SUBROUTINE REFP 
	
ENTRY POINT 000316 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0003671 DATA(0) 0001631 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 






STORAGE ASSI5NMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000076 2L 0001 000214 20L 0001 000065 223G 0001 000154 3L 0001 000172 4L 
0000 R 000066 AO 0000 R 000067 Al 0000 R 000100 A10 0000 R 000101 All 0000 R 000070 A2 
0000 R 000071 A3 0000 R 000072 AN 0000 R 000073 A5 0000 R 000074 AS 0000 R 000075 A7 
0000 R 000076 AS 0000 R 000077 A9 0000 R 000064 CF1 0000 R 000065 CF2 0003 R 000000 CPAIR 
0000 R 000056 CP1 0000 R 000057 CP2 0000 R 000060 CP3 0000 R 000061 CP4 0000 R 000110 DH 
0000 R 000063 DT 0000 R 000104 ELEVM 0000 R 000106 GEOH 0000 R 000105 GEOHM 0000 R 000007 0H 
0000 R 000031 GT 0000 R 000052 GO 0000 R 000000 H 0000 I 000107 I 0000 000144 INJPS 
0000 I 000111 J 0000 R 000102 MKT 0000 R 000041 P 0000 R 000113 PATM 0004 R 000000 POLY 
0000 R 000116 PSL 0000 R 000115 PZ 0000 R 000054 RU 0000 R 000055 RU1 0000 R 000020 T 





SUBROUTINE REFP IELEV.REFTP.REFPRPREFVIS.REFRHOPREFK.REFCR. 
1 	 REFGAM) 
00101 3* C 
00101 4* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 5* C PROPERTIES OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR EVALUATED AT THE HIGH SPEED 
00101 6* C REFERENCE TEMPERATURE 
00101 7* C ELEVATION IN FEET 
00101 .8* C REFERENCE TEMP. IN DEGREES R. 
00101 9* C PRANDTL NUMBER DIMENSIONLESS 
00101 10* C DYN. VISCOSITY IN LBM/ FT.SEC. 
00101 11* C DENSITY IN LBM/CUBIC FOOT 
00101 12* C THERMAL COND.IN BTU/SEC FT DEG R 
00101 13* C SPECIFIC HEAT IN BTU/LBM DEG R 
00101 14* C 
%._ 00103 15* DIMENSION H(7)FGH(9).T(9).GT(8).P(9) 
00104 16* DATA H(1).H(2).H(3).H(4).H(5).H(6).H(7) 	/0.0.1.0.-1.5731262E07.2. 
00104 17* 14656553E-14.-3.8667054E^21.6.0621354E-28.^9.5013649E^35/.GH(1).GH( 
00104 18* 22).GH(3).GH(4).GH(5).GH(6).GH(7).GH(8).GH(9) 	/0.0.11.0.20.0.32.0.4 
00104 19* 37.0.52.0.61.0.79.0.90.0/.7(1).T(2).7(3).7(4).T(5).T(6).T(7).T(8).T 
00104 20* 4(9) 	/288.15.216.65.216.65.228.65.270.65.270.65.252.65.180.65.180.6 
L 00104 21* 55/.GT(1),GT(2).GT(3).GT(4).GT(5).GT(6).GT(7).GT(8) 	1•6.5.0.0.1.0.2 
00104 22* 6.8.0.0,m2.0.-.4.0.0.0/.P(1).P(2).1) (3).P(4).P(5).R(6).P(7).P(8).P(9) 
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7 /2116.220472.6810114.345018.129802.3163101.2322500.380323 0 0.02167 
8200.0027138/FG00WMO•RU.RUI /9.80665028.964408314.3201545.31/0CP1PC 
9P20CP3PCP4 /0.239573,...0.000127.0.000051.0.000014/0T0OT /270.0.90. 
10/0CF10CF2 /1000.0.0.671969/ 
DATA 	A00,11.1120A3.A4.A50A60A7.A8rA9eA100A11/ 
1 	0.10E+010 	0.3533367370E-010 	—0.7474788290E-03. 
2 0.2121572232E -030 	m0.1325255219E...04, 	0.5344159692E06• 
3 	...0.1322745646E-07, 	0.1965359762E09, 	...0.1723714966E110 
4 0.8707590786E -14. 	.-0.2341816445E"160 	0.2597772972E-.19/ ►  
REAL MWT 
TMK 	= 	REFTP/1.8 
REFVIS = 	((1.458E--06*TMK**1.5)/(TMK+110.4))*CF2 	1 
REFK 	= ((6.325E-07*TMK**1.5)/(TMK+245.4*10.0**(m12.0/TMK)))*CF2 















00215 37* IF 	(ELEV .GT. 	301000.) 	60 TO 20 
00217 38* ELEVM 	= ELEV*0.3048 
00220 39* GEOHM 	= POLY(70H,ELEVM) 
00221 40* GEOH = GEOHM/0.3048 
00222 41* DO 1 	1=109 
00225 42* OH = GH(I) —GEOHM/CF1 
00226 43* IF 	(DH.GT.0.0) 	GO TO 2 
00230 44* 1 CONTINUE 
00232 45* 2 J 	= I-1 
00233 46* OH = GH(J)GEOHM/CF1 
00234 47* TMB 	= 	T(J) —GT(J)*DH 
00235 48* IF (J.E0.2.0R.J.E0.5.0R.J.E0.8) 	GO TO 3 
00237 49* PATM 	= P(J)*(T(j)/TM8)**(G0.010*CF1/(RU*8T(j))) 
00240 50* GO TO 4 
00241 51* 3 PATM 	= P(J)*EXP(G0*WMO*DH*CF1/(RU*T(J))) 
00242 52* 4 REFRHO = WMO*PATM/(RU1*REFTP) 
00243 53* REFPR 	= 	REFVIS*REFCP/REFK 
00244 54* REFGAM 	= 	REFCP/(REFCP.-0.0686) 
00245 55* RETURN 
00246 56* 20 Z 	= 	ELEV/(3280.8399) 
00247 57* MWT = 	26.9644-0.0309491*(Z-90.0) 
00250 58* PZ 	= 	1.0/C(Ao+Z*(A1+2*(A2+2*(A3*2*(A4+2*(A5+2*(A6+2*(A7+Z 
00250 59* 1 *(A8.2*(49+2*(A10+Z*A11)))))))))))**4) 
00251 60* PSL 	= 	2116.22657 
00252 61* PAIN = 	PSL*PZ 
00253 62* REFRHO = 	PATM*MWT/(1545.31*REFTP) 
00254 63* REFPR 	= 	REFVIS*REFCP/REFK 
00255 64* REFGAM 	= 	REFCP/(REFCP-(1.98585/MWT)) 
00256 65* RETURN 
00257 66* END 











DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
OFOR.S ME*NASAbrRHOF/CFFC43.ME*NASAS.RHOF/CFFC43 
FOR S9A-07/13/7220)57:42 (Or) 
FUNCTION RHOF 	ENTRY POINT 000014 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000161 DATA(0) 0000111 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 





INJP$ 0000 R 000000 RHOF 	0000 R 000001 XI 
FUNCTION RHOF(P.T) 
0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 44, C DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE (LBF/SO.FT) AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-43 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/OU•FT 
00101 7* C 
00103 8• DATA X1.X2 /1574883.-0076167/ 
00106 9* RHOF '= (X1*X2*T)/32.174 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P 	 RHOF/CFFC75 
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RHOF/CFFC75 ****** 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFORPS ME*NASA5.RHOF/CFFC75,ME*NASA5.RHOF/CFFC75- 
 FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:57:44 Co.) 
FUNCTION RHOF 	ENTRY POINT 000014 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000161 DATA(0) 000011; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES ;BLOCK. NAME; 
0003 NERR3S 





INJPS 0000 R 000000 RHOF 	0000 R 000001 X1 
FUNCTION RHOF(P.T) 
0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE (LBF/SO.FT) AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-75 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/OU.FT 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA XI.X2 /155.522.-0.085/ 
00106 9* RHOF : 4)(14-X2*n/32.174 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
END OF COMPILATIONS 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P ****** RHOF/CFHE 
259 
	 RHOF/CFHE  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
	1 
DFOR.5 NE*NASA5.RHOF/CFHErME*NASA5.RHOF/CFHE 
FOR 59A-07/13/72..20:57:47 (OP) 
FUNCTION RHOF 	ENTRY POINT 000067 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000771 DATA(0) 0000231 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000015 2L 
0000 R 000007 DRHO 
0000 R 000002 R 
0001 	000055 4L 
0000 000014 INJPS 
0000 R 000000 RHOF 
0004 R 000000 CAPPA 
0000 I 000001 N 
0000 R 000003 RHOI 
0000 R 000005 DIFF 	0000 R 000006 DPDRHO 
0003 R 000000 PF 0000 R 000004•P1 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION RHOF(PrT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4+ C DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE (LBF/SQ.FT) AND 
00101 	5* 	C 	 TEMPERATURE (R) OF HELIUM 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/OU.FT 
00101 	7* 	C 
00103 8* N 	= 1 
00104 	9* 	 R = 12419.164 
00105 10* RHO1 = P/(R*T) 
00106 	11* 	 IF (0.388-RH01)1.1.2 
00111 12* 1 RHOI = 0.388 
00112 	13* 	2 P1 	= PF(RHO1rT) 
00113 14* DIFF = ABS((P-P1)/P) 
00114 	15* 	 IF (DIFF-1.0E-12)4.3.3 
00117 16* 3 DPORHO= 1.0/(RHOI*CAPPA(RN0/0T)) 
00120 	17* 	 (AHD = (P.021)/DPDRHO 
00121 18* RHO1 = RHOI+DRHO 
00122 	19* 	 N 	= N+1 
00123 20* IF (14..10)2 , 2,4 
00126 	21* 	4 RHOF = RHO1 
00127 22* RETURN 
00130 	23* 	 END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHOGIPP 	 RHOF/CFNAK 
260 
RHOF/CFNAK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASAS.RHOF/CFNAKIPME*NASA56RHOF/CFNAK 
FOR 59A".07/13/72+20:57:49 (0.) 
FUNCTION RHOF 
	
ENTRY POINT 000031 	 6 
ki 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000401 DATA(0) 0000171 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK• NAME) 
0003 CAPPA 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0003 R 000000 CAPPA 	0000 	000011 INJP$ 	0000 R 000003 PO 
0000 R 000000 RHOF 0000 R 000005 TK 	0000 R 000001 X1 
0000 R 000006 P1 	0000 R 000004'11HO 
0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 	1* 	FUNCTION RHOFtPeT) 
00101 2* 	C 
00101 	3* C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* 	C DENSITY AS.A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE (LBF/SQ.FT) AND 
00101 	5* C 	 TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 78.6 
00101 6* - C UNITS SLUG/OU.FT 
00101 	7* 	C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2 /58.77306•+0.008433/*P0 /2116.224/ 
00107 	9* 	 RHO = 0(1..X2*7)/32.174 
00110 10* TK 	= CAPPA(RHO.T) 
00111 	11* 	 P1 = P+PO 
00112 12* RHOF = RHO*(1.0+TK*P1) _ 	 _ 
00113 	13* 	 RETURN 
00114 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
- • • 
0)106.1) 	 RHOF/CFSIL ****** 
261 
L 
RHOF/CFSIL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
@FOR'S ME*NASA5.RHOF/CFS1L.ME*NASA5.RHOF/CFSIL 
FOR S9A..07/13/72.-20:57:51 (0.) 
FUNCTION RHOF 
	
ENTRY POINT 000122 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0001271 DATA(0) 0000651 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 000027 IF 0000 R 000022 A 0000 R 000001 Al 0000 R 000002 A2 0000 R 000003 A3 
0000 R 000004 A4 0000 R 000005 A5 0000 R 000023 8 0000 R 000006 81 0000 R 000007 82 
0000 R 000010 83 0000 R 000011 B4 0000 R 000012 85 0000 R 000024 C 0000 R 000013 Cl 
0000 R 000014 C2 0000 R 000017 DT 0000 000054 INJPS 0000 R 000025 PI 0000 R 000026 RHO 
0000 R 000000 RHOF 0000 R 000020 THETA 0000 R 000021 THETA1 0000 R 000015 TO 0000 R 000016 701 
00101 1* FUNCTION RHOF(P.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE (L8F/SO.FT) 	AND 
00101 5* C TEMPERATURE 	(R) OF DOW CORNING 200 SILICON OIL (I CS) 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/CU.FT 
00101 7* C TEMPERATURE .GE. 359.67 AND .LE. 859.67 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DATA Al.A2.A30/14.A5 /12.35.2.98333.1.1.."0.48333.0.1/01.82083.84. 
00103 10* 1B5 /-4.5.-0.01333.-1.18.0.57333.-0.1/.C1.C2 /0.7767.-0.0288/. 
00103 11* 210.1. 01.DT /559.67.609.67050.0/ 
00123 12* THETA 	= 	(T-TO)/DT 
00124 13* THETAI 	= 	(T-.1. 01)/07 
00125 14* A 	= 	((((115*THETA+1(4)*TNETA+A3)*THETA+A2)*THETA+A1)*1.0E06 
00126 15* B 	= ((((85*THETA+84)*THETA+133)*THETA+82)*THETA+81)*1.0E■09 
00127 16* C 	= Cl+C2*THETA1 
00130 17* P1 = P/144.0 - 14.696 
00131 18* RHO 	= C*EXP(A*P1+0.5*B*Pl*P1) 
00132 19* RHOF = RHO*62.42/32.174 
00133 20* IF 	(T.GE.360.67.AND.T.LE.B60.67) 	RETURN 
00135 21* WRITE 	(601) 	T 
00140 22* 1 FORMAT (1110048NDENSITT OF SILICON OIL. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T = .F8 
00140 23* 1.3.1) 
00141 24* RETURN 
00142 25* END 




****** RHOF/CFSIL 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
OHDOPP ****** RKS 
263 
RK5  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
DFOR.S ME*NASA5.RK5PME*NASA5.RKS 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:57:54 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE RK5 
	
ENTRY POINT 000643 
ST(PAGE USED: CODE(1) 0010401 DATAtO) 0000641 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000010 10L 	0001 	000313 110L 	0001 	000333 120E 	0001 	000045 
0001 000071 140G 0001 000355 140L 0001 000105 146G 0001 000130 
0001 	000150 1646 	0001 	000177 1746 	0001 	000500 185L 	0001 	000510 
0001 000232 2056 0001 000270 2176 0001 000524 220E 0001 000530 
0001 	000374 2436 	0001 	000032 25L 	0001 	000552 250L 	0001 	000554 
0001 000604 259L 0001 000623 270L 0001 000456 300L 0001 000615 
0001 	000060 45L 	0001 	000006 5L 	0001 	000076 50L 	0001 	000123 
0000 R 000014 AM 0000 R 000007 AMAX 0000 R 000011 C 0000 R 000010 
0000 R 000003 DELT 	0000 R 0000L2 E 	0000 R 000000 FR10 	0000 I 000004 
0000 	000030 INJPS 0000 I 000002 ISYMP 	0000 I 000013 J 	0000 R 000006 
126G 	0001 	000343 130L 
1566 0001 000417 160L 
190L 	0001 	000013 20L 
230L 0001 000543 2401. 
251L 	0001 	000572 257L 
336G 0001 000054 40L 
70L 	0001 	000135 8OL 
D 0000 R 000001 DDT 
I 	 0000 I 000005 IFLAG 
S 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE RKS(DERIV.CNTRL.Y.DY.A.R,T.DEL.N.IFVD.IBKP.NTRY. 06000100 
00101 2* lIERR.DELY.PD.SD.YS.YSTOYST.YSIMP) 06000200 
00103 3* DIMENSION Y(N),UY(N),A(N).R(N).DELT(N). D6000300  
00103 4* IPD(N),SD(N).YS(N).DYST(N)OST(N).YSIMP(N) D6000400 
00104 5* EXTERNAL 	DERIV. CNTRL 06000500 











00106 10* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00106 11* C RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION (PRIMARY) 
00106 12* C 
00106 13* C YS 	CONTAINS Y VALUES AT LEFT END POINT OF INTEGRATION INTERVAL 06000900 
00106 14* C D6001000 
00106 15* C YSIMP CONTAINS Y FOR SIMPSONS RULE CHECK 	CHECK NOT MADE FOR 	06001100 
00106 16* C FIXED STEP MODE 	ISYMP IS CONTROL PARAMETER =1.FIXED.2 VARDG001200 
00106 17* C D6001300 
00106 16* C IF FIXED STEP SIZE GO ONE INTERVAL OF LENGTH DELT AND RETURN TO 06001400 
00106 19* C CNTRL. IF VAR GO TWO INTERVALS BEFORE RETURN TO CONTRL 06001500 
00106 20* C 06001600 
00106 21* C IFVD 	= 0 	VARIABLE INTERVAL 06001700 
00106 22* C = 1 FIXED D6001600 
00106 23* C IBKP 	s 0 	CUT INTERVAL ONCE BEFORE REPEAT 	(UNDER IFVD=0 ) D6001900 













C 	NTRY 	= 1 	CONTINUE INTEGRATING 
C 2 RETURN FROM RKS 
C 	 3 	STEP REPEATED WITH NEW DELT 
C 4 RESTART 
C 	IERR 	='0 	NORMAL 	 . 
C -1 DELT=0. RETURN FROM RKS 















00107 32* 5 	IF(DEL) 	20.10.20 D6002800 
00112 33* '10 	IERR=,.1 D6002900 
00113 34* GO TO 270 06003000 
00114 35* 20 CALL DERIV(Y.DY.T) 06003100 
00115 36* NTRY=1 	" D6003200 
00116 37* CALL CNTRL(Y.DY.DEL.T.NTRY.IFVD) D6003300 
00117 38• 25 ODT=DEL 00003400 
00120 39* IF(IFVD) 	40.30.40 06003500 
00123 40* 30 ISYMP=2 06003600 
00124 41* DELT=DEL/2. 06003700 









0U133 45* 5=1. 06004100 
00134 46* GO TO 45 06004200 
00135 47* 40 ISYMP=1 D6004300 
00136 48* DELT=DEL 06004400 
00137 49* 45 DO 46 I=1oN 06004500 
-, 00142 50* YST(I)=Y(I) 06004600 
00143 51* 46 DYST(I)=DYII) 06004700 
00145 52* 50 DO 6D 1=1.N DG004800 
--, 00150 53* DELY(1)=DELT*DY(I) 00004900 
00151 54* PD(I)=DELY(I) D6005000 
00152 55* 60 CONTINUE 06005100 
00154 56* GO TO (80.70),ISYMP D6005200 
00155 57* 70 00 71 1=1.N 06005300 
00160 58* 71 SD(I)=SD(I)+5*DY(/) D6005400 
00162 59* 80 T=T+DELT/2. D6005500 
00163 60* DO 85 I=1.N D6005600 
00166 61* YS(I)=Y(I) D5005700 
00167 62* Y(I)=Y5(/)+DELY(I)/2. 06005800 
00170 63* 85 CONTINUE 06005900 
00172 64* CALL DERIV(Y.DY.T) 06006000 
00173 65* UO 90 1=1.N D6006100 
00176 66* DELY(I)=DELT*DY(I) D0006200 
00177 67* PD(I)=PD(I)+2.*DELY(I) 00006300 
, 00200 68* Y(I)=YS(I)+DELY(I)/2. D6006400 
00201 69* 90 CONTINUE 06006500 
00203 70* CALL DERIV(Y.DY.T) 00006600 
v 00204 71* U0 95 I=1.N 06006700 
00207. 72* 0ELY(I)=3ELT*DY(I) 00006800 
00210 73* PD(I)=PD(I)+2.*DELY(I) 06006900 
,...; 	. 00211 74* Y(I)=YS(I)+DELY(I) 	. DG007000 
00212 75* .95 CONTINUE 00007100 
00214 76* T=T+DELT/2. DG007200 
L.; 00215 77* CALL DERIV(Y.DY.T) 06007300 
00216 78* DO 100 2=1.N 06007400 
00221 79* DELY(I)=DELT*DY(I) 06007500 
(.., 00222 80* PD(I)=PD(I)+DELY(/) 00007600 
00223 81* Y(I)=Y5(I)+PD(I)/6. 06007700 
265 





























GO TO 	(110/120)1010YMP 
110 NTRY=1 
CALL DERIV(Y.DY'T) 
CALL CNTRL(ODY ► DEL/T/NTRY/IFVD) 
GO TO 300 




GO TO 50 















00242 95* 00 180 1=1•N D0009100 
00245 96* 60(I)=50(I)+DY(I) 00009200 
00246 97* YSIMP(1)=Y5T(I)+DELT*SO(I)/3. 00009300 
00247 98* 0 	=AB5(Y(I)-YSImP(I)) 00009400 
00250 99* C =A(I)+R(/)*AWY(I)) 00009500 
00251 100* IF(C 	) 	160.150,160 D0009600 
00254 101* 150 IERR=1 00009700 
00255 102* GO TO 270 00009800  
00256 103* 160 E 	=AB5(1) 	/C 	) D0009900 
00257 104* ANAX=AMAX1(AMAX,E) 00010000 
00260 105* 160 CONTINUE 00010100 
00262 106* IF(AMAX•1.) 	215.215.230 00010200 
00265 107* 215 NTRY= 1 DG010300 
00266 108* CALL CNTROY/DY/DEL/T/NTRYFIFV(3) D0010400 
00267 109* 300 	1F(NTRY-1) 	185.185.310 D0010500 
00272 110* 310 	1F(NToy-2) 	270.270.330 00010600 
00275 111* 330 	1F(NTRY-3) 	340/340/5 0,010700 
00300 112* 340 T=T-001 00010800  
00301 113* 1F(DEL) 	259.10.259 D0010900 
00304 114• 185 GO TO 	(40/190)/157MP 00011600 
00305 115* 1 (:. 0 	1F(AMAX-.75) 	200.25.220 00011100 
00310 116* 200 IF(AMAX-.075) 	210,25.25 00011200 
00313 117* 210 UEL=DEL*FR10 00011300 
00314 118* GO TO 25 00011400  
00315 119* 220 DEL=DEL/FRIO D0011500 
00316 120* GO TO 25 D0011600 
00317 121* 230 I =1+ 18KP 00011700  
00320 122* GO TO 	(240.2501.1 D0011800  
00321 123* 240 T=T-DEL 00011900 
00322 124* DEL=DEL/FRIO 00012000 
00323 125* GO TO 	259 00012100 
00324 126* 250 J=1 D0012200 
00325 127* 251 AM=AMAX/10.**J 00012300  






GO TO 251 
00012500 
00012600  
00333 131* 257 T=T-DEL DG012700  
00334 132* GEL=DEL/(FR10**J) DG012800 
00335 133* 259 DO 245 1=1/N 00012900 
4 00340 134* 07(I)=DT5T(I) 00013000  
00341 135* 245 Y(I)=Y5T(I) OG013100 
00343 136* GO TO 25 00013200 
%.. 00344 137., 270 RETURN 00013300 
00345 138* ENO 06013400 
RK5 
266 
	 RKS  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	4 







RKSF  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
QFORPS ME*NASA5•RKSFPME*NASA5.RKSF 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:57:59 (Or) 
SUBROUTINE RKSF 
	
ENTRY POINT 000643 	 • 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 001040; DATA(0) 0000641 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNmEWT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000010 1OL 	0001 	000313 110L 	0001 	000333 120L 	0001 	000045 1260 	0001 	000343 130L 
0001 000071 140G 0001 000355 140L 0001 	000105 146G 0001 	000130 1560 0001 000417 160L 
0001 	000150 164G 	0001 	000177 174G 	0001 000500 1 85L 	0001 000510 190L 	0001 	000013 201. 
0001 000232 2056 0001 000270 217G 0001 	000524 220L 0001 	000530 230L 0001 000543 240L 
0001 	000374 2430 	0001 	000032 25L 	0001 000552 250L 	0001 000554 251L 	0001 	000572 257L 
0001 000604 259L 0001 000623 270L 0001 	000456 300L 0001 	000615 336G 0001 000054 40L 
0001 	000060 45L 	0001 	000006 5L 	0001 000076 50L 	0001 000123 70L 	0001 	000135 BOL 
0000 R 000014 AM 0000 R 000007 AMAX 0000 R 000011 C 0000 R 000010 D 0000 R 000001 DDT 
0000 R 000003 DELT 	0000 R 000012 E 	0000 R 000000 FRIO 	0000 I 000004 I 	 0000 I 000005 IFLAG 
0000 	000030 INJPS 0000 1 000002 ISYMP 	0000 I 000013 J 	0000 R 000006 S 
00101 1* SJBROUTINE RKSF(DERIOCNTRLPYPDY•AfRPTIDEL,N./FND,IBKP•NTRY• 06000100 
00101 2* IIERR.DELv.pD.SD.ys•YsT , DYSTtYsimp) 00000200 
00103 3* DIMENSION 1(N).0v(N),A(N).R(N).DELY(N). 00000300 
00103 4* 1PD(N),SD(N)•YS(N),DYST(N)•ySI(N)•YSIMP(N) 00000400 
00104 5* EXTERNAL 	DERIVt 	CNTRL 00000500 
00104 6* FR10 IS 	FIFTH ROOT OF TEN DG000600 
00105 FR10=1.5648932 00000700 
00106 6* IERR=0 D0000600 
00106 9* 
00106 10* THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00106 11* RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION (SECONDARY) 
00106 12* YS 	CONTAINS Y VALUES AT LEFT END POINT OF INTEGRATION INTERVAL 00000900 
00106 13* 00001000 
00106 14* YSIMP CONTAINS I FOR SImPSONS RULE CHECK 	CHECK NOT MADE FOR 	00001100 
00106 15* FIXED STEP MODE 	ISYMP IS CONTROL PARAMETER =1.FIXED.2 VARD0001200 
00106 16* 03001300 
00106 17* IF FIXED STEP SIZE GO ONE INTERVAL OF LENGTH DELT AND RETURN TO D0001400 
00106 18* CNTRL. IF VAR GO TWO INTERVALS BEFORE RETURN TO CONTRL 00001500 
00106 19* 00001600 
00106 20* IFVD 	= 0 	VARIABLE INTERVAL D0001700 
00106 21* = 1 FIXED 00001600 
00106 22* IBKP 	= 0 	CUT INTERVAL ONCE BEFORE REPEAT 	(UNDER IFVD=0 ) 	D5001900 
00106 23* = 1 CUT AS REQUIRED D0002000 
00106 24* WRY 	= 1 	CONTINUE INTEGRATING D6002100 
268 
2 ****** RKSF **s*** DATE 071372 	PAGE 
00106 25* C 2 	RETURN FROM RKS 00002200 
00106 26* C 3 STEP REPEATED WITH NEW DELT 00002300 
00106 27* C 4 	RESTART 06002400 
00106 28* C IERR 	= 0 NORMAL 03002500 
00106 29* C .-1 	DELT=0. RETURN FROM RKS 00002600 
00106 30* C 1 A(I)+ R(1)*ABS(7(1)) 	= O. 	. RETURN FROM RKS 00002700 
00107 31* 5 	1F(DEL) 	20.10.20 00002800 
00112 32* 10 1ERR=-1 D0002900 
00113 33* GO TO 270 00003000 
00114 34* 20 CALL DERIV(Y.DY.T) 00003100 
00115 35* NTRY=1 00003200 
00116 36* CALL CNTROY.DY0DEL.T.NTRY.IFVD) 00003300 
00117 37* 25 DDT=DEL 00003400 
00120 38* IF(IFVD) 	40.30.40 00003500 
00123 39* 30 ISYMP=2 00003600 
00124 40* DELT=DEL/2. 00003700 
00125 41* DO 31 1=1.N 00003800 
00130 42* 31 53(I)=0.0 00003900 
00132 43* IFLAG=1 00004000 
00133 44* 5=1. 00004100 
00134 45* GO TO 45 00004200 
00135 46* 40 ISYMP=1 00004300 
00136 47* OELT=DEL 000004400 
00137 48* 45 DO 46 1=1.N 00004500 
00142 49* T5T(I)=T(I) 00004600 
00143 50* 46 DYST(I)=DT(I) D0004700 
00145 51* 50 DO 60 1=1.N 00004800 
00150 52* DELY(I)=DELT*DT(I) D0004900 
00151 53* PD(I)=DELY(I) D0005000 
00152 54* 60 CONTINUE 00005100 
00154 55* GO TO 	(80.70),ISYMP 00005200 
00155 56* 70 LO 71 	1=1.N 00005300 
00160 57* 71 5D(I)=50(I)+S*DY(T) 00005400 
00162 58* 80 T=T+DELT/2. DI005500 
00163 59* U0 85 1=1.N 00005600 
00166 60* Y5(11=7(1) 00005700 
00167 61* Y(I)=YS(I)+DELY(I)/2. 00005800 
00170 62* 85 CONTINUE 00005900 
00172 63* CALL DERIVCT.DT.11 06006000 
00173 64* DO 90 1=1.N 00006100 
00176 65* DELY(I)=DELT*DY(I) 00006200 
00177 66* PD(I)=PD(I)+2.*DELY(/). 00006300 
00200 67* Y(I)=YS(/)+DELY(I)/2. 00006400 
00201 68* 90 CONTINUE 00006500 
00203 69* CALL DERIV(Y.DY.T) 06006600 
00204 70* DO 95 1=1.N 00006700 
00207 71* DELY(1)=DELT*DY(I) 00006800 
00210 72* PD(I)=PD(I)+2.*DELY(I) 00006900 
00211 73* Y(I)=75(I)+DELY(I) 00007000 
00212 74* 95 CONTINUE 00007100 
00214 75* T=T+DELT/2. 00007200 
00215 76* GALL DERIV(Y.DY.T) 00007300 
00216 77* 00 100 1=1•N 00007400 
00221 78* DELT(I)=DELT*0T(I) 00007500 
00222 79* PO(I)=PD(I)+DELY(I) 00007600 
00223 80* Y(I)=TS(I)+PO(I)/6. 00007700 
00224 81* 100 CONTINUE DG007800 
'269 
RKSF 











GO To (4100120),ISYRP 







00232 86* - GO TO .300 • 06008300 
00233 	- 87* 120 GO TO (4304140),IFLAG 00008400:2 
00234 88* 130 	5=4. : 	, 	, 	. 	, 06008590 
00235 89* 	: IFLAG.tZ . 06008500: 





GO 70,50. ‘ 
140 CALL DE11.10' 7.0707) 
06008800., ; ; 
06098900 : 
00241 93* . AMAX -=17.0 	' 0S009000 ,.. 
00242 94*., U0 	180,1=10N 	,, 	,, 06009100 
00245 	- 95* : , SOAII=SO(II+DY(I); 06099200' 
00246, 96*,, YSIMP41)=YST4I)*DELT*SO(I)/3. 0G00930.0 
0 0 247 97* 0 	, 	'7'AB5fY(I)*Y5IMP(1)) 00009400 
00250 98*,,, C=0:114R(I)*AB5(Y(I)) 060.0950.0 	': 
00251 99., 1F(C 	).'160.150.160 06009600- - 
00254- 100*. 151 	IERR=1 	- . DG009700' 
00255..,' 101*. GO TO '270_ 06009800: 
0026-: 102*_, 161 E 	: 	=A85I0 	-/C 	) D6009900 
00267 ,, 103.0., AMAX:AMAXI4A4AXI.E1 06010000: 
00260: 104* 18) CONTINUE 00010100 
00262, 105* 1FTAMAX - 1.1 	2150215.230 06010200 "- 
00265,; 106).: 211 NTRY= , 1 06010300 	- 
00266.` 107* , .- CALL CNTRL(Y0DY.DEL0T0NTRY/IFVD) 06010400 	--, 
0 027,% 108* 30) 	IFiNTRY!"11 185.185.310 06010500 
00272 - :. 109*i, 311 IFANTRT -2V27002700330 DG010600 
00275 110* 331 /F1NTRY73):,340.340t5 06010700:- 
00300,, 111*:' 341 	T=P-001. ::',,.; 06010800 , 
00391- .. 112* IFADEO 259.10.259 06010900 
00304, 113*,, 18i G0, 70 : 440.190)0I5YMP 00011000  
00305: ' 114*.: 19) 1riAmAg-.-o5) 	200.25.220 06011100 
00310.,, 115*. , 201 	1FAAN41X-,075) 	210.25.25 06011200 -' 
00343, 116*`  UEL=OEL*FR10 06011300- 
0 0314: 11711. GO T025 00011400- 
00315,. 11i* 224 UEL=D-ELfR10 06011500 . :. 
00316 119* : T0.25-..7 OG0116001." 
003171 120* 	: 230 I =1.0.AW :- DG011700' 
00524 121*. -GO-TO 4240;250),i  08011800 , 
00. 321: 122*, 240'T=T-DEL. . 08011900 
0022 123*, 	, , DEL=DEL/FR10' 08012000. 
00323. 124_* ' TO '259, 06012100,: 
00"324 125* 250 	J=1 	' 09012200 
00325 . , 25i,A1=AMAVIO..**4„. , 06042300 
00326  127.*7 - AP,(10.-AM1Y255.257.257 06012400 ,. 
00331. 128* 25 4J=J*1 	' D5912500'1 
00332 129 	• ' GO . TO 251 0012600.. 
00333 130* ' 257 T=T-DEL 00012700:, 
00334` OEL=DEL/(FR10**J) 0r012000. 
00335 132*' 259 00 245 1=1•N 0042900, 
00340 135* DY(1)=DYST(1) 0013000::' 
00341  134* 245 Y(I)=Y5T(I) ' 09.01 . 3100 
00343 135* GO TO 25 0015200" 
00344 136* 270 RETURN DG013300 




END OF COMPILATION: 
 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	4 
 
NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHDG.P *****s SHADE 'Pm** • 
' 271 
SHADE  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	
1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.SHADE.ME*NASA5.SHADE 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20:58:04 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE SHADE 	ENTRY POINT 000073 
STORA.,E USED: CODE(1) 000104( DATA(0) 000023) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000027 IOL 	0001 	000015 106G 	0001 	000057 123G 

















OM = 0.0 
DO 10 J = 1.14S 
IF 	(0M.GT.0(.1•) 	GO TO 	10 
QM = 0(J) 
J2 = J 
00114 8* 10 CONTINUE 
00116 9* J1 = 1 
00117 10* IF 	(J2.LE.NS/2) J1 = NS/2+I 
00121 11* J2 = J1+NS/2-1 
00122 12* DO 20 J = J1.J2 
00125 13* 20 0(J) 	= 0.0 
00127 14* RETURN 
00130 15* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS, 
0000 	000005 INJPs 	0000 I 000001 J 
9HOG•p 	 SHAPEF 
272 
  
SHAPEF ••••** DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
OFOR.S ME*NA5A5.SHAPEF.ME*NASA5.SHAPEF 




ENTRY POINT 001020 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0010351 DATA(0) 0001528 BLANK COMM0N(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 ORD 	003721 
0004 	SSF 000010 




















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATI04, NAME) 
0001 000036 117G 0001 000037 122G 0001 000040 1256 0001 000066 135G 0001 000307 1746 
0001 000053 20L 0001 000447 216G 0001 000452 221G 0001 000457 2256 0001 000671 261G 
0001 000752 274* 0001 000107 30L 0001 000757 300G 0001 000115 35L 0001 000603 62 L 
0001 000620 64L 0001 000634 65L 0001 000442 70L 0000 R 000046 A 0004 R 000002 ALPFN 
0000 R 000047 AR 0000 R 000050 ARC 0000 R 000051 AR2 0000 R 000035 BA 0000 R 000027 BETA 
0000 R 000066 BETA1 0000 R 000067 DETA2 0000 R 000014 CF 0000 R 000043 CPB 0003 R 003465 csr 
0000 R 000015 DCL 0003 003464 DXX2 0003 003472 DXX21 0000 R 000064 02 0003 R 003463 ozmrw 
0000 R 000045 D22 0003 003410 EBFN 0003 003441 EBMP 0003 003467 EXTIFN 0003 
Tli(e) -721 
EXTIMP 
0003 003466 EXTWN 0003 003470 EXTSMP 0000 R 000062 GAMA 0000 R 000036 GAMMA 0000 I 
0000 000112 INJPS 0000 1000022 0000 I 000023 K 0000 I 000024 L 0003 003461 LCT 
0003 003462 LTT 0000 I 000052 M 0003 003460 MCVRD 0000 R 000032 08 0000 R 000034 OP 
0000 R 000033 PB 0000 R 000017 PHI 0000 R 000037 PHIO 0000 R 000055 PHI1 0000 R 000012 PI 
0000 R 000013 P12 0000 R 000040 PR4 0000 R 000044 RC 0000 R 000031 RHO 0000 R 000030 RHO2 
0000 R 000053 RL 0000 R 000057 RL2 0000 R 000016 RR 0000 R 000041 RRO 0000 R 000042 RRO2 
0000 R 000054 RT 0000 R 000061 RTL 0000 R 000056 RT2 0004 R 000003 RI 0004 R 000000 R2 
0003 R 003473 SS 0000 R 000063 SST 0003 R 003670 SSTT 0004 R 000001 0000 R 000020 THETA 
0000 R 000060 THE TAI 0003 000000 TRMTX 0000 R 000070 WF 0004 R 000006 WWA 0004 R 000007 wwe 
0000 R 000000 X 0000 R 000065 XB 0004 R 000005 XSMP 0004 000004 XSPM 0000 R 000005 XX 
0003 R 003446 XX2 0000 R 000025 Y 0000 R 000026 YY 0003 R 003453 ZZ2 
00101 1• SUBROUTINE 	SHAPEF 
00101 2• C 
00101 3• C 	THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SHAPE FACTOR BETWEEN 
00101 4• C 17 TUBE AND NEAR FIN 
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 	SHAPEF ****** 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
00101 5* C 	1- TUBE AND FAR FIN 
00101 6* C 3- ADJACENT TUBES 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* COMMON /ORD/ TRMTX(30.60)•E8FN(5.5)•EBMP(5)•XX2( 5).22215). 
00103 9* 1 	' 	MCVRD•LCT.LTT.D2MFM. 
00103 10* 2 DXX2.CSF.EXTSFN.EXTIFN.EXTSMP.EXTIMP.DXX21 0 55(5.5• 5 ) 
00103 11* 3 	 .5577(5.5) 
00104 12* COMMON /SSF/R2r 	T. ALPFN.R1.XSPMPXSMP.WWA.WWB 
00105 13* DIMENSION X(5). 	XX(5) 
00106 14* P1 	= 3.14159 
00107 15* PI2 = PI/2.0 . 
00110 16* CF 	= DZMFN*4.0 
00111 17* UCL = 2.0+2.0*RI 
00112 18* RR 	= R2*R2 
00113 19* PHI = ACOS((XSMP+R1)/R2) 
00114 20* THETA 	=1.570796*PHI 
00115 21* CSF = 1.0/(R2*THETA) 
00116 22* 00 10 1=1.5 
00121 23* DO 10 J=1.5 
00124 24* 00 10 K=1.5 
00127 25* 10 ss(i.J•K) 	: 0.0 
00133 26* L 	= 0 
00134 27* 20 DO 	50 1=1.5 
00137 28* 1F 	(L.E0.1) 	GO TO 30 
00141 29* X(I) = 	XX2(I)+R1 
00142 30* XX(I) 	= XX2(I) 
00143 31+ Y 	= WWA*X(1)+ww8 
00144 32* YY 1: 	ysy 	• 
00145 33* IF 	(L.E0.0) 	GO TO 35 
00147 34* 30 	X(I) = OCL-X(I) 
00150 35+ XXII) 	= 	2.0-XX2(I) 
00151 36* 35 BETA = ATA'/(Y/X(I)) 
00152 37* RHO2 	= x(I)*X(I)+YY 
00153 38* RHO = SORT(RH02) 
00154 39* 03 	= ACOS(R2/RHO) 
00155 40* P3 = PHI-BETA 
00156 41* OP 	= OB-PB 
00157 42* BA = BETA+ALPFN 
00160 43* GAMMA 	= 0B+BA 
00161 444, IF 	(L.E0.1) 	BA = BETA*ALPFN 
00163 45* PHIO = ATAN(DZMFN/(2.0*XX(I))) 
00164 46* 55(1.1.1) 	= 	((1.0-51N(GAMMA))/PI)*(PHI0+5IN(2.0*PHIO)/2.0)*4.0* 
00164 47* 1 	 55(1.1.1) 
00165 48* PR4 	= 4.*PI*RHO 
00166 494. kRO = 2.*R2+RHO 
00167 50* kR02 	= RRO*RRO 
00170 51* CPB = COS(P8) 
00171 52* kC 	= RRO*CPB 
00172 53+ J = 1 
00173 54* DO 50 K=2.5 
00176 55* 0Z2 	= (W2(K)-ZZ2(J))*CF)**2 
00177 56* A = RR+RH02+0Z2 
00200 57* AR 	= A*A-RRO2 
00201 58* ARC = A-RC 
00202 59* AR2 	= A-2.0*RR 
00203 60* SS(I.J.K) = (CO5(BA)/PR4*(ALOG(ARC/AR2) ,-1.0*AB2/ARC)+51N(BA)/PR4* 




00203 -- 62* 	 -- 2 - 	 )/AR2)..ASIN((RRO.4*CPB)/ARC))*(4.0sA*DZ2/AR2.0)*( ( R2 
00203 	63* 3 *RHOsSIN(08))/AR2..(R2*RHO*SIN(PB))/ARC)))*CF*S5(I.J.X) 
00204 64* 	 IF (SS(I.J.K) .0. 0.0) SS(I.J.K) = 0.0 
00206 	65* 50 CONTINUE 
00211 66* 	 IF (L.EG.1) GO TO 70 	 . 
00213 	67* L 	= 1 
00214 68* 	 GO TO 20 
00215 	69* 70 DO 60 I=1.5 
00220 70* 	 DO 60 X=2.5 
00223 	71* SS(I.K.1) = SS(I•1•1() 
00224 72* 	 DO 60 J=2.5 
00227 	73*_ 	M 	'= ABS(J..40+1 
00230 74* 	60 5S(I.J.K) = 5S(I•1.M) 
00234 	75* RL 	= DCL/R2.-COS(PHI) 
00235 76* 	 RT = T/R2 
00236 	77* PHI1 	= ATAN(RT/RL) 
00237 78* 	 RT2 = RT*RT 
00240 	79* RL2 	= RL*RL 
00241 80* 	 THETA' = ACOS(1.0/SORT(RT2+RL2)) 
00242 	81* RTL 	= (1.0-RT2)/RL2 
00243 82* 	 DANA = P12-PHIl...THETAI 
00244 	83* IF (RTL-1.0E-03) 62.62,61 
00247 84* 	61 SST 	= (GANA4RL*(SORT(1.0RTL)..4.0))/(PI2.-PHI) 
00250 	85* GO TO 65 
00251 86* 	62 1F(RTL.-1.0E••04) 63.64.64 
00254 	87* 63 SST 	= (GAMA-RL*RTL/2.0)/(PI2PHI) 
00255 88* 	 GO TO 65 
00256 	89* 64 SST 	= (GAMA-RL*(RTL/2.0+RTL*RTL/8.0))/(PI2•PHI) 
00257 90* 	65 J .7.1 
00260 	91* DO 80 K=1.5 
00263 92* 	 DZ 	= (ZZ2(K)-ZZ2(J))*CF 
00264 	93* XB = 2.0*(1.0+R1.22*COS((PHIl+THETA1)/2.0)) 
00265 94* 	 bETA1 = ATAN((DZDZMFN/2.0)/X8) 
00266 	95* bETA2 = ATANUDZ+DZMFN/2.0)/X8) 
00267 96* 	 hF 	= (BETA2-BETA1)/2.0*(5IN(2.0*BETA2)..SIN(2.0*BETA1))/4.0 
00270 	97* SSTT(JrK) = 8.0*S5T*WF/PI 
00271 98* 	BO CONTINUE 
00273 	99* DO 90 K=2.5 
00276 100* 	 S5TT(K.1) = SSTT(1,K) 
00277 	101* DO 90 J=2.5 
00302 102* 	 M 	= ABS(J■K)+1 
00303 	103* 90 S5TT(J.K) = 551111.M) 
00306 104* 	 RETURN 




END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OFIDG.110 	 1CALC 
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FOR SBA-07/13/72-20:58:10 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE TCALC 
	
ENTRY POINT 000635 
STORAGE USE 	CODE(1) 000652$ DATA(0) 0006701 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	ADBH 	000352 
0004 TC 000042 
0005 	GIN 	001610 










STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. 	TYPE. 	RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000024 10L 0001 	000426 110L 	0001 000024 125G 0001 000047 141G 0001 000121 160G 
0001 000127 16!G 0001 000146 1735 0001 000164 203G 0001 000247 220G 0001 000252 223G 
0001 000276 232'•G 0001 	000504 261G 	0001 000042 30L 0001 000070 50L 0001 000254 90L 
0004 R 000003 ABE4F 0003 000001 AL 0000 R 000562 ANG 0003 000161 CONFL 0003 000173 CONFNA 
0003 000147 CP 0003 	000000 D 	 0003 000326 DTL 0003 000244 EPF 0003 000205 EMIS 
0003 000013 H 0000 R 000623 HA 0003 000231 HAB 0000 R 000624 HP 0000 R 000622 HS 
0000 I 000011 I 0004 I 000001 	ICASE 	0000 000637 INJPS 0000 I 000614 ISYM 0004 I 000000 ITAPE 
0000 1000615 IJ 0000 I 000613 IUL 0000 1000612 J 0000 I 000616 J1 0000 I 000617 J2 
0000 I 000621 K 0003 R 0000b4 M 	 0000 1000610 NS 0005 I 001605 NSRD 0003 000076 NT 
0005 I 001604 NTY 0000 R 000620 PANG 	0004 R 000004 PHIN 0003 000052 PIN 0000 R 000436 CA 
0000 R 000124 °ALB 0005 	000454 OIFN 0005 001274 GITB 0003 000314 GOUT 0000 R 000510 Go 
0000 R 000244 GPLN 0000 R 000364 OS 	 0005 000144 OSFN 0005 000764 GSTB 0000 R 000004 OSUN 
0005 001606 GTO 0000 R 000607 STFBOL 	0003 000217 TB 0003 000026 TH 0000 R 000000 TIM 
0003 000040 TIN 0003 	000270 TL 	 0005 000000 TM 0004 R 000002 TO 0003 000340 TOUT 
0003 R 000077 TSTAR 0005 001607 TX 0003 000135 VSC 0006 R 000000 YINT 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE TCALC(NTF) 
00103 2* PARAMETER NTP .7- 10 
00104 3* PARAMETER MAXSID = 20 
00105 4* PARAMETER NTP1 = NTP+1 
00106 5* PARAMETER MAXSO1 = MAXSID+1 
00107 6* REAL M 
00110 7* . 	COMMON /ADBH/ D.AL(NTP).H(NTP1).TH(NTP).T/N(NTP).PIN(NTP). 
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2 CONFNA(NTP).EMIS(NTP).TB(NTP)•HAB(NTP1).EFFINTP.2).TL(NTP.2 ) • 
3 	0OUT(NTP).DTL(NTP).TOUT(NTP) 
COMMON /TC/ ITAPE•ICASE.TO.ABEMF.PHIN(NTP.3) 
COMMON /GIN/ TM(100).GSFN(100.2)42IFN(100.2).051 .8(100.2). 
1 	GITB(100.2).NTM.NSRD.GTO.TX 
DIMENSION TIM(4).GSUN(4.MAXSID).GALB(4.MAxSID).OPLN ( 4.MAXSID). 
1 	OS(MAXS01•2).0A(MAXS01.2).0P(MAXSD1 , 2).ANG(MAKS01) 
DATA STFBOL/0.1714E.-8/ 
READ 	(ITAPE) 	NS.TIM(1) 
00122 18* IF 	(ICASE.LE.1) 	GO TO 30 
00124 19* DO 20 I = 2.ICASE 
00127 20* 10 TIM(2) 	= TIM()) 
00130 21* READ 	(ITAPE) 	NS.TIM(1) 
00134 22* IF 	(TIM(1).GT.TIM(2)) 	GO TO 10 
00136 23* 20 CONTINUE 
00140 24* 30 DO 40 J = 0.NS 
00143 25* 40 ANG(J+1) = FLOAT(J*360+180)/NS 
00145 26* READ (ITAPE) 
00147 27* I = 2 
00150 28* 50 READ 	(ITAPE) 	NS.TIM(1) 
00154 29* I 	= 1+1 
00155 30* IF 	(TIM(1).LT.TO.AND.I.LT.NTW-1) 	SO TO 50 
00157 31* DO 60 I = 1.3 
00162 32* 60 BACKSPACE ITAPE 
00164 33* DO 70 I = 1.4 
00167 34* 70 READ 	(ITAPE) 	NS.TIM(I).(0SUNII.J).0ALB(I.J),OPLN(I•J) ► J=1.N5) 
00202 35* DO BO J = 1.NS 
00205 36* QS(J.1) = YINT(TIMOSUN(1.0.4.4.TO) 
00206 37* 0A(J.1) 	= YINT(TIM.GALB(1•0.4.4.1.0) 
00207 38* 80 OP(Jr1) 	= YINT(IIM.GPLN(1•0.4.4 ► 1.0) 
00211 39* GS(NS+1.1) 	= GS(1.1) 
00212 40* GA(NS+1.1) 	= GA(1.1) 
00213 41* OP(NS+1.1) 	= QP(1.1) 
00214 42* IUL = 1 
00215 43* IF (ISYM.E0.3) 	IUL = 3 
00217 44* DO 120 IU = ),IUL 
00222 45* DO 120 I = 1.NTF 
00225 46* J1 = 0 
00226 47* 90 J1 = J1+1 
00227 48* IF 	(AN6(J1)+AN6(1).LE.PNIN(1.IU)) 	GO TO 90 
00231 49* DO 100 J = 1.NS 
00234 50* J2 = MIN(mAX(MOD(J+J1-2•NS)•1).NS..2) 
00235 51* PANG = ANG(J)+PMIN(I.ID) 
00236 52* IF (PANG.GE.ANG(NS+1)) PANG = PANG-360.0 
00240 53* GS(j.2) 	= YINT(ANG(J2).0S(J2.1).4.4.PANG) 
00241 54* QA(J.2) 	= YINTIANG(J2ItGA(J2.1).4.4tPANG) 
00242 55* 100 OP(J.2) 	= YINT(ANG(J2).0P(J2.1).4040PANG) 
00244 56* CALL SHADE(GS(1•2).NS) 
00245 57* CALL SHADE(GA(1.2).NS) 
00246 58* CALL SHADE(OP(1.2)•NS) 
00247 59* PANG = AMOD(PHIN(ItIU)+90.0.360.0) 
00250 60* J1 = 0 
00251 61* 110 J1 = J1+1 
00252 62* IF (ANG(J1).LE.PANG) GO TO 110 
00254 63* J2 = 0 
00255 64* IF (PANG.GE.180.0) J2 = NS/2 
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K = J2+MIN(MAX(J1-J2-2.1).NS/2-3) 
DO 120 J = IU.NSRD 
IF 	(J.NE.IU) 	K = MOD(K+N5/2•NS) 
HS = YINT(ANG(K).05( ► 2).4.4.PANG) 
HA = YINT(ANG(K).GA(K.2).4.4.PANG) 
HP = YINT(ANG(K).0P(K.2).4.4.PANG) 




END OF COMPILATION: 	- NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
TCALC 
OHDS•P ****** THCF/CFFC43 ****** 
278 
THCF/CFFC43  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.THCF/CFFC43•ME*NA5A5.THCF/CFFC43 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:58:14 Co.) 
FUNCTION THCF 
	
ENTRY PAINT 000013 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000015) DATA(0) 000010) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 





INJPS 0000 R 000000 THCF 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
FUNCTION THCF(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-43 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1•X2 /0.061442 ► -2.5E•05/ 
00106 9* IHCF = X1+X2*T 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
GFORPS ME*NASA5.THCF/CFFC75.ME*NASA5.THCF/CFFC75 
FOR 59A■07/13/72...20:58:16 (0.) 
FUNCTION THCF 	ENTRY POINT 000013 
ST:AAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000151 DATA(0) 0000101 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 





INJPS 0000 R 000000 THCF 	0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
FUNCTION THCF(RHOPT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-75 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(NR.FT.R) 
00101 7. C 
00103 8* DATA X1•X2 /0.11418110-6.53E■05/ 
00106 9* THCF = X1+X2*T 
00107 10* RETURN 
00110 11* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	• NO DIAGNOSTICS. 




DATE 071372 PAGE 	1 
  
OFOReS ME*NA5A5.THCF/CFIE.NE*NASA5.THCF/CFHE 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20:58:18 (0.) 
  
FUNCTION THCF 	ENTRY POINT 000022 
STORAGE USED CODE(1) 0000241 DATA(0) 000015/ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000006 DT 
0000 R 000001 X1 
00101 	1* _ 
0000 	000010 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCF 	0000 R 000007 THETA 	0000 R 000005 TO 
0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
FUNCTION THCF(RHOrT) 
00101 2• C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF HELIUM 
00101 6• C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 7• C 
00103 8• DATA X1e)(2,)(3•X4 /0.0404.0.0302.-0.0033.0.0003/.TO.DT /160.0.20 
00103 9• 10.0/ 
00112 10• THETA = (T—T0)/DT 
00113 11• THCF = ((X4*THETA+X3)*THETA.112) ► THETA+X1 
00114 12* RETURN 
00115 13• END 
END OF COMPILATION: NO 	DIAGNOSTICS. 
GHDG.P 	 THCF/CFNAK . 	 
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****** THCF/CFNAK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
9FOR.S ME*NASA5.THCF/CFNAK , ME*NASA5.THCF/CFNAK 
FOR 594..07/13/7220:50:20 (0.) 
FUNCTION THCF 
	
ENTRY POINT 000024 	 • 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000026) DATA(0) 0000161 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0000 R 000007 DT 
0000 R 000001 X1 
00101 	I* 
0000 	000011 INJP$ 	0000 R 000000 THCF 	0000 R 000010 THETA 	0000 R 000006 70 
0000 R 000002 x2 	0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 	0000 R 000005 XS 
FUNCTION THCF(RHOtT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 78.6 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1•(2.X3.)(4.X5 /13.36.1.414167. ■0.142083.0.069167.0.007083/. 
00103 9* 1TO.OT /659.67,300.0/ 
00113 10* THETA = 	(7.•70)/07 
00114 11* THCF 	= (((X5*THETA+X4)*THETA+X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA*X1 
00115 12* RETURN 
00116 13* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
8HO6. P 	 THCF/CFSIL 
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THCF/CFSIL 
     
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
       
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.THCF/CFSIL,ME*NASA5.THCF/CFSIL -- 
 FOR 59A-07/13/72•20:58:22 (0.) 
   
FUNCTION THCF 	ENTRY POINT 000043 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000471 DATA(0) 0000311 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000003 1F . 
	
0000 	000023 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCF 
	
0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION THCF(RHOrT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 	5* 	C 	 TEMPERATURE (R) OF DOW CORNING 200 SILICON OIL (1 CS) 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 	7* 	c 	 TEMPERATURE .GE. 359.67 AND .LE. 859.67 
00101 8* C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA X1.X2 /0.070052."1.2105E••05/ 
00106 10* THCF = X1.12*T 
00107 	11* 	 IF (T.GE.359.67.AND.T.LE.859.67) RETURN 
00111 12* WRITE (6.1) T 
00114 	13* 	1 FORMAT (1H0.61HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SILICON OIL. TEMP. OUT OF R 
00114 14* 1ANGE. T = .F8.3./) 
00115 	15* 	 RETURN 
00116 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
WID6PP. 	 THCFN/FNAL *•**** 
I 
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THCFN/FNAL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
@FOR'S ME*NASA5.THCFN/FNAL.ME*NASAS.THCFN/FNAL 
FOR 594-07/13/72-20:58:25 (0.1 
FUNCTION THCFN 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STOkAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000601 DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000011 IF 
	
0000 R 000007 DT 
	
0000 	000031 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCFN 	0000 R 000010 THETA 
0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 
	
0000 R 000003 X3 	0000 R 000004 X4 
0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 1* FUNCTION THCFN(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 5* C ALUIMINUM 7075 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 7* C TEMP. 	GE. 	300.0.AND.LE. 	1200.0 R 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DATA XI.X2.X3.X4.X5 /88.5.13.06650.33275.-1.758.0.25375/.TOOT / 
00103 10* 1400.0.200.0/ 
00113 11* THETA = (T-T0)/OT 
00114 12* THCFN = (((X5*THETA+X4)*THETA*X3)*THETA4-X2)*THETA+XI 
00115 13* IF 	(T.GE.300.0.AND.T.LE.1200.0) 	RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00122 15* 1 FORMAT (1H0r58HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANG 
00122 16* 1E. 	T = .F8.3./) 
00123 17* RETURN 
00124 18* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
AHDG.P 	 THCFN/FNBR 
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DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 ****** THCFN/FNBR 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.THCFN/FNBRPME*NASA5.THCFN/FNBR -
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:58:27 (0.) 
FUNCTION THCFN 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000060; DATA(0) 000037; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 NWDUS 
_ 	0004 	NIO2S 
0005 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000011 IF 
	
0000 R 000007 DT 
	
0000 	000031 INJPS. 	0000 R 000000 THCFN 	0000 R 000010 THETA 
0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 
	
0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION THCFN(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 	5* 	C 	 BERYLIUM WITH 0.84-1.68 DEO 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 	7* 	C 	 TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 84, C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA X1•(2.X3.X4PX5 /108.863...10.5643.0.82683.-0.20167.0.020167/. 
00103 10* ITOOT /400.0.200.0/ 	 _  
00113 	11* 	 THETA = (T-T0)/DT 
00114 12* THCFN = (((X5*THETA+X4)*THETA+)(3)*THETA -0(2)*THETA*X1 
00115 	13* 	 IF (T.GE.400.0.ANO.T.LE.1700.0) RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE (6.1) T 
00122 	15* 	1 FORMAT (IH0.58HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BERYLIUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANG 
00122 16* 1E. T = 0F8.3./) 	 ... 	_ 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.F0 ****** THCFN/FNCU 
285 
THCFN/FNCU  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
1:1FOR.S ME*NASA5.THCFN/FNC•ME*NASA5.THCFN/FNCU 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:58:29 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION THCFN 	ENTRY POINT 000051 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000558 DATA(0) 0000348 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 













0000 R 000005 DT 	0000 	000026 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCFN 	0000 R 000006 THETA 
0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 
FUNCTION THCFN(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/IHR.FT.R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 500.0 AND LE. 1800.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA XI.X2.X3 /228.369. ■2.62067•0.04033/•TO.DT /600.0.200.0/ 
00111 9* THETA = (T-TO)/OT 
00112 10* THCFN = (X3*THETA*THETA*X2)*THETA+X1 
00113 11* IF 	(T.GE.500.0.AND.T.LE.1800.0) RETURN 
00115 12* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00120 13* 1 FORMAT (1110.56HTNERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COPPER. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. 
00120 14* 1 T = 	.F8.3./) 
00121 15* RETURN 
00122 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 




    
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
      
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.THCMP/MPAL.ME*NASA5.THCMP/MPAL 
FOR 59A-07/13/72...20158:31 (0.) 
  
 
FUNCTION THCMP 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
   
 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000601 DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
 
 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 





     
 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
 
0000 	000011 IF 
	
0000 R 000007 DT 	0000 	000031 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCMP 	0000 R 000010 THETA 
	
0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 	0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004.X4 
0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION THCMP(T) 
00101 2* C --.. 
00101 	3* 	C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMDUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 	5* 	C 	 ALUIMINUM 7075 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 	7* 	C 	 TEMP. GE. 300.0.AND.LE. 1200.0 R 
00101 W. C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA X1.X2.X3rX4.X5 /80.5.13.0665.0.33275.-.1.758.0.25375/.700DT / 
00103 10* 1400.0.200.0/ 
00113 	11* 	 THETA = (T-TO)/DT 
00114 12* THCMP = (((X5*THETA414)*THETA+X3)*THETOX2)*THETA0(1 
00115 	13* 	 IF (T.GE.300.0.AND.T.LE.1200.0) RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE (6.1) 1 
00122 	15* 	1 FORMAT (1H0.58HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANG 
00122 16* 1E. T = .FE).3./) 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
1 - 
0 	01406.12 am** THCMP/MPBR 	 
1 
287 
THCMP/MPBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR•S ME*NASAS.THCM3/MPBR.ME*NASA5.THCMP/MPBR 
FOR S9A-.07/13/7220:58:34 (0.) 
FUNCTION THCMP 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000601 DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000011 IF 
	
0000 R 000007 DT 	0000 	000031 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCMP 	0000 R 000010 THETA 
0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 XI 0000 R 000002 X2 
	
0000 R 000003 X3 	0000 R 000004 X4 
0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 I* FUNCTION THCMP(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 5* C BERYLIUM WITH 0.84-1.68 BEO 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 7* C TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 	1700.0 R 
00101 8* C 
00103 9* DATA X1.X2.X3.X4.X5 /108.863.-10.5643.0.82683.-0020167.0.020167/. 
00103 10* 1TO.DT /400.0.200.0/ 
00113 11* THETA = (T—TO)/DT 
00114 12* THCMP = (((X5*THETA+X4)*THETA-113)*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1 
00115 13* IF 	(T.GE.400.0.AND.T.LE.1700.0) RETURN 
00117 14s WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00122 15* 1 FORMAT (1H0058HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BERYLIUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANG 
00122 16* 1E. 	I = .F8.3./) 
00123 17* RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
DHOG.P 	 THCMP/MPCU 
288 
THCMP/MPCU  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR•S ME*NASA5.THCMP/MPCU.ME*NASAS.THCMP/MPCU 
FOR S9P.07/13/72 ■20:58:36 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION THCMP 	ENTRY POINT 000051 
STORAGE USED CODE(I) 000055) DATA(0) 0000341 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 









R 000004 TO 
1* 
0000 R 000005 DT 	0000 	000026 INJpS 	0000 R 000000 THCMP 	0000 R 000Q06 THETA 
0000 R 000001 XI 0000 R 000002 X2 	0000 R 000003 X3 
FUNCTION THCMP(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 6* C TEMP. GE. 500.0 AND LE. 1800.0 R 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2•)(3 /228.369.-2.62067..-0.04033/.TO.DT /600.0.200.0/ 
00111 9* THETA = (T-T0)/OT 
00112 10* THCMP = (X3*THETA*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1 
00113 11* IF (T.6E.500.0.AND.T.LE.1800.0) RETURN 
00115 12* WRITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00120 13* 1 FORMAT (1H0.56HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COPPER. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. 
00120 14* 1 T = .F8.3•/) 
00121 15* RETURN 
00122 16* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 







DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
gFORPS ME*NASA5.THCTB/TBAL.ME*NASA5.THCTB/TBAL 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:58:40 Co.) 
 
 
FUNCTION THCTB 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000601 DATA(0) 000037) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 






   
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000011 IF 
	
0000 R 000007 DT 	0000 	000031 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THUS 	0000 R 000010 THETA 
	
0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 
	
0000 R 000003 X3 	0000 R 600004 X4 
0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION THCTB(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3. 	C 	 THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 	5* 	C 	 ALVIMINUM 7075 
00101 6* C UNITS BTUPHR.FT.R) 
00101 	7* 	C 	 TEMP. GE. 300.0.AND.LE. 1200.0 R 
00101 8* -C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA X1.X2•X3r)(4.)(5 /88.5.13.0655.0.33275.*4.75800.25375/.TOPCIT / 
00103 10* 1400.0.200.0/ 
00113 	11* 	 THETA = (T—T0)/DT 
00114 12* THCTB = (((X5*THETA*X4)*THETA*X3)*THETA+X2)•THETA+X1 
00115 	13* 	 IF (T.GE.300.0.AND.T.LE.1200.0) RETURN 
OU117 14* RITE (6.1) T 
00122 	15* 	1 FORMAT (1H0.58HTHERmAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMINUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANG 
00122 16* 1E. T = .F8.3./) 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDGrP 	 THCTB/TBBR 
290 
****** THCTB/TBBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
8FORPS ME*NASA5.THC1B/TEIBR•ME*NASA5.THCTO/TBEIR 
FOR S9A..07/13/72•20:58:42 (0.) 
FUNCTION THCTB 	ENTRY POINT 000054 
STORAGE USED: COJE(1) 000060/ DATA(0) 0000371 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNME4T (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000011 1F 
	
0000 R 000007 DT 	0000 	000031 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCTB 	0000 R 000010 THETA 
0000 R 000006 TO 0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 	0000 R 000004 X4 
0000 R 000005 X5 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION THCTB(T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 	3* 	C 	 THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF 
00101 	5* 	C 	• 	BERYLIUM WITH 0.84-1.68 BE0 
00101 6* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 	7* 	C 	 TEMP. GE. 400.0 AND LE. 1700.0 R 
00101 8* C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA X1.X2.X3.X40X5 /108.863...10.5643.0.826830.0.20167.0.020167/. 
00103 10* 1T0•T /400.0.200.0/ 
00113 	11* 	 THETA = (T-T0)/DT 
00114 12* THCTB = ((()(5*THETA 414)*THETA+X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA111 
00115 	13* 	 IF (7.8E.400.0•AND.T.LE.1700.0) RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE (6.1) T 
00122 	15* 	1 FORMAT (1140.58HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BERYLIUM. TEMP. OUT OF RANG 
00122 16* 11. T = ,F8.30/) 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 
00124 18* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
  
G1FOR.S mE*NASA5.THCTB/TBCU.ME*NASA5.THCTB/TBCU 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-,20:5H:44 (Op) 
FUNCTION THCTB 	ENTRY POINT 000051 
STORAGE USED MEW 000055( DATA(0) 000034) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 000007 1F 0000 R 000005 DT 	0000 	000026 INJPS 	0000 R 000000 THCTB 0000 R 000006 THETA 
0000 R 000004 TO 0000 R 000001 xl 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 
00101 1* FUNCTION THCTB(T) 
00101 2* 	C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* 	C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE (R) OF COPPER 
00101 5* C UNITS BTU/(HR.FT.R) 
00101 6* 	C TEMP. GE. 500.0 AND LE. 	1800.0 R 
OU101 7* C 
00103 8* UATA X1.X2•X3 /228.369.-2.62067.-0.04033/.1•0.07 /600.0.200.0/ 
00111 9* THETA = (T-TO)/DT 
00112 10* THCTB = (X3*THETA*THETA+X2)*THETA+X1 
00113 11* IF 	(T.GE.500.0.AND.T.LE.1800.0) RETURN 
00115 12* *RITE 	(6.1) 	T 
00120 13* 1 FORMAT (1H0.56HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COPPER, TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. 
00120 14* 1 T = .F8.3•/) 
00121 15* RETURN 
00122 16* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
DHOG•P 	 TK ****** 
292 
TK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.TOME*NASA5.71( 
FOR 59P-07/13/72-.20:58:46 (Of) 
FUNCTION TK 	 ENTRY POINT 000211 
• - 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0002451 DATA(0) 0000621' BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 








STORAGE ASSIGNMEAT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000112 13L 
0000 R 000003 8 
0000 R 000002 EE 
0000 I 000012 K3 
0000 R 000000 TK 
0001 	000127 14L 
0000 R 000001 C 
0003 R 000000 ELAS 
0000 R 000007 P 
0000 R 000013 TN 
0001 	000174 15L 
0000 R 000017 CC 
0000 R 000005 F 
0000 R 000010 0 
0000 R 000014 V 
0000 	000020 16F 
0000 R 000004 0 
0000 R 000006 G 
0000 R 000016 R 
0001 	000201 17L 
0000 R 000015 E 
0000 	000040 INJPS 
0000 R 000011 S 
00101 	1* 	 FUNCTION TK(GAMMA.A.8ETA.DENSM.THETA.PHI.AN.ALPHA.VELM. 
00101 2* 1 	POITAU.DENST.W.TNNPAMAN , TIN.ROUT) 
00101 	3* 	C 
00101 4* C 	THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 	5* 	C THE THICKNESS OF THE PROTECTION LAYET TK 'IN INCHES 
00101 6* C 
00103 	7* 	 DATA C/1.2407013/ 
00105 8* EE = 1./t3.*BETA) 
00106 	9* 	 8 = GAMMA*A 
00107 10* 0 = 0.0436332*TNN*W 
00110 	11* 	 F = (ALPHA*TAU/1.•ALOG(P0)))**EE 
00111 12* 6 = (1./DENSM)**.33333 
00112 	13* 	 P = (DENSM/DENST)**PHI 
00113 14* Q = (VELM/112.0*SORT(ELAS(TIN)*32.174/DENST)))**THETA 
...., 	00114 	15* 	 5 = (2./13.*AN*THETA*BETA+2.))**EE 
00115 16* KG = 0 
00116 	17* 	 TN = 0.5 
00117 18* 13 KG = KG+1 ... 
00120 	19* 	 IF (KG.E0.1) GO TO 14 
00122 20* IF (K6.67.10) GO TO 15 
s_.) 	00124 	21* 	 TN = TK 
00125 22*_ 14 V = (D*(ROUT+TN)+AMAN) , _ 
00126 	23* 	 E = V**EE 
00127 24* R = B*C*E*F*6*P*0*S 





GATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
    
00131 	26• 	 CC = TK/TN-1. 
00132 27• IF tAGS(CC).LT..0001) GO TO 17 
00134 	28* 	 GO TO 13 
00135 29• 15 wRITE (6.16) 
00137 	30• 	16 FORMAT (29HEON FOR THICK DOESNT CONVERGE) 
00140 31 ■ 17 RETURN 
00141 	32• 	 END 
 
  
END OF COMPILATION: 	 NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
 
OHDS ► P 	 TNH 
   
   
294 
./ 
****** TNN ****** 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.TNH.ME*NASA5.TNH 
FOR S9A-07/13/72-20:58:48 (0.) 
FUNCTION TNH 	ENTRY POINT 000056 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000641 DATA(0) 0000301 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 000037 10L 0001 	000004 1066 	0001 	000041 30L 	0003 R 000000 CPAIR 0000 R 000014 OFTN 
0004 R 000000 ENTAIR 0000 R 000015 FIN 0000 000020 INJPS 0000 I 000013 N 0000 R 000001 TN 
0000 R 000000 TNH 
00101 1* FUNCTION TNH(ENT) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE AS A FUNCTION OF ENTHALPY (BTU/LBM) 
00101 5* C UNITS R 
00101 6* C 
00103 7* DIMENSION TN(10) 
00104 8* TN(1) 	= 2500.0 
00105 9* DO 10 N = 1.10 
00110 10* DFTN 	: 	CPAIR(TN(N)) 
00111 11* FTN = 	ENTAIR(TN(N))-ENT 
00112 12* TN(N+1) = 	TN(N)•FTN/DFTN 
00113 13* IF (N .EQ. 1) 	GO TO 10 
00115 14* IF (ABS(TN(N+1)-TN(N)) 	.LE. 2.0) 	GO TO 30 
00117 15* 10 CONTINUE 
00121 16* 30 TNH 	= 	TN(N+1) 
00122 17* RETURN 
00123 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
■.) 	GHOG.P ****** TRMATX ****** 
: 295. 
TRMATX  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.TRMATX.ME*NASA5.TRMATX 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:58:50 (0.) 
SUBROUTINE TRMATX 	ENTRY POINT 000262 
STORAGE USED: COOE(1) 0002751 OATA(0) 0000511 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	ORD 	003721 
0004 ABSRST 000601 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0005 	NERR3$ 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. 	TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION' NAME) 
0001 	000003 106G 	0001 	000004 111G 	0001 	000021 120G 	0001 	000022 123G 	0001 	000053 134G 
0001 000056 137G 0001 000066 142G 0001 000121 153G 0001 000137 1626 0001 000145 166G 
0001 	000154 171G 	0001 	000211 2016 	0001 	000212 204G 	0001 	000217 2116 	0001 	000224 216G 
0004 R 000000 ALPHFN 0004 R 000226 ALPHMP 0003 R 003465 CSF 0000 R 000005 CSFXZ 0003 R 003464 DXX2 
0003 	003472 DXX21 	0003 	003463 DZMFN 	0003 	003410 EBFN 	0003 	003441 EBMP 	0004 	000461 EMITFN 
0004 000512 EMITIP 0003 003467 EXTIFN 0003 003471 EXTIMP 0003 003466 EXTSFN 0003 003470 EXTSMP 
0004 	000517 EXTVCT 	0000 I 000000 I 	0000 	000027 INJPS 	0000 I 000001 J 	0000 I 000007 JK 
0000 K . I 000002 	 0000 I 000004 L 0003 003461 LCT 0003 	003462 LTT 0003 	003460 MCVRO 
0000 I 000003 MI 	0000 I 000006 M2 	0003 R 003473 SS 	0003 R 003670 SSTT 	0003 R 000000 TRMTX 
0003 	003446 XX2 0003 	003453 ZZ2 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE TRMATX 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THE TRANSFER MATRIX NECESSARY FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE INCIDENT 
00101 5* C NET RADIANT FLUX 
00101 6* C 
00103 7* COMMON /3RD/ TRMTX(30.60).EBFN(5.5).EBMP(5).XX2(5).222(5). 
00103 El* 1 	 MCVRD.LCT.LTT.DZMFN. 
00103 9* 2 DXX2pCSF0EXTSFN.EXTIFN.EXTSMP0EXTIMP.DXX21.55(5.5.5) 
00103 10* 3 	 .SSTT(5.5) 
00104 11* COMMON /ABSRST/ALPHFN15.5.61.ALPHMP15.31/PEM/TFN(5.5).EMITMP(5). 
00104 12* 1 	 EXTVCT(50) 
00105 13* DO 2 1=1.25 
00110 14* DO 1 J=1.25 
00113 15* 1 TRMTX(I.J)=0.0 
00115 16* 2 TRMTX(ItI)=1.0 
00117 17* DO 4 1=26.30 
00122 18* DO 3 J=26,30 
00125 19* 3 TR4TX(I.J)=.'(1.0...ALPHMP(P•25.J))*SSTT1I-25.J-25/*0.25 
00127 20* TRMTX(I.26)=TRMTX11.25//2.0 
00130 21* TRMTX11.30=TRMTX(I,30)/2.0 
:296: 
 















00 5 1=1.5 
DO 5 J=1.5 
DO 5 K=1.5 
MI 	=25+K 
L =(I-1)*5 +J 
00146 28* 5 TRMTX(Lomll 	=-(1.0—ALPHFN(I.J.K))*SS(I.J.K)/4.0 
00152 29* DO 6 1=1.25 
00155 30* TRMTX(I.26) =TRMTX(I.26)/2.0 
00156 31* 6 TRMTK(I,30) =TRMTX(I.30)/2.0 
00160 32* CSFXZ 	= C5F*DXX2/4.0 
00161 33* DO 7 	r=1.5 
00164 34* M2 =25+1 
00165 35* DO 7 	J=1.5 
00170 36* DO 7 	K=1.5 
00173 37* JK =(J-1)*5+K 
. 	00174 38* 7 TR4TX(m2.JK)=—(1.0-ALPNMP(I.JK))*5S(J.K.I)*CSFX2 
00200 39* DO 10 1=26.30 
00203 40* DO 8 	K=21.25 
00206 41* 8 TRmTX(I.K) 	=TRMTx(I.K)/2.0 
00210 42* DO 9 	J=1.21.5 
00213 43* 9 TRMTX(I.J) 	=TRMWI.J)/2.0 
00215 44* DO 10 J=5.25.5 
00220 45* 10 TRMTX(I.J) 	=TRMTX(I.J)/2.0 
00223 46* RETURN 
00224 47* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
ON06 , P ****** TRNSPT ****** 
297 
TRNSPT  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	
1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.TRNSPT.ME*NASA5.TRNSPT 
FOR 59A-07/13/72-20:58:53 (0.1 
SUBROUTINE TRNSPT 
	
ENTRY POINT 000143 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0001711 DATA(0) 0000401 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NExP6S 
0004 NERR3S 









0001 	000106 15L 	0001 	000050 51. 	0000 	000030 INJPs 
SUBROUTINE TRNSPT (RE.PRL•ELTA.FR.FNU) 
. 	0000 R 000000 NUL 
01 
00101 2+ C 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FRICTION FACTOR FR .AND THE NON-DIMENSIONAL 
00101 5* C CONVECTIVE FILM COEFFICIENT FNU 
00101 6* 
00103 7* REAL NUL 02 
00103 8* C 03 
00104 9* IF 	(RE.LT.2300.0) 	GO TO 10 04 
00106 10* NUL = 0.116*(RE**0.667-125.0)*PRL**0.3333*(1.0+DELTA**0.667) 05 
00107 11* IF 	(RE.GT.1.0E*06) 	Go TO 5 06 
00111 12* FR = (0.0054+0.396/RE**0.3)/DELTA 07 
00112 13* GO TO 15 08 
00113 14* 5 FR = (0.0032+0.222/RE**0.2371/DELTA 09 
00114 15* GO TO 15 010 
00115 16+ 10 FR = 64.0/(RE*DELTA) 011 
00116 17* XX = RE*PRL*DELTA 012 
00117 18+ NUL = 3.65+0.0668*xX/(1.0+0.045*XX**0.667) 
00120 19* 15 IF (PRL.LT.0.1) NUL = 6.5+0.025*(RE*PRL)**0.8 014 
00122 20* FNU = 4.0•NUL/(DELTA*RE*PRL) 015 
00123 21* RETURN 016 
00124 22* END 017 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P 	 TTIP 
298 
	 TTIP  
	
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR0S ME*NASA5.TTIP , ME*NASA5.TTIP 
FOR 59A-07/13/72..20:58M (O.) 
SUBROUTINE TTIP 
	
ENTRY POINT 000043 
STORAGE USED: COJE(1) 0000601 BATA(0) 000101) BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 


















0001 	000007 121G 	0000 R 000043 AA 	0000 R 000000 CC 	0000 R 000052 COEF 
0000 000067 INJPG 0000 I 000060 J 0003 R 000000 POLY 
SUBROUTINE TTIP (NC.TSOTB.TLOTB) 
DIMENSION CC(5.7).AA(7).COEF(5) 
REAL NC 
00105 4* DATA ( CC(1.2).1=1.5)/....4815. - .8920814.4.894438.-14.89583.10.39930/. 
00105 5* 1 (CC(1.31.1=1.5)/.5665006..7351966.-12.35190.40.88471,-30.65782/. 
00105 6* 2 (CC ( 1.4).1=1.5)/-.4406670.2304286.11.64157.--44.56229.35.26028/. 
00105 7* 3 (CC(1.5).1=1.5)/.2126670-.49787960'5.648548.24.37024.-19.93047/. 
00105 8* 4 (CC(1 , 6).1=1.5)/....053333470.198336.1.40554... 6.58330.5.48609/. 
00105 9* 5 ( CC (1 . 7 ). 1 =1. 5) /.00533335....02525962 0.0 .139998..6925876.•-.5833303/ 
00114 10* AA(1) 	= 	1.0 
00115 11* DO 20 	1=2.7 
00120 12* DO 10 	J:1,5 
00123 13* 10 COEF(J) 	= 	CC(J.I) 
00125 14* 20 AA(I) = 	POLY (B.COEF,TSOTB) 
00127 15* TLOTB 	= 	POLY (7,AA.NC) 
00130 16* RETURN 
00131 17* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 











STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	(BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
'0000 000041 105F 0001 	000303 110L 	0001 	000136 136G 	0001 	000120 20L 0001 000126 30L 
0000 R 000033 AA 0003 R 000001 AL 0000 R 000021 0B1 0000 R 000022 8B2 0000 R 000006 COEF 
0003 R 000161 CONFL 0003 R 000173 CONFNA 	0003 R 000147 CP 	0000 R 000013 Cl 0000 R 000014 C2 
0000 R 000030 C4 0000 R 000020 C5 	0003 R 000000 D 0000 R 00n035 DFNTB 0000 R 000011 DOL 
0000 R 000036 DTB 0003 	000326 DTI 0003 R 000244 EFF 	0003 R 000205 EMIS 0000 R 000025 ETAPR1 
0000 R 000027 ETAPR2_ 0000 R 000024 ETA1 	0000 R 000026 ETA2 0000 R 000034 FNTB 0003 000013 H 
0003 000231 HA9 0000 	000064 INJPS 0000 I 000017 L 	 0003 R 000064 M 0000 R 000002 NCPR1 
0000 R 000003 NCPR2 0000 R 000000 NCI 	0000 R 000001 NC2 0004 I 001605 NSRD 0003 000076 NT 
0004 001604 NTM 0005 R 000000 NUSA 0000 R 000004 PI 	0003 	000052 PIN 0000 R 000007 PR 
0004 000454 OIFN 0004 	001274 ()ITS 	0003 	000314 GOUT 0004 000144 OSFN 0004 000764 OSTB 
0004 001606 OTO 0000 R 000010 REY 0000 R 000005 SIGMA 	0003 R 000217 TB 0000 R 000031 T83 
0000 R 000032 T04 0003 R 000026 TH 	0003 R 000040 TIN 0003 	000270 TL 0000 R 000037 TLOTB1 
0000 R 000040 TLOTB2 0004 	000000 TM 0003 	000340 TOUT 	0000 R 000023 TSOTB 0003 R 000077 TSTAR 
0000 R 000016 TSTR 0000 R 000015 TS4 	0004 001607 TX 0000 R 000012 U 0003 R 000135 VSC 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE TTIPS(IT,ITST,H1•H2.7L1rTL2) 
00103 2* PARAMETER NTP = 10 
00104 3* PARAMETER NTP1 = NTP+1 
00105 4* REAL M 
00106 5* COMMON /ADBH/ D.AL(NTP)1-1(NTP1) , THINTP).TIN(NTP),PIN(NTP). 
00106 6* M(NTP).NTPTSTAR(NTP.3).VSCINTP).CP(NTP).CONFL(NTP), 
00106 7* CONFNA(NTP).EMIS(NTP).TB4NTP).HAB(NTP1),EFF(NTP.2).TL(NTP.2). - 
00106 8* 3 QOUT(NTP).DTL(NTP).TOUT(NTP) 
00107 9* COMMON /GIN/ TM(100).0SFN(100.2)(42IFN(100o2).05TB(100e2). 
  
TTIPS ****** DATE 071372 PAGE 	1 
  
DFOR.S ME*NASA5.TTIPS.ME*NASA5.TTIPS 




ENTRY POINT 000345 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0003661 DATA(0) 000110$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
COMMON BLOCKS: 
0003 	ADBH 	000352 
0004 GIN 001610 

















REAL NUSA ► NCI.NC2.NCPRIPNCPR2 
DATA PI/3.1415927/ 
DATA SIGMA/1.714E-9/ 
00115 14* COEF=EMIS(IT)*SIGNA/(CONFNA(IT)*TM(IT)) 
00116 15* PR=VSC(IT)*CP(IT)/CONFL(IT) 
00117 16* RET=48*M(IT)/(PI*D*VSCl/T)) 
00120 17* DOL=0/(12*AL(IT)) 
00121 18* U=PI*CONFOIT)*AL(IT)*NUSA(REY.PR0DOL)/(M(IT)*CP(IT)) 
00122 19* C1=M(IT)*CP(IT)*(1—EXP(..U)) 
00123 20* C2=WD*EMIS(IT)*SIGMA*AL(IT)/12 
00124 21* TB(IT)=.9*TIN(IT) 
00125 22* 1F(NSRO.NE.2)G0 TO 20 
00127 23* TS4=USTAR(IT.1)**4 41STAR(ITP2)**4)/2 
00130 24* TSTR=TS4**.25 
00131 25* GO TO 30 
00132 26* 20 TS4=TSTAR(IT.ITST)**4 
00133 _ 27* TSTR=TSTAR(IT.ITST) 	__.. 	. 
00134 28* 30  CONTINUE 
00135 29* DO 100 L=2.10 
00140 30* C5=TB(IT)**2*COEF/12 
00141 31* 481=C5*H1**2 
00142 32* bB2=C5012**2 
00143 33* NCI=TB(IT)*BB1 
00144 34* NC2=TB(IT)*BB2 
00145 35* NCRR1=3*881 
00146 36* NCPR2=3*882 
00147 37* TSOT8=TSTR/TMIT) 
00150 38* CALL EFFICY(NC1.NCPRIJTSOT8•78(IT)/ETA1PETAPR1) 
00151 39* EFF(IT.1) 	= ETA1*100.0 
00152 40* CALL EFFICY(NC2PNCPR2•TSOTB.TB(IT).ETA2.ETAPR2) 
00153 41* EFF(IT.2) 	= ETA2*100.0 
00154 42* C4=ETAI*HIJETA2*H2 
00155 43* T83=T8(IT)**3 
00156 44* TB4=T83*TB(IT) 
00157 45* AA=TB4—TS4 
00160 46* FNTB=C1*(TIN(IT)-48(IT)).•C2*C4*AA 
00161 47* DFNTB=—C1—C2*(4*TB3*C4+AA*(ETAPRI*H1+ETAPR2*H2)) 
00162 48* DTB=FNTB/DFNT8 
00163 49* TB(IT)=T8(IT)—DTB 
00164 50* IF(ABS(DTB).LE.0.005)G0 TO 110 
00166 51* 100 CONTINUE 
00170 52* PRINT 105 
00172 53* 105 FORMAT(' BASE TEMPERATURE DOES NOT CONVERGE') 
00173 54* STOP 
00174 55* 110 CONTINUE 
00175 56* CALL TTIP(NC1.TSOTB.TLOTB1) 
00176 57* CALL TTIP(NC2.TSOTB.TLOT82) 
00177 58* TLI=TLOT81*(TB(IT) ■TSTR)+TSTR 
00200 59* TL2=TLOTB2*(11(IT) ■TSTR)+TSTR 
00201 60* RETURN 
00202 61* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
301 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	3 TTIPS 
OHpofP ****** VISC/CFFC43 
7 
302 
	 VISC/CFFC43  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR0S ME*NASAS.VISC/CFFC43 	ME*NASA5.VISC/CFFC43 
FOR S9A07/13/72.-20:59:00 (Or) 
FUNCTION VISC ENTRY POINT 000032 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000361 DATA(0) 000021$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 EXP 
0004 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000006 DT 
0000 R 000010 VNU 
00101 	1* 
0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000007 THETA 	0000 R 000005 TO 	0000 R 000000 VISC 
0000 R 000001 X1 	0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
FUNCTION VISC(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C VISCOSITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY ISLUG/CU•T) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-43 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/(FT.HR) 
00101 7 * C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2,X3.X4 /2.76.+2.043483.0.36200.034717/rTOOT /439.67.90 
00103 9* 1.0/ 
00112 10* THETA = (T-40)/DT 
00113 11* VNU 	= EXPMX4*THETA(13)*THETA+X2)*THETA01) 
00114 12* VISC :: VNU*RHO*0.03875 
00115 13* RETURN 
00116 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
DHOO.P Ms** VISC/CFFC75 Au.** 
303 
VISC/CFFC75  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR0S ME*NASA5.V/SC/CFFC75.ME*NASA5.VISC/CFFC75 
FOR S9A07/13/72.-20:59:03 (0.) 
FUNCTION VISC 	ENTRY POINT 000032 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000366 DATA(0) 000021$ BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	EXP 
0004 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000006 DT 
0000 R 000010 VNJ 
00101 	1* 
0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000007 THETA 	0000 R 000005 TO 	0000 R 000000 VISC 
0000 R 000001 X1 0000 R 000002 X2 0000 R 000003 X3 0000 R 000004 X4 
FUNCTION VISC(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C VISCOSITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF FC-75 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/(FT.HR) 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA XI.X2•)(3.X4 /1.639. ■1.31293300.25265 ► -.0.02471667/.700T / 409 
00103 9* 1.67.60.0/ 
00112 10* THETA = (T-TO)/DT 
00113 11* VNU 	= EXPMX4*THETA.X3)*THETA+X2)*THETA0(1) 
00114 12* VISC = VNU*RHO*0.03875 
00115 13* RETURN 
00116 14* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
CIHDG.P 	 VISC/CFHE ****** 







• 	 • 	 •- 	 -• 
0000 R 000000 VISC 
FUNCTION VISC(RHOeT) 
00101 3* THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES ; 
00101 4* — C VISCOSITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU•FT) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF HELIUM 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/(FT.HR) 
00101 7* C 	_ 
00103 8* VISC = 2.58394E•05*T**0.647 
00104 9* RETURN 
00105 10* END 
****** VISC/CFHE  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOReS ME*NASAS.VISC/CFHL 	4E*NASAS.VISC/CFHt 
FOR S9A-07/13/72.r20:59:04 (Or) 
FUNCTION VISC 	ENTRY POINT 000016 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000022; DATA(0) 000011; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NEXP6S 	— 
	. _ 
0004 NERR3S 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHOGrP ****** VISC/CFNAK 
ti 
305 
VISC/CFNAK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.VISC/CFNAK.ME*NASA5.VISC/CFNAK 
FOR S9A..07/13/7220:59:07 (0.) 
FUNCTION VISC 
	
ENTRY POINT 000025 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000027; DATA(0) 0000171 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME) 
0003 	NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 R 000007 DT 
0000 R 000001 X1 
00101 	1* 
0000 	000012 INJPS 	0000 R 000010 THETA 	0000 R 000006 TO 	0000 R 000000 VISC 
0000 R 000002 X2 	0000 R 000003 X3 	0000 R 000004 X4 0000 R 000005 X5 
FUNCTION VISC(RHO.T) 
00101 2* C 
00101 3* C THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C VISCOSITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) 
00101 5* C AND TEMPERATURE (R) OF NAK 78.6 
00101 6* C UNITS SLUG/(FT.NR) 
00101 7* C 
00103 8* DATA X1.X2.X3.X41, X5 /1.316.0.896667.0.419833e.00102833 , 0.009667/. 
00103 9* 1TO.DT /659.67,300.0/ 
00113 10* THETA = (T-T0)/DT 
00114 11* VISC 	= ((((X5*THETA+)(4)*THETA+X3)*THETA.0(2)*THETA+X1)/32.174 
00115 12* kETURN 
00116 13* END 
	
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHOG.P 	 VISC/CFSIL 
306 
***qo* VISC/CFSIL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GFOR.S ME*NASA5.VISC/CFSIL 	ME*NASA5.VISC/CFSIL 
FOR S9A■07/13/72■20:59:09 (O.) 
FUNCTION VISC ENTRY POINT 000061 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 0000671 DATA(0) 0000401 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 





STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0000 	000011 1F 
	
0000 R 000006 DT 	0000 	000030 INJPS 	0000 R 000007 THETA 	0000 R 0000.05 TO 
0000 R 000000 VISC 0000 R 000010 VNU 0000 R 000001 X1 
	
0000 R 000002 X2 	0000 R 000003 X3 
0000 R 000004 X4 
00100 	1* 	C 
00100 2* C 	 THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES : 
00101 	3* 	 FUNCTION VISC(RHO.T) 
00101 4* C 	VISCOSITY AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY (SLUG/CU.FT) AND 
00101 	5* 	C TEMPERATURE (R) OF DOW CORNING 200 SILICON OIL (1 CS) 
00101 6* C 	 UNITS SLUG/(FT.HR) 
00101 	7* 	C TEMPERATURE .0E. 359.67 AND *LE. 859.67 
00101 El* C 
00103 	9* 	 DATA X1.X2tX3.X4 /0.6830 ■1.0045.0.3065.•0.04/08.DT /459.67.100.0/ 
00112 10* THETA .7. (T..-18)/DT 
00113 	11* 	 VNU 	= EXP(I(X4*THETA*13)*THETA+X2)*THETA01) 
00114 12* VISC = VNU*RHO*0.03875 
00115 	13* 	 IF CT.GE.360.67.AND.T.LE.860.671 RETURN 
00117 14* WRITE (6.1) T 
00122 	15* 	1 FORMAT (1H0.50HVISCOSITY OF SILICON OIL. TEMP. OUT OF RANGE. T = . 
00122 16* 1F13.3./) 
00123 	17* 	 RETURN 
00124 18* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
GIHDG4P 	 TINT 
307 	' 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 TINT 
OFOR.S ME*NASA5.YINT.ME*NASA5.YINT 
FOR 59A-07/13/72■20:59:11 (0.) 
	
FUNCTION TINT 	ENTRY POINT 000265 
STORAGE USED: CODE(1) 000315$ DATA(0) 0001361 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000 




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME) 
0001 	000075 113G 
0001 000106 2L 
0000 I 000053 I 
0000 1 000051 MM 
0000 R 000001 XX 
0001 	000146 1306 	0001 	000172 1406 	0001 	000201 1436 
0001 000230 6L 0000 000060 7F 0001 000240 BL 
0000 	000111 INJPS 	0000 I 000057 J 	0000 I 000056 L 
0000 I 000054 MO 	0000 I 000052 MI 0000 R 000013 XP 
0000 R 000000 TINT 0000 R 000037 YY 	. 	_ 
0001 	000215 150G 
0000 000072 9F 
0000 I 000055 ME 
0000 R 000025 X0 
00101 1* FUNCTION YINT(X.Y.N.M.P) 
00101 2* . c 
00101 3* C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES : 
00101 4* C AITKEN INTERPOLATION 
00101 5* C X ARRAY OF ABSCISSAE 
00101 6* C Y ARRAY OF ORDINATES 
00101 7* C N NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN ARRAYS X AND 7 
00101 8* c P X•VALUE OF INTERPOLATION 
00101 9* C M DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL PASSING THROUGH Y(X) IN THE VICINITY OF P 
00101 10* C 
00103 11* DIMENSION X(N) , Y(N).XX(10).XP(10).X0(10).YY(10) 
00104 12* IF(P.LT.(2.*X(1)*X(2)).0R.P.GT.(2.*X(N)*X(N*1))) 	GO TO B 
00106 13* MM = MAX(MIN(M.10).2) 
00107 14* IF (N.LT.MM.OR.N.LE.2) GO TO 6 	___ 	_ 
00111 15* MI = MM/2 
00112 16* DO 1 	I = 1.N 
00115 17* IF 	(P .LE. 	X(I)) 	GO TO 2 
00117 18* 1 CONTINUE 
00121 19* 2 MO 	= 	I-MI 
00122 20* ME = MO+MM-1 
00123 21* IF 	(MO 	•LT. 	1) 	MO = 1 
00125 22* IF 	(ME 	•GT. 	N) 	MO = 1.1*MM+1 
00127 23* DO 3 I = 1.4M 
00132 24* L 	= 	MO+I*1 
00133 25* XP(I) 	= 	X(L)-P 
00134 26* %OM 	= 	X(L) 
00135 27* 3 YY(I) 	= 	Y(L) 
00137 28* DO 5 I = 2.MM 
00142 29* DO 4 J = I.MM 
308 
 	TINT 	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
00145 30* XX(J) = 	(YY(I -1)*XP(J)-YY(J)*XP(I-1))/(XO(J)-q(O(Iw1)) 
00147 31* DO 5 J = 1.MM 
00152 32* 5 	YY(J) = 	XX(J) 
00155 33* TINT = 	YY(MM) 
00156 34* RETURN 
00157 35* 6 *RITE (6.7) 
00161 36* 7 FORMAT (/.1)(.45NINTERPOL. IS IMPOSSIBLE. DATA ARRAY TOO SMALL) 
00162 37* RETURN 
00163 38* 8 ■RITE (6.9) 	P 	. 
00166 39* 9 FORMAT (/.1)(.29NINTERPOL. IS IMPOSSIBLE. P = .E12.4.12NOUT OF RANG 
00166 40* 1E) 
00167 41* RETURN 
00170 42* END 
END OF COMPILATION: 	NO DIAGNOSTICS. 
OHDG.P 	 CFFC43 
2 
309 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 ****** CFFC43 ****** 
OELTPL . ME*NASA5.CFFC43 
ELT 005..07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS CFFC43 
000002 000 IN BETA.CAPPAPCPF•HFLPRHOFfTHCFPVISC 
000003 000 DEF BETArCAPPArCPF•FL.RHOF•THCFPViSC 
000004 000 EN) 
WID60P ****** CFFC75 
310 
CFFC75  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GELTtL ME•NASA5.CFFC75 
ELT 005-07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS CFFC75 
000002 000 IN BETA.CAPPA.CPF ► HFL.RHOF.THCF.VISC 
000003 000 DEF BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFL,RHOFFTHCF,VISC 
000004 000 END 
GHOG,P 	 CFHE 
311 
CFHE  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GELTPL ME•NASA5.CFHE 
ELT 005..07/13-20;59 
000001 000 CLASS CFHE 
000002 000 IN BETA,CAPPA.CPF.HFL.PF.PRHOF.THCFPVISC 
000003 . 000 DEF BETA.CAPPA0CPFPHFLPPFPRHOF,THCFVVISC 
000004_ 000 END  
OHDGPP 	 CFNAK 
312 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GELTeL ME*NASA5.CFNAK 
ELT 005..07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS CFNAK 
000002 000 IN BETA.CAPPA.CPF.NFL.PFPRHOF.7NCF•VISC 
000003 000 DEF BETA.CAPPA.CPF•HFL0PF•RHOF.THCFPVISC 
000004 000 END 
GHDG•P 	 CFSIL 
CFNAK 
313 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 
GELT,L ME*NASAS.CFSIL 
ELT 00507/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS CFSIL 
000002 000 IN BETA.CAPPAIPCPF.NFL.PF.RNOF.THCFoVISC 
000003 000 DEF BETArCAPPA.CPF•NFL.PF0RNOF.THCF.VISC 










DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 FNAL 
GELT,L ME*NA5A5.FNAL 
ELT 005-07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS FNAL 
000002 000 IN CPFNOTHCFN.THCFN 
000003 000 DEF CPFN.DTHCFN.THCFN 
000004 000 ENO 
GHOG,P ****** FNBR 
C 
315 
FNBR 6  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
GELTPL ME*NASA5.FNBR 
ELT 005-07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS FNBR 
000002 000 IN CPFNOTHCFN.THCFN 
000003 000 DEF CPFN,DTHCFN.THCFN 
000004 000 END 





GELT.L ME4INASA5•FNCU  
ELT 00S-07113...20:59 	 _ 
000001 	000 CLASS 	FNCU 
000002 	000 IN 	CPFNOTNCFN.THCFN 
000003 	000 DEF CPFNOTHCFN/THCFN 
000004 _ 	000 	END 
GNOG•P **$s** WAS. ****** 





MPAL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
QELT , L ME*NASA5.MPAL 
ELT 00507/13..20:59 
000001 000 CLASS MPAL 
000002 000 IN CPMP,DTHCMP , ELASI, TMCMP 
000003 000 DEF CPMP.DTHCMPtELASPTHCMP 






DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 MPBR 
GELToL ME*NASAS.MPBR 	-- 
ELT 005..07/13-2059 
000001 000 CLASS MPBR 
000002 000 IN CPMPOTHCMPPELAS.THCMP 
000003 000 DEF . CPMPOTHCMP.ELASIFTNCMP 
000004 000 END 
GHDG.P t***** MPCU ssmisf 
         
     
. 	• 	_ 
  





	  MPCU  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OELTPL MEsNASA5.NPCU 
ELT 005-07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS MPCU 
000002 000 IN CPMPOTHCMP,ELASPTHCMP 
000003 000 DEF CPMPFDTMCMPPELAS.THCMP 
000004 000 END 




5C293  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GELT•L ME*NASA5.SCZ93 
ELT 005-07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS 5CZ93 
0011002 000 IN AVGEMT.EMIT 
000003 000 DEF AVGEMT.EMIT 
000004 000 END 
GH0G.P 	 TBAL 
321 
	 TBAL  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
DELTeL NE.PNASA5.TBAL 
ELT 005•07/13-20:59 
000001 	000 	CLASS 	TBAL 
000002 000 IN 	CPTB.DINCTB.TNCTB 
000003 	000 	DEF CPTBOTHCTBIPTHCTB 	 • 
000004 DOD END 






000001 000 CLASS TBBR 
000002 000 IN CPTB.DTNCTB.TNCTB 
000003 000 DEF CPTBOTHGTB.TNCTB 
000004 000 END 
ONDS.P ****** TBCU ****** 
323 
TBCU  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
gELT,L ME*NASA5.TBCU 
ELT 005-07/13-20:59 
000001 000 CLASS TBCU 
000002 000 IN CPTBOTNCTB.TNCTB 
000003 000 DEF CPTBOTHCTBeTNCTB 
000004 000 END 





   
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
CIELT rt. ME*NASA5•VER1 
ELT 005-07/13-20:59 
000001 	000 IN 	CFS I Li FNAL t MPSR tTBAL:iSCZ93 
000002 ____ 000 	IN :__ MAIN 	.. _ 	.. . 
000003 	000 END • 
 
OHO& N - 
GNPS 	****** CFFC113 •****** 
C 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 CFFC43 
GMAPHIS 	ME*NASA5.CFFC43 
MAP 0023-07/13-20:51 -(0.) 
1.NEW LIB ME•NASA5. 
2. CLASS CFFC43 
3. IN 	' BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFORHOF.THCF.VISC 
4. DEF BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFORHOFPTHCF.VISC 
5. END 
R-OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD :OUNTERS 000164 OCTAL 116 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000105 OCTAL 69 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS  
BETA/CFFC43 1 000000 000016 0 000000 000007 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CAPPA/CFFC43 1 000017 000030 0 000010 000015 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CPF/CFFC43 1 000031 000046 0 000016 000026 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
HFL/CFFC43 1 000047 000072 0 000027 000042 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 	. 
RHOF/CFFC43 1 000073 000110 0 000043 000053 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCF/CFFC43 1 000111 000125 0 000054 000063 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
VISC/CFFC43 1 000126 000163 0 000064 000104 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION • TIME 0.303 SECONDS 
326 
**ass* CFFC43  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 
14106.P •***** CFPC75 	 
• 
327 
      
 
CFFC75 ****** 
   
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
OMAPoRS 	ME*NASA5.CFFC75 
MAP 0023-07/13-20:59 -(0.) 
1.NEW LIB ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS CFFC75 
3. IN BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFL.RHOF.THCF.VISC 
4. DEF BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFL.RHOF.THCF.VISC 
5. ENO 
R—OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
$(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 000164 OCTAL 116 DECIMAL 
$(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000105 OCTAL 69 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
BETA/CFFC75 1 000000 000016 0 0( 1 0000 000007 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CAPPA/CFFC75 1 000017'000030 0 OP0010 000015 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CPF/CFFC75 1 000031 000046 0 000016 000026 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
HFL/CFFC75 1 000047 000072 0 000027 000042 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
RHOF/CFFC75 1 000073 000110 0 000043 000053 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCF/CFFC75 1 000111 000125 0 000054 000063 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
VISC/CFFC75 1 000126 000163 0 000064 000104 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 






DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 




DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
GIMAPPRS 	ME*NASA5.CFHE 
MAP 0023..07/13..20:59 -Of) 
1.NEW LIB ME*NASAS. 
2. CLASS CFHE 
3. IN BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFL.PF.RHOF.THCF.VISC 
4. DEF BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFL•PFPRHOF , THCF0VISC 
5. END 
R-OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
$(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 000635 OCTAL 413 DECIMAL 
S52) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000267 OCTAL 183 DECIMAL 
3' COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
BETA/CFHE 1 000000 000111 0 000000 000036 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CAPPA/CFHE 1 000112 000200 0 000037 000067 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CPF/CFHE 1 000201 000271 0 000070 000120 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
HFL/CFHE 1 000272 000415 0 000121 000167 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
PF/CFHE 1 000416 000467 0 000170 000215 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
RH0F/CFHE 1 000470 000566 0 000216 000240 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCF/CFHE 1 000567 000612 0 000241 000255 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
VISC/CFHE 1 000613 000634 0 000256 000266 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 







ONDS.P ****** CFNAK tit*** 
-1 
331 
CFNAK  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OMAPPRS ME*NASA5.CFNAK 
MAP 0023..07/13-20:59 -CO.) 
1.NEW 	LIB 	ME*NASAS. 
2. CLASS 	CFNAK 
3. IN 	BETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFL.PF.RHOF.THCFPVISC 
4. DEF 	BETA.CAPeApCPF.HFL.PF.RHOF.THCF.VISC 
5. END 
R....OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD COUNITERS 	000467 OCTAL 
	
311 DECIMAL 
S(2) . COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000224 OCTAL 148 DECIMAL 
	




BETA/CFNAK 1 000000 000016 0 000000.000007 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CAPPA/CFNAK 1 000017 000073 0 000010 000041 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CPF/CFNAK 1 000074 000177 0 000042 000073 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
1FL/CFNAK 1 000200 000311 0 000074 000132 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
PF/CFN4K 1 000312 000351 0 000133 000147 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
RHOF/CFNAK 1 000352 000411 0 000150 000166 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCF/CFNAK 1 000412 000437 0 000167 000204 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
VISC/CFNAK 1 000440 000466 0 000205 000223 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION - TIME 0.273 SECONDS 
332 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	2 CFNAK 




DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OMAP•RS ME*NASAS.CFSIL 




2. CLASS 	CFSIL 
3. IN 	' iETA.CAPPA.CPF.HFLoPF.RHOFPTHCFoVISC 





LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
SU) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 001734 OCTAL 988 DECIMAL 
SI2) COMBINED EVEN COI:NITERS 000717 OCTAL 463 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
BETA/CFSIL 1 000000 000176 0 000000 000075 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CAPPA/CFSIL 1 00017? 000344 0 000076 000161 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
CPF/CFSIL 1 000345 000736 0 000162 000314 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
HFLICFSIL 1 000737 001264 0 000315 000446 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
PF/CFSIL 1 001265 001446 0 000447 000540 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
RHOF/CFSIL 1 001447 001575 0 000541 000625 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCF/CFSIL 1 001576 001644 0 000626 000656 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
VISC/CFSIL 1 001645 001733 0 000657 000716 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
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335 
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OMAP.RS 	ME*NASA5.FNAL 
MAP 0023.-07/13-.20:59 -(0.) 
1.NEW LIB ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS FNAL 
3. IN CPFNOTHCFN•THCFN 
4. DEF CPFNOTHCFN.THCFN 
5. END 
R■OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 000202 OCTAL 130 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000116 OCTAL 78 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 .00TAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
CPFN/FNAL 1 000000 000061 0 000000 000037 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DTHCFN/FNAL 1 000062 000121 0 000040 000056 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCFN/FNAL 1 000122 000201 0 000057 000115 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 	. 








****** FNBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
OMAP ► RS 	ME•NASAS.FNEIR 
MAP 002307/13.20:59 •(0 ► ) 
1.NEW LIB ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS FNBR 
3. IN CPFN ► THCFN ► THCFN 
4. DEF CPFNOTHCFN ► ACFN 
5. END 
R.-OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATIOI COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 000200 OCTAL 128 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVE!) COUNTERS 000115 OCTAL 77 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
CPF4/FNBR 1 000000 000057 0 000000 000036 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DTHCFN/FNBR 1 000060 000117 0 000037 000055 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCFN/FNBR 1 000120 000177 0 000056 000114 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION • TIME 0.169 SECONDS 





      
 
FNCU ****** 
   
DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
    
■ 
DMAPeRS 	ME*NASA50FNCU 
MAP 0023-07/13..20159 -(0.) 
',MEW LIB ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS FNCU 
3. IN CPFN.DTHCFN.THCFN 
4. DEF CPFN.DTHCFN.THCFN 
5. END 
R•OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 	
__— 
$(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 000163 OCTAL 115 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000102 OCTAL 66 DECIMAL 



























END OF COLLECTION • TIME 0.165 SECONDS 




MAP 0023-07/13..20:59 —(0.) . 
1.NEW - LIB 
-- 2. 	CLASS-- 








LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 	000263 OCTAL 
$(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000156 OCTAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000, OCTAL 





CPMP/MPAL 1 000000 000061 0 000000 000037 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DTHCMP/MPAL 1 000062 000121 0 000040 000056 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
ELAS/MPAL 1 000122 000202 0 000057 000116 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCMP/MPAL 1 000203 000262 0 000117 000155 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION — TIME 0.206 SECONDS 
^ 	 •- 
OHDO•O 	 MPBR *****s 
339 
MPBR 
	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
WMAPPRS 	ME*NASA5.4PBR 
MAP 0023...07/1320159 
1.NEW LIB ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS MPBR 
3. IN CPMP.DTHCHP.ELAS.THCMP 
4. DEF CPMPOTHCMP.ELAS.THCMP 
5.  END 
R-OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COJNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 000261 OCTAL 177 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COJNTERS 000155 OCTAL 109 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLAN{SCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
CPMP/MPBR 1 000000 000057 0 000000 000036 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DTHCMP/MPBR 1 000060 000117 0 000037 000055 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
ELAS/MPBR 1 000120 000200 0 000056 000115 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCNP/MPBR 1 000201 000260 0 000116 000154 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION - TIME 0.192 SECONDS 
	 MPCU ****** 
340 
...notaism.•=amin 	 •-■••■•••• 
 






















LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 000244 OCTAL 164 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000142 OCTAL 98 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
CPMP/MPCU •1 000000 000050 0 000000 000030 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DTHCMP/MPCU 1 000051 000105 0 000031 000045 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
ELAS/MPCU 1 000106 000166 0 000046 000105 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCMP/MPCU 1 000167 000243 0 000106 000141 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION — TIME 0.187 SECONDS 
GHOGIP 	 SC293 
.341 
SCZ93  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 
QMAPIPRS 	ME*NASA5.SCZ93 
MAP 002307/13.•20$59 -CO.) 
1.NEW 	LIB 	ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS 	SCZ93 
3. IN 	AVGEMT.EMIT 
4. DEF 	AVGEMT.EMIT 
5. END 
R—OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED DO3 COUNTERS 	000156 OCTAL 	110 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000056 OCTAL 46 DECIMAL 
3 COMMONBLOCK AVGABS 	000251 OCTAL 	169 DECIMAL 
	
4 COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
AVGEMT/5CZ93 1 	000000 000120 0 000000 000037 
3 AVGABS 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
ENIT/5CZ93 1 	000121 000155 0 000040 000055 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION TIME 0.148 SECONDS 





TBAL  	 DATE•071372 	PAGE 	1 
GMAP.RS 	ME*NASA5.TBAL 
MAP 0023.'07/1321:00 -(0.) 
1.NEW LIB ME*NASA5. 
2.  CLASS - UAL 
3. IN 	. CPTEIrDTHCTB.THCTB 
4. * DEF CPTPOTHC14.THCTS 
5. END •• 
R-OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(I) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 	000202 OCTAL 130 DECIMAL 
5(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000116 OCTAL 78 DECIMAL 
3 • COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
CPT3/TBAL 000000 000037 	-- 000000 000061 0 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DTHCTB/TBAL 1 	000062 000121 0 000040 000056 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCTB/TBAL - 1 	000122 000201 0 000057 000115 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION TIME 0.170 SECONDS 
OHOG.p *•**** TBBR ***it** 
343 
TBBR  	 DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
9MAP.RS 	ME*NASA5.TBBR 
MAP 0023■07/13■21:00 -(0.) 
1.NEW 	LIB 	ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS 	TBBR 
3. IN 	CPTB.OTHCTB.THCTB 
4* 	DEF 	CPTBOTFICTB.THCTB 
5. 	END 
R—OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED ODD COUNTERS 	000200 OCTAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000115 OCTAL 





CPT8/TBBR 1 000000 000057 0 000000 000036 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
OTHCTB/TBBR 1 000060 000117 0 000037 000055 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCTB/TBBR 1 000120 000177 0 000056 000114 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
END OF COLLECTION ■ TIME 0.167 SECONDS 





DATE 071372 	PAGE 	1 
   
OMAP,RS 	ME*NASA5.TBCU 	----- 
MAP 0023-07/13-21200 -(0.) 
1.NEW LIB ME*NASA5. 
2. CLASS TBCU 
3. IN CPTB.DTHCTB.THCTB 
4. DEF CPTB.DTHCTB.THCTB 
5. END •/ 
R..OPTION COLLECTION 
LENGTHS OF LOCATION. COUNTERS ASSIGNED 
S(1) COMBINED DDD COUNTERS 000163 OCTAL 115 DECIMAL 
S(2) COMBINED EVEN COUNTERS 000102 OCTAL 66 DECIMAL 
3 	' COMMONBLOCK BLANKSCOMMON 000000 OCTAL 0 DECIMAL 
COMBINED ELEMENTS 
CPT3/TBCU 1 000000 000050 . 0 000000 000030 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DTHCTB/TBCU 1 000051 000105 0 000031 000045 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
THCTB/TBCU 1 000106 000162 0 000046 000101 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
ENO OF COLLECTION - TIME 0.165 SECONDS 
OPREP 	ME*NASA5. 
FURPUR 02300,07/13-21300 
OHDG.P 	 VER1 41.0**** 
345 
 
VER1 'Pas*** 'V V DATE 071372 	PAGE 	I 
 
QMAP.S 	ME*NASA5.VER1 













ADDRESS LIMITS 	001000 
STARTING ADDRESS 	046014 
WORDS DECIMAL 	21000 
052007 	053000 116661 
'BANK 	18354 ()BANK 
SEGMENT WAIN 001000 052007 053000 116661 
NFTvS/=0R 1 001000 001022 
NBFOOS/FOR 2 053000 055201 
NRBLKs/FOR 1 001023 001045 
N3DCVS/FOR 1 001046 001200 2 055202 055237 
NSwTCS/FOR 1 001201 001222 
N3S5LS/FOR 1 001223 001257 
NUPJAS/FOR 1 001260 001312 
NOLKS/FOR 1 001313 001434 
NFTCHS/FOR 1 001435 001725 2 055240 055275 
NINPTS/FOR 1 001726 002570 2 055276 055315 
NOTINS/FOR 1 002571 003104 2 055316 055321 
NOUTS/=OR .1 003105 004073 2 055322 055346 
NFMTS/=OR 1 004074 004752 2 055347 055423 
NC4VTS/FOR 1 004753 005177 2 055424 055513 
NIDERS/FOR 1 005200 005352 2 055514 055620 
NININS/FOR 1 005353 005563 2 055621 055632 
NFCHKS/FOR 1 005564 006445 2 055633 055771 
4 055772 056043 
NWEFS/FOR 1 006446 006647 2 056044 056063 
ERUS/MISC 
NIABS/FOR 2 056064 056122 
NExP5S/FOR 1 006650 006735 2 056123 056132 
SINCOS1/FOR 1 006736 007070 2 056133 056154 
ATKNS/FOR 1 007071 007274 2 056155 056206 
NOSYMS/FOR 1 007275 007534 2 056207 056213 
NRWNDS/FOR 1 007535 007614 2 056214 056225 
NEXP6S/FOR 1 007615 010011 2 056226 056277 






















































DRVLCN (COMMON BLOCK) 


























1 	017332 020131 
3 ORD 
5 AVGABS 
1 	020132 020357 
- 1 	020360 021221 
1 	021222 021610 
1 	021611 021720 
1 	021721 022004 
1 	022005 022231 
1 	022232 022512 
022513 022721 
022722 023761 
































2 	057117 057300 
057301 057331 
2 057332 057611 
2 057612 057643 
0 057644 057744 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	057745 060075 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	060076 060120 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
O 060121 060150 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 	QIN 
O 060151 060207 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	060210 060260 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 ABSRST 
0 	060261 060375 	_ 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 ABSRST 
O 060376 060460 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
O 060461 060574 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	060575 060757 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	060760 061014 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	061015 061044 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	061045 061135 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	061136 061346 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
O 061347 061364 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
0 	061365 061450 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
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NUSA I 025643 025745 0 063244 063267 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
SHADE 1 025746 026051 0 063270 063312 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
FINT 1 026052 026162 0 063313 063341 
2 ULANKSCOMMON 
PINT 1 026163 026477 0 063342 063477 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
D2DX2 1 026500 026662 0 063500 063545 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
DDX 1 026663 027035 0 063546 063613 
2 ULANKSCOMMON 
GRAD 1 027036 030050 0 063614 064712 
3 ORD 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
5 ABSRST 4 GIN 
7 AVGABS 6 SSF 
CONVEC 1 030051 030631 0 064713 065056 
3 VELALT 2 ULANKSCOMMON 
5 SRTCNV 4 C'JV 
7 SSF 6 0Ro 
POLY 1 030632 030675 0 065057 065073 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
RKS 1 030676 031735 0 065074 065157 
2 ULANKSCOMMON 
SHAPEF 1 031736 032772 0 065160 065331 
3 ORD 2 ULANKSCOMMON 
4 SSF 
DEFINT 1 032773 033217 0 065332 065377 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
FLCMP (COMMON BLOCK) 065400 065423 
FLSTRT 1 033220 033464 0 065424 065656 
3 OVCmFL 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 FLCMP 
TK 1 033465 033731 0 065657 065740 
2 BLANKSCOMMON 
GINCIO 1 033732 034760 065741 066625 
3 GIN 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
4 IC 
ADIABH 1 034761 035502 0 066626 067276 
3 ADBH 2 ULANKSCOMMON 
'MAX 1 035503 036354 0 067277 070166 
3 ADBH 2 DLANKSCOMMON 
5 GIN 4 TC 
SRTCNV %COMMON BLOCK) 070167 070171 
CNTLM 1 036355 040434 0 070172 073614 
3 SRTCNV 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
5 GIN 4 '00 
7 FLOINL 6 GEOM 
348 
DATE.071372 	PAGE 	4 
8 DVCMFL 
DERIVM 1 040435 043014 0 073615 074675 
3 DVM 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
5 FLDINL 4 GIN 
6 
DVCMFL 
AVGABS (COMMON BLOCK) 075146 
DVCMFL (COMMON BLOCK) 075147 
FLDINL (COMMON BLOCK) 
GEOM (COMMON BLOCK) 075630 075647 
SSF (COMMON BLOCK) 075650 075657 
ABSRST (COMMON BLOCK) 075660 076460 
TC 	(COMMON BLOCK) 076461 076522 
GIN (COMMON BLOCK) 076523 100332 
ORD (COMMON BLOCK) 100333 104253 
CNV (COMMON BLOCK) 104254 104263 
VELALT (COMMON 3LOCK) 104264 105415 
DVM (COMMON BLOCK) 105416 105417 
ADBH (COMMON BLOCK) 105420 105771 
BLANKSCOMMON (COMMON BLOCK) 105772 107106 
CFSIL 1 043015 044750 2 107107 110025 
3 BLANKSCOMMON 
FNAL 1 044751 045152 2 110026 110143 
3 BLANKSCOMMON 
MPBR 1 045153 045433 2 110144 110320 
3 BLANKSCOMMON 
TBAL. 1 045434 045635 2 110321 110436 
3 BLANKSCOMMON 
SCZ93 1 045636 046013 2 110437 110514 
3 AVGABS 4 BLANKSCOMMON 
MAIN 1 046014 052007 0 110515 116661 
3 ADBH 2 BLANKSCOMMON 
5 VELALT 4 DVM 
7 ORD 6 CNV 
9 TC 8 GIN 
11 SSF 10 ABSRST 
13 FLDINL .12 GEOM 
14 DVCMFL 
SYSS*RLIBS. LEVEL 63 
END OF COLLECTION - TIME 4.525 SECONDS 




1  	TABLE OF CONTENTS 	 
@PRT.T 	ME*NASA5. 
FURPUR 023A-07/13-21:00 
ME*NASA5 	ELEMENT TABLE 
0 	NAME 	 VERSION TYPE DATE 
• 
TIME SEa N SIZE—PRETEXT 
DATE 071372 
(CYCLE WORD) PSRMODE 
PAGE 
LOCATION 
ABSORB FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:13 1 21 5 0 1 1792 
ADIABH FOR SYMB 02 MAY 72 15:31:15 2 24 5 0 1 1813 
ALTVEL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:24 3 7 5 0 1 1837 
AlmoS FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:26 4 24 5 0 1 1844 
AVGEMT SCZ95 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 15:48:01 5 8 5 0 1 1868 
BETA CFFC.3 'FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:43:19 6 , 	 3 5 0 1 1876 
BETA CFFC75 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:44:12 7 3 5 0 1 1879 
SETA CFHE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:40:41 8 6 5 0 1 1882 
BETA CFNA ,', FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42:30 9 3 5 0 1 1888 
BETA CFSIL FOR SYMB 30 JUN 72 15:44:49 10 8 5 0 1 1891 
CAPPA CFFC43 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:43:25 11 3 5 0 1 1899 
CAPPA CFFC75 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:44:34 12 3 5 0 1 1902 
CAPPA CFHE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:40:48 13 5 5 0 1 1905 
CAPPA CFNA : c FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42:37 14 5 5 0 1 1910 
CAPPA CFSIL FOR SYMB 30 JUN 72 15:44:52 15 7 5 0 1 1915 
CFFC43 MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 08:56:52 16 1 5 0 1 1922 
CFFC75 MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 08:57:18 17 1 5 0 1 1923 
CFHE MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 08:58:15 18 1 5 0 1 1924 
CFNAK MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 08:58:40 19 1 5 0 1 1925 
CFSIL MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 00:59:02 20 1 5 0 1 1926 
CNTLM FOR SYMB 12 MAY 72 09:06:54 21 77 5 0 1 1927 
CNTLN FOR SYMB. 09 MAY 72 16:49:43 22 12 5 0 1 2004 
CONVEC FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:51:04 23 28 5 0 1 2016 
CPAIR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:38 24 6 5 0 1 2044 
CPF CFFC43 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:43:31 25 3 5 0 1 2050 
CPF CFFC75 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:44:44 26 3 5 0 1 2053 
CPF CFHE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:40:55 27 5 5 0 1 2056 
CPF CFNAK FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42:43 28 5 5 0 1 2061 
CPF CFSIL FOR SYMB 30 JUN 72 15:44:54 29 13 5 0 1 2066 
CPFN FNAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:47:50 30 5 5 0 1 2079 
CPFN FNBR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:28 31 5 5 0 1 2084 
CPFN FNCU FoR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:13 32 4 5 0 1 2089 
CPMP MPAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:38 33 5 5 0 1 2093 
CPMP mPBR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:49:21 34 5 5 0 1 2098 
CPMP MPCU FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:52 35 4 5 0 1 2103 
CPT'J TBAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:46:59 36 5 5 0 1 2107 
CPTd TBBR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:47:32 37 5 5 0 1 2112 
CPT3 TBCU FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:47:18 38 4 5 0 1 2117 
DATA ELT SYMB 09 MAY 72 14:02:46 39 24 5 0 1 2121 
DDX FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:51:51 40 8 5 0 1 2145 
DEFINT FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:52:40 41 6 5 0 1 2153 
DEPiT FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:52:04 42 3 5 0 1 2159 
DERIVL FOR SYMB 11 MAY 72 15:27:24 43 18 5 0 1 2162 
DER1VM FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:52:10 44 61 5 0 1 2180 
DiNcFN FNAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:47:46 45 4 5 0 1 2241 
DTHCFN FNBR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 I6:48:23 46 4 5 0 1 2245 
DTHCFN FNCU FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:10 47 4 5 0 1 2249 
DTHCmP MPAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:35 48 4 5 0 1 2253 
OTHCmP MPBR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:49:13 49 4 5 0 1 2257 
OTHCmP MPCU FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:49 50 4 5 0 1 2261 
DTHCTB TBAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:46:53 51 4 5 0 1 2265 
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OTHCTB TBBR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:47:28 52 4 5 1 2269 
DTHCTB TBCU FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:47:15 53 4 5 1 2273 
02DX2 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:51:54 54 9 5 1 2277 
EFFICY FOR SYMB 23 MAR 72 16:32:42 55 8 5 1 2286 
ELAS MPAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48:42 56 5 5 1 2294 
ELAS MPBR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:49:27 57 5 5 1 2299 
ELAS MPCU FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:48154 58 5 5 1 2304 
EMIT SCZ93 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 15:47:54 59 4 5 1 2309 
ENTAIR FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:46 60 9 5 1 2313 
ExITAV FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:10 61 7 5 1 2322 
FINT FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:52:43 62 4 5 1 2329 
FLSTRT - 	FOR SYMB 11 MAY 72 15:48:02 63 27 5 1 2333 
FMINV FOR SYMB 23 MAR 72 16:34:18 64 15 5 1 2360 
FNAL MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 08:59:59 65 1 5 1 2375 
FNBR MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:00:26 66 1 5 1 2376 
FNCU MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:00:51 67 1 5 1 2377 
HFL CFFC43 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:40:25 68 3 5 1 2378 
HFL CFFC75 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:45:21 69 3 5 1 2381 
HFL CFFE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:40:58 70 6 5 1 2384 
HFL CFNAK FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42:49 71 5 5 1 2390 
HFL CFSIL FOR SYMB 30 JUN 72 15:44:56 72 12 5 1 2395 
INTERP FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:52:45 73 7 5 1 2407 
MAIN FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 15:58:27 74 197 5 1 2414 
MPAL MAp SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:02:03 75 1 5 1 2611 
MPBR MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:02:27 76 1 5 1 2612 
MPCU MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:03:11 77 1 5 1 2613 
MTXINV FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:51:59 78 7 5 1 2614 
NUS FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:52:39 79 20 5 1 2621 
NUSA FOR SYMB 20 APR 72 13:23:20 80 3 5 1 2641 
PIERIV FOR SYMB 02 MAY 72 15:35:16 81 7 5 1 2644 
Pr CFHE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:41:10 82 4 5 1 2651 
PF CFNAK FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42:58 83 3 5 1 2655 





09 MAY 72 













GRAD FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:18 87 33 5 1 2694 
REFP FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:50:58 88 21 5 1 2727 
RHOF CFFC43 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:43:09 89 3 5 1 2748 
RHOF CFFC75 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:44:04 90 3 5 1 2751 
RHOF CFHE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:40:33 91 5 5 1 2754 
RHOF CFNAK FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42123 92 4 5 1 2759 
RHOF CFSIL FOR SYMB 30 JUN 72 15:44147 93 7 5 1 2763 
RKS FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:51:28 94 73 5 1 2770 
RASF FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:51:18 95 73 5 1 2843 
SCZ93 MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:06:45 96 1 5 1 2916 
SHADE FOR SYMB 20 APR 72 14:28:06 97 3 5 1 2917 
SHAPEF FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:49:51 98 24 5 1 2920 
TBAL MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:41:22 99 1 5 1 2944 
TBBR MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09141:33 100 1 5 1 2945 
TBCU MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 09:05:22 101 1 5 1 2946 
TCALC FOR SYMB 02 MAY 72 15:36:13 102 20 5 1 2947 
THCF CFFC43 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:43:49 103 3 5 1 2967 
THCF CFFC75 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:46:38 104 3 5 1 2970 
THCF CFHE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:41:06 105 4 5 1 2973 
THCF CFNAK FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42:55 106 4 5 1 2977 
THCF CFSIL FOR SYMB 30 JUN 72 15:45:00 107 5 5 1 2981 
THCFN FNAL FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:47:40 108 5 5 1 2986 
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TTIP FOR SYMB 23 MAR 72 16:33:46 121 5 5 0 1 3064 
TTIPS FOR SYMB 02 MAY 72 15:37:06 122 15 5 0 1 3069 
VER1 MAP SYMB 10 MAY 72 16:52:30 123 1 5 0 1 3084 
VISC CFFC43 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:43:41 124 4 5 0 1 3085 
VISC CFFC75 FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:45:47 125 4 5 0 1 3089 
VISC CFHE FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:41:03 126 3 5 0 1 3093 
VISC CFNAK FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:42:52 127 ti 5 0 1 3096 
VISC CFSIL FOR SYMB 30 JUN 72 15:44:58 128 5 5 0 1 3100 
YINT FOR SYMB 09 MAY 72 16:28:50 129 10 5 0 1 3105 
ABSORB RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:52:57 130 2 22 3115 
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AVGEMT SC29: RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:53:06 134 1 6 3193 
BETA 
BETA 
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BETA CFSIL RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:53:16 139 1 10 3215 
CAPPA CFFC43 RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:53:18 140 1 1 3226 
CAPPA CFFC75 RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:53:21 141 1 1 3228 
CAPPA CFHE RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:53:24 142 1 4 3230 
CAPPA CFNAK RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:53:28 143 1 4 3235 
CAPPA CFSIL RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:54:16 144 1 8 3240 
CNTLM RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:54:25 145 3 78 3249 
CNTLN RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:54:31 146 2 5 3330 
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13 JUL 72 











CPFN FNBR RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:54:58 155 1 5 3411 
CPFN FNCU RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:55:00 156 1 4 3417 
CPMP MPAL RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:55:02 157 1 5 3422 
CPMP MPBR RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:55:05 158 1 5 3428 







13 JUL 72 











CPTB TBCU RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:55:14 162 1 4 3451 
DDX RELOCATABLE 13 JUL, 72 20:55:16 163 1 7 3456 
DEFINT RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:55:21 164 1 9 3464 
DEFNT RELOCATABLE 13 JUL 72 20:55:24 165 1 3 3474 
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SUMMARY 
A transient heat transfer analysis was carried out on a space 
radiator heat rejection system exposed to an arbitrarily prescribed combination 
of aerodynamic heating, solar, albedo and planetary irradiation. A rigorous 
analysis was carried out for the radiation panel and tubes lying in one plane 
and an approximate analysis was used to extend the rigorous analysis to the case 
of a curved panel. For the rigorous analysis the radiator system consists of 
equally spaced parallel coolant flow channels, all in one plane and connected 
by plane fin panels of trapezoidal cross-section, symmetric with respect to 
two normal planes, one passing through the tube axis, the other through the 
center between adjacent tubes. Investigated was one typical tube-fin element 
and the result extended over the entire system, on the basis of the above 
symmetry. 
The rigorous analysis was extended, by approximate methods, to include 
radiator system which do not conform to the above symmetry restrictions. 
As a result, radiator systems can be treated whose coolant flow channels 
do not lie in one plane, provided that the radiative interaction between 
neighboring tube-fin elements is small when compared with the radiant flux 
densitites at the panel. Moreover, radiator systems with non-uniform irradiation, 
non-uniform coolant inlet conditions and U-shaped coolant channels can be 
treated, provided that the spacing between channels is small when compared with 
the channel length. 
The analysis permits the consideration of both gaseous and liquid 
coolant fluids, including liquid metals, under prescribed, time-dependent inlet 
conditions. The flow channels are covered with the same passive thermal control 
coating with optically diffuse but wavelength and temperature dependent 
optical properties. 
The major results of the analysis are the prediction of both transient 
and steady-state, two-dimensional temperature profiles, the local and total 
heat rejection rates, the coolant flow pressure drop in the flow channel, and the 
total system weight and the protection layer thickness. 
A computer program consisting of 62 program units was coded to 
execute the numerical solution of the system of differantial equations 
ii i 
occurring in the analysis and to predict principal design parameters. The 
modular program structure readily permits later modifications. A separate 
final report entitled "Space Radiator Simulation, Manual for Computer 
Program" has been prepared which describes the computer programs [29]. 
A simplified analysis was carried out to aid the detailed analysis 
and to serve as the basis of systematic optimization. This analysis is 
covered in a companion report, entitled "Simplified Analysis and Optimization 
of Space Base and Space Shuttle Heat Rejection Systems" [30]. Regarding the 
heat rejection rates, its results are, for the test cases carried out so far, 
within 4% in agreement with the results of the detailed analysis. However, 
this rigorous analysis has greater applicability and detail. 
This engineering analysis report is one of three final reports. 
The other two reports are a user's manual describing the computer code of 
this extensive, rigorous analysis [29] and the final report covering the 
simplified radiator system analyses and system optimization which describe 
both analysis and computer codes [30]. 
This report is written in two principal parts. The analysis and 
the governing equations are contained in the first part, Chapter II, titled 
Analysis. The numerical techniques are covered in Chapter III. Details 
which the reader may need to expand the program are placed in the 
appendices. 
iv 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a 	empirical constant used to account for spalling 
of protection layer (Eq. 8.8) 
a 	function of temperature, used to express the 
isothermal compressibility and the zero-pressure 
isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, see also 
b and c (Eq.12.9) 
a
z 	axial fluid flow acceleration 	 ft/sec
t 
A area 	 ft
2 
An 	coefficients in polynomial for atmospheric 	- 
pressure at high altitudes (Eq. 14.8) 
As 	surface area 	 ft2 
Ax 	cross-sectional area perpendicular 	 ft
2 
to x coordinate 
A
z 	cross-sectional area perpendicular 	 ft
2 
to z coordinate 
b 	defined in Eq.12.9 , see also a 
B 	fin geometrical parameter (Eq. 2.14) 
BN 	coefficients in polynomial for atmospheric density at high altitudes (Eq.14.8) 
c 	atmospheric speed of sound 	 ft/sec 
c 	negative slope of fin sides 	 - 
c 	defined in Eq.12.9 , see also a 
c 	speed of light 	 ft/sec 
c 	speed of sound in meteoroid protection 	 ft/sec 
material 
cp 	specific heat at constant pressure 	 Btu/(slug R) 
c
v 	
specific heat at constant volume 	 Btu/(slug R) 
ix 
cv 	zero-pressure specific heat at constant volume Btu/(slug R) 
d diameter of meteoroid particle 	 in 
d 	tube diameter 	 ft 
D fin geometrical parameter (Eq. 2.15) 
E emissive power 	 Btu/(hr ft
2
) 
E modulus of elasticity 	 lbf/in 2 
E relative error 	 - 
f 	Fanning friction factor 	 - 
F 	cumulative meteoroid flux (eq. 8.4) 	 1/(ft day) 
F 	dimensionless parameter, Eqs. 3.31-34 
gc 	32.174 ft lbm/(lbf sect) 
h Plank's constant, h = 6.625 x 10 -34 W s 2 
h specific enthalpy 	 Btu/slug 
H geopotential altitude 	 ft 
H fin height, from root to tip 	 ft 
he 	convective film coefficient 	 Btu/(hr ft 2 R) 
hi 	convective heat transfer coefficient 	 lbm/(hr ft2 ) 
used in reference enthalpy method 
-23 
k 	Boltzmann constant, k = 1.380 x 10 	Ws/K 
k 	thermal conductivity 	 Btu/(hr ft R) 
L temperature gradient in atmosphere 	 (K/km) 
(Table 4 ) 
L tube (and fin) length 	 ft 
M 	Mach number of orbiter 	 - 
M 	mass 	 slug 
M 	molecular weight 	 - 
Mij 	
transfer matrix Eq. 6.19 
M
m 	
inverted M  
M defined by Eq. 10.22 
n constant that describes depth of penetration 
as a function of angle of incidence (Eq. 8.6) 
number of tubes 
n refractive index 
N 	cumulative number of meteoroid impacts 
N
Bi 	Biot number 
N
Fo 	Fourier number 
NGr 	Grashof number 
N







NPr 	Prandtl number 	
- 
P 	absolute pressure 	 lbf/ft 2 
Pj 	
nondimensional exitation vector, Eq. 6.21 	- 
P.
J 	
excitation vector, Eq. 6.18 
P
o 	
probability of no damage due to meteoroid 	- 
impact 
depth of penetration of a meteoroid particle 	in 
into an infinite target. 
cel 	 heat flux 	 Btu/(hr ft2) 
q 	nondimensional heat flux 	 - 
(710 	
nondimensional inlet power flux 	 - 
cad 	
defined by Eq. 10.21 
r,z polar coordinates, see Fig. 1 	 ft 
✓ recovery factor 
xi 
universal gas constant 	 ft lbf/(lb mole R) 
outer meteoroid protection layer radius 	 ft 
thickness 	 ft 
fin half thickness at root 
	
ft 
normalized fin thickness (Eq. 2.13) 
direct exchange area (Eq. 6.1) 
	
ft2 
S 	 constant in atmospheric viscosity equation 	K 
(Eq. 3.7) 
SS 	direct exchange "area", partially evaluated 
	
ft 
t time 	 hr 
T 	 absolute temperature 	 R 
u 	 specific interval energy 	 Btu/slug 
✓ velocity of orbiter 	 ft/sec 
✓ velocity of meteoroid relative to radiator 	ft/sec 
w 	 coolant flow velocity 	 ft/sec 




radiosity 	 Btu/(hr ft2 ) 
x distance from orbiter stagnation point 	 ft 
to radiator panel 
x, z 	rect. Cart. coordinates, see Fig. 1 	 ft 
x..,xijk auxiliary parameters, defined by Eqs. 6.10 
13  and 6.11 
y 	 overall length of radiator in direction 	 ft 
parallel to gravity 
y 	 transverse fin coordinate 	 ft 
z 	axial distance 	 ft 
Z 	geometric altitude 	 ft 
R* 
R 
s - s r 
f 	2 
gf 




	 experimental meteoroid flux parameter, 	 1/(ft 2day gm f3  ) 
(Eq. 8.4) 
thermal diffusivity 
total hemispherical absorptance 
constant in atmospheric viscosity equation, 
(Eq. 3.7) 
experimental meteoroid flux parameter, 
(Eq. 8.4) 
isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, 
see Eq. 3.5 
ratio of specific heats 
diameter-over-length ratio 
6.. 	Kronecker delta 
total hemisphere emittance 
dimensionless axial distance, Eq. 3.19 
dimensionless radius, Eq. 3.25 
9 	 dimensionless temperature, Eq. 3.21 
ft2 /hr 
(sec t/2) kg/(s  
1/R 
9 	 empirical constant (Eq. 8.1) 
2 
K isothermal compressibility, Eq. 3.4 	 ft /lbf 
angle between path of meteoroid and 	 deg. 
normal to protected surface (Eq. 8.6) 





parameter, defined by Eq. 4.11 
A
2 	
parameter, defined by Eq. 4.12 
dynamic viscosity 
✓ dimensionless density 
✓ kinematic viscosity 




dimensionless pressure, Eq. 3.22 
p 	 density 	 slug/ft 3 
a 	 Stefan-Boltzmann constant 	 Btu/(hr ft 2 R4 ) 
dimensionless time, Eq. 3.20 
time radiator is exposed to meteoroid 	 day 
environment 
angle between surface normal and 
radiation beam 
dimensionless property Eqs. 3.27-3.30, Eq. 4.4 	- 
*,* 	polar angle in Eq. 6.15 
*Nc 	
modified conduction parameter, Eq. 5.6 
empirical constant (Eq. 8.1) 
X 	 quadrature coefficient 	 - 
* 	 circumferential fraction, defined by Eq. 4.3 	- 
* 	 residual, see Eqs. 12.1 and 12.2 	 - 
w 	 dimensionless velocity Eq. 3.23 	 - 
Subscripts 
aw 	adiabatic wall 
aero 	aerodynamic 
b 	 values at the endpoints of straight line 
segments of atmospheric temperature profile, 
(Table 4) 
c 	 coolant fluid 
c 	 critical value 
c 	 enclosure 
cp 	referring to specific heat at constant pressure 
xiv 
e outer surface of meteoroid protection layer, (environment) 
f 	 referring to friction factor 
f 	fin 
F 	 Fourier number 
1 , j 	position index 
m 	 meteoroid protection layer 
M 	 Mach number 
net,rad 	net radiant 
p 	 meteoroid particle 
p 	 referring to pressure 
✓ fin root 
t fin tip 
t target material 
t 	 tubes 
w channel wall 
w surface or wall condition 
z 	axial distance 
z 	 thermal equation of state 
o entrance (reference) conditions 
o sea level values 
1 	 upper fin side 
2 	 lower fin side 
free stream condition 
partial differentiation with resp. to 4 
partial differentiation with resp. to rl 
referring to compressibility 
A 	 monochromatic 
partial differentiation with respect to T 
Superscripts 
evaluated at reference temperature T* 
I. OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of the analysis presented here is to develop a radiator 
system simulation which serves (i) to provide the design parameters necessary 
for the development of the radiator system, (ii) to predict the transient 
radiator performance under prescribed environmental and operation conditions, 
(iii) to predict the system response to conditions which lead to coolant 
fluid temperatures outside their operational temperature range, and (iv) to use 
the system performance data to suggest design options for shuttle radiator 
panel. 
The class of system analyzed here is described in the following 
section. The system parameters produced for design purposes are those 
which describe coolant fluid flow field and the thermal state of the radiator 
structures as well as the geometry and the weight of the system components. 
The arbitrarily prescribed environmental conditions consist of the 
specification of ascent and reentry profiles and of solar, planetary and albedo 
irradiation as a function of time. 
The prescribed operating conditions are the coolant fluid inlet 
properties. 
The analysis is designed to accommodate spectral characteristics 
of surface coatings, specified as functions of temperature. The analysis is, 
however, restricted to optically diffuse coatings. 
Both coolant and structural material properties are accepted as 
prescribed functions of temperature. Coolant properties are specified as 
functions of pressure or density as well as temperature. 
The analysis serves as the basis for a large-scale computer code 
in, modular form. Material properties, complex mathematical operations and 
readily identifiable tasks in the computer code are written as subprograms. 
The computer code is designed to simulate space radiator heat rejection 
systems during ascent, reentry and mission phases of the spacecraft and to 
optimize the radiator system configuration via enumeration of parameter sets. 
2 
The Analysis is covered in the following chapter. The numerical 
techniques employed are discussed in Chapter III, while the preparation for 
the program units describing material properties is deferred to the 
Appendices. 
The computer code is described in a separate manual [29]. 
When the contract began over two years ago, the emphasis on radiator 
design was primarily on the space base heat rejection system. Since that time, 
the emphasis has shifted so that it is now heavily placed on the shuttle 
vehicle. Furthermore, the responsibility of developing the heat rejection 
system has been shifted from the Power Generation Branch and the design philoso 
has changed to an integrated system which includes waste heat from sources 
other than the power generation system which was anticipated as the sole 
source of waste heat when the contract began. Due to the shift in design 
philosophy, the report will not recommend detailed design considerations, 
although once heat loads from other sources are known, the analysis presented 
here can be used to aid in the design of an integrated radiator system. 
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II. ANALYSIS 
The analysis is presented in three major parts. In the first part 
are developed the governing equations of transient heat transfer within and 
from the radiator system; these equations are the basis of the numerical 
simulation. The second part of the analysis is devoted to the computation 
of design parameters dictated by operational conditions, while third 
part covers the development of thermodynamic and transport proper-
ties of structural materials, coolant fluids, and the atmosphere. 
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A. System Description 
Two radiator systems are considered in this analysis. The 
first system considers a flat radiator panel divided by regularly spaced 
coolant channels all having identical inlet coolant fluid properties. 
This system is treated rigorously. The second system considers a 
non-symmetrical radiator panel. The non-symmetrical conditions can be 
caused by a curvature in the radiator panel or by coolant channels 
that are parallel but not equally spaced or formed in the shape of a U. 
This system is treated in an approximate manner. The details of the 
non-symmetrical analysis are given in Section II D. 
For the purposes of system simulation, the radiator system 
consists of four components: 
(0 the fin 
(ii) the coolant fluid 
(iii) the coolant flow channel 
(iv) the meteoroid protection layer 
Two coordinate systems were introduced (see Figure 1), one for the fin 
and the other for the flow channel and the meteoroid protection layer. 
The rectangular Cartesian system (x,z) for the fin has its z-axis 
parallel to the tube axis, starting at the inlet plane, and its x-axis 
passing through the line of profile symmetry, with x = 0 designating the 
root of the fin. Cylindrical coordinates (r,z) are used for both the 
tube and the meteoroid protection layer, with the z-axis along the 
tube. 
The radiator system is describable in terms of the following 
six dependent state variables: 
(i) for the fin: 
the fin temperature Tf (t;x,z) 
(ii) for the coolant fluid: 
the fluid temperature T e (t;z) 
the fluid pressure 	p(t;z) 
the fluid velocity 	w(t;z) 
(iii) for the fluid flow channel: 
the tube wall temperature Tw (t;r,z) 
(iv) for the meteoroid protection layer 
the protection layer temperature T in (t;r,z) 
These six dependent variables must satisfy four equations of energy 
conservation, one for each component of the system, and further, the 
equations of mass conservation and of momentum balance for the fluid. 
These conservation equations take on the form of partial differential 
equations subject to initial and boundary conditions. Finally, the 
energy conservation equation for the fin involves the net radiant and 
convective power fluxes leaving the fin. 
In the following Sections, II B.2 through II B.5 are discussed, 
in that order, the six principal governing equations associated with the 
four system components listed above, the subsidiary equations governing 
the radiative heat exchange and, lastly, the convective heat transfer 
between coolant fluid and tube wall and between the fin and the atmosphere 






root x=0 	H 
CT, 
Figure 1 Fin Element and Coordinate System 
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B. HEAT TRANSFER 
1. 	Introduction 
The objective of the radiator simulation is to predict both the 
transient and the steady state heat transfer characteristics under pre-
determined operating conditions, stationary in the latter case and dynamic 
in the former. Both cases were treated as initial value problems, and the 
principal governing equations are partial differential equations which are 
linear in the time-derivatives of first order at most. 
Under stationary boundary conditions steady state will be reached, 
regardless of initial conditions*, as all partial derivatives with respect 
to time vanish on account of dissipative effects within the system. For 
the computer simulation of steady state conditions this means that the 
process of advancing in time can be discontinued as soon as all variables 
i = 1, 2, 	N, have reached their expected asymptotic values (y.) Yl 	 (y.), 
with sufficient accuracy, that is when for some chosen ei 
a i = lyi - (Yd co l 	c i 
has been reached. The expected asymptotic values (yi ) . can be estimated 
on the basis of the recognition that for large enough values of the time, 









with, a > 0, b > 0, to be determined; t > tm. The evaluation S i during 
the numerical integration is covered in Chapter III. 
*Subject to certain continuity requirements which are discussed in Chapter III. 
qaero As = p fVcpf at 
aTf 
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2. 	The Fin 
The objective of this section is to develop the energy equation 
for the fin. The derivation is based on the assumptions that the thermal 
conductivity and specific heat of the fin material are functions of 
temperature while the fin density is constant. The energy balance for 
the fin accounts for both radiative and convective fluxes from the fin 
surfaces. The development of a method to predict the net radiant flux 
from the fin surfaces can be found in Section 11-6. The procedure used 
for the evaluation of the convective flux from the fin surface is outlined 
in Section 11-7. 
The energy balance on a differential volume of the fin can be 
expressed as 
3T 	 aT 3 	 a — kA 	dx — kA 	f az 	f z 3z 	dz + q" 	A + ax f x 3x ] 
net,rad s 
(2.1) 
where T is the fin temperature and the coordinate system is shown in 
Fig. 1. The areas Ax and Az represent the cross-sectional areas of the 
fin perpendicular to the heat flow in the x and z directions, and A
s 
represents the total non-adiabatic surface area of the fin element. 
The symbol V is the volume of the fin element. The properties of the fin 
material are represented by the symbols 
kf,pf 
and c f 	stand for 
Pf 
the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat, respectively. The 
terms q
net,rad 
" 	and qaero 
" 	appearing in Eq. 2.1 denote the radiative and 
convective heat gain from the surroundings to the fin surfaces. 
The first two terms in Eq. 2.1 constitute the net conduction 
of energy into the fin element. The third and fourth terms on the left 
hand side of the equation stand for the net radiation and convection gain, 
respectively, from the surfaces of the fin element. The term of the right 
9 
hand side of the equation represents the storage of internal energy within 
the fin element. 
The appropriate areas and the volume to be substituted into 
Eq. 2.1 are 
dA








s = dxdz/ [ c2 + 	2 
	
(2.4) 
dV = 2[sf - cx) dxdz 	 (2.5) 
where s f 
is the fin half thickness at its root and c is the negative slope 
of the fin side surfaces. 
Substituting Eqs. 2.2 through 2.5 into Eq. 2.1 and simplifying 
the resulting equation yields 
aTf 	
ax 
a 2T 	 dk P c 
f pf at = kf —2- + 
az 
 =-27 	
dT 	3x 	+ az 







c +1  
ax 	2(t -cx) knet,rad quaero l 
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C = z/L 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
represent the nondimensional fin coordinate perpendicular and parallel to 





is the dimensionless time. The symbol wo stands for the velocity of the 
coolant fluid entering the tube. 
The nondimensional fin temperature is defined as 
Tf (T,C,0 
9 (T= 	  " 	 T
o 
where To is the temperature of the coolant fluid entering the tube. 
The dimensionless conduction parameter N
Nc 
and the Fourier 





















and the nondimensional geometrical quantities are defined as 




B( E ) = 26f - 
D = (c2+ 1) 1/2 
(2.15) 
where c is the negative slope of the fin side surfaces. For a non-tapered 
fin c is zero. 
Both the net radiative and convective flux terms appearing in 
Eq. 2.6 are normalized by dividing each term by aTo
4 
 , or 











(r,1,0 = 0 
(2.20) 
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The energy equation, Eq. 2.6, may now be written in terms of 
the nondimensional quantities given in Eqs. 2.7 through 2.17. The resulting 
nondimensional equation is 
	
H2 
2 	 To dkf r 	2 •  
H2 2 	2 
(9 ) 	 a-- I_ o








 f) +- 	N [q B 	f 	B Nc net,rad + qnet,conv ]  f 
The dot superscript appearing in Eq. 2.18 denotes differentiation 
with respect to nondimensional time and the subscripts C and ; represent 
partial differentiation with respect to the dimensionless coordinates 
indicated. 
The normalized energy equation, Eq. 2.18, defines the rate of 
change of the dimensionless fin temperature e f . 
The Boundary Conditions for Eq. 2.18 are taken as follows: 
(i) The fin root is at the temperature of the outside of the 
tube. 
(ii) The fin tip is insulated. 
(iii) The'portion of the fin in contact with the inlet manifold 
is at the outside temperature of the manifold. 
(iv) The portion of the fin in contact with the exit manifold 
is at the temperature of the outlet manifold. 
Written in mathematical terms these four boundary conditions are 
ef (T,0,0 = (2.19) 
8f (T,0) = 814 (1. , 0 ,0) 
ef (T,,i) = 81,7 (T, 0 ,1) 	 (2.22) 
Implied in Eqs. 2.21 and 22 is, firstly, that the fluid temperature 
in the manifolds be equal to the fluid temperature at the tube inlet (inlet 
manifold) and at the tube exit (exit manifold) and that it remain unaltered 
along the manifold and vary only in time; secondly, that the temperature 
drop through the manifold wall be equal to that through the tube wall. 
The latter assumption is well justified because the temperature drop is 
exceedingly small. 
It may be noted in connection with the boundary conditions that 
the radiative interactions between manifold and fin as well as between 
manifold and tube are not taken into consideration at this time. 
The Initial Condition for Eq. 2.18 may be any arbitrary relation 
representing a continuous temperature distribution over the fin, including 
the boundaries. The selection of the initial fin temperature distribution 
is left to the user. 
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3. 	The Coolant Fluid 
The objective is to develop a unified treatment of all possible 
coolant fluids, that is gases, dielectric fluids and liquid metals. Three 
principal governing equations are sought which, together with the necessary 
thermodynamic and transport properties specified for each fluid of interest, 
define the fluid temperature Tc , the fluid pressure p (and thus the thermo-
static state of the fluid) and the fluid velocity w, all as functions of 
time t and axial distance z. 
The Continuity Equation for one dimensional flow through channels of con-
stant cross-sections reads 
at + az 
 (pw) = 0 
	
(3.1) 
where p represents the fluid density. Replacing the density through the 
thermal equation of state 
P = P 	Tc) 
	 (3.2) 
renders the continuity equation in terms of derivatives of the primary 
variables T
c
, p and w: 
3Tc 	Dw — 	
3Tc 
K 	 — — 	W 
at fat 3z 3z K az 
(3.3) 
where K and (3 stand for the isothermal compressibility and the isobaric 
expansion coefficient, respectively 





P Wrcfo (3.5) 
The Momentum Equation 
	
( w 	8w 	_
at 
w 	 _ 	w
2 	
pa 
az az d p 2 
(3.6) 
constitutes the balance between inertia forces on the left-hand side, 
pressure forces,wall friction and external field forces (gravity) in axial 
direction, on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.6. The Fanning friction factor 
f is a function of the Reynolds-number N
Re 
= d w/v, where d and v stand 
for the tube diameter and the kinematic viscosity, respectively and sub-
script o designates the fluid inlet conditions. The following relations 
are used to compute the Fanning friction factor: 
for N
Re 







 (Ref. 1) 
-









4f = 0.0032 + 0.221 NRe 
(3.9) 




4f = [0.86859 kn 	 - 3.8215]
-2 




which, however, requires more computational effort. 
The Energy Equation. Let u, h, fi c and Tw = Tw (t; r i ,k) represent, 
respectively the internal energy and the enthalpy of the fluid, the convec-
tive film coefficient and the tube wall temperature at the fluid-wall 
interface. For one-dimensional flow through channels of constant cross-
section and with heating or cooling from the wall, conservation of energy 





[p (u + 	] + 
Dz   
[pw (h + 2 
 - a z 
	d 
z) ] = — he (T
w 






c 3z • Dz '- 	/ 
 
(3.11) 
The first term constitutes the storage of thermal and kinetic energies; 
the storage of potential energy, being negligibly small for expected 
accelerations, is ignored. The second term on the left-hand side stands 
for the convection of thermal, kinetic and potential energies as well as 
the power associated with the pressure. The right-hand side contains, 
firstly, the convective heat transfer from the channel wall to the fluid 
and, secondly, the axial heat conduction term which will later be shown 
to be negligibly small for all fluids. The factor 4/d in front of the 
convective heat transfer term results from the ratio of the channel 
circumference to the cross-sectional area, evaluated for a circular tube. 
The symbol kc represents the thermal conductivity of the coolant. 
Given a caloric equation of state 
u = u(p,Tc ) (3.12) 
p cp at - OT
aw 4  
c at Pw at = d hc (Tw — Tc) 
3T
c 
or an equivalent expression for the specific heat, c , one can write, 
with the aid of Eqs. 3.2, 4 and 5 
dh = c dT + 1 —	- t3Tc) dp p c p 
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(3.13) 
du = 	- 21) dT + 	(Kp - t3T) dp p 	p 	c p (3.14) 
and then recast Eq. 3.11 in terms of the derivatives of the principal 
variables Tc , p and w: 
@T 
	aT + az Okc az ---9 	pw [cp 3z   + 
1 (1 ST) --2. 	
aw 
3z w a 	a .z z ]  
(3.15) 
Thus, three governing equations, Eqs. 3.3, 3.6 and 3.15, have been 
established which define the three principal variables T c , p and w, 
provided the initial and boundary conditions are properly specified and 
the convective film coefficient can be predicted. Since the normalization 
of these equations, followed by an order-of-magnitude comparison will 
indicate that the conductive term in Eq. 3.15 is negligible so as to 
simplify the boundary conditions, the discussion of the initial and 
boundary conditions is deferred until after the normalization. 
The convective film coefficient is computed from the following 




and the Prandtl number N
Pr 








< 0.1 (liquid metals) 
N
Nu 




which produces Nusselt numbers between those appropriate for uniform 
heat flux (Martinelli) and for uniform wall temperature (Seban and 
Shimazaki) (Ref. 4). 
For N
Pr 
> 0.1 and 
for N
Re 





(3.17) NNu = 3.65 + 
	  






2300 (turbulent flow, Ref. 5) 
NNu 
= 0.116 (NRe
0.667 - 125) NPr
0.333 (1 +6) 
where 6 = d/L stands for the tube diameter-over-length ratio. 
The Normalization of Eqs. 3.3, 6 and 15 is carried out for the purpose 
of scaling and performing an order-of-magnitude comparison. The 








7 (T, ) = 
p (t,z)  
(3.22) 
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represent the nondimensional axial distance and the nondimensional time, 
respectively, and let the dimensionless state variables be defined as 
ec (T,4) = 




w (T,c ) 	w (t,z) 
w 
 (3.23) 
and to represent the nondimensional temperature, pressure and velocity 
of the fluid, that is, the principal dependent fluid flow variables. 
The subscript "o" designates the constant reference state of the fluid 
at the tube entrance. Introduce next the nondimensional density 
v(T,c )=  P(t,z) 
0 
(3.24) 
the nondimensional radial distance from the channel axis 
2r 
=  d ' (3.25) 
and the nondimensional tube wall temperature 
Tw (t;r,z) 
ew (111190 =  	
0 
(3.26) 
Notice, that all dependent variables lie between zero and unity, except 
v and w whose product (VW) remains essentially equal to unity with neither 
v nor w departing far from unity. The reference temperature To is, under 
normal operating conditions, the highest temperature in the system. 
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Furthermore, consider the following ci-values to vary along the 
channel axis: 
and finally, 
(1) 0 	= 	To 














cp 	c 	(p 	, T 





the following constant F-parameters: 
Po 
F 	= 2 






 = 4f 
Po F 	- 
	
z p c 	T o p,o o 





is always small, of an order less than 6 2 (since NNu > 3)% when compared with 
the convective term, unless the fluid should reach the wall temperature 
within the very first small fraction of the tube length. Axial conduction 
is hence ignored as 6 2 . 10-6 , and the order of differentiation of Eq. 3.37 
These are the three equations which define the three time rates of change,, 
c
, 7 and w. It can be seen-from Eq. 3.37 that the axial conduction 
Let the dot above a variable designate partial differential with respect 
to the nondimensional time T and the subscript c partial differentiation 
with respect to the dimensionless axial coordinate C. Then the principal 
conservation equations, Eqs. 3.3, 3.6 and 3.15 read, respectively and in 
nondimensional form: 
(1) (3. [6c. 4"
C ) 
	] = W 	0
K (
4 	(07 ) 
	
(3.35) 
F 	 2 
Co -F w w c = 	U - -2- n C 




8 - F 	
9v 




c 	z ocp 	m 
1 
cp 	C 'Re -Pr 






x [ 0 K (ed c l c - w (Gd c + 
1-04 1
7r + F 	1 F
z 	(j) 








 F "4" 	 ; + F 	1 	
4N 	9 - 9 N 
z oc v 	 ww = M cp gN  RcNPr
u w 	c - 







The Boundary Conditions to be imposed on Eqs. 3.35, 3.36 and 3.38 are chosen, 
at the channel entrance, to be 
(i) mass flow rate M, prescribed as a function of time 
(ii) constant inlet pressure P. 
(iii) continuous transition, of the inlet fluid temperature, from an 
initialtemperaturee=8.to the constant operational temperature 
e(t,0) = 1, or an arbitrarily prescribed inlet fluid temperature that 
is a continuous function of time 
These boundary conditions accommodate the calculation of the steady state 
conditions as well as of the most likely start-up operation toward stationary 
operating conditions. Notice that there are no step changes implied in 
any of the dependent variables which is essential for the numerical inte-
gration. Writing these boundary conditions more specifically, one gets 
at = 0 
0 (T, 0) = 1 - 	- 8.) e-7T  
1 (3.39) 
U (T, 0) = 1 	 (3.40) 
w 	0) - 	 0 ) 	 (3.41) 
Here, the time constant was chosen arbitrarily so as to have the fluid 
reach, within 0.1%, its steady inlet temperature at the inlet during the 
time interval that is takes a fluid particle to pass through the channel. 
Equation 3.41 is given through the thermal equation of state, Eq. 3.2. 
The Initial Conditions appropriate to the system of Eqs. 3.35, 3.36 and 
3.38 are derived from the requirement that the flow should initially be at 
steady state with the fluid inlet temperature equal to the uniform channel 
wall temperature. Setting the time derivatives equal to zero in Eqs. 3.35, 
3.36 and 3.38 results in a system of' 'thred"ordinary differential equatidhs 
which are linear in dff/dc, dO c /dc and dw/dc: 
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These equations can be solved subject to the boundary conditions at 
c = 0 	




W 	= v(ir, 9c) 
provided the function O w = Ow (0; 1,c) prescribing the initial channel 
wall temperature is specified. For the present analysis O w was set equal 
to 6.. Equations 3.42 through 3.45 define the initial flow field. 
Quasi-Steady Flow. It may be recognized that the momentum transport 
takes place at a much smaller time scale than the transport of thermal 
energy in that the pressure and the velocity fields adjust virtually 
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instantaneously to a change in flow inlet conditions while the response 
of the temperature field to a change in channel wall temperature takes 
considerably longer, the reason being that the pressure perturbations 
propagate along the channel with the speed of sound. Unless one is 
specifically interested in the motion of sound waves one may consider 
the dynamics of the flow field, that is the pressure and velocity distri-
butions, as part of the boundary conditions and imposed instantly and 
adiabatically by the flow inlet conditions. 
The fluid temperature remains stationary during the dynamic 
adjustment and the time rate of change of both pressure and temperature 
remain small since ordinarily the pressure gradient remains balanced by 
the wall shear (and by the convective acceleration in the case of a 
gaseous coolant medium). Consequently, Eqs. 3.42 and 3.44 may serve to 
establish the pressure and velocity fields at all times, subject to 
boundary conditions given by Eqs. 3.40 and 3.41 while the temperature 
field remains defined by Eqs. 3.35, 36, 38 and the initial conditions 
discussed above. Particularly, solving Eqs. 3.35, 36 and 38 for e
c 
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This completes the discussion of the development of the governing 
differential equations for the coolant fluid. All equations are solved 
numerically as discussed in Chapter III. The thermodynamic properties c13, 
0, and K are derived from the thermal equation of state, Eq. 3.2 and from 
the zero-pressure specific heat or other available properties. All thermo- 
dynamic functions as well as the transport properties K and 1.1 are considered, 
in general, as functions of two state variables, that is, of P and T or of 
p and T, as discussed in Section E of Chapter II. 
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4. 	The Flow Channel  
The flow channel is treated as a circular tube with inner radius 
r.
1 
 = d/2 and outer radius r
o 	1 
= r. + s t . The tube wall temperature 
T
w
(t;r,z) is defined through the familiar equation of energy conservation, 
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where a
w 
represents the thermal diffusivity of the wall material and 
(pc)
w 
its volumetric heat capacity. The boundary conditions are 
at r = r. 
1 
at r = r
o 
DTw 
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h 
c 
is the convective film coefficient, 
Tc 	
the fluid temperature, 
k the thermal conductivity, 
the portion of outer tube circumference in contact with fins, 
expressed in radians, 
and the subscripts w, f and m designate, respectively, tube wall, fin and 
meteoroid protection layer. Equations 4.2 and 3 constitute the continuity 
of the heat flux at the fluid-wall interface and at the wall-fin and wall-
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with H representing the fin height, that is, the distance between the fin 
root and fin tip, one may recast Eqs. 4.1, 2 and 3 to read 
w = Fo,w 
ao 
1 a 	 + (6)
2 a te 
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The superscript dot represents partial differentiation with 
respect to nondimensional time T. As before in the treatment of the coolant 
fluid one recognizes that, with d 2 z 10
-6
, axial conduction remains 
insignificant. Thus, Eq. 4.5 takes on this final form 
(v.7 2 0\
 • 	 1 	a f 
= 	
De 
w (t)Fo,w 	n an 	(n  anw) 	4)Icw `11 )  (4.8) 
Equations 4.6, 7 and 8 define the tube wall temperature, provided Eqs. 4.6 
and 7 hold at some initial time and the initial temperature O w (0;n,0 is 
prescribed as a sufficiently smooth function of n and 
Low Biot Number. When one compares possible heat fluxes at the 
fluid-wall interface with the possible radiant fluxes from the outer 
surface of the meteoroid protection layer covering the tube, one con-
cludes that the maximum fluxes occur at the inner tube wall and that the 
Biot number N
Bi 
in Eq. 4.6 is the largest ratio to be expected of external 
to internal thermal conductances. Thus, if N
Bi 
is small, say less than 
0.05 (Ref. 6), then the temperature variation inside the tube wall is too 
small for experimental detection and a computation of the detailed 
temperature distribution on the basis of Eq. 4.8 cannot be justified 
as the associated computational effort is considerable. 
In cases where the equivalent Biot number, representing the 
total thermal resistance within the channel wall and the protection layer, 
is small, the tube, the protection layer and a representative portion of 
the fin root are combined into a single control volume as depicted in 
Fig. 2. The equivalent Biot number Ti and the chosen limit are 
(4. 9) 
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stand for, respectively, the tube wall and the protection 
layer thicknesses. The combined volumetric heat capacity per unit of 
axial distance for the control volume consists of three parts, the first 
one for the tube wall, the second for the protection layer and the third 
for the first half fin element: 
s 	 s 	
s (PCS) W d (pcs)w 	(1 + —w) + (1 + 2 — + ) 	m + 
-r 
8x 
— — x 
d 	d
TR 
 (pcs) w	Trd sw 
S 
	(Q c) f  
[ 1 	( 1 	 A l  7r d (ocs)- 4 sr (gc) w 	w 
(4.10) 
where the subscripts w, m, f, r and t designate, respectively, parameters 
of the tube wall, the meteoroid protection layer, the fin, the fin root 
and the fin tip and where 
d is the tube diameter, 
p 	the density, 
s 	the thickness, 
Ex the node spacing on the fin, and 
= ix/H, the nondimensional node spacing 
Heat enters the control volume, per units of time and axial 




w  - T c ) , 
and by convection and/or radiation from outside 
(2Tr - 1p) (2 + sw + sm) crm + Ax (9" 1 + cr2) f 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 designate upper and lower fin sides, 
respectively, and where q" represents the sum of the convective and of 
the net radiant fluxes entering the outer surfaces. In the case of q.;:, 
the average over upper and lower portions of the outer circumference is 
to be taken. 
Heat leaves the control volume through the fin by conduction, 
again per units of time and axial distance 
DT 2(s ax ) f 
evaluated at x = 4x/2. 
Combining the last four expressions into the energy balance 
leads to this expression 
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1 is defined by Eq. 4.10 and 
s + s 
A 2 
= (2 -+ 	w 111) jr 	2 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Equation 4.11 replaces Eqs. 4.6, 7 and 8 as well as Eqs. 5.3, and 5 
governing the temperature distribution in the meteroid protection 
layer and, lastly, Eq. 2.19 which constitutes one of the boundary 
conditions for the differential equation governing the fin temperature 
distribution. The only condition under which all the above equations 
may be replaced by the single equation, Eq. 4.11, is given by Eq. 4.9. 
Finally, it may be noted that Eq. 4.11 could also be normalized but since 
Ito 
no new dimensionless groups result from such normalization it is omitted 
here. 
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5. 	The Meteoroid Protection Layer 
The differential equation governing the temperature distribution 
within the meteoroid protection layer which covers the flow channel, is 
identical to that for the channel wall, Eq. 4.8, except for the two 
dimensionless parameters, the Fourier coefficient 
(I)Fo 
and the conductivity 





w Fo ,w (5.1) 




After ignoring the axial conduction for the reasons stated in Section 4 
one obtains as the nondimensional energy conservation equation 
2 
• 	 1 m 	
a9m 
em = °Foot 11 an 	n an + 'k,m 	an 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Two boundary conditions are required, one of which is given by Eq. 4.7 
while the other one is dictated by the heat flux continuity at the outer 
boundary: 
at r = re 
aTm k
m arm (5.4) 
where q" is defined as the net flux entering both by radiation and/or 
aerodynamic heating. Equation 5.4 reads in nondimensional form at n = rt e  
a9m 








representing a local conductance parameter 
Cl:!












Here, a represents the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and q" 	and q" net,rad 	aero 
the net radiant incident heat flux and the convective heat flux, respectively. 
If the initial temperature distribution is given, and if Eqs. 4.7 
and 5.5 hold initially, then the protection layer temperature era- is completely 
defined as a function of time and location by Eqs. 5.3, 5 and 4.7, provided 
the incident radiation and the aerodynamic heating are prescribed as 
functions of time. The prediction of these incident heat fluxes is dis-
cussed in Section 6 and 7 of this Chapter. 
In the case of low Blot numbers at the coolant fluid-tube wall 
interface the meteoroid protection layer is lumped together with the tube 
wall as discussed in Section 4 of Chapter II. 
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6. 	Radiation 
The objective of this section is to develop a procedure 
to predict the net radiant heat flux incident on fin and tube surfaces 
which are exposed to any combination so solar, albedo and planetary 
irradiation. Included into the assessment of radiative transfer is the 
radiative energy exchange between fin panel and flow channel or its 
protective coating as well as the effect of structural panels in the 
vicinity of the fin system; however, not included is any possible gas 
radiation as could conceivably be encountered during reentry. 
In seeking the proper mathematical model it is recognized, 
firstly, that the prevailing thermal radiant energy lies in either the 
visible (solar irradiation) or the infrared portion of the spectrum, and, 
secondly, that the fin system is coated, for the purpose of optical 
optimization, with a dielectric paint. Consequently, spectrally dependent 
optical properties must be dealt with, but, for the latter reason, the 
transfer matrix of radiative exchange can be expected to remain temperature 
insensitive over some range of operational conditions, a fact which is 
very much appreciated from the computational view point. 
For the analysis, the fin surface AI , the outer surface on the 
flow channel A
n
, and the structural surface(s) An  are all considered 
as parts of an enclosure C which is completed by a set of arbitrarily 
concave, non-reflecting imaginary surfaces Ae which connect A n, Al and 
A
n 
and along which is specified the emerging net radiant heat flux 





is the inner surface A
c 
of the enclosure. 
Three steps are necessary for the prediction of the incident 
net radiant heat flux q
net,rad





3A.DA. 	 2 1 j nr 
(6.1) 
*For terminology and notations consult Ref. 7, Chapter 2. 
1 
need to be computed on the basis of the geometric relation between fin 
panels and flow channels. Here, the symbol r designates the distance 
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between two area element 
and 0, and0. represent 
1 
normalsondA.1  and J 
the radiosity or leaving 
s dA.
1 
 and dA, which are visible from each other, 
the respective angles between r and the surface 
The next step is to compute, from its definition, 
radiant flux density, W.: 
	
co 	 co 
W. = fw, dA = fe. 
J 	J,A 0 	 0 
E. 	6, + j,X 
(6.2) 
a2 
0 sisj, 	00 
	 f(1 - cJ  ) W4 3Ai3Aj P 	 -LP 
A 
d), 	dAi 
where W. , E 	and e. stand for the monochromatic radiosity, the 
J 	.12A J'A 






and the monochromatic hemispherical emittance, respectively; the subscripts 
i and j designate two discrete points on Ac , and A represents the wave-
length. The Eq. 6.3 constitutes Planck's law of monochromatic emissive 
power intensity; h, c and k stand for, respectively, Planck's constant, 
the speed of light in vacuo and the Boltzmann constant. The third and 
last step is to calculate, on the basis of local energy balance, the net 
incident heat flux 
CO 	 a2 s.s 
1 
j 
(q" 	) j 	f q" dA = 	(W. - W.) net,rad 	 j,A 	1 	j 	3A.3A. 
j 0 1  
A
c 
dA (6.4 ) 
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It should be obvious that Eqs. 6.1, 2 and 4 contain all the 
necessary fundamental principles but their evaluation will introduce a 
number of simplifications and modifications, each selected for the particular 
system of interest. Specifically, Eq. 6.4 will have to supplement Eq. 6.2 
for portions of A
c 
where the heat flux is specified. More importantly, 
however, there is a choice to be made in view of the computational process 
regarding particularly Eq. 6.2. One may either solve the monochromatic 
version of Eq. 6.2 n times for the n significant spectral intervals 
encountered and thus face the ultimate task of solving n x N simultaneous 
linear algebraic equations when N discrete points on A
c 
need to be con- 
sidered (possibly at several time steps during the calculation process) 
and then integrate the resulting total interchange areas over the spectrum 
(see Ch. 5.6 of Ref. 7). Or, one may force the non-gray surface analysis 
into a gray surface analysis by placing the burden of complexity on the 
evaluation of appropriate optical properties. Both techniques afford 
any desirable accuracy of allowing for the spectral differences in surface 
properties, limited only by available calculation time; but the latter 
technique was chosen because, as a result of this choice, the complexity 
remains at peripheral parts of the computer code which are more accessible 
for later modifications toward greater sophistication, also the complexity 
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co f e i, X Wj, X d 0 - 
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(6.6) 
Equation 6.2 simplifies to 
D
2 
si s ' 
	
W. 	e.E. + 	 (l - a .) Wi  aA j j j DA aAj 	ij 
A 
which reduces to the gray-surface radiosity equation whenever Eq. 6.6 
reducestoa..
13  = c.. The difficulty now lies in evaluating Eq. 6.6 even 
though the radiosity W. 	is as yet unknown. 
J'A 
By successively substituting the right-hand side of Eq. 6.2, 
in its monochromatic 
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and subsequently a ij as the quotient of two infinite series. Since the 
enclosure radiation is dominated by the fin-sun and fin-sky interaction 
and since Eq. 6.8 contributes significantly only to the fin-flow channel 
interaction, the infinite series in Eq. 6.8 may be terminated after two 
terms (two reflections; the resulting error is less than the uncertainty 
in e x ), and Eq. 6.6 becomes: 
f___s_Lt X Ei + A 	mi aAk Ek ii 	 (Xik - Xijk) dAk 
c  = 
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(6.7 
a 2  
aij 	 a 2 	 (6.9) 
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In cases where the net radiant flux is specified over portions of A, the 
emissive power E is to be replaced by the net radiant flux q" in Eqs. 6.9, 
10 and 12, which results in one additional term each in the numerator and 
the denominator of Eq. 6.9. 
In summary, the incident net radiant heat flux for the diffuse, 
non-gray enclosure is calculated on the basis of an approximate gray-
surface analysis in accordance with Eqs. 6.4, 7 and 9 through 11. The 
spectral differences of the surfaces are accounted for in Eqs. 9 through 
11. The remainder of this section is devoted to the solution of the 
radiosity equation, Eq. 6.7. 
Recalling that A
c 








of the outer 
channel surface A
m
, the possibly present, nearby structural surfaces 
A
n
, the fin surface Af , and the remainder of the enclosure A
e
, one 
recognizes that the integrals over Ac in Eqs. 6.4, 7 and 9 need to be 
evaluated twice for each of the four parts, namely once with j = 1 
representing the fin area and then with j = 2 for the exposed channel 
area. Since the incident solar, albedo and planetary radiant flux 
intensities are uniform over the fin area and averaged over the circum-
ference of the channel area 
f  3 2  si ll 
(1 -  a11)  W dA = (1 - a  @AaA
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(6.13) 
where q" designates incident solar, albedo and planetary heat fluxes, 
appropriately averaged over a chosen area element. Should any structural 
surfaces obstruct the incident radiant fluxes (A
n 0) then the right- 
hand sides of Eqs. 6.12 and 13 would have to be modified and reduced in 
the shaded portions of A l and A2 ; and, if there are m such surfaces, 
fa2 s is. 
DA @A 





mcn a s 
ks ' 
3A. 	(1 - akj ) Wk 
k = 1 
(6.14) 
j = 1, 2, 	m + 2. 
Obviously, the radiosity and the temperature are assumed to be uniform 
over each structural component. No such structural components were 
included in the analysis reported here, and Eq. 6.14 is taken to be zero. 
This leaves only the integrals over Am and Af to be discussed. 
Moreover, since Eq. 6.1 is symmetric with respect to its subscripts i 
and j, the elemental exchange area is to be evaluated only once. 
Considering first the fin, that is j = 1 and i = 2, and the 
fact that over the channel surface thet radiosity and the temperature 
are considered to be functions of axial distance only 
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z=0 	 0=0 
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z=L 
[1 - ali (Z)] Wi (z) SS(z;Nf ,Zf ) dz 
z=0 
where L designates the tube length; R and are the polar coordinates of A 2 , 
with origin on the tube axis, with 4> = 0 and 4> = 0* representing, respectively, 
the root of the fin and the contact line between the tube and its tangent 
plane through the center of AA1 on the fin. The first step in Eq. 6.15 was 
obtained by integrating over AA1 and subsequently applying the mean-value 
theorem of integral calculus, while the second step simply defines the ex-




) on the fin which was integrated in 
closed form for the right-circular flow channel. The result is shown in . 
Appendix D. 
The exchange function of the tube with respect to the fin is ob-













For the numerical evaluation of the integrals a suitable quadrature such as 
the trapezoidal rule is chosen so as to render Eq. 6.7 in this form 
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P. = I] M.. W. 
. 	1 (6.17) 
i,j = 1, 2, ..., N 
which is a system of N linear algebraic equations for the N = (n x + 1)(nz + 2) 
unknown values of the radiosity Wi . Here, nx and nz are the numbers of sub-
divisions chosen in the x- and the z-directions, respectively. The vector P 
on the left-hand side of Eq. 6.17 is called the excitation vector 
P. 	 e.E. - (1 - a .) q". 
J J 	ej 	ej 
(6.18) 
on the right-hand side, the transfer matrix M. 1 is given by 
S. -X. El - a. 	SS 	= M . 







is the Kronecker delta, x is a suitable quadrature coefficient and SS is 
given either by Eq. 6.15 or by Eq. 6.16 depending on whether j refers to the 
fin or to the channel, respectively. There is no matrix multiplication 
implied in Eq. 6.19, hence the underscores. 
In the present program phase, Eq. 6.17 is solved at every time step 
only when the transfer matrix is sufficiently temperature sensitive, otherwise 
the transfer matrix is completely inverted only once to yield the unknown 
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radiosity at any time. 
W. 
-1 
= /2 ( 	) 	P. Nij 
(6.20) 
through a simple matrix multiplication. It may be noted that the most signifi-
cant temperature dependence of optical properties is contained in the excita-
tion vector P.. 
All radiant heat fluxes are normalized with respect to aT 4 where 
To 
designates the reference temperature, that is the fluid inlet temperature. 
Exchange factors are nondimensional and need not be normalized. 
I I 
	
W. 	 q. 
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P. 









The nondimensional forms of Eqs. 6.4 and 6.20 are used to compute 
in Eqs. 2.17, 4.11 and 5.5. 
clnet,rad 
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7. 	Aerodynamic Heating  
The aerodynamic heating model used to evaluate the convective flux 
from the radiator surface on the orbiter vehicle is subdivided into three 
major regimes. The first regime encompasses low speed flow for which the 
heat transfer coefficients are determined from expressions appearing in stan-
dard heat transfer texts for flow over a flat plate. The second regime con-
sists of a model for high speed flow in which the convective heat transfer 
coefficient is evaluated from an experimental correlation for flow over the 
upper surface of the shuttle orbiter vehicle (Ref. 9). The third section of 
the model encompasses a low to high speed transitional flow regime. Within 
this regime the heat transfer coefficient is an interpolated value that lies 
between the values obtained in the low and high speed regimes. Calculations 
for the convective heat flux for all three regimes are based on Eckert's 
reference enthalpy method (Ref. 10). 
Within each of the three regimes the heat transfer coefficient is 
calculated for cases where the flow is laminar, transitional or fully turbu-
lent. In addition to the evaluation of the heat flux when the flow is forced, 
the procedure accounts for heat transfer by free convection at times when the 
shuttle vehicle is stationary or moving with a relatively low velocity. 
The program for the evaluation of the aerodynamic heating rate is 
divided into six sub-tasks each of which is written as a separate subprogram. 
This procedure allows for changes in the periphery of the program without 
affecting the program foundation. The basic calculations are carried out in 
and controlled from the SUBROUTINE CONVEC. Atmospheric temperature and speed 
of sound are evaluated within the SUBROUTINE ATMOS. Atmospheric properties 
evaluated at the reference temperature are calculated within the SUBROUTINE 
REFP. The orbiter velocity and altitute are evaluated in the FUNCTION sub-
program ALTVEL. The SUBROUTINE NUS evaluates the Nusselt number for the 
radiator system. 
It should be noted that the analysis does not account for the effects 
of shock wave interaction or interference heating caused by flow interference 
between the orbiter, booster or any supporting structure. 
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The analysis for the determination of the aerodynamic heating first 
requires the evaluation of a reference temperature which is used for the 
determination of all air properties. The reference temperature is a function 
of the Prandtl number and recovery factor of the air, as well as the vehicle 
Mach number. 
The Mach number in turn is a function of the altitude and velocity 
of the orbiter at any instant time. Altitude and velocity profiles for the 
orbiter are contained in data arrays supplied by the user (see PartA-3c of the 
Manual. If the value of the Integer I is used to specify either ascent or reent 
phase, then the N paired data points which define the velocity V and elevatio 
Z as a function of time t may be expressed functionally as 
V. = Vi 
 (I, ti ) i = 1,2,...,N 
Z. = Z. (I, t i ) 	i = 1,2,...,N 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
Once the orbiter velocity and altitude are known as a function of time, the 
vehicle Mach number M may be calculated from the equation 
M = V (7.3) 
The speed of sound c is an atmospheric property that is a function only of th 
altitude. 
The reference temperature is a function of the recovery factor r 
which for laminar flow is 
r = Pr 









where the Prandtl number N
Pr 
is an atmospheric property. To avoid a disconti-
nuity in the value of the recovery factor between the laminar and turbulent 
flow models, Eq. 7.4 was used as the expression for the recovery factor for 
both flow models. The resulting error in the reference temperature was found 
to be approximately 5 R in an extreme case. 
All of the properties for the atmosphere used in the evaluation of 
the heat transfer coefficient are evaluated at the high speed reference tem-
perature. Eckert (Ref. 10) recommends the expression 
i





for the reference enthalpy i* which can be converted to the reference tempera-
ture T* once the relationship 
* 	* * 
	
T = T (i ) 	 (7.6) 
between the atmospheric enthalpy and temperature is known. The subscripts "co" 
and "w" in Eq. 7.5 refer to the enthalpy of the air evaluated at the free 
stream and surface temperature, respectively, and y is the ratio of the 
specific heats for air. 
It should be mentioned that when velocities are low (4 4- 0) Eqs. 7.5 
and 6 yield a reference temperature that approaches the film temperature 
(T + T
w
)/2. As a result Eqs. 7.5 and 6 were used to evaluate the reference 
temperature for all three flow regimes, i.e., low speed,high speed and the 
transitional regimes. 
The convective flux is the product of the convective heat transfer 
coefficient and the difference between the air enthalpy evaluated at the sur-
face temperature and at the adiabatic wall temperature. The adiabatic wall 
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enthalpy iaw is related to the free stream enthalpy, recovery factor and 








The convective heat transfer coefficient h. used in the reference enthalpy 









where c* and k* denote the atmospheric specific heat and thermal conductivity 
evaluated at the reference temperature T*. The symbol x denotes a characteris-
tic length of the radiator system which for forced convection is the distance 
from the stagnation point on the shuttle to the center of the radiator panel. 
The expressions for the orbiter Nusselt number selected for the low 
speed and high speed regime and for laminar, transitional and turbulent flow 
are summarized in Table 1. Values for the Nusselt number for conditions lying 
between the low and high speed regimes were obtained by interpolation so that 
the convective heat flux from the shuttle varies continually from one regime 




 appearing in the table denote the 









The "*" superscript on each property indicates that the property is evaluated 
at the temperature T*. 
TABLE 1 
FORCED CONVECTION NUSSELT NUMBER FOR ORBITER 
LOW SPEED REGIME 
M < 0.5 
HIGH SPEED REGIME 





NNu  = 0.332 NRe 	NPr 
0.5014 




< Re < 1x10
6 





N = 3.339 x10 -4 NRe
1.111 NPr Nu 
TURBULENT FLOW 
Re > 1x106 




NNu = 0.0346 NRe 
0.7746  NPr 
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For the low speed regime the expressions for the Nusselt number are 
those for laminar transitional and turbulent flow over a flat plate (Ref. 6 ). 
Nusselt number relationships for high speed flow regime are taken from Ref. 9 
where experimental wind tunnel data are presented for a delta space shuttle 
orbiter. The data are for leeward surface heat transfer at angles of attack 
between 10 ° and 30 ° and Mach numbers of 8 and 16. The Nusselt number is 
shown to be relatively independent of angle of attack so that the high speed 
correlation may be applied to both the ascent phase for which the angle of 
attack is approximately zero and the reentry phase when the angle of attack 
may approach 60°. The scatter in the data of Ref. 9 from the selected 
Nusselt relationships is on the order of 100%. 
The leeward surface correlation was selected because the aerodynamic 
heating rates in this region of the shuttle are relatively low when compared 
to heating rates for the lower body or windward surface. Estimates place the 
peak reentry temperature of the lower surface stagnation line around 2100 F 
while the peak leeward temperature is estimated to be about 600 F (Ref. 12). 
Therefore, placing the radiator on the upper surface of the orbiter not only 
will result in a more efficient operation upon reentry, but also will minimize 
the need for reservicing of the surface coating on the radiator panels. 
The aerodynamic heating analysis includes free convection from the 
radiator surface during pre-launch operation and when the shuttle vehicle is 
moving with a relatively low velocity. The expression for the free convection 
Nusselt number is a function of the Grashof Prandtl product where the Grashof 
number NGr 









where g represents the acceleration of gravity, p,JA and T. are the atmo-
spheric density, dynamic viscosity and temperature, respectively and T w 
 denotes the radiator surface temperature. The symbol y denotes the overall 
dimension of the radiator panel in the direction parallel to the acceleration 
of gravity. Since the atmosphere is assumed to be an ideal gas, the 
pp. 296 and 313 
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coefficient of thermal expansion 8 is simply the reciprocal of the average 
absolute temperature of the air 
2  
8 - T, + T. 
The free convection Nusselt numbers NN uf and their applicable ranges 















< NGr NPr 5 10
9 










) . (7.9c) 
The values for the free convection Nusselt number given in Eq. 7.9 were 
multiplied by the ratio (x/y) and then added to the forced convection Nusselt 
number to obtain a value that accounts for combined free and forced convection 
in the low speed regime. 
Equations 7.1 through 7.8 combined with the appropriate Nusselt 
number relationship from Table 1 for forced convection and Eq. 7.9 for free 
convection are sufficient to determine the convective heat flux into the 
radiator surface which is given by 



















is the fluid temperature at the inlet plane to the flow channel. The 
normalized convective heat flux given by Eq. 7.11 is used in the energy equa-
tion for both the fin (Eq. 2.18) and the meteoroid protection layer (Eq. 5.5). 
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C. DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Certain design parameters are necessary for the design specifica-
tion, for the selection of the optimum radiator system and even the system 
definition as required for the heat transfer analysis. In the following are 
discussed, in that order, the prediction of themeteoroidprotection layer 
thickness, the system weight and a collection of nondimensional groups which 
define the radiator system, the operational conditions, and the performance 
characteristics. 
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8. 	Meteoroid Protection Thickness  
In this section an engineering equation is developed to predict the 
thickness of a meteoroid protection layer required to cover all radiator sur-
faces that might be damaged by the impact of a meteoroid. Several assumptions 
have been made during the derivation. They are: 
1. The meteoroid particle is spherical. 
2. The meteoroid flux is isotropic. 
3. Poissons distribution law describes the probability 
of an impact of a meteoroid. 
It should be mentioned that any equation used to predict meteoroid 
protection thickness is only as accurate as the experimental data used in 
that equation. Even though much information has been published in recent 
years concerning protection theories, there is still considerable question 
as to the density, velocity and mass distribution of meteoroid particles in 
outer space. In addition to these uncertainties, two basic models for 
penetration theory have been proposed within the last decade and there appears 
to be no close agreement between the two. Experimental verification of either 
model has been hampered by the fact that particle velocities used in experi-
mental tests have only recently approached the meteoroid velocity range. In 
short, an extremely reliable theory for the prediction of protection layer 
thickness does not presently exist. 
Structural materials that can be used in this study as a protection 
layer are copper, aluminum and beryllium. While both copper and aluminum were 
selected primarily as fin and tube materials due to their superior heat trans-
fer characteristics, beryllium was chosen for its protection capabilities. 
The penetration theory predicts a protection layer thickness that decreases 
as the modulus of elasticity increases. Therefore, beryllium becomes an 
attractive protection material due to its high modulus of elasticity and its 
relatively low density. In fact studies (Refs. 13 and 14) have shown that 
beryllium can significantly reduce protection layer weight. 
The basic equation (Ref. 15) for the depth of penetration of a 
meteoroid particle into a target of infinite depth is 
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y empirical constant generally accepted to be in the range of 
1.5 to 2.5 
p 	density of the meteoroid particle 
p t density of the target material 
V velocity of the meteoroid particle 
c velocity of sound in the target material 
d diameter of the meteoroid particle 
0 constant between 1/3 and 2/3 
8 constant between 1/3 and 2/3 
The ratio of themeteoroidvelocity and the velocity of sound in the 
target represents a target Mach number. The velocity of sound in the target 
can be expressed in terms of the modulus of elasticity 
=77 




modulus of elasticity of the target material 
g
c 





If themeteoroidparticle is assumed to be spherical, the diameter 
may be written in terms of its mass 
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6M )313 




Mp  meteoroid mass 
pp 
meteoroid density 
The probability that an exposed surface will be struck by a meteoroid 
during a period of time can only be determined after the distribution of 
meteoroids of a given mass is known. This information is usually given in 
the form of an equation such as 
F = aM -8  (8.4) 
where 
F cumulative number of impacts of particles with mass 
M or larger per unit area per unit time 
M mass of the meteoroid particle. 
The symbols a and 8 represent experimentally determined constants. Published 
(Ref. 16) values of a and 0 vary over a considerable range, but they lie 
within the limiting values, 
—1 
a 1.3 x 10-15 < a < 2.54 x 10-9 [ft 2 day gm ] 
1.11 < a < 1.34 [Dimensionless] 
The cumulative number of impacts on a surface with a vulnerable area 
of A during a mission time of T by a meteoroid of mass M of larger is then 
N = FAT = AT a M-13  
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It is generally assumed (Ref. 17) that meteoroids are randomly dis-
tributed in outer space and that each collision can be described by Poissons 
probability law. From the Poisson distribution function, the probability of 
zero events occurring P o when the average number of events is N is 






Substituting the value for N gives the probability that no meteoroid of mass 
M or larger will impact on the surface of area A during time T of 




a M - 	AT  p -ln P
o 
(8.5) 
To account for the fact that all meteoroids do not strike the pro-
tection layer normally, the meteoroid velocity V may be replaced by a critical 
velocity Vo where 
Vc 
= V(cos X)n 
	
(8.6) 
A angle between the direction of V and the normal to the protection 
surface 
n an experimentally determined constant. 
If n is selected to be unity the damage to the protection layer caused by an 
oblique collision is based on the meteoroid's normal component of velocity. 
A more conservative approach would be to set n = 0 in which case all particles 
are considered to impact normally. 
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If the meteoroid flux is assumed to be isotropic the angle depen-
dence may be replaced by 
1/36 
(cos X) n = 	 (3n96+2 (8.7) 
Finally account must be taken for the fact that the meteoroid will 
not impact on an infinite target, but one with a finite thickness. As a 
result even though the meteoroid may not penetrate the protection layer, 
spalling may damage the radiator panel. To account for spalling the thick-
ness of meteoroid protection t used should be larger than the predicted 
penetration into an infinite target or 
	
t = aP00 	 (8.8) 
Accepted values of a lie between 1.5 and 2.0. 
Equations 8.1 through 8.7 may now be substituted into Eq. 8.8 to 
give an expression for the meteoroid protection layer thickness. The result 
is 
) t __(61/3 ( aAT j /313 -1/3 ppy 	V  6 ay 5 	-ln P 	PP 	 12(E 	/ 0 )1/2 ( 3n6
2 
 6 +2 
1/36 	
(8.9) 
P t 	t c t 
where 
t - thickness of protection layer (inches) 
a - experimental constant (dimensionless) 
Y - experimental constant (dimensionless) 
a - experimental constant that relates meteoroid flux to mass 
(gm/(day ft2 )) 
6 - experimental constant that relates meteoroid flux to mass 
(dimensionless) 
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A - vulnerable area requiring protection (ft2 ) 
T - mission time (days) 
P




- density of meteoroid particle (gm/cm 3) 
p
t - density of protection layer (lbm
/ft3) 
V - velocity of meteoroid (ft/sec) 
E
t 
- modulus of elasticity of protection material (lb
f
/in2 ) 
g - 32.174 lbmft/lb f
sec
2 
8 - experimental constant (dimensionless) 
- experimental constant (dimensionless) 
n - experimental constant that describes penetration depth as a 
function of angle of incident (dimensionless). 
Selection of Values for Experimental Constants  
Values for the experimental constant p, 0, p and V used in Eq. 8.9 
were selected from the Manned Spacecraft Center publication for meteoroid 
environment criterion (Ref. 18). 
The values for a and 0 for meteoroids having a mass between 1 gm 
10-6 gm used in Eq. 8.4 are 
a = 1.888 x 10 -10 gm/(ft2day) 
= 1.213 
The average meteoroid density is 
p 	= 0.5 gm/cm3 




V = 20 km/sec. (8.13) 
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Values chosen for the remaining constants appearing in Eq. 8.9 are 
summarized in Table 2. Values of these constants are also listed in the table 
that will yield optimistic (minimum) and pessimistic (maximum) thicknesses for 
the meteoroid protection layer. 









1.75 2.0 1.5 
1.50 2.5 1.5 
1/2 1/3 2/3 
2/3 2/3 1/3 
1.0 0 1.0 
TABLE 2. Empirical Constants for Meteoroid Protection Layer Thickness 
The following is an analysis of the sensitivity that the meteoroid 
protection layer thickness has to the uncertainty in the values of the five 
parameters listed in Table 2. This information will enable the user to judge 
his selection of these constants from within the recommended ranges. 
An expression for the error in the meteoroid protection thickness 
may be obtained by taking the logarithm of Eq. 8.9 followed by differenting 
the resulting equation. This process yields the equation 
- a 	Y 
ne 	de 	ne 	do dt_da (I) (.9 111 + [eln 	- 	 - 3ner3+2 3 0 [ 3nin+2 3 n t Pt (I) 
(8.14) 
If the symbol E a is selected to represent the relative error in the meteoroid 
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protection thickness resulting from a relative uncertainty in the value for 






when all other parameters are held constant. Similarly the error caused by 
an uncertainty in the value of y will be 
dt/t  
Ey = dy/y - 1.0 
• 
When the value for 8 is taken to be the recommended value of 2/3 
and a is set equal to the value fixed by MSC's environmental model (Eq. 8.11), 
the resulting error in the meteoroid protection layer thickness due to an 
uncertainty in the value for n is 
E = 111111 = - 	ng 1 --0.15 
	
 
n dn/n 	̀3n9S+2 1 
The magnitude of the error for the final two parameters cp and 6 are 
a function of the material selected for the protection layer. In order to 
give an indication of the range of errors that can be expected for various 
protection materials, the errors were calculated for the three structural 
materials that were selected in the program: aluminum, beryllium and copper. 
If the meteoroid particle density is assumed to be fixed at the value re-
commended by the MSC environmental model (Eq. 8.12), then an uncertainty in 
the value of cp from the recommended value of 1/2 would cause an error in the 
protection thickness of 
dt/t - E = 	ct) 1 n (- (22-) (1) dcp/cP 	Ptt 
which for each of the three structural materials results in the following 
errors 
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E(1) = -0.85 	aluminum 
E = -0.65 beryllium 
E ( = -1.44 	copper. 
The high density and low modulus of elasticity of copper makes 
its protection characteristics rather undesirable. For this reason the 
error of 1.44 indicated for copper probably will never be experienced in 
practice, and this value should be considered as a limiting case. 
An uncertainty in the value of 6 from the recommended value of 
2/3 would cause an error in the protection layer thickness equal to 
dt/t 	 n49   E = 	- [01n (-) 0 (149/0 3n0B+2
1 
which for each of the three structural materials is: 
E 
0 
= 0.77 	 aluminum 
E
0 
 = 0.20 beryllium 
E
6 
 = 1.01 	 copper. 
The errors calculated in the analysis are summarized in Table 3. 
TABLE 3. 	Ratio of Relative Error in Thickness to 
Relative Uncertainty in Empirical Constants 
Protection 









1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
-0.85 -0.65 -1.44 
0.77 0.20 1.01 
-0.15 -0.15 -0.15 
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If the error values for copper are excluded, the protection thickness 
is most sensitive to variations in the parameters a and y and least sensitive 
to variations in the parameter n. Even though the protection thickness is 
least sensitive to the selection of n, it should be noted that the 100% 
variation between the optimistic and pessimistic value of n is the largest 
of all of the parameters. Also it should be noted that the signs on the 
values in Table 3 indicate that an increase in the parameters a, y and 0 
result in an increase in the protection layer thickness, while an increase 
in the values for 0 and n result in a decrease in the protection layer 
thickness. This fact can be verified by the choice of the values of each 
of the parameters listed in Table 2. The values labeled as those which will 
produce a pessimistic value for the protection thickness are maximum values 
for a, y and 0 and minimum values for 0 and n. 
To further evaluate the effect the meteoroid protection thickness has 
on the performance of the fin system, the temperature of the coolant fluid 
at the exit plane of the flow channel was evaluated first under the 
"pessimistic" conditions for the meteoroid protection layer, second for 
the "recommended" conditions and finally for the "optimistic" conditions. 
The results of these computer runs are shown below. 
Case Protection Layer 
Thickness-Inches 
Normalized Outlet 










Even though the thickness of the meteoroid protection layer varies by 
nearly a factor of 20, the resulting error in the enthalpy drop is only 
0.8932 - 0.8855  
1 - 0.8922 100% = 7.15% • 
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9. 	The Mass of the System 
The system mass is computed, firstly as a convenience for the user 
and secondly for the purpose of the planned system optimization. The system 
mass includes 
and 
(i) the mass of the fluid in all tubes 
L 	 i 
d







fp cdz = n tp c,o 4 
L jrvcg 
0 	 0 
(ii) the mass of the fins 
M
f 





+ s t ) 





L • Tr (d + s w  ) p w 
(iv)the mass of the protection layer 
Mm = nt 
sm L pm 










but it does not include the thermal coating nor the mass of the manifold 
and the fluid in the manifold. In Eqs. 9.1 through 4 represent 
n
t 
the number of tubes 
d the tube diameter 
P 	the density 
L the tube length 
H the fin height, distance between fin root and fin tip 
s 	the thickness 
while the subscripts designate p and s as follows 
c 	coolant fluid 
f fin 
m meteoroid protection layer 
✓ fin root 
t 	fin tip 
w tube wall 
o inlet condition. 






10. 	Nondimensional System Parameters  
The governing equations in the preceding radiator system analysis 
are developed in non-dimensional form for the purpose of (i) reducing the 
number of parameters, (ii) evolving the set of relevant parameters, and 
(iii) presenting the results in a general form which is applicable to 
groups of systems rather than an individual system. A summary of parameters 
is presented here for the detailed analysis discussed in the preceeding 
chapters. 
The transient flow field is the coolant channel and the temperature 
field over the fin can be represented as functions of: 
a) the independent variables  
tw
o 
time 	 T = 
axial coordinate 	 = T 
2 
n = r d 




b) the dependent system variables  
H 
Of (E,C;T ) = ;L 
0 
T 


















coolant fluid temperature 
coolant fluid pressure 
coolant fluid velocity 
w(C,T ) = 
Po 
co(;T ) = 
w 
0 
The solution to the problem will depend on the geometry of the 
system, the material properties and the definition of operational conditions. 
There was no attempt made to establish similitude with respect to the 
material properties because the scaling laws would either be too restrictive 
to allow for general property variations or too complex (for instance, the 
concept of corresponding states for gases). Consequently, the +-parameters 
defined in Eqs. 3.27 through 3.30, in Eq. 4.4 and in Eqs. 5.1, 2 and 6 are 
omitted from this summary; they constitute temperature and pressure 
variation of properties. This leaves the following list of parameters, 
in addition to n, the number of tubes: 
c) the geometric parameters  
fin height-to-length ratio 
fin profile slope 
R = H (10.10) 
s - s 
r 	t 	 (10.11) c - 2H 







channel wall thickness 








m = d 
d) the operational parameters  
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coolant flow Reynolds number 
Prandtl number 
(representing coolant selection) 
inlet pressure heat 
compressibility 







N_ . (--24 
rr 	k ' 
C 0 
F = (2—) 
P 	pw o 
Q 
.c) . nr_icEd2 
 4aT 3  
0 
F = (-2—) 
z 	pc T 
P o 
where n is the number of tubes 
el 
incident radiant heat flux 
meteoroid velocity 
protection layer density 
(representing selection of 
protection layer material)  
a n" 









(I) _ P mt 
P 
P m 
where p mt is the density of the meteoroids. 
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Similarity for ascent and reentry operations is difficult to establish 
unless one restricts oneself to similar velocity-altitude profiles which 
can be represented by the 
max. Mach number 
and its corresponding (through same altitude) 
















This completes the list of non-dimensional groups resulting from 
the detailed analysis. 
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D. Extension of the Analysis to Related Systems  
11. Non-Symmetrical Heating  
The purpose of this section is to describe a segment of the program 
which is intended to extend the application of the radiator simulation to 
non-symmetrical flow conditions in adjacent tubes. This program will also 
account for, in an approximate manner, a radiator panel which does not lie 
in one plane, or a panel which consists of U-shaped tubes. 
In the original simulation of the radiator system, it was assumed 
that the coolant fluid entering all tubes has identical properties. As a 
result, the operating conditions and heat loss is determined for a single fin 
segment between two adjacent tubes and these conditions are assumed to exist 
for all other fin segments. In reality, this situation will exist only when 
all tubes are fed by a relatively large manifold whose flow rate and tempera-
ture entering each tube is unaffected by the removal of coolant fluid at 
each succeeding channel entrance. 
The actual flow situation could possibly be far from the idealized 
case which was assumed to exist because it leads to a simplified mathematical 
model. A manifold of realistic size will lose heat by radiation from its 
surface and by conduction into the fin elements so that the coolant fluid 
entering individual flow channels will experience a difference in temperature 
Furthermore, unless the manifold is carefully reduced in size after passing 
each tube inlet, neighboring tubes will not receive identical mass flow rates . 
Also, two adjacent tubes may be fed by the outlet flow from separate fuel 
cells which may be operating under different load conditions causing non-
symmetrical conditions in adjacent fin panels. In short, a situation where 
two tubes receive fluid at different inlet conditions is to be expected. 
For the purpose of extending the application of the main program to 
situations discussed above, a series of program units were written and inte-
grated into the main program unit. These programs calculate the location of 
the adiabatic plane on a fin which separates two tubes having different inlet 
flow rates and temperatures. The fin height to the adiabatic plane is then 
used as input to the main program. The calculations with the main program 
remain unaffected since the mathematical model requires only that the input 
value given for the fin height is that distance from the tube to the location 
of the adiabatic plane. 




1 (11.2) m. c 
p 
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The analysis considered here may also account for, in an approximate 
fashion, fin elements that do not lie in one plane. If the radiator panel 
is wrapped around a cylindrical structural component (Fig. 3a) adjacent fin 
panels will be under the influence of different effective sink temperatures. 
In this analysis the assumption is made that the regular breaks in the radiator 
panel occur at the adiabatic plane between the tubes rather than at the tubes 
themselves (Fig. 3b) which is probably the most reasonable location. If the 
cylindrical panel is composed of numerous tubes and the curvature is gradual, 
the difference between the two cases should be negligible. 
The program accepts two sink temperatures supplied by the user or it 
calculates the correct sink temperature from the MRI incident flux data. The 
analysis of this section assumes steady state, one-dimensional conduction in 
an untapered fin. The fin may radiate from one or both sides when the fin 
panel is in one plane. When the panel is curved the fin is assumed to radiate 
only from the convexed surface. Fluid and fin properties are assumed constant 
at the inlet conditions. No convection from the fin surface and no radiant 
blocking of the tubes is considered. The only incident fluxes considered in 
this analysis are those accounted for in the MRI program; i.e. solar, earth 
and earth albedo. 
The user is cautioned that the analysis considered here assumes a 
one dimensional model and as such represents an approximation to the actual 
operating conditions of the non-symmetrical radiator. This caution is par-
ticularly applicable to the panel that contains U-shaped tubes, because this 
situation can lead to a highly two dimensional condition. 
The analysis considers the ith tube of a radiator panel of thickness 
t, inside tube diameter d, tube length L i anddistance between tubes of 2H 
(Fig. 4). The energy transfered from the ith tube carrying fluid with an 
inlet temperature of T
oi' 
specific heat of c and mass flow rate of Ati is 
q
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 ) (1 - e -Ui) 
Adiabatic Planes 
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(a) Fin Segments Inclined At Tube Locations-
Geometry For Physical Model. 
(b) Fin Segments Inclined At Location Of Adiabatic 
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N > 2300 
(11.3 b) 
NRe s 2300 (11.3 c) 
0.0668[NReNPr (d/L)] NNu = 365 + 
1 + 0.045[NReNpr (d/L)] 2/3 
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where h. is the convective heat transfer coefficient of the fluid in the tube 
and Tb i is the average fluid bulk temperature (also assumed to be the fin root 
temperature.) 
The convective heat transfer coefficient h. in Eq. 11.1 is evaluated 
from the Nusselt number which is related to the Reynold and Prandtl numbers 
by the expressions 
NNu = 5 + 0.025 (NRe
N
Pr




NRe . > 2300 
(11.3 a) 
  
The heat rejected from the coolant fluid given in Eq. 11.1 under the 
assumption of steady state and one-dimensional heat transfer can be determined 
by calculating the net radiant loss from the fin surfaces. If one side of the 
ith fin surface is radiating to an environment with an effective sink tempera- 
* 






L. a (Tbi 4 - Ti ) 
*4 
+ 2i E h 2i  L. a (Tbi 
4 




2i are the fin effectivenesses for the fin attached to the left 
and right of the ith tube, respectively , and h1 . and h 2i are the distances 
between the tube centerline and the adiabatic plane for the fin attached to 
the left and right of the ith tube. 
When the fin radiates from both sides, the effective sink temperatur 
will be different for both sides and the net radiative flux will be 
	
. 	= 	271 ql
11 
+ 21 
where the sink temperature 
T. 	= 



















The subscripts u and 4. in Eq. 11.6 denote the sink temperatures for the upper 
and lower surfaces of the fin respectively. 
The fin effectiveness in Eqs. 11.4 and 11.5 is a function of the 
conductance parameter N
c 




or for the ith tube 
Ali 
	(N 	T./T ) 
ell' 1 bi 
112i = 11 (Nc2i , 4/Tbi ) 
(11.7) 
(11.8) 















where K is the thermal conductivity of the fin material. 
In addition to having a continuous slope in the fin temperature 
profile at the adiabatic plane, the fin temperature must also be continuous 
at this plane. For a one dimensional fin the temperature at the adiabatic 
plane T is a function of the conductance parameter and the ratio of sink tem-
perature to base or 
T = T (Nc , T /Tb ) 
As the program searches for the position of the adiabatic plane, 
the distances between the tube centerline and adiabatic plane is systematically 
varied until the fin tip temperatures given by Eq. 11.11 for two adjacent 
tubes are equal. As an example, consider the ith and 1+1 tube. Using the 
subscript 1 to denote a fin segment attached to the left of a tube and the 
subscript 2 to denote the fin segment attached to the right of a tube, the 






If thedifferenceinthesetwtiptemperaturesisdenotedbyS„then S i 




By combining Eq. 11.11 and the defin tiotl 
of N
c 
these two tip temperatures may be specified by the functional relationsht 







) 	 (11.13) 
The fin base temperatures of the ith and i+1 tube can be determined by Eqs. 
11.7 through 11.9 or written functionally 






) 	 (11.15) 
If Eqs. 11.12 through 11.15 are combined, the difference in the two 
temperatures S i may be expressed as 
S i = Si (hli , h2i , hii+1 , h 2i14 ) 	 (11.16) 
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But from the geometry of the radiator system 
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hli 









where 2H.1  and 2 	is the distance between the centerlines of tubes i-1 and 
i and tubes i and i+1, respectively. 
By combining Eqs. 11.17 and 11.18 with Eq. 11.16, the final functional 
relationship for the difference in the fin temperatures at the adiabatic plane 
is given by 
S i  = S i (h2i-1' h2i , h2i+1 ) 
In other words S i can be expressed entirely in terms of the distance from tube 
centerline to the adiabatic plane for the tube under consideration plus the 
same distance for tubes on either side. 
The approach to the solution for the location for all adiabatic planes 
is one which gives S i = 0 for all i tubes. The program utilizes a Newton iter-
ation to determine an appropriate change in ith adiabatic plane Ah i . Written 
inmatrimnotation,therelationshipbetwenAh.and the difference in tip 
temperatures S. is 
.J[Ahi] 	 (11.20) 




and the elements of the vector Ah
i are given by 
Ahi =h
k+1 _h k 
i (11.22) 
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where k denotes the k th iteration used to find a set of adiabatic plane 
IccaticosforallfinalmentswhichresultinS....0 for all i tubes. A 
mathematical subroutine is used to invert the matrix [pig ] so that the values 
for all adiabatic planes may be calculated from 
[mi l ] =. [Pij  ] - I [S i ] 	 (11.23) 
Once the distance to all adiabatic planes have been determined 
for all tubes which lead to continuous tip temperatures and continuous, 
zero slopes at the fin tips, the net heat transfer q i from each fin segment 
may be determined from Eqs. 11.5 through 11.10. The exit fluid temperature 
from each tube T
e. 
may then be determined from 
1 
.= m cp(Te. - To .) (11.24) 
(11 	 1 	1 
Since the main program unit requires only a single distance 
between the tube centerline and the adiabatic plane, the two distances h l. 
 and h2, must be averaged to yield a single value. The averaging process 1 
producesavalueii.1 
 which results in the same heat transfer for the 
symmetrical fin. This single value for each tube is calculated by using 




hi+ n2ih2i  
h1 
	ni + 121 
1 
(11.25) 
As previously defined, the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two 
halves of the fin attached to both sides of the ith tube. Values for the 
fin effectiveness are evaluated from Eq. 11.7. 
The program considers the case of the radiator panel with U-shaped 
tubes to be approximated by three sequential parallel tube sections. 
The program first calculates the fin base temperature and the 
distance to the adiabatic plane for the first section of the three tube 
segments. The heat transferred from the fluid is then calculated from 
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Eq. 11.1. The outlet fluid temperature from the first tube T e segment is 
then calculated from the expression 
q = m Cp ( Te 
-. To
) 
The exit fluid temperature simply becomes the inlet fluid temperature to 
the second tube segment (the base of the U). The same process is repeated 
for the remaining two tube segments resulting in two more values for the 
distance to the adiabatic plane. The single value for the distance to the 
adiabatic plane necessary for entry to the main program unit is determined 
from an average weighted with respect to the length of each tube segment. 
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E. Property Fundamentals  
The fundamental principles used to prepare the required thermo-
physical properties for inclusion into the computer code are exhibited in 
this chapter while the specific details concerning the materials treated 
in this program phase are placed into the appendices. 
The principles involved are those of macroscopic thermodynamics 
treated in most elementary texts. The approach of deriving analytic ex-
pressions for the required properties is not unique because the starting 
point is dictated by the availability of experimental data. The result, 
however, must be of the same form regardless of whether, for instance, the 
coolant fluid is gaseous or liquid. 
The properties of the structural materials are the least problematic 
ones since they depend on the temperature at most; and the standard poly-
nomial collocation methods are entirely sufficient. Care must be exercised, 
however, that the collocation imply continuous fourth derivatives for highest 
integration efficiency or, less desirable, at least continuous representation 
of the property itself which may exclude piecewise allocation of degrees 
higher than one. 
What is said about the properties of structural materials holds 
in principle for the description of the atmosphere whose properties depend 
only on altitude. Even though the optical properties of the thermal 
coating depend, in general, on wave-length and temperature, the spectral 
dependence is integrated into the averaged ("gray") properties (see Eqs. 
6.5 and 6), and the results are functions of one variable, the temperature. 
Consequently, there remains but the discussion of the coolant fluid proper-
ties which depend strictly on two state variables. 
In macroscopic thermodynamics there are required two equations 
of state for the description of a substance, namely the thermal equation 
of state f(p,p,T) = 0 which relates any one of density p, pressure p and 
temperature T to the remaining two, and the caloric equation of state, 
perhaps in the form of cv = f(T) where cv is the zero-pressure specific 
heat at constant volume. These two equations are sufficient to develop all 
of the required thermodynamic functions, namely: 
(i) specific heat at constant pressure c (p,T) 
(ii) isobaric thermal &xpansion coefficient S(p,T) 
(iii) isothermal bulk modulus K(p,T) 
(iv) enthalpy h(p,T) 
These functions are discussed in Section 12. 
The transport properties, namely the thermal conductivity k(p,T) 
and the dynamic viscosity p(p,T) are correlated on the basis of residuals 
as explained in Section 13. The properties of the atmosphere are dealt 
with in Section 14. 
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12. 	Thermodynamic Properties  
The first step in developing thermodynamic properties is to secure 
a thermal equation of state 
f(p,p,T) = 0 
	
(12.1) 
For almost all pure gases and air, this equation can be found in the litera-
ture, either in the form suggested by Benedict-Webb-Rubin (virial expansion) 
or in that suggested by Beattie-Bridgeman. Both equations are explicit in p, 
P = P(P,T) 
	
(12.2) 
so that K is immediately obtained from Eq. 11.2 by implicit differentiation 
K(p,T) = 	(2L) 
P aP 
which can be evaluated as K(p,T) after inversion of Eq. 11.2 into 
(12.3) 
(12.4) 
The inversion of Eq. 12.2 is facilitated by computing (3p/8p) T from 
Eq. 11.2 and subsequently applying the Newton-Raphson method along the 
specified isotherm with temperature T in Eq. 12.4 
The isobaric thermal expansion coefficient 
= _ 	(ap) 
P DT 
is also obtained by implicit differentiation of Eq. 12.2 while keeping the 
left-hand side constant. 
After having collocated the zero-pressure specific heat at constant 
volume; that is,c
o 
(T) by a power polynomial in T, one obtains first the 
specific heat at constant volume 
cv (p,T) = cv 	
72- (T) - T 	
n 	
—1P1 




and then the specific heat at constant pressure 




The derivative in Eq. 12.5 is obtained from Eq. 12.2; and B and K are both 
function of p or p and T. 
Finally the enthalpy h is calculated from its definition 
h (p, T) 	+ u (p, T) 	
(1 2 .7) 
where the internal energy u may be obtained by two successive integrations, 
the first one along an isotherm (over p), and the second one along an iso-
chore (over T): 
T f 
	
u = u(po ,T0) + ffcv(p',T I )d 'dT' + 	Ep 	T6 _IL__ (12.8)  
TO fo 	 Qo 	 (p') 2 
Liquids can be treated, in principle, as gases; except that the 
equation of state, Eq. 12.1, is rarely available. One may find, with little 
difficulty the zero-pressure isobaric expansion coefficient 80 = c(T), and 
then represent adequately the isothermal bulk modulus by 
K(p,T) = a(T) + b(T) p 	 (12.9) 
Under any circumstances, one must satisfy 
(12.10) 
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which yields, form Eq. 12.9 
ID' 8(p,T) = 	- r p2  + c 
where primes indicate differentiation with respect to T, of the polynomials 





- fc.(T')dT 1 1 
p(pT) = p(0,Tde 	 To (12.12) 
The specific heats and the enthalpy are to be derived as for gases (see Eqs. 
12.6 and 7). Other possibilities are to develop K from the speed of sound 
and the ratio of specific heats; but the reader is warned not to imply 
K = 0 or c = c
v 
, unless there is sufficient evidence to support these 
assumptions. 
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13. 	Transport Properties  
While the thermal conductivity k and the dynamic viscosity p of 
liquids may often times be adequately represented by functions of tempera-
ture T alone (facilitated by polynomial collocation), these same properties 
for gases depend on density as well. It is recognized that the difference, 
or residue 
	
cti1  (p) = k(p,T) - k* (T) 
	
(13.1) 
between the thermal conductivity k(p,T) and the low-pressure thermal con-
ductivity k*(T) depends only on the density. Similarly, for the dynamic 
viscosity 
lb2 (P) = P(P,T) - P * (T) 
	
(13.2) 
Hence k and P can be represented by the sum of two polynomials, one in p 




are published for a number of 




14. 	Atmospheric Properties  
For the prediction of aerodynamic heat fluxes incident on the 
radiator system during ascent and reentry (see Section 7) the evaluation 





Speed of Sound 
Viscosity 
Thermal Conductivity 
Specific Heat at Constant Pressure 
Enthalpy 
The model for these atmospheric properties is presented in two 
sections. The first covers altitudes from sea-level to 301,000 feet. 
Within this range the molecular weight is assumed to be constant and the 
temperature variation with altitude is a sequence of connected line segments. 
The second section of the model covers altitudes above 301,000 feet where 
the molecular weight decreases linearly with altitude. For this altitude 
range the approximate polynomial expressions for density and pressure sug-
gested in Part 4 of Ref. 20 were used. Errors between the values given by 
the approximate expression and the 1962 Standard Model are less than 5% 
over the entire range of altitudes. 
Atmospheric air is assumed to be an ideal gas for all altitudes. 
Therefore compressibility effects at low altitudes are neglected. The error 
in computed densities resulting from the ideal gas assumption may be as high 
as 0.05% for altitudes below 6 miles, but becomes less than 0.01% above 12 
miles (Ref. 20). The air is also assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium. 
All properties except geopotential altitude, specific heat and 
enthalpy are evaluated from expressions presented in Refs. 20 and 21. The 
expression for geopotential altitude was taken from Ref. 22, while specific 



















R* = 1545.31 ft lbf/lb mole R 
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The model developed for the atmospheric properties is considered 
to be applied to altitudes up to 100 miles and to latitudes between 30 and 
60
o
N. It is anticipated that atmospheric properties are not needed for 
altitudes exceeding 100 miles, because the convective heat flux from the 
fin system will be negligible at this altitude and above. 
The properties for the earth's atmosphere are known with increased 
uncertainty as the altitude increases. In fact, the 1962 Standard Atmosphere 
(Ref. 21) consists of four regions as follows: 
0 - 20 km 	Standard 
20 - 32 km Proposed Standard 
32 - 90 km 	Tentative 
90 - 700 km Speculative 
Any uncertainty in the atmospheric properties will naturally be 
reflected as an error in the convective heat flux on the shuttle vehicle. 
Fortunately during the ascent phase of the shuttle operation the convective 
flux from the radiator system is fairly small compared to the radiative 
flux by the time the shuttle has approached altitudes for which the atmos-
pheric properties are considered to be "speculative"; on the other hand 
during re-entry, significant convective fluxes are known to exist at alti-
tudes above 90 km. As a result every effort should be made to revise the 
existing atmospheric property model at high altitudes as new data become 
available. 
The atmospheric model is based on several primary constants. 
The sea-level pressure, temperature, molecular weight, density and acceler-
ation of gravity and the universal gas constant were assigned the fixed 
values of 
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Properties for Altitudes Less than 301,000 feet. 
a. Geopotential Altitude - H 
The state variables for air are expressed in terms of the single 
variable, the geopotential altitude 






Z - 1.573126 x 10 -7Z2 + 2.4656553 x 10 -14 Z 3 
- - 3.8667054 x 10 -2124 	6.0621354 x 10 -28Z 5 
- 9.5013649 x 10 -3526  (14.1) 
where Z is the geometric altitude in meters, go is the acceleration of gravity 
at sea-level and g(Z) denotes the local acceleration of gravity. See Ref. 22 
for details. 
b. Temperature - T 
The general expression of the temperature as a function of geopoten-
tial altitude is 
T = Tb 
+ L(H - H
b





are the endpoints of straight-line segments representing T(H) and 
are listed, together with L(H) in the following table. 
c. Molecular Weight - M 
The molecular weight is constant at a value of 28.9644. 
d. Pressure - P 
Within a region where the temperature varies linearly, the ideal 


































(L 	0) 	 (14.3) 
P 	 g0M0 (11 - Hb ) 
Pb = exp 	 (L = 0) R*T
b 
(14.4 ) 
i.e 11 < H < 20 km 
47 < H < 52 km 
79 < H < 90 km 
The subscript "o" denotes a quantity evaluated at sea-level and the subscript 
"b" denotes a quantity evaluated at the base of one of the straight line seg-
ments of the atmospheric model. 
c. Density - p 
The density may be calculated from the ideal equation of state once 





f. Speed of Sound - c 
The speed of sound was evaluated from the expression 
1/2 
c = C I 	] (14.6) 
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For altitudes less than 301,000 feet the ratio of specific heats is 
taken to have a fixed value of 1.40. 
g. Viscosity - p 




T T S (14.7) 
= 1.458 x 10-6 	kg  
sec m(K) 1/2 
and 	
S = 110.4 K 
h. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure c and Enthalpy i 
Values for cp  and i between the temperatures of 100 R and 6400 R 
were taken from the standard Gas Tables (Ref. 23) and placed in the program 
in tabular form. A value of c and i at any temperature intermediate to a 
pair of tabular values was determined by an interpolation routine (see 
Section lII 4). 
ii 




Properties for Altitudes Greater than 301,000 Feet 
a. Pressure - P 
The pressure for altitudes between 301,000 and 528,000 feet is based 
on the polynomial approximation given in Part 1V of Ref. 20. The pressure is 










where Z is the geometric altitude and values for An appear in Table 4.1 of 
Ref. 20. 
b. Density - p 
The density is written in terms of a similar polynomial 
where values of B
n 
appear in Table 4.1 of Ref. 20. 
c. Molecular Weight - M 
The molecular weight is assumed to vary linearly with altitude Z 
(see Fig. 1.2.7 in Ref. 21). The resulting expression for M is 
M = 28.9644 - 0.030949 (Z - 90) 
whre Z is in km. 
d. Temperature - T 
The temperature is calculated from the values for pressure, density 
and molecular weight indicated above from the ideal equation of state 
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PM T = 
pR 
e. Speed of Sound - c 
For altitudes greater than 301,000 feet the equation for the speed 
of sound is the same one as used for the lower altitudes, but the ratio of 
the specific heats is no longer assumed to be equal to 1.40. The ratio of 




cp  - R /M 
The remaining properties are calculated using identical expressions 
to those outlined for altitudes less than 301,000 feet. 
III. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 
1. 	Introduction  
The analysis carried out in Chapter II lead, as far as the mathematical 
problem formulation is concerned, to three initial value problems and one 
matrix manipulation. The three initial-value problems are to establish 
(1) 	the initial conditions for the coolant fluid, defined by 
Eqs. 3.42 through 3.45, 
(ii) the dynamics of the coolant flow, defined by Eqs. 3.40 through 
42 and 44, 
(iii) the temperature field throughout the system, defined by Eqs.2.18 
through 2.22 for the fin, Eqs. 3.39 and 46 for the coolant, Eqs. 
4.6, 7 and 8 for the channel wall, Eqs. 4.7, 5.3 and 5 for the 
protection layer, or Eq. 4.11 replacing Eqs. 2.19, 4.6, 7 and 
8 and 5.3 and 5 in the case where Eq. 4.9 is satisfied. These 
equations must be supplemented by the specification of the ini-
tial, non-dimensional temperature everywhere in the system. 
Each initial-value problem is solved by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Simpson 
integration discussed in Section 111-2. 
The radiosity equation, Eq. 6.17 requires the matrix manipulation, namely 
either the solution of a system of linear algebraic equations, or a matrix 
inversion whenever the optical properties of the thermal control coating are 
considered temperature independent. Either task is accomplished by elementary 
row operations which transform, in a single process, the augmented coefficient 
matrix into a row-reduced echelon matrix. The reader is referred for this 
trnasformation to standard texts on linear algebra (Ref. 9). 
Additional mathematical operations are programmed as subprograms which 
may be generally applied and which are discussed in Sections III-3 through 111-7 in 
this order: an evaluation of polynomials in one variable, an Aitken inter-
polation, first and second differentiation, definite integration and integration 
with variable upper integration limit for functions of equally spaced arguments, 
and solution to system of linear algebraic equations. 
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2. 	The RungeKuttaSimpeOn Integration  
Two types of initial-value problems are to be solved in this program. 
The first type includes Item (i) and (ii) mentioned in the Introduction, namely 
the fluid dynamics exclusive of the transient fluid temperature field, and in-
volves ordinary, first-order differential equations, linear in the derivatives 
with respect to the axial distance that is Eqs. 3.42, 43 and 44. The equa-
tions are solved explicitly for these derivatives so as to take on the general 
form of Eq. 2.1: 
dx 	
f 
yi (0) = ai 
(2.1) 
, i = 1,2,..., N 	 (2.2) 
dyi 
Equation 2.2 constitutes the appropriate initial conditions. The other type 
of initial-values problem, mentioned as item (iii) in the Introduction, in-
volves partial differential equations which are linear and of the first order 
in the time-derivatives; moreover, all equations, Eqs. 2.18, 3.46, 4.8 and 5.3, 
are explicit in the time derivatives. Having subdivided the radiator system 
into intervals, equally spaced in each appropriate domain (fluid, wall, fin, 
etc.), and then written the different equations corresponding to each one of 
the resulting N interior nodal points, one may discretize the spatial deriva-
tives occurring on the right-hand sides of the partial differential equations. 
The result is a set of ordinary differential equations, with time as the inde-
pendent variable but of a form which is identical to Eq. 2.1. Equation 2.2 
is given by the initial temperature distribution; a uniform temperature was 
chosen for the first start of the integration (ai = a; i = 1, 2, ..., N), sub-
sequent integrations during optimization runs are expected to start from the 
previously computed steady-state temperature distributions. The boundary con-
ditions may be satisfied in three different ways. Either, the temperatures 
are computed directly from the finite-difference equation representing the 
boundary conditions at the end of every time step, or secondly, the boundary 
conditions may be included into the system of Eqs. 2.1 after differentiation 
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with respect to time, or lastly, an equation of the form of Eqs. 
be derived directly from a control volume bounded at one side by 
of interest. All three possibilities have been utilized. 
Discretization introduces obviously a truncation error; all 
derivatives are represented consistently with a truncation error 
to the square of the local spatial interval (see Sect. III 5) but 
terms may be included anytime by modifying a single program unit 






each for the 
The system of Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 is solved by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
integration, that is if the f i in Eqs. 2.1 have continuous fourth-order deriva-
tives, the time-related accuracy of the integration is of order four (Refs. 26 
and 27). Under much weaker conditions, namely uniform Lipschitz continuity, 
Ref. 26, the accuracy is still first-order and stability is secured. It may 
be noted that the Lipschitz continuity is also the prerequisite for unique-
ness of the solution to Eqs. 2.1. 
An existing single-precision, floating-point Runge-Kutta-Simpson subprogram, 
SUBROUTINE RKS, written by R. Schubert at the Aerospace Corporation was used. 
Its fixed-step integration mode was employed for the integration of the fluid 
flow variables along the channel axis, while the transient temperature field 
was integrated with variable time steps, chosen automatically so as to keep 
the "truncation error" per time step below a specified limit. The absolute 




are specified, by the user, for each variable 
yi , and after every Runge-Kutta integration step a Simpson integration is 
carried out over the same interval and with the intermediate derivatives as 
used in the former integration. From the difference D i between the two inte- 
grations is calculated the "truncation error" measure 
D. 
i = 	N E
m 
= max Ei= 	  A + R. ly.i 
i 11 (2.3) 
r-- 
and if 0.75 < E
m 
then the time step DEL is divided by 5  v10 and the step is 
1-- 
repeated, if 0.075 < E
m 
< 0.75 then DEL is multiplied by 
5  v10 for the 
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subsequent step. 
All variables yi are set equal to their initial values in the program 
which calls RKS. During the integration RKS interacts directly with two other 
subroutines, namely DERIV and CNTRL, whose names are the first elements of 
the argument list in the call statement.' The first subroutine, DERIV, serves 
to compute all N derivates dyi/dx in accordance with Eqs. 2.1. The second 
subroutine, CNTRL, controls the output during integration and the termination 
of integration. Output of current values of all variables along with impor-
tant system parameters is provided under two different integration modes: 
general transient system simulation, MSTOR = 0 in NAMELIST/RUNOPT/, produces 
output in arbitrarily chosen, fixed time steps, DTWRTE, up to the final time 
TEND, both specified in NAMELIST/RUNOPT/ and in hours; the second mode serves 
to compute the steady-state conditions And is invoked by setting MSTOR = 1 
and by specifying the number LIMWRT of time intervals DTWRTE at which output 
is desired. 
The integration under the second mode (MSTOR = 1) is terminated as soon 
as the expected truncation error due to program termination is less than five 
times the specified relative error per time step, RLIMIT, that is R i in Eq. 
2.3. The largest truncation error associated with the j-th time step is 
anticipated on the basis of Eqs. 1.1 and 2 in Section II as follows 
      
 
6 j = max 6 	= max A.T 
' 
i = 1,2,..., N 	(2.4) 
The maximum is taken from all N modal points, 	is the current integration 
step size with index j, and yi stands for the dy i/dx in Eqs. 2.1.. 
The argument list of RKS (and RKSF) is as follows: 
(i) DERIV, name of derivative subroutine 
	
declared as EXTERNAL 
(ii) CNTRL, name of control subroutine in calling program 
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(iii) Y , array name*, containing the y i 's in Eqs. 2.2 ** 
(iv) 	DY, array name*, containing the dyi /dx in Eqs. 2.1 
(v) A , array name*, containing the Ai 's in Eq. 2.3 ** 
(vi) 	R , array name*, containing the Ri 's in Eq. 2.3 ** 
(vii) T , the independent variable X in Eqs. 2.1 ** 
(viii) DEL, the integration step**, DEL 0 0 
(ix) 	N , (integer) the number of equations** 
(x) IFVD = 0: variable step size**, see Eq. 2.3 
= 1: fixed step size equal to DEL 
(xi) 	IBKP = 0: adjust step size at most once before repeat,** 
= 1: adjust in accordance to Eq. 2.3 
(xii) NTRY = 1: continue integration**, normal start 
= 2: return from RKS 	 to be changed 
= 3: repeat last step with new DEL 	 in  CNTRL 
= 4: restart 
(xiii) IERR = 0, normal integration 
= -1 indicates singularity when IFVD = 0 
= +1 indicates denominator vanishes in Eq. 2.3 at some 
time during integration. 
(xiv) through (xx) are array names* with which the user need not be 
concerned except YS that contains the y's in 2.1 at 
the previous times step: DELY, PD, SD, YS, YST, DYST, YSIMP. 
The SUBROUTINE DERIV communicates with RKS only via its argument list which 
contains, in this order, Y, DY, and T, as specified above under iii, iv, and 
vii. Here, the current values of Y and T are supplied to DERIV, and the corres-
ponding values of DY returned by DERIV to RKS. 
The SUBROUTINE CNTRL communicates with RKS also via its argument list. 
It contains Y, DY, DEL, T, NTRY, IFVD as specified above under iii, iv, viii, 
vii, xii and x, respectively. From the array Y are available for output all 
the results of integration. The time step may be modified to reach a specific 
time value; and by specifying NTRY one controls the integration process from 
* 
Declared in calling program as array with dimension size equal to the 
number of differential equations. 
** 
To be specified prior to the calling statement. 
variable to fixed step size during the integration by resetting IFVD. 
This completes the discussion of the integration of both ordinary and 
partial differential equations as they occur in the analysis developed in 
Chapter II. The discussion is deemed sufficient to enable the user to apply 




3. 	The Evaluation of Polynomials  
All polynomials 













z i+1 =it.z • -" i + 1 
i = 0,1,..., N-1 	 i 	 (3.2) 
z = zN 
The coefficients a, i = 0, 1, ...,N must be placed, in the calling program, 
into an array of dimension (N + 1), N is an arbitrary positive integer. 
The procedure is coded as a function subprogram called POLY(N,A,X), where 
X is the argument x in Eq. 3.1, A is the array containing M = N + 1 elements 
starting with A(1) = 
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4. 	Aitken Interpolation  
Experimental data and supporting computer results which are not repre-
sented by analytic expressions are interpolated by Aitkens interpolation 
technique (Ref. 27). An (n + 1)-point Largangian interpolation is reduced 
to a sequence of 1/2 n (n + 1) linear interpolations. The interval spacing 
is arbitrary; and any number M > n of ordered pairs (x i ,yi) can be supplied 
in the calling program. The n points of interpolation are spaced equally 
about the point x of interpolation. It should be noted, however that unless 
n = N or n = 2 the result y(x) is not continuous in general. Care must also 
be taken that all nodes xx
2' ... are distinct. 
The procedure is coded as a function subprogram called YINT(X,Y,M,N,P), 
where X and Y are the names of arrays that have the same dimension M and 
contain the ordered pairs(xi ,yi), i = 1,2,..., M such that xl < x2 < 	xm. 
The number n of points used for the interpolation is specified as N, and the 
value of x at which to interpolate is supplied as P. Note that 2 < N < M 
must be satisfied. 
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5. 	Numerical Differentiation  
The first and second derivative of tabulated functions of equally spaced 
arguments is carried out in SUBROUTINE DDX(Y,DY,DX,N) and in SUBROUTINE 
D2DX2(Y,D2Y,DX,N), respectively. Each subroutine requires that two arrays 
be declared in a DIMENSION statement in the calling program, to have at least 
N elements; one array for the set of ordinates Y y i supplied by the calling 





. The argument interval Ax and the number of ordinances. Yi 
are to be specified as DX and N, respectively. However, in order that terms 
of order Ax be retained including at the endpoints of the domain, N must be 





, respectively, for DDX and D2DX2. 
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6. 	Numerical Integration  
The definite integral 
3Chl 
F= fy(xi)dx , 1 < i < N; 	N > 2 
Xi 
and the indefinite integral 
    
      
      
      
) dx + G(xi) 
1 <i<N ; 1<j<N; N> 3 
of a tabulated function yi of an equally spaced argument, x i , 
xi + Ax, xi + 2 Ax,....,x1 + (N - 1)Ax is carried out by a modified Simpson 
integration in the FUNCTION DEFINT(Y,DX,N) Subprogram and in the SUBROUTINE 
FINT(Y,YO,DX,N,F), respectively. 
For DEFINT the ordinates yi are to be placed in the array Y whose dimen-
sion of no less than N elements must be declared in the calling program. The 
argument interval and the number of ordinates are specified as DX and N, 
respectively. 
For PINT there are two array declarations necessary in the calling pro-
gram, both for at least N elements; one for the integrand Y 4- y i and the 
other for the integral F Gi . The integration constant G(xi), the argument 
interval and the number of ordinates are to be supplied as Y0, DX and N, 
respectively. 
The truncation error of composite Simpson integration is 
x1180 
xN (Ax) 4  y
(iv) (F) with xi < (0 X. 
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7. Solution to Systems of Linear Algebraic Equations  
Systems of linear algebraic equations are solved by the Gauss- 
Jordan elimination process. The same technique is used to invert matrices. 
Consider the system of n linear algebraic equations 
A..X. =y. 
j=1 13 j 	1 
The solution is obtained by performing that sequence of elementary 
row operations on the augmented coefficient matrix 
:il 
A









which leads to the row-reduced echelon matrix 
( 
1 0 












0 1 xn 
Elementary row operations are defined by 
(i)multiplication of a row by the scalar c 0 
(ii) replacement of the r-th row by the r-th row plus c times 
the s-th row; c 0 0, r 	s; r,s <n 
(iii)interchange of any two rows. 
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The augmented coefficient matrix consists of the coefficient matrix Ail in the 
first n columns and the known column vector yi in its last, (n+l)-st column. 
The row-reduced echelon matrix has the properties that 
(i) the first non-zero element in each non-zero row is 1, 
(ii)every zero-row occurs below every non-zero row, 
(iii)if the first r rows, i = 1,2, ..., r have their non-zero 
entry in column k i then the k i 's satisfy k1  < k2 < 	< kr . 
In our specific case, the row-reduced echelon matrix has the identity matrix 
in place of the coefficient matrix. 
When a matrix is inverted then the augmented coefficient matrix 
consists of the n x n coefficient matrix in its first n columns and the n x n 
identity matrix in the second n columns, j = n+1, n+2, 	2n. The process 
indicated above leads n x n identity matrix in the first n columns and 
the inverted coefficient matrix in the second n columns, from j =a+1 through 
j = 2n. 
The particular elementary row operations required are 
(i) division of the i-th row by Aii , 
(ii)subsequent multiplication of the resulting 
element A. of the k-th row, 
Ki 
(iii)and subsequent replacement of the k-th row 
between the k-th row and the i-th row. 
i-th row by the 
by the difference 
This process has to be repeated, essentially, for each row i = 1, ..., n. 
IV RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis described in this report has been successful in 
simulating the transient heat transfer characteristics of a radiator 
system under operational conditions expected in flight. The analysis 
serves as a basis for a rigorous computer program that has been system-
atically sub-divided into modular subprograms. The modular concept 
facilitates repeated simulation runs with different structural materials, 
meteoroid protection material, coolant fluids, and thermal control 
coatings. 
The program predicts the net system heat rejection, the fin, tube 
and fluid temperature profiles, fluid pressure field as well as the 
meteoroid protection layer thickness and mass of the entire system. 
Optimization of the system performance may be achieved through enumeration 
of the parameter sets. 
The program has been thoroughly checked and run for a large number 
of different simulation cases. A sample representation of these cases 
may be found in reference [29]. These sample runs have aided in the 
design of the radiator system during ascent, reentry, transient orbital 
and steady state orbital conditions. As a result of these computer 
runs it is recommended that an unprotected radiator not be used during 
reentry phases of the shuttle operation, because during reentry the 
aerodynamic heating has been found to exceed the ability of the radiator 
to reject heat. Also experience gained from the sample runs has shown 
that the rigorous analysis should not be used for parameter studies 
of the heat rejection system until a satisfactory optimum domain has 
been identified by the use of the Simplified Analysis [30]. 




STRUCTURAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
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The thermodynamic and mechanical properties of all materials which 
make up the radiator system are summarized in Appendices A through C. 
Appendix A contains properties for the three structural materials: 
copper, aluminum and beryllium. Copper and aluminum are intended to be used 
primarily as fin and tube material, while beryllium was selected for a 
meteoroid protection material. Four properties are evaluated for each 
material: specific heat at constant pressure, thermal conductivity, modulus 
of elasticity, while (1/k) (dk/dT) is computed by differentiating the thermal 
conductivity relationship with respect to temperature. 
Appendix B contains properties for four coolant fluids: helium, 
Dow Corning 200 Silicon oil, the liquid metal NaK, and two 3-M Company 
fluorochemical liquids FC-43 and FC-75. Six properties are evaluated for 
each coolant fluid: isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, isothermal 
compressibility, specific heat at constant pressure, enthalpy, thermal 
conductivity and dynamic viscosity. In addition, two equations of state are 
included for each fluid, one explicitly in density and one explicit in 
pressure, while the property (1/k) (dk/dT) is computed by differentiating 
the thermal conductivity relationship with respect to temperature. 
• 
Appendix C contains the total hemispherical emittance and two 
auxiliary radiative properties used in the program for the surface coating 
Z-93. 
All property relationships listed in these Appendices are presented 
in analytical form obtained by fitting a power polynomial through the data 
points. The data points listed in the tables are taken from the reference 
entered before each table. Numerical techniques used for the curve fitting 
process are explained in Section III. 
The polynomial expression for each property has been compared with 
the referenced data and within the listed temperature range has been found 
to deviate by no more than the percentage error indicated. 
I. COPPER 
1. Specific Heat  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 








Temperature Range: 400 to 2000 R 
Equation: 




) x 32.174 Btu/(slug R) (A.1) 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed value 
and the input data within the accuracy of the computer. 
2. Thermal Conductivity 
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 
Center, Purdue University, Vol. 1, 1967, pp. 458-9. 
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T 	 k 
	
600 	R 228.369 
800 225.708 
1000 	 222.805 
1200 219.418 
1400 	 215.306 
Btu/ (hr ft R) 
Data Points: 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 500 to 1800 R 
Equation: 
k = (228.369 - 2.62067 e — 0.04033 e 3) Btu/(hr ft R) 
where 





Maximum Error: 0.87% 
3. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity  
Eq. A.2 was differentiated with respect to temperature to yield 
1 dk_ 	(-2.62067 - 0.121 8
2
)  R-1 
k dT  200 (228.369 - 2.62067 8 - 0.04033 0
3) 
4. Modulus Elasticity:  
Reference: "Material Manual," TRW Equipment Laboratories, February 




t 	 Y 
0 F 	 16.55 x 10
6 
lbf/in2 
400 	 14.35 
800 	 9.65 
1200 	 3.82 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 500 to 1600 R 
Equation: 
 












e T - 459.67 R  — 
200 R 
(A.6)  
Maximum Error: 0.447. 
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II. ALUMINUM 7075 
1. Specific Heat  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties 





400 	R 0.182 Btu/(lbm R) 
600 	 0.209 
800 	 0.226 
1000 	 0.244 
1200 	 0.270 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 300 to 1200 R 
Equation: 
c = (0.182 + 0.03616 0 - 0.011417 8 2 + 0.00233 0 3 - 0.000083 e 4 ) 
(A.7) 
X 32.174 Btu/(slug R) 
where 
-
T - 400 R  
200 R (A. 8) 
Maximum Error: 0.347. 
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2. Thermal Conductivity  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 
Center, Purdue University, Vol. 2-11, pp. 812-13. 
Data Points: 
T 	 k 
	
400 	R 88.50 Btu/(hr ft R) 
600 	 100.395 
800 	 105.96 
1000 	 104.024 
1200 	 99.18 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 300 to 1200 R 
Equation: 
k = (88.5 + 13.0665 0 + 0.33275 0 2 - 1.758 0 3 + 0.25375 0 4 ) 
Btu/(hr ft R) 	 (A.9) 
where 
0 - T - 400 R 
200 R 
(A.10) 
Maximum Error: 0.96% 
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3. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity 
Equation A.9 was differentiated with respect to temperature to 
yield 
1 dk 
k dT (A.11) 




) R 1 200 
(88.5 + 13.0665 8 + 0.33275 e
2 
- 1.758 8 3 + 0.25375 e 4 ) 
4. Modulus of Elasticity  
Reference: "Material Manual," TRW Equipment Laboratories, February 




















Temperature Range: 500 to 1200 R 
Equation: 
Y = (10.71 - 0.63 8 - 0.115 8 2 - 0.06 0 3 ) 
(A.12) 









Maximum Error: 0.38% 
III. BERYLLIUM (1/2 - 3% Be 0) 
1. Specific Heat  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 
Center, Purdue University, Vol. 6-11, 1967, pp. 753-4. 
Data. Points: 
T 
800 R 	 0.536 Btu/(lbm R) 
1000 	 0.585 
1200 	 0.622 
1400 	 0.652 
1600 	 0.680 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 400 to 1700 R 
Equation: 
c = (0.536 + 0.05667 0 — 0.0085 8 2 + 0.00083 e 3 ) 
(A.14) 
X 32.174 Btu/(slug R) 
where 
0 _ T - 800 R 
- 200 R (A.15) 
Maximum Error: 0.88% 
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2. Thermal Conductivity  
Reference: Touloukian, Y. S., "Thermophysical Properties of High 
Temperature Solid Materials," Thermophysical Properties Research 
Center, Purdue University, Vol. 6-11, 1967, pp. 757-9. 
Data Points: 
T 	 k 
400 R 	 108.863 Btu/(hr ft R) 
600 	 98.944 
800 	 89.751 
1000 	 80.80 
1200 	 72.091 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 400 to 1700 R 
Equation: 




+ 0.020167 0 4 ) Btu/(hr ft R) 
where 




Maximum Error: 0.90% 
3. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity  







(108.863 - 10.5643 0 + 0.826830 e 2 - 0.20167 6 3 + 0.020167 0 4 ) 




4. Modulus of Elasticity  
Reference: "Material Manual," TRW Equipment Laboratories, February 
1966, Report ER-6756, Contract No. NAS 9-4884, Fig. 51. 
Data Points: 
	
t 	 Y 












Temperature Range: 500 to 1700 R 
Equation: 
where 
Y = (44.36 - 3.755 0 + 0.335 e 2 - 0.53 0 3 ) 








Maximum Error: 0.28% 
APPEND IX B 
COOLANT FLUID  PROPERT IES 
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I. HELIUM 
1. Equation of State Explicit in Pressure  
Reference: Akin, S. W., Trans. ASME, Vol. 72, p. 751, 1950. 
This reference was used for all Helium properties and for brevity it 
is not repeated as the reference for the properties listed below. 
Equation: The National Bureau of Standards has published a Bendict-
Webb-Rubin equation for helium; this equation was found to be 
valid only up to the specified pressure limit of 3000 lbf/in
2
. 







 ) - A] 
p  
(B.1) 




(1 - a p) 
The values of the constants in Eq. B.1, in MKSA units, are: 
R = 2.07702 x 10
3 	Nm/kgk 
Al = 1 . 369595 x 10
2 Nm4 /kg
2 










a 	= 1.496103 x 10
-2 	
m3/kg 
Temperature Range: 160 to 860 R 
Pressure Range: 2116 to 360000 lbf/ft
2 
Maximum Error: 0.095% 
2. Equation of State Explicit in Density  
Since the equation of state is needed explicit in density, Eq. B.1 




p - p(P i ) 
P 1+1 = P i 	(aP/DP) T 
(B.2)  
Using Eq. B.1, one obtains 
CRB
1 (12  = RT + 2(RB
1 









2 (B.3)  
3. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient  
The isobaric thermal expansion coefficient is defined by the 
equation 
a _ 	(1)_ 
p 3T) (B.4)  
Since the equation of state (Eq. B.1) is explicit in the pressure, 






   
 
2CB 








1 p[RT + 2p(RB T - Al  - 





4. Isothermal Compressibility  
  





Making use of Eq. B.3, the isothermal compressibility can be written as 
CRB 
21)] 
T 2 	 T 
K = 1/p[RT + 2p(RB
1 






 a 2 
(B.8) 
5. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure: 
Equation: Experimental and quantum statistical data for helium show 
that at zero-pressure, the specific heat at constant volume is 
independent of temperature 
co = 1 R 
v 2 
(B.9)  
Using Maxwell's equations, the following expression is obtained 
2 
C = cc) - J r'
A 
 (1-11 )  d P ' 






From the equation of state, (Eq. B.1) the integration is carried 




2 	2 2 
+ 6a (1 + -B
1  )j 
	
(B.11) 
The relation between specific heat at constant pressure and that 
at constant volume is given by: 
c




Temperature Range: 180 to 900 R 
Pressure Range: 2116 to 216000 lbf/ft 
Maximum Error: 0.58% for cp 
6. Enthalpy 
The variation of internal energy with both temperature and density 
is 
	
du = cvdT 	[p - T 	] dp 
DT2 
P p 
Substitution of cv from Eq. B.11 and equation of state data from Eq. 
B.1 followed by integration along an isochore and an isotherm, one 
obtains 
3 	 B1 1 	1 	3 R C u = u
o 






1 	1  









= 3.992 x 104 j/kg 
To = 10.938889 K 
The enthalpy may then be determined from the equation 
h = u + -P- 
7. Thermal Conductivity  
Data Points: 
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p 0 = 4.669193 kg/m
3 
with T in K and u in j/kg. 
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T 	 k 
160 R 	 0.0404 Btu/(hr ft R) 
360 	 0.0676 
560 	 0.090 
760 	 0.1094 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 160 to 860 R 
Equation: 




) Btu/(hr ft R) (B.13) 
where 
e = T - 160 R 
200 R 
Maximum Error: 0.54% 
8. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity  
Eq. B. 13 was differentiated with respect to temperature to yield 
1 dk 	1 	(0.0302 - 0.0066 e + 0.0009 82 ) 	1 
k dT 200 
(0.0404 + 0.0302 0 - 0.0033 0
2 
+ 0.0003 e 3 ) R 
(B.14) 
9. Dynamic Viscosity  
Equation: Viscosity correlations are usually based on the concept of 
residual viscosity: 
( P) = u(p,T) —(T) (B.15) 
where 
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*1 is the residual viscosity (function of density alone). 
p 	is the dynamic viscosity at atmospheric pressure. 
For helium, the dynamic viscosity is given by: 
p = p = (2.58394 x 10-5 T/°R) 0.647 slug/(ft hr) 
	
(B.16) 
Temperature Range: 160 to 660 R 
Maximum Error: 0.29%. 
K
o 
= (12.35 + 2.9833 e + 1.1 2 - 0.48333 0










II. SILICON OIL 
The following properties are for Dow Corning 200 Silicon Oil (1 Centistoke 
at 77 F). 
1. Isothermal Compressibility  
Reference: Gunst, S. B., "Density-Pressure Relationships for Two 
Low-Viscosity Dimethyl Siloxanes," Trans. ASME 72, May 1950, 
pp. 401-7. 
Data Points: Variation of K with temperature at 0 psig and 500 
psig are given below: 
KO 
500 









150 16.05 	 14.94 
200 	20.45 18.82 
250 	26.25 	 23.86 
300 36.55 31.88 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 560 to 760 R 
Pressure Range: 2116 to 74116 1bf/ft
2 
Equation: The variation of K0 with temperature at 0 psig is 
given by 
wig 




K =a+bp 	 (B.18) 






500 - Ko 
ap T 	500 psi 
and p is the pressure in psig and K is in in2/lbf 
3K 
Fitting a power polynomial through (Tp- ) T with the same values 
for temperature as indicated in the table results in the equation 




where 8 is given in Eq. B.17a. 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed 
and the input data within the accuracy of the computation. 
2. Equation of State Explicit in Density  
Reference: Gunst, S. B., "Density-Pressure Relationships for 
Two Low-Viscosity Dimethyl Siloxanes, "Trans. ASME, May 1950, 
pp. 401-7. 
Data Points: Values for the variation of density with temperature 
at 0 psig are given below: 




   
    




200 	 0.7479 
250 	 0.7188 
300 	 0.6900 
   
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 540 to 760 R 




o = (0.7767 - 0.0288 0) x 1.94 	slug/ft 3 
where 
e — T - 609.67 R 
50 R 
The variation of density with pressure is given by 




Integration along the isotherm T o = 609.67 R and from 
p' = 0 psig to p' = p, using Eq. B.18 results in 
2 
z(p,T0 ) = a(To )p + b(To ) 
Integration along the isobar p, from T' = T o , to T' = T, 
using Eq. B.25, yields 
2 




o 	 To 
which after simplification reduces to 
p = p e
ap+12b p 2 
0 
where values for a and b are given in Eq. B.18a. 
Maximum Error: 0.128% 
3. Equation of State Explicit in Pressure  
(B.22) 
 
Since the equation of state is needed explicit in pressure, 





    
_/2 
-a +va + 2bln 	] 
P o 
(B.23) 
4. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient  










where po is given by Eq. B.20. 
or 
0.0288 	1 S = o 	50(0.7767 - 0.0288 0 R (B.24) 
where 0 is given by Eq. B.20a. 
Making use of Eq. B.21, together with the principle of an exact 
differential, one may write 
38 GT) T = 
From Eq. B.18, the variation of 0 with both pressure and 
temperature is given by 
b'
2 2 a = ao - a' p —2— p (B.25) 
where the prime superscript indicates differentiation with respect 
to temperature. The expressions for a and b as a function of 




80 F 	 0.448 
160 0,454 
240 	 0.463 
320 0.476 
400 	 0.491 
Btu/(lbm F) 
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5. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure  
Reference: Dow Corning, Bulletin 05-145, February 1966. 
Data Points: The available data for the variation of zero pressure 
specific heat at constant pressure for 2 centistokes are: 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 540 to 860 R 
Pressure Range: 2116 to 74116 	lbf/ft
2 
Equation: The above data for 2 centistokes silicon oil were 
multiplied by the ratio of c 0 for 1 centistoke to 2 centistokes 
at 77 ° F, to give the following expression for the zerorpressure 
specific heat at constant pressure for 1 centistoke silicon oil 
c
o = (0.46 + 0.00471 e + 0.00141
2 
+ 0.000043 e 3 ) 
x 32.174 Btu/(slug R) 
where 
T - 539.67 R 
	
e - 	80 R 













Since the exponent in Eq. B.22 is small, the equation for the density, 
when expanded in a power series, may be truncated after the second 
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term in the expansion. Applying Eq. B.27 to the two-term 
expression for density as a function of pressure and 
temperature by integrating along an isotherm T from p' = 0 psig 
to p' = p, results in the expression for 
where 
TI 
c = c - 
P 	p 	p o 
(B.28) 









= —[(2 — a' - a") - az
1
] po 









1P 2 	b" 	o 	1 2 	Pc; z
4 4 







5 b2 	 2 
' 2 " 	o z = -- 
10 I 
2a a'b' + (a2 - b) (a'2 b  - + 
p 
+ ab(2 T-  a ' - a ") + —1 b 2
1 
 ] 
o 2  
where the prime superscript indicates differentiation with respect 
to temperature. The symbol a represents the zero pressure isothermal 
compressibility defined in equation B.17 and b is defined by equation 
B.19. 
Maximum Error: For zero pressure specific heat at constant 
pressure the maximum error was 0.065%. For higher pressures no 
experimental data were available for comparison. However, the 
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expression for enthalpy was numerically differentiated with 
respect to temperature at constant pressure and compared with 
the computed values of specific heat at constant pressure. 
The comparison showed no difference within the accuracy of 
the computation. 
6. Enthalpy  
The variation of enthalpy with both pressure and temperature is 
given by: 
dh = c0 dT + 1 — [1 - Te.] dp 
This expression was integrated along the isobar p = 0 psig from 
T' = 539.65 R to T' = T, and then along an isotherm T from p' = 0 psig 
to p =p, to give 




1  (a b' + a' b) Tp4 
0 
bb T --
P.337.37 L - 20 8 
1 	 P o )p3 	
1 
 (a' T - a (1 
0 
+ — (T(b' - a a') - b(1 + T --))p + —
6 P 	2 
P 	 P 
+ T 
P
--) ) p 2 + (1 + T 
P 
 ) p] x 32.174 3 Btu/slug 
0 	 o 
where 
	
	0 is given by Eq. B.26a 
T is temperature in R 
a is given by Eq. B.17 in in 2 /lbf 
p o 
is given by Eq. B.20 in slug7ft 2 
b is given by Eq. B.19 in in4/1bf2 
p is pressure in lbf/in 2 
and primes denote differentiation with temperature. 
(B.29) 
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7. Dynamic Viscosity  
Reference: Dow Corning, Bulletin 05-153, July 1966. 
Data Points: 
t 
0 F 	 1.98 
	
centistokes 
100 	 0.874 
200 	 0.56 
300 	 0.41 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature range: 460 to 760 R 
Equation: 





where 0 = T - 459,67 R 
100.0 R 
where v is in centistokes and the dynamic viscosity is 
given by 
1-ismvP 	 (B. 31) 
Maximum Error: 0.77% 
8. Thermal Conductivity  
Reference: Dow Corning, Bulletin 05-145, February 1966. 
Data Points: The available data for the variation of thermal con-




t 	 k 
  
 
- 100 F 	0.0674 
	




Temperature Range: 360 to 860 R 
Equation: The procedure that was used for specific heat at constant 
pressure was followed to get an expression for the 
variation of thermal conductivity with temperature for 
1 centistoke silicon oil. The resulting expression for 
the thermal conductivity is given by 




 Btu/ (hr ft R) 
	
(B.32) 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed 
and the input data within the.accuracy of the computation. 
9. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity  









III NAK - (78.67. K) 
The following physical properties of NaK(78.6 wt% K) were extracted 
from the latest version of the "Liquid Metals Handbook, Sodium and NaK 
Supplement" (to be published). Some typical properties of NaK are: 
Melting Point: 	92 F 
Boiling Point: 1445 F 
Surface Tension: 0.00739 lbf/ft at Melting point 
Since all property values were taken from this single reference, 
the reference is omitted in each section below. 
1. Equation of State Explicit in Density  
Data Points: Values for the variation of density with temperature at 










Temperature Range: 660 to 1860 R 
Equation: 
P o = (58.773064 - 0.008433 T/R)/32.174 slug/ft
3 	(B.34) 
Since the isothermal compressibility for NaK is assumed to be 
independent of pressure, Eq. B22 reduces to 




where p is the gage pressure. Since the exponent is small, the 
power series expansion for Eq. B.35 may be truncated after the 
second term and the variation of density with both pressure and 
temperature is given by 
P = P
o 
(1 + Kp) 
An expression for K is given later in this section. 
(B.36) 
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Maximum Error: At zero pressure, there was no difference between the 
computed and the input data, within the accuracy of the computation. 
For higher pressures there were no experimental data available for 
comparison. 
2. Equation of State Explicit in Pressure 
Since the equation of state is needed explicit in pressure, Eq. B.36 
was rearranged to yield 
p = 	- 1) 
0 
(B.37) 
3. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient 
The isobaric thermal expansion coefficient is defined in Eq. B.4. 
From Eq. B.34, the zero pressure isobaric thermal expansion coefficient 
is given by: 
So _ 	
0.008433 	1 
(58.773064 - 0.008433TR -1 ) R 
(B.38) 
Due to the lack of experimental data, the isobaric thermal 
expansion coefficient was assumed to be independent of pressure. 
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4. Isothermal Compressibility 
In view of the experimental difficulties associated with the 
measurement of isothermal compressibility at elevated temperatures, 
such data are not generally available for liquid metals. However, the 
well-known relationship between velocity of sound c, density P, and 






pc2 	 (B.39) 
which makes an alternative approach to the problem possible, if 
velocities of sound can be measured. Under these circumstances the 







The relation between c p  and c
v 
is given by 
Ts2 
cp  - C
v 
 = (B.41) 
From Eqs. B.40 and B.41, one gets 
K = KS 
	PC 
or 










Due to the lack of experimental data Eq. B.42 was evaluated at the 
absolute pressure po of one atmosphere and the temperature of 
T
o 
= 1260 R. 
at T
o 





co = 7544 ft/sec 
R
o = 1.75149 x 10
-4 1/R 
C 	= 0.2091 Btu/(lbm R) p,o 
5. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure 
Data Points: For zero-pressure specific heat at constant pressure 
are given by: 
t 
p 






Temperature Range: 660 to 1860 R 
Equation: 
c
o = (0.2255 - 0.016292 0 + 0.00539 0
2 - 0.000758 3 + 
(B.44) 
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- T 	° 	(1) 
P - 
Po 
Integrating along the isotherm T from p = 0 psig to p' = p, 
using Eqs. B.36 and B.38 results in 
Maximum Error: At zero pressure, the maximum error was 0.075%. 
6. Enthalpy 
The variation of enthalpy with both pressure and temperature is 
given by 
r dh = c dT +— 1 Ll - T0] dp 
The enthalpy was arbitrarily chosen to be zero near the melting point, 
or T = 469.67° R. The above expression was integrated along an isobar 
p = 0 psig from T' = 469.67 ° R to T' = T, and then along an isotherm 
T from p' = 0 psig to p' = p, to give 
e2 	 03 
h = [300 (0.2255 0 - 0.016292 7 + 0.00539 7 - 
e4 	 85 	1 - Tf3 0.000758 — 
4 p K 5 
+ 0.000054 —)+ 	In (1 + KA) x 
0 
1  1 32.174 Btu/slug 
778.26 ] 
(B.46) 
where P and P are in lbm/ft
3
, K is in ft
2
/lbf To in R, e is given in 
i Eq. B.44a, 6 s in R-1 and p is gage pressure in lbf/ft 2 . 
7. Thermal Conductivity 
Data Points: 
	
t 	 k 
200 	F 13.36 Btu/(hr ft F) 
500 	 14.57 
800 15.18 
1100 	 15.03 
1400 14.13 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 660 to 1860 R 
Equation: 





0.007083 64 ) Btu/(hr ft R) 
(B.47) 
where 
e — T - 659.67 R  
300 R 
Maximum Error: 0.2% 
8. Temperature Variation of Thermal Conductivity: 
Eq. B.47 was differentiated with respect to temperature to yield 






k dT 	300 (13.36 + 1.4141676 - 0.1420836
2 




9. Dynamic Viscosity 
Data Points: 
	






Temperature Range: 660 to 1860 R 
Equation: 





0.009667 e4 )/32.174 	slug/(ft hr) 	 (B.49) 
where 
e = T - 659.67R 
300R 
Maximum Error: 1.27. 
t 
-50 F 	 120.7 
70 	 110.5 
190 	 100.3 
lbm/f t 3 
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IV. FC-75 INERT FLUOROCHEMICAL LIQUID 
The thermodynamic and transport properties of FC-75 fluid are ex-
tracted from "3M Brand Inert Fluorochemical Liquids, 3M Company, Chemical 
Division, 1965." 
Due to the lack of experimental data, all properties were evaluated 
at atmospheric pressure and were assumed to be pressure independent. 
At one atmosphere some typical properties are: 
Nominal Boiling Point: 
	
216 F 
Pour Point: 	 -135 F 
Surface Tension, at 77F: 
	
15 dynes/cm 
1. Equation of State  
Data Points: 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: -80 to 216 F 
Equation: 
P = (155.522 - 0.085 T R -1 )x32.174 slug/ft 3 	 (B.50) 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed and 
input data, within the accuracy of computation. 
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2. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient  
Using the definition of the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, 
Eq. B.4, and Eq. B.50, one obtains 
s= 	  1 (B.51) 
155.522 - 0.085 T R
-1 	R 
3. Isothermal Compressibility  
Since the equation of state (Eq. B.50) was assumed to be pressure 
independent, the isothermal compressibility defined by Eq. B.7 was 
assigned the value of zero 
K 0 
4. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure  
Data Points: The variation of the zero pressure specific heat at con-





80° F 	 0.2464 
	
Btu/(lbm F) 
140 	 0.2610 
200 	 0.2756 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: 70 to 210 F 
Equation: 






The variation of c with pressure is given by Eq. B.27. 
With p independent of pressure, Eq. B.27 was integrated along 
an isotherm T from p' = 0 psig to p' = p resulting in: 






A check on the magnitude of the terms in Eq. B.53, using 
typical running conditions, showed that the term 26
2
TPA) was 
only 0.00064% of c . Therefore, c was taken to be a function 
of temperature alone, namely 
c = c 
0 	
(B.54) 
Maximum Error: 0.025% 
5. Enthalpy 




dT + 1 — (1 - TS) dp 
	
(B.55) 
This expression was integrated along the isobar p = 0 psig from 
T' = T = 324.67 R to T' = T, and then along an isotherm T from p' = 
0 psig to p' = p to give 
h = [0.115082 (T - To) 
	
1 






- To )] x 32.174 + 778 p
26 p (1 - T 	Btu/slug 
.  
where P is in slug/ft
3
, p is gage pressure in 1bf/ft
2





A check of the magnitude of the terms in Eq. B.56, using typical 
running conditions, showed that the last term which accounts for the 
pressure variation is only 0.00087% of h. Hence the enthalpy was taken 
to be a function of temperature alone, or 








- To )] x 32.174 Btu/slug 
Maximum Error: No data for enthalpy at atmospheric pressure were 
available for comparison. However, when the value of c 
(Eq. B.52) was compared with the result of differentiation of 
h with respect to temperature, there was no difference within 
the accuracy of the computation. 
6. Thermal Conductivity  
Data Points: 
t 	 k 
-50 F 	 0.08745 
	
Btu/(hr ft F) 
50 	 0.0809 
150 	 0.0744 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: -100 to 216 F 
Equation: 
k = 0.114181 - 6.53 x 10-3 
	1 
T R Btu/(hr ft F) 
	
(B.58) 
Maximum Error: 0.044% 
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7. Dynamic Viscosity  
Data Points: The variation of kinematic viscosity with temperature 
is given by: 
t 
	
-50 	F 5.15 
	
centistokes 
10 	 1.74 
70 	 0.84 
130 	 0.50 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: -80 to 190 F 
Equation: 







0 T - 409.67 R 
60 R 
The dynamic viscosity is given by 
p = vp 
	
(B.60) 
Maximum Error: 0.82% 
V. FC-43 INERT FLUROCHEMICAL LIQUID 
The thermodynamic and transport properties of the FC-43 are ex-
tracted from "3M Brand Inert Fluorochemical Liquids, 3M Company, Chemical 
Division, 1965." 
Due to the lack of experimental data, all properties were evalua-
ted at atmospheric pressure and were assumed to be pressure independent. 
At one atmosphere some typical properties are: 
Nominal Boiling Point: 
	
345 F 
Pour Point: 	 - 58 F 




1. Equation of State  
Data Points: 
p 




130 	 112.15 
280 	 100.75 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: -50 to 340 F 
Equation: 
P = (157.0883 - 0.076167 T R
1
) x 32.174 slug/ft 3 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed 
and input data, within the accuracy of computation. 
(B.61) 
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2. Isobaric Thermal Expansion Coefficient  
Using the definition of the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, 
Eq. B.4, and Eq. B.61, one obtains 
a 0.076167 	1 
157.0883 - 0.076167 T R
-1 R (B.62) 
3. Isothermal Compressibility  
Since the equation of state (Eq. B.61) was assumed to be pressure 
independent, the isothermal compressibility defined by Eq. B.7 was 
assigned the value of zero. 
/C E 
4. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure  
Data Points: The variation of zero pressure specific heat at 




40 F 	 0.25 	Btu/(lbm F) 
77 	 0.27 
Polynomial Fit: 








) x 32.174 
Btu/(slug R) 	 (B.63) 
A similar procedure to that used in the case of FC-75 (See 
Section B IV 4) has shown that to a close approximation c 
is pressure independent, or 
0 
cp  = cp  (B.64) 
Maximum Error: There was no difference between the computed and 
input data within the accuracy of computation. 
5. Enthalpy  
The variation of enthalpy with both pressure and temperature is 
given by Eq. B.55. Integration of this equation in a procedure similar 
to that followed for the coolant fluid FC-75 yields 
h = [-0.020092 (T - To ) + 
1 
 x 5.4054 x 10 -4 (T2 - To
2 
 )] x 
32.174 + 
 
- TI3 ) Btu/slug 	 (B.65) 
778.26p 
where T
o = 401.67 R, p is in slug/ft
3 
 , T is in R, 	
-1 
is in R , and 
p is gage pressure in lbf/ft 2 . 
A check of the magnitude of the terms in Eq. B.64, using 
typical running conditions, showed that the last term which accounts 
for the pressure variation is only 0.000847. of h. Therefore the enthalpy 
was taken to be a function of temperature alone or 
h = [-0.020092 (T - To ) + - 
1 




32.174 Btu/slug 	 (B.66) 
-20 F 	 15.80 	centistokes 
70 	 2.84 
160 0.855 
250 	 0.35 
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Maximum Error: No data for enthalpy at atmospheric pressure were 
available for comparison. However, when the value of c p 
(Eq. B.63) was compared with the result of differentiation of 
h with respect to temperature, there was no difference within 
the accuracy of the computations. 
6. Thermal Conductivity  
  
Data Points: 
   
 
t 	 k 
  
    
 
-50 F 	 0.0512 Btu/(hr ft F) 
50 0.0487 
150 	 0.0462 
  
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: -58 to 250 F 
Equation: 
k = 0.061442 - 2.5 x 10
-5 
T R-1 Btu/(hr ft F) 
Maximum Error: 0.117 
 
(B.67) 
7. Dynamic Viscosity 
Data Points: The variation of kinematic viscosity with tempera-
ture is given by: 
Polynomial Fit: 
Temperature Range: -80 to 320 F 
Equation: 
v = e (2.76 - 2.043483 0 + 0.362 82 





T - 439.67 R 
90 R 
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(C.4) 
(C.5)  













Three optical properties are required in the radiative analysis 
discussed in Chapter 6, namely the total hemispherical emittance 
In view of the temperature independence of the spectral emittance 
for dielectrics, the two functions XX and XXX are functions of a single 
temperature, the temperature of the surface element represented by the last 




I. SURFACE COATING Z-93 
The functions C.1, C.4 and C.5 of the previous section are evaluated 
for the zinc oxide/potassium silicate coating Z-93 on the basis of spectral 
reflectance data measured by IITRI and published in the NASA Contractor 
Report No. 1420, titled Emissivity Coatings for Low-Temperature Space 
Radiators, by G. R. Cunnington, J. R. Grammer, and F. J. Smith, Lockheed 
Aircraft Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., Sept. 1969, pp. 66 through 81. 
The evaluated functions defined through Eqs. C.1, 4 and 5 are 
collocated by power polynomials of this form 
N 






For the total hemispherical emittance, a fourth degree power polynomial was 
found to be satisfactory with 
a
3 




 = -0.1400633 x 10 
a
2 
= 0.387900 x 10 
a = 0.8990103 
a4 = 0.1015627 x 10-12 
0 	 -3 
-6 
For the auxiliary functions XX and XXX the coefficients are 
XX 	 XXX 
a0 = 	





















a4 = 	0.8854202 x 10-13 
APPENDIX D 
I. The Fin-To-Tube Shape Factor 
A closed-form integration for the view factor of the fin with respec 
to the tube was carried out by Mr. Yao. This view factor occurs in Eqs. 6.15 
and 6.16. Only the final results are given here. 
The reader should recognize that some of the symbols defined below 







) designate the position of the center of an area 
element A
f 
on the fin and z
m 







respectively, the outer tube radius, the fin tip and the fin root thickness, 
and let the fin height be given as H. 
Then, with 
P = xf + yf 
2 	2 	
(D . 1 









sr  - s t  
(D.3 
(D.6 




























p sin(0 *-6) 	r
e 
P sin(0- 13 ) 
(D.11) 
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p cos (4 -E) 	a-2r
e p cos (4 
	a-2r
e P cos (0- 6 ) 
















2reP -a cos (4 *-S ) 	 2r
e
P -a cos (4) -6 ) 
Z
3 
= arc sina-2r 	 	- arc sin 
e
P cos (4) Y .̀-8 ) a-2re

















The final result is 
-z







This expression contains all the geometric relations that are required for 
fin-channel radiative interaction. It needs to be evaluated only once for 
every fin element. 
The values of SS given by Eq. D-12 vary greatly depending on the fin 
and tube elements under consideration. Typically the shape factor between 
tube element and adjacent fin element is three to five orders of magnitudes 
larger than the shape factor between tube element and the next closest fin 
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element. If this large variation in shape factor is allowed to remain, 
unrealistic oscillations in the fin radiosity will occur and sizeable truncati 
errors will result when the radiant fluxes are integrated across the fin 
surface. 
To eliminate these truncation errors the local shape factor for the 
root fin element is replaced by a mean valve between two adjacent elements 
which have the same Z location. The mean value for the shape factor between 




2 	J ij 	0 
Fl-sin , 1 [0 s 
rather than Eq. D.12. 
Expressions for y and 0 are: 
y = tan 



















II. Tube to Tube Shape Factor 
The simplified analysis has indicated that optimum dimensions of 
the radiator system will result in close tube spacing. Therefore for the 
case of an optiminually designed system, the radiant interaction between 
adjacent tubes must be taken into account. This section summarizes the 
results of the shape factor between two fin elements. The procedure used 
is - Hottel's crossed string method which is valid for infinitely long elements 
that are generated by a straight line moving parallel to itself. The finite 
length of the tube elements to accounted for by multiplying Hottel's result 
by a weighting factor. 
From Hottel's crossed string method (see Fig. 5 ) the shape factor 




1-2 ir/2 - 	0 1 Y fr) + (R7
L  - cos 0)2 - 	
1/2 
cos 0 	(D.14) 
2 2 	 2 
where 
0 = sin -1() R
2 
t = one half the fin thickness at its root. 
R
2 
= outside radius of the tube 
= one-half the distance between tube centers 
7 
Y = 2 	(el 	01) 
01 





 = cos 
-1 (R2 sin 01  
t 
The weighting factor for two tube elements of width AZ located at 
Z 1 , Z2 
(see Fig. 5 ) is 
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Fig. 5 Shape Factor Between Adjacent Tubes 
WF = 1 cos
2 
OdB = 2 — (0 2 
 -a
1 	4 
) + — (sin 20
2 
- sin 20
1  ) 









-1 [ Z2 - AZ/2 - Zl  











where the valve for F1_2 is given by Eq. D.14. 
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